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Foreword
In my work related to the topic of collisions and groundings in the past 12 years I have
always considered this conference and the resulting proceedings to be of great value for
everyone in of scientific community. It is my pleasure to participate in the 5th International
Conference on Collision and Grounding of Ships organized in Finland. These proceedings comprise a careful state of the art collection of current collision and grounding related
research activities. The conference serves and will serve in the years to come, as an excellent opportunity to disseminate our research findings and to outline future research areas. I
would like to thank all contributors to the conference and to the proceedings.
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Goal Ba
ased Sh
hip Safe
ety App
plication
n in larg
ge cruis
se ship design
n
Kai Levande
er
STX Europe Cruise & Ferries (Reetired), SeaKey Naval
N
Architecturee, Turku Finland
d

Abstract:
A
New, innovativve ship designss often fall outtside the ruleboook safety fram
mework. IMO has
h responded bby developing goal-based shiip
construction standards. For paassenger vessells this goal is thhat “the ship itsself is its best lifeboat”.
l
This m
means that in case
c
of collisionn,
fi both passengers and crew
w can stay onbooard as the ship
p proceeds to poort. This goal bbased safety approach has beeen
grounding or fires
applied in the design
d
of the woorld’s largest crruise ship “Oasis of the Seas”.

Introduction
n
Safetyy is a key ellement in thee design of all
passenger veessels like crruise ships or
o passenger-ccar
ferries. Traditionally safetyy rules have been developped
f
ships in
empirically, based on experience from
operation. Today
T
naval architects have
h
powerfful,
computer baased tools, like 3D-CAD for “drawinng”
work, but alsso many differrent calculatioon programs for
f
system optim
misation and simulation. This makes it
possible to evaluate
e
a neew design inn detail alreaady
during the design phasse. Also IM
MO, flag staate
authorities annd class societties have seenn the benefits of
theoretical caalculations annd simulationns both for ruule
development and for evaluuation of new innovative shhip
solutions. Thhis paper pressents the application of gooal
base safety philosophy
p
inn the design of the worldd’s
largest cruisee ship “Oasis of the Seas””. The ship was
w
designed and built by STX
X Europe for Royal
R
Caribbeean
International in 2009. A sister
s
ship wiill follow in the
t
autumn 2010..

he cruise bussiness
Th
Rapid
R
Growth
h in Cruise Sh
hip Size
The cruise operation as we see itt today startedd
baack in the earrly 1970’s. Thhe size and th
he capacity of
th
he vessels havee been doubleed every ten yeears, as can bee
seeen from the example
e
of veessels designeed and built byy
ST
TX Europe inn Finland forr Royal Carib
bbean Cruises
Lttd. (Fig 1). These
T
six gennerations of ships
s
built foor
RC
CCL are nott unique, butt similar exam
mples can bee
prresented for otther major cruuise operators, like Carnivaal
Crruise Lines and
a Norwegiaan Cruise Lin
ne. The strongg
deevelopment of
o the cruise market and the passengeer
baase, especiallyy in North A
America, has supported
s
this
grrowth. The cruuise vessels bbuilt at STX Europe
E
yard inn
Tu
urku are 225 000 GT inn size and carry 5 4000
paassengers in double occuppancy. The tw
wo “Oasis” –
class vessel weere contractedd at a cost of 900 Millionn
Eu
uro per vesseel and repressent an important business
deecision both for
fo the ship ow
wner and the yard.
y
The rules
an
nd regulationns for passeenger vesselss have beenn
in
ntended for much
m
smaller vvessels and th
he increase inn
sizze means that
t
instead of applyin
ng traditionaal
prrescriptive rulles equivalentt safety principles had to bee
ussed in the desiign and constrruction.
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Figure 1: The grrowth in cruise shhip size and capaccity

Goal Based Ship
S
Safety
Passennger ships have
h
been operating with
w
excellent safeety records, but a few fatall accidents haave
turned publicc opinion on the
t safety of cruise
c
ships and
a
passenger-carr ferries. IMO
O, flag state authorities and
a
class societies have ressponded by evaluating the
t
possibilities too further increeasing the safe
fety standards

or large vessels with several thousand
ds of persons
fo
on
nboard. Now
w IMO intrroduces a new
n
SOLAS
S
reegulation II-1//3-10 on “Gooal-based ship
p constructionn
sta
andards for bulk carriers aand oil tankerss”.
Fo
or passenger vessel the IM
MO goal is thaat “Ship is its
ts
beest lifeboat annd in the eveent of any cassualty personss
ca
an stay safely on board as th
the ship proceeds to port”.

p
indicators
Cruise ship performance

The naval arcchitect must understand
u
thhe technical and
a
economical factors
f
that are
a guiding both
b
cruise shhip
building and cruise operattion (fig 2). The cruise shhip
a
owner alwayys first asks about the ship price and
compares it to the pricce per passeenger for othher
newbuildingss and for thee ships in thee existing fleeet.
Shipyard buuilding cost is more rellated to Grooss
Tonnage thann to the passeenger capacityy. For Europeean
yards, buildinng cost is in Euro,
E
the owneers are more tiied
to US dollarss. More imporrtant than the building costt is
the money making
m
potential for the veessel. What will
w

th
he average tickket income bee and the onb
board revenue??
Crruise ships haave very largee crews, but laabour costs aree
lo
ow and partlyy based on tipps. Bunker co
ost has been a
veery small parrt of the totaal operating cost, but has
raapidly increassed during 20008. CO2 em
mission is alsoo
im
mportant and passengers
p
askk about the caarbon footprinnt
off their cruiise vacation.. Safety, reeliability andd
en
nvironmental friendlinesss have beecome basicc
reequirements for
f all cruisee ships. If a new designn
co
oncept cannot fulfil these demands, no sh
hip owner willl
bee interested.
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Figure 2: Key peerformance indicators

Developmentt trends
Panamax and Post Panam
ma Cruise Sh
hips
The Pannama Canal haas affected cruuise ship desiign
for many years. The maxim
mum beam off 32,2 m allow
wed
in the locks made ships long
l
and narroow. To increaase
the number of
o outside balccony cabins more
m
decks weere
added in the superstructure
s
e, but stability then became a

prroblem. This problem waas solved by
y making thee
su
uperstructure narrower thaan the hull, with balconyy
caabins on both sides of a cenntre casing. Th
his reduces thee
to
op weight of the
t vessel andd allows morre decks to bee
ad
dded. The olld locks resttrict the size of Panamaxx
veessels to below
w 100 000 GT
T.

Figure 3: Cruisee ship developmennt trends

Panama Canaal Authority has
h started thee construction of
a third row of
o locks, withh impressive dimensions.
d
T
The
increased sizee is not introdduced for the cruise industtry,
but to enablee large contaiiner vessels to
t transit. Muuch
larger cruise ships will allso be able too pass from the
t
Caribbean too the West Coast. The new locks are
a
scheduled to be completedd by 2014. Thee new locks will
w
be large enouugh to allow today’s Postt Panama shipps,

ke “Freedom of the Seas” to pass (fig 4).
4 Air draughht
lik
is restricted byy the free heeight under the
t Bridge of
o
Americas and will demandd some inno
ovative funneel
arrrangement. A new cruisee ship size, New
N
Panamaxx
class, will devvelop for the bigger locks replacing thee
ex
xisting Panam
max size. Megga Ships, like “Oasis of thee
Seeas” are, however, too largge even for thee new Panamaa
lo
ocks (fig 3).
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Figure 4: Old annd new Panama loock dimension

New Cruise Ship
S
Types
When cruise ships grow in size
s
and beaam
increases therre are more annd more insidde decks areass in
the vessel. To
T maintain and preferabbly increase the
t
number of paassenger cabinns with windoows or balconnies
special layouuts must be used.
u
In the Panamax shiips
more decks could be added by narrowing the
t
superstructuree . In the Postt Panama shipps of “Voyageer”
and “Freedom
m” type somee inside cabinss have windows
overlooking the
t indoor promenade. The new locks in

Paanama Canal make it posssible to incrrease the hulll
beeam and add more deccks in the superstructure
s
e,
in
ncreasing from
m 4…5 cabin ddecks in old Panamax
P
ships
to
o 6…7 in new
w contemporarry NPX desig
gns. In ships of
o
mega
m
size, the superstructuree can be longiitudinally spliit
in
n two halves with an ouutdoor promen
nade deck inn
beetween, like in the “Oasis of the Seas” (fig 5 and 6)).
Th
he traditionall prescriptivee SOLAS ru
ules were noot
in
ntended for this
t
type off innovationss and a new
w
ap
pproach neeeded for sship safety assessmentt.

Figure 5: Size and
a type evolutionn

Figure 6: “Oasiss of the Seas” witth split superstruccture

afe and reliab
ble
Sa
IM
MO Goal Bassed Standard
The goal--based ship standards are developed onn
th
he basis of a five-tier
f
system
m, consisting of goals (Tieer
(Tier II), veerification andd
I), functional requirements
r
accceptance critteria (Tier III)), rules and regulations
r
foor
sh
hip design annd constructioon (Tier IV) and industryy
prrocedures and quality system
ms (Tier V).
IM
MO has defineed as the goaal for passengeer vessels thaat
“tthe ship itselff is its best liffeboat”. This means that inn
caase of casuallty both passengers and crew
c
can stayy
saafely onboard as the ship pproceeds to po
ort. Safe areas
sh
hall be availabble onboard foor passengers and crew afteer
a fire, collisionn or groundinng as long ass the casualtyy
th
hreshold has not
n been exceeeded. Fire deteection and firee

6
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fighting shall prevent the fire
f from spreaading in the shhip
to adjacent fire
f
zones. Foor damage staability, the neew
IMO probabiilistic rule iss applied. Paartial power for
propulsion annd hotel load shall be avaailable also affter
the casualty, as well as essential
e
safeety and comffort
systems. Onlyy if the casuaalty exceeds the
t threshold an
evacuation annd abandonm
ment of the shhip is necessaary
(fig 7).

Figure 7: IMO Goal
G “Ship is its best
b lifeboat”

Fire safety
Alternative Design
D
The inncreasing sizee and passennger capacity of
cruise ships mean that also
a
the publlic spaces muust
increase in sizze. In the presscriptive SOLA
AS rule the max
m
length of the main fire zones is 40 m, but up to 48 m
can be used in certain cases. The areaa should be leess
than 1600 m2. In many vessels
v
the siize of the maain
dining room and the show
w theatre has been limited by
this rule evenn after extendiing the fire zoone length to 48
m. In the “Voyager” and “Freedom”
“
cllass cruise shiips
the indoor proomenade reacches through several
s
main fire
f
zones. Here fire doors aree installed at each main fire
f
bulkhead. Onn the promennade floor deck level, wheere

paassengers wallk, sliding dooors are used, but
b in the threee
deeck high uppper part of thhe promenad
de atrium bigg,
veertically hingeed folding dooors are installeed.
In
n “Oasis of thee Seas” Alternnative Design ( SOLAS Chh.
II--2 Reg.17) haas been applieed. The ship is
i much wideer
th
han 40 m and the average size of the firee zones is welll
ab
bove 1600 m2. Extensive ssimulations an
nd fire hazardd
an
nalysis were used
u
to verify
fy that “equall safety” weree
acchieved in sellected, represeentative areass (fig 8). Alsoo
th
he indoor prom
menade is muuch larger thaan in previous
veessels and dooubled roller shutters are used as firee
daampers in the main fire bullkheads. In ad
ddition normaal
sizze fire doorss in the bulkkheads are insstalled on thee
esscape routes (ffig 9).

Figure 8: The “A
Alternative Desiggn” principle was used for represenntative areas in laarge fire zones
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Figure 9: Fire shhutters and doors on indoor promeenade

Outdoor spaaces between the
t split supeerstructure
Outdoor spaces between the split supersttructure
introduced a new fire safeety concern (ffig 10 and 122). Fire
loads were simulated annd different solutions tessted to
demonstrate equal safety with SOLAS. Fire breakk areas
were introduuced in the laay out to sloow down sprread of
fire.Longitud
dinal fire breeak hinders fire
f spread froom one
side to anotheer in the splitt superstructurre. This shoulld be at
least 3 m widde. Use of all combustibless is prohibitedd in this
area, except deck-coveering with low-flame spread
characteristics (fig 11).Traansverse firee breaks slow
w down
spread of fire due to any poossible wind effects.
e
These are 6m
long zones in the vicinityy of the MV
VZ boundaries. Low
(<0,5m) livinng vegetationn is allowed, but no combbustible
furnishings.
Figurre 10: “Board Waalk” aft

b
in “Centraal Park”
Figure 11: Fire breaks

Figure 12: “Cenntral Park” betweeen the split supersstructure in “Oasiis of the Seas”

Figure 13: Survivability
S
afteer grounding or co
ollision
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Damage stab
bility
Probabilisticc Damage Staability Rule
The new rule is based on thhe probabilityy for damagess to
the hull, founnd by analyzinng the length, penetration and
a
vertical extennt of damagess reported byy ship collisioons
and groundinngs (fig 13). The
T probabiliity that the shhip
will survive is
i calculated for
f several thoousand differeent
damage casess to get the attained
a
indexx. This must be
bigger than the
t required index specifiied in the IM
MO
rule. Requireed index inccreases with the number of
persons onboard and the leength of the shhip. The numbber

nd crew. Thee
off persons inccludes both ppassengers an
in
ndex also depeends on the liffeboat capacitty. Most cruisee
sh
hips are built for long iinternational voyages withh
liffeboat capacitty for 75% oof all persons onboard. Foor
th
he remaining 25% life raafts or marin
ne evacuationn
staations are proovided. For a cruise ship
p of Panamaxx
sizze, the requireed index is
ab
bout 0,8 and for
f a Mega Siize vessel it approaches
a
0,99
(fi
fig 14).

Figure 14: Requuired subdivision index

Probabilisticc Damage Staability Rule
The new
n
probabiliistic rule reqquires a lot of
calculation work.
w
The rulle is technicaally complicatted
and the interrpretation is still
s
not fullyy established. In
cruise ships where the beeam is not reestricted by any
a
canal locks or similar, the required index can be
attained by ussing a “wide body”
b
concept. Increased hull
h
beam gives high
h
initial staability and thhis improves the
t
attained indeex. In cruisee ships, the internal waater
tightness is improved
i
by installing paartial watertigght
bulkheads at the ship sidees to preventt down floodiing
from comparttment to comppartment whenn the ship heels.

The suurvival probbability can be furtheer
nvestigated ussing numericcal simulation
n of floodingg
in
ev
vents and moddel testing.
Fo
or “Oasis of the
t Seas” the IMO probabiilistic rule was
ap
pplied ahead of
o entry into foorce (fig 15, 16 and 17)
 9000 damage
d
cases calculated
 The Required
R
Indeex R = 0,88 and Attainedd
Index A = 0,91
 Numerrical simulatioons and modeel tests using a
perform
mance based approach suggest survivaal
probabbility of 0,99

Figure 15: Wateertight integrity annd freeboard deckk
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Figure 16: Wateertight integrity too 40 deg

t port
Safe return to
Redundant Power
P
Supplyy and Propulsion
The IMO new rule also
a
requires that passengers
and crew in the
t case of cassualty should stay onboard as
the ship procceeds to port. This demannds a redundaant
power supplly and propulsion. Withh diesel-electtric
machinery, thhis can be seccured by locaating the diesselgenerators inn two or moree engine room
ms separated by
watertight annd fire insulaated bulkheadds (fig 18). All
A

Figurre 17: Partial bulkheads above bullkhead deck

uxiliary system
ms must be ddivided in the same way. A
au
saafe solution is to place thhe diesel-geneerators in twoo
seeparate main fire zones and have separate enginee
caasings all the way to the ffunnel. Also the
t propulsionn
sh
hould consist of
o at least twoo units, locateed in protectedd
co
ompartments (fig
( 19). All eessential safety
y system musst
also remain in use and somee basic comfo
ort maintainedd
fo
or passengers and
a crew.

Figure 18: Reduundant power suppply and propulsioon
p propulsion, all units steerable
Figure 19: Triple pod

Casualty thrreshold exceed
ded
Evacuation
If, the damage from
m the casuallty exceeds the
t
survival threeshold the ship must be evacuateed.
Extensive work
w
was caarried out too optimize the
t
evacuation froom any space onboard. Evaacuation traffic

mulations weere based onn MSC Circu
ular 1033 andd
sim
reepresentative passenger
p
dem
mographics ussed. Assemblyy
staations are inn protected sspaces, well-k
known by alll
paassengers, cloose to the liifeboat embaarkation areass.
Assembly time must be less tthan 60 minuttes (fig 19).

Figure 19: Evacuuation routes andd assembly stationns
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Life Saving Appliances
A
The lifeeboats and liffe raft stationns occupy muuch
space along thhe embarkatioon deck in a laarge cruise shhip.
Passenger cappacity grows proportionallyy more than the
t
ship length when
w
size is increased.
i
In a cruise ship of
200 000 GT with 6000 passengers and
a
2000 creew
onboard theere is not enough lenggth along the
t
embarkation deck
d
if traditiional 150 persson lifeboats are
a
used. If two 150
1 person liffeboats are com
mbined into one
o
rescue vessel for 300…4000 persons the space
s
demandd

along the lifebooat deck is redduced and the LSA capacityy
caan be increaseed to the requuired 8000…9000 personss.
Th
he use of largger life boats must be apprroved by class
an
nd flag state following
f
the “equal safety
y principle”. If
I
liffe boats are stowed
s
in launnching positio
on outside thee
sh
hip side, embbarkation is fast and the davit system
m
sim
mplified. Reinnforcement neeeded for the wave
w
loads onn
th
he life boats in extreme sseas must be evaluated byy
model
m
testing (ffig 20).

Figure 20: Largee life boat for 3700 persons and lauunching system

Operation saafety
Designinng and buildding ships to the traditionnal
prescriptive rules or following the new
n
goal bassed
approach doees not autom
matically guarrantee safe and
a
reliable cruisse for the passsengers. Alsso the operatiion
must follow the
t same safetty philosophy.. Safer operatiion
of a large cruuise ship demaands both skilll and dedicatiion
from the officcers and crew
w. All control system onboaard
should suppoort and guide the crew on the day to day
d
operation, buut especially when
w
accidennts or causalitties
demand speccial actions. In
I “Oasis off the Seas”, the
t
following soluutions were used (fig 21):
Bridge fullyy dedicated for navigation

- Safetyy Centre adjacent to the brid
dge
- Integraated and redunndant navigatiion system
- Improvved ability to manage safetty and securityy
inciident
- Same principle adoppted for the Engine
E
Controol
Cenntre
- Video broadcastinng from brid
dge to largee
screeens at assem
mbly stations for effectivee
com
mmunication
- Reliabble passenger and crew co
ount system at
a
asseembly stationss
- Publicc address systeem extends to the life boats
- Surveiillance system
m for enhanceed monitoringg
of evacuation,
e
ovver 1300 CCTV
V cameras

Figure 21: Safetty centre adjacentt to the bridge
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Conclusion
Cruise operators
o
havee been optimisstic and investted
in more shipss for further growth
g
of the cruise busineess.
But the com
mpetition in thhe vacation market
m
is haard,
especially affter the crisees in the finnancial markket.
Potential passsengers havee been reluctaant to go onn a
cruise and have evaluuated also other vacatiion
alternatives. But the cruisse market is recovering and
a
now is the rigght time to pllan new shipss when shipyaard
order books are empty and
a
building cost has beeen
reduced. To create
c
a new suuccessful generation of cruuise
ships, cruise operators, naval
n
architeccts and interrior
designers muust work togetther to find thhe ideal solutioon.
They must learn from the problems
p
in previous
p
desiggns
and look foor new techhnical possibiilities that can
c
improve the performancee, environmenntal friendlineess
and safety off the new shhips. How cann the passengger
capacity be inncreased? Whhat layout shoould be used for
f

maximum
m
balcony ratio? Caan the fuel co
onsumption bee
reeduced? Whatt hull form has the bestt sea keepingg
ch
haracteristics?? What is the building cost per passengeer
in
n the new desiign? Can a larrge ship be deelivered in less
th
han 3.5 years?
Bu
ut most im
mportant willl be to un
nderstand thee
paassengers, theeir demands aand expectations. Both thee
naaval architect and the interioor designer must
m look at thee
sh
hip from the passenger’s
p
ppoint of view to be able too
crreate a winninng design for the next 25 years.
y
Tankerss,
bu
ulk carriers annd container vvessels are “heeavy industry””
bu
usiness, buildiing standard vvessel types in
n long series at
a
co
ompetitive prrices. Successs in the crruise business
deemands differrent skills. W
We must prov
vide a uniquee
ex
xperience for the
t passengerrs to fulfil theiir expectations
an
nd make them
m come bacck again for more cruises
du
uring their nexxt vacations.

Figure 22: Cruisse passengers exppect unique experriences in a safe, reliable
r
and envirronmental friendlly ship
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European Marine Casualty Information Platform a common EU
taxonomy
Paulo Correia
European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA)

Abstract:
A comprehensive and common marine casualty taxonomy is a fundamental factor for statistics, risk analysis and the facilitation of
cooperation between States when investigating marine casualties and incidents. This paper will present the structure and the taxonomy
behind the database of the European Marine Casualty Information Platform (EMCIP), developed by the European Maritime Safety
Agency (EMSA - was set up by the Regulation (EC) N° 1406/2002, with the main objective to provide technical and scientific
assistance to the European Commission and Member States in the development and implementation of EU legislation on maritime
safety, pollution by ships and security on board ships. http://www.emsa.europa.eu/ ). The database, using this common taxonomy,
went live on October 2009 and is being used by a number of European Member States, on a voluntary basis. Populating EMCIP will
become mandatory after the transposition period established by the Directive 2009/18/EC, on 17 June 2011

Introduction
The Directive 2009/18/EC1, in establishing the
fundamental principles governing the investigation of
accidents in the maritime transport sector, puts an end
to the absence of rules governing the conduct of safety
investigations in Europe.
The main principles of the Directive are: the
implementation of independent maritime casualty safety
investigations; cooperation among the investigative
bodies and obligation to report accidents. To achieve
these goals, permanent and independent investigative
bodies should be created.
Independence can be achieved by the separation of
safety from judicial investigations, while still allowing
the sharing of some factual information. It is worth
contrasting the two types of investigations. The aim of a
judicial investigation is to deliver justice by
apportioning blame or liability in the case of any
violation of the regulations in force. A safety
investigation, meanwhile, by establishing a non-blame
culture and preserving the confidentiality of the
witnesses’ testimony, is in a better position to illustrate
possible lessons and issue safety recommendations to
prevent future accidents.
Cooperation between the lead investigating State, other
Member States and third countries involved in an
accident, is an important factor for the effectiveness of
the investigation. Parallel investigation should be
avoided, although the views of the various investigative
bodies involved should be taken into account.
The obligation to investigate a certain type of casualty,
based on the risk or the lessons that can be extracted
from the investigation and also issuing safety
recommendations as a follow up are also important
pillars of the Directive.
Finally, commitments to report all the marine casualties
or incidents to EMCIP publishing any safety
investigation reports produced are also important
1
http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2009:131:0114:0
127:EN:PDF

elements for the transparency and quality of the process
and for the public and for shipping industry awareness.
European marine casualty information platform
EMCIP is a web-based platform constituted up
to now a Database, a Portal and an Admin tool. The
development of further tools is also foreseen.
The Admin tool allows organisations to access to their
assigned repository on the EMCIP system in order to
create users and to attribute roles.
The EMCIP Portal is used to support the investigation
process, and to help investigators, by providing support
documents and information: e.g. user manuals, lists of
contacts, 24-hour contacts, news, events and reporting
problems and changes.
The EMCIP database provides the means to store data
and information related to marine casualties involving
all types of ships and occupational accidents. It also
enables the production of statistics and analysis of the
technical, human, environmental and organisational
factors involved in accidents at sea.
The database taxonomy has been developed by EMSA
in consultation with the Member States, on the basis of
European research2 and international recommended
practice and procedures3. The EMCIP technical
platform makes use of a similar software platform
developed for the aviation industry by the IPSC - JRC4
of the European Commission.
At the present stage, EMSA promotes voluntary
participation in EMCIP population by the investigation
authorities of the Member States, during a transitional
period until the Member States bring into force the
laws, regulations and administrative provisions
necessary to comply with Directive 2009/18/EC. This
voluntary participation phase anticipates the future
2
Such as: Casualty Analysis Methodology for Maritime Operations
(CASMET) project.
3
Such as: MSC-MEPC.3/Circ.3 - harmonized reporting procedures,
International Maritime Organisation (IMO).
4
Institute for the Protection and Security of the Citizen – Joint
Research Centre
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framework prroposed by thhe legislative initiative of the
t
Commission. In additionn to helping to achieve an
overall Europpean objectivee that is, a singgle repositoryy of
information on maritimee accidents in
i the EU the
t
national com
mpetent authorrities will bee able to stoore,
process and use
u data for theeir own particcular needs.
Reporting
The accident
a
invesstigation Direective considers
that the subm
mission of datta to, and the general use of,
the Europeann Marine Caasualty Inform
mation Platform
(EMCIP) to be an integraal part of thee overall safe
fety
investigation system. It reequires that according
a
to the
t
database scheeme:
All marine casualties
c
and incidents shaall be notifiedd in
accordance with
w the formatt described inn Annex II of the
t
Directive, ass well as, data resultinng from safeety
investigationss;
Data on mariine casualties and incidentss shall be storred
and analysed by means of EMCIP
E
The EMCIP databaase is structureed to enable the
t
storage and processing
p
of ship casualty related data, as
well as data relating
r
to occcupational acccidents coveriing
all types of ships
s
no mattter its severityy (very seriouus,
serious, less serious
s
and inccidents).
The databasee is populatedd by the natiional competeent
authorities of
o the Mem
mber States acting
a
as daata
providers, whho in turn are supported
s
by the system itsself
in their notifyying, reportingg and search tasks,
t
as well as
in their preeparatory woork for connducting safe
fety
investigationss. EMSA mannages the systtem and acceppts
the communiccated data beffore it is finallly stored.
EMSA and the
t national competent
c
autthorities operaate
the system wiithin a culturee of 'no blame and no liabiliity'
and in accorddance with perrsonal data prootection.
EMSA managges the system
m and, througgh an acceptannce
procedure, monitors
m
the quuality of the data
d
before itt is
finally storedd. This is an important task when a neew
system is usedd by many diffferent organissations.
Figure 1 show
ws EMCIP woorkflow whichh is based on the
t
concept of notifications
n
a additionall (investigativve)
and
data that coulld be the resullt of safety invvestigations.

vent represen
ntation
Ev
The dataabase is prepaared to collectt unsafe events
in
n a sequence order follow
wing the app
proach of thee
ST
TEP1 method (Figure 2):
-

multi-llinear events; and

-

eventss in sequence order and reelated to eachh
other
There are
a two typess of events: casualty andd
acccidental evennts. Casualty eevents which express somee
kiind of energyy release or cconversion aree listed in thee
Annex. The acccidental evennts2 seen as the
t immediatee
caauses can be: equipment faailure, environ
nmental effectt,
ex
xternal agentt, hazardous substances and humann
errroneous actioons3.
Th
he accidentall events cann be associatted with twoo
peeriods of thee accident prrocess: at the casualty or
o
em
mergency stagge.

Figure 2

According to this approach, an event is one actoor
peerforming onee action and an actor was in a certainn
pllace doing som
mething at the time of the accident. Thee
acctors can bee a person, a thing (e.g. goods or
o
eq
quipment) orr a natural element involved in thee
acccident.
Eaach accidenntal event may havee associatedd
orrganizational factors,
f
calledd contributing
g factors: thesee
arre shipboard operations
o
andd shore manag
gement. Figuree
3 presents a schematic exxample of th
he interactionn
beetween eventss and events aand associated contributingg
faactors.

Figure 3

1

Sequential tiimed events plottting procedures
From Casuaalty Analysis Meth
thodology for Maaritime Operations
(C
CASMET)
3
Following thhe terminology prroposed by Cogn
nitive Reliability
an
nd Error Analysis Method (CREAM
M)
2

Figure 1
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There are also related preecursor evennts
associated to each type of accidental evvent, that can be
seen in a dim
mension perpeendicular to the
t picture, and
a
covering for example
e
humaan factors andd failure modees.
Taxonomy
The developm
ment of a marine casualtyy taxonomy for
f
Europe is a fundamenntal factor in facilitatiing
cooperation between
b
Mem
mber States whhen investigatiing
marine casuallties or incidennts.
The use of thhe same codeed language (taxonomy)
(
w
will
diminish the risk
r of havingg different invvestigators usiing
different reppresentations of the sam
me event and
a
associated infformation. Thhe taxonomy is supported by
the definitionns of the fieelds and its values, reguular
investigator training onn EMCIP, together with
w
assessment off the quality of
o the data.
Based on a coommon taxonnomy, 27 Mem
mber States pllus
Norway and Iceland willl be populatiing the EMC
CIP
database, whiich means thaat a large amoount of data will
w
be available to carry out staatistical and riisk analysis.
The EMCIP taxonomy orr the classification scheme is
constituted byy extensive cooded information, allowing its
translation annd incorporation in the systtem if requestted
by Member States.
S
There are alsso text fieldss such as: description of the
t
accident, wheere free text can be insertedd, keywords and
a
text fields for contribbuting factorrs and safeety
recommendattions.
Associated too each occurrrence, the innvestigators can
c
also attach several files succh as: the inveestigation repoort,
pictures, movvies and other relevant sourcce material.
The taxonom
my can be diviided across faactual data, suuch
as, ship detaills or interprettation data succh as the fatiggue
factors of a paarticular actorr.
The databasse taxonomyy took intoo account the
t
conclusions of the CASM
MET projectt and using its
proposed coddes for contribbuting factors (causal factorrs).
Other sourcess include the categories
c
of cognitive
c
factoors
and permanennt and tempoorary person-rrelated functioons
of CREAM, and also som
me annexes of the IMO on
harmonised procedures
p
forr reporting marine
m
casualtties
and incidents.
f
are an
Human erroors and organisational factors
important asspect of the EMCIP taxxonomy. As an
example, Figuure 4 shows thhe groups of information thhat
might be storeed for human error actions.
Tree structure
The followinng tree, Figuure 5, repressents the maain
structure of thhe basic entitties in the EM
MCIP taxonom
my.
The main entity of eachh report is the occurrennce
o occupationnal accident, or
(casualty witth a ship, or
incident). Enntities are creeated below the
t main enttity
because they may exist in multiple instaances (e.g. moore
b involved in a casuaalty
than one veessel may be
occurrence).

Occurrence
O

Figure 4

Figure 5

Th
he investigatoor builds this ttree according
g to the type of
o
th
he casualty, number
n
of shhips involved, number andd
ty
ype of accidenntal events, ccontributing factors,
f
safetyy
reecommendatioons and other iinformation av
vailable.
Main
M
functions
Query, Statistiics, Export and Graph are functions
allowing users to
t interrogate the EMCIP database.
d
Th
he Query Buiilder, the funcction that willl be explainedd
in
n more detaill here, suppoorts the creattion of queryy
lib
braries in whhich predefinned queries can
c be storedd,
ex
xchanged and executed. Ussers have com
mplete freedom
m
in
n defining their own queriess.
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The Query Builder acceepts criteria involving any
a
attribute (fieldd), which is part
p of the EM
MCIP taxonom
my.
These criteriaa can be combbined using logical operatoors
AND, OR and brackets [ ],, { }. Using thhese queries and
a
query librariies, the idenntification annd retrieval of
specific selected safety datta out of a repoository becom
mes
easy and flexiible.
A query is a command seent to the dattabase server to
identify a set of occurrencees from the daatabase based on
a criterion or a number of logically
l
combbined criteria.
The marine innvestigators have
h
direct acccess through the
t
Internet to alll EMCIP dataa for their Meember State thhat
are not barredd by special arrangement, and are able to
produce statistics, safety studies
s
and other
o
reports for
safety relatedd purposes using
u
pre-deffined and oppen
query tools.
For example a query caan be createdd to search the
t
occurrences - collisions thhat have occcurred involviing
passenger vessels (Ro-ro),, crossing or approaching or
leaving a TSS, where therre was at leasst one passengger
injured, in 2009, see figuree 6.

The frequencyy and consequuences of each
h casualty typee
•T
to
o be obtained.. Additionallyy, consequencces relating too
peeople, environnment and maaterial damagees and those of
o
th
he emergency response folllowing it can
n be obtainedd
seeparately.
•T
The frequencyy of accidenttal events and
d contributingg
faactors associatted with partticular casualtty types to bee
ob
btained as welll as the safetyy recommendaations issued.
•T
The frequencyy and/or conseequence relateed to particulaar
circumstantial information
i
((e.g. relating to
t all “actors””
an
nd the respeective factuaal information concerningg
daangerous goodds, damage reecords, intact stability, fireefig
ghting equippment, SAR intervention,, fatigue andd
po
ollution responnse) to be obtained.
EM
MCIP thus addds quantitativve, qualitative and economicc
vaalue to the invvestigation of marine casuallties, incidents
an
nd occupatioonal accidennts. It achieeve this byy
strreamlining and
a
consolidaating the accquisition andd
sto
orage of notiification and investigation data receivedd
fro
om all Mem
mber States. EMCIP uses a commonn
taxonomy, andd by effectivee analysis of that data, this
en
nables generall risk identifiication and marine
m
casualtyy
an
nd incident prrevention at tthe national, European andd
gllobal level.
References
R
Ho
ollnagel, Erik (1998) Cognitivee Reliability and
d Error Analysiis
Method.
Eu
uropean project (1999) Casuaalty Analysis Methodology
M
foor
O
Maritime Operations.
http://www
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Figure 6

It is possible to query the text
t
fields by words or grooup
of words which is an important toool to searchh a
particular facet of the acciddent that is noot covered by the
t
taxonomy.
Therefore, thiis open searchh tool enabless EMSA and the
t
national com
mpetent authoorities to prooduce statistiics,
safety studies and other reports basedd on objectivve,
reliable andd comparablee data. Thiis enables the
t
Commission and the Member
M
Statees to take the
t
necessary stteps to impprove maritim
me safety and
a
prevention off pollution by ships and to evaluate the
t
effectiveness of existing measures.
m
Conclusion
The fundameental principlees contained in
i the Directiive
2009/18/EC on accident investigationn, the comm
mon
methodology and EMCIIP system ensure
e
that an
effective safeety investigattion system can
c exist acrooss
Europe.
The EMCIP database
d
allow
ws:
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ANNEX
Casualty event
Capsizing/Listing
Capsizing
Listing
Collision
With other ship
With multiple ships
Ship not underway
Contact
Floating object
Cargo
Ice
Other
Unknown
Fixed object
Flying object
Damage to ship or equipment
Grounding/stranding
Drift
Power
Fire/Explosion
Fire
Explosion
Flooding/Foundering
Foundering
Flooding
Progressive
Massive
Loss of control
Loss of electrical power
Loss of propulsion power
Loss of directional control
Loss of containment1
Hull failure
Missing

1
This includes for example any cargo damage or cargo lost
overboard, oil spills and atmospheric pollution not caused by any
other casualty event.
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A
Abstract
This paper anaalyses the collission resistance of the X-core structure. The analyses includdes a detailed investigation of the non-lineaar
plate and laser weld material behaviour
b
usingg optical, full-ffield strain, meaasurements. Thee resulting mateerial relations are
a implementedd
into the Finitee Element moddel. Furthermorre the Finite Ellement model includes the innfluence of thee ships motionss to predict the
collision resistaance accuratelyy. The verificattion of the num
merical results is
i done by a coomparison of thhe experimental and numericaal
force versus peenetration curvves and by a coomparison of thhe deformed geeometries. Thee latter is achieeved through a digitized threeedimensional model
m
of the posst experimentall X-core structuure. As a resullt the accuracy of the collisionn simulations is presented andd
discussed.

mulations. Fuurthermore, thhe post experrimental largee
sim
sccale X-core structure whicch was formeerly tested foor
co
ollision resisstance by T
TNO (Wolff 2003) was
diigitalized withh a topometricc sensor systeem to obtain a
fu
ull 3D referennce model. Thhis reference model will bee
co
ompared with the results off the numericaal simulationss.
Th
hereby the innfluence of the laser weeld behaviourr,
reespectively lasser weld failuure, will be identified andd
prresented.
he X-core strructure
Th
The lasser welded X
X-core structu
ure has beenn
deesigned in thee EU Sandwicch project and
d tested in thee
EU
U Crashcoasteer project (Woolf 2003). Fig
gure 1 shows a
crross section of the X-coore structure. The sectionn
co
onsists of fouur “x” shapedd core elemen
nts, which aree
jo
oined by laseer welding. T
The total thicckness of thee
saandwich structure is 360 m
mm with a heeight of 1.5 m
an
nd a total lenggth of 5.5 m. The thicknesss of the outeer
sh
hell is 6 mm, the X-core annd the inner shell
s
thickness
is 4 mm. Thee sandwich sstructure is conventionally
c
y
welded to a suppport structuree which itself is welded andd
jo
oined to the strruck vessel, seee Figure 2.
284
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Introduction
The coontinuous groowth in worlddwide sea trafffic
increases the risk of ship to ship collisions. Therefoore,
demands for novel crashhworthy ship side structurres
exist which have
h
superior energy
e
absorpption capabilitties
than conventiional ship sidee structures. Hence,
H
based on
the steel sanddwich structurral concept annd laser weldinng,
a sandwich siide structure with
w multiple “x” shaped coore
elements has been developped and testedd in large scaale,
see Wolf (20003).
Commonly sttructural colliision analysess are carried out
o
using the nonn-linear finitee element meethod in a quuasi
static fashionn with a powerr law based material
m
relatioon,
a failure criiterion for siimulating ruppture and riggid
connections between
b
strucctural elementts neglecting the
t
actual weld. However,
H
thee quasi static simulation dooes
not consider the
t motions of
o the vessels and can thereeby
not predict thhe available energy
e
to defform the X-coore
structure. The power law based materrial relation and
a
common faillure criteria are not deppendent on one
o
another, and can thereforre not predictt the non-lineear
material behaaviour with suufficient accurracy, see Ehleers
et al. (20088a). Furtherm
more, the riggid connectioons
between struuctural elemennts are not representing
r
t
the
true behaviouur of the laseer weld, and thus cannot be
used to preddict the strucctural behaviiour accurateely,
especially if the
t laser weld fails.
Thereffore, this papper investigatees the influennce
of the laser weld
w
includingg weld failure on the enerrgy
absorption off the X-core structure subjjected to a shhip
collision. Thhe laser weldd was analyseed with opticcal
measurements to identify the local maaterial behavioour
by means of failure strainn and force by
b Jutila (20009).
His findings are implemeented into thee finite elemeent
model of thee X-core struccture to simuulate the correect
behaviour off the laser weld. The non-linear
n
plaate
material behhaviour is coonsidered usiing an elemeent
length depenndent materiaal relation inncluding failuure
according to Ehlers and Varsta
V
(2009)). The collisiion
simulation is carried out
o
in a dyynamic fashiion
considering the
t
motions of the collidding vessels as
described in Pill and Tabrri (2009). Thee importance of
these fully dynamic sim
mulations willl be presentted
through a com
mparison to a series of quassi static collisiion

6

Figure 1. Laser weelded X-core crosss-section (dimensions are in mm)

Figure 2. Experimeental overview
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(aa)
1

Penetration [m]

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0

1.5
Tim
ime [s]

2

2.5

6
5
4
3

Striking ship

Struck ship

2

Length, L

80 m

76.4 m

1

Beam, B

8.2 m

11.4 m

Depth, D

2.622 m

4.67 m

Draft*, T
Displacement,

1.3 m
721 tons

3.32 m
2465 tons

a11 = 36 tons

a22 = 715 tons

Number of tankks

2x5

2x7

Ballast water with
w
free surface

44.66 tons

0 tons

* a11 -surge

1

7

Table 1. Main diimensions and loaading conditions of the ships

Added mass off
prevailing motiion
component*

0.5

(b
b)

Force [MN]

The strikking ship, which was equippped with a riggid
bulbous bow,, impacted thee struck ship at amidships on
a course perppendicular to the struck shhip. Hence, veery
small yaw motions
m
occurrred. The struuck vessel iss a
barge with 14
1 tanks. As only one off the tanks was
w
partially filled, the effect of sloshing neglected
n
in the
t
analysis, how
wever its influuence is discuussed briefly. In
order to enable the strikingg ship to hit thhe test sectionn to
the right spoot, the struckk ship was kept
k
in a fixxed
position by tw
wo spud polees. The poles were connectted
to the ship byy pivoting meechanism, whhich was openned
j
just
before thhe contact toook place. Oppened the pivvot
allowed poless to rotate andd therefore thheir resistance to
the ship mootions was not considerred. The maain
dimensions for
fo both ships are given in Table 1. At the
t
moment of the
t first conttact, the veloocity, v0, of the
t
striking ship was
w 3.33 m/s.

0
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Penetratio
ation [m]

0.
0.8

Figure 3. Penetratiion as a function of time (a) and force
f
as a functionn
Wolf 2003)
off penetration (b) (W

(aa)

addded mass, a222 -sway addedd mass.

The pennetration depthh was evaluatted as a relatiive
displacement between the ships. The shiip motions weere
recorded in thhe centre of grravity (COG) of the ships and
a
thus, the pennetration doees not considder small loccal
displacementss, which mighht occur due to finite stiffneess
of the structurres connectingg the impact bulb
b
and the test
t
structure to thhe rest of thee ship. Figure 2a presents the
t
penetration as a function of
o time and Figure
F
3b shows
the collision force as a function of the
t penetratioon.
These figuress will serve as comparatiive measures to
verify the numerical collision
c
sim
mulations. The
T
deformed X-ccore structuree is shown in Figure 4a. The
T
outer plating shows an 18
1 cm long vertical
v
fractuure
close to the centre of the sttriking locatioon. Furthermoore,
the laser weldds connecting the “x” shapeed core elemennts
and the outerr plating are torn
t
at severaal locations, see
s
for example Figure
F
4b.
Numerical modelling
m
of th
he X-core colllision
General and introduction
n
The exxplicit solver LS-DYNA version
v
971, see
s
Hallquist (20007), is used for the collisiion simulationns.
These collisioon simulationss are carried out
o dynamicallly,
both consideering actual ship motionss in a couplled
approach annd prescribbed displaceement-controllled
motions in a quasi-static (QS) approacch. The couplled
analyses are conducted
c
witth the actual velocities and

(b
b)

Figure 4. Deformed X-core structurre (a) and failed laaser weld (b)

acccelerations occurring
o
duriing the collission while thhe
qu
uasi-static sim
mulations are conducted with
w a constannt
prrescribed veloocity assumingg a certain penetration pathh.
Th
hus, the dynaamic effects in collision and the exacct
peenetration patth are more precisely mo
odelled in thhe
co
oupled approoach. The ccomparison of
o these twoo
ap
pproaches wiill present thhe influence of the shipp
motions
m
on the
t
simulatioon results. The ANSYS
S
paarametric desiign language is used to build
b
the finitte
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element moddel of the suppported X-corre structure; see
s
Figure 5 andd Ehlers et al. 2008a. The
T
structure is
modelled ussing 515328 four nodedd, quadrilateeral
Belytschko-L
Lin-Tsay shelll elements wiith 5 integratiion
points througgh their thicknness. In the contact
c
area, the
t
element lenggth is 4.4m
mm, whereas the remainiing
elements havee a length of 26.4mm,
2
see also
a Figure 5.

Figure 5. Mesheed X-core structurre

Standaard LS-DYNA
A hourglass coontrol is used for
the simulationns. The autom
matic single suurface contactt of
LS-DYNA iss used to treatt the contact occurring
o
duriing
the simulation with a stattic friction cooefficient of 0.3.
0
The reaction forces betweeen the strikinng bow and the
side structuree are obtained by a contact force transducer
penalty card.
ulations
Quasi-static collision simu
The quuasi-static colllision simulattions are carried
out to investigate the influuence of the laaser weld failuure
strain on the force and pennetration preddictions. Therein
the rigid strikking bow impaacts the X-corre structure with
w
a constant displacement
d
of 2.4 m/ss at a straigght
penetration paath. This dispplacement speeed is taken to be
the approxim
mate averagge from thhe large sccale
experiment, see
s Figure 3a.. The translational degrees of
freedom are fixed
f
for the inndicated nodes, see Figure 6.
6

Figure 6. Suppported X-core structure, transllational degrees of
freedom are fixedd for the indicated nodes

namic collision simulationss
Coupled dyn
In couupled dynamic collision simulations,
s
t
the
ships are alloowed to movve and the exxact penetratiion
history is deefined from the collisionn dynamics and
a
mechanics. The
T
structurall deformationns are affectiing
and are evalluated under the actual physical motioons
occurring durring the collission, thus the name couplinng.
For dynamic simulationns the mass, inertia and
a
hydrodynamic properties of
o the ships aree included in the
t
finite elemennt model. Thiis paper utilizzes the coupled
method propoosed by Pill annd Tabri (20099), which alloows
dynamic colliision simulatioons with LS-D
DYNA. The shhip

motions
m
are lim
mited to the pplane of wateer surface andd
th
hus the restoriing forces are not included. Furthermoree,
th
he forces assoociated with tthe hydrodynaamic dampingg
an
nd frictional resistance are neglected as their inclusionn
is not straight forward
f
and aas their sharee in the energyy
baalance is relaatively low, lless than 10%
% of the totaal
av
vailable energgy, see Tabri (2010). Hen
nce, the modeel
co
oncentrates onn the accuraate modelling
g of the mainn
fo
orce componennts – the contaact and the ineertial forces.
In
n the finite eleement model,, the masses and
a inertias of
th
he colliding ships
s
are moodelled by using
u
a smalll
nu
umber of masss points, see Figure 7. Thee striking shipp
co
onsists of a modelled boow region an
nd three mass
po
oints. Corresppondingly, the struck ship consists also of
o
th
hree mass poinnts and a parrt of the side structure. Thee
mass
m
points aree constrained to move together with thee
bo
oundary nodess of the modeelled structural parts and aree
th
hereby acting as boundary conditions, seee also Figuree
6. The mass nodes
n
of the sstriking ship are given thee
in
nitial velocity v0=3.33 m/s.

Figure 7. Calculatiion setup for dynaamic collision sim
mulations

Furtherm
more, the hyydrodynamic added mass
co
omponents asssociated withh translationaal motions aree
in
ncluded in ceertain directioons only. Thee surge addedd
masses
m
of the striking and struck ships are
a marked as
A
a11
and a11B in Figure 7. These addeed masses aree
1
po
ositioned in the
t centres off gravity of the
t ships. Thee
ad
dded mass asssociated with tthe sway motiion is includedd
on
nly for the strruck ship as the motions of
o the strikingg
sh
hip are predom
minantly in thhe surge direection. For thee
strruck ship the sway added m
mass is modellled as a singlee
bllock of additioonal mass thaat is located on the oppositee
sid
de of the striiking locationn, see Figure 7. This addedd
mass
m
block is constrained
c
too the mass po
oints through a
pllanar joint, whhich restricts relative moveement in swayy
diirection and allows
a
the joinned entities to
o move in thee
su
urge direction. Thus, this m
mass becomes active only if
i
th
he struck ship undergoes
u
sw
way motion.
Pllate material modelling
The aim
m of the dynam
mic and quasi-static X-corre
co
ollision simulaations presentted in this pap
per is to predicct
th
he non-linear material behhaviour until fracture withh
su
ufficient accurracy and to iddentify the in
nfluence of thhe
laser weld behhaviour on tthe results. Therefore,
T
thiis
paaper uses the element lengtth dependent true strain andd
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Figure 8. Element-length dependent NVA material relation until
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Weld modelling
The weld dimension-dependent material
behaviour is obtained based on optical measurements,
see Jutila (2009). The average width of his laser welds
was 1.496 mm. Furthermore, he obtained a normal weld
failure force from where the failure stress,

σ N ( weld failure) , equal to 0.947 kN / mm2 , can be found.

Jutila’s local surface displacement measurements lead
to logarithmic weld failure strain of 0.1. His
measurements are in accordance with literature
findings; see for example Çam et al. (1999) and
Boroński (2006). Furthermore, this local weld failure
strain is obtained on the basis of the discrete pixel
dimensions from the optical measuring system whereby
the strain reference length is clearly defined. This strain
reference length is equal to 0.256 mm. Therefore, the
gap between the X-core structures steel plates is set to
0.256 mm and the constraint spot weld model of LSDYNA (Hallquist 2007) is used to represent the laser
weld with a weld failure strain of 0.1, see Figure 11.
The weld failure force in normal direction is set to
6.236 kN and 37.41 kN for the 4.4 mm and 13.2 mm
element sizes respectively. The spot weld fails if the
failure strain or force is reached. The entire model
consists of 10305 spot welds, or 227 spot welds per
meter of laser weld, being sufficiently dense to
represent a continuous laser weld. Furthermore, the
choice of the constraint spot weld model is justified as it
assumes that the mass less spot weld is torn out of the
adjacent plates once the critical state is reached. This
behaviour is in line with the experimental observations
of the laser weld failure, see Figure 12. To study the
sensitivity of the weld failure strain on the overall
failure process, a series of quasi-static collision
simulations are carried out with a weld failure strain

εef

of ∞, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001.

Laser weld

2 mm/min
4 mm/min
8 mm/min
16 mm/min
32 mm/min

10

2

Figure 10. Local failure strain versus displacements speed

value

20

0
0

1

True failure strain

stress relation until fracture identified by Ehlers and
Varsta (2009) for NVA steel; see Figure 8. This element
length-dependent NVA material relation is identified on
the basis of optical measurements. The Norske Veritas
Grade A (NVA) steel is a certified and common normal
shipbuilding steel. This material relation is assumed to
represent the material behaviour of the large scale Xcore specimen sufficiently, because the exact material
relation of the X-core specimen is unknown.
Furthermore, Ehlers and Varsta obtained their results of
4 mm thick plate material, which is equal to the
thickness of the X-core elements and the inner plating,
the outer plating is 6 mm thick and thereby in
sufficiently close range. The elastic modulus is 206
GPa, the Poisson ratio is 0.3 and the measured yield
stress is 349 MPa.
This failure strain and element length relation is
implemented in the ANSYS parametric design language
model generation via material 24 of LS-DYNA
(Hallquist 2007) and allows failing elements to be
removed at the critical strain. This failure strain is set to
0.66 and 0.39 for the element size of 4.4mm and 26.4
mm respectively, see also Figure 8. The constant strain
failure criterion is justified due to the close ranges of
triaxiality at failure for 4 mm and 6 mm thick plates, see
Ehlers (2010). The strain rate sensitivity is not included
in this material relation, as no influence on the ultimate
tensile force and failure strain for different displacement
speeds are found, see Figure 9 and Figure 10. The
difference in both strain and force was found to be
below three percent.

Shell
element

Constraint
Spot weld
Plate
Figure 11. Constraint spot weld location representing the laser weld
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Figure 12. Laserr torn out of the adjacent
a
plate

Results and verification
v
Digitalization
n of the deforrmed X-core structure
The X-core
X
structuure shown inn Figure 4a is
digitized witth the Tritopp and Atos optical systeem
produced byy Gesellschaft
ft für Optischhe Messtechnnik
(GOM). Theereby a full 3D referencee model of the
t
deformed shhape after thhe collision experiment is
obtained for a comparisoon with the results of the
t
numerical sim
mulations. Thee digitalizationn is done in tw
wo
steps, at first the Tritop phhotogrametricc system is ussed
to capture a set
s of coded annd uncoded measuring
m
poinnts
which are applied
a
randoomly throughoout the X-coore
specimen. Thhe Tritop syystem consistts of a digiital
camera whichh captures the coded measuring points froom
different anggles and can thereby posiition them inn a
coordinate system for reference of the Attos
measurements. The Atos system
s
consistts of two digiital
cameras andd a fringe prrojection souurce which can
c
digitalize withhin a measuriing volume off 2 x 2 x 2 m³³ in
one view. Thhe digitalizattion takes plaace through the
t
fringe recordiing of the twoo digital camerras positionedd in
an angle to one
o another. Thereby the location of the
t
fringe is know
wn following the
t object graating principle.
(a)

(b)

Figure 13. Digittalized X-core strructure, front sidde (a) and back side
s
(b)

Due to the large overall dimeensions of thee supported XX
co
ore structure the
t measuringg point record
dings from thee
Trritop system serve as a bbasis to position the Atos
reecordings withh reference to the coded meeasuring points
in
n one global cooordinate systtem. By doing
g so, at least 3
co
oded measuring points neeed to be within the Atos
diigitalization viiew. As a resuult, the follow
wing 3D modeel
is obtained, seee Figure 13. T
This digital model of the XX
co
ore structure will
w be used too produce an overlay
o
figures
with the resultinng deformed ggeometry from
m the dynamicc
fin
nite element simulations.
s
T
Thereby, and by comparingg
th
he force verssus penetratioon curves, the
t
numericaal
sim
mulations willl be verified.
Results
R
of the numerical
n
sim
mulations
The ressulting force versus peneetration curvee
fro
om the dynaamic collisionn simulation is shown inn
Fiigure 14 togeether with thee experimentaal result and a
seeries of quassi-static simuulations. Thesse quasi-staticc
sim
mulations aree obtained unttil a predefineed penetrationn
close to 1m is
i reached. T
The simulateed penetrationn
veersus time from
m the dynamiic simulation is
i compared too
th
he experimenttal curve in Figure 15. The
T simulatedd
peenetration histtory is in goood correspond
dence with thee
ex
xperimental cuurve. The peak penetration is predictedd
acccurately, how
wever slightlyy earlier. Forr comparisonn,
th
he applied coonstant displaacement of th
he quasi-staticc
sim
mulations is plotted
p
in Figuure 15 too.
Overall the dynnamic simulatiions correspon
nds well to thee
ex
xperimental curve,
c
the ppeak force at maximum
m
peenetration iss however over estimaated by thee
sim
mulation. Thhe quasi-static simulationss present thee
in
nfluence of the
t
failure sttrain on the force versus
peenetration curvve. The simullated force becomes smaller
with decreasingg weld failure strain values.
Th
he choice of constant straain failure criiterion for thee
laser weld is juustified, becauuse initially only 1% of thee
welds fail due to the force ccriterion and all
a subsequennt
welds fail duee to the strainn limit. Furth
hermore, it is
in
nteresting to note,
n
that the structural reesponse for ann
in
nfinite weld faailure strain vaalue is approx
ximately equaal
to
o the response with a failuree strain value of
o 0.1.
Frracture in the outer platingg of the X-corre structure, as
fo
ound in the experiment, was not obsserved at thee
co
orresponding stage of peneetration for th
he dynamic or
qu
uasi-static sim
mulations. Hoowever, up to
o 96% of thee
pllate failure strain
s
value iis reached in
n the strikingg
lo
ocation, and thhus indicating that rupture would
w
occur inn
a subsequent step. The latter was observed inn
su
ubsequent stepps of the quasii-static simulaations.
Th
he overlays of the digitalizzed and deform
med geometryy
off the quasi-staatic and dynam
mic simulation
n using a weldd
faailure strain of 0.1 are sshown in Fig
gure 16. Thee
co
ompliance of the
t deformed geometry is very
v
good. Thee
diistributions off the deviationns shown nextt to the legendd
in
n Figure 16 inndicate that m
most of the deviations
d
aree
beetween 0 andd -25mm. In other words the numericaal
sim
mulations ovver predict tthe deformattions slightlyy.
However, the contact
c
regionn is representeed sufficientlyy.
Fu
urthermore, thhe presence oof rigid body motions seem
m
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to influence the
t results slightly, because the deviatioons
show that thee X-core speccimen is twistted along the xaxis, which might
m
be a result of the poost-experimenntal
transport.
10
QS(εwf=∞)

8

QS(ε =0.1)
wf

Force [MN]

QS(εwf=0.05)
Dynamic(εwf=0.1)
1)
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Figure 14. Dynaamic and quasi-sstatic (QS) collisiion simulation foorce
versus penetratioon curves comparred to the experim
mental result
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Figure 15. Quasi-static (QS) annd dynamic peneetration versus tiime
versus exp

Figure 16. Overrlay of the digitallized and deform
med geometry for the
quasi-static (a) annd dynamic simuulation (b)

Discussion
The maaximum forcee is slightly over estimatted
with the dynamic and quaasi-static simuulations usingg a
laser weld faailure strain value
v
of 0.1, see Figure 14.
1
However, thee results of the quasi-staatic simulatioons
using a laser weld failurre strain valuue of 0.05 are
a
significantly closer to the
t
maximum
m experimenntal

cu
urve. This indicates thhat the asssumption of
o
ho
omogenous laaser weld propperties along the laser weldd
length throughoout the X-corre specimen is
i not entirelyy
co
orrect. Furtherrmore, this inddicates that lo
ocal deviations
in
n the laser weeld strength arre quite probaable, and thus
reeducing the maximum
m
forcce. Additionallly, the globaal
beending of the hull girder aand the preseence of a veryy
sm
mall amount of sloshing in the ballaast tanks cann
co
ontribute to thhe reduction in maximum
m experimentaal
fo
orce compared with the ssimulations. However, thee
ov
verall good correspondennce of the force versus
peenetration currves indicatess that the matterial relationn,
bo
oth for the platep
and weeld material, obtained withh
op
ptical measuurements sufffices for the
t
presentedd
co
ollision simulations. Additiionally, it can
n be said thaat
th
he presented numerical im
mplementation
n of the laseer
weld and the choice of coonstant strain
n weld failuree
crriterion producces reasonablee results.
Th
he similar ressponse of thee X-core struccture using ann
in
nfinite failure strain and a faailure strain of
o 0.1 indicates
th
hat this structture is not particularly seensitive to thee
laser weld prooperties, beinng in a reassonable rangee
ho
owever. Hencce, the local ffailure of the laser welds inn
th
he contact reggion does not reduce the gllobal responsee
fo
or failure strainn values of at least 0.05.
In
n general the innfluence of thhe ship motion
ns on the forcee
peenetration currve is visible, because they cause a slighht
reeduction in collision force. Ho
owever, thee
co
orresponding quasi-static ssimulation is in very closee
raange and reprresents a fair approximatio
on, see Figuree
14
4. This is expeected, as in a scenario wheere the strikingg
sh
hip is colliding at a right aangle to the sttruck ship, thee
in
nfluence of cooupling is sm
mall as the peenetration pathh
caan be prescribbed rather prrecisely for th
he quasi-staticc
sim
mulations. More
M
importannt however, iss the fact thaat
on
nly the dynaamic simulation is able to
t predict thee
co
orrect end-poiint of the forcce versus peneetration curvee,
reespectively thee available ennergy to deforrm the X-coree
strructure.
Th
he overlay of
o the finite element results with thee
diigitalized defformed X-corre structure served as ann
ad
dvanced tool for identify
fying the co
orrect strikingg
lo
ocation and apppropriate bouundary condittions. Therebyy
th
he boundary conditions, rrespectively restrictions
r
o
of
traanslational degrees
d
of ffreedom, of the supporrt
strructures edges could be poositioned only at the straighht
ed
dges which where needded to obtaain a similaar
deeformation shaape, see Figurre 16.
Fu
urthermore, it
i adds anotther option to
t verify thee
nu
umerical resuults besides thhe force versu
us penetrationn
cu
urve alone, see Figure 14 and 16. Thereby it
i
co
ontributes to the strengtheening of the reliability
r
andd
acccuracy of thee numerical simulations. Ho
owever, this is
on
nly applicablee if the deform
med shape is experimentally
e
y
in
nvestigated.
ummary
Su
A dynnamic ship collision ex
xperiment is
sim
mulated withh the non-lineear finite element methodd.
Th
he laser weldd of the invesstigated X-corre structure is
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successfully integrated into the numerical model. A
material relation, both for the plate- and weld material,
based on optical measurements represented the nonlinear material behaviour with sufficient accuracy. The
comparison of the simulated and experimental results
by means of the force versus penetration curve and by
the digitalized deformed test structure shows good
correspondence. Furthermore, the digitalized model
served to verify the simulations on a new accuracy level
and thereby contributes to the quality and reliable of
non-linear collision simulations.
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Abstract:
The conditionss for damage stability
s
and suurvivability of a struck ship in arbitrary seea-state are, froom a structurall point of view
w,
determined by the size and shape of the damage
d
opening in the struck
k ship. To be able to make realistic simulaations and draw
w
conclusions onn these topics, it
i is of outmostt importance thhat research on ship collision investigate in ddetail the featu
ures of structuraal
integrity, charaacteristics and failure
f
phenomeena that interacct during, for ex
xample, a collission. A contribuution to the field
d is presented in
i
the current artticle which sum
mmarises reseaarch experiencces from a gro
oup that is worrking with shiip collision saffety, using botth
experiments annd numerical simulations by finite element (FE) analysis. Results are prresented from ttensile and form
ming limit tests,
followed by FE
E analyses of thhese with the objective
o
of preedicting materiaal rupture usingg appropriate coonstitutive mateerial models annd
damage criteriaa. An example of
o an innovativve design of a siide-shell structu
ure that is consiidered being moore intrusion-to
olerant than mosst
side-shell strucctures used todday is demonsstrated. Finallyy, results from a research prroject which haas a holistic approach
a
on thhe
assessment of survivability
s
off a struck ship are
a presented. Inn the project, a methodology has
h been develooped which com
mbines structuraal
analysis, damaage stability anaalysis followedd by risk analyssis. Examples of
o results are presented
p
wheree the probability of survival is
i
calculated for various
v
sea-state conditions.

Introduction
n
Collisiion and grouunding constiitute a signifficant
part of ship losses
l
in moddern time. Forr that reason, large
research efforrts are being put
p on preventtion and mitiggation
of the conseqquences by sim
mulation of theese events. Beeing a
compound prroblem, it invvolves numerrous disciplinnes of
research whicch traditionally have been treated separrately
with limited interactioon. The potentially
p
c
costly
consequencess of a lost ship
s
in the form
f
of fatalities,
property, carggo and relatedd industries, as
a well as polllution
of the environnment in the form of oil sppill, etc., are in
i the
public view one of the driving forcces that motiivates
research on collision annd grounding. The trennd in
worldwide shhipping is that total freightt at sea is groowing
and that its role
r
in the loogistic transpoort chain of many
m
types of cargooes is indispennsable. Accordingly, the nuumber
of ships at sea and the sizes of theese are increeasing
continuously. As a result,, the risk of collision bettween
vessels has inncreased, in particular
p
for short sea shippping
close to shoree where sea-trraffic density is high and thhe sea
routes may bee narrow. Sevveral numericaal procedures have
been established which arre suitable foor novel strucctural
evaluation off large ship structures
s
on,, for examplee, the
collision betw
ween two ships (see, for exaample, Alsos 2008;
2
ISSC 2003; Wang
W
et al. 2002).
This article pressents an overview
o
of the
achievementss made by thhe Division of
o Ship Desiggn at
Chalmers Unniversity of Technology,
T
S
Sweden,
withiin the
research on ship collisioon safety (ssee, for exam
mple,
Hogström et al.
a 2009; Karllsson 2009; Karlsson et al. 2009;
2
Ringsberg 20009; Schreudder et al. 20009). Examples are
presented forr calculations of structural damage by means
m
of nonlinear finite
f
element (FE) analysiss, experimentaal and
numerical annalysis of prediction
p
of rupture, and an
example of a crashworthy design. A hoolistic approacch on
the assessmeent of surviivability of a struck ship is
presented where the probabbility of survivval can be

calcu
ulated for vaarious sea-staate conditionss and damagee
open
ning configuraations.
Expeeriments
This sectioon presents ressults from the three types of
o
expeeriments whicch provide thhe engineer an
nd researcherr,
work
king on ship collision andd grounding, with valuablee
and validation of models
inforrmation in model-making
m
using
g, for examplle, the FE meethod: uniaxiaal tensile testss,
form
ming limit diaggram tests andd a ship-like sttructure smalllscalee test. The tw
wo former teests are neceessary for thee
defin
nition of matterial constituutive model characteristics
c
s,
and for
f the choicee and tuning of material parrameters of thee
failu
ure or fracturee criterion useed in the anallysis. The lasst
expeeriment takes a step from ssimple laboratory specimenn
geom
metry to a small-scale-re
s
ealistic ship structure andd
challlenges the seelection of moodel parameteers, FE-solveer
and simplificationns made. Heence, it can be used foor
merical models
veriffication or vallidation of esttablished num
whicch can subseqquently serve as a guidancee to model ann
even
n larger structure, such ass the entire ship.
s
Figure 1
show
ws the work flow that is necessary fo
or having fulll
contrrol in a situaation where oone wants to make realisticc
and reliable
r
analyyses of the last step of largee (global) shipp
strucctures which cannot
c
be veriified by testin
ng due to largee
dimeensions.

Figurre 1: Illustration of
o range in scaless (approx. resoluttion in FE mesh)
in maaterial testing and numerical simulation of a ship co
ollision and
groun
nding.
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Uniaxial tenssile tests
The innfluence of thhe element sizze of the FE mesh,
m
the well-know
wn length sccale dependennce on the failure
fa
limit, and utillisation of dam
mage evolution models avaiilable
in commerciaal FE softwarre can be studdied in detail using
tensile test reesults. Additiional topics of
o interest arre the
influence of multiaxial
m
straain state on faailure, see Alssos et
al. 2008, and the applicabillity and reliabbility of the crriteria
studied in num
merical investtigations of shhip-ship collissions;
see the follow
wing “Forminng limit diaggram tests” seection
for more detaails.
In Hogström et al. (2009), novvel uniaxial teensile
tests are preesented usingg the ARAM
MIS (2009) opptical
strain measuuring system. This system
m enables a very
on the speccimen
accurate monnitoring of displacements
d
surfaces and therefore alsoo material chaaracteristics. Three
T
materials werre tested: the NVA mild steel (DNV, 2007),
2
the Domex 3555 high strenggth steel (SSA
AB, 2009), annd the
NV5083 alum
minium mateerial (DNV, 2007). The NVA
N
material is a material that is com
mmonly useed in
shipbuilding today, while the Domex 355 and NV
V5083
materials havve lately becoome more freequently usedd as a
consequence of the demaands on weigght reductionn and
lighter ship sttructures. Thee thickness of the specimens was
4 mm and thhey were mannufactured froom hot-rolled steel
plates and cold-rolled alum
minium plates.. The experim
mental
setup fulfilledd the requirem
ments in the DNV
D
rules (D
DNV,
2007).
The data
d
obtained from the AR
RAMIS recorrdings
allow for ann analysis of the displacem
ments over leength
scales definedd by the engiineer. As a reesult, the “Araamis”
strain of thee test rod caan be measuured using virtual
v
extensometers (VE) that reepresent variouus length scalles. A
VE is definedd as the distannce between tw
wo points alonng the
length of thee test rod thhat are positiioned at an equal
distance from
m the point off fracture. Figgure 2 presentts the
results from the ARAMIS
S recordings made
m
on the NVA
N
c
to a strain value
mild steel: a long VE corresponds
measured oveer the entire length of thee test rod (seee the
bold line in Figure 2a), while
w
a smalll value of thee VE
t more local strain behavioour (see the dotted
d
corresponds to
line in Figuree 2a). The “A
Aramis” stresss in Figure 2 was
calculated usiing the force recorded by the
t load cell in
i the
test machine divided
d
by thee actual area of
o the cross-seection
where fracturre (eventuallyy) occurred; seee Hogström et al.
(2009) for details.
d
This area was callculated usingg the
displacement information recorded on the specimeen. In
addition, the curve
c
fitted too the fracture points
p
in Figuure 2b
is the Barba law formulattion proposed by Yamada et al.
(2005); see also Paik (22007) who presents
p
impoortant
practical tecchniques for finite elemeent modellinng to
simulate among others shipp collision andd grounding.
Forming limit diagram teests
Forminng limit testss can be carriied out in ordder to
study the muultiaxial strainn behaviour of the materiial in
terms of neccking and fraccture. In num
merical analyssis of
ship structurees subjected too impact loadding conditionns, the
multiaxial strrain behaviourr and characteeristics ought to be
incorporated in the failuure criterion used in order to

prop
perly mimic thhe damage deggradation and fracture of thee
struccture. Consequuently, such teests were cond
ducted in
(a)

NVA grade

(b)

NVA graade

Figurre 2: Results from
m the tensile testts on the NVA mild
m steel materiall.
(a) Th
he stress is calcuulated based on thhe actual area of the test specimenn
and th
he strain is meassured in accordannce with the len
ngth of the virtuaal
extensometer (given inn mm). (b) Preseentation of the frracture strain as a
functiion of the length of the virtual exxtensometer togeether with Barba’s
relatio
on fitted to the measured points.
(a)

(b)
1

3

2

4

5

6

(b)

Figurre 3: (a) The sixx test geometries: each of them co
orresponds to onne
strain state in the form
ming limit diagram
m. Geometry 1 iss the circular platte
metry 6 is the naarrowest of the geometries
g
(loweer
(uppeer left) and geom
right). (b) Test setup: the
t punch goes innto the hold in wh
hich the specimenn
mped, the teflon lubrication sheetts can be seen bettween them. Alsoo,
is clam
the diisplacement gauge can be seen, fixxed on top of the punch.
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Hogström et al. (2009). Thhe tests were carried out on
o the
NVA steel grade
g
in accoordance with the ISO 120004-2
standard and the ARAMIS system was used
u
to monitoor the
surface displaacements of the
t test specim
mens. Six diffferent
geometries were
w
tested, seee Figure 3, coorresponding to
t six
data points in
i the forminng limit diagrram (FLD). Three
T
samples of eaach geometry were
w tested.
A sum
mmary of the results from the forming limit
tests can be presented
p
in the
t principal strain
s
space shhown
in Figure 4. Here,
H
the meaan values of each specimeen are
presented andd the error barrs denote the standard
s
deviaations
in test resuults between test specim
mens for the test
geometries 1 to 6, respectively. It is to be
b noted that, even
though the evvaluation proccedure is desiggned to reducce the
scatter, theree is larger scatter in results from
m the
measurements for fracture in the ε1 direction in contrrast to
the ε2 directioon; see Hogsttröm et al. (20009) for discusssion.
The curve corresponding
c
to the Bresssan-Williamss-Hill
(BWH) criterrion proposedd by Alsos ett al. (2008) iss also
shown in the figure.

Figure 4: Resullts from forming limit tests of thee six geometries (based
on five sections on three test sam
mples for each geometry):
g
mean values
and standard devviations (denoted by the error barss) in the principall strain
space (ε1 and ε2
ε directions), foor necking and fracture.
f
The anaalytical
solution of the BWH
B
criterion fitted
fi
to the expeerimental values is also
included.

Bulb impact with ship-lik
ke structure in
n small scale
Karlsson et al. (2009) studiedd the strucctural
characteristics of a ship side-shell
s
struucture subjectted to
bulb impact. The experim
mental ship side-shell
s
struucture
tested was developed
d
froom a double-bottom side--shell
structure. Thee function andd possible struuctural collappse of
each of the ellements durinng simulation with
w a bulb im
mpact
load was connsidered as paart of the expeerimental struucture
development process.
In order too fit the testinng object to thhe testing macchine,
the dimensionns of the struccture had to bee scaled downn by a
factor of 3 compared too a similar type
t
of full--scale
structure. Figgure 5 shows the dimensions of the struucture
and its structuural elements. The structurre was made of
o the
240 steel gradde material with
w the roll diirection orientted in
the x-directioon as shown in
i Figure 5. The
T L-profilees are
running-throuugh. To faciliitate this, L-sshaped holes were
made in the vertical
v
platess and in the T-beam
T
web plate,
p
around whichh the L-profilees were weldeed. The welds were
made according to weldingg standards.

Figurre 5: The side-sheell structure usedd in the bulb-struccture impact test
(mm).

A reinforccing frame w
was designed
d and weldedd
arou
und the structture along itss edges to crreate clampedd
boun
ndary conditiions to ensuure well-conttrolled failuree
modes of the struucture. The loower part of the
t frame was
weld
ded to a rigid fixture,
f
see F
Figure 6. Fourr displacemennt
transsducers weree positioned in two direections at thee
supp
porting framee and fixturee in order to
o register thee
fram
me’s deformatiion and to m
make sure thatt the fixture’s
deformation durinng the tests waas negligible.
A solid inddenter (half-spphere) with a radius of 1355
mm represented a solid bulb ggeometry durring testing. It
I
was mounted in a press macchine with a 20 MN loadd
capaacity, and its moving
m
speedd and direction
n was 4 mm/s
perpendicular to the sheet’s surface with the collisionn
point in the centree of the sheet,, see Figure 6.
6 The indenteer
was moved until penetration oof the lower plate
p
occurredd.
Two
o similar strucctures were teested and beffore each testt,
the indenter
i
was pushed
p
againsst the structurre followed byy
unloading, at low
w speed ten tiimes, for relaaxation of thee
resid
dual stresses caused by w
welding of thee sheet to thee
fram
me. The load magnitude
m
in this loading sequence was
within the elastic region of thee material. Th
he results from
m
the experiments are presenteed together with the FE
E
analy
yses of them.

Figurre 6: Photograph of the side-shell structure in the teest rig.

Finitte element an
nalyses of thee experimentss
The FE annalyses of thee experimentss were carriedd
out using the commercial software Ab
baqus/Expliciit
(Dasssault Systèmees, 2007). Alll geometries were
w
modelledd
using
g four-node shell
s
elementts with reduced integrationn
(S4R
R in Abaqus/E
Explicit) and 5 section poin
nts through thee
thick
kness. The reesolution andd size of eleements in thee
models was determined
d
bby normal convergencee
analy
ysis.Generallyy, shell elemennts that are th
hick in relationn
to th
heir side lengthhs give poor rresults in bend
ding, since this
type of element has
h a plane sstress formulaation and thus
they are unable to resolve stress gradiients in theiir
thick
kness directioon. In the uniaxial tenssile tests, noo
bend
ding is present and in the forming
g limit testss,
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membrane and
a
bending stresses are present butt the
membrane stresses are regarded as being domiinant,
making the use
u of shell elements feaasible. In adddition,
results in thhe elements are taken inn the throughh the
thickness midd section poinnt, i.e. in thee neutral axiss, and
thus bending stresses are diisregarded.
For the modelling of
o different phhysical phenomena
leading to faailure of a material,
m
Abaqqus/Explicit offers
o
several modeels that handdle initiation and evolutioon of
damage. For damage inittiation (DI) in ductile metals,
m
either the ducctile criterion,, a phenomenological model for
the nucleation, growth annd coalescence of voids, or
o the
shear criterionn that models shear band loocalization, may
m be
used. In adddition, the moost frequentlyy used criteriia for
predicting maaterial failuree are based on
o effective plastic
p
strain. Such criteria
c
have gained
g
in popuularity due to their
simple and efffective formuulation and haave been provved to
give results with
w
satisfyinng accuracy by,
b among others,
Karlsson et al.
a (2009). How
wever, these criteria neglecct the
influence of strain state and
a recently criteria
c
whichh take
this into accoount have beenn proposed annd applied, see, for
example, Ehllers et al. (20008) and Hongg et al. (2007). An
example of suuch a criterionn, which was compared witth the
experiments, is the BWH criterion
c
propoosed by Alsos et al.
(2008).After the damage initiation, a damage evollution
model describbes the degradation of the material up to
t the
point of fraccture. In Abaaqus/Explicit,, the evolutioon is
defined eitherr through the displacementt at fracture, uf,
u or
the energy diissipated during the failuree process, Gff. The
former alternnative was used in the current
c
study. The
displacement at fracture is defined as uff = L×εf wheree L is
a characteristiic element lenngth and εf is the plastic strain at
fracture takinng into accouunt the influeence of the leength
scale, cf. Baarba’s law. Inn the post-neecking regionn, the
element size of the meshh has a greatt influence onn the
solution. Coonsequently, this dependdency has too be
accounted foor when the damage
d
evoluution parametter is
defined. In Abaqus/Explic
A
cit, damage evolution maay be
defined as linnear, bilinear/ppiecewise lineear, or followinng an
exponential behaviour,
b
see Hogström et al. (2009).
Uniaxial tenssile tests
The FE
F simulations of the tensile
t
tests were
conducted in order to studdy the damage evolution laaw in
terms of messh dependencyy (element sizze or length scale)
s
and choice off damage evolution functionn. Several elem
ment
sizes (betweeen 1 and 8 mm
m) were comppared to investtigate
its influence on
o the solution and results. Up to the point of
damage initiaation, no dependence from
m the elementt size
could be seen
s
betweenn different FE models and
simulations. However,
H
afteer the initiatioon of damagee, the
influence from
m the elemennt size becam
me significant. This
could be com
mpensated forr by using Baarba’s law thrrough
adjustment of the uf-paraameter, as seeen in the previous
section, accorrding to the characteristic
element lenggth in
c
the FE modell.
The material
m
in the FE analysis was
w the NVA
A mild
steel materiaal that was represented by an isottropic
hardening moodel with pieccewise linear isotropic
i
hardening
characteristics for the plastic
p
behavviour. A Youung’s

modulus of 210 GPa
G and a yieeld stress of 310
3 MPa weree
used
d, see Hogström
m et al. (20099) for details.
In Hogströöm et al. (20099), the ductilee criterion was
used
d to model thee damage inittiation in the FE simulationn
of th
he tensile testss using the neecking strain from
f
the testss,
εn = 0.22, as the plastic
p
strain aat the onset off damage. Thee
FE simulations
s
w
were
interrupted at a poin
nt that had a
simillar definition as the experim
mental point of
o interruptionn
of a test, i.e. whenn the gradientt of the stress--strain relationn
increeased rapidlyy and fraccture was a fact. Thee
displlacement at fracture,
f
uf, uused in the FE
F simulations
was calculated usiing εf accordinng to Barba’s law.
Figu
ure 7 shows a comparison iin results betw
ween a tensilee
test and
a an FE sim
mulation of it. Figure 7a shows the majoor
princcipal strain in the facets on the specimen
n’s surface andd
it waas calculated using
u
the dataa recorded by the ARAMIS
S
meassurement systtem. The corrresponding result
r
from ann
FE simulation
s
is shown in Figgure 7b wherre the bilineaar
damaage evolutionn relationship was used. The
T results aree
preseented at the tiime, T, whichh is 95% of th
he total time too
fractture, Tf. Theere is very ggood agreemeent in results
betw
ween the expperiment andd the FE sim
mulation withh
respeect to magnituude of the maajor principal strain and thee
conto
ours of its disttribution.
a)

b)

Figurre 7: Major princcipal strain resultss for a tensile testt presented at T =
0.95T
Tf: (a) results from
m an experiment uusing the ARAM
MIS system and (bb)
resultts from an FE sim
mulation using Abbaqus/Explicit.

Form
ming limit diaagram tests
In the sim
mulation of thhe forming lim
mit tests, zeroo
frictiion was assum
med and the contact condiitions betweenn
the punch and thhe specimen were modelled using thee
“gen
neral contact condition”
c
in Abaqus/Explicit. Only hallf
of th
he test specimeens were moddelled becausee of symmetryy.
In ad
ddition, the material
m
in thee FE analysis was the NVA
A
grad
de material that
t
was reppresented by an isotropicc
hard
dening model with
w piecewisse linear isotro
opic hardeningg
charaacteristics foor the plastic behaviour. A Young’s
modulus of 210 GPa
G and a yieeld stress of 310
3 MPa weree
used
d.
mulating instab
bility of sheeet
Several criiteria for sim
metaal are availablle in Abaqus//explicit, such
h as the “FLD
D
criterion” which was
w used in thhe simulation of
o the formingg
F simulationns of the form
ming limit testss,
limitt tests. In the FE
all six geometriess in Figure 3aa were assesssed. To definee
damaage initiationn, representiing the neccking in thee
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experiments, the FLD crriterion was used with taabular
values of ε1 and
a ε2 taken from the BW
WH curve presented
in Figure 4 as input. Deegradation duue to evolutioon of
damage was represented
r
inn the FE modeel using the billinear
damage evoluution law alsoo used in thee FE simulatioon of
the tensile tesst. The resultss from the FE
E simulations were
evaluated similarly to the
t
evaluatioon of tests; see
Hogström et al.
a (2009).
The reesults in Figurre 8 show thatt the trends off both
the necking and
a fracture arre captured byy the FE simuulated
values; howeever, some discrepancies
d
are present. The
points repressenting neckinng for test geometries
g
2-66 are
collected arouund the majorr principal strrain axis, whille the
correspondingg simulated points
p
are morre separated in
i the
ε1-ε2 space. A similar treend can be seen with the points
p
representing fracture. Onee reason for this
t
effect maay be
that the speciimens (4 mm thick) were manufactured
from
m
hot-rolled steeel plates, whhich induced pre-straining (and
anisotropy) in
i the materrial, and this effect wass not
represented inn the FE materrial model.

Bulb
b impact with
h a ship-like sstructure in small
s
scale
A detailed description oof the FE sim
mulation of thee
bulb impact with the
t ship-like sstructure test is
i presented inn
Karlsson et al. (2009). Inn the simullations, largee
deformations, nonlinearity
n
in material propertiess,
multtiaxial stress--strain condittions and maaterial rupturee
weree also accountted for.
The
sheear
failure
criterion
model
inn
Abaq
qus/Explicit was
w used in cconjunction with
w von Mises
plastticity model. Note that desspite the fact that the sheaar
failu
ure model criteerion has know
wn limitations, for examplee
durin
ng compressivve loading coonditions or its
i inability too
simu
ulate the fractuure process acccurately, see Alsos (2008)),
this criterion is sttill often usedd by ship dessign engineers
and can be considdered as beingg sufficient in
n certain types
of analyses.
a
Notee, however, tthat it is recommended too
comp
pare this criteerion with a similar analysiis (if possiblee)
using
g the FLD crriterion and daamage evoluttion modellingg
preseented in a preevious sectionn. If necking is the definedd
limitt of failure, either the FLD
D or BWH crriterion can bee
used
d alone. Figurre 10 presents the results from the besst
calib
bration that coould be achievved against th
he test resultss:
mesh
h size 15 mm
m and true failure straain 39%. Thee
agreeement was coonsidered as bbeing satisfacttory, since thee
FE model
m
mimiccs the bulb rreaction forcee-displacemennt
curve from the tessts until the seecond peak, an
nd most of thee
failu
ure modes of parts of the structure correspond veryy
well between tessts and FE simulation. However,
H
onee
possible cause forr the poor preddiction of the penetration of
o
the lower
l
plate is the residual sstresses causeed by weldingg.
Even
n though the residual
r
stressses were relax
xed in the tesst
struccture in advannce of the testiing, it was don
ne only for thee
uppeer plate and noot for the loweer one.

Figure 8: Resultts presented in priincipal strain spaace from the
experiments and FE simulations of
o the forming lim
mit tests.
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Figure 9 shoows a compaarison in results of the major
m
principal straain in a test sppecimen of geometry 2 annd the
FE simulatioon of the sam
me geometryy. The results are
presented at a time, T, whhich is 95% of
o the total tim
me to
fracture, Tf. There
T
is very good agreem
ment in results,, both
with respect to
t magnitude of the major principal
p
strainn and
the contours of
o its distributtion.
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Figurre 10: Results froom tests and the bbest calibrated FE
E model (FEA): a
mesh size of 15 mm annd a true failure sstrain of 39%.

Figure 9: Majorr principal strain results
r
for an FLD
D test on geomettry 2 at
T = 0.95Tf: (a) results from an experiment usingg the ARAMIS system
s
and (b) results froom an FE simulaation using Abaquus/Explicit.

Safeer structures against collission by innovative designs
When a shhip strikes another ship in the side-shelll
struccture, the maj
ajority of the momentum energy of thee
strik
king vessel is transformed into energy absorption inn
both ships’ structuures; some off the energy iss transferred too
the water,
w
due too damping efffects. The most
m
structuraal
damaage will be found
f
in the struck ship because
b
of thee
struccture’s characteristics for thhis type of loaading and alsoo
the bulb
b
of the strriking ship. T
The striking sh
hip’s bulb andd
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bow may be severely dam
maged, but ofteen not as critiically
as for the struuck ship.
The way
w
the ennergy is abssorbed is mainly
m
determined byy the structurral arrangemennt and the maaterial
properties of the struck hulll section and the striking bow’s
b
geometry. Waang et al. (20000) demonstraated that the ennergy
absorption annd fracture innitiation of a hull in a colllision
differs greatlyy for differentt bow forms, as the geomettry of
the striking bow
b
has a direect influence on the responnse of
the struck shhip’s side-sheell structure. A small spheerical
bow will causse fracture in the contact arrea whereas a large
bow will causse fracture in adjacent
a
hard points.
A varriety of atteempts to vaary the strucctural
arrangementss and scantlinggs of double side-shells has been
made in orrder to impprove the energy
e
absorrption
capabilities inn collisions (E
Ehlers et al. 2007;
2
Klanac et al.
2005; Kitamuura 1997; Kiim and Lee 2001).
2
Large--scale
crash tests using
u
sandwiich structuress with X annd Yshaped coree geometriess have show
wn good reesults
(Peschmann 2001; Tabrri et al. 20004; Wevers and
Vredeveldt 1999). Hong et
e al. (2007) and
a Tavakoli et al.
(2007) concllude that an effective waay to improvee the
energy absorpption capacityy of an FPSO
O is to reducce the
frame spacingg and to increease the plate thickness. Annother
way of increeasing the colllision safety was presenteed by
Yamada et al. (2005), whoo, instead, madde the bulb weaker
w
in order to deform easier onn impact, absoorbing a largeer part
of the energyy. Tautz (20007) introduceed a new sollution
where the iddea is to makke a deeper intrusion posssible
before leakage by arrangging perforattions of the web
frames, wheree the inner shell can separaate from the web
w in
a collision.
Karlssson (2009) deescribes a coonceptual thinnking
behind a new
w innovative side-shell
s
struucture whose inner
side-shell willl postpone orr delay failuree to a large exxtent,
during a colliision scenarioo, in contrast to
t most comm
monly
used side-sheell structures used
u
today. Inn the study, a sideshell structurre was develloped which has consideerably
improved strructural charaacteristics whhen subjected to a
ship-ship colllision scenario as compareed with most sideshell structuural designs existing tooday. A Sysstems
Engineering design methoodology was adapted toggether
with the project partners to
t go forwardd in the proceess of
finding a succcessful designn solution; seee Karlsson (22009)
for detailed description.
The deevelopment of
o the new innnovative struccture,
hereafter refferred to ass the “corruugated” struccture,
meaning thaat the inner side-shell has
h
a horizoontalcorrugated geeometry, relied to a large extent
e
on nonllinear
explicit FE simulations.
s
T reference structure waas the
The
side-shell of the ship developed in thhe European fifth
framework programme,
p
E project IN
EU
NTERMODESHIP
(The Intermodal Ship). Thiis ship is a “T
Trollhättemax”” ship
which is a shhore-ship for RoRo cargoo and designeed for
traffic in the Trollhätte Cannal in Swedenn and in the innland
waterways in Germany (Duuisburg).
The most
m
successsful design of the side--shell
structure that was simulated by FE analyysis was a struucture
with a horizzontally-corruugated inner side-shell thhat is
welded to veertical webs with
w a spacingg of 2400 mm
m. As

the bulb
b
of the sttriking ship impacts with this side-shelll
struccture, the bulbb penetrates thhe outer side--shell before it
i
reach
hes the inner side-shell.
s
A ssubstantial parrt of the initiaal
energ
gy momentum
m has been consumed by
y the strikingg
vesseel at this insstance in timee, but a lot remains
r
to bee
transsferred to thee struck struucture. With the followingg
peneetration of the striking ship’’s bulb into the struck ship’s
struccture, the corrrugated paneel separates from
fr
the webs
and, because of its
i geometric shape, it dev
velops like ann
acco
ordion withoutt breaking annd more energ
gy is absorbedd
by th
he already fraactured structture without the
t occurrencee
of peenetration of the
t inner side--shell.
The FE-sim
mulations of the “flexiblee” inner sideeshelll structure show that it can increase the energyy
abso
orption considerably more tthan the stipullated 100%, at
a
the same
s
time as the stakeholdders’ interestss are fulfilledd.
The range in intruusion depth oof ten collisio
on positions of
o
the reference dessign was 1.550-2.04 m. With
W
the new
w
crash
hworthy struccture, i.e. the “flexible” in
nner side-shelll
struccture, the rangge in intrusionn depth is incrreased to 2.983.96 m; see Karlssson (2009) foor details. Thiis corresponds
to approximately
a
B/5 of the ship’s bread
dth. The deepp
intru
usion made reesults possiblle with an in
ncrease of thee
amou
unt of absorbeed energy of bbetween 206%
%- 295% of thee
strucck ship withouut breaking! IIn Figure 11, a comparisonn
of the
t
collision--resistance beetween the reference
r
andd
corru
ugated side--shell structuures is preesented, heree
illusttrated as the maximum
m
pennetration of th
he striking shipp
into the struck ship
s
when thhe inner side--shell of bothh
strucctures have frractured in thhe lower comp
partment. Thee
new side-shell struucture design has not yet been tested in a
laborratory and it may
m need to be further optim
mised.

Figurre 11: A compaarison of the colllision-resistance between the (aa)
refereence and (b) coorrugated side-shhell structures illustrated
i
as thhe
maxim
mum penetration of the striking sship into the stru
uck ship when thhe
inner side-shell of both structures have fractured
d in the loweer
compartment. Note thhe larger penetrattion depth of thee corrugated sidees
shell structure.
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A holistic asssessment of sh
hip survivabiility
In thee HASARD project
p
(Holisstic assessmeent of
ship survivabbility and risk after damage)), a compreheensive
calculation procedure
p
haas been deveeloped usefuul for
quantitative assessment
a
off the survivaability of dam
maged
ships (incorrporating strructural colllision resisttance,
structural staability and coollapse, and time
t
simulatioon of
ship floodingg and stability in waves). The
T connectionn and
interaction beetween nonlinnear structuraal damage anaalysis
and seakeepinng/stability is a unique featture of the project,
i.e. to treat thhe entire systeem and chainn of sequences and
consequencess that may rissk the survivability of a struck
s
ship. It can be used directlly in the ship design processs for
studying the consequences
of plausible collision
c
c
scenaarios;
hence, necesssary actions annd design connsiderations can be
identified beffore the shipp is built. Ennhancement of
o the
understandingg of the physsical processees involved inn the
chain of evennts following a collision between
b
shipss will
also be obtainned in the projject.
The project
p
constittutes two tracks, structuree and
stability. Delliverables froom the formeer include, am
mong
other things,, phenomenoological moddels, which, with
satisfying reliability, can mimic
m
the coollapse and ruupture
phenomena inn ship-ship coollision simulaations using thhe FE
method. Deliverables from the stabillity track incclude,
among other things, furthher enhancemeent of a com
mputer
code developed for the anaalysis of transiient ship instaability
conditions, see Schreuderr (2005), andd a formulatioon of
procedures which
w
may quantify the abiility of a dam
maged
ship to stayy upright. This
T
computeer code is called
c
SIMCAP andd it has been validated andd successfully used
in the researrch study on the sinking sequence off MV
Estonia (Schrreuder, 2008). In summaryy, these procedures
can be used for
f the analyssis or as a measure of the safety
s
performance of,
o for example, RoPax ferrries.
The tw
wo tracks off the project operate in close
collaboration through the exchange
e
of information,
i
w
which
m: to develoop a
leads them towards a common aim
calculation prrocedure for becoming
b
a useful
u
tool forr risk
analysis (struuctural collappse and shipp stability) of the
survivability of a collided and flooded ship,
s
see Figuure 12
for a schemaatic representaation of the iterative
i
proceedure
between trackks. The collisiion event is diiscretisized inn time
to enable the transfer of infformation betw
ween models,, such
as collision damage/pattern
d
n, ship floodiing and stability in
waves, and gllobal and locaal loads actingg on the structuure.

Because of
o the compplexity of the numericaal
models, the expperiments annd experiencces from FE
E
simu
ulations are vaaluable for the validation of
o some of thee
models and calcuulation proceedures, especiially collisionn
impaact, energy abbsorption, maaterial rupturee and damagee
patteern. These necessary
n
testts determine material andd
strucctural characteeristics for a loading situattion similar too
that of a ship-shipp collision event.
In a case study
s
using thhe holistic app
proach used inn
the HASARD prroject, the beehaviour of a ship after a
collision damage resulting inn a loss of the
t
watertighht
integ
grity was studdied. The studdied vessel is a RoPax ferryy
that has been struck amidships by a similar sized ship at a
rightt angle, resultiing in a two-ccompartment damage
d
(worsst
SOL
LAS damage)), see Figuree 13. The sttatic angle of
o
equillibrium for thhe damage case is about 3 degrees. A
largee opening to the
t vehicle deeck will, howeever, allow foor
an accumulation
a
of water duee to the wav
ve action, andd
finallly a capsizingg of the ship.
The damagged space is ssituated below
w the bulkheadd
deck
k close to amidships.
a
T
The damage opening was
geneerated by FE analysis and represents a bulbous bow
w
peneetration of thee struck hull. The capsize mode of this
damaage case is gooverned by thhe amount of floodwater onn
the vehicle
v
deck. The
T time to caapsizing, Tcap
p, is defined as
the time
t
when thhe floodwater volume reacches 2000 m33.
This will be a simple
s
and roobust definitiion, since thee
flood
dwater volum
me is monottonically incrreasing abovee
apprrox. 1800 m3,
m as oppossed to, for example, thee
flucttuating roll anngle. The shipp will always capsize
c
withinn
a few
w wave encouunters after this amount has been reached.
Simulationns were made for two different
d
wavee
spectra, Jonswap with Tp = 8 s and γ = 3.3
3 and PiersonnMoskowitz (P-M)) with Tp = 112s, 11 differeent significannt
wavee heights (beetween 3 m and 8 m) an
nd 8 differennt
head
dings (every 45 deg) ressulting in a total of 1766
simu
ulation runs. The
T ship had no forward speed and thee
simu
ulation time was
w 30 minuutes (1800 s) for all runss.
Figu
ure 13 shows the time seriees of one sing
gle simulationn
whicch resulted inn a ship capsiizing after 32
24 s. The veryy
rapid
d process, from
m 30 to 180 ddegrees of rolll, is partly duee
to th
he absence of
o a superstruucture and hence
h
buoyannt
volu
umes of the huull model in thhe simulation
ns. However, a
non--watertight supperstructure ccannot preven
nt capsizing. It
I
can only
o
slow dow
wn an inevitabble event.
(a)

(b)

Figurre 13: (a) Timee series of a tyypical capsizing simulation withh
signifficant wave heigght 6.0 m. (b) The RoPax ferrry with damagedd
compartments shaded.
Figure 12: Iteraation scheme betw
ween structure annd stability trackks. The
stability track delivers
d
the collision-structural damage
d
to the sttability
track, which callculates the ship’’s condition of stability.
s
The moore the
struck ship peneetrates the side-sshell of the strucck ship, the largger the
collision damagee is and an instabiility condition maay occur.

The time too capsize is coollected from the
t time series
of alll simulations.. In Figure 14, Tcap is plottted against thee
signiificant wavee height forr all Jonsw
wap spectrum
m
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simulations (data at Tcap = 1800 s means that there was no
capsizing at the end of the simulation). The appearance of
the graphs for the different headings suggests the existence
of a survival limit, as also reported by e.g. Spanos and
Papanikolaou, 2007; a wave height below which capsizing
will never occur. This corresponds to a steady state
floodwater volume (below ~2000 m3) on the vehicle deck.
For sufficiently small waves there will be no flooding of
the vehicle deck at all, due to the residual freeboard.
For more accurate results, several wave train
realizations are needed and it is currently under
investigation in the project. This allows for a quantitative
risk analysis, where each single graph in Figure 14 can be
transformed into a region with increasing cumulative
probability of capsizing as the wave height increases.

Figure 15: Scatter in time to capsizing obtained by simulation of 8 wave
seeds with the Jonswap spectrum and head sea conditions.

Figure 16: Cumulative density functions of capsizing probability versus
Tcap for Hs = 5.5 m, 6.0 m and 6.5 m.

Figure 14: Example of results from all Jonswap spectrum simulations:
influence of the heading angle on the time to capsizing.

It is also of interest to study the influence of wave
seeds. A first set of simulations have been carried out for
the two compartment damage in Figure 13 and with a
loading condition that corresponds to a vertical centre of
gravity (KG) equal to 12.89 m for the current ship. In the
simulations, the sea states were represented by both the
Jonswap spectrum (peak period Tp = 4·sqrt(Hs) and peak
enlargement factor γ = 3.3) and the P-M spectrum with Tp
= 12 s. The significant wave height, Hs, was varied
between 3 and 8 m with an increment of 0.5 m. In the
Jonswap spectrum simulations, 16 heading angles were
used, i.e. every 22.5°, while in the P-M simulations, 8
heading angles were used, i.e. every 45°.
The time to capsizing, Tcap, is collected from the
time series of all simulations. Figure 15 presents an
example of the time to capsizing, Tcap, against the
significant wave height for head sea conditions using the
Jonswap spectrum. In the figure, the traces from the eight
wave seeds also suggest the existence of a survival limit.
Note the scatter band in time to capsizing as a
consequence of the variation in wave seeds.
The area enclosed by the traces in Figure 15
constitutes a capsizing band, see Jasionowski et al. (2003),
i.e. the probability of capsizing increases within the band
as the wave height or time increases. This is illustrated in
Figure 16 where the cumulative density function of
capsizing probability versus Tcap is presented for the three
significant wave heights 5.5 m, 6.0 m and 6.5 m.

Conclusions
Today, material rupture of laboratory specimens and
small-scale ship-like structures can be simulated with
satisfying accuracy; only computer capacity and
acceptable computational effort are limitations.
Nevertheless, there are of course challenges when it comes
to the computer capacity required when the larger fullscale ship structures with a high degree of detail
complexity is a matter for the analysis. This calls for
further development of more simplistic models and also
criteria that capture damage degradation phenomena
appropriately without being too detailed.
An example of a crashworthy structure was presented,
which, by numerical simulations, shows very promising
results and could be used already today in ships under
construction. This structure must, however, be further
assessed and also tested in a laboratory. The development
of this type of structure is a good example of the fact that
there is still room and large potential for contributing to
safer shipping if a more open-minded thinking and
acceptance for innovation approaches are adopted, not
only by the researchers.
The holistic approach utilised in the HASARD project
has shown the importance of combining a structural
analysis with a damage stability analysis, both in the early
stages of safety assessment of ship structures, but also in
the future for development of guidance in collisionscenario-based decision making systems. One of the
conclusions this far in the project is that the high degree of
accuracy a researcher on structure analysis strives for
actually has a minor influence on the characteristics in the
following damage stability analysis; this yields also for the
researcher within the area of damage stability analysis.
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Consequently, by adoption of a holistic approach, where
structure integrity and damage stability research are
combined, using a systematic parameter (sensitivity) and
collision-scenario-based analysis, simplified models and
criteria can be developed more efficiently and with higher
precision. It will also be clearer which variables that are
the most important to focus on when it comes to, for
example, the survivability or risk for capsizing that is of
greatest concern in the HASARD project.
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Review and Application of Ship Collision and Grounding
Analysis Procedures
Preben Terndrup Pedersen
Technical University of Denmark, Department of Mechanical Engineering
Abstract:

It is the purpose of the paper to present a review of prediction and analysis tools for collision and grounding analyses and to outline a
probabilistic procedure whereby these tools can be used by the maritime industry to develop performance based rules to reduce the risk
associated with human, environmental and economic costs of collision and grounding events. The main goal of collision and grounding
research should be to identify the most economic risk control options associated with prevention and mitigation of collision and grounding
events.

The full paper can be found in:
Marine Structures (2010), doi:10.1016/j.marstruc.2010.05.001
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Survivability of grounded and damaged ships
George Zaraphonitis and Manolis S. Samuelides
National Technical University of Athens, Greece

Abstract:
Accidents such as collisions and groundings have an effect not only during the incident but also after the impact. On one hand, the
damage decreases the strength of the ship hull and on the other hand the ship after the accident may be subjected to unfavorable
loading conditions. These may be static, as a result of change in the weight distribution and the external static loads - for example
because of the grounding forces, or dynamic, under the action of incident waves. The paper addresses the strength of the damaged
structure and the loading induced on damaged hulls of bulk carriers. The determination of the loading includes the influence of
dynamic effects due to waves loading and the interaction of the hull with the sea bed in the grounding area. The strength of the steel
structure in the corresponding damaged condition is assessed and the safety margin of the damaged ship is calculated by comparing it
to the bending moment that is expected to be applied to the grounded ship. Results are generated for the case of a 175,000 dwt bulkcarrier in full load condition.

Introduction
Ship groundings may cause both local damage
around the contact area between the hull of the ship and
the sea bed, as well as high global loads that may cause
failure of the ship girder and subsequent breakage of the
hull. These detrimental effects of grounding actions are
not limited during the incident or within a short time
after it, but cause structural damage to the hull and
present a hazard to the environment for days, weeks or
even longer after the ship is set aground (Samuelides et
al 2007).
When the hull sits on the sea bed, the bottom
structure is generally subjected to transverse loading.
This mode may occur statically, when for example the
ship sits on a pinnacle, supporting its weight, or
dynamically under the wave action causing relative
motion of the ship with respect to the sea bed, which in
extreme cases (e.g. when the ship is relatively lightly
loaded and under heavy weather conditions) may result
in a repeated impact of the bottom structure (pounding
impact). Example of actual grounding that has caused
pounding action is the case of bulk carrier New Carissa
(http://www.shipstructure.org). As an example to high
static loads we refer to the case of a 304 m long,
273,000 dwt single skin oil tanker that rode over the
Buffalo Reef off the coast of Singapore (Tikka 2000).
Transverse loading on the bottom plate that cause high
forces on floors and girders also occur when the ship is
forced towards the sea bed as a result of tidal actions.
Grounding loads in combination with the
changes in the weight and buoyancy distributions that
are subsequent to groundings have an effect on the
static bending moments that are exerted on the ship’s
hull.
Under these conditions high shear forces are
expected in the vicinity of the contact area of the hull
with the sea bed, whereas static bending moments may
exceed the maximum allowable thresholds. Further,
wave action causes wave bending moment distributions
that when superimposed to the static loading may be
detrimental for the grounded vessel.
Investigations related to global loads during
groundings have been reported among others by
Pedersen (1994), Wang et al (1992), Brown et al

(2004), Hussein et al (2009) and Luis et al (2009).
Pedersen (1994) developed a mathematical model for a
ship that rides on a slope and found that the longitudinal
strength of the ship defined on the basis of the section
modulus according to the IACS requirements may not
be sufficient to withstand the static loads that are
applied in a severe grounding. Wang et al (2002)
developed a formula to derive the hull girder strength of
damaged hulls and applied it to 67 commercial ships
built in the 80ies and 90ies and were in service when
the article was written. Brown et al (2004) presented an
analysis of the motions and loads in six-degrees of
freedom of a grounded ship in waves, with an
appropriate soil reaction model to estimate dynamic
ground reaction forces. In the analysis, the steady-state
grounded motion of the stranded ship in waves around
the quasi-equilibrium position is treated as a steadystate linear dynamic problem. Recently Hussein et al
(2009) reported a study on the residual strength of
double hull tankers built according to the CSR, under
various damaged scenarios and Luis et al (2009)
conducted a longitudinal strength reliability of a
stranded tanker hull. The loading on the tanker was
defined on the basis of the extremes that the ship could
find during operation for both still-water and wave
induced loads. Example of a study on the global wave
loads acting on a damaged Ro-Ro vessels is presented
by Korkut et al. (2005).
Zaraphonitis et al (2009) presented an
investigation that aims to evaluate the ability of a
damaged hull of a 175,000 dwt bulk carrier to withstand
the combined global static and wave loads, when she
sits on a pinnacle of the sea bed. The static vertical
bending moment is calculated using the equations of
static equilibrium under the assumption that a) the
weight of the ship, b) the draughts of the grounded ship,
and c) the location of the reaction force from the sea
bed are known. Wave loads are derived using potential
flow calculations, assuming that the hull is attached to
the sea bed where she is set aground. Further, the
authors calculated the ultimate strength capacity of the
ship hull under vertical bending moments using a
Smith-type approach, for both the intact and damaged
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cross-sectionss. Subsequennt to the abbove mentionned
calculations, the demand, i.e. the loadss that act on the
t
ship, is com
mpared to thee capacity, i..e. the ultimaate
strength of the ship in damaaged condition.
The present paper extends the work of
Zaraphonitis et al (2009)) in that the wave bendiing
moments are calculated foor irregular seea waves takiing
into account that the ship rests in contaact with the seeabed on the loocation of grrounding. Caalculations haave
been perform
med for a tyypical modernn Bulk Carriier,
designed in accordance with
w
the Com
mmon Structuural
Rules. The Main Characcteristics of the vessel are
a
summarized in
i Table 1. The
T constructiion materials of
the primary structural eleements are hiigh tensile steeel
having a yieeld stress of 315 MPa annd 355 MPa. A
sketch of thhe cargo loadding of the intact vessel is
presented in Figure
F
. The Midship
M
Section of the shipp is
presented in Figure
F
2 and thhe Body Plan in Figure 3.

tu
unnel and the double
d
bottom
m tanks beneatth the Holds 1,
1
2, 3 and 4 aree breached annd flooded wiith water. Thee
veessel is consiidered floating in contact with the seaabo
ottom at the middle
m
of Holld 4, 180.5 m from the Afft
Peeak. The vesssel’s draught at the point of contact is
asssumed equall to 18.0m ((i.e. at the in
nitial draughtt,
beefore the acccident). Undeer this condittion, i.e. 18m
m
drraught at contact point andd weight disttribution as inn
flo
ooded conditiion, hydrostatiic balance ressults in a staticc
veertical force equal
e
to 22,0880 t is acting on the ship at
a
th
he point of grounding, while the correspondingg
piitching momeent is assumedd equal to zerro (the ship is
asssumed free too trim about a transverse ax
xis through thee
po
oint of contactt with the sea bottom). The mean draughht
off the vessel iss found equal to 17.736 m with a trim of
1.938 m by thee bow, when the ship is asssumed free too
triim about a traansverse axis tthrough the po
oint of contacct
so
o that the corrresponding ppitching mom
ment equals too
zeero.

nding
Global loads due to groun
Static loads
The veessel is considered travelinng at a full looad
condition, carrrying 169,0000 t of ore in holds
h
numberr 1,
3, 5, 7 and 9 (see Figuure ) at a mean
m
draught of
18.031 m andd at practicaally zero trim
m. The vesseel’s
displacement is equal to 200,230 t with
w
a DWT of
174,730 t. Thhe maximum bending mom
ment is equal to
568.45 kt·m at
a 177.0 m froom After Peakk (hogging). The
T
maximum shhear forces are 16.27 kt at x=63.5 m froom
AP and -16.75 kt at x=244.8
x
m from
f
AP. The
T
distribution of
o weights (W
WD curve), buoyancy (B
BD
curve), shearr forces (SH
HEAR curvee) and bendiing
moments (BE
END curve) along the ship
s
length are
a
presented in Figure
F
4.
Table 1: Main Characteristics
C
of the vessel
Length BP
P [m]

[m]

281.0

Beam

[m]

45.0

Draught (Scantling)
(

[m]

18.0

Draught (Design)
(

[m]

16.5

Depth

[m]

24.7

Number of
o Holds

9

Lightshipp

[t]

25,500.0

DWT (Sccantling Draught)

[t]

175,000.0

Service Speed (Design
Draught)

[kn]

16.5

Propulsioon Power (MCR)
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Figure 2. Midship of the studied vessel.

Figure 2. Cargo loading

Figure 3. Body plaan of the studied vvessel.

At thhis condition,, a groundinng accident is
assumed, aftter which, thhe fore peak tank, the piipe

The diistribution of weights (WD curve)),
bu
uoyancy (BD curve), shear forces (SHEA
AR curve) andd
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bending moments (BEND curve) along the ship length
for the grounded ship are presented in Figure 5. In this
figure, the grounding force has been added to the
buoyancy curve, resulting in a sharp peak that may be
clearly observed in the middle of the 4th Hold. The
maximum bending moment after the grounding accident
is equal to 1,211.55 kt·m at x=178.4 m from AP
(hogging). The maximum shear forces are 18.99 kt at
x=63.5 m from AP and -23.77 kt at x=193.0 m from AP.
According to these results, the maximum shear force
and bending moment have been increased by 42% and
113% respectively, in comparison with the intact case.
For the shake of comparison, the corresponding
maximum bending moment and shear force for the
freely floating ship and for the same damage case (i.e.
without the grounding force) are equal to 726.43 kt·m
and 18.09 kt respectively, indicating that at least for the
particular case, a grounding accident results in a
considerable increase of the static loads exerted on the
hull structure.

with a constant forward speed, subject to incident
regular waves.
For the calculation of the vertical bending
moments and shear forces acting on the transverse
sections of a grounded vessel the above procedure has
been modified accordingly. The sea-bottom is assumed
horizontal with a water depth H. The ship is assumed to
be grounded on a reef, resulting in a new floating
position under the action of a (steady) vertical motion
G. Under the action of an incoming regular wave of
amplitude aw and frequency ω, additional dynamic
forces and moments are acting on the vessel. Within the
limits of the linear theory these forces are considered
sinusoidal, oscillating with frequency ω, while their
amplitude is proportional to the wave amplitude aw. The
forces and moments acting on the ship at the point of
grounding in the longitudinal plane are shown in Figure
6. Let FG1 and FG3 be the complex amplitudes of the
forces acting on the ship in the longitudinal and vertical
direction respectively, and FG5 the amplitude of the
pitching moment around the transverse axis passing
through the centre of the contact area (in the following
for simplicity reasons the contact area is reduced to a
single point). Additional forces and moments, i.e. a
transverse force FG2, a horizontal (yawing) moment FG6
about the vertical axis passing through the collision
point and a torsional moment FG4 about the longitudinal
axis may be also acting on the ship, although not shown
in Figure 6.

Figure 4. Distribution of forces and moments-intact condition.

Figure 6. Forces and moments acting on the vessel at the point of
grounding.

Figure 5. Distribution of forces and moments, after grounding.

Wave loads in regular waves
The analysis of the hydrodynamic interaction of a
vessel freely floating at zero forward speed with an
incoming regular wave has been discussed in detail by
Papanikolaou (1985). The distribution of zero-speed
pulsating Green sources over the wetted surface of the
body is used to express the radiation and diffraction
potentials, and the resulting integral equation is solved
to derive the corresponding source strengths. The above
procedure and the related computer software was
extended by Papanikolaou et al. (1990) for the
calculation of bending moments and shear forces acting
on the transverse sections of a ship floating on the free
surface with zero forward speed, or when advancing

For the sake of simplicity, in the following we
assume that the damage case due to grounding is
symmetric and that the vessel remains in a vertical
position after the damage. In addition, we consider only
the cases of head and following waves, therefore the
transverse force FG2, the torsional moment FG4 and the
yawing moment FG6 are set equal to zero. However, the
extension of the developed model to the case of oblique
wave direction is straightforward. We introduce a
coordinate system with it’s origin on the free surface,
directly above the point of grounding with the x axis
towards the bow, the y axis towards the port side of the
ship and a vertical axis z pointing upwards. The
equations of motion may be expressed as follows:

[

]

6
2
∑ − ω ( M ik + Aik ) − jωBik + C ik ξ k = Fi + FGi
k =1

(1)

where i=1,2,..6, ξk is the complex amplitude of motion
k, Mik are the components of the generalized mass
matrix of the ship, Aik, Bik and Cik are the added mass,
damping and restoring coefficients in the i direction due
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to the motionn of the ship inn the k directiion and Fi is the
t
wave force inn the i directioon. Assumingg that the reeff is
rigid enough to withstand the
t reaction foorces, the shipp is
considered fuully restrainedd in the longituudinal directioon,
therefore the amplitude of the surge motion
m
ξ1 is set
equal to zeroo. The downw
wards heavingg motion of the
t
vessel at thee point of coontact with the
t reef is allso
considered fuully restrainedd, while a waave of very hiigh
amplitude coould cause ann upwards heaving
h
motioon,
resulting in a severe loadinng of the hull structure duee to
pounding. Thhis would requuire a heaving force amplituude
FG3 just highher than the calculated statiic vertical forrce
due to groundding G. In ouur analysis wee assume limitted
wave heightss, so that FG3 is always smaller
s
than G.
Therefore thee heaving mottion of the ship at the pointt of
grounding is also fully restraint, while in addition the
t
wave amplituude resulting in FG3=G is also calculateed.
According to the obtainedd results it woould take a veery
high wave for
f FG3 to become greateer than G. For
F
example, withh a wave lenngth of 250 m,
m for which the
t
maximum beending momennts have beenn calculated, the
t
10
required wave amplitude resulting in FG3
=G
is
up
to
G
m (or 20 m wave
w
height). For the pitchiing moment FG5
we may consiider two oppoosite limiting cases:
c
•

•

A piitching momeent of adequaate magnitudee is
actinng on the shhip at the pooint of contaact,
resullting in zero pitching
p
motioon.
The pitching mom
ment is equal to
t zero, with the
t
vessel pitching freely aboutt the point of
contact.

asssuming zero pitching mom
ment, with thee vessel free too
piitch.
The calcullation of the hhydrodynamicc interaction of
o
th
he ship with incoming regular wavess and of thee
co
orresponding dynamic shhear forces and bendingg
moments
m
exertted along the vessel’s leng
gth have beenn
peerformed by a modified vversion of th
he fully threeediimensional sooftware code N
NEWDRIFT, developed byy
th
he Ship Design Laboratorry of NTUA
A. The wettedd
su
urface of the ship in the state of statiic equilibrium
m
fo
ollowing the grounding
g
hass been discred
dited by 2x8399
pllane quadrilateeral elements (Figure 7). The
T sea-bottom
m
is assumed horiizontal with a water depth H=30
H
m. Thee
ob
btained resultss for the wavve bending mo
oments vs. thee
wave length foor incoming rregular head waves of uniit
am
mplitude are presented inn Figure 8. Each
E
curve inn
Fiigure 8 corressponds to the bbending mom
ment calculatedd
att the longituddinal position of a transveerse bulkheadd.
Th
he variation of
o the wave bbending mom
ment along thee
length of the vessel for a series of waave lengths is
prresented in Figgure 9. The coorresponding results for thee
veertical shear forces
f
are pressented by Zarraphonitis et al
a
(2
2009).

Figure 7. Discretizzation of wetted suurface
o

k = 1,3, 5

(
(2)

In the secondd case, since the surge andd heave motioons
are assumed totally
t
restrainned and the pitching
p
momeent
due to grounnded (FG5) is assumed equual to zero, the
t
pitch motion can be directly calculate:
ξ5 =

F5
2

− ω ( M 55 + A55 ) − jωB55 + C 55

FG3 = [ −ω ( M 35 + A35 ) − jωB35 + C35 ] ξ 5 − F3

TB 2
TB 3

80000

TB 4
TB 5

60000

TB 6
TB 7

40000

TB 8
TB 9

20000

T B 10
T B 11
50

100
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200
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(
(3)

Substituting ξ5 in the corrresponding eqquations for the
t
heave motionn and setting ξ3=0, the verrtical groundiing
force FG3 is calculated by:
2

TB 1

100000

0

(4)

The hoorizontal grouunding forcee FG1 may be
calculated byy a similar exxpression. Inn a real case of
grounding, thhe actual situuation would be somewheere
between thesse two limitinng cases, deppending on the
t
particular dettails of the accident
a
and the mechaniccal
properties of the sea bottom
m. The calculations presentted
herein were performed for the seccond case, i.e.
i

300

350

4
400

450

Wave L en g th [m]

Figure 8. Wave beending moments at transverse bu
ulkheads vs. wavve
len
ngth, head waves.
o
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In the fiirst case, the ship
s
is totally restrained in all
modes of mootion and the resulting dynnamic groundiing
forces and moments
m
can be calculatedd from eq. (1),
(
setting the shiip motions eqqual to zero:
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Figure 9. Wave beending moments along the ship leength for selected
waave lengths, headd waves.
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Wave loads in irregular waves
The calculated wave loads in regular waves
provided the basis for the analysis of the loading in
more realistic irregular seaways. Calculations are
performed assuming long crested seaways characterized
by JONSWAP two parameters spectra, with a heading
of 180 deg (head waves). The already calculated wave
bending moments in regular waves have been divided
by the product of ρgL2Baw to obtain the nondimensional responses. The spectra of the nondimensional bending moments have been calculated for
various combinations of significant wave heights and
modal periods T0. Since a linear dependency between
the wave induced loads and the wave amplitude is
assumed, in the following results are presented only for
a significant wave height of 1.0 m. From the presented
results, the corresponding wave loads for different wave
heights can be readily calculated. The calculated wave
bending moment spectra at the longitudinal positions of
bulkheads no 4, 5 and 6 for two modal periods (6 sec
and 10 sec) are presented in Figure 11 and Figure 12.
Short term predictions for the various responses may be
performed based on the characteristics of the
corresponding response spectra. In the present study we
are particularly interested in estimating extreme wave
bending moment values with the vessel being exposed
in specified sea conditions and for a given period of
time in the order of a few hours, for which it may be
assumed that the wave conditions remain constant.
Non‐dimensional Bending Moment Spectra
2.0E‐06

SBM

1.5E‐06
1.0E‐06

TB4

5.0E‐07

1.0

1.5

the wave bending moment, for which the probability of
been exceeded in a given time T is less than α, where α
is an acceptable small positive number. Following Ochi
(1973) M̂ w may be calculated:
Mˆ w =

⎡ 3600 T
⎢
⎣ 2 πα

2 m 0 ln

m2
m0

⎤
⎥
⎦

(5)

where m0 and m2 are the zero and second moments of
the corresponding response spectrum and T is the time
interval in seconds. Applying equation (5) the extreme
wave bending moments acting on the vessel at the
longitudinal position of the transverse bulkheads have
been calculated. Table 2 summarizes the obtained
results for the extreme wave bending moments at the
transverse bulkhead no. 4 assuming a significant wave
height of 1.0 m and for a range of modal periods. The
presented values correspond to probabilities of
exceedance of 0.1%, 0.5% and 1.0%. The
corresponding results for transverse bulkhead 5 (i.e. the
first intact bulkhead) are presented in Table 3.
Table 2: Extreme wave bending moments (in t.m) at bulkhead 4
T0

4sec

6sec

8sec

10sec

12sec

14sec

0.1

4,525

11,430

13,540

42,020

63,350

74,760

0.05

4,677

11,820

24,380

43,560

65,720

77,590

0.01

5,013

12,700

26,240

46,960

70,910

83,790

0.001

5,460

13,860

28,700

51,420

77,740

91,940

α

Table 3: Extreme wave bending moments (in t.m) at bulkhead 5
T0

4sec

6sec

8sec

10sec

12sec

14sec

0.1

4,656

12,010

23,790

46,470

76,550

94,500

0.05

4,812

12,430

24,640

48,190

79,410

98,080

0.01

5,158

13,350

26,520

51,950

85,700

105,930

0.001

5,610

14,570

29,000

56,900

93,960

116,250

TB5

α

TB6

0.0E+00
0.5

Let M w be the non-dimensional wave bending
moment acting on a transverse section of the ship. For a
given sea state, we seek to find an extreme value M̂ w of

2.0

ω
Figure 10. Wave bending moment spectrum for H1/3=1 m and
To=6 sec (BE=180o).
Non‐dimensional Bending Moment Spectra

4.0E‐05

Vertical bending capacity
Allowable still water bending moment
The allowable still water bending moments at sea

3.0E‐05

M SEA,i are given by:

SBM

5.0E‐05

TB4

2.0E‐05

TB5

1.0E‐05

TB6

0.0E+00
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

ω

Figure 11. Wave bending moment spectrum for H1/3=1 m and
To=10 sec (BE=180o).

M SEA,i = SM ⋅ σ ALL − MWAVE ,i

(6)

where SM is the actual minimum section modulus of
the ship based on net scantlings, which equals to
45.6 m3, σ ALL is the allowable normal stress due to
vertical bending, which equals to 264 MPa for HTS
with yield stress 360 MPa,

MWAVE ,i

is the design wave

bending moment and subscript i denotes hogging or
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sagging. The design wavee bending mom
ments are givven
in kt·m by:
M WAVE , HOG = 190
1 ⋅ C ⋅ L2 ⋅ B ⋅ cb / 9810

(
(7)
M WAVE , SAG = −110 ⋅ C ⋅ L2 ⋅ B ⋅ ( cb + 0.7 ) / 98810
From (6) and (7) it is deterrmined that thhe allowable still
water bendinng moments at
a sea are 5664 kt·m for the
t
sagging and 596
5 kt·m for thhe hogging caase.
Ultimate streength
The ultimate
u
strenngth under vertical
v
bendiing
conditions maay be calculatted using an iterative Smithh –
type approachh or FE. The Smith type iteerative approaach
is based on the
t assumptioon that plane sections remaain
plane and it is
i conducted in
i steps. In eaach step the user
assumes a curvature and
a
performss iterations to
determine thee position of the
t neutral axiis, which resuults
in zero axial force and thee applied bendding moment. In
the case of symmetric hull
h
section, either intact or
damaged, the neutral axis remains
r
paralllel to the bottoom
and deck of the hull. Hoowever when the damage is
asymmetric, the
t position of
o the neutral axis
a needs to be
updated both by translationn and rotation..
For thhe present stuudy it has beeen assumed thhat
the damage is
i symmetric and the ultim
mate strength of
the hull is dettermined usinng the MARS software thatt is
available from the site of
o Bureau Veeritas. Figuree 2
shows the crooss-section off the bulk carrrier as designned
by MARS annd Figure 12 shows the beending momentcurvature currve obtained by
b the program
m. As it may be
seen the maxximum value of the bendinng moment thhat
the hull mayy carry is 1,824 kt·m in hogging
h
and in
1,483 kt·m inn sagging conndition. Thesee values refer to
the intact hulll, i.e. withoutt considering the damage due
d
to grounding. Should the damaged struuctural elemennts
are removed it
i is possible to
t obtain the ultimate
u
bendiing
moment capaacity of the hull after groounding. In the
t
present case it has been assumed thatt the damage is
symmetrical with respect to the longittudinal plane of
symmetry andd its transversse extent is such, that both the
t
duct tunnel and
a
the doubble bottom ballast tanks are
a
breached. It is
i therefore coonsidered thatt the keel plaates
as well as thee centre girderr and the sidee girders that are
a
located to thee right and too the left of thhe centre girdder
are damagedd and therefore do not coontribute to the
t
strength of thhe hull (Figuure 13). Based on the aboove

Figure 12. Bendding moment vs. curvature
c
for intacct hull

deescription the total width off the damage is
i 10 m, whichh
is a realistic value for ships tthat ground. In this case thee
ulltimate bendinng moment capacity is 1,692
1
kt·m foor
ho
ogging conditiion and 1,4466 kt·m for sagg
ging conditionn,
i.ee. 7.8% loweer in hoggingg condition an
nd marginallyy
diifferent – 2,6%
% - in sagginng condition with
w respect too
th
he correspondiing values of tthe intact hulll. The bendingg
moment
m
versuss curvature cuurve for the daamaged hull is
prresented in Figgure 14.

Figure 13. Damageed hull

Discussion of results
r
An exam
mple of the ccomparison off the demandd,
i.ee. maximum bending mom
ment that is expected
e
to bee
ap
pplied to the hull of the ggrounded bulk carrier, andd
caapacity, i.e. thhe ultimate beending momen
nt that the hulll
may
m withstand is shown in F
Figure 15. In particular thee
vaalues of the demand
d
are baased on the asssumption thaat
th
he ship remainns for 3 hours on a pinnaclee, subject to ann
in
ncident long crested
c
irregullar seaway ch
haracterized byy
a JONSWAP wave specttrum characteerized by its
gnificant wavve height andd modal periiod. The seaasig
bo
ottom is assumed horizoontal with a water depthh
H=30
H
m and thee wave headinng is equal to 180 deg (headd
waves). Furtheer, it is observved that the wave bendingg
moment
m
obtainns its maximuum value at th
he same cross
seection were the
t
maximum
m static ben
nding momennt
occcurs when thhe ship rests oon the sea bed
d, i.e. betweenn
bu
ulkheads 4 annd 5. A moree thorough ap
pproach wouldd
reequire consideering the expoosure of the sh
hip for a largeer
du
uration, whilee a storm is gradually deeveloping andd
deecaying and calculate thee probability of exceedingg
beending momeent values coomparable to
o the vessel’s
ulltimate strengtth.

Figure 14. Bendingg moment vs. currvature for damag
ged hull
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Figure 15. Applied bending moment of stranded vessel

Figure 15 presents the applied bending moment
on the stranded vessel versus the probability of
exceedance for in the case of significant wave height of
4 m and modal periods of 8 sec and 10 sec. As it can be
seen when the modal period is 10 sec the bending
moment of 1,428 kt·m has a probability of exceedance
of 0.1%. The value of 1,428 kt·m exceeds by more than
19% the design bending moment of the ship, i.e. the
section modulus times the allowable stress, and it is
16% lower than the ultimate bending moment capacity
of the damaged hull. If the ultimate bending capacity is
determined by considering also the partial safety factor
1.1 according to the CSR, the demand is 7% lower than
the respective capacity, i.e. 1692 kt·m/1.1=1538 kt·m, of
the hull.
Conclusions
The paper presents a methodology to assess the
survivability of a ship that rest on a pinnacle of the sea
bed as a result of a grounding. In stranded condition the
ship is assumed to be in contact with the sea-bed, i.e.
there is always a reaction force between the ship and the
ground. The assessment is based on the comparison of
the demand, i.e. the bending moment, which the ship is
expected to encounter under irregular wave conditions
while she rests on the pinnacle versus the capacity, i.e.
the ultimate bending moment capacity of the damaged
hull. The action of the waves is determined assuming
that the ship is attached at a certain point to the sea bed
and may freely pitch with respect to that point. The
ultimate bending capacity is calculated using the
software MARS of Bureau Veritas. The methodology is
applied in the case of grounding of a 175,000 dwt bulk
carrier, built according to the CSR. An on-going study
investigates the effect of the grounding scenarios,
location of point of contact, flooding condition,
reduction of draught, location and transverse extend of
the damage on the results.
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Abstract:
A
G of Finland as a part of thee Baltic Sea andd
The papeer describes colllision risk anallysis for the encclosed sea areass, namely the Gulf
the Adriatic as a part of the Mediterranean
M
S The analyssis focuses on th
Sea.
he environmenttal risk of tankeers. Three characteristic tankeer
sizes are observved: HANDYM
MAX, AFRAMAX and VLCC
C. The specific observed
o
geogrraphical areas aare chosen for th
heir similaritiess,
precisely for thheir importance to the welfare of local commuunities, for theirr geographical characteristics, i.e. long and narrow bays, andd
for their intenssive maritime traffic.
t
The anaalysis consists of the evaluation of the availlable deformatiion energy, assessment of hulll
crashworthinesss applying nonn-linear FEM, and
a risk calculattions. The resullts lead to somee interesting finndings, e.g. risk
k is higher in thee
enclosed sea areas than in the worldwide
w
navvigation, AFR
RAMAX exhiibits the leaast amount of risk, etcc.

Introduction
n
Nowaddays, the pubblic is becomiing less toleraant
towards envvironmental spoiling. Inn the mariine
environment, oil spills present a high
h
risk to a
sustainable future.
f
Theyy can have the disastroous
consequencess as the oil spills may rendeer large areas of
sea unusable for several years.
y
See som
me examples in
Figure 1. Shiip collisions, besides grouundings and hull
h
failures are the
t most relevvant causes of
o these adverrse
events (IOPC
C 2009).

Figure 1: Exam
mples of oil spillss with disastrous consequences (lleft:
Torrey Canyon, right:
r
Exxon Valddez)

Especiially sensitivee to this harm are the enclossed
waters of the seas, like thee Gulf of Finlland or Adriattic,
which are also the prime foocus in this stuudy. Compariing
past incidentts like that of Exxon Valdez, whiich
happened in the enclosedd sea area, with
w
those thhat
occurred in the open oceaan, like ABT Summer (Hoook
1997), clearrly indicate the sensiitivity of the
t
geographical location to the environm
mental damagge.
Furthermore, the actual quuantity of the spilled oil hadd a
secondary rolle to the overaall consequencces.
Rapid increasse of the quanntities of oil trransported in the
t
Gulf of Finlaand in the lasst decade duee to Russian oil
exports, as weell as the importance of thee Adriatic Seaa to
the economicc livelihood of
o the Publicc, indicate theese
two enclosedd sea areas as especially intteresting for the
t
minimization of the enviroonmental risk of the maritim
me
transport. Furrthermore, thee problem of ship
s
collisionss in
these narrow bays is morre severe thann average, sinnce
tankers meet denser traffi
fic conditions as well as the
t
crossing traffi
fic especially in
i the Gulf of Finland.

Ta
able 1. Main dimensions of the exxample ships
Length between perppendiculars, LBP
Beam, B
Depth, D
Draught, T
Deadweight
Webframe spacing
Transverse bulkheadds spacing

HANDYMAX AFRAM
MAX
180,0 m
238,00 m
32,20 m
42,48 m
15,00 m
20,700 m
11,50 m
15,500 m
40 000 t
110 0000 t
3,56 m
3,50 m
17,80 m
35,000 m

VLCC
320,0 m
70,00 m
25,60 m
19,00 m
314 000 t
4,00 m
60,00 m

To helpp minimize thhe environmeental risks of
o
co
ollision in thesse enclosed w
waters, the aim
m of this paper
is to understandd the contribuution to the riisk exerted byy
th
he tanker size and the accorrded size of th
he transportedd
caargo. To reacch the aim, thhree characteeristic sizes of
o
tanker, HAND
DYMAX, AFR
RAMAX and
d VLCC, aree
co
onsidered in thhe analysis, w
with their detaiils provided inn
Taable 1.
The anaalysis of envvironmental collision riskk
bu
uilds on the methodology
m
oof collision rissks assessmennt
ass presented in Figure 2 (Ritvanen 2006). Thee
methodology
m
d
draws
on thhe momentum
m-conservationn
co
ollision model, statistical ssampling and analysis, andd
on
n the numerical simulationns of collisio
ons. In detaill,
traaffic data are input to the sship-to-ship co
ollision modeel
to
o establish thee available coollision deform
mation energyy.
Th
he available energy is thhus establisheed through its
diistribution for
f
the parrticular geog
graphy areaa,
deepending also on the size off the struck taanker. It is alsoo
co
ompared withh the tanker’s hull capaccity to absorbb
co
ollision energgy prior to breach of th
he inner hulll
ev
valuated in thee numerical coollision simulaations.

Figure 2: Adoptedd procedure for tthe computation of environmentaal
rissk of collision.
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If the availabble deformatioon energy is higher than the
t
capacity of the hull to tolerate colliision impact, a
spillage can then
t
be expectted resulting in
i pollution, and
a
finally in cleean-up and ecconomic comppensation cossts.
Multiplying these
t
costs with
w
the probbability of thheir
occurrence in the ennd determinnes the risk.
Environmentaal risk is also observed as distributed ovver
the relevant stakeholderss of themarritime industtry.
According to the establisheed conventionns on liabilityy to
to costs of pollution
p
dam
mage, CLC'922 and IOPC''92
(IOPC 20005), these stakeholderrs are shhip
owner/operatoors and oil receivers. However,
H
thheir
liability is lim
mited accordinng to the convvention rules, as
it depends onn the size off the vessel, and not on the
t
severity of daamage. Thus, part of the riisk is transferred
to the publicc, and the puublic is considdered also ass a
stakeholder.
Klanacc and Varstaa (2010) show
w that betweeen
these three stakeholderss, environmeental risk are
a
unequally distributed.
d
A
And
since the first tw
wo
stakeholders have
h
direct innfluence to deetermine the siize
of the tanker for charter, it is relevant too see how does a
particular shaare of the environmental riskk for each of the
t
considered staakeholders deepends on this size.
Klanacc and Varstaa (2010) show
w that betweeen
these three stakeholderss, environmeental risk are
a
unequally distributed.
d
A
And
since the first tw
wo
stakeholders have
h
direct innfluence to deetermine the siize
of the tanker for charter, it is relevant too see how does a
particular shaare of the environmental riskk for each of the
t
considered staakeholders deepends on this size.
Risk analysis hass been usedd often whhen
assessing riskk associated to the maritim
me traffic onn a
certain geoggraphical areea. There exxist significaant
contributions in the literatture, which foorm the basis of
contributions brought by thhis paper. Wee mention heree a
notable few. Brown (20002) examinedd how collisiion
random variaables influennce the extennt of predictted
collision dam
mage. He geneerated collisioons with Monnte
Carlo simulattion using sim
mplified ship collision moddel
SIMCOL (Chhen, 2000) and
a
carried out
o a sensitivvity
analysis on foour different ships.
s
Lützen (2001) analyssed
ship collisionns on differeent ship typees and damaage
scenarios. Shee used a collission database collected withhin
the Europeann research prooject HARDE
ER (Laubensteein
et al. 2001, Lützen
L
2003) and
a applied itt in Monte Caarlo
simulation to achieve distrributions for damage
d
sizes to
establish a proposal
p
for the new damage stabillity
regulations. Hence she did
d not conccentrate on the
t
material lossees or environnmental effectts of a collisiion
nor take into account the financial connsequences. Otto
O
et al. (2002)) studied thee financial consequences of
collision andd grounding accidents. They
T
linked the
t
collision risk,, the probability functions for the collisiion
damage lenggth, depth and height, andd the monetaary
values for maaterial damagge to achieve a financial riisk
value withouut taking intoo account thee environmenntal
risk or loss of human life.
l
Ravn annd Friis-Hanssen
(2004) perforrmed a collision risk analyssis study, wheere
the extent of
o damage onn ship hull in collision is

esstimated usingg regression aanalysis, nameely the Neuraal
Networks. Using FEM-baased non-lineear numericaal
sim
mulations off collision (K
Klanac et al. 2005, Shilloo
20
006, Ehlers ett al. 2007), Riitvanen (2006
6) assessed thee
peerformance annd made com
mparison of diifferent tankeer
sid
de structurees in a collision. The
T
materiall,
en
nvironmental and total rissk values as a function of
o
deeformation energy were alsoo presented.
Kujala et al. (2009) summarise the accidennt
staatistics in thee Gulf of Finnland from 1997
1
to 20066.
According to thhe collision aaccident modeelling made inn
th
he study, the most risky crrossing is thee one betweenn
Helsinki and Taallinn. Most oof the ship-to-ship collisions
haad happened inn February orr March, whicch is congruennt
with the fact thhat most of thhe ship–ship collisions hadd
haappened in ice channelss.Similarly to
o this paperr,
Montewka
M
(20009) argues alsso the relevance of collisionn
rissk assessmentt for tankers inn the Gulf of Finland.
F
For the Adriatic, noo conslidated databased of
o
traaffic accidentts exist, incluuding the risk
k of collisionn.
However, Bukssa and Zec (2005) have considered
c
thee
prresent and fuuture estimatted traffic in
n the Bay of
Riijeka,in the northern
n
Adriaatic Sea, and
d by means of
o
traaffic model siimulation havve analyzed th
he present riskk
co
onsidering alsso the future increase. Zecc et al. (2005)
haad performedd scenario annalysis of thee potential oiil
sp
pills for the sam
me areas of thhe Adriatic.
Relevance
R
of the
t environm
mental risk to
o the Adriaticc
an
nd Gulf of Fin
nland
In Figuure 3 we cann notice the location andd
ch
haracteristic shhapes of the oobserved seass. The Adriaticc
Seea is a part off the Mediterraanean Sea thaat separates thee
Itaalian Peninsulla from the Baalkans. The western
w
coast is
Itaalian, while the eastern coast belongs mostly too
Crroatia, and theen to Monteneegro, Albania, Slovenia andd
Bo
osnia and Heerzegovina. Thhe Adriatic has an extremee
length of abouut 378 Nm. It has an averrage width of
bout 87Nm. Itts total surfacee area is aboutt 160 000 km²².
ab
Average depth is 444 meterss. From a totaal of 8300 km
m
off the Adriaticc coast, Croaatia spreads on
o about 62000
kiilometres, or in other wordds, approximaately 75 % of
o
th
he length of the hole Adriatiic coast.

Figure 3 Geographhy of the observeed enclosed seas, the Adriatic andd
thee Gulf of Finlandd
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Deformation collision energy
Ship-to-ship collision phenomenon is typically
split between ship dynamics and structure deformations.
The overall kinetic energy of both vessels is thus split
onto deformation energy absorbed by the structure and
the residual kinetic energy that induces ship motions.
How the overall kinetic energy is split depends on a
multiple of factors, among others the vessels’
displacements, their speeds, collision angle and location
along the hull, and to a lesser extent the vessels’
structural arrangement.
For this reason Zhang (1999) defines a simplified
collision model based on the momentum conservation
originally by Minorsky (1959). The model is able to
well estimate the amount of deformation energy,
without considering the colliding vessels’ structure.
Therefore, deformation
energy
is
decoupled
computationally from the residual kinetic energy, and
the effect of collision onto damage of vessels can be
observed more easily. Furthermore, for this reason,
deformation energy can be established for a desired
geography area, or for an observed ship, or for their
combination, e.g. see Lützen (2001). Such is the case
here, where using the Monte Carlo Simulation method
we establish effectively the available deformation

energy for the observed enclosed waters, and for the
considered three tankers.
b)
Probability
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Figure 4.Vessel speed (a) and displacement (b) probability desity
distributions (CDF in window) in the Adriatic sea
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Gulf of Finland represents an eastern arm of the
Baltic Sea. It is 231 Nm long, and maximum 65 Nm
wide. It contains many islands, especially in front of the
City of Helsinki. Gulf of Finland is located between
Finland, Russia and Estonia. On very harsh winters the
Gulf can be frozen entirely from December throughout
March, while more regularly freezing occurs from late
January till March. It is very shallow and groundings
occur regularly, but for this reason traffic is intensively
regulated and monitored. Furthermore, the winter
conditions add to the risks.
Alongside
the
Mediterranean,
Adriatic
experiences very intense tanker traffic. Mediterranean
Sea, which represents only 1% of the world sea area,
takes 30 % of the world trade, and more than a quarter
of global oil traffic. More than a thousand tankers and
70 million tons of oil enter Adriatic every year. Croatia
holds 75 %of the Adriatic coast, while Italy holds 75 %
of the tanker traffic in its ports, mostly in Trieste, in the
very north of the Adriatic. Adriatic is also extremely
important for the tourism and fishing, and economies of
Croatia and Montenegro heavily depend on these.
The Gulf of Finland is one of the densest sea
areas in the world. In the maritime traffic in the Gulf of
Finland were transported 263 million tonnes of cargoes
of which the share of oil products was 56%. 23% of the
cargoes were loaded or unloaded in the Finnish ports,
60% in the Russian ports and 17% in the Estonian ports.
Characteristically, the traffic in the Gulf of Finland
consists of east-west and north-south traffic. East–west
traffic, leading to and from the Russian harbours, relates
mostly to the cargo shipping, while the transverse traffic
connects passengers on their route between Helsinki in
Finland and Tallinn in Estonia.
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Figure 5.Vessel speed (a) and displacement (b) probability desity
distributions (CDF in window) in the Gulf of Finland

The particulars of striking vessel are defined
statistically based on the traffic data. Traffic data of the
Adriatic and the Gulf of Finland, classified over annual
distributions of vessels’ speed and displacement, is
presented in Figure 4 and 5. The data is collected using
Automatic Identification System (AIS). Specifically for
the Gulf of Finland, it refers to the open water
navigation, i.e. the winter navigation in ice-bound
conditions is excluded. The traffic data is fitted with
Normal and Gamma probability distributions for vessel
speed and displacement respectively. Goodness of fit
can be verified visually observing the cumulative
probability distribution given in smaller windows of
Figures 4 and 5.
Collision speed of the striking vessel is
conditional to the service speed provided in the data.
According to the data obtained from the previous
worldwide collisions (Lützen 2001), collision speed can
be uniformly distributed between the zero speed and
75% of the service speed, after which it triangularly
decreases to zero at service speed. The speed of the
observed struck tanker on the other hand is assumed to
be triangularly distributed between zero and her service
speed, with the most likely value equal to zero.
Collision angle and collision location along the
struck vessel are assumed also on the basis of previous
worldwide collision accidents data, as presented by
Tuovinen (2005). Their distributions are defined as
normal for the collision angle, with the mean of 93° and
a standard deviation of 42°, while the distribution of
collision location is uniform. Ståhlberg (2010) recently
presented new arguments that could raise doubts in the
applicability of the worldwide data of collision angle
distribution to the enclosed sea areas, indicating that
this distribution is fairly location-dependent. Being so
recent, the results of this study should be however
further explored with respect to actual sea areas
considered, especially in the case of the Adriatic sea.
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Figure 6. Computed deformation energies ED against kinetic energies
EK during collisions simulations using Monte Carlo method. Energy
values are given in Giga Joules.

Figure 6 depicts the values of deformation
energy attained from the Monte Carlo collision
simulations plotted against the kinetic energy. We can
see how the overall kinetic energy increases with the
size of the vessel. It is also higher for the Gulf of
Finland in comparison with the Adriatic, but the
maxima of the attained deformation energies for each
case differs much less. This can be addressed to the
known fact that high-energy collisions incite much
more ship motions than deformations, see e.g. Tabri
(2010).
The number of collision simulations proves to be
sufficient to achieve a reasonable convergence of
deformation energy frequency distributions. The
probability distributions can be seen in Figures 7a and
b. for a couple of combinations – the vessel size and the
considered sea area. In the same figures we can see also
that in both situations, the discrete distribution can be
sufficiently accurately approximated with a continuous
Gamma distribution.
Assuming that the Gamma distribution of the
deformation energy is applicable generally, for the sake
of comparison Figure 7c brings also the distribution of
the available deformation energy in the worldwide
traffic for the observed AFRAMAX, established based
on the calculations by Lützen (2001). Evidence of this
a)

b)
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Figure 7: Probability distribution of the available deformation
energies given for a few exemplary cases. Namely for the a)
HANDYMAX tanker in the Adriatic Sea, b) VLCC tanker in the Gulf
of Finland, and c) AFRAMAX tanker in the worldwide traffic
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Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of computed available
deformation energies
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HANDYMAX ADRIATIC

Handy

14

µ [MJ]
σ [MJ]

84
196

111
253

149
424

118
200

142
284

192
393

60
170

80
245

100
325

applicability can be indirectly confirmed by a solid fit
of a cumulative Gamma distribution through the 25, 50,
75 and 90 percentiles.Depiciting of distributions for
other tankers and navigation areas is omitted in order to
maintain paper brevity.
Table 2 presents the mean and standard deviation
for the Gamma distributions of the deformation energy
attained from the Monte Carlo collision simulations.
Hull crashworthiness
After establishing the available deformation
energies for the observed three tankers operating in the
Adriatic, the Gulf of Finland, but also worldwide, we
need to define the nominal capacity of their hull to
tolerate this energy without breaching of the cargo
tanks. This capacity, defined as such, is effectively
assumed to represent the crashworthiness of the tankers
independently of the geographic location of operations,
or striking ship size and speed of collision.
Crashworthiness is established using the nonlinear Finite Element Method (FEM) through numerical
simulations of the structural deformations of tankers’
hulls during collision. The simulations determine the
required deformation energy to initiate the breach of the
inner hull of the vessel.
Physically, these simulations consist of
computing energy required to push a rigid indenter into
the side structure of the observed tankers, until the
indenter breaches the inner hull. The rigid indenter
resembles a bulbous bow, with a tip diameter of 3.2m,
while its length is 6.85 m and base radius 5.6 m. It has
been noticed that in many collision cases striking bow
sustains only a minor damage compared with the side
structure of the struck ship, striking bow can be defined
as rigid in these types of calculations (Zhang et al.
2004).
Collision is a very localized phenomenon due to
differing size of striking bulbous bow and the extension
of the side structure (Wevers and Vredevelt 1999,
Ehlers et al. 2008). As such, hull’s crashworthiness will
depend significantly on the location of contact. Since
the probability of collision location is difficult to
estimate, hull crashworthiness will be established for a
number of characteristic locations over the hull side.
Structural arrangement of the three tankers with
scantlings is given in Figures 8 to 10 depicting their
midship cross-sections. All ship are built from normal
shipbuilding steel Grade A with 235 MPa yield
strength.
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Figure 10: VLCC tanker midshipp cross-section

Non-linear fiinite element model
Structuural collisionn simulations are perform
med
using the com
mmercial sollver LS-DYN
NA version 9771.
ANSYS param
metric designn language is used
u
to build the
t
finite elementt model for thhe tankers’ crooss-sections, see
s

Figure 11: Non-linear FEM simuulation of a HA
ANDYMAX in a
ollision with rigid bulbous bow
co

(Ehlers et al. 2008b).. The structurre is modelledd
ussing four noddded, quadrilaateral Belytscchko-Lin-Tsayy
sh
hell elements with 5 integgration points through theiir
th
hickness. Folloowing the criiterion for craashworthinesss,
i.ee. that the inner hull shouuld remain in
ntact, only thee
sig
gnificant structural membeersare includeed in the finitee
element modell, thus also saving comp
putation timee.
Lo
ongitudinally,, FEM modells extend bettween the twoo
traansverse bulkkheads, and transversely, the models
ex
xtend until thee first internaal longitudinal bulkhead, as
seeen in Figure 11,which givees enough distance betweenn
th
he relevant deeformed area and the model boundariess.
Th
his is verifiedd by visual conntrol of the plastic strains inn
th
he edges of the
t models. M
Model is resttrained at thee
traansverse bulkkheads by fixinng the translaational degrees
off freedom. Alll remaining eddges in the mo
odel are free.
The coollision simullations are displacementtco
ontrolled, i.e. that the rigid bulbous bow is moved intoo
th
he tanker side structure at a constant velocity of 10 m/ss.
Th
his velocity iss reasonably loow so as not to
o cause inertiaa
efffects resultingg from the shhips’ masses; see Konter et
e
all. (2004). Thee ship motionss are not conssidered in this
an
nalysis, sincce we are interested to evaluatee
crrashworthiness. After all, tthey have been consideredd
in
ndirectly in the analysiss of deform
mation energyy
deescribed in thhe previous chhapter. Standaard LS-DYNA
A
ho
ourglass conttrol is used for the sim
mulations; seee
(H
Hallquist 20077).
The tim
me step is coontrolled by the bar-wavee
sp
peed and the following
f
lenggth measure: the maximum
m
off the shortest element side or the elemen
nt area dividedd
by
y the minimuum of the loongest side or
o the longesst
diiagonal of thee element. Insstabilities for this time stepp
measure
m
could not be foundd. Additionally
y, the solutionn
is moderately mass-scaled, however, wiithout causingg
in
nertial effects that
t could inflluence the resu
ults.
The auttomatic singlle surface co
ontact of LSDYNA see (Haallquist 2007) is used to treeat the contacct
occcurring durinng the simulaation with a static frictionn
co
oefficient of 0.3. The reaaction forces between thee
strriking bow and
a the side sstructure are obtained by a
co
ontact force transducer
t
peenalty card; see
s (Hallquisst
20
007, Ehlerset al. 2008). Inntegrating the contact forcee
ov
ver the penetrration depth leeads to the en
nergy absorbedd
by
y the conceptuual design alteernative.
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Figure 13: Striking positions concept/determination
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Two more characteristic positions in transversal
direction are defined:
iii. Position amid stringers, i.e. within 800 mm from
each one,
iv. Position directly on the stringer, bounded with
lines 800 mm offset from each one.
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Figure 12: a) Fracturing strain and element length relation,b) NVA
true strain and stress relation applied

Non-linear behaviour of the hull material is
modelled using the true strain and stress relation until
fracture identified by Ehlers and Varsta (2009) and
Ehlers (2009), as seen in Figure 12. The fracturing
strain and element length relation is implemented into
the model via material 24 of LS-DYNA (Hallquist
2007). The elements surpassing fracturing are in the end
removed from the model during simulation.
Collision Cases
Structural collision simulations are very timeexpensive, thus the most critical collision scenarion is
generally applied to computationally determine the hull
crashworthiness; see Zhang et al. (2004). Here, the
collision scenario is designed in a way that a striking
and a struck ship collide at the angle of 90°. Such a
scenario is generally considered critical since in most of
the cases it results in the extensively large damages.
As noted above, the amount of energy prior to
the breach of the inner hull of the struck ship changes
with respect to the striking position. In other words,
different configurations of side structural elements of
the struck ship in longitudinal direction generate
different energies prior to the breach of the inner hull.
As a consequence, there are two characteristic striking
positions in longitudinal direction, see Figure 13:
i. Position amid web frames, i.e. within 800 mm
(half of the radius of the cone-shaped bulbous
bow) from each one,
ii. Position directly on the web frame, with span of
800 mm from both, fore and aft side of web
frame.

To increase the precision of averaging the energy
prior to the breach of the inner hull, four described
positions are duplicated and vertically arranged. Using
of eight striking positions surely affects on getting the
final amount of averaged energy. Probability of
occurrence of each striking position is calculated
according to their areal contribution to the surface
bounded with tank top and waterline in vertical
direction, and horizontally between two bulkheads,
Figure 14.
Amounts of energy prior to the breach of the
inner hull for all striking positions as well as averaged
values of energy are given in Table 3, and are applied in
further considerations.

Figure 14: Striking positions on the AFRAMAX tanker
Table 3: Calculated energies, penetration lengths and probabilities of
occurrence for each striking position
HANDYMAX
Striking
Position

AFRAMAX

VLCC

Energy,
MJ

Penetration
Length, m

p

Energy,
MJ

Penetration
Length, m

p

Energy,
MJ

Penetration
Length, m

p

8,31

3,0

0,178

49,14

3,0

0,076

82,83

4,0

0,136

2

8,58

3,0

0,116

35,51

2,5

0,057

89,57

3,5

0,085

3

11,39

3,0

0,178

38,41

3,0

0,292

50,56

3,5

0,183

4

12,34

3,0

0,116

38,28

3,0

0,221

60,48

3,5

0,114

1

5

8,19

3,0

0,178

43,36

3,0

0,076

53,53

3,5

0,068

6

5,08

2,5

0,116

68,31

4,0

0,057

71,11

3,5

0,042

7

7,27

3,0

0,072

60,22

4,5

0,126

63,57

5,0

0,230

8

4,54

2,5

0,047

61,99

4,5

0,095

82,35

5,0

0,143

Eavg

8,71

46,11

67,98
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HAZARDS

0.02

Collision

Edef > Ebreach

Inner hull
rupture

0.25

Fire &
Explosion

CASUALTIES
All cargo oil spill
0.20

Vessel sinks

0.80
0.75

Edef < Ebreach

HANDYMAX: 40 000 t
AFRAMAX: 110 000 t
VLCC: 314 000 t

Single tank oil spill
Vessel floats

HANDYMAX: 2 800 t
AFRAMAX: 10 345 t
VLCC: 18 220 t

No spillage

Figure 15: Collision event tree

Computation of Risk
Having established the available deformation
energy, and the energy required to breach the inner hull
of the tankers, we can now estimate the environmental
risk for each of the observed sea areas, as well as for the
worldwide navigation.
We evaluate here the risk following a standard
definition of value of loss under uncertainty, i.e. risk is
a sum of products of probabilities of occurrence of
certain damages. Thus it is necessary to estimate well
the damages instigated by the collision consequences,
as well as the corresponding probabilities.
In this paper it is assumed that the breach of the inner
hull occurs once the available deformation energy
surpasses the capacity of the hull to absorb collision
energy, i.e. if Edef>Ebreach.
Probabilities of environmental damage
Probability of occurrence of a collision is
assumed to be pcoll = 0.02. Several studies indicate this
figure both for the worldwide navigation (Lützen 2001)
and for local sea areas, namely the Gulf of Finland
(Kujala et al. 2009, Ylitalo 2010). It is also adopted
here for the Adriatic, as no better estimates exist in the
literature for this sea area.Lately, other values had been
also proposed for the worldwide navigation, but no
general consensus has been noticed in the literature.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the tankers sail 60% of
time fully laden, which is a very conservative estimate.
If inner hull rupture appears, various hazards
show up. Performed risk calculation includes only fire
and explosion as an event, which may lead to the oil
spillage from all tanks. Probability of fire and explosion
on the vessel is taken as 0.2. However, it is assumed
that vessel will sink in only 20 % of fire and explosion
cases, and thus lose and spill the complete oil cargo.
Here we consider two casualties that the oil spill
emerges from a single tank, or from all tanks.
Considered collision scenarios are represented in Figure
15, and the probabilities adopted are assumed according
to IMO (2001, 2002, 2004, 2005, 2005b), Tuovinen
(2006), Papanikolaou et al.(2005), Grey (1999).
Costs of the environmental damage
Regarding collisions of tankers, environmental
damage is the most relevant casualty for all the
maritime stakeholders, and it considers here all direct
consequences to the economy of the affected coastal

area. This considers then not only oil spill clean-up
costs, but also direct damages to the business, e.g.
fisheries, tourism, etc. Secondary effects to the
economy in the national level are not considered.
Generally, they belong more under consideration of
standard business risk.
Environmental damage, i.e. the costs of oil
spillage can be conveniently estimated utilizing the
probabilistic model of Friis-Hansen and Ditlevsen
(2003). The model is based on the recorded major spills
damage data (IOPC 2009), which is represented through
the probability of the environmental damage cost C,
defined with the expected cost of spillage E [ log C ] and
its dispersion D [ log C ] , and the expected volume of the
oil spilled S, defined similarly with E [ log S ] and
D [ log S ] , where µs represents the expected volume of
oil to be spilled, e.g. the tank volume, and c is the
random variable of damage cost. In brief, the
probability distribution of the environmental damage
cost as defined by the model is defined with the
following normal distribution:
1
⎛ log c − ς − η log ( − µs log υ ) ⎞
FC ( c, µs ) = ∫ Φ ⎜
(1)
⎟ dυ
0
θ
⎝
⎠
in which:
ς = E [ log C ] − η E [ log S ] ,
(2)

η = ρ [ log C , log S ] D [ log C ] D [ log S ] ,

(3)

θ = D [ log C ] 1 − ρ [ log C , log S ] .

(4)

2

Since the original publication of this damage model
several new accidents have occurred, e.g. the likes of
m/t Prestige and m/t Hebei Spirit, the original damage
data is thus updated. The new consolidated data is seen
now in Figure 16. Furthermore, since the original
damage data has been considered in the value of USD
of year 2000, the financial valuation is also updated,
and also converted to EUR. The mean values and
standard deviations of distributions of amount of oil
spilled and the amount of damage costs are changed
then accordingly. These are then based on the linear
regression of the data presented in Figure 16.
Furthermore, since the original damage data has been
considered in the value of USD of year 2000, the
financial valuation is also updated, and also converted
to EUR. The mean values and standard deviations of
distributions of amount of oil spilled and the amount of
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Compensation cost [mil. USD]

10000

Calculation of the environmental risk
Risk is evaluated on the annual basis, due to
considered traffic data. Risk is given for each of the
observed tankers and also for each of the relevant
maritime stakeholders. Risk is calculated by integrating
over the random variable of the available annual
deformation energy of all the probable collision
consequences, and by multiplying that value with the
probability of collision occurrence, pcoll, and a
probability of the fully laden tanker voyage

E[log S] = 3.45 D[log S] = 1.34
E[log C] = 1.42 D[log C] = 1.19

1000
100

ρ = 0.74
10
1
0.1
0.01
0.1

1

10

100

1000

10000

,

100000

·

Quantity of oil spilled [m3]

Figure 16: Double logarithm scatter plot of reported oil spill volume
and corresponding environmental damage costs with logarithms of the
expected spill volume and damage costs E[.] and respective
dispersions D[.]

damage costs are changed then accordingly. These are
then based on the linear regression of the data presented
in Figure 16.
The expected damage costC is computed for two
characteristic adverse events following the considered
event tree, i.e. the spillage of a single tank of oil, and
the spillage of the overall cargo; see Fig.15. The
damages are split over each of the relevant three
maritime stakeholders, i.e. the ship owner/operator, oil
receiver(s) and the public. Their expected costs are
established by using the following expression that
formalizes liabilities of each of the three stakeholders
according to the established maritime conventions, i.e.
CLC’92 and IOPC’92.
∞

∫

C ( stakeholder , µ s ) = c ⋅ f c (c, µ s ) ⋅ I ( stakeholder ) dc
0

(5)
⎧ f ( c, µ s )
I ( stakeholder ) = ⎨ c
⎩0

cmin < c < cmax

(6)

otherwise

where I ( stakeholder ) filters the inapplicable costs and
f c ( c , µ s ) is a PDF of probability distribution given in
Eq. (1). The financial value of liabilities, cminand cmax,
for each stakeholder are specified in Table 4 based on
the observed tanker size, in this case the her gross
tonnage(IOPC 2005), while the expected environmental
damage costs in a collision for a stakeholder are
specified accordingly in Table 5.
Table 4: Limits of liability for environmental damage costs
Cmax

Cmin

Stakeholder

[M€]

Handy

Afra

VLCC

Handy

Afra

VLCC

0

0

0

10

29

84

Owner
Receiver
Public

29

84

1037

1037

1037

1037

1037

∞

∞

∞

Stakeholder

One tank

All cargo

One tank

3

3

3

VLCC

All cargo

One tank

All cargo

Ship
Volume

2200 [m ]

Owner

1

Receiver

12

31

19

38

20

41

Public

70

550

229

1197

384

2202

3

3

3

40000 [m ] 12000 [m ] 127000 [m ] 21000 [m ] 309000 [m ]
1

4

5

7

∑ p ( E )C (E ) =
i

i, j

def

def

i

if Edef < Ebreach
⎧0,
⎪
⎪⎪ p fire ⎣⎡ ploss Ctotal , j + (1 − ploss ) Ctank, j ⎦⎤ +
if Edef ≥ Ebreach
=⎨
⎪+ (1 − p fire ) Ctank, j ,
⎪
⎪⎩
(8)
based on the numbers provided in Figure 15 for ther
probabilities and Table 5 for the cons
The annual value of risk for the three tanker
sizes, three stakeholders and three geographical areas is
given finally in Table 6. The same table brings also the
annual risks averaged per day of operations since
vessels do not operate constantly in the enclosed sea
area.

Discussion
Observing the risk given in Table 6 we can make
a few conclusions on attained findings. Annual risks
averaged per day of operations are higher in the
enclosed waters than in the worldwide navigation, as
Table 6: The annual (a) and averaged per day (b) risk for
the three tankers, three stakeholders and three
navigation areas
a)
Adriatic Sea
Risk [M€]

Gulf of Finland

World

Handymax Aframax VLCC Handymax Aframax VLCC Handymax Aframax VLCC

Owner

0.006

0.014

0.023

0.009

0.018

0.036

0.005

0.010

0.017

Receiver

0.077

0.081

0.065

0.110

0.102

0.101

0.058

0.054

0.049

Public

1.510

1.107

1.489

2.296

1.389

2.291

1.213

0.733

1.120

TOTAL

1.593

1.202

1.577

2.415

1.509

2.428

1.276

0.797

1.186

b)

Table 5: Expected costs in M€ of the environmental damage in a
collision per considered stakeholder and tanker.
Aframax

where the consequences costs and corresponding
probabilities are calculated as

Adriatic Sea

10

Handymax

(7)

,

Gulf of Finland

World

Risk [1000€] Handymax Aframax VLCC Handymax Aframax VLCC Handymax Aframax VLCC

1037

Ship Type

·

10

Owner

0.016

0.039

0.063

0.023

0.049

0.097

0.012

0.026

0.048

Receiver

0.211

0.222

0.178

0.301

0.279

0.277

0.159

0.148

0.134

Public

4.137

3.033

4.079

6.290

3.805

6.277

3.323

2.008

3.068

TOTAL

4.364

3.294

4.321

6.615

4.134

6.651

3.495

2.182

3.250

much as double. This relates obviously to the higher
available deformation energy in the enclosed waters,
emerging from differences in traffic, see the mean and
standard deviation given in Table 2. Thus also, the risk
is the highest in the Gulf of Finland, about 80% higher
than for the worldwide navigation if comparing daily
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World - Owner
World - Public
Gulf of Finland - Receiver
Adriatic Sea - Owner
Adriatic Sea - Public

10

World - Receiver
Gulf of Finland - Owner
Gulf of Finland - Public
Adriatic Sea - Receiver

AFRAMAX (110’000DWT) tankers, see Table 6.
Figure 17 thus presents the calculated risk against the
tankers’ deadweight.
This result is caused by the ratio between the
hull crashworthiness and the amount of oil transported
onboard. From Figure 18 we can notice a quick rise in
crashworthiness
between
HANDYMAX
and
AFRAMAX tankers in comparison to the rise in the size
of the expected oil spill, i.e. the size of their tanks, or
the amount of transported cargo.
From Figure 17 we can also notice the
distribution of risk between different stakeholders. The
ship owner/operator thus experiences the smallest risk
with the smallest tanker, i.e. HANDYMAX, while their
risk is increasing with the size. Obviously then, the
owner/operator would prefer to invest and operate the
smallest tanker, but if we consider that this collision
risk is almost negligible, size of the preferred tanker
will be determined probably on other, more commercial
factors. Oil receivers, on the other hand, seem not to be
affected by vessel size. This means that could base their
preferences on oil transport on other economical
attributes, or other kinds of risk. The public is best off
with the medium sized tanker, the AFRAMAX, as she
shows the least risk in comparison with the other two
considered vessel sizes. Commonly, all stakeholders do
not experience significant difference in risk variations
due to tanker size between the navigational areas
considered in this study.
Conclusion
This paper brought a series of comparative
analysis of environmental risk of collisions. Focus of
the analysis was on the enclosed sea areas, the Gulf of
Finland and the Adriatic, and on a three tanker sizes,
HANDYMAX, AFRAMAX and the VLCC. Evaluated
risks of collisions for these three tanker types were also
compared for the worldwide navigation.
350
Expected oil spill [1000t ]

Annual environmental risk [M €]

averaged values. In the Adriatic, the risk is higher about
50%.
These results justify in the end the premise that
navigation in the enclosed waters is riskier with respect
to collision and environment than the worldwide
navigation. However, it should be noted that vessels do
not spend equal amounts of time in the worldwide and
enclosed water navigation, nor these observed tankers
take the same routes. For example, if we consider a
typical journey of an AFRAMAX from the Arabian
Gulf, e.g. Kuwait to the Trieste harbour in the Adriatic,
that lasts abt. 15 days (excluding the anchorage in
Suez), the open water, i.e. the worldwide navigation,
can be realistically assumed to exist only between the
Gulf of Oman and the Gulf of Aden, and between Suez
and the Strait of Otranto. This is about 1 900 nm out of
total 5 000 nm, i.e. about 5 to 6 days or 30 to 35% of
total time, since the vessel, besides the Adriatic, sails
through the Gulf of Aden and the Red Sea. Some of the
typical VLCCs, on the other hand, cannot pass through
Suez Canal fully laden, and when they take a journey,
e.g. to Rijeka harbour in the Adriatic they might need to
take a longer route around the Cape of Good Hope,
which means that the risk of collision in the worldwide
navigation becomes much more relevant.
Besides these findings and conclusions, itis very
important to bring attention to the difference in risk
between stakeholders. While the risks for ship
owner/operator on an annual basis are fairly small, for
oil receivers these are abt. 10 times as high. Yet these
values are minor in comparison with the risk faced by
the public, which measure 10 to 20 times that of oil
receivers, and correspondingly 100 to 200 times that of
owner/operator.

1

0,1

0,01

All cargo

Single tank

300
250
200
150
100

0,001
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

50

DWT [1000t]

Figure 17: Distribution of the anual environmental collision risk per
stakeholder, per tanker and and geographic area.

Further conclusions based on the findings of this
study can be made if we analyse the effect of ship size
to the environmental collision risk. If considering total
risk, the riskiest tankers are interestingly the
HANDYMAX
(40’000DWT)
and
VLCC
(313’000DWT), the smallest and the largest vessels
considered, while the risk is significantly reduced with

0
0

20

40
60
Hull crashworthiness [MJ]

80

Figure 18: Expected oil spill size against hull crashworthiness

The analysis considered evaluation of the
available deformation collision energies for the
enclosed sea areas and for the observed tankers.
Evaluation of the expected costs of environmental
damage was also performed. In the end, the risks were
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distributed over three relevant stakeholders, the ship
owner/operators, oil receivers and the public.
Results brought a series of findings. The following
three are possibly the most relevant to be repeated here.
Navigation in the enclosed sea areas is more risky than
in the open, worldwide regime. The least risky tanker
out of three considered seems to be the AFRAMAX due
to good combination of her hull crashworthiness and
cargo capacity. The risk is very unevenly shared
between the stakeholders, where the public faces the
very biggest share of the total environmental risk, i.e.
more than 90%.
These findings need further investigations
however. Firstly, more vessel sizes could be analysed,
like PANAMAX and SUEZMAX, which would fill in
the gaps in the curves presented. All elements of the
analysis presented could also benefit from
improvements in methodology and the data considered.
This specifically refers to the collision model to
estimate the deformation energy. Recent works of Tabri
(2010) could be applied for example to better estimate
the deformation energy considering also the hull
crashworthiness. Furthermore, the probabilities of
adverse events can be studied more, especially if they
can be sensitive to the geographical areas, using
methods such as that of Goerlandt F. (2010)
More enclosed sea areas could also be
considered, like the Danish Straits, the Strait of Dover,
Sea of Marmara, Gulf of Bothnia, etc. Such a data could
be eventually used to establish a GIS-based map of
world environmental risk, especially if other adverse
events are to be considered, firstly the groundings, and
later on hull breakings due to service conditions.
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An Experimental Investigation of the Intermediate Flooding
Phases in Internal Compartments of an ITTC Damaged
Passenger Ro-Ro Ferry
Chadi Khaddaj-Mallat, Bertrand Alessandrini, Jean-Marc Rousset and Pierre Ferrant
Équipe Hydrodynamique et Génie Océanique, Laboratoire de Mécanique des Fluides, École Centrale de Nantes, France

Abstract:
Damaged Ro-Ro ferries have proved to be extremely vulnerable regarding their hydrostatic stability. After an abrupt ingress of water
caused by a maritime accident, the spaces below the car deck can experience dangerous intermediate flooding stages, and the ship can
sink earlier than predicted.
These stages depend upon many factors pertaining to the vessel, the accident, and the environment. Some of these factors interact
during the flooding. An experimental investigation using an ITTC Ro-Ro ferry was devoted to provide a thorough insight to the
flooding physics by following the Design of Experiments methodology.
Both transient and progressive phases are found highly dependent upon water and air behaviours. The damage area, the time of
damage creation, and the air ventilation level inside damaged compartments are key factors in determining the final ship state. We
encourage the application of DOE method to statistically analyse the data and reveal interactions between entailed factors.
Nomenclature
C
Wave velocity (m/s)
CD

Cross Duct

DBA

Double Bottom Aft

DBF

Double Bottom Forward

EB

Engine Block

ER

Engine Room

g

Gravitational acceleration (m/s2)

GR

Generator Room

IFS

Intermediate Flooding stages

OM

Opening Mechanism

patm

Atmospheric pressure (Pa)

Pij

Level j of design factor Pi

PS

PortSide

SB

StarBoard

SR

Storage Room

T

Wave period (s)

TΦ

PRR02 natural period

WT_PS

Wing Tank of the DBF PS

WT_SB

Wing Tank of the DBF SB

ρ

Water density (Kg/m3)

Introduction
Ro-Ro and Ro-Pax ferries have been growing for
decades. Despite the global economic downturn, their
industry continues to show positive signs. This is
evident by the scheduled launch of some humongous
new Ro-Pax vessels by 2012 (as Stena Superferry 1 and
2, 1st and 2nd Stena Seabridger Class MKII, etc.). The
safety of such vessels remains of the utmost importance
in their design, and operation, when accidents of a
varying nature (collision, grounding, etc.) can occur.
Thus, advantage should be taken of the available
maritime accident data; to foster a better understanding
of the underlying physics, and to prevent the occurrence

of more accidents in the future. The commercial use of
passenger Ro-Ro ferries has proven to be successful.
This is due to undivided car decks that reduce the time
required for onboard operations. However, it is well
known that this characteristic is the main contributor to
the sinking of these vessels, as the reserve of buoyancy
above the bulkhead deck has completely vanished when
the ship shell was damaged. Therefore, efforts have
been made by researchers and ship designers, to
contribute to confirming the vulnerability of these
vessels regarding their stability (Braund 1978; Dand
1989). On the other hand, the geometry of the spaces
below the bulkhead deck is also of great importance
indeed. It has proved to be a key parameter in the
determination of the final state of such vessels when
damaged. During the investigation of the sinking of the
European Gateway (1982), reported in (Spouge 1985),
the "Transient Asymmetric Flooding" phenomenon was
discovered, and 80% of the total heeling moment
produced during sinking was attributed to the newfound
phenomenon. Reinforced by an abrupt ingress of water
right after the damage creation, large free surface
effects, as well as inertia effects regarding roll motion,
render the IFS potentially dangerous, as shown in
(Journée et al. 1997; TNO 1997). Thus, the heeling
moment exceeds the residual restoring one, and;
therefore, the ship heels violently and eventually
becomes on the verge of capsize as concluded in
(Santos and Guedes Soares 2000).The effect of the IFS
on ships’ damaged survivability has been studied based
on parametric investigations (Chang and Blume 1998;
Chang 1999). The floodwater behaviour in the IFS has
been extensively investigated and well documented (de
Kat et al. 2000; Vassalos 2000; Santos and Guedes
Soares 2000, etc.), although the air behaviour and its
interaction with water have attracted considerably less
attention (Palazzi and de Kat 2002; SSPA 2008).
Generally, parametric investigations have provided a
better understanding of the basic flooding physics’
fundamentals, and have assisted in identifying some
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significant parameters of the assessed phenomena.
Nonetheless, it was stated in (Santos et al. 2002), that:
"Very few attempts have been made to ascertain exactly
what happens during the IFS and its influence in the
capacity of a damaged ship to survive under given
environmental conditions". The IFS depend upon hosts
of factors related to the vessel hydrostatical and
geometrical characteristics, the accident that caused the
damage, and the environmental conditions. Besides,
what actually characterise these phases are the inherent
interdependencies linking these factors that could
become strong interactions (Khaddaj-Mallat et al. 2009,
2010). However, it is worth noting that there has not yet
been a study to reveal interdependencies and
interactions between implicated factors. This is the
primary motivation for this work.
Philosophy
One particular research project of the
Hydrodynamics and Ocean Engineering Team of the
Fluid Mechanics Laboratory of the Ecole Centrale de
Nantes in France is devoted to assessing the dynamic
behaviour and survivability in waves of damaged RoRo ferries. Supported by intuitive means and
preliminary examinations, a rich state-of-the-artresearch has assisted in determining the steps to come
gradually, for both experimental and computational
investigations. As the complex floodwater behaviour
and its interaction with the damaged vessel motion limit
the effectiveness of the numerical prediction attempts, it
was a requisite to perform physical model tests. Three
main ideas established the guidelines of the
experimental work. They are as follows.
1) Physically, "Ship motion and flooding are
distinct but intrinsically interrelated and highly
interacting processes", as stated in (Vassalos
and Letizia 1998).
2) Experimentally, we do believe in iterative
experimentation. Thus, both experimental and
computational works progress gradually and in
parallel.
3) The measurement of hydrodynamic efforts is
required for the validation of numerical
models, in particular for those phenomena
whose mathematical representation is difficult
to formulate, as the flooding we intend to
examine.
Thus,
we
measured
the
hydrodynamic efforts for captive tests, as well
as forced-oscillation tests.
Moreover, the project’s first step, whose outcomes are
partially reported in (Khaddaj-Mallat et al. 2009, 2010),
has culminated in two important findings:
1) The adequacy of calm water investigation to
assess the IFS of Ro-Ro ships.
2) The requisite of applying statistical approaches
to Design of Experiments methodologies
(simply called nowadays DOE), in order to
identify the main contributing factors and

reveal
their
main
effects,
existing
interdependencies, and possible interactions.
The aforementioned key points determined the extent of
innocuous simplifications the investigation in the
project’s second step is going to have with respect to a
real damage scenario. Hence, rather than embarking
with the more general damage scenario of a passenger
Ro-Ro ferry advancing in waves and, consequently,
involving both water ingress/egress through the damage
hole and ship motion processes, we first considered the
assessment, in calm water, of the flooding of a Ro-Ro
ferry. We applied the DOE methodology for designing
the plan of experiments, as well as for analysing the
data. Two series of distinct tests were performed:
• Flooding experiments in which the model
is kept fixed. These tests are performed to
assess the influence of the entailed factors
on hydrodynamic efforts exerted on the
model during the IFS. Moreover, they help
better understand the behaviour of both
implicated fluids, i.e. water and air.
• Forced oscillation tests performed for
realistic combinations between the six
degrees of freedom. These tests permit to
quantify the influence of external
excitations on the measured quantities and
sloshing.Based on the background
mentioned previously, the objective of the
experimental investigation into the IFS
was twofold, viz.:
1) To find a model characterising the transient
phase, that accounts for the involved factors
and elucidate their interactions. To this end, a
statistically-based experimental design method
was employed.
2) To provide test data for calibration and
validation of a numerical model based on SPH
method (Smooth Particles Hydrodynamics),
under development at the moment of writing
this paper, as well as numerical results of past
investigations that dealt with the same ship
(24th and 25th ITTC benchmarks; European
research project Harder 2000-2003; Cho et al.
2005; Santos and Guedes Soares 2009).
In addition to the main objective, secondary purposes
are listed as follows.
• Better understand flooding physics.
• Test the efficiency of DOE methodology to
deal with ocean-engineering problems,
particularly vessel’s stability.
• Verify the adequacy of calm water condition to
assess the IFS of Ro-Ro ferries, and
identifying the factors whose trends remain
similar or less-changing whether assessed in
calm water or in waves.
• Optimise the layout of Ro-Ro engine rooms.
To meet these goals, the PRR02 - ITTC/SiW
passenger Ro-Ro ferry was used. The data of this vessel
were elaborated within the ITTC studies and are limited
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to the single case of two compartments damage
amidships. Furthermore, as we aim at investigating the
flooding far from its strong interaction with ship
response and motion, we dealt with the midsection of
the ship and tested it for two distinct test series.
In the present paper: IFS refers to both transient
and progressive phases. The term "wave" is used to
categorise the flooding water behaviour occurring at the
free surface, inside the model. The experimental
quantities and results are presented in model scale.
The remainder of this paper is organised as
follows. After presenting the physical background and
the way to achieving our goals, section 3 describes the
preparation of the experimental investigation. Sections
4 and 5 are devoted to presenting the adopted
experimental methodology and the testing programme,
respectively. Then, section 6 presents some first
findings, not relevant to any DOE design plans. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
Experimental Investigation Model
Model Design and Scale
PRR02 is a modern passenger Ro-Ro ferry of
SOLAS 90 stability standards. The main dimensions of
the model (the PRR02 midsection) are given in Table 1,
and the PRR02 body plan is shown in Figure 1. The
model was designed for side damage investigations. It
was constructed at a 1:38.25 scale, in compliance with
(ITTC 2005). As it can be seen in Figure 2, the model
extends to the car deck and comprises two double
bottoms containing a cross-flooding arrangement in the
forward one above which a generator room then a
storage room are located. A large compartment
representing the ER and including two EBs is located
above the aft double bottom. The permeability of the
ER was insured by fitting intact plane-parallel foam
blocks. These dummy blocks, made removable for
model testing purposes, were glued on the bottom of the
ER at different transversal positions. In the DBF, a
3B/5-length CD connects the tank WT_SB to WT_PS.
Void spaces, coloured in light black in Figure 2,
surround the CD, and remain intact after damage.
Table 1. Main dimensions of the PRR02 midsection.
Length, L(m)

26.714

Beam, B(m)

25.000

Draft, T(m)

6.400

Car deck above baseline (m)

9.100

Model scale
PRR02 Length, Lpp(m)

1:38.25
174.800

Figure 1. PRR02 body plan (dimensions in mm real scale).

Figure 2. Model general arrangements.

Model Construction
Generally, the selected materials for the
construction of the model (midsection ship hull and
internal compartments) should ensure:
1) A high degree of global rigidity and a
negligible flexural response particularly when
the model is subjected to forced oscillations.
2) Setting the OM, with ensuring water and air
tightness between the OM and the ship hull.
3) Possible visual analysis of the flooding
process and air behaviour in the compartments
below the car deck.
Therefore, the vessel shell, the internal decks,
and the central bulkhead were manufactured in PVC.
However, the aft and forward bulkheads, as well
as the upper deck were made in see-through Plexiglas to
allow visualisation and video recordings. In the DBF, a
CD connected the two wings double bottom tanks. A
valve was mounted at the midpart of the CD. It was
either opened (On) or closed (Off) during the
experiments. The access to this valve was gained
through a hole performed in the aft bulkhead.
Two air pipes were included in the model, to
reproduce air pressure fluctuations expected in fullscale ship. They extended from the decks limiting the
double bottoms upwards to outside the model. Thus, air
pipe 1 was placed in the PS corner of the ER, near the
central bulkhead, and air pipe 2 was positioned in the
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centreline of the
t CD as PS as possible. As
A the parameeter
"air ventilatiion" has esssentially twoo levels (fullyventilated annd partially-vventilated), thhe diameters of
both air pipess were changed during the tests.
Damage Chaaracteristics
The flooded coompartments were chossen
according to the
t worst SOL
LAS 90 damagge scenario. The
T
damage charaacteristics werre as follows.
1) A loongitudinal exxtent in the ouuter shell, bassed
on thhe total subdivvision length in meters, equual
to MIN
M ((3%Lpp+33m), 11m) in real scale.
2) A reectangular shaape in side, reproducing
r
t
the
real bilge shape. Two
T
damage areas pertainiing
to diifferent types of accidents were tested. To
do so,
s the verticaal extent of thhe damages was
w
varieed while keeeping its loongitudinal one
o
consstant.
3) Conccerning the shhape of the damage
d
openiing
in the
t
decks, we
w tried to reproduce as
practtically as posssible a colliision with a Vshappe-penetrating-bow strikingg ship, i.e. to
make isosceles-trriangles notchhes in all deccks
peneetrating to thee B/5 lines. Because of the
t
hull bilge part and the opeening door, the
t
perfoormed notch had
h the shape shown in
Opening Mechanism
Conceeiving the OM
O
was govverned by the
t
flooding casees to be testeed. Thus, sevveral constrainnts
affected the conception
c
off the OM. Thhey are listed as
follows.
e
testing the two damaage
• The OM should enable
areass indicated preeviously.
• It shhould enablee testing diffferent times of
damage creation: instantaneouus damage, and
a
damage created in
i a duration function of the
t
vessel natural periiod.
werful to creaate
• It shhould be mecchanically pow
"insttantaneous dam
mage".
• The opening doorr should fit thhe bilge part of
the model.
m
• The contact of thee ship shell with
w the openiing
doorr should be watertight,
w
thhus reducing as
muchh as possible possible
p
water leakage.
• The measured hydrodynamic
h
efforts shouuld
neveer be influennced by the mechanism of
damage creationn, particularlyy the momeent
geneerated when oppening the door.
• Visuual observationn and analysiss of the floodiing
throuugh the damagge opening aree requested.
Based on the abovve-mentioned constraints, the
t
OM shown inn Figure 3 was
w conceived. It comprisess a
vertical door,, made by Altuglas, that apppropriately fits
f
with the hull shape. An electrical motor, mounted on the
t
deck along with
w a rope-puulley system, opened
o
the dooor
and let it run on rails up allongside the hull
h and over the
t
deck. The mootor is controolled in both course
c
(positiion
of the bottom
m edge of the door)
d
and veloocity (relevantt to

a fixed time off damage creaation). Thus, the
t motor was
caalibrated in teerms of openiing velocity versus
v
time of
o
daamage creatioon. Water leaakage through
h the openingg
do
oor was signiificantly reducced by meanss of resin andd
ru
ubber seal. Frrom the predeetermined door course andd
th
he input veloccity, the time duration betw
ween the starrt
an
nd the stop of the door was calculated.

Figure 3. The OM
M and door.

xperimental Set up
Ex
Once thhe goals are ddetermined, an
a appropriatee
ex
xperimental set
s up shouldd be conceiv
ved to obtainn
so
ound conclusioons. We weree planning to investigate
i
thee
IF
FS, by perform
ming floodingg tests in whicch the body is
keept fixed as well
w as forceed-oscillation tests. To this
en
nd, the conceiived experimeental set up ch
hiefly relies onn
th
he use of a 6-D
DOF-motion pplatform "Hex
xapod" settledd
up
pside down, as well ass a custom-m
made 6-DOF
F
dy
ynamometer attached
a
to its movable platee.
Th
he "Hexapod
d"
It consissts of an actuuator body, acctuator/brackeet
jo
oints, upper and
a lower fraames, and AC
C servomotors
an
nd drivers. Itss body is linkked by univerrsal joints to a
moving
m
platform
m which is acctuated by six
x actuators andd
op
perated by six electric servomotors. The maximaal
veelocity and accceleration off each servom
motor are 6000
mm/s
m
and 12 m/s
m 2, respectiveely. The rangee of frequencyy
off the dynamicc movements is [0, 3] Hz, depending onn
th
he movement amplitude. The measureements of thee
po
ositions of thee "Hexapod" motions in th
he six degrees
off freedom werre performed aat the same saampling rate (11
kH
Hz), and thhey were accquired in outputs.
o
This
"H
Hexapod" can be used upsidde down.
Th
he Dynamom
meter
It is bassed on 4 piezzo-resistive 3D transducers
(K
Kistler 9251A
A) located betw
ween 2 adjussted horizontaal
pllates made off Aluminium 4G. One off the plates is
bo
olted on a sttiff steel basee which is faastened to thee
Hexapod durinng the experim
ments. The 12
1 transducers
ch
hannels are connected
c
to 6 high preecision chargee
am
mplifiers (Kisstler 5011B) delivering 6 independennt
sig
gnals to the acquisition
a
syystem. The "H
Hexapod" andd
th
he dynamomeeter mounted on its movaable plate aree
sh
hown in Figuree 4.
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ex
xperimental seet up is shownn in Figure 7, and, Figure 8
sh
hows the experimental set uup mounted in the basin.

Figure 4. The "H
Hexapod", its elecctric box, and the dynamometer

Mounting the Experimen
ntal Set up
We remind that thee model was manufactured
m
in
several parts. The main parrt, i.e., the PR
RR02 midsectiion
shell was joiined, as show
wn in Figure 5, by means of
PVC weldingg to the deckks and the central
c
bulkheead
located at thhe axis of thee damage hole. The aft and
a
forward bulkhheads as well as the upper deck compossed
of 3 plates were
w
joined with
w screws too the main paart.
Then, the OM
M was set upp after being assembled
a
asiide
and its condittions of openning controlledd. Doing so, the
t
equipped moddel was ready to join the rem
maining partss of
the experimeental set up. Then, the model and the
t
dynamometerr were joined end to end byy means of steeel
bars, as show
wn in Figure 6.

Figure 7. The concceived experimenntal set up

Figure 8. The expeerimental set up inn the basin.

A zoom in on the expperimental set up and on thee
eq
quipped modeel are also shoown in Figuree 9 and Figuree
10
0, respectivelyy.

Figure 5. The model at an early stage.

Figure 9. Zoomed experimental set up.

t dynamometerr.
Figure 6. The model attached to the

The reesulted structuure was then fastened to the
t
"Hexapod" seettled upside down,
d
itself afffixed to a 3-lleg
framed structuure (Tripod) built
b
on the baasin floor. Theen,
the equipped body was plaaced at its apppropriate draugght
in the basin. The operabillity and strucctural rigidity of
the whole exxperimental seet up and partticularly of the
t
investigated body
b
constitueents, as bulkheads, decks, etc.
e
were studiedd and found to be correctt and sufficieent
when hydrostatic and thenn hydrodynam
mic efforts will
w
propagate intto the body components. The conceivved

Figure 10. The equuipped model readdy for test.

1 kHz-samplingg frequency w
was used sincce it was veryy
im
mportant to manage
m
to cappture expected
d peaks in thee
beehaviours of the
t air pressuures, particulaarly during thee
traansient floodding phase, aas well as th
hose of wateer
heeights and hyddrodynamic effforts.
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Instrumentation
The instrumenntation system
m consisted off the followingg.
Air Pressurees’ Measurem
ments
Two
configurablle
pressuree
transduceers
(Honeywell, Model
M
FP20000) were usedd to measure the
t
air over-presssure in the douuble bottoms DBA and DB
BF.
They are onee-psi-range gaauges (7000 Pa),
P with infinnite
resolution, annd a frequencyy response equual to the natuural
frequency. As
A the senssors cannot be practicaally
mounted wheere the measuurements weree intended to be
taken, i.e. close
c
to the double botttom bulkheaads
immerged in water at the PS,
P they were put close to the
t
location of airr pressure meaasurements; see Figure 11.
Water Heigh
hts’ Measurem
ments
The am
mount of acccumulated waater needs to be
determined inn order to asssess the residuual stability of a
damaged shiip. Therefore,, water heighht probes weere
mounted in every
e
room, as
a shown in Figure
F
11. Thhey
were at all 200 probes insidde the model,, as well as one
o
mounted in the
t basin in front
f
of the damage
d
openinng.
Equipping thee model by water
w
heights was
w challenginng,
particularly foor those in thee double bottooms. The probbes
were construucted by meaans of two parallel
p
stainleess
steel wires diistant of 2 mm.
m However, probes 9 to 14
were flat coppper gauges atttached to eitheer the hull or the
t
central bulkheead.
Water heights’ calibbration was performed
p
twiice
using the basiin water. Obtaained results were
w
very close,
and no one probe has shown a corrrelation facttor,
calculated over
o
at least 10 differeent levels per
p
compartment,, less than 99.9%.

Figure 11. Water Probes’ distribuution inside the model.
m

Video Recordiings
A high speed
s
video ccamera of 120
0 Hz-samplingg
raate was installed on the carrriage in front of the damagee
op
pening. It vieewed the dam
mage creation
n process, thee
flo
ooding, as weell as the air eescape throug
gh the openingg
ho
ole. This allowed visual analysis of the floodingg
prrocess and quantificationn of the system
s
wateer
tig
ghtness, especcially at the boottom and sid
de edges of thee
sliiding door. Furthermore, two underw
water cameras
were installed in
i the forwardd and aft endss of the modell.
Fo
or this reasonn, the aft andd forward bu
ulkheads weree
made
m
transpareent. These cam
meras permittted to film thee
beehaviour of the water suurface insidee the floodedd
co
ompartments. A fourth cam
mera of 30 Hz--sampling ratee
was installed onn the tank sidde viewing a big
b part of thee
ex
xperimental seetup and alsoo the body from its aft SB
B
co
orner.
Ex
xperimental Methodologyy
Why
W DOE Methodology?
Traditionnally, the studdy of damageed stability has
beeen conductted using the one-faactor-at-a-timee
ap
pproach, wherre the effect of each factor is investigatedd
seeparately. Wheen lots of facttors intervene,, this approachh
im
mplies a signifficant amountt of experimen
nts. Moreoverr,
it is unable to estimate thee magnitude of
o interactions
an
nd might ofteen miss imporrtant conclusiions about thee
deependence of the effect off one factor on
o the level of
o
an
nother one.
Statisticaal approachess to experimen
ntal design aree
neecessary to obbtain sound coonclusions fro
om the data inn
less time and budget. Thesse methods, simply calledd
no
owadays Desiign of Experiiments or DO
OE, reduce thee
nu
umber of exxperiments neeeded for the analysis of
o
faactors’ main effects. Mooreover, the interpretationn
beehind takes acccount of bothh the coupling between thee
faactors’ effects and the nnatural variaability of thee
asssessed phenoomenon, whosse ignorance might
m
fault thee
whole analysiss. A detailed explanation of conductingg
su
uch experimeents, as welll as a wid
de variety of
o
ex
xperimental deesigns can bee found in (Scchimmerling et
e
al. 1998; Ryan 2006).
Hence, the guidellines for designing
d
thee
ex
xperiment based on DOE m
methodology arre as follows.
Choice of Facttors, Levels, aand Ranges
After stating
s
the problem and
d fixing thee
ob
bjectives, the challenging taask is to propeerly determinee
th
he design factoors, their rangges, and theirr levels, as thee
model
m
we plann to build willl not be valid
d outside thesee
raanges. Therefoore, several m
measures hav
ve been takenn.
Fiirst, we screeened initial heel and trim, as theiir
in
nfluence on thhe IFS is relatiively small. In
n addition, thee
metacentric
m
heeight GM w
was not consiidered in thee
cu
urrent experiment, as thhe experimen
ntal set-up is
co
onceived to measure
m
hydroodynamic effo
orts. Thus, thee
deesign factors for this studyy as well as their selectedd
levels were dettermined and are presented
d in Table 2. It
I
is worth to meention that thiis study dealss with a largee
nu
umber of facttors influencinng the IFS; th
he metacentricc
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height is the only factor innfluencing theese stages thatt is
not taken intoo account.
Table 2. Designeed factors and theeir levels.
Factor
designation
P1

Factor

Level 1

Level 2

Initial draught

LC1 (167mm)

LC2 (140mm)

P2

Damage area

Small damage

Large damage

P3
P4

Cross-flooding
Air ventilation level

On
Fully-ventilateed

P5
P6

ER permeability µ
Transversal position of
o
EBs
Time of damage
creation
External excitation

0.70
217.86 mm

Off
Partiallyventilated
1.00 (No EBs)
EBs at the
centerline
4TΦ/3

P7
P8

0 sec
No excitations

Forced
oscillations

The faactors’ levels depend on thhe DOE plan we
w
applied. As we
w are going too present the first
f
findings not
n
relevant to anny DOE planns, the considdered number of
levels is that related to the parametric innvestigations we
w
are going too deal with in this paperr. Every factor
possesses twoo levels. It is herein worth to mention thhat,
in the philosoophy of DOE experiments, a plan based on
design factoors possessiing two leevels each is
recommendedd to quantify all factors’ main
m
effects. The
T
selected factoor’s levels shoould be neithher close nor far
approaching the limits of
o the rangee of a factoor’s
variation.
P1 leveels are the opeerational drauughts of the shhip.
P21 extends to the deck that limits the DBF. Thhis
damage case represents inn fact a grouunding accideent.
Whereas, P222 deals with a collision accident in whiich
the damage extends
e
with unlimited
u
verrtical extent. P31
and P32 are set when thhe valve locaated at the CD
C
midpart is oppen or closedd, respectivelyy. P4 deals with
w
the degree off air ventilatioon in the moddel. It is actuaally
the ratio of thhe air pipe crross sectional area divided by
that of the CD that deetermines whhether fully or
partially-venttilated the model
m
is goinng to be. Thuus,
according too (Ruponenn and Routti 2007), the
t
compartmentss are considdered fully-ventilated for a
percentage larger than 10. Experrimentally, we
w
positioned airr pipes correspponding to 155% and 6% arrea
ratios when setting
s
P41 andd P42 levels, reespectively. The
T
locations of the
t air pipes’ inlets in the horizontal pllan
are shown in Figure 11. The
T permeabiliity of a spacee is
the percentagge of that spacce which can be occupied by
water. Thus, when
w
there are no EBs in thhe ER, P52 is set.
s
P61 is set wheen the transversal distance between
b
the one
o
EB plane parallel
p
side to the booard, measurred
longitudinallyy at the centraal bulkhead, iss equal to 217..86
mm. P71 is sett when an insttantaneous daamage is createed.
Experimentallly, the averagge of P71 calculated over all
performed teests was roughly 110 mss, a value thhat
demonstrates the reliabilityy of the conceeived OM. P811 is
relevant to fllooding tests and P82 to foorced-oscillatiion
tests.
t Responsee Variables
Selection of the
After conducting
c
teests to assess the
t repeatabillity
and the reprodducibility of our
o experimennt, we found thhat

th
he experimentaal uncertaintyy is relatively small (<3.5%
%)
an
nd that our meeasurement syystem is reliab
ble. Thereforee,
baased on thee quantities we measureed, we havee
deetermined the following ressponse variablles.
um amplitudee,
• For Fxx, Fy, and Mxx: The maximu
the tim
me to reach it with respect to the start of
o
the daamage creatioon, and the am
mplitude afteer
the IFS
S ends.
• For Fzz and My: Thhe maximum amplitude,
a
thee
time too reach it witth respect to the
t start of thee
damagge creation, thhe amplitude after the IFS
S
ends, the slope duuring the event of damagee
creatioon (the doorr vertical mo
ovement), thee
amplittude when thee door movement ceases.
• The flooding raates and th
he dischargee
coefficcient through the damage op
pening.
• For air pressures inn DBA and DBF:
D
the peakk
and itss correspondeent time of occurrence, thee
valuess at the end oof the door movement
m
andd
after thhe IFS ends.
• For water
w
heights: the peak, tim
me to reach itt,
and the slope duringg the water accumulation.
Th
hese quantitiees were evaluaated for each test.
t
Analysingg
th
he results of all
a the perform
med tests will determine thee
reesponse variabbles that reallyy characterise the IFS.
Peerforming the Experimen
nt
Prior to conducting tthe tests, we checked somee
technical aspeccts of the systtem, as that all components
an
nd measuremeent system coonveniently work.
w
Betweenn
tw
wo consecutivve tests, we allso checked th
hat both wateer
an
nd air tightnness were still ensured, and that thee
daamaged comppartments werre dry. As reccommended inn
(C
Coleman and Montgomery
M
1993), we co
onducted somee
triial runs with different facctors’ combin
nations. Thesee
ru
uns assisted in verifyingg the consistency of thee
ex
xperimental material,
m
in obbtaining a rough idea of thee
ex
xperimental errors,
e
and inn revisiting the decisions
made
m
in previouus steps (factoors’ levels and
d ranges…).
As the model operated in aair and in waater during thee
tests, the air preessures in DB
BA and DBF were
w measuredd
by
y means of aiir pressure traansducers alw
ways operatingg
in
n air. Thus, thhe recorded ppressures diffeer from actuaal
on
nes, and shhould; thereffore, be co
orrected. Thee
co
orrection proocedure is fo
formulated heereunder; seee
Fiigure 12.

Figure 12. The model
m
with its DBA equipped for air pressurre
meeasurement
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In Figure 12: 1 is the point where we want to measure
the air pressure; 2 is the highest point the water might
reach in the tube; 3 is the point where the air pressure is
measured, i.e. the contact between the tube and the
transducer. L is the tube length (distance between points
1 and 3), and ε is the distance between points 1 and 2.
is the measured pressure indicated by the
Therefore,
(the
air pressure transducer. It will be corrected to
air pressure we want to measure) by taking both air and
water behaviours inside the tube into account.
The air compressibility inside the tube lets the
product of pressure and volume remains constant during
the studied phenomenon. Thus, we can evaluate ε:
. 1

PEAK2. Figure 13 shows the trimming moment Mx for
the two tests, and identifies the 3 PEAKS. Mx tends to
an asymptote with a value of zero after the IFS end,
indicating that the floodwater is equally distributed
along the model longitudinal direction.

1

Hydrostatics allows writing:
. .

2

The numerical application of Equation (1) provides the
ratio ⁄ (it was found to be less than 12% for all
is evaluated based on Equation (2).
tests). Then,
As we are going to present the first experimental
findings, not the DOE results, we shall not continue to
present the further steps in applying the DOE
methodology. Thus, for the work presented in this
paper, we have taken advantage of the DOE
methodology to perform the experiments as effectively
as possible.
The test runs we are going to analyse in this paper are
indicated in Table 3. The test related to the selected
combination (believed "realistic and moderate") was
performed twice (F001&F002).
Table 3. Tests’ configurations
Test Run
F001 & F002

P1
1

P2
2

P3
1

P4
1

P5
1

P6
1

P7
2

P8
1

Experimental Results
The performed tests provide a great deal of
important information on the influence of the entailed
factors on the IFS. The tests we treat in this paper can
highlight the physics of flooding; quantify the
repeatability for all measured data and the reproduction
of relevant aspects and sub-phenomena. The coordinate
system is previously indicated in Figure 12; Y-axis is
positive towards the forward ship part along its
longitudinal dimension.
Hydrodynamic Efforts
The times of damage creation (P7) for tests F001
and F002 are 3.602 s and 3.590 s, respectively. The
curves of Fx, Fy, and Mx for the two tests are very
close. They oscillate from the start of the door
movement to approximately six times the time of
damage creation. Three peaks can be identified during
these oscillations: PEAK1 occurring at 37%.P7, PEAK2
occurring at 78%.P7, and PEAK3 occurring at 177%.P7.
It is worth to mention that the maximums of Fx, Fy, and
Mx occur at the same time, 78%.P7 corresponding to

Figure 13. Trimming moment Mx (N.m) for tests F001&F002.

The response variables relevant to the vertical
force Fz (previously defined in §4.3) are very close
between the two tests; see Figure 14. Even at their
maximums synchronised with PEAK3, the vertical
forces Fz show similar oscillations. After the transient
flooding ceases, Fz is approximately 463 N. This value
is in correspondence with the floodwater mass.
Furthermore, the difference between the maximum Fz
value and the one it reaches after the transient flooding
ceases is not more than 23 N (a difference of 5% of the
maximal Fz magnitude). However, the Fz slope during
the damage creation is about 136 N/s, highly influenced
by the levels P22 and P72.

Figure 14. Vertical force Fz (N) for tests F001&F002.
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The response variables relevant to the heeling
moment My are also very close between the two tests;
see Figure 15. Even at their maximums synchronised
with PEAK3, My show similar oscillations. The value
that My takes after the transient flooding ceases is
approximately 43 N.m towards the PS. Furthermore, the
difference between the maximum Fz value and the one
it reaches after the transient flooding ceases is not more
than 7N.m (a difference of 14% of the maximal My
magnitude). However, My slope during the damage
creation is about 11 N.m/s, highly influenced by the
levels P22 and P72.

The interaction between water and air behaviours is
illustrated in Figure 17. Right after the damage creation,
the air pressure inside the DBA starts to increase. Water
first makes contact with Probe1 after less than 1 s. At
the moment corresponding to PEAK1, water at Probe1
reaches its maximal value for the first time after a fast
flooding.

Figure 17. Air pressure measured in DBA (Pa) and water height
indicated by Probe1 for tests F001&F002.
Figure 15. Heeling moment My (N.m) for tests F001&F002.

Behaviours of floodwater and air
The air over pressure measured in DBA for the
two tests, depicted in Figure 16, corresponds to fullyventilated compartments. Once again, the three PEAKS
previously identified are found. An exceptional
reproduction is observed during the IFS, particularly for
PEAK1 and PEAK3. Thus, PEAK3 is the maximum
value for Fz, My, and the air pressure in DBA. The
slight delay at PEAK2 is believed to be influenced by
the stop of the OM. This reproduction reveals the
reliability the tests have in reproducing the assessed
physical phenomenon and the intrinsic chemistry that
relates both floodwater and air behaviours to the
hydrodynamics. It is also obvious that this air pressure
is a non-negative quantity.

Figure 16. Air pressure measured in DBA (Pa) for tests F001&F002.

The air pressures measured in DBA and DBF for
the two tests are depicted in Figure 18. On the contrary
of the air pressure measured in DBA, the one measured
in DBF presents negative values, i.e. a pressure less
than the atmospheric pressure, during the transient
flooding. This could be explained by the air
compression in WT_PS, much more intense than in
DBA, as the allowable space for the water to flood
decreases because of the void spaces that occupy
roughly 60% of the DBF. The maximal peak of the air
pressure measured in DBF is 3 to 4 times greater than
that measured in DBA. Moreover, the air pressure in
DBF strongly fluctuates and reaches higher peaks than
those observed in DBA. This is related to the DBF
geometry. However, both air pressures take
approximately the same time delay to begin to build up,
and, at the end of the IFS, tend to a similar value,
roughly to that of the hydrostatic pressure.

Figure 18. Air pressure measured in DBA and DBF for tests
F001&F002.
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Thereffore, PEAK1 is attained when
w
the waave
front of the fiirst travelling wave inside thhe DBA reachhes
the PS, thuss the air beccomes stronggly compresseed.
PEAK2 is hiighly influencced by the ceease of the OM.
PEAK3 preseents at the saame time a maximum
m
of the
t
hydrodynamic efforts, partticularly the veertical force and
a
the heeling moment,
m
as well
w as a maxiimum of the air
pressure over the whoole IFS. Thhe exceptionnal
correspondennce between thhe detected thhree PEAKS, on
one hand, andd the vertical force Fz, the heeling momeent
My, and the air
a pressure inn DBA, on thhe other hand,, is
depicted in Figure 19. Bessides, the snappshots relatedd to
the three PEA
AKS, taken by
b the submarrine camera thhat
visualises thee model from aft (the DBA and the ER), as
well as those taken by the high speed camera placedd in
front of thee damage hoole, are depiicted in Figuure
20(a,b,c). Lefft-side and riight-side snappshots are takken
by the subm
marine cameraa and the high
h
speed onne,
respectively. Based on theese camera viddeos, we notice,
particularly for
f test F001,, that the DB
BA will becom
me
completely fllooded 434 ms
m before the damage
d
creatiion
ceases, and generally,
g
thaat the DBA usually
u
becom
mes
to
completely fllooded betweeen the time correspondent
c
PEAK2 and the
t stop of thee creation of thhe large damaage
(P22). Furtherrmore, after thhe first wave front within the
t
DBA reachess the PS, we observe air buubbles trying to
escape througgh the damagge opening whhile other waater
particles conttinue to flood inside the model.

KS, efforts, and air
Figure 19. The correspondencee between PEAK
pressure in DBA
A for tests F001&F
F002.

Figure 20 (a). Snnapshots relevantt to PEAK1 of tesst F001.

Figure 20 (b). Snappshots relevant too PEAK2 of test F001.
F

Figure 20 (c). Snappshots relevant too PEAK3 of test F001.
F

After the start
s
of the daamage opening
g, it is noticedd,
th
hat the near thhe probe in thee double botto
om is from thee
op
pening, the faast water first makes contacct with it. This
is independent of the angle that determin
nes its positionn
with respect to X-axis, but ddepends on th
he obstructions
th
he water will face
f
on its waay. Thus, watter first makes
co
ontact with doouble bottom probes as tim
me goes up inn
th
he following order:
o
probe 220, probe 7, probe
p
6, probee
3, probe 8, probbe 2, probe 4,, probe 1, and
d finally probee
5. Then, it is inn the followinng order that the
t start of thee
faast water accuumulation at a probe happen
ns in the otheer
co
ompartments: probe 14, proobe 15, probe 11, probe 166,
prrobe 12, probee 13, probe 100, probe 9, prrobe 17, probee
19
9, probe 18. The
T water heigghts measured
d by the probes
lo
ocated at the PS
P of the doubble bottoms are
a depicted inn
Fiigure 21. Wateer first makess contact with Probe4 beforee
it first makes itt with Probe1, confirming that the crosssflo
ooding througgh CD is veryy fast. Because of the voidd
sp
paces, water will
w take moree time to reacch Probe5, andd
will fill the WT
T_PS slowly.

Figure 21. Waterr heights measurred by PS probes in the doublle
bo
ottoms for tests F0001&F002.
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The water heights measured by means of probes
9, 10, and 11 mounted inside the ER are depicted in
Figure 22. These water heights show a similar twofoldbehaviour that comprises a "relatively-low-frequency"
and a "relatively-high-frequency" behaviours.
The former is pseudo-periodic, and damps
relatively fast, as the EBs contribute to slowing down
the floodwater. These low-frequency oscillations,
occurring at a pseudo-period of 3.8s, represent the
harmonic motion of a mechanical oscillator, initially
excited by the inflow of water through the damage hole.
Its characteristic length is related to the ER dimensions.
As the ER is partially submerged, the shape of this
behaviour is also determined by the air compressibility,

Figure 23. Water heights measured by SR Probes for test F001.

Figure 22. Water heights measured by ER Probes for test F001.,

and the air tries to escape from the ER outside the
model through the damage hole, as the video recordings
show. Moreover, this behaviour is influenced by the
quantity of floodwater entering the ER (factor P2), as
well as the ER’s permeability (factor P5).It was
observed that the pseudo-period of these oscillations
diminishes in the case of an ER without blocks (P52), as
without EBs it will take much more time for the
oscillations to stop. As the ER passes from a state in
which it is dry to another in which water will flood
inside, we shall assume that non-stationary waves could
be generated inside this room. This let us relate such
waves’ velocity to their theoretical period (of 0.25s) by:
1
4

2

and pseudo-period, are determined by the interaction
between the floodwater and the EBs, as well as that
between floodwater and the ER sides. The characteristic
length of the high-frequency oscillations is that of the
passages between the ER obstructions and sides.
However, the periods of these oscillations will increase
when no obstructions exist inside the ER. What actually
help explain the "high-frequency" behaviour in the ER
is the shape of the water behaviour observed in the SR,
itself also partially submerged; see Figure 23. It is clear
that the "high-frequency" behaviour in the SR is
strongly damped, as no obstructions exist in the way of
water. However, the "low-frequency" behaviour is
observed in the SR.

Nonetheless, the twofold-behaviour observed in
the ER is completely absent in the GR, as it is
completely submerged; see Figure 24. Water first
makes contact with GR’s probes located SB (as they are
the nearest to the damage hole), then spreads inside the
GR with a relatively-high speed. Thus, the GR’s probes
located PS fill relatively very fast, and reach
approximately their maximum values. Then, as there
will be no place for the air in the PS, it will escape
outside the model through the damage hole. Thus, the
GR’s probes located SB begin to be filled and do this
also rapidly.

3

The application of Equation (3) provides a
velocity of 1.48 m/s for the waves propagating inside
the E.R. Considering Probe11, water will first make
contact with it after approximately 0.32s, and the
hypothesis of non-stationary waves seems acceptable to
better understand these low-frequency oscillations.
On the other hand, the "high-frequency" behaviour
is characterised by oscillations of relatively small
amplitudes that occur at high frequencies. The pseudo
period of the oscillations of Probe9 (located SB) is
roughly 377 ms. That of Probes 10 and 11 (both located
PS) is the same and equals about 309 ms. These
oscillations are highly influenced by the obstructions
inside the ER, and their characteristics, i.e. amplitude

Figure 24. Water heights measured by GR Probes for test F001.

Discharge coefficient
Evaluating the flooding rate through the damage
hole depends on:
• the size and shape of the damage hole,
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•

the magnitude of flow velocity that depends
on the relative positions of water surfaces,
• the time of damage creation,
• the degree of air ventilation inside the model,
• the model scale, and
• the discharge coefficient.
Based on the vertical force Fz, the flow rate through the
damage opening can be evaluated during a test
following the relationship:
1

4

The application of Equation (4) evaluates Flow
rate1 (L/s) for test F001; see Figure 25. The flow rate
reaches a maximum of about 19 L/s before the damage
creation ceases. After this peak, the flow rate oscillates
around zero before it asymptotically tends to zero after
the IFS end. We believe that the water egress through
the damage opening results in negative values of the
flow rate (noticeable in Figure 20(b)).

Figure 26. Flow rate2,

, for test F001.

equation (5), manages to provide an acceptable global
shape. However, it underestimates the maximal flow
rate, highly related to the estimated discharge
.
coefficient
The discharge coefficient, as a function of time,
can be experimentally evaluated, for the flooding
situation we are dealing with, by means of the following
formula:
⁄

. 2 .∆

(7)

The discharge coefficient for test F001 is depicted in
Figure 27.

Figure 25. Flow rate1,

, for test F001.

An estimation of the flow rate through the damage
opening can be obtained based on the traditional
formulation mainly established for stationary flows:
.

.

. 2 . |∆

|

5

where :
1
0
1

0
0
0

6

and
is the discharge coefficient that equals 0.55 for
the current flooding case (Katayama and Ikeda (2005));
is the damage area; and ∆
is the
difference between the external water level (the
appropriate draught) and the internal one (estimated by
the water height indicated by Probe20). The application
of Equation (5) results in evaluating the Flow rate2
(L/s) for test F001 depicted in Figure 26. An
experimental uncertainty in the estimation of the flow
rate2 arises from relying on the signal that Probe20
. This is obvious in the
delivers to evaluate ∆
fluctuations Flow_rate2 shows which are less amplified
for Flow_rate1. When applied to the flooding process,
the traditional flow rate estimation, i.e. by means of

Figure 27. Discharge Coefficient,

, for test F001.

At the start of the damage opening, a fast
flooding occurs that results in a high discharge
coefficient. Then, the discharge coefficient reaches a
constant value (between 0 and 1, but slightly higher
than that determined in (Katayama and Ikeda (2005))
before the damage creation ceases. Thus, we believe the
hypothesis of considering a constant discharge
coefficient when evaluating the flow rate in case of
flooding is simplified, and a reliable estimation of the
flow rate should be based on a discharge coefficient
function of time.
Conclusion
After the state-of-the-art-research conducted in
the first part of this project revealed the necessity of
quantifying the degree of interaction between the main
contributing factors during the IFS, a comprehensive
experimental investigation based on DOE methodology
had been performed. In this work, the fundamental
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physics of flooding are studied through systematic
model tests. This contribution presents the preparation
of the experiment as well as the first findings not
relevant to any DOE plans. Ensuring both water and air
tightness, and selecting the design factors, their levels,
and their ranges, were the most two challenging steps in
the technical and theoretical phases of this campaign,
respectively.
The results of the first two tests reported herein
demonstrate the applicability of the presented
methodology of experimental investigation into the
complicated behaviour of the IFS. What physically
renders this behaviour complex is the strong coupling
between the ship motion and the flooding process. Both
water Ingress/Egress through the damage hole and
water accumulation procedure inside the damaged
compartments contribute to complicating the flooding
process.
The experiments demonstrate that, during the IFS, a
strong interaction is found between, on one hand, both
implicated fluids, i.e. water and air, and, on other hand,
the model behaviour. The former is assessed by
measuring the water heights in several locations inside
all damaged compartments, as well as the air pressure in
the double bottoms.
The latter is assessed by the measured
hydrodynamic efforts. The detection of three PEAKS
highlights this interaction during the transient inflow.
These PEAKS are found particularly related to the
damage area, the time of damage creation, and the air
ventilation level. Moreover, a two-fold behaviour is
observed in the ER partially submerged. These
behaviours are drawn by the air compressibility, the
water surface, as well as the non-basic sloshing
occurring inside this room.
The tests also confirmed that the discharge coefficient
for realistic flooding situations is not constant during
the IFS, and estimates it experimentally as function of
time. Once the variation of the discharge coefficient is
evaluated during the flooding, the traditional
formulation provides reliable assessment of the flow
rate without measuring the hydrodynamic efforts.
The proposed experimental approach applied in
the frame of the philosophy previously explained also
constitutes a very good basis for the verification of
time-domain simulation programs, especially the
numerical code based on SPH method we are currently
developing, as well as many computational works
carried out in the past.
On the basis of the foregoing analysis of the
tests’ results, it is believed that conveniently
considering the air behaviour is indispensable in the
computational approaches. Furthermore, the DOE
methodology seems useful to assessing such
complicated problems. Hence, further research will
concentrate on proving the efficiency of DOE
methodology in data analysis and its capability to reveal
interactions between involved and also evolved factors
to eventually build a model characterising the IFS of
Ro-Ro ferries.
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Use of Level Sensors in Breach Estimation for a Damaged Ship
Paavo Penttilä and Pekka Ruponen
Onboard-Napa Ltd, Napa Ltd

Abstract:
The flow of flood water from a breach in the hull into a ship is studied. The problem of estimating the size and location of the breach is
discussed from the point of view of reliable flooding simulations and predictions in a real situation onboard a damaged ship. An inverse
method is introduced for detecting a breach. The method is tested with a large passenger ship design by calculating a large set of
randomly generated single breach damages with various combinations of sensor density, noise and filter length. The results and
applicability of breach detection and flooding simulation as a part of decision support system are discussed.

Introduction
The concern for ship safety has risen as the
number of passengers has increased onboard
commercial vessels. The safety of passengers on a large
cruise ship is a top priority. Ships have therefore
become widely populated with various safety systems,
namely for fire, stability, evacuation and of course
flooding control. This study will focus on flooding and
more specifically on breach detection. Progressive
flooding in passenger vessels has been studied for
several years and some very good methods have been
developed during that time. However, these tools are
yet to be fully utilized, especially in decision support on
commercial vessels. So far Ölcer and Majuner (2006)
have presented a method that is based on pre-calculated
simulations and recently another flooding simulation
tool, based on the actual initial conditions has been
implemented in the Onboard-NAPA software (The
Naval Architect, 2008).
The IMO regulations, IMO MSC 77/4/1 (2003),
require that all watertight spaces below the bulkhead
deck should have a system to evaluate and/or quantify
water ingress. Nowadays most new large passenger
ships have been equipped with flooding sensors in cabin
areas, machinery spaces and void spaces. A recent IMO
report of a correspondence group, IMO SLF-51/11
(2008), recognizes that all information used in the
operational decisions should be as accurate as possible
and be based upon the actual damage, flooding extent
and the rate of flooding. Regarding day to day operation
and decisionmaking in actual conditions, this means
calculating the expected or simulated results of the
flooding. In order to calculate a prediction, the initial
condition, namely the location and size or area of the
breach, has to be determined.
In this study the word “breach” is used to
describe an opening that connects a damaged room to
sea. There may be several breaches with several
damaged rooms in different compartments forming one
large breach but in this text the word breach is used
only to mean a single opening involving one damaged
room. It is assumed that if the area and location of all
breaches can be calculated automatically (without
human intervention) from flooding sensor output, it is
then possible to calculate how the flood water will
progress, thus enabling a powerful decision support
system that is able to produce accurate predictions. The
target of this study is to find out whether a breach can

be calculated purely from the flooding sensor
measurements.
The required sensor accuracy for measuring a
breach was discussed in Penttilä (2008) and the
accuracy of typical sensors was considered to be
sufficient for the purpose of breach estimation. A
general approach for solving the breach properties from
level sensor signals was also introduced in Penttilä
(2008). The approach involves an inverse method for
breach calculation, which is an attempt to determine the
breach by matching progressive flooding simulation
parameters to the measured results. The principles of
this method are presented briefly. This study continues
to examine the applicability of the inverse method in
breach detection using a statistical set of different
damages. A typical flood sensor arrangement on a large
passenger ship is used and a case study of 433 random
damages is used to get an approximation of the
applicability of the inverse method.
Flooding Prediction Method
This study uses a time-domain flooding
simulation method, described in Ruponen (2007), which
is based on the conservation of mass and Bernoulli’s
equation with semi-empirical discharge coefficients for
each opening. The implicit scheme ensures numerical
stability even with long time steps. The simulation
method has been extensively validated against
experimental results. A principal assumption is that the
water levels inside the vessel are flat and horizontal.
This is considered to be very reasonable for passenger
ships with dense non-watertight subdivision. The
simulation method can also deal with air compression,
but in this study it is assumed that all flooded rooms are
fully ventilated.
Based on Bernoulli’s theorem for an
incompressible flow, the rate of flooding through an
opening with an area A and discharge coefficient Cd is:
dV
dt

(

)

= A ⋅ C d ⋅ sign H w ,out − H w ,in ⋅

2 g H w ,out − H w ,in

(1)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity and Hw is the
water level height. This equation forms the basis for
both flooding simulation and breach detection.
Due to the inviscid nature of equation (1),
Ruponen’s applied method of solving progressive
flooding is relatively fast and enables calculation of
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multiple sim
mulations withhin a reasonable time with
w
current compputing power.. Another addvantage of thhis
simulation method
m
is thaat when the real measurred
breach is useed, the resultss are then baased on the real
initial condiition. This effectively eliminates the
t
interpolation problems relaated to appliccations based on
pre-calculatedd cases, succh as Ölcer and Majundder
(2006). Whenn calculation is
i directly bassed on the actuual
initial conditiion, it is not necessary
n
to make
m
additionnal
assumptions regarding the
t
routes for floodwaater
progression, which are required whhen results are
a
interpolated within a lim
mited set off pre-calculatted
results.
In Rupponen’s appliied method, also
a
the leakiing
and collapsinng of non-watertight struuctures, such as
closed fireprooof doors, are taken into acccount. But at the
t
time of writting, the critiical pressure heads are still
based on rough
r
estimaations, preseented in IM
MO
SLF47.INF6 (2004). In adddition a connstant discharrge
coefficient 0.6 is used for
fo all openinngs. Within the
t
ongoing
project
FLOODSTA
AND
(ssee
acknowledgem
ments), compprehensive exxperimental and
a
numerical stuudies will be carried out in order
o
to increaase
the reliabilityy of the applieed parameterss in the floodiing
simulation method.
m
This is importannt also for the
t
inverse methhod, because when the reeliability of the
t
simulation method
m
is incrreased, conseequentially ass a
side effect, thhe reliability of
o the inversee method is allso
increased.
hod for Breacch Analysis
Inverse Meth
Principles
Determ
mining the source of the floodiing
constitutes ass an inversionn problem andd in this sectiion
the inverse method for breach anallysis is briefly
introduced. A more compprehensive desscription on the
t
principles of the method iss given in Pennttilä (2008).T
The
method is bassed on the assumption thatt if the hull of a
ship is breacched below thhe waterline, water starts to
flood in and the
t flood wateer flows in a deterministic
d
a
and
usually non-rreversible waay. Therefore all measurabble
water levels inside
i
the shipp have an expllicit dependenncy
on time. The ship’s floatinng position iss also a functiion
med to be the
t
of time. Whhatever happpens is assum
consequence of the breachh and the breeach only. Thhis
means that each
e
breach or
o a set of brreaches formss a
unique and reecognizable paattern. Howevver the patternn is
unique only in respect too the measureement accuraccy.
The problem
m is to find thhe right set of
o breaches thhat
result in matcching floodinng simulation results with the
t
observations within the measuremennt accuracy. In
general an inverse probblem is to determine the
t
parameters thhat produce the
t known outcome. In thhis
case the outcome is the grroup of measuured flood waater
levels and thee parameters are the breachh set propertiies,
like the numbber of damagged rooms (orr the number of
flood water sources), thee correspondinng areas of all
flood water entry points and also thhe ship’s inittial
loading conddition. The initial loadinng condition is
usually know
wn due to reguulations and onboard
o
loadiing

co
omputers. How
wever becausse of the com
mplexity of thee
in
nverse problem
m, the numbeer of flood waater sources is
lim
mited in thiis study to a single breeach.Inversionn
prroblems typiccally have moore than one solution. Thee
nu
umber of soluutions can bee reduced, by
y limiting thee
deegrees-of-freedom for thhe breach location andd
ch
hanging the leevel of abstracction in the sh
hip model (less
deetailed). The X-coordinate
X
is ignored in this study andd
th
he Y- and Z--coordinates ccan be conneected with thee
vaalid assumptioon that the breeach is alwayss located at thee
hu
ull surface (Fiigure 1). Accoording to Pentttilä (2008) thee
Z--coordinate haas the greatestt significance,, but only neaar
th
he waterline. In this study thhe approximaation describedd
in
n Penttilä (20008) is used in both direcct and inversee
caalculations and the exact loocation of thee breach in thee
jo
oint hull area (JHA)
(
of a daamaged room is not studiedd.
At the level of abstraction
a
off this study, th
he most criticaal
task is to determ
mine from floooding sensorss which rooms
arre damaged. The exact location and
a
area aree
seecondary. The success off determining
g the correcct
daamaged room
m depends highly on the sensoor
arrrangement; how
h
many, annd where, the flood wateer
seensors are insttalled inside tthe vessel. Th
he degrees-offfreeedom can be
b great if tthere is no possibility too
measure
m
the flood
f
water in the room
ms, which aree
prrimarily flooded. Such casees are more lik
kely to fail.
If the num
mber of diffeerent possibiliities for floodd
water entry points
p
can bbe limited, so that eachh
co
ombination caan be calculateed within a reaasonable timee,
th
he breach cann be solved liiterately by comparing
c
thee
reesults of eaach possiblee breach to
o the actuaal
measurement
m
soo that the “beest-fit” results determine thee
brreach.

Fig. 1 Applied co-oordinate system aand location of thee breach

Description off the Method
In this study a num
mber of differrent cases aree
caalculated. Eaach case is calculated with various
am
mounts of addded random nooise. The amo
ount of noise is
co
onsidered to be
b known. It is expected that
t
in furtheer
stu
udies this cann be derived frrom the applieed sensor typee.
In
n order to calculate the breach origiin from leveel
measurement
m
a specific algoorithm has beeen developedd.
Th
his is illustraated in Figuree 2. Each caase contains a
sp
pecific knownn amount of addded noise and
d the expectedd
co
orrelation cann be calculaated from th
his. From thee
deetected waterr levels in rooms and
d the knownn
co
onnections beetween watertiight structurees, all possiblee
en
ntry points forr flood water aare derived.
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un
ntil the expeccted correlatioon value is exceeded.
e
Thee
sizze and locaation of the breach with
h the highesst
co
orrelation is reecorded for fuurther analysis.
Case Study
La
arge Passengger Ship Desiggn
A modeern Panamax size cruise ship
s
design of
o
90
0 000 GT was
w
used as a test casee. The mainn
diimensions of the
t ship are lissted in Table 1.
1
Table
T
1. Case stuudy ship data

The flood
f
water can penetratte through non
n
watertight strructures and the
t number off different enntry
points can bee very great. Each
E
entry pooint is calculatted
with differentt breach areas from the initiial area upwarrds
in 10% increm
ments until maximum
m
size 2 m2 is reacheed.
The initial arrea was estim
mated from the flooding raates
calculated froom the referennce data. Becaause the iteratiion
works upwarrds from a sm
mall breach toowards a largger
breach size, the calculated initial size was
w divided byy 3,
to make sure the initial gueess is smaller the
t actual sizee.
The iteeration procceeds until the calculatted
correlation exceeds
e
the expected value
v
or unntil
maximum number of itterations is exceeded. The
T
expected corrrelation is esstimated from
m the amount of
added noise by:
b
cexp ected =

⎛
⎜1 +
⎝

noise ⎞
2.5

− 0.01

90 00
00

Length over all

290 m

Breadth

32 m

Draft

7.7 m

Initial GM

2.0 m

The shhip is dividded into 19
1
watertighht
co
ompartments extending too the bulkheaad deck. Thee
NAPA-model has a total of 312 opeenings, whichh
co
onnect 170 roooms. A room
m is always by definitionn
watertight and water can only spread to
o other rooms
th
hrough openinngs. An exampple of the 3D
D model rooms
an
nd openings iss presented in Figure 3.

Fig. 2 Process deescription of the inverse
i
iteration algorithm
a

1

Gross tonnagge

(2)

⎟
⎠

The purpose
p
of the
t
expectedd correlation is
simply to redduce the requuired calculattion time in the
t
iteration. Thee constants inn equation (22) are empiriccal
coefficients and
a further research is still needed.
n
The iteration
i
alsoo stops if the calculatted
correlation decreases
d
forr 7 consecuttive steps. The
T
correlation is calculated byy comparing thhe relative meean
difference inn water levells in compartments and the
t
relative meann differences in trim and list
l between the
t
simulated resuults and the reeference case.
After iteration of a specific breaach has stoppeed,
the next posssible case is
i selected and the proceess
continues unttil all possibillities have been calculated or

Fig. 3 Example of the
t 3D model andd level of detail during
d
flooding

Damage Casess
A set of 433 damage cases were generated byy
Monte
M
Carlo simulation oon the basiss of damagee
staatistics for collisions.
c
H
However, casees with highh
peenetration/lenggth ratio werre ignored since in thosee
daamage cases the collidingg ship is likeely to have a
no
otable effect on
o the floodinng through thee breach. Eachh
daamage case was
w limited to a single breacched room andd
th
he area of the breach was llimited betweeen 0.01 – 2.00
m2. The limiitation is nnecessary duee to currennt
measurement
m
capabilities. Iff the breach was
w very largee,
th
he damaged coompartments would fill wiith such speedd
th
hat neither thee selected tim
me step for sim
mulation nor a
reeal flooding sensor wouldd be able to measure thee
flo
ooding rate. The
T applicabiility of the in
nverse methodd
fo
or very large breaches is nnot included in this studyy.
However, in general it is cconsidered thaat the damagee
lo
ocation is easieer to detect iff the damage extent
e
is largee.
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Each damage case was calculated using the NAPA
software, which implements Ruponen’s method (see
Ruponen, 2007 and The Naval Architect, 2008),
assuming a calm sea state. Total of 225 cases were
calculated with all doors closed and 208 cases were
calculated with all fireproof doors (total of 167) open.
Most cases resulted in progressive flooding through
various openings in the ship. On average 2.3 rooms
were flooded during the simulation time (120 s) when
all fireproof doors were closed and an average 2.7
rooms were flooded when the fireproof doors were
open. All watertight openings were always defined as
closed.
After each case was simulated the results were
stripped in order to make the comparison for an
authentic case. All data which would not be available in
a real situation was removed. The available data after
the stripping consists of the floating position and flood
water levels in the rooms with sensors as functions of
time. The entire process of testing the inverse method is
illustrated in Figure 5.
Added noise in reference results
A true measurement always contains some
measurement errors or noise. Possible sources for error
in level measurement are discussed in Penttilä (2008).
In this study two different amounts of random noise
were added to the reference data. The Figures 4a and 4b
illustrate the added noise to the measurement of 4
flooded rooms.
(a)

correspond to disturbances due to sloshing and is only
an approximation of random measurement distubances.
Typical flooding sensors described in Penttilä (2008)
may also react to changes in air pressure due to
flooding, but this effect is not studied in this text. All
flooded spaces are assumed to be freely ventilated. The
added noise is expected to decrease the likehood of
determining the correct breach succesfully.
Inverse calculation
In this study the generated damage cases with
various combinations of noise and time spans were fed
in to an algorithm applying the inverse method to
determine the location and area of the breach. The
algorithm tries to determine the correct breach by
iterating through different simulations and comparing
the results to the available data. The available
simulation data was limited to selected time spans.
These time spans are referred to as “filter lengths” from
the measurement analogy. The breach is being filtered
from the level data. The purpose of adding noise and
changing the time span of the available data was to
study the effect of noise and filter length on the inverse
method (discussed in Penttilä 2008). Same opening
statuses were used in both direct and inverse
calculation. The process of applying the inverse method
to generated reference results is illustrated in Figure 5.
Generation of simulated reference measurement
25s with little noise
statistically
created
damage cases

Selected case:
limitation to single
flooding source

simulated flooding
and raw result
data

Level measurement
with added noise

120s with ittle noise
25s with great noise
120 s with great noise

Comparison of results

Breach with highest
correlation with the
reference case

(b)

Fig. 4 (a) Level with slight added noise

The purpose of the generated random noise was
to simulate disturbances in the flood water level
measurements. The added noise makes it more difficult
to calculate the initial flooding rate and the origin of the
breach and makes the case more realistic. However, It
should be noted that the added noise does not

Inverse breach calculation (iteration)

Correlation
calculation of
measurement
and simulated
values

Simulation results
from all different
breaches
(Iteration)

Generation of
possible
breach
combinations

Stripping data to
”measured” flood
water levels

Fig. 5 Process diagram illustrating the method of testing the inverse
method

The specific algorithm used in this study is
optimized for a wide range of solutions and is expected
to solve most cases which have a single breach solution.
If the algorithm fails to produce the correct answer the
reason may either be in the algorithm design or in the
theoretical limitations of the method. These cases are
not distinguished in this study. Research for improving
the efficiency of the algorithm continues.
Inverse breach calculation is always done for a
selected time span or filter length. In this study we
assume that in a real damage scenario, the breach
should be calculated as early as possible within the first
minutes (if possible). Theoretically the inverse method
is expected to determine the correct breach always if the
available data is infinitely long and noiseless. However
in real cases there is always some noise and the time
available for measurement and calculation is limited.
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The problem is similar to signal processing where a
long filter is slow less susceptible to noise, whereas a
short filter is fast but more sensitive to noise. The
problem of breach measurement is similar to filtering
Table 2. Summary of generated damage cases
All doors
closed

Fireproof doors
open

Total number of generated damage
cases
Flooding not detected by flooding
sensors
Breach too small (no noticeable
flooding)
Total number of remaining suitable
damage cases
Average breach size
Average distance from waterline
Average number of flooded rooms
(within 120 s)

235

228

11

22

70

61

154

145

0.21 m2

0.21 m2

0.98 m

1.17 m

2.29

2.66

also in the sense that the time span of the reference data
has to be selected prior to the inverse calculation.
Therefore the selected period is called in this text the
filter length. In this study filter lengths of 25 s and 120 s
are studied. These lengths fit the expected breach area
(between 0.01 – 2.0 m2). A more detailed description of
the filter length selection criteria is described in Penttilä
(2008). Time step used in the simulations and inverse
calculation was 5 s.
Sensor arrangement
The ship is equipped with 57 flooding sensors in
total of 245 rooms/tanks. 170 rooms are subject to
progressive flooding and remaining 75 are closed and
not connected to any other rooms by openings. There
are 45 flooding sensors in the 170 rooms, of which 33
are located in rooms that are larger than 300 m3. The
“density” of the sensor arrangement in potential areas of
progressive flooding is calculated by

ρ sensors =

nsensors
nconnected _ rooms

Results
A summary of the damage cases is presented in
Table 2. Some of the generated damages resulted in too
small a breach compared to the distance from the
waterline. These damages did not result in noticeable
flood water amounts and a total of 131 cases were left
out from the inverse calculations because of this. It
should be noted that with longer filter lengths also these
damages could have been included. Also some damages
did not result into flooding which could be detected by
the flooding sensors. There were a total of 33 of these
cases. It is not known whether flood water would have
spread to rooms with flooding sensors if the time span
had been longer. The final number of suitable cases for
the inverse calculation was 299. Table 2 lists the cases
in more detail.
The success rate of the inverse method was
measured by checking whether the method was able to
determine the correct damaged room (breach location)
from detected flood water and whether the calculated
breach area corresponds to the reference case within a
±30% margin. The general arrangement and the sensor
arrangement of the ship model were such that in 64.6%
of the cases the flood water was detected by a flooding
sensor in the primarily flooded room.
Table 3 shows the results of the study for all 299
inversely calculated cases with the assumption that all
rooms are equipped with a flooding sensor and Table 4
shows the results with a typical sensor arrangement of
sensor density 0.26.
Table 3 Success rate of calculating the correct breach with sensor
density 1
All doors closed

Fireproof doors open

Location

Location

Area

Area

Filter 120s

(3)

In this case the density of the sensor arrangement is
approximately 0.26.
The calculations were performed for two sensor
arrangements. All cases were calculated first with the
assumption that all rooms are equipped with a sensor
(sensor density 1.0) and then with the sensor density
0.26. When each room is equipped with a sensor the
success rate of calculating the correct breach is
expected to be 100% and less for the case where only
selected rooms are equipped with a flooding sensor.
In the case of a sparse sensor density (0.26),
noise levels of 2% and 10% were considered realistic
and were used in the calculation. But in the case of the
high sensor density (1.0) noise levels were 5% and
35%. The higher noise levels were used because solving
a breach with a very tight sensor arrangement is
considered to be almost a trivial task. Therefore
excessive noise was added in order to really test the
method.

Noise 5%
Noise 35%

99.6 %
97.3 %

60.7%
21.9%

99.0 %
98.1 %

61.1%
25.0%

100.0 %
97.8 %

68.0%
37.7%

98.6 %
98.1 %

64.4%
41.1%

Filter 25s
Noise 5%
Noise 35%

Table 4 Success rate of calculating the correct breach with a sensor
density 0.26
All doors closed

Fireproof doors open

Location

Location

Area

Area

Filter 120s
Noise 2%
Noise 10%

69.5%
67.5%

64.5%
56.7%

76.6%
74.5%

65.8%
41.7%

67.5%
68.2%

31.7%
20.1%

74.5%
70.3%

41.7%
28.4%

Filter 25s
Noise 2%
Noise 10%

Table 3 shows that the method used in this study is very
likely to find the correct location for the breach even
with high amounts of noise in the measurement data as
long as each room is equipped with a sensor. The
average success rate in finding the primarily flooded
room was 98.6%. This is slightly less than the expected
success rate of 100%. The success rate of calculating
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the correct breach
b
area within
w
the maargin was moore
dependent onn the filter lenggth and noise than the succeess
rate on locatinng the breach correctly.
Table 4 shows that the
t same methhod, when ussed
for a sparse seensor arrangement, is less likely
l
to find the
t
correct breachh. The averagge success ratee in determiniing
the primarilyy damaged rooom was 71..1%. Again the
t
effect of noisse and filter length
l
is morre noticeable for
f
the calculatioon of the breaach area than the location.. It
should be notted that the tw
wo result sets were calculatted
with differennt amounts off noise and are
a not direcctly
comparable. Naturally thhe opening status of the
t
fireproof doors has a greater impact on the
t results whhen
the sensor arrrangement iss sparse. Whhen all fireprooof
doors are open, the methood was 8.5%
% more likely to
determine thee breach correctly.
The invverse methodd is based on compariing
correlations of
o the results of different breaches to the
t
reference results. The correlation r between the
t
simulated andd the measuredd levels was calculated
c
by:
r = 1 − σ rel

(4)

m
relativee deviation bettween measurred
where σrel is mean
and simulatedd level. Also trim
t
and list were
w
includedd in
the correlationn calculation.
An exam
mple of a succcessful case is presented in
Figure 6, shhowing a goood correlatioon between the
t
results with thhe predicted damage
d
size and
a location and
a
the generatedd measuremennt data with very significaant
amount of noise.

Fig. 6 Example of
o successful fittinng of breach to leevel data

Also one
o failed casse was analyzzed in detail. In
this case therre was a breach in ROOM
M1 but there was
w
an open pathw
way for the floood water to progress
p
direcctly
onto the loweer deck. This case
c
failed beccause there is no
way to distingguish a breachh in ROOM1 from
f
a breachh in
ROOM2. Thee situation is illustrated in Figure
F
7.

Fig. 7 Example of
o flooding from adjacent
a
comparttment

Flood water flowss almost in
nstantaneouslyy
hrough the open
o
staircasee to the low
wer deck andd
th
flo
ooding remainns symmetriccal. There is no
n listing andd
th
he difference between thee results of a breach inn
RO
OOM1 and ROOM2 is negligible ass long as thee
flo
ooding rates match.
m
It shouuld be noted however, thaat
in
n this case, thhe errors in ppredictions du
ue to a wrongg
brreach locationn are minimall because the wrong breachh
prroduces very similar
s
resultss to the correcct breach. This
is referred to as the “problem
m of similaritties”. Figure 8
illlustrates how the fit seems to imply thatt the breach is
co
orrect.

Fig. 8 Example of failed fitting of bbreach to level daata (note the zeroovel in ROOM1 inn both the reference and fitted casee)
lev

Discussion
The ressults of the 299 inverseely calculatedd
daamage cases with two diff
fferent sensor arrangements
strrongly suggesst that the invverse approach
h is applicablee
in
n breach detection but that tthe reliability of the methodd
deepends greatlyy on the sensoor arrangemen
nt. The averagee
lik
kelihood of deetermining thhe breach correctly by usingg
th
he inverse meethod was 71.1%. This is a good resullt
co
ompared to the sensor density of the vessel (0.26). Buut
on
n the other hannd the results in this study can
c be slightlyy
to
oo optimistic as
a such, becauuse the number of breaches
was limited to a single breacch. The senso
or arrangemennt
off the vessel waas considered typical.
The floooding sensor ddensity of the ship was 0.266,
which might suggest thatt flood wateer would bee
un
ndetected in appprox. 74% oof the cases. However
H
due too
th
he progressivee nature of fllooding the flood
f
water inn
most
m
cases proogressed to roooms which were
w
equippedd
with flooding sensors. In 71.1% of these cases thee
flo
ooding resultted in sufficieently recognizable patterns
fo
or the inverse method to woork. The meth
hod resulted inn
almost 100% success ratee when all rooms weree
sim
mulated to have
h
a floodiing sensor. This
T
does noot
neecessarily mean that all roooms need to
o be equippedd
with flooding sensors
s
for thhe inverse meethod to workk,
bu
ut it is uncleear which sennsors are crittical. Anotheer
reesult is that whhen all fireprooof doors weree set open, thee
method
m
more liikely to find thhe correct breeach. Fireprooof
do
oors are geneerally advisedd to be keptt open duringg
flo
ooding in ordder to minim
mize asymmetrrical floodingg,
bu
ut when the seensor arrangement is sparse this has alsoo
a positive
p
effect on breach deetection.
The efffect of noisee and filter length to thee
su
uccess rate is as expected. The method is more likelyy
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to find a correct solution if there is very little noise or
the filter length is long. The change from little noise to
excessive noise seems to decrease the success rate of
finding the correct location on average by 2 percentage
units. The effect of the filter length is less clear. The
results would seem to indicate that 25 s filter length is
in some cases not enough, but that 120 s filter length
does not significantly increase the likelihood of finding
the correct breach. Optimal filter length depends on the
flooding rate and measurement accuracy.
The average success rate of determining the area
of the breach within a reasonable margin was fairly low.
On average the calculated breach size was within ±30%
margin in 47% of the cases with sensor density of 1.0,
and within margin in 44% of the cases with the sensor
density of 0.26. Such low success rate on calculating the
correct breach area indicates that the algorithm used in
this study could be further developed.
Even though a more advanced algorithm is
expected to increase the success rate of the inverse
method, the maximum theoretical success rate is not
known. It is believed by the authors that with 10% noise
and 120 s filter length the theoretical maximum might
be as high as 90% even with such a sparse sensor
density. The example of the failed case shows that not
all cases can be solved correctly even with a very dense
sensor arrangement. This is because all sensors always
have a specific zero-limit, which has to be exceeded
before flood water is detected. If flood water does not
rise up to the sensor and flows directly to another room,
any method will surely fail. However if the difference
in vertical location is not very great compared to the
breach immersion, the actual location of a breach is not
a real problem. This is because the prediction results
would still remain the same. From this point of view,
the results could be analyzed from the point of view of
similar results and not by correct breach. The problem
of similarities is however not studied in this text but it
should be noted that this subject should be included in
the study of optimal sensor arrangements.
The case of multiple breaches was not included
in this study. Real damage situations are likely to
involve multiple breaches flooding at the same time or
at different times. Therefore the limitation to a single
breach is a rough approximation. The problem of
multiple breaches was excluded from this initial study
due to the complexity. When a more advanced
algorithm, able to solve multiple breaches, is developed,
the same study can be repeated without the single
breach limitation. It is believed by the authors that the
resulting success rates would be similar or slightly less.
In this study the sensor accuracy was simulated
by adding random noise to the measurement. However,
real flood water sensor have another limitation, which is
the minimum liquid level, that can be measured.
Typical level sensors measure air pressure at 3 cm from
the floor and because the air pressure in the room may
change slightly there must be some zero-limit for the
sensor to avoid false flooding detection. In this study
the zero-limit for the sensors was 0 cm, which means

that it is assumed that the sensors can measure flood
water level with infinite accuracy down to 0 m. In real
case the zero-limit is of order 10 cm and raising the
zero-limit from 0 to 10 cm may have a decreasing effect
on the success rates. However this effect was not
studied in this text.
In addition to designing a suitable algorithm to
solve cases with multiple breaches, another difficulty is
trying to calculate the breach properties from flooding
sensor output when all breaches are not yet immersed.
Flooding sensors can never detect a breach, which has
not yet started flooding and if there are multiple
breaches, some may start to flood later on after
sufficient changes in floating position. No method
based on flooding sensors can solve such cases
successfully with a short filter length.
Conclusions
The target of this study was to find out whether
it is possible to determine the location and size of a
breach purely from flooding sensor output without
human intervention. A total number of 2392 cases (299
cases with two different sensor arrangements and
combinations of 2 different filter lengths and 2 different
amounts of random noise) were calculated inversely and
the results strongly indicate that the inverse method is
applicable in determining the breach from the water
level data only if the sensor arrangement is dense
enough. When calculated with a typical sensor
arrangement, the method was able to successfully
determine the correct floodwater origin in 71.1% of the
cases. However the method was only able to derive the
correct breach size within a reasonable margin in 44%
of the cases.
It is believed by the authors that the inverse
method can be developed further so that it can (if the
sensor arrangement is dense enough) successfully solve
a very high percentage of damage cases inversely and
determine the breach size more accurately. However
any method with sufficient noise will fail if the sensor
arrangement is too sparse, therefore it should be noted
that if a valid method can be produced, it has a
theoretical maximum depending on how the flooding
sensors are placed. A good method could therefore be
used to study the optimal sensor placement. Wellplaced sensors in a ship enable much higher precision
decision support systems than what is possible today
with current sensor arrangements.
An inverse method for determining the breach
location and size from flooding sensor output was
extensively tested. Unfortunately the results of this
study are still somewhat inconclusive due to the
limitation of a single flood water origin (single breach).
However, so far the inverse approach in breach
detection has proven to have great potential and it is
believed that the general case would have similar
results. Further development and testing of the
presented method for the breach detection will be
carried out within the FP7 Research Project
FLOODSTAND.
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Finally, it should be noted that even with a
sophisticated breach detection analysis and carefully
validated flooding simulation tools, the final outcome of
any real flooding may always be different from the
prediction. This is mainly because currently, the
various applied parameters for openings, like collapsing
pressure of a fireproof door, are not known very
accurately. Furthermore, it is possible that the water
will find unpredicted progression routes, such as pipes
and ducts that may not be included in the simulation
model. The result of any computer based decision
support tool is always a prediction based on best
approximations, intended to help in the decision
making. The actual decision (e.g. to evacuate or to
proceed to the nearest port) should always be made
based on the real situation, including available support
tools, visual observations and expertise of the crew and
emergency response service.
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Abstract:
The objective of this paper is to study the oil spill from damaged tank in collision. The work comprises development of analytic
models for fast estimation of oil spill, and CFD simulation with the FLUENT software for verification of the simple models. In the
previous papers the oil leakage from damaged tank with an opening in the bottom is investigated.
The purpose of the present study is to extend the scope to cover oil spills in collision cases where openings occur in the sides. In such
cases, the gravity force is important as in the grounding scenario. In collision scenarios, however, there is a local imbalance due to
different densities of the fluids while the internal pressure is equal to external pressure. A combination of water inflow/oil outflow
through the opening may occur. Analytical calculations and time domain simulations are applied to calculate the volume of oil outflow
and outflow rate versus time. Good agreements are obtained between the simplified analytic model and CFD of the oil spill.

Introduction
Most tankers are loaded such that the internal
pressure at the tank is larger than the external sea
pressure. Thus, if the tank is damaged, cargo flows
out. If the tanker carries somewhat less cargo, so that
hydrostatic balance is established at - or several meters
above the tank bottom, water tends to enter the ship
through the hole in the hull as long as the highest point
of damage is below the hydrostatic balance level. This
presupposes equal atmospheric pressures at the
surfaces of both seawater and oil cargo. If there is
overpressure, oil outflow will increase in a ruptured
tank. Conversely, reduced ullage space pressure will
reduce oil outflow. This suggests that reduced internal
pressure is a potential means of controlling oil outflow
in grounding (Tanker Spills, 1991).
If the density of the cargo in the damaged tank is
lower than that outside sea water, but the hydrostatic
pressure is higher over the opening, then outflow will
occur, which produces a gravity current. The
hydrostatic pressure is the key factor in analyzing the
leak rate. Hydrostatic pressure is an isotropic
phenomenon, i.e. at any given point in a fluid the
pressure will be the same, regardless of the direction in
which it is measured. Oil will run out of a damaged
tank if the interior hydrostatic pressure of the oil at the
opening is greater than the exterior hydrostatic
pressure of the sea at the same point. The flow
continues at an ever decreasing rate until the inside
and outside pressures are equalized. In order to
calculate the theoretical outflow rate and spill volume,
the Bernoulli's principle is utilized for this condition
(Tavakoli et al. 2008, Tavakoli et al. 2009).
If the opening is in the side of the tank, and the
pressures on the average are equal over the opening
between oil and water, there is still local imbalance
and the flow will cease only when the lower lip of the
hole are water. So, the side leak is divided into two
stages. The analytical models have been developed
based on the integrated Bernoulli’s equation for the
fluid flow in the first phase.

Phase 1: Gravity current
In the grounding case and in the first phase of
side damage, there are two governing principles;
namely the Bernoulli's principle and ideal gas law.
Bernoulli's principle
Based on the Bernoulli's principle, the sum of
pressure, potential energy and kinetic energy per unit
volume is constant at any point. In its original form,
for incompressible flow in a uniform gravitational
field, it reads:
∂ ⎛
1 2
⎞
⎜ ρ gh + ρ v + P ⎟ = 0
∂S ⎝
2
⎠

(1)

dPu
d ( H o − hh )
dv
= ρo v − ρo g.
dt
dt
dt

(2)

if h = H o − hh →

dPu
dv
d ( h)
= ρ o v − ρ o g.
dt
dt
dt

(3)

Where pu, ρo, Ho and hh are respectively, ullage
pressure, density of oil, height of oil in the cargo tank
and puncture height from the bottom.
The ideal gas law
Fthenakis (1999) described a scenario where the
vessel is closed at the top and vapor and air fill the gas
space. The initial pressure is atmospheric, but as the
liquid level sinks, the pressure in the gas-space is
reduced. The ideal gas law is given by:
Pu =

na R T
n RT
RT
+ o
= (na + no )
Vu
Vu
Vu

(4)

where na and no are the number of moles of air and oil
respectively, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute
temperature, and Vu is the ullage volume.
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dPu
RT dVu dno RT
= −(na + no ) 2
+
dt
Vu dt
dt Vu

(5)

dy

The last term Eq. 5 represents vaporization of the oil
inside the tank. The change of the ullage volume
inside the vessel depends on the rate of outflow.
Bernoulli's principle and the ideal gas law:
While the oil outflow velocity is v and puncture
area s, the change of volume is obtained by eq. 6.
dV
d ( At h)
d ( h)
vs = u = −
= − At
dt
dt
dt

(6)

where s and At are hole area and tank area
respectively. By combination Eqs.’s 3, 5 and 6 there is
obtained:
RTA
dn RT
dv s
= [ g + 2 t (na + no ) + b
]
dt At
Vu ρo
dt Vu ρv

(7)

This equation can be solved numerically for given
values of Vu. For analytical solution it is necessary to
introduce a simplification. The equation can be solved
by simplifying and taking a mean value of the ullage
volume during the discharge.
Vu =

Vu (t1 ) − Vu (0)
2

(8)

where Vu is ullage volume, t1 is the time for
completion of phase 1, Vu(0) is initial ullage volume
Vu(t1) is the final ullage volume. The solution of Eq.7
by taking the mean value of the ullage volume is as
follows:
v = [g

s Pu (0)Vu (0) s dnb RT
+
+
]t + v(0)
At
Vu2 ρo
dt Vu ρ v

v(0 ) = 2 g( h − hh ) −

2ρw

ρo

g(T − hh )

ρo

+ 2g(h − hh ) −

2ρw

ρo

g(T − hh )

Q = cd vl dydt
H1 2(P −P )
2ρ
dQ
u
atm
=cd vldy=cd l∫
+2g(y−hh )− w g(T−hh )dy
H2
ρo
ρo
dt

H−b/2

3
⎤
2ρw
dQ
1 ⎡ 2(P−P )
2
=cd vbdy=cd b ⎢( u atm +2g(y−h)
−
−
g(T
h))
h
h ⎥
dt
3g⎣ ρo
ρo
⎦H+b/2

i

(12)

If the opening is in the side, the velocity varies as
a function of the height (b) in the opening.

(14)

Then the result can be written:
i

Q=cd s

2(Pu −Patm )

ρo

+2g(y−hh )−

2ρw

⎡ 1 b 2 ⎤
g(T−hh )⎢1− (
) +...⎥
ρo
⎣ 96 h−hh
⎦ (15)

For a small opening (b<<h), the flow rate is:
i

while,

(11)

(13)

If the opening is - rectangular, H1=H-b/2 and
H2=H+b/2, integration over the height yields;

(10)

where h is the height of oil in the cargo tank. The rate
of outflow through the hole is:

Q = Cd v ds

The approximate volume flow rate through a strip
of height dy and width l is:

Q = cd s

1
Pu + ρo g(Ho − hh ) − ρov2 = Patm + ρw g(D − hh )
2

2( Pu − Patm )

l
Figure 1.Outflow from rectangular opening

(9)

In case of venting from the ullage space, the
pressure in the ullage space will be equal to the
atmospheric pressure. It can also be pressurized to a
constant value, for example by pumping. In this
condition, the efflux rate is a function of the oil height,
puncture point location and ullage pressure. It
decreases when the height is reduced and is obtained
by the following equation:

v(h) =

b

2( Pu − Patm )

ρo

+ 2 g( y − hh ) −

Q T otal = ∆ h B L

2ρw

ρo

g(T − hh )

(16)

(17)

in which ∆h is the ideal change in height and is given
by:

∆h = ( H o − hh ) −

ρw
(d − hh )
ρo

(18)

Cd is the discharge coefficient, s is the opening hole
area, and d is draft of ship.
The ideal outflow rate is given by equation (7):
A
( vi − v h )
T (h) =
(19)
cd s g
The outflow velocity can be expressed as a function of
time:

v (t ) = vinitial −

cd s g t
A

(20)

The average outflow velocity can be represented by
equation (3)
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vave =

1 a
vi3
v
(
h
)
dh
=
a − b ∫b
3∆h g

(21)

where a and b are the initial and final height of oil in
the cargo tank, and vi is the initial oil outflow velocity.
The theoretical oil spill volume is given by equation.4;
Similarly, the oil height inside the wing tank is given
by:

h(t ) =

ρ H
c s g 2 vinitial cd s
+ w w)
t −
t+(
ρo
2A
2g
A

(22)

The total outflow duration is obtained when
hydrostatic equilibrium between oil and water is
attained. It is given by:
Ttotal =

2g ρw(D−hh) vinitial A
A 2(Pu −Patm)
+2g.(Ho −hh) −
=
cd sg
cd g s
ρo
ρo

(23)

Phase 2. Two way flow
When the pressures on the average are equal
over the water and oil interface in the opening, there is
a local imbalance due to different densities of the
fluids. A combination of water inflow/oil outflow
through the opening may occur. The inflow-outflow
through the opening must be equal from continuity,
but the effective opening will gradually be reduced. To
compute the process in all its details will be too
complicated, but it is possible to estimate the initial
flow rate. Fannelop (1994) introduces some basic
assumptions: the volume flow rates are equal, the flow
velocity is given by the hydrostatic pressure difference
and the flow area is constant.
These assumptions can be expressed as
follows for a rectangular cross section,
s1 + s2 = s

∫

s1

(24)

v1ds1 + ∫ v2 ds2 = 0

(25)

s2

v1 = v2 = 2 g

( ρ w − ρo )

ρw

y

Qo2 = BL hh

(26)

where s1 and s2 are the inflow and outflow areas. Refer
fig.2. y is the height of the stream surface for each
flow. For example in a rectangular or circular opening
and with these assumptions, the interface is located at
the midheight of the opening and y is half of the
opening height. For a triangular opening, in order to
satisfy the assumption, the interface is located at 32%
of the height of the edge.

(27)

where B and L are breadth and length of the tank and
hh is the height of the opening from the bottom. The
outflow time in the second phase is given by:

T=

2
vinitial

2 2
d
2

The flow will cease when there is water on both sides
of the breach. The oil outflow in this phase can be
given by:

Q02
Cd s v1

(28)

Single hull design
The geometric parameters which are pertinent
to the oil flow from a single hull design are depicted
schematically in Figure 3. s is the opening area, L and
B are the length and breadth of the ruptured cargo
tank, respectively. Q is the theoretical oil spill volume,
which equals the reduction of the cargo content. It is
assumed that neither the inner nor the outer hull has
undergone any structural deflections. The blockage
effect is considered only in relation to the opening area
and discharge coefficient. This paper does not examine
the flow through and around structural members in the
tank. The effects of viscosity and turbulence are
neglected. By neglecting the effects of viscosity, it is
implicitly assumed that the gravitational forces are
much greater than the viscous forces (Schneekluth et
al. 1998).
Case Study
Illustrative examples are presented in order to
show the performance of the proposed method and to
compare the predictions with numerical simulations.
The vessel selected for the case study, is a FPSO with
displacement of 170,000 tonnes.
The principal
dimensions of the FPSO and ruptured tank are shown
in Figure 3.The opening area is 0.1 m2, 1 meter length
and 10 centimetres height. It is assumed that rupture
occurs 4 meter higher than the bottom of the tank and
has the shape of a rectangular prism.
In the numerical simulation, the model is 2D and it is
assumed that the rupture geometry and resultant flow
are longitudinally invariant. The height of the hole is
10 centimetres and has 10 grid points across. The
model has 15000 and 10000 grid points in the vertical
direction of the damaged tank and intact tank,
respectively, and 5000 in the transverse direction in
both tanks. The free water surfaces were set at
atmospheric pressure. The Volume of Fluid CFD
technique and laminar flow assumption are used in the
simulations.

s1
s2

y

s1

L
s2

0.38.L

Figure 2. Flow through rectangular and triangle openings
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Phase
P
1: Gravvity current
Using equations 6, 7 and 14, the
t initial andd
average
a
outfloow velocity off and the volu
ume of oil loss
can
c be calcullated. 2988 m3 (19.8% off the total oill)
flows
f
out in 8760 secondds (146 minuttes) when thee
discharge
d
coeefficient is 0.6. Figure 8 shows the oiil
spill
s
rate in the first phaase according to analyticaal
predictions
p
and numerrical simulaations. Goodd
agreement
a
bettween the two sets of resultss is observed.

258

31.5
20

Oil
860 kg/m3
16.8

24

31.5

S1
4
Waterr 1025 kg/m3

Figure 3. Princippal dimensions off FPSO and damaaged tank

Figure 4 to Figure
F
7 show
w the results obtained from
m
Fluent. The oil
o height drops quickly inn the first 88000
seconds and then remainss constant. Fiigure 5 show
ws
this phase andd it attains equuilibrium as shhown in Figurre
6. From the analytical
a
resuults, it is obseerved that 29888
m3 oil flows to the sea in 8760 secondss. In the seconnd
phase, waterr is ingestedd into the tank, and thiis
continues unttil approximattely 4651 minnutes. The flow
w
finally stops when the holle is completeely covered by
b
water on bothh sides. Analyytical results show 5534 m3
oil spill in 54456 minutes. The
T discharge coefficients in
i
the two phasees are differennt. By comparring the resultts
obtained withh Fluent andd analytical simulation,
s
thhe
discharge coeefficient is esstimated to 0.6
0 in the first
phase and 0.445 in the seconnd phase.

Figure 4. Initial condition

Figure
F
8.Oil spilll volume versus tiime in the first ph
hase

Phase
P
2: Twoo way flows
In the second phasee, there is a combination of
o
water
w
inflow/ooil outflow thhrough the op
pening. In this
phase,
p
2520 m3 Oil spills too the sea in 27
79150 seconds
(77
( hours). Figgure 9 shows and comparees the oil spills
versus
v
time foor two methodds. The total oil
o spill in twoo
phases
p
is 55344 m3 in 80 houurs.
The
T volume and
a efflux ratees of oil pred
dicted with thee
suggested
s
moddel are compaarable to thosse obtained byy
means
m
of num
merical simulattions.

Figure 5. Firsst phase
Figure
F
9. Oil spilll volume versus ttime

Figure 6. Secoond phase

Figure 7. Finnal Condition

Height
H
of the puncture
The oppening locatioon on the sidee has a strongg
influence
i
on the
t oil spill vvolume and raate. Figure 100
displays
d
the effect
e
of the puncture heig
ght on the oiil
spill
s
volume in the both phases. If th
he opening is
located
l
in thee bottom, the oil spill volu
ume is zero inn
the
t second phaase. As long aas the puncturre is below thee
waterline,
w
thee oil spill inn both phase increases byy
increasing
i
thee height. The Oil spill volu
ume increases
by
b increasingg the height of the punctture when thee
puncture
p
is below
b
the waaterline In som
me cases, thee
opening
o
is aboove the waterrline. In thesee cases, the oiil
spills
s
quicklyy to the sea jjust because of gravity. It
I
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ceases when the oil surfacce in the carggo tank reachees
the opening as
a seen in Figuure 10. The Oil
O spill volum
me
decreases byy increasing the
t height off the puncturre
when the punncture is abovve the waterlline. Figure 11
1
presents the ratio
r
of oil sppill volume ass a function of
o
puncture heigght.

Figure 10. Oil spill
s
volume versus the height of the opening in thhe
side

Double
D
side design
d
Doublee side designns are intendeed to providee
protection
p
for all collision sscenarios, exccept those withh
the
t
largest collision
c
enerrgy. Even fo
or cases withh
serious
s
damaage, the douuble side stru
ucture shouldd
protect
p
tanks in
i the peripherry of the damaage area.
Figure 13 shows the geometriic parameters
which
w
are perrtinent to the oil flows from
m double sidee
design.
d
It is assumed
a
that rupture occu
urs in the sidee
and
a
has the shape of a rrectangular prrism. s is thee
opening
o
area (l
( is the lengtth and b is the width of thee
hole)
h
and L and
a B are thee length and breadth
b
of thee
ruptured
r
cargoo tank, respecttively.
It is assumed thatt neither the inner nor thee
outer
o
hull has undergone any structuraal deflectionss.
The
T blockage effect is connsidered only in relation too
the
t opening arrea and dischaarge coefficieent. This papeer
does
d
not exaamine the fflow through
h and aroundd
structural
s
mem
mbers in the taank. The effeccts of viscosityy
and
a turbulencee are neglecteed. By neglectting the effects
of
o viscosity, it is impllicitly assum
med that thee
gravitational
g
f
forces
are muuch greater thaan the viscous
forces.
f
Bt

Bb
Oil
Hw
s1

Ho
Ballast

water

s2

Figure
F
13. Geom
metry of the tankks, initial oil and
d water levels inn
double
d
side designn

Figure 11. Extraa oil outflow ratioo vs. height of thee puncture

Figure 12 shoows the changges of the oil efflux rates by
b
location of thhe puncture. Itt is seen that oil
o spills to thhe
sea in a shortt time when thhe opening is either near thhe
bottom or aboove the waterlline.

In thiss model, it iss assumed th
hat the ballasst
tanks
t
are empty. Oil flows out of the carrgo tank to thee
ballast
b
tank annd water flow
ws into the balllast tank from
m
the
t sea. The oil
o and waterr jets occur siimultaneouslyy.
There
T
is no tim
me lag betweeen the initiatio
on of the wateer
and
a oil flow. The properties of oil and
d water do noot
change
c
with time and aree similar to those appliedd
before.
b
The floow of oil and water is diviided into threee
stages.
s
In the two first stages, the flow iss generated byy
different
d
presssure around the openingss. In the firsst
stage,
s
oil andd water flow into the balllast tank. Thee
second
s
stage depends on the pressure in the cargoo
tank,
t
the presssure in the baallast tank and
d the sea wateer
pressure.
p
Theese determinee whether thee oil runs ouut
from
f
the tank,, or water flow
ws into the caargo tank. Thee
flow
f
in the thiird one is caussed by differeent densities of
fluids.
f
In thee third step, a combinattion of wateer
inflow/oil
i
outtflow throughh the opening
g may occurr.
When
W
the openning is locatedd in the side, there
t
is a locaal
imbalance
i
duee to different ddensities of th
he fluids, whilee
there
t
is hydroostatic equilibbrium at the opening. Thee
inflow-outflow
i
w through thhe opening must
m
be equaal
from
f
continuuity, but thee effective opening willl
gradually
g
be reduced.
r
This stage terminaates when bothh
holes
h
are comppletely covereed by water on
n both sides.

Figure12.Efflux time versus punccture height
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First stage: Filling of ballast tank
The oil and water convect through the ballast
tank. The oil flows out from the cargo tank and water
flows in from the sea into the ballast tank. The jet of
oil is kept from leaving the hull by the jet of incoming
water. This step ceases as soon as hydrostatic
equilibrium occurs between oily-water and either sea
water or cargo oil.
In relation to the interaction between oil and
water in the ballast tank it assumed that oil and water
are completely immiscible.
Oil inflow
The oil flows to the ballast tank with different
trends. The outflow rate depends on the oil height in
the cargo tank, draft of the ship, and height of mixture
of oil-water in the ballast tank.
If huow ≤ hh → vou1 = 2g(ho1 − hh )
If huow > hh & huw ≤ hh → vuo1 = 2g[(ho1 − hh ) − (huow − hh )]
If huow > hh & huw > hh → vuo1 = 2g[(ho1 − hh ) − huo − (huw − hh )

ρw
]
ρo

(29)

QO1 = ∆hou1 B L

where huow is the height of the mixture of water and oil
in the ballast tank, hh is the height of the puncture, ho is
the height of the oil in the cargo tank, huw is the height
of the water in the ballast tank, huo is the height of the
oil and, ∆h ou1 is the change in height of the oil in the
cargo tank. The rate of outflow as a function of time
can then be expressed as:
ho1 =

c d2 1 s12 g
2 A t2

t o21 −

Qo1 = At ∆ho1 = −

c d 1 s1
At

2 g ( H o1 − hh ) t o1 + ( H o1 − hh )

(30)

2 2
d1 1

c s g 2
to1 + cd1 s1 2 gHo1to1
2At

The height of the oil in the ballast tank (huo1) is found
as:
Q
c 2 s 2 g 2 cd 1s1 2 gH o1
huo1 = uo1 = − d 1 1
to1 +
t o1
Au
2 At Au
Au
(31)

Water inflow
The rate of water inflow to the ballast tank
depends on the draft of the ship and the height of the
oil-water inside the ballast tank while the ship’s
movements are neglected. By increasing the height of
the mixture of oil-water, the rate of the water inflow
will decrease. The rate of the incoming water can be
obtained from the following equation:
If huow ≤ hh →vw1 = 2g (d − hh )
If huow > hh &huw ≤ hh →vw1 = 2g[(d − hh ) −

ρo
(huow1 − hh)]
ρw

ρ
If how > hh →vw1 = 2g[(d − hh ) − ( o huo1 + huw1 − hh)]
ρw

(32)

where d is the draft of the damaged ship. The height of
the oil in the ballast tank is a function both of time and
the height of the oil inside the cargo tank. In order to
solve this equation, time domain simulations are
performed. At each time step, the height of the oil is
calculated, and then the height of the water is
subsequently computed. The height of the water versus
time is given by:
cd 2 s2 2 g (d − hh )
c s ρ g 2
huw1 = −( d 2 2 )2 ow tuw
tuw1
1+
(33)
Au
2.ρ w
Au
and;
Quw1 = −

(cd 2 s2 ) 2 ρow g 2
tuw1 + cd 2 s2 2 g (d − hh )tuw1
2 ρ w Au1

(34)

This stage is terminated once hydrostatic equilibrium
between either the oil-water mixture and oil or water is
attained.
Second stage: outflow and inflow to the ballast tank
The second stage depends on the height of the
oil in the cargo tank, the ship’s draft and the mixture
of the oil-water in the ballast tank. Two different states
may develop:
State 1
In the first state, the hydrostatic oil pressure at
the inner opening (s1) is greater than the hydrostatic
pressure of the mixture of oil and water. If it is
assumed that oil and water are immiscible, oil will run
out of the cargo tank into the ballast tank and increase
the hydrostatic pressure inside this tank and
consequently push water or oil out to the sea.
State 2
In the second state, seawater flows into the
ballast tank and oil or water flows into the cargo tank
because the hydrostatic seawater pressure is greater
than the pressure of the mixture of oil and water at the
outer bottom opening. It is obvious that for the second
state, there is no oil spill.This stage ceases as soon as
second hydrostatic equilibrium occurs.
Third stage: Two way flows
The reason for oil outflow and water inflow in
the third stage is different density of the fluids. This
stage depends on the height of water inside the ballast
tank and cargo tank. If the density of liquids is
different at both sides of the holes, there is a
combination of water inflow/oil outflow through the
openings. The inflow-outflow through the openings
must be equal from continuity reasons, but the
effective opening will gradually be reduced.
Outer hole
Whereas the external side of the outer hole is
always water, the height of the water in the ballast tank
has a major impact on the flows. If the height of the
water in the ballast tank is less than the height of the
puncture, two way flows may happen. The water/oil
flow to the ballast tank ceases when there is water on
both sides of the two holes. The velocity of oil
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outflow/waterr inflow throough the outeer hole can be
b
obtained:
( ρ − ρo )
If huw < hh → vw2 = vo 2 = 2 g w
y
(355)
ρw

20

2.7
Oil
16.8

y is the heighht of the stream
m surface for each
e
flow, huww1
is the height of the waterr in the ballaast tank in thhe
previous step. The flow wiill cease whenn there is wateer
on both sides of the breaak. The oil outflow
o
in thiis
phase can be given by:
Qo 3 = Bb L ( hh − huw1)

(366)

where Bb, L are
a breadth annd length of the
t ballast tannk
and hh is thee height of thhe opening froom the bottom
m
and huw1 is the height of the water in thee ballast tank in
i
the previous stage. The outflow
o
time in the seconnd
phase is givenn by:
T=

Q03
Cd s vo 2

(377)

Inner hole
Whereeas the fluid on the internnal side of thhe
inner hole is always oil, thhe height of thhe water in thhe
ballast tank has
h a significaant influence on the flow. If
I
the height of the
t water in thhe ballast tankk is higher thaan
the height of the puncture, two way flow
ws may occuur.
In this condiition, there iss a local imbbalance due to
t
different dennsity of the fluids
f
in the inner holes as
a
well.
The water/oil
w
flow
w to the ballaast tank ceasees
when the heigght of the watter in the carggo tank is equaal
to the heightt of the innerr hole. The velocity
v
of oil
o
outflow/waterr inflow throough the inneer hole can be
b
obtained from
m:
(ρ − ρ )
If huw ≥ hh & hcw < hh → vw1 = vo1 = 2g w o y
ρw
(388)

s1

24
Ballast

water

s2
4

Figure
F
14. Princippal dimensions of FPSO and damaaged tank

First
F
stage: Filling
F
of ballaast tank
In the beeginning, the bballast tank is empty and oiil
and
a water flow
w in. Figure 15 shows the oil and wateer
velocities
v
throough the two oopenings. Thee oil and wateer
rates
r
are consstant if the freee surface of mixture of oiil
and
a water in the ballast taank is below the openingss.
When
W
the heiight of the m
mixture of oill and water is
more
m
than the height of the openings, thee oil and wateer
inflow
i
rates deecrease with ttime. In this case, at the endd
of
o this step,, hydrostatic equilibrium
m takes placee
between
b
the mixture
m
of oiil-water in th
he ballast tankk
and
a sea water..
The heigght of the oil aand water in th
he ballast tankk
are
a shown in Figure
F
16. 1060 m3 oil and
d 550 m3 wateer
flow
f
into the ballast
b
tank duuring 20 minu
utes.

Figure
F
15. Oil annd water flow ratees through two op
penings

where y is thhe height of the
t stream suurface for eacch
flow, huw is thhe height of the
t water in thhe ballast tankk,
hcw is the heiight of the waater in the carrgo tank in thhe
previous step. The flow ceeases when there is water on
o
both sides off the inner breeak. The oil outflow
o
in thiis
phase is givenn by:
Qo 4 = BL (hh − hcw1 )
(399)
where B, L are
a breadth annd length of the
t cargo tankk,
hcw1 is the heiight of the waater in the ballast tank in thhe
previous step.
The outflow time
t
in the seccond phase is given by:
T=

Q02
Cd s v1

(440)

Case study, double
d
side design
d
Analytical Methods
M
In this case,
c
there are rectangular openings
o
4 meeter
above the boottom of the tank.
t
The opeening is 1 meeter
long and 10 centimetre
c
high.

Figure
F
16. Heighht of water and oill in the ballast tan
nk (first step)

Second
S
stage:: outflow and
d inflow to thee ballast tank
k
The first stage ends oncee hydrostaticc
equilibrium
e
occcurs betweenn sea water an
nd oil-water inn
the
t ballast tannk. But the hyydrostatic oil pressure
p
at thee
inner
i
openingg (S1) is greatter than the pressure
p
of thee
mixture
m
of oil and water in the ballast taank, so oil willl
run
r out of the cargo tank into the balllast tank. Thee
inflow
i
of oiil to the ballast tank increases thee
hydrostatic
h
pressure inside the ballast tan
nk and pushes
water
w
or oil out
o to the seea. Figure 17. displays thee
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height of the water and oiil in the ballaast tank in thiis
step. As longg as the heighht of the water in the ballast
tank is largerr than the heigght of the outeer opening, thhe
water runs out
o to the seaa and the heiight of the oil
o
increases.
This stage ceasess as soon as
a hydrostatiic
equilibrium occurs for the
t
second time.Figure 18
1
displays the outflow rate from the cargo tank to thhe
ballast tank inn both steps. It
I can be seen that at the ennd
of this stage,, the oil outfllow velocity because
b
of thhe
gravity is zerro. In the secoond stage, 16991 m3 oil flow
ws
out to the sea in 154 minutees as shown inn Figure 19.

In
I general, thee height of thee water and oiil in the ballasst
tank
t
is constannt, while the height of the oil is reducedd
and
a the heightt of water is iincreased in th
he cargo tankk.
Figure
F
20. shoows the heighht of the wateer in the cargoo
tank.
t

Figure
F
20. Heighht of the water in tthe cargo tank

Figure
F
21.shoows the oil sspill volume, 5550 m3 oiil
flows
f
out of the
t cargo tankk in 4933 min
nutes. 4253 m3
oil
o spills to thhe sea (28% oof the total oiil of the cargoo
tank)
t
and 12977 m3 oil retainns in the ballast tank. Figuree
22.
2 and Figurre 23. show thhe oil and waater volume inn
the
t ballast andd cargo tanks.
Figure 17. Heigght of water andd oil in the ballaast tank (first annd
second steps)

Figure18. Oil ouutflow rate througgh inner opening

Figure
F
21. Oil spill volume

Figure 19. Oil sppill volume
Figure
F
22. Oil annd water in the ballast tank

Third step: Two
T way flow
ws
The reeason for oil outflow
o
and water
w
inflow in
i
the third stepp is differentt density of the
t fluids. Thhe
stage ceases when both sides of the openings arre
covered by water.
w
At the end
e of the seccond step, botth
sides of the outer openinng are almost covered by
b
water. In this example, thhe water leakks through thhe
inner openingg into the carggo tank and oil
o flows out of
o
the cargo tannk simultaneoously. The dissplacements of
o
water and oil could also chhange the heigght of the wateer
in the ballastt tank. In ordder to maintaiin equilibrium
m,
sea water is sucked
s
into thhe ballast tankk from the seaa.

Figure
F
23. Oil annd water in the carrgo tank
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Numerical Siimulation
In ordder to test thee validity of the suggesteed
model with reespect to oil spill
s
predictionns, a numericaal
simulation is performed with
w the compputer softwaree,
Fluent (2007). The properrties of the taanks, openinggs
and liquids are similar to those off the previouus
examples.

Figure 24. Comparison
C
of oiil and water in thee ballast Tank

In Figure 244.the Fluent results are compared
c
witth
analytical siimulations. There
T
is good agreemennt
it
between resuults. In the analytical simulations,
s
assumed thaat the oil and water are perfectlly
immiscible. This
T
assumptiion is the maain reason whhy
the results don’t
d
converggence compleetely at som
me
points.Figure 25. comparess the oil spill volume for thhe
two simulatioons. It is seenn that oil spillls faster to thhe
sea in the analytical sim
mulation. Tw
wo causes arre
suggested. The first causse is the assuumption abouut
interaction beetween oil annd water in thhe ballast tankk.
The second cause
c
refers to
t the numerical model. In
I
FLUENT, the released
r
oil intto the sea addded to the wateer
and increases the external pressure.
p

a big influencce on the oil sspill volume and time. Thee
oil
o spill volum
me and efflux ttime increase if the openingg
is
i in the side. The higher pposition of thee opening, thee
more
m
oil spillls to the sea as long as th
he puncture is
below
b
the waterline.
w
Thee effects of various hulll
configurations
c
s are analysed analyticallly. The results
for
f
different designs arre confirmed
d with CFD
D
simulations
s
ass well. The meethods can alsso be extendedd
to
t account foor waves, tidaal variations and
a buoyancyy
changes
c
for thhe ship. The reesults show th
hat some of thee
spilt
s
oil from the cargo taank may be retained in thee
ballast
b
tank foor double side designs. The amount of oiil
captured
c
depeends on the daamage size, an
nd ballast tankk
space.
s
The miixture of oil aand water in th
he ballast tankk
delays
d
oil draainage and efffectively inccreases the oiil
spill
s
time.
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Figure 25. Oil sppill volume

Conclusions
In thiss paper analyttical methods are developeed
for analysis of the oil sppill process for
f tanks witth
o
opening in the side. The crrucial informaation is total oil
spill and thhe temporal aspect. On the basis of
o
calculations of
o oil-water flows, total spiill and loss ratte
have been esttablished. If thhe opening is in the side, thhe
oil outflow process
p
is different from the case witth
opening at thee bottom. Thee location of thhe opening haas
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Evaluation of Critical Grounding Incidents
Bernadette Zipfel and Eike Lehmann
Hamburg University of Technology

Abstract:
A method is introduced to quickly measure the total bending moment and shear force for any ship due to soft groundings. Therefore
the ship design program e4 and the FE program Ansys are used and coupled. The grounding points respectively areas are combined
with different load cases. These combinations are being considered for different water levels due to tide. The critical combinations that
lead to an exceedance of the maximal allowable bending moment and shear force according to classification societies can be
determined. The ship is modelled as rigid body and the sliding phase is not considered. The presented method is verified through
existing formulas. Also the acting forces and moments as well as the sections at risk can be identified. The method is exemplary
applied for a container vessel.

Introduction
The focus is being at soft grounding which happened
more frequently in the last years. Especially because
ship dimensions are continuously growing and the
demurrage is reduced, the manoeuvring room is smaller
in harbours. Grounding accidents can lead to the loss of
human lives, severe environmental consequences and
economical loss. Therefore assessing the influence of
the additional forces and moments on the ship structure
resulting from grounding is of main interest. For a
pontoon, Östergaard et al. [6] developed formulas to
calculate the additional vertical force and the bending
moment caused by strandings. Pedersen [5] as well gave
formulas for the additional shear force and the ending
moment. He assumed that the breadth is constant over
the length and that the waterplane area does not change
while emerging. Lehmann et al. [4] published a formula
to estimate the additional bending moment only at the
main frame of any ship.
A method is developed to calculate the total bending
moment, shear force and heeling angle due to grounding
for any ship depending on the load case, the grounding
point/area and the surface drawdown. The purpose is to
find the critical combinations of grounding point/area,
surface drawdown and load case which lead to an
exceedance of the global bending moment and shear
force requested by classification societies or/and lead to
instability in the final position.
Furthermore the value of the additional forces and
moments caused by grounding shall be determined. The
method is performed for a container vessel.
Method
It is assumed that the ship does not suffer
important damage between the initial contact with the
ground and the final laying position.The hull behaves
predominantly as a rigid body. Therefore the immersion
of bow and stern when the ultimate resistance of the
girder is reached is neglected.
A panmax container vessel with different load cases is
chosen. Grounding of the vessel at certain points/areas
including surface drawdowns due to tide is simulated

with the ship design program e4. Then the resulting
load forces and water pressure are applied onto a beam
modelled in the finite element program Ansys 11.0.
As a result of the modelling of a predefined load case
the total bending moment and the shear force caused by
a grounding incident and changes in water level can be
determined.
Dimensions and Load Cases of a Vessel
The relevant dimensions of the chosen vessel
Panmax-J are given in table 1. Panmax-J is a ship
design and fully implemented in e4.
Table 1: Dimension of Panmax-J
Length Loa

294.1 m

Length Lpp

285.6 m

Breadth B

32.2 m

Height D

21.8 m

Design Draft Td

12.04 m

Block Coefficient cB

0.656

Mainframe Coefficient cM

0.98

Speed v

24 kn

Three load cases are considered: the arrival (A),
the ballast (B) and the departure case (C). All load cases
are typical for estuary voyage. In the arrival case the
ship has its design draft. Figure 1 shows the weight
distribution, shear force and bending moment calculated
for this load case at the centreline.The weight
distribution is required for the FE calculations. e4 gives
all relevant weights as a line load distribution at the
centreline.
During the ballast voyage the ships' draft is
6.26m. This load case has the largest bending moment
and defines therefore the moments for the main frame
design.
The vessel floats on the design draft while departing
from a port. The still water bending moment is the
smallest compared to the other two load cases.
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Figure 1: Load Case A: Weight Distribution, Shear Force and
Bending Moment

Grounding Calculation in e4, Grounding Position
and Tide
A subroutine was implemented in e4. So the user
defines the position of grounding, surface drawdown
and if the trim and the heel are fixed or free. The
method generates a sheet of hydrostatic curves. Here the
trim and the heel are always set free. They are
automatically determined, so that the moments relative
to the grounding location are equalized, see [3].
For each new floating condition, a sectional area curve
is generated. The buoyancy at the centreline is
converted in a line load distribution by integration of
the sectional area curve.
The following table 2 gives an overview of the
calculated cases.
In each grounding case the water level is changed. The
initial position is calculated (no grounding, no tide) and
then the surface is drawn down in one meter steps to a
total change of five meters.
Table 2: Grounding Cases
Case

Description

A1

load case A, different grounding points, always y=0m

A2

load case A, different grounding areas, always y=0m

A1y

load case A, different grounding points, always y=8m

B1

load case B, different grounding points, always y=0m

C1

load case C, different grounding points, always y=0m

Finite Element Model
The total bending moments and vertical forces
due to the grounding cases are calculated in Ansys.
The ship is modelled as a beam. The forces resulting
from weight and buoyancy are applied as line loads
onto the beam. The line load distribution from the
floating condition generated in e4 is in a ship-fixed
coordinate system. For a correct FE calculation, the
distribution should be in a ground-fixed reference
system. A test with a pontoon (L=100m, B=1m,
T=20m, trim angle=5°) reveals that the difference of the
buoyancy distribution in a ship-fixed and a groundfixed system are marginal. A difference in the

distributions only occurs at the first meter of one end.
After the first meter the difference is less than 0.4%.
For a real ship, the difference is insignificant since ships
have proportionally the fewest buoyancy at the bow and
the stern.
The correct moment of inertia of the beam is not
required for the method, because only the moments and
forces are examined. For the cases A1, B1 and A1y five
degrees of freedom are fixed at the grounding point.
Only the rotation around y is free. Whereas the
grounding area is modelled with springs to simulate an
elastic foundation. The stiffness of the springs does not
influence the result and is chosen to one.
In all cases a spring with a stiffness of one is placed at
each end of the beam to prevent rigid body motions.
The reaction forces in the springs are low and they do
not have an influence on the results. A drawing of the
beam and its boundaries is presented in figure 2 for
each grounding case. The coordinate system is plotted
and the vessel is sketchily shown in order to reach more
clearness.

Figure 2: Beam (Idealized Ship)

Results of Method
Load case A is chosen for most calculations
because its still water bending moment lies between the
one of load case B and C.
Ground position is measured from aft perpendicular
(A.P.). The cases A2, A1y, B1 and C1 are compared to
case A1. For each case, the bending moments and shear
forces for the five water levels are presented. The
maximal allowable bending moments and shear forces
which are determined according to the rules of
Germanischer Lloyd (GL) [2] are always plotted with a
dashed line as reference curves. The reference curves
include the reserve between the still water and the
seagoing conditions of the structure. The grounded
vessel is probably not subjected to wave loads, [1],[5].
So if the curves are exceeded, the structure will take
severe damage.
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Figure 3: Bending Moments and Shear Forces due to Grounding at
65m A.P. (Case A1)
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Figure 4: Bending Moments and Shear Forces due to Grounding at
145m A.P. (Case A1)

Figure 5: Bending Moments and Shear Forces due to Grounding at
265m A.P. (Case A1)

Grounding Case A1
Figures 3 to 5 exemplarily show the total
bending moments and shear forces due to grounding at
65m, 145m and 265m A.P. for each surface drawdown.
Except for four positions, most of the total bending
moments exceed the allowable moment after GL. Only
for running aground at 85m, 105m, 165m and 185m
A.P., the moments of all water levels stay inside the
envelope although they are reduced at the stranding
position.
When the vessel strands in the area of the aft body
(between -5m and 25m) or the fore body (between
225m and 285m A.P.), all tide levels lead to an
exceedance of the maximal moment according to GL
amidships. Accidents for two to five meters of surface
drawdown which occur at 45m, 65m and 205m A.P.
lead to an exceedance of the allowable bending
moment. Running aground around midship section
(125m and 145m) produces maximal bending moments
for water drawdowns of 4m and 5m that lie outside the
envelope (see fig. 3).
The highest positive bending moment out of all
calculated positions occurs for grounding at the bow
(285m: 7.3E6 kNm and 265m: 7.1E6 kNm, see fig.5).
The moment is measured amidships. However the effect
is less for stranding at the stern (-5m: 6.3E 6kNm and
5m: 6.2E6 kNm) than for stranding at the bow. Due to
stranding at 145m A.P., the maximal negative moment
occurs with -6.4E6 kNm (see fig. 4). The shear force at
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Figrue 6: Bending Moments and Shear Forces due to Grounding at
145m A.P. (Case A2

The whole course of the shear force also changes
due to grounding. The maximal allowable vertical shear
force according to GL is exceeded for each grounding
incident and almost every water level. Just for one
meter of surface drawdown and grounding at 65m,
105m, 125m and 145m A.P, the shear force stays inside
the envelope (see fig. 3 and 4). The shear forces not
only exceed the allowable value directly at the
grounding position but also beyond it. Especially when
the vessel grounds in the fore or aft body, the shear
force is high at the area of the other end. However the
maximal shear force often occurs at the same location
as the maximal bending moment which takes place at
the grounding position.
Stranding at 145m generates the highest shear force of
3.35E5 kN for 5m of surface drawdown out of all
calculations. This is 100 times more than the shear force
in the initial floating condition (see fig. 3).

Grounding Case A2
In grounding case A2 the reaction force is
constantly distributed over 30m (ca. 10% of Loa).
Figure 6 compares the total bending moments and shear
forces for stranding at the area of 130-160m A.P. to
grounding at the point 145m A.P. for three different tide
levels.The bending moments and shear forces are
explicitly smaller than for grounding at one point
around midship. The average deviation between the
moments of case A1 and case A2 measured at 145m
A.P. is 31.93%.However the shear forces differ 30.07%.
The reduction of forces and moments amidships decline
for grounding in the area of the fore or aft body. The
difference at 143m A.P. between point and area is only
2-2.5%. The deviation at the grounding position is still
very high.
Grounding Case A1y
Stranding outside of the centreline primarily
produces a heeling moment. The force due to stranding
is small. Hence the resulting moments and forces do not
differ much from the initial floating condition before
grounding.
Table 3: Force, Heel and Trim Angle for Grounding at x=145m,
y=8m
trim
heel
∆t TAP [m]
FG [kN]
[m]
[m]
1
11.858
-0.007
5.86
7198.578
2
11.519
0.105
11.063
12397.878
3
11.083
0.249
15.767
17212.626
4
10.581
0.395
20.081
22353.066
5
10.026
0.536
24.084
28139.004

Table 3 gives the grounding force FG, the trim and the
heel angle for running aground at the point x=145m
A.P. and y=8m.
In this case stability is the problem. The structure is
only loaded with low forces and moments compared to
case A1. Figure 7 reveals that the grounding force FG of
case A1 is ten-times higher than in case A1y.
3.5E+05
Grounding at x=145m, y=0m
Grounding at x=145m, y=10m
3.0E+05

2.5E+05

Force [kN]

the grounding position is remarkable high compared to
the force in the initial floating condition. The effect of
running aground can clearly be seen for every position
by the large jump of the force value (see fig. 3 to 5).
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Figure 7: Grounding Force FG: Case A1 vs. A1y
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Grounding Case B1
When running aground at the aft part of the
vessel the bending moments are higher than in case A1,
see figure 8. An average deviation of 10.15% is
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=143m. The shear forces are higher

(10.52%) at the ground point but the jump is much
smaller than in case A1.
If the ship strands amidships or in the fore body area,
the moments and forces are clearly smaller. Especially
for grounding at 145m A.P., all moments of case B1 are
less than half the value of the moments in case A1. For
stranding at 265m, the moments from case A1 are 15%
higher amidships.
Grounding Case C1
In case C1 the moments and forces are higher
than in case A1 when the vessel grounds amidships, see
figure 9. For running aground in the area of the fore or
aft body, the bending moments and the shear forces
become smaller compared to case A1.
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Figure 8: Bending Moments and Shear Forces due to Grounding at
65m A.P. (Case B1)
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Verifying the Method
The grounding case A1 is also calculated with
existing formulas of Lehmann et al. [4] and Östergaard
et al. [6] to verify the method. The additional bending
moment due to grounding is calculated at three points:
5m, 145m and 265m A.P. At all points, five moments
are achieved, one for every meter of surface drawdown.
Therefore a total of 15 moments with each formula are
assessed and compared to the results of the described
method.
In order to achieve more clarity the additional bending
moments due to grounding which are calculated with
three different methods/formulas are classified as
shown below:
•
•
•

MZ(x): additional bending moment at all length
meters after Zipfel
ML: additional bending moment at 143m A.P.
after Lehmann
MÖ(x): additional bending moment at all length
meters after Östergaard, multiplied by the
coefficient of water plane cWp, see [1].
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Figure 9: Bending Moments and Shear Forces due to Grounding at
145m A.P. (Case C1)

To attain MZ(x), the still water bending moment from
load case A (see fig. 1) is subtracted from the calculated
total bending moment due to the relevant grounding
position.
First MZ(x=143m) is compared with ML and afterwards
compared to MÖ(x=143m). In the following,
the deviation from ML respectively MÖ(x=143m) to
MZ(x=143m) will be discussed. The percental
differences of the moments resulting from each water
level are averaged for the considered stranding point.
Lehmann estimates the additional bending moment at
the main frame due to different grounding positions for
ships.
The required coefficients cWp and cM are given by
Lehmann estimates the additional bending moment at
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bending moment M(L* , τ, x ) caused by grounding of a
pontoon.
It is difficult to compare a pontoon with a slender
vessel. Nevertheless, the formula of Östergaard shall be
used since no other simple formulations exist for the
given problem. So the formula of Östergaard is
multiplied by the water plane coefficient cWp, see [1].
This makes it possible to partly include the effect of the
real water plane. The correct coefficient depends on the
draft and the trim. For each grounding point and water
level, the value cWp is taken out of the hydrostatic tables
from e4. The achieved moment is called MÖ(x). The
moment MÖ(x) is an approximation of reality.
For all 15 moments, the average deviation between
MZ(x=143m) and MÖ(x=143m) is 25.63%.
Stranding at 145m A.P. gives a huge and conservative
difference of 39.02% compared to MZ(x=143m). For a
grounding accident at 5m A.P., the moments are
33.44% higher than MZ(x=143m). Again the least
deviation can be seen when the vessel runs aground at
265m A.P. but the values of MÖ(x=143m) are smaller
than MZ(x=143m).
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Figure 10: Additional Bending Moments due to Grounding at 5m
A.P.
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Figure 11: Additional Bending Moments due to Grounding at 145m
A.P.
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the main frame due to different grounding positions for
ships.
The required coefficients cWp and cM are given by
Lehmann [4] (pp. 924) for different block coefficients
cB. For cB =0.7 the coefficients are given to cWp =0.8
and cM =0.83.
The average deviation between MZ(x=143m) and ML
for all 15 moments is 3.64%. The value of MZ(x=143m)
is frequently higher.
The maximum difference for grounding at 145m A.P.
amounts to 6.85%. Here ML is a conservative estimation
compared to MZ(x=143m). When the ship strands at 5m
A.P., the value of ML is 3.37% less than MZ(x=143m).
The moments MZ(x=143m) and ML are almost the same
(difference: 0.7%) for ground point 265m A.P.
In total, the moments after Lehmann do not differ much
to the moments achieved by the here presented method.
Östergaard developed formulas to calculate the
additional vertical force V (L* , τ ) and the additional
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Figure 12: Additional Bending Moments due to Grounding at 265m
A.P.

In figures 10 to 12 the additional bending
moments MZ(x), MÖ(x) and ML are plotted subject to
three water levels (1m, 3m and 5m).
The formula of Östergaard does not produce good
estimations for slender ships. Multiplying Östergaard's
formula by the correct water plane coefficient reduces
the moment. But the real buoyancy distribution of a
slender ship is not included.
In all three cases the absolute value of the moments
MÖ(x) at the stranding point are explicitly higher than
MZ(x). For grounding at 145m and 265m A.P., the
course of MÖ(x) equals the course of MZ(x) (see fig. 11
and 12). In the case shown in figure 11 the values are
overestimated.
Östergaard's moments take good courses of the moment
for running aground in the forward part (see fig. 12).
Since the stern immerses which equals far more a
pontoon than the bow. The value of the moment
MÖ(x=143m) amidships is less because at the grounding
position the moment is overvalued. The vessels bow
produces less overplus of buoyancy than a cuboid.
For grounding at 5m, the course achieved by Östergaard
differs from MZ(x) (see fig. 11). Now the bow
immerses.
The bending moments MZ(x), ML and MÖ(x) are also
calculated for a full-bodied ship, because it equals more
a pontoon. The bulk carrier Bulker-B as well is a ship
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design (Studienarbeit Zipfel [7]) in e4. The bulker
L
grounds at 10m, pp
=110m and 210m A.P.
2
For the bulker, the formulas of Östergaard give better
results than for the container vessel. The conservative
estimation differs only 11.36% from MZ(x=110m). The
courses of MÖ(x) for all position equal those of the
method.
The moments ML after Lehmann are then again almost
the same as MZ(x=110m).
Conclusion and Recommendations for Further
Work
Conclusion
A method was introduced to measure the total
bending moment, the shear force and the heel angle for
any ship due to grounding. The critical combinations of
grounding point/area, surface drawdown and load case
that lead to an exceedance of the maximal allowable
bending moment and shear force can be determined.
The comparison with existing formulas showed that the
presented method gives reasonable results which
include all relevant effects as ship form and trim.
So the acting forces and moments as well as the
sections at risk can be identified.
The method is quick and applicable for every existing
vessel and every ship design.
The smaller the bending moment amidships
resulting from the load case, the more the moment due
to grounding in the middle of the ship leads to an
exceedance of the allowable moment. However, when
the vessel strands at the area of bow or stern and the
initial bending moment is high, then a higher moment
occurs amidships.
The shear force due to grounding for all
positions is the most critical factor. Especially in
combination with the maximal bending moment at the
same position, the structure can take severe damage.
Not only the bending moment at the grounding position
can be detrimental but also the moment amidships can
exceed the allowable bending moment (for stranding in
fore/aft body). This effect is not significantly reduced
when the vessel runs aground on a sandbank.
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Recommendations for Further Work
Knowing the acting forces and moments as well
as the sections at risk, the next step is to reduce the
simplification. The method can further be used to
control the forces, moments and reactions.
At first, the ship should be considered as flexible.
Therefore the structure of the whole ship or at least the
interesting sections need to be modelled in the finiteelement method. An adequate model with which
includes the local and global failure by coinstantaneous
guaranteeing a quick computing time, needs to be
found.
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Abstract:
In this paper experimental and numerical results of a series of drop weight impact tests examining the dynamic response of fully
clamped aluminium 5083/H111 circular plates struck transversely at the centre by a mass with a spherical indenter are presented. The
impact velocity varied from 1.0 to 6.0 m/s. The plates showed no visible damage at the very lowest incident energies, but suffered both
indentation damage and plastic deformation as incident energy was increased. The numerical modelling was performed using the LSDYNA non-linear, dynamic finite element software. Both shell and solid element models of progressively refined mesh sizes were
used and the results compared with the experimental data. The numerical calculations used can accurately predict the response of
deflections, forces and absorbed energies, even for the models with coarse meshes. However, finer meshes and solid elements were
required to obtain a satisfactorily accurate prediction of the deformed shape.

Introduction
Increased attention is being paid to the
assessment of the collision strength of ship structures,
and to developing more crashworthy designs. One
approach to the problem is to use complex finite
element models to calculate the energy absorbed during
collision (Akita et al. 1972, Kajaste-Rudnitski et al.
2005). Another approach is to use simple models of
energy absorption for each structural member and to
calculate the absorbed energy as the collision progresses
and the structural elements are subjected to large
deformations (McDermott et al. 1974, Amdhal et al.
1995, Wang et al. 1997). The simplified models used to
calculate energy absorption are based on rigid plastic
theory, which has been shown to be appropriate for
these predictions as described in Guedes Soares (1981),
Jones (1989), Stronge and Yu (1993), and Yu and Chen
(2000), among others. Concerning the behaviour of
plates, a theoretical analysis that examines the dynamic
plastic response of thin circular plates transversely and
centrally struck by a mass with a conical head and a
spherical nose has been summarized by Shen (1995).
The analysis employs an interaction yield surface which
combines the bending moment and membrane forces
required for plastic flow. Approximate formulas for the
load-deflection relationship of a rigid-plastic circular
plate deflected by a rigid sphere were derived by Wang
et al. (1998), which studied the behaviour at large
deflection, neglecting the contribution from bending
moments. Mechanics of the lateral indentation of a rigid
sphere into a thin, ductile metal plate were studied by
Simonsen and Lauridsen (2000) including experiments,
analytical theories and finite elements calculations. The
focus was the prediction of plate failure and the energy
absorption until this point. Analytical theories were
derived for the load-displacement behaviour of a plastic
membrane up to failure. Experimental tests which
examine the dynamic response and petalling failure of
thin circular plates struck transversely by masses having
conical heads were conducted by Shen et al. (2002) and
the theoretical analysis which examines the petalling
failure was proposed by Shen (2002).

The purpose of the present work is to compare
the results of a series of experimental tests previously
reported by Sutherland and Guedes Soares (2009) with
a finite element analysis using different elements type
and meshes size. The force-displacement curves of the
different simulations are compared with the
experimental results and the best approximations are
selected for further calculations. The shape of the
deformation is analyzed considering local indentation
and global deflections.
Theoretical background
A theoretical analysis of the dynamic plastic
response of thin circular plates struck transversely by
non-blunt masses was proposed by Shen (1995) and is
summarized as follows; The fully clamped circular plate
in Figure 1 has a radius R, thickness H, mass density ρ
and is struck by a mass G traveling with an initial
velocity V0 at the centre of the plate. After impact, the
striker G is assumed to remain in contact with the plate.
Therefore, the striker and the struck point of the plate
have an initial velocity V0 at the instant of contact and a
common velocity throughout the entire response. The
maximum total deformation Wt is divided into two
parts: maximum local indentation Wi and maximum
global deflection W. A quasi-static method is used to
analyze the local deformation, while the global
deflection is studied with a dynamic analysis. The local
indentation and the central global deflection correspond
to a common force magnitude between the striker and
the impact point of the plate throughout the whole
response. First the global deflection is calculated along
with its corresponding force, and from this force the
indentation is calculated. Thus, for example, the
maximum force corresponds to the maximum
centralglobal deflection and the maximum local
indentation.
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Figure 1: Clamped circular plate struck transversely at the centre by a
mass.

The yield condition combines the bending
moment and membrane force which cause the crosssection of a perfectly plastic structure to became fully
plastic (Jones 1989). Material strain rate sensitive
effects are considered with the aid of the CowperSimonds equation and Perrone and Bhadras
approximation, which was further simplified by Jones
(1989).
The indentation of the plate under the striker is
observed to have the same shape as the head of the
striker. It is assumed that any point in the un-deformed
plate moves vertically without horizontal displacement
in the deformed plate, as can be seen in the detail of
Figure 1. For the global deflection the following two
simplifications are introduced:
(a) The radial and circumferential membrane forces are
equal and are independent of the radial coordinate.
(b) Plastic yielding is controlled independently by radial
and circumferential bending moments and
membrane forces.
In view of assumption (a) the normality
requirement of plasticity associated with circumferential
bending moment and membrane force is disregarded.
Figure 1 shows the permanent total deformation of the
plate, the shape of the un-deformed plate and the global
deformation of the plate without local indentation. The
local indentation plays an important role in the total
response of the plate (Wi and W are generally of similar
magnitude) and hence cannot be neglected.
Experimental details and summary of results
Impact testing was performed using a fully
instrumented Rosand IFW5 falling weight machine. A
small, light hemispherical ended cylindrical projectile
was dropped from a known, variable height between
guide rails onto clamped horizontally supported circular
aluminium 5083/H111 plate targets. A much larger,
variable mass was attached to the projectile and a load
cell between the two gave the variation of impact force
with time. An optical gate gave the incident velocity of
the impact head, and hence the velocity, displacement
and the energy it imparted could be calculated from the
measured force-time data by successive numerical
integrations, knowing the impact mass. The
experimental set up can be seen in Figure 2. Specimen
plates were 200 mm square and were fully clamped by
four bolts between two thick 200 mm square steel plates
with internal diameter D = 100 mm. The indenter was a

hemi-spherically ended projectile of radius r = 5 mm. In
order to investigate the effects of both global
deformation and local indentation, tests were carried out
for two plate thickness’, 2.0 mm and 5.92 mm,
(henceforth referred to as ‘thin’ and ‘thick’
respectively) using an impact mass of 3.103 kg and
4.853 kg respectively. Tests were carried out on virgin
specimens for a range of impact velocities, from very
low energies up to perforation where possible. Full
experimental details and discussions of the experimental
results may be found in Sutherland and Guedes Soares
(2009).

Figure 2: Circular plate specimen in clamped condition (dimensions
in millimetres).

A representative sample of the full experimental
results at low, medium and high incident energy for
both thin and thick plates were selected for comparisons
with the current numerical analyses, and are
summarised in Table 1. The ‘End’ of the test is defined
as when the contact force drops to zero, and occurs
when the indenter first leaves the surface of the plate.
Specimens suffering perforation were not considered
here.
Table 1: Summary of experimental impact results.
Impact
Specimen

Values at Peak Force

Values at End

Velocity

Force

Defln

Energy

Defln

Energy

(m/s)

(kN)

(mm)

(J)

(mm)

(J)

AL1-K

0.95

1.2

2.50

1.6

1.27

1.1

AL1-N

2.53

3.7

5.36

10.6

4.07

9.1

AL1-R

4.39

6.7

9.99

31.2

8.98

29.8

AL1-U

5.90

8.9

12.78

55.7

12.00

55.1

AL2-H

0.91

4.8

0.79

2.3

0.23

1.1

AL2-I

2.62

11.4

2.41

16.8

1.23

12.2

AL2-B

4.77

15.8

5.30

56.8

4.19

52.2

AL2-D

5.85

18.4

6.74

84.0

5.79

80.2

Numerical model
The computations were carried out using the LSDYNA (version 971, Hallquist 2005) finite element
package which is appropriate for non-linear explicit
dynamic simulations with large deformations. The finite
element model was designed with the following
components (Figures 3 and 4): specimen plate, two
support plates (one below and the other above the
specimen plate) and the striking mass. The specimen
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plates were modelled with either shell or solid elements,
the support plates with shell elements, and the striking
mass with solid elements. The shell elements were 4node with 5-integration points thought the thickness
(Belytshko-Tsay formulation) and the solid elements
were 8-node with 1-integration point (constant stress
solid element formulation), both element formulations
are the default in LS-DYNA.

Figure 3: Details of finite element model.

Figure 4: Typical mesh.

Mesh design
The type of element (shell or solid) and the mesh
size used to model the plates were varied in order to
optimise the agreement of the FE model with the
experimental results. The meshing used in all cases was
regular and square (Figure 4), meaning that the mesh
was not finer neither at the point of impact nor at the
supported perimeter. Initial calculations explored the
use of different mesh configurations, some of them
automatically generated and others with coincident
nodes in the supports and radial orientation of the
elements. Similar results were obtained in all cases and
hence the simplest and cheapest mesh design was
selected for all future calculations.The approach taken
was to start with a mesh size equal to the plate thickness
and then progressively decrease the mesh size until
good correlation with the experimental maximum force
and displacement results was achieved. It was also
important to obtain a good approximation of the shape
of the plate deformation, in terms of both local
indentation and global deflection. The mesh size of the
shell element models considered were 6x6, 4x4 and 2x2

mm for the thick plates (denoted by Shell6, Shell4 and
Shell2 respectively), and 2x2, 1x1 and 0.5x0.5 mm for
the thin plates (denoted by Shell2, Shell1 and Shell0.5
respectively). Care was taken to avoid an excessively
high element side length to thickness ratio. The solid
element model mesh sizes were 1x1x1mm for the thin
plates (Solid1), and 2x2x2 and 1x1x1 mm for the thick
plates (Solid2 and Solid1 respectively).
The finite element representation of the support
plates was used to simulate the experimentally clamped
boundary condition of the specimen plates using a
relatively coarse mesh of shell elements with a side
length of approximately 5 mm. The striking mass was
modelled using solid elements since this simplified the
definition of both the impact mass and the geometry,
and in order to model the spherical geometry
sufficiently accurately a mesh size of approximately 1.0
mm was chosen. The sphere was meshed to ensure that
the face of a sphere element (as apposed to a single
node ‘corner’) contacted with the plate, ensuring a more
realistic simulation of the contact area.
The radius of the impacting mass is 5.0 mm, and
hence the ratios of element size to indenter radius were
6/5, 4/5, 2/5, 1/5 and 1/10 for meshes with element side
length 6, 5, 4, 2, 1 and 0.5 mm respectively. These
ratios play an important role when the shape of the
deformation is analyzed.
Boundary conditions
In the present finite element model the support
plates simulate the boundary conditions of the specimen
plate, compressing the specimen as occurred in the
experiments (Figure 3). Only half of the support plate
length compressing the specimen was modelled since
this reduced the computational cost whilst previous
numerical analyses showed that this did not affect the
results. However, differences in the maximum
displacement and absorbed energy were seen when the
support plate thickness was reduced, and hence the full
support plate thickness was modelled. No gap between
the support plates and the specimen plate was modelled.
The lower support plate was constrained in all
degrees of freedom (Figure 3). The upper support plate
was constrained in all degrees of freedom except for
vertical translation, because a prescribed vertical motion
was imposed to compress the specimen plate to simulate
the clamped condition. The value of the prescribed
displacement was equal to εyH/3 (Ehlers 2010), where εy
is the yield strain of the material and H is the thickness
of the specimen. For the striking mass only the vertical
translation was free, in which direction the initial
impact velocity V0 was assigned.
Contact definition
The contact between the striking mass and the
specimen plate and between the support plates and the
specimen plate were defined as “Automatic Surface to
Surface” (Hallquist 2005). A static coefficient of
friction of 0.3 in both cases was used and a dynamic
coefficient of friction of 0.1 was included in the contact
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between the striking mass and specimen plate (Ehlers et
al. 2007, Ehlers 2010).
Material
Both support plates were modelled as a rigid
material to ensure no deformation. The ‘Mat.020-Rigid’
was selected from the material library of LS-DYNA,
assigning mild steel mechanical properties (Young’s
modulus 210 GPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.3) and a mass
density of 7850 kg.
The striking mass was modelled using the same
rigid un-deformable material and mechanical properties
as the support plates. However, since the falling weight
assembly was modelled as a simple sphere, an
artificially large density was used to give the same mass
as used in the experiments. The mass densities were
6.5E+6 and 10.0E+6 kg/m3 for the striking mass of
3.103 and 4.853 kg respectively (a factor of 1.035 was
included to allow for the small volume error since the
sphere was modelled with a finite number of discrete
flat elements).
The definition of the specimen plate material is
most important, and thus the mechanical properties of
the material used in the finite element models were
obtained from in-house tensile tests carried out on
material cut from the same panels from which the
impact specimens were taken, and are summarized in
Table 2. The material selected from the library of LSDYNA was ‘Mat.024-Piecewice linear plasticity’,
which allows the definition of a true stress-strain curve
as an offset table.

(2)
ε t = ln(ε e + 1)
The tensile tests of these particular aluminum
plates showed that the true stress at maximum load is
almost coincident with the true fracture stress, and also
noting that very little necking was observed in the
tensile tests, the exact true stress-strain curve can be
used as input in the numerical models. The true and
engineering stress-strain curves for each thickness are
shown in Figures 5 and 6. Since for the experimental
impact tests considered here only plastic deformation
was observed, failure strain was not required to define
the material of the specimen plates.

Figure 5: Engineering and true stress-stain curves (experimental).
Thickness 5.92 mm.

Table 2: Mechanical properties of aluminium 5083/H111.
Property
Units
Aluminium
Aluminium
2.0 mm
6.0 mm
Mass density

kg/m3

2710

2710

Young’s modulus

GPa

65

65

Poisson’s ratio

-

0.33

0.33

Yield stress

MPa

125

145

Rupture stress

MPa

285

290

Since the engineering stress-strain curve does not
give a true indication of the deformation characteristics
of a metal, it is necessary to use the true stress-strain
curve that represents the basic plastic-flow
characteristics of the material. The true stress must be
based on the actual cross-sectional area of the specimen,
but the true strain measurement is measured directly
when, as is the case here, strain gauges are used (Dieter
1986).
In the true stress-strain curve until the onset of
necking (for most materials, necking begins at
maximum load at a value of strain where the true stress
equals the slope of the flow curve) the true stress σt and
the true strain εt are expressed in terms of engineering
stress σe and engineering strain εe by:
(1)
σ t = σ e (ε e + 1)

Figure 6: Engineering and true stress-stain curves (experimental).
Thickness 2.00 mm.

The strain-rate sensitivity behaviour of materials
in the finite element model may be included using the
coefficients of the Cowper-Simonds constitutive
equation
(Jones
1989).
However,
published
experimental results for aluminium alloy beams (Liu
and Jones 1987) showed that they are essentially strainrate insensitive, and for the circular plates considered
here, including nominal strain-rate coefficients in the
numerical simulations resulted in smaller displacements
than seen in the experimental results. Hence, strain-rate
sensitivity was not included in further numerical
simulations here. It is important to note that for other
materials, such as mild steel, the strain-rate sensitivity
should be included (Liu and Jones 1987).
Tensile test simulation
As was mentioned in Section 4.4, since for the
experimental impact tests considered here only plastic
deformation was observed, failure was not required to
define the material of the specimen plates. However, the
experimental tensile tests used to obtain the material
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mechanical properties
p
werre modelled using
u
LS-DYN
NA
both in orderr to verify thaat the impact model gave the
t
correct plasticc deformationn, and also to make an inittial
attempt at failure
fa
predicttion. For a purely plasstic
response witthout neckinng or fractuure, the plasstic
parameters off the materiall can be deterrmined from the
t
results of a teensile test. Hoowever, fractuure and neckiing
occur over a length
l
which is much smalller than the siide
length of the elements considered
c
heere and so the
t
elements useed in the finite element model cannnot
capture such a local pheenomenon, annd so to moddel
failure, LS-D
DYNA deletes elements when their averaage
strain reachess a ‘critical’ vaalue.
This ‘ccritial’ value must
m be calibrrated against test
t
data (since the F.E. moodels can noot simulate the
t
experimental failure event at a small ennough scale) and
a
is a function of the ellement size (Simonsen and
a
Lauridsen 2000).
2
The mesh sensiitivity can be
approached with
w an engineeering methodd at the level of
advanced inddustry practicce (Simonsen and Lauridssen
2000) in which the ‘criticaal’ failure straain (in this caase
the average normal
n
strain over
o
the elem
ment) requiredd to
give the actuual experimental material fracture
f
strainn is
found throughh numerical simulations off the tensile teests
using differennt failure straains and meshh densities. Heere
‘failure strainn’ denotes the strain valuee when fractuure
occurs.
In the numerical sim
mulations, onnly the length of
the tensile test specimens between the clamping edgges
was modelledd (Figure 7) and
a the same mesh
m
sizes ussed
in the circulaar specimen plates
p
(Shell elements) weere
considered. The
T translationnal degrees of
o freedom weere
restricted at one end and at the other end a constaant
displacement of 100 timess the experimental speed was
w
prescribed (E
Ehlers 2009). Default
D
hourgglass control was
w
included. Thee true stress-sttrain curve ussed to define the
t
material was the same as thhat used for thhe circular plaate
6
specimens (Fiigures 5 and 6).

nitiation of necking
n
initiiation. The force of thee
in
diisplaced nodess at the free ennd is obtained
d and this forcee
pllotted versus the
t applied prrescribed disp
placement, andd
th
hese values ussed to give thhe engineerin
ng stress-strainn
beehaviour.
The resuults for differeent mesh sizess are presentedd
in
n Figures 8 and 9 for thick aand thin plates respectivelyy.
Th
he ‘critical’ failure strain (used as input in thee
nu
umerical moddel) represented in both graphs is 0.155.
Th
he dependencces of the faiilure strain on
n the elemennt
sizze is evident from Figurees 8 and 9 (aa coarse meshh
reequires a minnimum value of failure strrain), showingg
th
hat this parameeter is not a trrue material property
p
in this
caase. Most num
merical simulaations of tensiile tests in thee
litterature follow
w the engineeering curve quite
q
preciselyy
un
ntil the point of necking independently
y of mesh sizee
(eeven with rellatively coarsse meshes), but the posttneecking behaviiour is usuallly highly dependant on thee
mesh
m
size (Sim
monsen and L
Lauridsen 2000, Tabri et all.
20
007). For thhe aluminum
m 5083/H111 tensile tests
caarried out heree, the stress att maximum lo
oad was almosst
co
oincident witth the fractuure stress an
nd very littlee
neecking was obbserved (Figuures 5 and 6)). Hence, suchh
po
ost-necking modelling
m
probblems were av
voided, and thee
pllastic response could be eqqually well modelled
m
usingg
diifferent mesh sizes.

Figure 8: Numerrical and experrimental engineeering stress-strainn
urves. Thickness 5.92
5
mm.
cu

Figure 7: Tensilee test specimens and their numericcal simulation.

Figure 9: Numerrical and experrimental engineeering stress-strainn
urves. Thickness 2.00
2
mm.
cu

The material
m
modell for the tensille tests does not
n
use a specificc failure criterria in the pureest sense, but the
t
numerical simulation was
w
‘calibrateed’ using the
t
experimental data to give the ‘criticaal’ strain vallue
(averaged oveer the element) that fitted the
t experimenntal
results using a trial and error
e
approach. For the teests
e
the fiirst
carried out heere, it was nott difficult to estimate
value of faillure strain too be used since very litttle
necking was observed in the
t experimennts and thus the
t
t
failure strainn was close to the axiaal strain at the

For the thick tensilee test simulattion, Figure 8
sh
hows that all mesh
m
sizes coonsidered pred
dicted well thee
pllastic behavioour of the m
material. The fact that thee
Sh
hell4 and Shell6 models overestimate the specimenn
faailure strain shhow that a minnimum value of
o the materiaal
faailure strain would
w
be reqquired to be found for thee
co
oarser mesh siizes.
Fo
or the thin speecimens the nuumerical simu
ulation (Figuree
9)) for both messh sizes consiidered give allmost identicaal
reesults, both giiving approxiimately 8.0 % lower stress
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values than the experimental results. Again it is
indicated that for the coarser mesh Shell2 model, a
minimum value for the material failure strain should be
obtained to give a more approximated response
compared with the experimental results. It is worth
noting that the numerical simulations all predicted a
fracture perpendicular to the specimen axis whereas in
the thin tests this fracture was inclined (Figure 7). This
is due to the fact that the fracture process occurs at a
molecular scale well below that of the mesh size, and
may be due to adjacent layers of atoms sliding over
each other, resulting in a shear failure.
Numerical
results
and
comparison
with
experimental tests
Firstly various numerical models using the
different mesh sizes and element type referred to in
Section 4 were evaluated in terms of ability to predict
the experimental results. In order to do this a ‘high’ and
a ‘low’ velocity impact (Table 1, shaded rows) was
modelled for each plate thickness. Figures 10 to 13
compare the experimental force-displacement curves
with those from the finite element calculation. Then this
information will be used to select the ‘best’ models to
proceed to calculate the maximum force and
displacement values for the whole range of
experimental impact velocities considered here.
For the thick plates Figures 10 and 11 show that,
for both velocities, the Shell2 model approximates well
the experimental plastic response, and that the coarser
meshed Shell4 and Shell6 are less accurate. For the
solid element models very similar results were obtained
using both mesh sizes, but in terms of forcedisplacement prediction they do not give better
predictions than the computationally less demanding
Shell2 model.

Again, for both impact velocities, the deflection
at which this maximum force is reached is generally
underestimated by the numerical models, consequently
the maximum force is overestimated. Of the shell
models, the Shell2 mesh gives the best prediction of this
point, with both solid element models giving slightly
better and very similar behaviour in this respect.
However, prediction of the impact response is
not the only criterion; it is also beneficial to predict well
the shape of deformation due to both local indentation
and global deflection. Here it is relevant to remember
that local ‘indentation’ can be thought of consisting of
(i) local out of plane plate deformations (where the plate
‘wraps around’ the indenter) and also (ii) the actual
indentation of the indenter into the thickness of the plate
material.
Figure 14(a) shows that in this respect the Solid1
mesh gives a better definition of the shape of the
deformation than does the Shell2 model. This is both
because the finer mesh of the former is able to model
more accurately the deformation around the indenter
(c.f. (i) above), and because a solid element is able to
model the change in thickness of the material due to the
indentation (c.f. (ii) above).
Now considering the thin plates, Figures 12 and 13
show that all of the shell mesh sizes considered give a
good representation of the plastic force-displacement
behaviour, especially at the higher impact velocity, and
that there is little to choose between them. The use of
more computationally expensive solid elements gives a
very good fit to the experimental data even at the low
impact velocity, where the shell models over-estimate
the force slightly.

Figure 12: Force-displacement curves. Thin (2.00 mm) circular
plates, impact velocity 5.90 m/s.

Figure 10: Force-displacement curves. Thick (5.92 mm) circular
plates, impact velocity 5.85 m/s.

Figure 13: Force-displacement curves. Thin (2.00 mm) circular
plates, impact velocity 0.95 m/s.

Figure 11: Force-displacement curves. Thick (5.92 mm) circular
plates, impact velocity 2.62 m/s.

For the thin plates indentation is more significant
in terms of out of plane plate deformation, but less
significant in terms of indentation into the material
thickness (Figure 14(b)). Hence, here the only
requirement is a fine mesh to adequately model the
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local deformaation, with shhell or solid elements giviing
similar repressentations.

Figure 14: Shappe of the deform
mation. (a) Thick (5.92 mm) circuular
plates, impact veelocity 5.85 m/s. (b) Thin (2.0 mm)
m
circular plaates,
impact velocity 5.90
5
m/s.

It shouuld be noted at this point that though the
t
experimental force-displaccement curve is well but not
n
always perfecctly predicted by the numeerical model, the
t
time dependaant curves off displacemennt and absorbbed
energy fit the experimentall data very weell.
The next
n
step was to use the ‘best’ shell and
a
solid models to simulate the remaininng experimenntal
impact veloccities consideered. As can be seen froom
figures 15 too 18 the moodels predict very well the
t
maximum deeflection and maximum force.
f
It is allso
apparent thatt, when considering maxim
mum force and
a
deflection vallues only, theere is little iff any significaant
differences beetween the vaarious models and hence litttle
advantage inn using a moore computatiional expensiive
element modeel.

Figure 15: Maxiimum deflection vs.
v impact velocity. Thick (5.92 mm)
m
circular plates.

Figure 18: Maxim
mum force vs. iimpact velocity. Thin (2.00 mm
m)
cirrcular plates.

The modeels showed thhat the maxim
mum effectivee
strress occurred on the lower surface oppossite the impacct
po
oint on both models
m
shell annd solid. The time variationn
off the effective stress is show
wn in Figure 19
1 for the thickk
circular plate with
w an incidennt velocity off 5.85m/s as ann
ex
xample. Stresss is shown forr elements on the upper andd
lo
ower surface at
a both the im
mpact point and
a at a poinnt
neear the supporrt. It can be seeen from this figure that thee
maximum
m
stresss occurs on the surface opposite
o
to thee
im
mpact point, but
b that near tthe support th
he stresses aree
almost the sam
me on both sides of th
he plate. Thee
maximum
m
effecctive stress disstribution in th
he solid modeel
is also plotted inn Figure 20 foor the same im
mpact event.

Figure 19: Effecttive stress with time. Thick (5..92 mm) circulaar
plaates, impact veloccity 5.85 m/s.

Figure 16: Maxximum force vs. impact velocityy. Thick (5.92 mm)
m
circular plates.

Figure 20: Maxim
mum effective strress distribution. Thick (5.92 mm
m)
cirrcular plates, imppact velocity 5.85 m/s.

Figure 17: Maxiimum deflection vs. impact veloccity. Thin (2.00 mm)
m
circular plates.

The mass kinetic ennergy is disssipated as a
co
ombination of
o internal aand sliding energies. Foor
ex
xample, thesee values are plotted for th
he thick platee
im
mpacted at 2.662 m/s in Figuure 21, where the magnitudee
off the sliding energy is abbout 13% of the dissipatedd
kiinetic energyy using the Shell2 mod
del, but onlyy
ap
pproximately 5% when eithher of the sollid models aree
ussed. This implies that theree is a small reelative motionn
beetween the surface
s
of thhe shell elem
ments and thee
im
mpacting masss, which is becoming leess significannt
when solid elem
ments are usedd. This could be
b because thee
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indentation into the material thickness is modelled only
in the case of solid elements, hence resisting sliding, but
this is not clear and requires further investigation.

Figure 21: Internal and sliding energy dissipation. Thick (5.92 mm)
circular plates, impact velocity 2.61 m/s.

Overall, good agreement between numerical and
experimental results was obtained, especially for the
thin plates. However, for the thick plates some
discrepancies between theory and test results
differences were noted, the possible reasons for which
are discussed below:
It is possible that the actual experimental
clamped condition was not as perfect as represented in
the numerical model; it is quite possible that some
slippage between the support plates was experienced by
the specimen plate, and in fact all of the tested plates
experienced greater displacements than predicted by the
finite element models. The numerical clamped
condition is affected by the static coefficient of friction
in the contact definition between support and specimen
plates, for example decreasing this coefficient gives
greater displacements and lower forces, giving a better
approximation between experimental and numerical
results. Further work would be beneficial to further
refine the model in terms of this coefficient.
The true stress-strain curve material definition
input to the numerical model is also a possible source
for discrepancies; here these values were obtained using
tensile tests specimens cut from the same plates from
which the impact specimens were taken, & the data
differed from that supplied by the plate manufactures.
Another possible material property source of errors is
the strain-rate effect, which was not considered in the
current numerical model. A search of the literature
showed that Cowper-Symonds data for aluminium
5083/H111 is not available, and since these coefficients
have been seen to vary greatly between specific
aluminium alloys, values for other alloys could not be
used. Preliminary studies into the effect of strain rate
have showed that further work to obtain this data could
improve the accuracy of the maximum displacement
results calculated here.
A further possible source of differences between
the finite element and experimental results is the
oscillations seen during the impact response
(experimental force-time curves), which were not
separated from the mechanical loads. This effect could
be due to vibrations in the striking mass assembly or
material vibrations around the indentation stiffness, and

the development of a more complex geometrical model
would help to clarify the source of these effects.
Generally, in this study some of the parameters
that affect the impact response were varied to optimise
the finite element model (e.g. mesh size and element
type), but others were set at constant values obtained
from the literature or not included (e.g. static coefficient
of friction and strain-rate parameters) in order to keep
the size of the investigation practicable. However,
further work could now investigate the effects of all of
the parameters, especially if labour-saving techniques
such as those of statistical experimental design
(Sutherland and Guedes Soares 2003) were used to
ensure a practical number of modelling runs and,
importantly, to ensure that any interactions between
these parameters are correctly identified.
Conclusions
Detailed information of the impact response of
clamped aluminium 5083 circular plates has been
obtained through non-linear explicit dynamic simulation
using the LS-DYNA software package. The results
obtained were in good agreement with those of previous
experimental tests, indicating that even computationally
inexpensive coarse meshes using shell elements are
sufficient to predict the maximum deflections and
forces. However, finer meshed shell and solid element
models give better and best prediction of the forcedisplacement behaviour, respectively. Where small
discrepancies between numerical and experimental
results occurred, this was due to overestimation of the
impact force; the variation of displacement with time is
generally very well predicted.
The numerical simulations give a good
understanding of the shape of the deformation in plates
subjected to impact loading, and a fine meshed solid
model is needed to give a good approximation of the
deformation shape, especially where local indentation is
significant. In the present work the study of the effect of
mesh size showed that the ratio of element size to
indenter radius should preferably be approximately 1/5
in order to satisfactorily define the shape of the
deformation.
The material true stress-strain curve inputs to the
numerical model were obtained from tensile tests on the
actual material used to fabricate the impacted plates.
This was simplified since the test maximum load was
almost coincident with the rupture load, but for other
materials is may be more difficult to define the true
stress-strain curve and some approximations as the
power law curve must be included.
The numerical models were successfully used to
predict the impact response of Aluminium 5083 plates,
and the next planned stage of this work is to see if the
technique is also successful for steel plate impact tests.
For example, strain-rate does not seem to play an
important role in numerical simulation of these
aluminium plates, however this may not be the case for
other materials.
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A material relation for numerical ship collision analysis
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Abstract:
Ship collisions can be assessed with the non-linear finite element method. Thereby the structural energy is calculated until a certain
penetration or fracture limit is reached. Therefore, an appropriate non-linear strain and stress measure is needed to describe the
material behaviour including fracture. Furthermore, this true strain and stress relation needs to be suitable for the finite element
method. The latter is achieved through a determination of the material relation using optical measurements. As a result, a tanker
collision is simulated out with the presented material relation, and for comparison with a standard power law based material relation.
This comparison will present the difference in energy predictions using different material relations.

Introduction
Ship collision simulations are increasingly being
performed to reveal the consequences from a structural
point of view. These simulations are often carried out in a
quasi-static fashion, commonly consisting of a struck
model that is subjected to a rigid indenter. By this means,
the deformations of the struck structure are alone in
contributing to the crashworthiness. This approach results
in the maximum energy being absorbed by a specific
structure. Therefore, the absorbed energy can be used to
compare different conceptual structures. In terms of a
conceptual ship structure, the energy absorbed until inner
hull rupture is of primary interest.
Finite element-based analysis of ship collision
simulations has been performed in many commercial
codes,
such
as
LS-DYNA,
ABAQUS,
and
MSC/DYTRAN, for example see Kitamura (1996). These
simulations contain highly non-linear structural
deformations, including rupture. Therefore, these finite
element analyses require the input of the true strain and
stress relation until failure. In other words, the material
relation and a failure criterion determining the failure
strain are needed. The true strain and stress relation of the
material is commonly selected in the form of a power law;
see, for example Ehlers et al. 2008. Power law parameters
can be obtained from standard tensile experiments, see for
example Joun et al. (2008). However, whether or not the
chosen finite element length corresponds to the true strain
and stress relation obtained remains questionable. For one
selected finite element length, agreement between the
numerical simulation and the tensile experiment may be
achieved by an iterative procedure. Here the true strain and
stress relation, i.e. the power material law, used as input
for the simulation is changed until compliance with the
corresponding tensile experiment is achieved, see for
example Zhang et at. 1999. However, this iterative
procedure can lead to wrong structural behaviour if the
element size is changed, in which case the procedure needs
to be repeated for each mesh size selected until
compliance is reached. Therefore, the proper material
relation until failure is of considerable importance, as it
directly influences the accuracy of non-linear finite
element simulations until fracture. Furthermore, the
determination of the material relation alone does not
necessarily suffice, as the failure strain, i.e. the end point
of the stress versus strain curve, depends in turn on the
material relation. However, a significant amount of

research has been conducted to describe criteria to
determine the failure strain and to present their
applicability; see for example Ehlers et al. 2008. However,
these criteria commonly use a standard or modified power
law to describe the material behaviour, and a clear relation
between the true strain and stress relation and the element
length is not obtained. Relations to obtain an element
length-dependent failure strain value are presented by
various authors, see for example Alsos et al. 2009 and
Ehlers et al. 2008. However, they define only the end point
of the standard or modified power law. This inconsistent
adjustment of the element length with respect to the
chosen true strain and stress relation can lead to wrong
structural behaviour, as no element length dependency of
the true strain and stress relation including failure is
obtained. A consistent material relation including failure is
especially important in the case of collision simulation,
because they are commonly carried out to compare
different
structural
arangements
and
element
dimensions.Therefore, this paper presents a material
relation until failure for mild steel based on optical
measurements. The finite element length-dependency of
this strain and stress relation is achieved as the strain
reference length is clearly identified. This strain reference
length corresponds to the discrete pixel dimensions from
the optical measurements. Hence, the finite element length
has to correspond to this strain reference, and thereby an
element length-dependent strain and stress relation until
failure is achieved. It will be shown that this strain and
stress relation can be used to simulate the deformation
until rupture of a circular- and a stiffened plate and that it
results in a better convergence of results with varying
element size than a conventional power material law. A
constant strain failure criterion is chosen to delete failing
elements and to simulate rupture. As a result, a collision
simulation is carried out for a tanker side structure using
the presented and a power law based material relation until
failure. The comparison of these simulation results will
present the differences in energy prediction using different
material relations.
Determination of the material relation
The determination of the material relation until
failure, i.e. the true strain and stress relation, is shown on
the basis of optical measurements, which measure the
local displacements on the surface of the specimen. This
dog-bone specimen has a length-to-breadth ratio (L/B) of 8
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and consists of 4-mm-thick NVA steel. The displacementcontrolled experiments are carried out with a tensile test
machine at Växjö University, consisting of a MTS 322
Test Frame with Load Unit. The MTS Test Frame records
the force and the resulting elongation of the specimens, in
other words the force-elongation curve, which will be used
to validate the proposed procedure. For details on the
testing procedure and results see Ehlers and Enquist
(2007).
The local strain is calculated from the local
displacements obtained by the optical measurements on
the basis of a discrete amount of pixel recordings, a socalled facet. The discrete pixel dimensions will clearly
define the strain reference length. To determine the stress,
the cross-sectional area at any given instant is calculated
on the basis of the out-of-plane displacement
measurements of the specimen. Therefore the local stress
is determined on the basis of the minimum cross-sectional
area of the specimen measured as a function of the strain
reference length. The gauge length, i.e. the strain reference
length, is shown to be a function of a discrete amount of
pixel recordings from the optical measurements. As a
result the true strain and stress relation until failure is
obtained in a manner that is dependent on the choice of
strain reference length. Furthermore, this strain reference
length, ε ref , is varied from 0.88 mm to 4.4 mm to show its
sensitivity to the true strain and stress relation until failure.
The obtained strain and stress relations are shown in
Figure 2.

The structures are modelled using four nodded
quadrilateral Belytschko-Lin-Tsay shell elements. The
finite element length is equal to the strain reference length.
The finite element length ranges from 0.88 mm to 4.4 mm
and is equal to the strain reference length. For greater
element lengths the true strain and stress relation is found
to be independent of the element length, as the extent of
the localisation becomes smaller than a single element.
However, the element length-dependent failure strain is
obtained according to experimental measurements. For
small element lengths up to 4.4 mm, the failure strain is
obtained with optical measurements, whereas the failure
strain for greater element lengths up to 160 mm follows
the natural logarithmic form of the well-known
engineering strain at failure according to the gauge length
of the specimen being 160 mm at a maximum, see Figure
3. This failure strain and element length relation allows the
removal of failing elements at the correct strain. The
initiation and propagation of fracture in the specimens is
modelled in LS-DYNA by deleting the failing elements
from the model. The element fails once the failure strain is
reached. The failure strain serves as a criterion to delete
elements to simulate rupture or to terminate the simulation
at the point of rupture. The material is assumed to follow
the von Mises flow rule, and the element is deleted once
the equivalent plastic strain reaches the measured local
failure strain. Furthermore, Ehlers and Varsta (2009) and
Ehlers (2009a) showed that the choice of a constant strain
failure criterion used for the simulations is justified as
close ranges of triaxiality are obtained at the point of
failure for tensile and plate specimens. The experimentally
determined strain and stress relations are implemented via
Material 124 of LS-DYNA. Standard LS-DYNA hourglass
and time step control is used. For details of the modelling
and simulation processes see Ehlers et al. (2007) and
Hallquist (2005).

Figure 2: Measured true strain and stress relation (MTS measures are
plotted for comparison)

Validation of the material relation
The true strain and stress relation until failure
obtained with optical measurements is used to simulate a
tensile-, plate- punching and stiffened plate indentation
experiment with the finite element method. In this way,
the novel material relation is validated, because the
numerical results are compared with experimental results,
see Ehlers and Varsta (2009), Ehlers (2009a/b). The
experiments are simulated using the explicit time
integration solver LS-DYNA version 971.

Figure 3: Experimental failure strain versus element length

The tensile specimen is modelled between the
clamping wedges only. The translational degrees of
freedom are prohibited at one edge, whereas the other edge
is subjected to a constant displacement of 100x the
experimental speed as no dynamic effects occur.
Additionally, the simulation time remains desirably short.
The force versus elongation curves from the tensile
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experiment simulation corrresponds to the measurem
ments
with good aggreement, see Figure 4. Thhe simulation using
the element leength-dependeent true strainn and stress rellation
shows better convergence with changinng element lenngths,
i.e. the strainn reference lenngths, until thhe point of failure
fa
than the comm
mon power laaw material relation accordiing to
ASM (2000); see Figure 4.

Figurre 6: Principle exxperimental setup

Figure 4: Finite element analysis results

The prrinciple mesh of the plate specimen
s
is shhown
in Figure 5, the rectanguular mesh seecures the coorrect
element lenggth for all elements in thhe fracture reegion,
whereas the radial mesh secures the best
b
contact in the
clamping reggion, see Figuure 6. The goood corresponddence
between the numerical
n
andd experimentaal results indiicates
that the true strain and strress relation iss suitable for plate
deformation simulations until
u
failure as
a it describees the
non-linear behaviour
b
ussing differennt element sizes
sufficiently well;
w
see Figurre 7.

Figurre 7: Finite eleement simulationn results for th
he plate-punchingg
experriment

Finite elemeent simulationn of a plate stiffened withh
two flat bars folloows the modeel described by
b Alsos et all.
(200
09). The resultting force verssus penetration
n curves usingg
diffeerent element sizes for the stiffened platte are in goodd
agreeement with the existing experimentaal results seee
Figu
ure 8.

Figure 5: Principple finite elementt mesh of the platte specimen

Figurre 8: Finite elemeent simulation off a stiffened plate and experimentaal
results by Alsos et al. (2009)
(

Casee study: A tan
nker collision
n simulation
This chapter presents a coollision simulaation using thee
non--linear finitee element method to assess thee
crash
hworthiness of
o a tanker. T
The length off the tanker is
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180 m and thee beam is 32.22 m. The finitte element model is
build betweenn two transversal bulkheaads spaced 177.8 m
with a webfrrame spacing of 3.56 m using
u
the AN
NSYS
parametric deesign language, see Figure 9 and Ehlers et al.
(2008). The collision sim
mulation is caarried out foor the
optimised tannker concept presented
p
by Ehlers
E
(2009b)). The
cross section of the tanker is shown in Figure
F
10. A rightr
angle collisioon angle is chosen, becausee it allows a quasiq
static simulattion approachh, because an arbitrary colllision
angle would reduce the energy
e
availabble to deform
m the
conceptual shhip structure. Therefore, a rigid bulbouss bow
is moved intoo the ship sidee structure at a constant vellocity
of 10 m/s. This
T
velocity is reasonablyy low so as not
n to
cause inertia effects resulting from the ships’ massess, see
Konter et al. 2004.
2

simu
ulations and im
mplemented innto the modellling proceduree
in orrder to assignn the materiaal relation acccording to thee
finitee element size. For the coaarse-mesh mo
odel, the samee
elem
ment distributioon as in the sstiffened platee simulation is
used
d. Three elemeents per stiffenner height and
d six elements
betw
ween stiffenerss are used, unlless an elemen
nt length of 400
mm is larger. The fine-mesh moodel is build with
w a constannt
40 mm
m element length.
l
For ccomparison th
he same finitee
elem
ment models are used with a pow
wer law
(
bbased failu
ure criterionn
K = 745, n = 0.22, ε f = 0.92 )
acco
ording to Zhanng et al. (20004). The explicit non-lineaar
solveer LS-DYNA version 971 iis used for the analysis.
The results of thhe collision simulation fo
or the chosenn
boun
ndaries are given in Tablee 2 and Figu
ure 11. For a
betteercomparison of the resultss, the values of
o Table 2 aree
norm
malised and made
m
unit-lesss by dividing
g them by thee
energ
gy value of the
t reference simulation ussing the noveel
mateerial relation. The
T resulting difference in energy for thee
coarse- and the fine
f
model iss about 10% for the noveel
mateerial relation. However, thee power law based
b
criterionn
show
ws a scatter of 252% in absorbed en
nergy for thee
diffeerent element lengths.
l
Tablee 2: Collision sim
mulation results
Energy(cooarse
Ma
aterial relation
mesh)

Figure 9: Finite element model annd striking bulboous bow

Figure 10: Tankker mainframe

Collisionn simulationss need to predict
p
the ennergy
absorbed untiil inner plate rupture
r
with sufficient
s
accuuracy.
Therefore thee novel true strain and sttress relation until
failure basedd on optical measurementts is used foor the

Enerrgy (fine mesh)

Pow
wer law based

0.46

1.16

Novel material
relaation

Reference

1.11

Conclusions
A novel finite
fi
element length-depen
ndent materiaal
relation includingg failure is ppresented. A procedure too
deterrmine the truee strain and strress relation experimentally
e
y
untill failure on thee basis of optiical measurem
ments is givenn.
The finite elemennt simulations are carried out with thee
finitee element length equal to tthe strain refeerence lengthss.
Thesse comparativve finite elem
ment simulatio
ons show veryy
good
d agreement with
w experimenntal results.
Furthermorre, a ship colllision simulatiion of a tankeer
side structure is presented.
p
This simulation is carried ouut
using
g the novel element
e
lengthh-dependent true
t
strain andd
stresss relation inncluding failuure, and for comparison a
poweer law basedd failure criteerion. Thereby, the energyy
prediction using different matterial relation
ns and failuree
criteria is presented. This diffeerence is foun
nd to be up too
252%
% for differeent element ssizes using th
he power law
w
based criterion. The
T element length-depen
ndent constannt
strain
n failure criteeria and mateerial relation proved to bee
suffiiciently accuraate with a scattter in energy of 10%.
In th
he future, thiss novel materrial relation can
c be used too
obtaiin crashworthhy ship structuures confidentiially.
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The research on the flooding time and stability parameters of
the warship after compartments damage
Waldemar Mironiuk
Naval University, Gdynia, Poland

Abstract:
Research on damage stability and unsinkability is a valuable source of knowledge of behaving a ship while flooding its compartments.
In the paper, a short description of accidents and damages of Polish warships taking place in 1985-2004 is presented. The time when
compartments are flooded (tf) and stability parameters are one of the key elements which have influence on a rescue action. The
knowledge of the time mentioned and a metacentric height (GM) are very important for a commanding officer making decisions while
fighting for unsinkability and survival of the ship. To provide the information about the time tf of a ship type 888 a new method was
designed. The method was tested experimentally and results of the tests are presented in the paper. In the experiments, the flooding
process of compartments was simulated. The next part of research was carried out on the laboratory stand bed, where the flooding time
of damaged compartment of warship model was measured. The results of the experiments can be a base to define general rules to make
proper decisions during the process of damage control.

Introduction
Even highly organized fleets struggle with
accidents and technical breakdowns which cannot be
completely eliminated. The breakdowns can be classified
based on their causes. The basic causes of the
breakdowns are: warfare, defects of materials and defects
within the production process, constructional defects,
technological defects in the process of renovation,
material’s wear and tear, not meeting the requirements in
operating and servicing an equipment, not taking security
measures while storing dangerous cargoes, e.g. explosive
materials, petroleum products and other chemical
components of serious fire hazard.
A partial or total loss in functionality of mechanisms and
installations can occur both during warfare and during
daily operating a ship.
Failures caused by navigational mistakes or wrong
maneuverability represent a group of ship accidents and
breakdowns which can lead to dangerous lost of floating
of a ship due to flooding its compartments.
The statistical data prepared by the Polish Navy
Commission of Warship Accidents and Breakdowns
reveal 156 warship accidents and breakdowns between
1985 and 2004 year. The data mentioned are presented in
Figure 1. (Korczewski & Wróbel, 2005). In a situation of
a breakdown crew activities deciding about ability of a
warship to fight should be directed to take a proper
actions during the process of damage control and to
protect stability, sinkability and maneuverability of the
ship. Exercises within the confines of the process of
damage control, apart from construction solutions,
increase the safety of both a ship and crew. Training is
carried out in well prepared training centers which are
situated in the United Kingdom, Germany, Netherlands
and Pakistan. The centers are equipped with ship models
designed for simulating failure states which most
frequently occur while operating a ship. The same
models were also used in the experiments reported in the
paper. One of the goals of the experiments mentioned
was to determine the following parameters: tf and GM
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Figure 1. The overall structure of accidents and breakdowns between
1985- 2004

for the ship type 888. Presently, there is used only
simplified method to calculate parameters above. The
method presented in the paper has a distinctive
difference compared to the existing, similar methods talk
in some publications. The worked out method presents
the permeability value depended on the water level
inside the damaged compartment. Due to this, we can
estimate more accurate quantity of the water in the
compartment and finally more accurate the flooding time
damaged compartment. The aim of presented method is
to provide experimental validation.
The information about tf and stability parameters is very
important for a commanding officer. It enables him to
make a proper decision during the process of damage
control. The officer, based on the information should
determine the point in time, when further fighting for
unsinkability is senseless and when all effort should be
directed to save the crew and documents (Miller, 1994).
Calculating the time of flooding ship’s compartment
When calculating tf, first, the velocity of water
running through the damaged hull has to be determined.
The water flowing through a hole can be
compared to liquid flowing from a tank of a surface A.
The water velocity can be obtained from the following
formula (Troskolanski 1961):
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2 ⋅ g ⋅ hz

⎛ A0 ⎞
1−⎜
⎟
⎝ A⎠

a)
(1)

2

where A0 =cross section of a hole; A = horizontal cross
section of a tank; g = acceleration due to gravity, and hz
= height of a liquid inside the tank.
Because the surface of a hole is much smaller
than a sea surface, the water velocity can be obtained
according to Torricelli’s formula (Troskolanski 1961):
vw =

2⋅ g ⋅h

(2)

where h= depth of a hole.
For the real liquid the formula (2) can be presented as
follows (Troskolanski 1961):
vw = ϕ ⋅ 2 ⋅ g ⋅ h

(3)

where ϕ = 0,97 ÷ 0,98 - the velocity coefficient dependant
on the kind of liquid.
The equation (3) is applied when the water surface inside
a hull is below a lower edge of a hole, i.e. for a constant
pressure of the water. When the water pressure is
changeable (the water surface inside a hull is above an
edge of a hole and still grows up) the velocity of the
water flowing to the compartment can be obtained
according to the formula (Troskolanski 1961):

(

v w = ϕ ⋅ 2 ⋅ g ⋅ h − h0

)

(4)

where h0= height of liquid inside a tank above an edge
of a hole.
The hole in the body can have a different shape and
dimension dependant on the reason of damage. The
shape of the hole influences a quantity Q of the water
flowing to the compartment. The quantity Q depends on
ν, which in turn is a product of coefficient ϕ and
narrowing coefficient χ = 0,61÷ 0,64 (Troskolanski
1961). Therefore, the quantity of water Q flooded to the
interior compartment can be obtained from the formula
(Troskolanski 1961):
Q = A0 ⋅ ν ⋅ 2 ⋅ g ⋅ h

(5)

When the pressure of the water is changeable the
quantity of water Q inside the compartment is
calculatedfrom the formula (Troskolanski 1961):

(

Q = A0 ⋅ ν ⋅ 2 ⋅ g ⋅ h − h0

)

Figure 2. Compartment being flooded:
a) with constant water pressure,
b) with variable water pressure.

Calculating the volume of damaged compartments
The calculation of tf was conducted for a damaged
engine room of the ship type 888. The computer program
was built to enable the calculations above. The program
makes it possible to fix basic and necessary parameters
to make a correct evaluation of the state of a ship. In
turn, the information about the parameters mentioned
above makes it possible to take proper decisions during
the process of the damage control.
Computing the volume of damaged compartments
The volume of a damaged compartment is
necessary to calculate the time tf. The lines plan of the
ship’s hull is used to compute the theoretical volume vt .
Moreover, the plan was also used to have sections
extracted at the place of ribs number 35, 40, 45, 50
where we can find the damaged compartment. The
sections are shown in Figure 3 (Kowalke 2006).
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
0

2

rib35
(6)

The time tf is as follows (Troskolanski 1961):
tf = V

b)

Height of the compartment z [m ]

vw =

(7)

Q

where V= the volume of the water inside a compartment.

4

rib 40

y [m ]

6

8

ribs 45 and 50

Figure 3. Sections of engine room

The area of the sections was calculated to
estimate the accurate volume of the damaged
compartment. Integral curves of sectional areas, obtained
in this way, are presented in graphic form as a
multinomial degree 7 in Figure 4.
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rib 35

rib40

•

0.95 forr voids (emptty spaces), tan
nks, and livingg
spaces;
• 0.85 forr machinery sppaces;
• 0.60 forr spaces allocaated to stores..
maged stabilitty calculationn
This implies thhat for dam
purrposes, machhinery spaces are only 15% full withh
maachinery by volume (100% - 85% = 15%). Inn
preeliminary reseearch presented in the paperr, permeabilityy
of the engine rooom was estim
mated. Its valu
ue depends onn
thee height of thhe water inside the comp
partment. Thee
graaph of the perm
meability is shhown in Figurre 5 (Kowalkee
200
06).
The averaage value of tthe permeabillity for chosenn
com
mpartments, obtained
o
as a result of ex
xperiments, is
com
mparable withh the value oof the SOLAS
S Conventionn
and
d equals 0,84.

ribs45 and 50
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Figure 4. Integraal curve engine rooom sectional areeas

Using sectionn areas and a distance beetween them, the
theoretical coompartment volume
v
v t caan be calculaated,
by the formulla (Deret 20033, Dudziak 2006):
vt = ∑

(Fi + Fi +1 ) ⋅ l w

(8)

2

where l w = thhe distance between
b
sectiional areas, and
Fi , Fi +1 = sectiion areas.

Figure 5. Graph of the
t engine room ppermeability µv

bility calculattion
The permeab
The volume
v
of thhe empty coompartment was
calculated wiith the aid off the computter program. The
real quantity of the water, flooding the compartmentt, is
less than the theoretical voolume of the compartment
due
c
to the volumee of all mechhanisms and devices
d
inside the
compartment.. Usually, to calculate
c
a reaal quantity off the
water, the peermeability of
o flooding coompartment µ is
and
used. Permeaability is useed in ship survivability
s
damaged staability calcuulations. In this case, the
permeability of a space is a coefficient from 0 to 1. The
permeability of a space iss the percentaage of volumee of
the space whhich may be occupied byy seawater if the
space is floodded. The remaaining volumee (not filled with
w
seawater) being
b
occupiied by maachinery, carrgo,
accommodatiion spaces, ettc. The valuee of permeabiility
for compartm
ment is calcuulated by thee formula (Deret
2003):
µ

=

v
vt

(99)

v - real
where v t = thheoretical com
mpartment volume;
v
quantity of thhe water insidee the compartm
ment.
The nuumerical valuue of the perm
meability depeends
on both, a kind andd destinationn of damaaged
compartment.. The permeaability of the compartmennt µ,
which is annnounced in the SOLAS Convention,, is
usually usedd to calculatte the real volume of the
compartment.. Typical values from
m the SOL
LAS
Convention are:
a

Th
he model of siimulation for damaged compartment
The sim
mulation moddel of the engine
e
room
m,
equ
uipped with all
a main mecchanisms and devices, was
maade in the nexxt part of the research. Th
he view of thee
com
mpartments being
b
floodedd is shown in Figure 6
(Kowalke 2006)).

Figure 6. Engine rooom compartmentss being flooded

he analysis off the influence of damage parameters
Th
on the time tf foor the comparrtment ship ty
ype 888
The experiimental reseaarch on tf forr engine room
m
shiip type 888 was carried outt for different parameters of
o
dam
mages. In the research, the place and thee dimension of
o
dam
mage were takken into consideration.
In the first stagee of the reseaarch, tf for thee engine room
m
waas fixed. The calculations of tf were made for thee
following exampple conditionss: ship’s draug
ght T=4m, thee
dim
mension of daamages R=0,003 m, R=0,05
5 m, R=0,1 m
and
d R=0,2 m (R
R denotes radiius). The holees were placedd
from 0,1m to 3,0 m below tthe surface off the sea. Thee
results of the ressearch are show
wn in Figure 7.
7
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Figure 7. Flooding time tf for the engine room

Figure 7 preesents that tf for the coompartment with
w
dimension off damage R=
=0,2m, placedd 3 m below the
surface of thee sea, equals 3,4 minutes. This time is too
further activiities
short to seal the
t damage. Consequently,
C
of crew shoulld be directedd to protect sprreading the water
w
covering inteerior of the ship and too strengthen the
construction of
o the watertigght bulkhead.
The prelimin
nary research
h on the flood
ding time on the
stand bed
The flooding time calculattion of damagged compartm
ment,
according to the methodd described in
i the paper, is
verified on thhe laboratory stand
s
bed. Thaanks to a suitaable
construction and new conncepts appliedd for the stattion,
research on the
t ship reactiion and positiion in the failure
situations is possible. Thhe main objeect of laborattory
stand bed is ship’s model type 888. Thhe hull of moodel
was made in accordancee with the body plan. The
elements of the
t superstruccture and thee ship equipm
ment
were simplifiied in the moodel but the appropriate
a
sccale
1:50 was keptt. Main dimennsions of the model
m
are: lenngth
L-1,5 mbreaddth B-0,25 m
and
draaught T-0,088 m.
This model is
i set up withh specialized devices used for
measurement of the position and for thhe analysis off the
ship reaction during simuulated damagees. The shapee of
the model is shown in Figg.8 (Mironiukk 2006).
The
unsinkability research of the
t ship’s moodel after havving
damaged onee or more com
mpartments will
w enable uss to
assess the floooding time off the model coompartments and
even whole model
m
as well.

Figure 8. The labboratory stand beed

The engine room comparttment was choosen to simullate.
The comparttment damagee simulation can be donee by
opening the suitable
s
valve situated insidde the model. The
scheme of the ship’s model with a damaaged
compartment is shown inn the compuuter window and
presented in the
t Figure 9 (M
Mironiuk 2006).

Figure 9. The schheme of ship’s model with a partially flooded
mpartment
com

Within thhe framework of model reseearch, the timee
of flooding the engine room of 888 type of vessel was
dettermined. Thee research connsisted in dettermination of
tim
me that will have
h
passed ffrom opening of the valvee,
maaking it possibble to flood the compartm
ment, until thee
outtboard water level
l
leveled with the liquid level in thee
com
mpartment. The
T
research was carried out using a
sen
nsor of wateer level in thhe compartm
ment (pressuree
sen
nsor) and a sttopwatch. Duuring the meaasurement twoo
parrameters weree registered, i.ee.:
- leevel of liquid in
i the comparrtment,
- fllooding time.
An
nalysis of thee performed measurementt showed thaat
lev
vel of the liquuid in the com
mpartment waas approachingg
to 0,088 [m] off the liquid coolumn and fix
xed itself afteer
app
proximately 33 [min]. Know
wing the scalee of the modeel
thee real object’s compartmeent flooding time
t
assumedd
2h4
45’. The floodding time obttained from th
he calculations
waas 1h59’. The compartmentt flooding tim
me calculations
weere carried outt for the leakaage radius r=0
0,08 [m]. Whaat
waas observed ass a result of thhe research waas a differencee
in the compartm
ment floodingg time at the level of 30%
%.
The difference can be afffected by, for examplee,
imp
precise physiical model oof the engin
ne room. Thee
com
mputer modeel of engine room, which
h is used foor
flooding time caalculation, is m
more accuratee than physicaal
mo
odel. Due too this, the permeability of damagedd
com
mpartment off physical moddel has value different thann
perrmeability useed by the com
mputer program
m. Finally, thee
result of floodiing time obttained from calculation is
diffferent than from
f
researchh on the ph
hysical modell.
Preesented resuults are obttained on the
t
basis of
o
exp
perimental preeliminary reseearch and in the next step it
i
willl be correctedd.
Th
he metacentric height calcu
ulation
The nextt part of thee research waas devoted too
estimate a metaccentric heightt while flooding a damagedd
com
mpartment. Too calculate thiis parameter th
he added mass
meethod was usedd. The resultt of calculation
ns is shown inn
Fig
gure 10.
To calculate the metacentric hheight the freee surface effecct
waas taken into considerationn. Figure 10 implies that inn
thee early stagee of floodinng the comp
partment, thee
meetacentric heigght GupMu, iss less than GM
M. In the lateer
stages, GupMu increases annd improves stability of a
shiip. This situattion takes placce due to add
ding a mass inn
thee lower part off the ship.
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Figure10. Metaccentric height GM- initial metaccentric height (beefore
demage);GuMu- metacentric heeight while floooding engine rooom;
GupMu- metaceentric height whhile flooding enggine room with free
surface.

Conclusions
k
off the time tf and metacenntric
The knowledge
height allowss a commandding officer too make decisiions
while fightingg for unsinkaability and foor the survivaal of
the ship. Thee method of determining the permeabiility
presented in the
t paper enabbles us to makke calculatingg the
time tf more accurate.
a
The modified meethod can be used
u
to calculate the
t time tf forr ship type 8888 with different
types of hull damages. Thhe method cann be adopted for
some other tyype of warshipps.
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A Method for Estimation of Grounding Frequency by Using
Trajectories of Ships and Geometry of Seabed
Fujio Kaneko
Maritime Risk Assessment Department, National Maritime Research Institute(NMRI), Tokyo,Japan

Abstract
Until now by a lot of grounding accidents , severe environmental damages of sea areas were often caused. Therefore prevention of
groundings has been a so important issue that several counter measures were developed and equipped to ships. To develop effective
measures against grounding accurate estimation of grounding frequency is important. In this paper new methods for estimation of
grounding frequency using ship trajectories and geometry of seabed in a considered sea area is presented.
Different from collision, grounding can be prevented by keeping a planned route which enables a ship to sail without grounding.
However when a ship deviates from the planned route, grounding will occur sometimes.
Considering them grounding frequency of a ship is formulated in two ways. The one is assuming that grounding occurs by deviation
from a planned route. The other is assuming that grounding occurs by deviation from trajectories without groundings, the cause of
which is omission error at keeping modified route to cope with a deviation from the initially planned route. Moreover for verification
of the method a number of grounding candidates or a number of groundings are estimated using ship trajectories in Akashi Channel
and geometry of seabed of the channel. Furthermore comparing with a statistics of groundings caused in the channel, probability of
failing to avoid grounding was estimated varying time without corrective action. Finally the effectiveness of shortening time interval of
position fixings in Akashi Channel is indicated.

Introduction
The casualty and ship characteristics data(LRFP
1998-2007) indicate that grounding frequency has been
as high as frequencies of collision and hull/machinery
damage. (Figure 1, "WS" means "Grounding") In
addition during 2009, 300 and above ships ground at
sea area around Japan, and the number of groundings is
the next highest to collision in Japan. Therefore
grounding is not able to be neglected and effective
safety measures should be considered urgently. For this
purpose estimation of grounding frequency based on a
rational and effective modelling and scientific approach
for prevention of groundings are important.

Frequency(1/Ship*Year)

4.0E-02

XX (Miscellaneous)
HM (Hull/
Machinery damage)

3.0E-02

LT (Loss /Damage in
War/Hostilities)
WS
(Wrecked/Stranded)

2.0E-02

CT (Contact)
CN (Collision)

1.0E-02

FX (Fire/Explosion)
MG (Missing)

0.0E+00
LPG

LNG

Oil/Product Bulk/Ore
/Chemical

General
Cargo

RORO
cargo

Container

FD (Foundered)

Ship types

Figure 1 Accident frequencies of major cargo ship types of 500 GT
and above (LRFP 1998-2007)

The method for estimating grounding frequency by
modelling grounding from the relation between traffic
flow and shoals and shore, was developed by Fujii et
al.(Fujii 1974) A decades ago Pedersen developed
methods for estimating grounding frequency from
position distribution of a ship in the lateral direction to
the ship's planned route. (Pedersen 1995) In many cases
a ship can prevent grounding by keeping a route which
are planned so as not to ground to shoals and shore

before actual sailing. Therefore grounding is rather a
problem caused by an individual ship’s sailing than a
problem caused by traffic flow. In case of treatment as
an individual ship it should be noted that the position
distribution along the lateral direction to a ship’s
planned route is thought to change as the distance
between a ship and the target obstacle such as shoal and
shore changes.
In this paper newly developed two methods for
estimating grounding frequency are introduced. The one
is assuming that grounding occurs by deviation from an
initially planned route and probabilistic distribution of
the deviation angle is a normal distribution, moreover
probabilistic distribution of " time without corrective
action" is a lognormal distribution. The other is
assuming that grounding occurs by deviation from
trajectories without groundings, the cause of which is
omission error at keeping modified route to cope with a
deviation from the initially planned route.
Besides for verification of those methods
number of grounding candidates or a number of
groundings are estimated using ship trajectories in
Akashi Channel and geometry of seabed of the channel.
Furthermore comparing with a statistics of grounding of
the channel from 1989 to 1996 (Japan Coast Guard
1989-1996), probability of failing to avoid grounding
was estimated varying time without corrective action.
Finally the effectiveness of shortening time interval of
position fixing is discussed.
Before introducing newly developed methods
frequently used existing grounding model are
summarized in chapter 2.
Existing grounding models
Two models as frequently used existing
grounding models are explained briefly in this chapter.
The literature (Mazaheri A. 2009) and (Jutta Y. 2008)
and summarizes those models precisely.
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A model based on traffic flow
Fujii's model (Fujii 1974) which is represented
by Equation(1) is the representative model based on
traffic flow. Figure 2 shows the concept of this model.

N = P(D + B )ρV

(1)

Where:
N is the number of ships which will ground
ρ is the average density of the traffic flow
V is the average speed of the traffic flow
D is the linear cross-section of the obstacle which is
shallower than the draught of the ships
B is the average width of the ships
D+B is the effective width of the obstacle or shoal
P is the probability of mismaneuvering (probability of
failing to avoid grounding)
(D + B )ρV represents a number of grounding
candidates for ships in the traffic flow to ground to the
target obstacle.
Then if number of groundings can be obtained by
casualty statistics etc.,P is easily obtained by
N / (D + B )ρV . In case that there are large differences of
speed among ships, the number of groundings can be
obtained in this manner that after ships are grouped by
speed, Equation(1) is applied to every such group, then
all estimated grounding numbers of the groups are
summed up.

Figure 2 Grounding model by Fujii,Y. (Source (Mazaheri 2009))

An actual ship has a route to her destination,
which was planned before sailing. Therefore though
sometime direction of a ship turns toward a shoal at far
area from the shoal, the direction is supposed to be
changed not to ground to that. Therefore changing
direction near a shore is not so much grounding
avoidance maneuver as keeping planned route.
Grounding is considered to occur because of deviation
from planned route without corrective action after that.
A model based on position distribution of a ship in
her route
Pedersen's model (Pedersen 1995) is the
representative model based on lateral position
distribution of a ship. Pedersen et.al. developed a
method for estimating grounding frequency from
position distribution of a ship in the lateral direction to
the ship's planned route. In the model, a probability
density function(p.d.f.) of position in the lateral
direction to the ship's planned route are defined from
the traffic on it. The p.d.f. is assumed to be the same all

over her planned route. The grounding probability is
obtained by multiplying some coefficients and the
integral over the domain where ship's position has a
grounding relation to the shoal. Figure 3 shows the
concept of the second category of Pedersen's model.
This model categorizes grounding into 4
categories, which are explained below, and annual
categorical frequency of grounding is estimated at each
category, then annual grounding frequency is obtained
by summing up annual frequencies of all categories.
•
•
•
•

Ships following the ordinary, direct route at
normal speed. Accidents in this category are
mainly due to human error.
Ships which fail to change course at a given
turning point near the obstacle.
Ships which take evasive action in the vicinity
of the obstacle and as a result, collide with
structure or ground on the shoal.
All other track patterns than (1),(2) and (3)
such as off-course ships and drifting ships.

As an example of the above categories, formulation in
category (2) is shown in Equation (2)

Fcat.2 =

n

∑

ShipClass,i =1

d − ai

Pci Qi P0 a i

∫

L

f i Bi ds

(2)

Where:
Fcat.2 is expected number of grounding per year of
category 2
i is the number of ship class determined by vessel type
and DWT or length
Pci is the causation dependents on ship class(i) by the
effect of the pilot since the probability of having a
pilot during the passage increase with the vessel
size
Qi is the number of movements per year of ship class(i)
in the considered lane
L is total width of considered area perpendicular to the
ships' traffic
fi is ship track distribution
Bi is grounding indication function, and is one when
grounding occur, and zero when grounding does
not occur.
P0 is the probability of omission to check the position
of the ship
d is the distance from obstacle to the bend in the
navigation route, varying with the lateral position
of the ship ai is the average length between position
checks by the navigator

Figure 3 Grounding model by Pedersen,P.T.(Source (Pedersen 1995))
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fi is considered to be different if the distance from ship
to a obstacle is different. Therefore to improve accuracy
the change of fi along the traffic route should be
examined.
Grounding model using ships' trajectories and
geometry of seabed
In the following newly developed grounding
model is explained. In the following description it is
assumed that a planned route is correctly set not to lead
a ship to ground as long as she follows the route.
Outline
Collision candidate can be defined as a situation
that ships collide each other if no evasive action will not
be taken except keeping initially planned route.
However grounding candidate can not be defined as the
above definition of collision candidate. It is because
planned route is set not to ground to obstacles such as
shoal and shore. Whenever grounding occurs, a ship
deviates from planned route if planned route is set using
correct charts.
However even if a ship deviates from planned
route, grounding scarcely occurs because of evasive
action based on periodic position fixing for grounding
avoidance. Then in this paper grounding candidate is
defined as a situation that when a ship deviates from
planned routes and she sails without corrective action
such as changing course or speed a ship grounds.
Therefore important things are number of deviations
and time after beginning of deviation without corrective
action.
Here the newly developed methods of estimating
annual grounding candidate frequency or annual
grounding frequency using trajectories of all ships in a
considered sea area and geometry of seabed of the sea
area is introduced. The methods are based on two
different views on ships' trajectories.
A view that observed trajectories are almost the
same as planned routes (View A)
This view is based on an assumption that number
of deviations are not so many and large that differences
between initial planned routes and trajectories are too
small to decide that they are apparently different.
Causes of deviations are the same as those by Pederson.
They are thought to be listed holistically. On the
contrary to the Pederson's method a ship is assumed to
deviate from initially planned route to different
direction at any point of the route in this method.
Therefore the p.d.f. of deviation angle should be
defined.

deviation from the initially planned route, in other word
the deviation is assumed to occur by omission error in
the process of following a modified route. Moreover the
deviation by omission error assumed to occur at any
point of modified route, that is observed trajectories,
and it is also assumed that time interval of position
fixing will be shorter than that of regular position
fixing. In this assumption continuation of deviation
after failure of position fixing is considered.
Observed trajectories and directional deviation at
every point of trajectories
Trajectories obtained by analysis of radar images
are serieses of points of fixed time interval. These
points are called "trajectory points" here. Then at a
considered sea area and to every ship type, a p.d.f. of a
directional deviation which is the angle between
successive elemental routes, edge points of which are
successive trajectory points are made.(Figure 7) The
observed trajectories are considered to include
trajectory points which are the results of coping with
deviations. Elemental route both edges of which are
successive edges of a trajectory, called "unit trajectory"
in the following description. Decision of grounding was
made by comparing a draught of a ship with a depth of
the position of the ship.
These views are similar to Pedersen's method of
estimating grounding frequency based on a distribution
of ship's position along the lateral direction to the ship's
heading. Different from the Pedersen’s method these
views are based on directional deviation. Moreover
these grounding frequency estimation methods make it
possible to calculate grounding of ships which have
various draughts all together.
Methods for estimation of grounding frequency
Grounding model based on the view A(Model A)
For some reasons a ship is assumed to deviates
with angle θ from her planned route at any points of it,
and after that she is assumed to sail straight at the speed
v(x) at the deviation point (x) for time (t) which is time
without corrective action, then if there exist obstacles
inside the circle, centre of which is the deviation point
and radius of which is v x ⋅ t , the ships grounds to
those.(Figure 4) Here probability of combination of
trajectory point (x) where deviation occurs and time
without corrective action (t) is denoted as H i ( x , t ) .

()

H i ( x , t ) is called p.d.f. of time without corrective

action at trajectory point (x) in the following. For
H i ( x , t ) Equation(3) can be assumed .
Tmax(i ) L(i )

A view that observed trajectories are results after
coping with deviations (View B)
In this view grounding is assumed to occur by
more deviation from observed trajectories without
groundings. In this case "deviation" means that a ship
goes straight by failing to follow a modified route
planned by a series of process for coping with a

∫

0

∫

0

Hi (x, t )dxdt= 1

(3)

Where L(i) is the length of planned route of ship(i).
Tmax(i) is the maximum time without corrective action
from the beginning of deviation. Here for
simplification, t and x are assumed to be mutually
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independent, then H i ( x , t ) can be represented as
Equation(4).
(4)
Hi (x, t ) = hi (t )gi (x )
Where hi(t) is a p.d.f of time without corrective action
of ship(i).
gi(x) is a p.d.f that deviation point of ship(i) is x.
hi(t) cannot be estimated from data such as trajectories,
it would relate to time interval of position fixing.

v(x) t
θ2(
x)

θ3(
x)

Then the following variables are defined.
fi( θ |x) is a p.d.f. of deviation angle when ship (i)
deviates from planned route at x. it is called p.d.f. of
directional deviation.
θ i-grd(x,t) is a deviation angle when ship(i) deviates at
point(x) on her planned route and after the deviation she
sails at the speed and not changing direction for the
time(t) she will ground.
Kout(i,j) is a number of deviations in case that ship(i)
will deviates when the cause of deviation is j.
j means one of the category numbers by Pedersen's
categorization of grounding causes.
M is total number of ships sailing in a considered sea
area.
Using the above definition, a number of
grounding

candidates( N grd−cd

(i ) )

that

Tmax(i ) L(i )

Ngrd−cd (i) = Kout (i, j )∫

0

∫

0

⎧⎪
⎫⎪
hi (t )⎨ ∫ fi (θ | x)gi (x)dθ ⎬dxdt
⎪⎩θ =θi−grd ( x,t )
⎪⎭

(5)

Then total number of grounding candidates(

N grd −hz−total ) which occurs in a considered sea area for
a considered period is expressed as Equation(6).
Here if a number of grounding accidents during
considered period and in the considered sea area, which
is denoted as N grd − st , is known, probability of failing to
avoid grounding (Pfail) can be obtained as Equation (7).
After beginning of a deviation, position fixing is
assumed to be carried out at every pre-determined time
interval. Here time to the first position fixing after
beginning of every deviation are assumed to distribute
along log-normal distribution, the mean of which are
normal time interval of position fixing. And it is
assumed that if the first position fixing is done, any
deviation will be corrected and grounding is
successfully prevented. Therefore it is not considered
that deviation continues after the first position fixing.
M

N grd −cd −total = ∑ N grd −cd (i )

(6)

i =1

Pfail =

N grd −st
N grd −cd −total

(7)

θ2(x) θ1(x)

θ3(x)

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

Deviation(rad)

ship(i)

encounters in a navigation along the planned route is
expressed as Equation(5).

θ1(x
)

Figure 4 Grounding model based on deviation from a planned route
(Model A)

Grounding model based on the view B(Model B)
In this case it is supposed that a ship will ground
by omission error at position fixing or omission error at
returning back to her trajectory just after position fixing
at some time after deviation from her trajectory. (Figure
5) As mentioned above, in this case position fixing
interval is thought to be shorter than that of regular
sailing because this position fixing is assumed as the
action on the way of keeping the trajectory by carrying
out coping with the deviation from a planned route.
In this case number of grounding of ship(i)
(Ngrd(i)) can be expressed as Equation(8).
L(i )

Ngrd (i) = ∫ ε
0

⎡T ( x) ⎤
⎢ ∆t ⎥
⎢
⎥

gi (x)dx

(8)

Where

ε

is omission error probability

∆t is position fixing interval

gi(x) is the same as gi(x) in Equation(4) and in
Equation(5)
T(x) is the minimum time to the grounding of ship(i)
when ship(i) sails to the direction of the unit
trajectory just before a trajectory point (x) from
point (x).
y
⎡ ⎤ is the smallest integer above y (ceiling function of
y).
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:Obbserved trajectory
:Asssumed deviation when
om
mission error occurred
:Pooint of position fixing

Figure 5 Grounnding model bassed on omission error at keepingg a
trajectory (Modeel B)

Number of grounddings which will
w occur inn a
considered sea
s
area duuring consideered period is
expressed as Equation(9).
E
M

N grd −total = ∑ N grd (i )

(9)

i =1

Application to
t Akashi Ch
hannel
Trajectories and
a groups off ships
Figuree 6 shows shhips’ trajectories obtained by
analyzing raddar images of
o ships in Akashi
A
Channnel.
Number of shhips is 3,179.. These ships are categorizzed
into 26 grouups by grosss tonnage.(Taable 1) Tim
me
interval betweeen successivve 2 points of trajectories, thhat
is time lengthh of a unit trrajectory, rangges from 1 too 3
minutes at one
o
minute innterval. Ship's velocity was
w
calculated at every unit trrajectory. Theese data are 49
f
11:00 am
m, 30-Oct-19990
hours data off trajectories from
to 0:00 pm (nnoon), 1/Nov/11990.

Figure 6 Ship trajectories in Akashi Channell (from 30/Oct. to
1/Nov./1990, durring 49 hours)

p.d.f. of anggles between successive unit trajectories
used in Modeel A
Figuree 7 shows thhe p.d.f. of angles betweeen
successive unnit trajectories, which are called p.d.f. of
directional deviation, thatt is fi( θ |x). As mentionned
above time leength of a uniit trajectory iss from 1 minuute
to 3 minutes, and unit trajeectories of 3 minute
m
are moore
than that of 1 minutes. Thhe shorter tim
me length of unit
u
trajectory beecomes, the larger the probability
p
at 0
degree will become, because the number
n
of unit
u
trajectories of straight trajjectory becom
mes larger if the
t
length of uniit trajectory becomes
b
shortter. However in
this paper thoough p.d.f. of directional deeviation depennds

on
n time length of unit trajecttory, all unit trajectories
t
aree
ussed for obtainiing the p.d.f. oof directional deviation.
The p.d..f. of directionnal deviation obtained from
m
un
nit trajectoriees of all shipp groups is thought
t
to bee
ap
pproximated by
b a normal distribution. Moreover thee
p.d.f. of directioonal deviationn of every group is mutuallyy
sim
milar to eachh other.(Tablee 2) Thereforee the p.d.f. of
o
diirectional devviation obtaineed from unit trajectories of
o
all ship groupps is used ass the p.d.f. of directionaal
deeviation of all trajectory poiints.
Here gi(x)
( is assumeed as a consstant at everyy
traajectory pointt of ship(i), annd is defined as 1/Si. Si is a
nu
umber of trajjectory pointss of ship(i) - 1. hi(t) was
ap
pproximated by
b lognormall distribution,, the mean of
o
which varies froom 5 minutess to 15 minutees at 5 minutes
in
ntervals. This treatment off mean of position
p
fixingg
in
nterval is basedd on the literaature (JDREA)).

Figure 7 p.d.f. of deviation
d
angle beetween successivee unit trajectoriess
off all ships
able 1 Grouping of ships by grosss tonnage and priincipal particularrs
Ta
off representative shhip of every groupp of ships
Group
G
No.
N

Range of
Gross
Tonnage

Number
of ships

Grross
Toonnage

Length
overall
(m)

Breadth
(m)

Drauught
(m)

1

～20

827

100

10.7

3.4

0.96

2

～100

221

600

23.9

5.7

1.80

3

～200

611

1550

36.0

7.5

2.49

4

～300

267

2550

45.2

8.7

2.98

5

～400

60

3550

52.6

9.5

3.35

6

～500

608

4550

58.8

10.3

3.66

7

～1000

166

7550

66.7

11.9

4.39

8

～1,500

179

1,2250

78.1

13.8

5.58

9

～2,000

33

1,7750

86.6

15.2

5.67

10

～2,500

50

2,2250

93.6

16.4

5.75

11

～3,000

37

2,7750

99.5

17.4

5.84

12

～4,000

47

3,5500

107.2

18.7

5.96

13

～5,000

3

4,5500

115.8

20.1

6.13

14

～6,000

3

5,5500

123.2

21.3

6.30

15

～7,000

12

6,5500

129.7

22.3

6.46

16

～8,000

5

7,5500

135.6

23.3

6.63

17

～9,000

6

8,5500

140.9

24.1

6.79

18

～10,000

7

9,5500

145.8

24.9

6.95

19

～30,000

20

200,000

183.4

31.0

8.60

20
2

～40,000

6

355,000

218.0

36.5

10.766

21
2

～50,000

4

455,000

235.5

39.2

12.077

22
2

～70,000

3

600,000

257.4

42.6

13.855

23
2

～80,000

1

755,000

275.7

45.5

15.41

24
2

～90,000

1

855,000

286.5

47.2

16.322

25
2

～100,0000

1

955,000

296.5

48.7

17.133

26
2

～
100,000～

1

1550,000

341.3

55.7

19.788

Total
T

3,179
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Table 2 Parametter of p.d.f. of devviation angle betw
ween successive unit
u
trajectories in every group of shipps
Group No.

Datta size

M
Mean
(rad.)

Standard deviattion (rad.)

1

11,7731

2
2.74E-03

1.59E-01

2

3,8887

4
4.25E-03

1.69E-01

3

10,0095

1
1.42E-03

1.80E-01

4

4,8224

7
7.92E-03

1.66E-01

5

1,0664

1
1.07E-02

1.69E-01

6

11,0044

8
8.95E-03

1.66E-01

7

2,7330

1
1.27E-02

1.81E-01

8

2,4223

-6.08E-03

2.41E-01

9

5466

2
2.02E-02

1.66E-01

10

6477

1
1.81E-02

1.91E-01

11

5211

1
1.95E-02

1.80E-01

12

5822

2
2.04E-02

1.89E-01

13

59

-3.08E-02

1.00E-01

14

38

2
2.89E-02

1.81E-01

15

1577

3
3.52E-02

1.79E-01

16

63

2
2.77E-02

1.63E-01

17

80

5
5.68E-02

1.60E-01

18

68

5
5.23E-02

1.99E-01

19

2499

5
5.08E-02

1.63E-01

20

84

-1.27E-02

1.29E-01

21

46

3
3.76E-03

1.54E-01

22

46

-2.73E-03

1.33E-01

23

13

6
6.07E-02

1.21E-01

24

6

1
1.92E-01

1.85E-01

25

11

-5.39E-02

8.68E-02

26

13

-1.36E-02

1.60E-01

All

51,0027

5
5.95E-03

1.73E-01

Seabed geom
metry and con
ntour lines att correspondiing
ship draughtts of Akashi Channel
C
Here the
t geometry of seabed was
w defined ass a
polyhedron composed of triangles,
t
verttex of which are
a
depth measuurement poinnts. Thereforee geometry of
seabed is callled seabed poolyhedron in the
t following. A
depth measurrement point is represented as (x,y, z). x,
x y
and z have a longitudinal
l
v
value,
a latituddinal value andd a
depth value of
o a depth measurement pooint respectiveely.
These pointss are prepareed by Japan Hydro-graphhic
Association. The
T triangles are obtained by
b the followiing
procedure. Fiirstly Delaunaay triangulatioon is applied to
the sea level points
p
which are
a generated by projectionn of
depth measuurement pointts to sea levvel. After thhat,
seabed polyhhedron is com
mposed of triaangles, vertex of
to
which are deepth measurem
ment points corresponding
c
the sea levvel points generated
g
aboove proceduure.
Delaunay triaangulations maximize
m
the minimum anggle
of all the anngles of the trriangles in thhe triangulatioon.
(Golias 1997)).
Using seabed polyyhedron conntour lines, the
t
depths of whiich are draughhts of represenntative ships, are
a
made. The process
p
of obbtaining such contour liness is
shown conceeptually in Figure.8. Mooreover seveeral
depth contourr lines correspponding to thee draught valuues
of representaative ships and
a
sea leveel projection of

o
seeabed polyheddron is shownn in Figure 9 with lines of
seea shores whhich are obttained by an
nalyzing radaar
im
mages. There are some disccrepancies bettween lines of
o
seea shores and outer edges of the projecttion of seabedd
po
olyhedron. Main
M
reason oof this is thatt as sea leveel
vaalues of depthh measuremennt points are expressed byy
world geodesic system annd these vallues must bee
traansformed intto the values of co-ordinaate defined onn
th
he plane of raddar images.
dr
raught surface

Figure
F
8 Seabed polyhedron and ccontour lines at draught of a ship.

Figure 9 Sea level projection of seaabed polyhedron and contour linees
s
in Akashi C
Channel (Kaneko 2007)
off some groups of ships

Grounding
G
caandidate and
d grounding frequency in
n
Akashi Chann
nel
Esstimation of grounding
g
canddidate frequen
ncy (Model A))
Number of grounding canddidates of alll ship groups
du
uring 49 houurs which estimated using
g Equation(5)
vaarying time without
w
correcctive action as
a a parameteer
arre shown in Taable 3.
In
n order to estimate
e
Koutt(i,collision avoidance)
a
inn
Eq
quation 5,whiich representss number of deviations byy
co
ollision avoidaance manoeuvvre of ship i, it is assumedd
th
hat two ships are
a involved iin a collision candidate andd
in
n Akashi Channnel the num
mber of collisiion candidates
du
uring 49 hours is 707(Kaneko,2
2007). Thenn
Kout(i,collision avoidance) duuring 49 hourrs is estimatedd
ass follows.
K out (i, collision avoidance) = 707× 2/31779 = 0.44 (forr
all i). Annual grounding
g
canndidate frequeency, which is
esstimated as a multiplyinng number of groundingg
caandidates durring 49 hourss by 365 × 24
2 / 9 , is alsoo
sh
hown in Tablee 3. As a p.dd.f. of directio
onal deviationn
th
he normal diistribution inn Figure 7 was
w
used. Inn
ad
ddition, hi(t), that
t
is a p.d.ff. of time with
hout correctivee
acction, is definned as a loggnormal distriibution, meann
vaalue of which is set to posiition fixing in
nterval and thee
staandard deviattion is set to 5 minutes. Using
U
the p.d.ff.
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the annual grounding candidate frequencies are
obtained varying position fixing interval from 5 to 15
minutes which are means of the p.d.f. As a cause of
deviation from planned routes only collision avoidance
manoeuvre is considered. That is, only category 3 of
Pedersen's model is considered.
Table 4 shows annual grounding numbers in Akashi
Channel from 1989 to 1996, which are extracted from
the casualty statistics (JCG 1989-1996). The casualty
statistics describes number of groundings at which
rescue was required and not required separately.
Required number here is both numbers. Unfortunately
this statistics does not describe number of groundings at
which rescue was not required in Akashi Channel. Only
the number in Seto Inland Sea which includes Akashi

Channel is described. In this circumstances the number
of groundings at which rescue was required and not
required in Akashi Cannel is estimated as the way
shown in Table 4. From table 4 average annual
grounding frequency estimated as 1.91, using this value
probability of failing to avoid grounding was estimated
varying position fixing interval. The probabilities are
shown in Table 5. In real sea area as causes of deviation
from planned route, drifting by tidal current, failure of
turning at way points etc. are considered. For Model A,
Kout which are based on such causes except collision
avoidance should be estimated for accurate estimation
of grounding candidate frequency.

Table 3 Occurrence frequencies of grounding candidates varying time without corrective action Akashi Channel, where the mean of h(t) is 10
minutes.(Model A)
Group No.

Draught
(m)

Time without corrective action (Ti (min))
1

2

3

4

5

10

20

30

40

50

60

1

0.96

1.99E+00

8.67E+00

2.09E+01

3.66E+01

5.28E+01

1.05E+02

1.48E+02

1.55E+02

1.57E+02

1.57E+02

1.57E+02

2

1.80

1.07E+00

3.07E+00

6.93E+00

1.09E+01

1.46E+01

2.33E+01

3.31E+01

3.72E+01

3.84E+01

3.88E+01

3.91E+01

3

2.49

5.82E+00

1.57E+01

2.81E+01

4.41E+01

5.81E+01

8.16E+01

1.14E+02

1.27E+02

1.31E+02

1.32E+02

1.33E+02

4

2.98

5.55E-03

1.18E-01

4.27E-01

1.34E+00

3.42E+00

1.12E+01

3.31E+01

4.35E+01

4.72E+01

4.94E+01

5.03E+01

5

3.36

3.51E-02

3.83E-02

1.01E-01

2.50E-01

6.67E-01

1.95E+00

7.19E+00

9.51E+00

9.78E+00

9.84E+00

9.87E+00

6

3.67

1.02E-04

7.12E-02

3.37E-01

2.50E+00

7.68E+00

2.65E+01

7.85E+01

9.01E+01

9.08E+01

9.09E+01

9.09E+01

7

4.39

1.54E+00

3.98E+00

6.48E+00

9.01E+00

1.19E+01

2.03E+01

3.31E+01

3.47E+01

3.48E+01

3.48E+01

3.48E+01

8

5.58

9.72E+00

2.14E+01

3.31E+01

4.43E+01

5.10E+01

6.39E+01

7.20E+01

7.31E+01

7.31E+01

7.31E+01

7.31E+01

9

5.67

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

7.50E-02

3.39E-01

9.78E-01

4.84E+00

8.70E+00

9.31E+00

9.32E+00

9.32E+00

9.32E+00

10

5.75

0.00E+00

3.65E-02

5.33E-01

1.46E+00

2.76E+00

9.98E+00

1.36E+01

1.41E+01

1.41E+01

1.41E+01

1.41E+01

11

5.84

0.00E+00

1.07E-02

2.24E-01

8.49E-01

1.58E+00

6.49E+00

1.02E+01

1.05E+01

1.05E+01

1.05E+01

1.05E+01

12

5.96

7.57E-09

6.35E-02

3.24E-01

1.33E+00

2.38E+00

9.53E+00

1.32E+01

1.35E+01

1.35E+01

1.35E+01

1.35E+01

13

6.13

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

2.07E-05

4.00E-02

2.55E-01

7.89E-01

8.44E-01

8.60E-01

8.60E-01

8.60E-01

14

6.30

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

1.70E-03

1.20E-01

5.15E-01

6.49E-01

6.52E-01

6.52E-01

6.52E-01

15

6.46

0.00E+00

2.84E-08

1.23E-04

1.89E-01

3.07E-01

1.61E+00

2.57E+00

2.67E+00

2.67E+00

2.67E+00

2.67E+00

16

6.63

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

3.74E-02

1.36E-01

2.37E-01

1.14E+00

1.44E+00

1.44E+00

1.44E+00

1.44E+00

1.44E+00

17

6.79

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

8.70E-02

3.20E-01

1.11E+00

1.46E+00

1.48E+00

1.48E+00

1.48E+00

1.48E+00

18

6.95

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

3.25E-05

9.84E-02

3.30E-01

1.27E+00

1.68E+00

1.73E+00

1.74E+00

1.74E+00

1.74E+00

19

8.60

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

1.07E-02

2.17E-01

6.06E-01

2.94E+00

6.88E+00

7.92E+00

8.25E+00

8.37E+00

8.44E+00

20

10.76

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

2.58E-07

5.79E-02

1.51E-01

7.26E-01

2.03E+00

2.39E+00

2.60E+00

2.62E+00

2.62E+00

21

12.07

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

1.26E-09

1.70E-02

8.85E-02

4.77E-01

1.33E+00

1.66E+00

1.71E+00

1.75E+00

1.75E+00

22

13.85

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

5.18E-08

5.36E-02

9.93E-02

4.70E-01

1.17E+00

1.28E+00

1.32E+00

1.32E+00

1.33E+00

23

15.41

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

1.33E-09

2.87E-02

2.03E-01

3.94E-01

4.45E-01

4.45E-01

4.45E-01

24

16.32

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

6.74E-07

6.81E-03

1.21E-01

3.77E-01

4.45E-01

4.45E-01

4.45E-01

4.45E-01

25

17.13

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

9.94E-09

1.91E-02

7.45E-02

2.17E-01

3.91E-01

4.40E-01

4.45E-01

4.45E-01

4.45E-01

26

19.78

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

2.10E-08

4.99E-05

7.11E-02

3.55E-01

3.96E-01

4.30E-01

4.44E-01

4.45E-01

Total(49hour)

2.02E+01

5.32E+01

9.75E+01

1.54E+02

2.10E+02

3.76E+02

5.85E+02

6.41E+02

6.54E+02

6.58E+02

6.60E+02

1 Year

3.61E+03

9.51E+03

1.74E+04

2.75E+04

3.75E+04

6.71E+04

1.05E+05

1.15E+05

1.17E+05

1.18E+05

1.18E+05

h(Ti)

1.41E-16

7.46E-10

8.08E-07

4.54E-05

5.90E-04

1.38E-01

7.14E-01

1.36E-01

1.01E-02

6.72E-04

4.94E-05

Number of grounding
candidates

5.10E-13

7.10E-06

1.41E-02

1.25E+00

2.21E+01

9.26E+03

7.48E+04

1.56E+04

1.18E+03

7.91E+01

5.84E+00

In table 3

h(Ti ) = ∫ p.d.f.of Lognormaldistribution(t ; mean = 15min,standard deviation = 5min)dt
Ti

Ti -1
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Table 4 Number of grounding accidents in Akashi Channel (JCG 1989-1996)
Akashi Channel
Number of ships that
required or did not
require rescue (B1)
(Estimation :
B1=A1*B2/A2)

Number of ships
that required
rescue
(A2)

Seto Inland Sea
Number of ships
that required or did not
require rescue
(B2)

A.D.

Number of ships
that required
rescue
(A1)

1989

2

2.29

97

111

1.14

1990

1

1.11

105

117

1.11

1991

0

0.00

153

170

1.11

1992

2

2.16

111

120

1.08

1993

0

0.00

107

118

1.10

1994

0

0.00

76

82

1.08

1995

5

5.56

124

138

1.11

1996

4

4.18

89

93

1.04

Total
Average

14
1.75

15.31
1.91

862
107.75

949
118.63

1.10

B2/A2

Table 5 Grounding candidates' number and probability of failing to avoid grounding (Model A)
Average of position fixing interval (min)

5

10

Number of Grounding candidate

3.95E+04

7.91E+04

15
1.01E+05

Probability of failing to avoid grounding

4.83E-05

2.42E-05

1.89E-05

Table 6 Grounding frequencies varying time without action in Akashi Channel, where omission error probability is 0.001(
interval is 2 minutes. (Model B)
Group
No.

Draught
(m)

Time without corrective action (min)
2

4

6

8

10

12

1

0.96

2.16E+01

7.21E+01

8.23E+01

6.18E+01

5.39E+01

3.68E+01

2

1.80

7.39E+00

2.23E+01

2.09E+01

1.42E+01

1.44E+01

8.53E+00

3

2.49

3.75E+01

7.56E+01

7.38E+01

3.30E+01

3.39E+01

2.10E+01

4

2.98

4.31E-01

4.20E+00

1.93E+01

1.23E+01

2.03E+01

1.17E+01

5

3.36

6.85E-02

8.33E-01

4.13E+00

2.95E+00

4.35E+00

2.90E+00

6

3.67

1.67E-01

9.70E+00

4.69E+01

3.76E+01

5.59E+01

3.91E+01

7

4.39

8.91E+00

1.17E+01

1.63E+01

1.33E+01

2.09E+01

1.22E+01

8

5.58

4.76E+01

5.25E+01

2.69E+01

1.25E+01

1.40E+01

8.05E+00

9

5.67

0.00E+00

1.32E+00

3.78E+00

4.26E+00

7.92E+00

3.59E+00

10

5.75

1.54E-01

5.21E+00

8.81E+00

7.77E+00

8.57E+00

3.41E+00

11

5.84

4.57E-02

3.30E+00

4.76E+00

6.20E+00

7.08E+00

4.10E+00

12

5.96

1.43E-01

4.56E+00

6.81E+00

8.54E+00

9.42E+00

3.11E+00

13

6.13

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

6.55E-01

4.53E-01

3.91E-01

1.61E-01

14

6.30

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

1.92E-01

3.27E-01

2.81E-01

6.24E-01

15

6.46

0.00E+00

8.08E-01

1.23E+00

1.82E+00

3.01E+00

1.16E+00

16

6.63

0.00E+00

5.20E-01

5.08E-01

7.60E-01

1.34E+00

5.02E-01

17

6.79

0.00E+00

3.04E-01

1.34E+00

1.19E+00

8.85E-01

1.70E-01

18

6.95

0.00E+00

3.61E-01

1.34E+00

1.33E+00

9.13E-01

5.22E-01

19

8.60

0.00E+00

7.57E-01

2.40E+00

3.75E+00

3.00E+00

1.79E+00

20

10.76

0.00E+00

2.47E-01

5.36E-01

7.47E-01

6.72E-01

8.56E-01

21

12.07

0.00E+00

7.20E-02

4.48E-01

4.70E-01

4.14E-01

5.71E-01

22

13.85

0.00E+00

2.28E-01

3.43E-01

2.49E-01

4.16E-01

2.54E-01

23

15.41

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

6.67E-02

1.33E-01

24

16.32

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

2.80E-01

1.43E-01

0.00E+00

1.43E-01

25

17.13

0.00E+00

8.00E-02

2.40E-01

2.34E-01

1.27E-01

1.27E-01

26

19.78

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

8.00E-02

1.07E-01

1.40E-01

3.37E-03

1.24E+02

2.67E+02

3.24E+02

2.26E+02

2.62E+02

1.62E+02

Total(49hour)
1 Year

2.22E+04

4.77E+04

5.80E+04

4.04E+04

4.69E+04

2.89E+04

ε,ε2,ε3, --Grounding
numbers

1.00E-04

1.00E-08

1.00E-12

1.00E-16

1.00E-20

1.00E-24

2.22E+00

4.77E-04

5.80E-08

4.04E-12

4.69E-16

2.89E-20

Table 5 suggests that shortening of position
fixing interval would enable to make the grounding
candidates frequency small.

ε ) and position fixing

Estimation of grounding frequency (Model B)
Omission error probability is obtained as from
1.0×10-3 to 3.0 ×10-3 per item when use of written
procedure is specified from a literature (Swain 1983).
These values are used in nuclear power plants.
Omission error in the middle of action for route
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correction when officers recognize deviation from
planned route and follow a modified route is assumed as
smaller than that in normal operation of nuclear power
plant here. The reason is that level of consciousness at
such emergency operation for correction of route when
officers recognize deviation is thought to be higher than
that in usual operation of nuclear power plant. However
this assumption has not been verified yet.
Table 6 shows grounding frequencies at every value of
time without corrective action and its calculation
process where omission error probability is 0.001. Table
7 shows annual grounding frequencies estimated
varying omission error probability and position fixing
interval. The combinations of time without corrective
action and omission error probability which make
estimated annual grounding frequency near the
statistical data in Table 4 can be found in Table 7. Table
7 indicate that for good agreement between the
statistical data of grounding frequency in Akashi
Channel and the estimated grounding frequency, rather
smaller omission error probability than that used in
nuclear plant and rather shorter position fixing interval
than the usual value are necessary.
Table 7 Annual grounding frequency varying omission error
probability and position fixing interval

Omission occurrence probability

Position fixing interval (min)
1

2

3

4

5

3.0E-03

2.49E+01

6.69E+01

1.28E+02

2.11E+02

2.99E+02

1.0E-03

8.25E+00

2.22E+01

4.25E+01

7.00E+01

9.93E+01

5.0E-04

4.12E+00

1.11E+01

2.12E+01

3.50E+01

4.96E+01

1.0E-04

8.23E-01

2.22E+00

4.24E+00

6.99E+00

9.91E+00

Discussion
Most of estimation methods of grounding
frequency developed until now are based on the
modelling which uses a position distribution of a ship
along lateral direction of the route of the ship. Different
from those methods, this method is based on the
directional deviation from planned routes or realized
trajectories after dealing with deviations from planned
routes, therefore the developed methods can be said to
be new approaches of estimating grounding frequencies.
Moreover these method can deal with ships of optional
draughts and optional seabed all together.
Some problems and possible improvements to
the model were discussed in the followings.
On Model A
Trajectories are different from initially planned routes,
therefore assuming trajectories as planned routes is not
reasonable basically. However if similarity between
planned routes and trajectories will be verified the
assumption can be considered to be rational. But to
obtain planned routes of thousands of ships are very

difficult. A possible way of this is thought to be
inquiring mariners. As trajectories of deviation were not
classified by their causes, to use obtained deviation
distribution of Figure 7 and Table 6 as deviation
distribution by collision avoidance is not appropriate.
Classification of deviation distribution by their cause is
too difficult to be done. If it will be done and planned
routes of all ships in a considered sea area will be
obtained Model A will become reasonable.
On Model B
Trajectories obtained from radar images includes the
trajectories when coping with deviations, and the view
that deviation from trajectories leads a ship to
grounding presents a practical way for estimating
grounding frequency because Model B does not need
planned routes. The point is the merit of Model B
comparing Model A.
For good agreement between the statistical data of
grounding frequency in Akashi Channel and the
estimated grounding frequency, rather smaller
omission error probability than that used in nuclear
plant and rather shorter position fixing interval are
necessary. To overcome this problem a few
assumptions are introduced. However they should be
verified in the future.
Common problem
In these methods a ship is expressed as a point.
However in order to improve accuracy of frequency of
grounding candidate frequency and that of grounding
frequency to obstacles in sea areas where heavy traffic
exists such as established traffic lane, it is necessary to
consider shape of a ship. Moreover for improving
accuracy it is necessary to estimate tide level.
Conclusion
The followings are dealt with in this paper. New
grounding models were developed. The models use
trajectories and geometry of seabed. One of
them(Model A) is based on the assumption that
differences between trajectories and corresponding
planned routes are small enough for considering
trajectory as planned routes. However this assumption
is not true basically. The other model(Model B) is based
on the assumption that deviation from trajectory by
omission error leads a ship to grounding.
These grounding models were applied to Akashi
Channel in Japan. The reasonableness of the two
models are not fully justified by the result. However if
some improvements will be done these models would
be verified as suitable for grounding model. Though
they need great computing power to handle large data,
recent personal computer is powerful enough to handle
ship trajectories and seabed polyhedron in the sea area
like Akashi Channel. Therefore these models are
considered to be effective method to estimate grounding
frequency in real sea area.
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Abstract:
A
The paper studdies the influennce of couplingg between the ship motions and
a the structurral resistance inn predicting th
he ship collisionn
damage. Severral collision scenarios are sim
mulated using coupled
c
and deecoupled approoaches. A couppled approach implies a timeedomain simulaation, where a precise
p
description of the wholle collision pro
ocess together with
w the full tim
me histories of the
t motions andd
forces involvedd, is achieved. There,
T
the shipss’ motions are evaluated
e
in parrallel to the struuctural deformaations i.e. the co
oupling betweenn
external dynam
mic and inner mechanics
m
is preeserved. A decooupled approach
h is based on thhe conservationn of momentum
m and allows fasst
estimation of deformation
d
eneergy without prroviding exact ship motions. The
T method is based on the shhip masses and
d velocities, andd
there is no couupling from the structural behaaviour. The exteent of deformattion is defined by
b applying som
me external rou
utine to evaluate
the penetrationn depth along some
s
prescribedd path requiredd to absorb thiss energy. The comparison
c
of the outcomes of
o two methodds
reveals that whhile the deformaation energy is predicted at reeasonable accurracy with both methods,
m
the diifference in pen
netration path is
i
significant. The decoupled appproach preciseely predicts the penetration in symmetric collision, but in nnon-symmetric collisions undeer
t results diffeer from those of decoupled sollution and also from the experrimental measuurements. The forward
f
velocityy
oblique angle the
of the struck shhip does not siggnificantly influuence the precision of the decou
upled approachh.

Introduction
n
It is a common apprroach in ship collision studies
to decouple the
t analysis of
o inner mechhanics from the
t
external dynaamics. Decouppling implies that there is no
interaction between the ship
s
motionss and structuural
deformations i.e. the actuall ship motionss in collision are
a
not considereed. Decouplinng can be doone both in the
t
analytical moodels and in finite elemeent simulationns,
where it allow
ws significantt reduction of simulation tim
me
due to time step scaling. In a decouplled analysis the
t
structural response
r
is evaluated in so-callled
displacement controlled manner
m
the struuck ship is keept
fixed and the striking ship collides withh it at a constaant
velocity alonng a prescribeed path, see Figure 1 forr a
general princiiple. The conttact force as a function of thhis
prescribed penetration paath is obtainned. The actuual
extent of the penetration is
i obtained byy comparing the
t
area under thhe force-penetrration curve, the deformatiion
energy, to thee deformationn energy evaluuated with som
me
calculation model
m
that givves the energgy based on the
t
conservation of momentuum in collission (Minorskky,
1959; Pedersen and Zhangg, 1998). Succh a model usses
only ship maass propertiess, collision veelocity, locatiion
and angle foor input. Exteernal fluid forrces due to the
t
surrounding water
w
are incluuded only thrrough a constaant
added mass and the vellocity dependdent forces are
a
neglected ass the actuall ship motioons cannot be
evaluated.

Figure 1. Decouppled and coupledd solution proceduure

The accuracy of the decoupled meethod dependds
mainly
m
on thee level of prrecision on predicting
p
thee
peenetration pathh. This can bee done rather precisely
p
for a
sy
ymmetric colllision, where the striking ship collides
un
nder a right angle at the amidships of
o the initiallyy
motionless
m
sttruck ship and only few motionn
co
omponents arre excited. S
Statistical stu
udies (Lützenn,
20
001; Tuovineen, 2005) havve, however, indicated thaat
th
he majority off collisions aree non-symmettric in one wayy
orr another. Offten the collission angle deeviates from a
rig
ght angle, thee contact poinnt is not at thee amidships or
o
th
he struck ship has initial vellocity. As in non-symmetric
n
c
sh
hip collisions more
m
motion ccomponents are
a excited, thee
peenetration paath cannot allways be preedefined withh
reeasonable preecision, but iit should be evaluated inn
paarallel with thhe ship motions, i.e. a cou
upled approachh
haas to be applieed.
The couupled approaach considerss actual shipp
motions
m
in thee evaluation of the contaact force; seee
Fiigure 1. The contact
c
force influences thee ship motions
an
nd vice versaa, thus the naame coupling
g. The contacct
fo
orce is evaluaated along thee actual, physsically correcct
peenetration paath. No preeliminary prredictions aree
reequired and thhe external fluuid forces can
n be preciselyy
in
ncluded. The coupled moddels of Peterseen (1982) andd
Brrown (2002) considered thhe motions in
n the plane of
o
water
w
surface only, while Tabri et all (2010) alsoo
in
ncluded the thiird dimensionn.
Brown (2002) and T
Tabri (2010) compared thee
co
oupled and decoupled
d
appproaches and revealed thaat
while
w
the totall deformation energy is prredicted ratheer
prrecisely by thhe decoupled approach, asssociating this
en
nergy with the
t
deformations at certaain directions
caannot be done at the same pprecision for all
a the collisionn
sccenarios. In some
s
scenarioos this resultss in erroneous
prrediction of daamage length and depth. In this paper, wee
co
ompare the tw
wo approachess and assess th
he influence of
o
co
oupling in a wide
w
variety of collision scenarios.
s
Thee
diifferences in the deform
mation energy
y and in thee
lo
ongitudinal annd transversall extend of penetration
p
aree
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studied in order to define the limits where the decoupled
approach can still be applied. For the decoupled
approach the deformation energy is obtained from
Pedersen and Zhang (1998) and the extent of damage
with the contact model of Tabri et al (2010). For the
coupled approach the same contact model is applied
together with the time domain collision simulation
model of Tabri et al (2010). As both approaches share
the same model to evaluate the contact force, the
differences analysed in this paper arise due to the
neglected coupling and velocity dependent external
fluid forces in the decoupled model. In all the
simulations the striking ship is assumed rigid and the
deformations are limited to the struck ship.
Influence of coupling in collision experiments
First, we exploit the model-scale collision
experiments to illustrate the predictions we can obtain
with different approaches. The model-scale experiments
were performed to extend the physical understanding of
ship collisions. The large-scale experiments were scaled
to model scale using a scaling factor of 35 (Tabri et al,
2008). In this, Froude’s scaling law was used to assure
physical similarity. This scaling resulted in ship models
with the following main dimensions: length LA =LB =
2.29 m, depth DA = DB = 0.12 m, and breadth BA =
0.234 m for the striking ship and BB = 0.271 m for the
struck ship. Hereafter, the superscript characters A and
B denote the striking and the struck ship, respectively.
The striking ship model was equipped with a rigid bulb
in the bow and it collided with the side structure of the
struck ship model; see Figure 2. At the contact location
a block of homogeneous polyurethane foam was
installed. The force-penetration curve from the largescale experiment was used to scale down the structural
response of the struck ship and, thus, maintain dynamic
similarity. The scaling was based on the crushing
strength of the foam and on the geometry of the bulb
(Tabri et al, 2008; Ranta and Tabri, 2007).

Figure 2. Model-scale test setup with the definitions of the collision
angle β and eccentricity LC

During the collision all six motion components of
both ships were recorded with respect to an inertial
coordinate system using a Rodym DMM non-contact
measuring system. Depending on the collision scenario,
the contact force was recorded either in a longitudinal
or in the longitudinal and transverse directions with

respect to the striking ship model (Tabri et al, 2008).
Given the ship motions, the penetration time history
was calculated based on the relative position between
the ships, see Eq. (3) in Tabri et al (2010). Combining
the measured contact force and the penetration history
results in a force–penetration curve, and the area under
that curve gives the deformation energy ED of the
collision process.
The deformation energies and penetration paths are
calculated for four non-symmetric model-scale collision
tests, which main parameters are given in Table 1.
Deformation energy for the decoupled analysis is
evaluated with the external dynamics model of Pedersen
and Zhang (1998). This model evaluates the
deformation energy based on the conservation of
momentum in collision and uses as input the ship mass
properties and the collision parameters such as ships’
velocities, collision angle β and eccentricity LC, see
Figure 2 for the definitions. It should be noted that no
information on structural resistance is required to
evaluate the deformation energy with this model. In
Table 1 this energy is compared to the energies obtained
from the model-scale experiments and by the coupled
approach of Tabri (2010). For the decoupled approach
only the total deformation energy is presented while for
the other two methods also the pure plastic energy is
presented. In the decoupled model the decomposition of
the total energy to plastic and elastic components
requires the knowledge of the ships’ velocities
immediately after the contact, which can not be defined
based on the decoupled approach alone.
According to Table 1, the computational models
tend to overestimate the total deformation energy
approximately by 10% and both methods give a similar
outcome, except in test 309 where there is significant
sliding between the ships. In the decoupled model the
total deformation energy is the only outcome and the
penetration is assumed to follow the direction of the
initial velocity of the striking ship (Zhang, 1999). To
solve the final value of the penetration corresponding to
the obtained deformation energy, the contact force
model from of Tabri et al (2010) is exploited. The
penetration paths evaluated by two computation models
are presented in Figure 3 for different model-scale tests.
There, the penetration paths of the bulb into the side of
the struck ship are presented. It should be noted that
when talking about the penetration path, we only
consider the path of the point that first contacts with the
other ship and the extent of damage due to the shape of
the impact bulb is not presented, even though it is
obviously considered in the calculations. The
longitudinal extent of damage is denoted with xB and
correspondingly the transverse extent with yB. For the
test 202 presented in Figure 3a, results of both methods
agree well with the measured one, even though the
longitudinal penetration is slightly underestimated. In
other tests with oblique angle the differences between
the results of different methods are larger. The coupled
method estimates the penetration paths at good
accuracy, while the decoupled approach yields to
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Table1. Test data

β
LC
mA
mB
[deg] [m]
[kg]
[kg]
202
0
0.83
28.5
30.5
301
30
0.37
28.5
20.5
309 (sliding) 55
0.46
28.5
20.5
313
-30
0.29
28.5
20.5
mA, mass of the striking ship; mB, mass of the struck
Test

ship;

v0A
[m/s]
0.71
0.87
0.87
0.76

max(ED)/ED,P [J]
Experimental Decoupled* Coupled model
2.36/2.28
2.50/2.51/2.14
4.20/4.14
4.31/4.62/4.21
3.19/3.19
4.3(2.9*)/- 3.60/3.60
3.14/3.09
3.7/3.45/3.14
energy; * based on Pedersen and Zhang (1998).

v0A , initial velocity of the striking ship;

ED , deformation energy; ED,P, plastic deformation
a) 202 (β=0 deg, LC=0.83 m)

c) 309 (β=55deg, LC=0.46 m)

b) 301 (β=30 deg, LC=0.37 m)

d) 313 (β =-30 deg, LC=0.29 m)

Figure 3. Penetration paths of the bulb in the struck ship (see Appendix B in Tabri et al (2010) for test matrix).

deeper penetration with shorter longitudinal extent. This
becomes especially clear from the results of the test 309
in Figure 3c, where the striking ship slides along the
deformation energy when the sliding contact is assumed
to occur in the model of Pedersen and Zhang (1998), as
this model makes a clear difference whether the ships

side of the struck ship and thus the penetration path
deviates significantly from the direction of the initial
velocity. A circular marker in the Figure 3c denotes the
stick together during the contact or whether they slide
along each other.

Influence of coupling in different collision scenarios
Above examples only covered four points in the wide
spectrum of possible collision scenarios. Having
obtained confidence in the numerical model through
experimental validation, we use it to study the influence
of coupling in a wider range of collision scenarios. The
simulations are carried out using the mass and structural
properties of the ship models used in the experiments.
As we simply compare the outcomes of two methods,

the scale where the comparison is conducted does not
affect the outcome. The relative difference between the
two approaches is defined as
(1)
xC − xDC

diff . =

where

xC

and

xC

xDC

,

are the values in question from the

coupled and decoupled analysis, respectively.
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Collision scenarios and parameters
In total, 126 different collision scenarios are
studied. Mass and inertia properties of the ship models
used are kept unchanged and are given in Table 2. Also
the structural resistance and the shape of the impacting
bow are assumed to be the same in all the scenarios.
Seven different collision angles β=0°, ±30°, ±45°, ±60°
and nine collision locations LC/LB=0, ±0.1, ±0.2, ±0.3,
±0.4 are studied. The striking ship has a velocity of

collisions are assumed to occur at parallel middle body.
In the decoupled analysis it is assumed that α=β and
µ0=0.6 in Pedersen and Zhang’s (1998) model. The
value µ0=0.6 was chosen as this resulted in most precise
prediction of energy as revealed in Figure 4, which
presents the averaged difference diff . in the
deformation energy for the collision scenarios where the
struck ship is initially motionless. The difference diff .
is evaluated by averaging the differences over nine
collision locations as
(2)
1 9 xC ,n − xDC ,n

v0A

=0.75 m/s and the struck ship is either initially
motionless of also has a forward velocity of

v0B =0.75

diff . =

m/s. In all the simulations with the decoupled approach
it is assumed that the penetration follows the direction
of the relative velocity between the ships. All the

∑

9 n =1

xC ,n

Table 2. Physical parameters of the models
Draft

Mass

KG

kXX

kYY

kZZ

µsway

µheave

µroll

µpitch

µyaw

[cm]

[kg]

[cm]

[cm]

[cm]

[cm]

[%]

[%]

[%]

[%]

[%]

Striking

4

20,5

7,4

19

70

70

17

300

12

220

14

Struck

4

20,5

7,4

19

77

77

16

376

20

231

10

Model

KG, vertical height of the mass centre of gravity from the base line; kXX, kYY, kZZ the radii of inertia in relation to the x, y
and z axes; µ, non-dimensional added mass (Tabri et al, 2010)
dashed lines are drawn for the difference of ±15%,
This averaged difference is evaluated for all 7 different
which can be considered as well acceptable difference.
collision angles and presented in Figure 4 for a number
The energy plot reveals that in most of the scenarios the
of µ0 values. Relatively larger differences occur at
energy is predicted within the margin of ±15%. In the
β=±45° as there the decoupled analysis predicts sliding
case of a right angle collisions (β=0°) there were only
contact while in reality it is neither pure sliding nor
neglectful differences between the two approaches.
sticking. This implies that the outcomes of decoupled
Again, larger differences occur in the case of β=±45° as
analysis are strongly dependent on the µ0 value,
the decoupled analysis cannot precisely predict the
especially when the sliding between the ships occurs.
scenarios where the sticking and sliding occur
However, the precise determination of µ0 value just
simultaneously.
based on the parameters describing the collision
scenario is not possible.

Figure 4. Averaged difference in deformation energy as a function of
collision angle β and with µ0  as a parameter.

Figure 5. Difference in deformation energy as a function of β

Influence of coupling
We first study the scenarios where the struck
ship is initially motionless. The difference between the
total deformation energy is presented in Figure 5 as a
function of β. The difference due to the collision
eccentricity is described by the error bars. Collision
scenario is visualized on the top of the graph for β=-60,
0 and 60 deg. In this, and also in the coming graphs,

Differences in the deformation energy change
as the struck ship has a forward velocity, see Figure 6.
With β<0°, the energy is well predicted with the
decoupled approach, the difference is even smaller
compared to scenarios where the struck ship was
initially motionless. In the scenarios with β<0° the
velocity of the struck ship reduces the sliding between
the ships and thus, the decoupled analysis yields to

B
v0A = 0.75 m s  v0 = 0 .
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precise estimation of energy. Contrary, for β>0°, the
sliding becomes more extensive and the difference
between the two methods increases significantly.

the scenarios with the initially motionless struck ship.
The overestimation increases as the collision angle
deviates from a right angle. When the struck ship has
some forward velocity the transverse penetration is
predicted relatively precisely, except for β =60°, where
the overestimation is up to 45%.
In general, the differences in transverse extent
are smaller as the deformation energy increases rapidly
with the increasing transverse penetration. In the
longitudinal direction the increase in energy is moderate
and already small differences in energy appear large in
the longitudinal extent of damage.

Figure 6. Difference in deformation energy as a function of
v0A = v0B = 0.75 m s 

a)



Differences increase when looking at the
penetrations in Figures 7 and 8. With the decoupled
approach the longitudinal penetration is underestimated
as much as 80%, see Figure 7a. It should be noted that
in Figure 7a, and later also in Figure 8a, the longitudinal
penetration is not presented for β=0 as the comparison
would be ill-conditioned. This is because the decoupled
analysis will predict zero longitudinal penetration for all
the scenarios where β=0 and the struck ship is initially
motionless, while in the coupled analysis the
longitudinal penetration still obtains some value mainly
due to yaw motion of the ships. Their comparison
would always lead to very large differences even if
neglectfully small values are compared. The largest
differences again occur in the scenarios where there is
significant sliding between the ships. In the case of
sliding not only the deformation energy is poorly
predicted, but also the direction of the penetration
deviates from that of the relative velocity. This is
further confirmed when looking at the longitudinal
penetration in the scenarios where the struck ship has a
forward velocity. For β<0° the sliding becomes less due
to the velocity of the struck ship and the penetration is
predicted more precisely compared to the initially
motionless struck ship. With β>0° the sliding increases
and the error in predicting the penetration path in the
decoupled manner increases.
a)

b)

Figure 7. Difference in longitudinal penetration for (a) v A = 0.75 m s
, v B = 0 and (b) v A = v B = 0.75 m s .

The trends are similar in the case of the
transverse penetration in Figure 8. Decoupled analysis
overestimates the transverse penetration up to 45% for

b)

Figure 8. Difference in transverse penetration for (a) v A = 0.75 m s 
v B = 0 and (b) v A = v B = 0.75 m s .

Conclusions
Ship collisions are numerically simulated using
two different approaches: a coupled and a decoupled
approach. In this paper, Tabri’s method (Tabri et al,
2010) is used for the coupled approach, and Pedersen
and Zhang’s method (1998) is used to evaluate the
deformation energy in the decoupled approach. For both
approaches the contact force as a function of
penetration is evaluated with the contact model of Tabri
et al, 2010. The differences in the collision energy, in
the longitudinal and transverse penetration depths have
been compared for a wide range of collision angles and
locations. The approaches were compared for the
scenarios where only the striking ship had a forward
velocity and where both ships had a forward velocity of
the same magnitude.
It was revealed the two methods yield to
different outcomes, especially when looking at the
penetration depths. When the struck ship is initially
motionless the deformation energy can be predicted at
good accuracy. Larger differences occur at large
collision angles, where both the sticking and sliding
occur simultaneously. The coupled analysis can well
cope with such a scenario, while the decoupled analysis
always assumes just one of these processes occurring.
Despite well predicted energy, the exact penetration
path is not known in the decoupled analysis and it is
assumed to follow the direction of the relative velocity
between the ships. This holds true for the collision
angles close to a right angle, but for larger angular
deviations the longitudinal penetration tends to become
overestimated and contrary, transverse penetration
becomes underestimated. The velocity of the struck ship
improves the estimations in the scenarios where, as a
result of this forward velocity, there is less sliding
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between the ships. In majority of the collision scenarios
the forward velocity of the struck ship did not lower the
precision of the decoupled approach. The larger
difference in the penetration depth compared to the
deformation energy implies that the neglected coupling
yields to larger error compared to the neglected velocity
dependent external fluid forces in the decoupled model.
The decoupled approach can be used with full
confidence in right angle collisions, where both the
deformation energy and the penetration bath are well
determined despite the collision eccentricity and
velocities. When the angles deviate from a right angle,
the errors increase and for some scenarios the results
become unacceptable, especially in the case of
penetration depth.
Differences presented here arise mainly as with
different methods the penetration paths become
different. In this paper the side structure of the struck
ship was assumed homogeneous and did not influence
the outcome. Homogeneous side structure misses
structural hard points such as web-frames and
bulkheads for example. A numerical study with ships of
different sizes and structural configurations is to be
conducted to assess whether the conclusions drawn here
are valid in more realistic scenarios and ship structures.
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Rapid Assessment of Ship Grounding over Large Contact
Surfaces
Lin Hong and Jørgen Amdahl
Department of Marine Technology, Norwegian University of Science and Technology

Abstract:
A simple method for rapid assessment of ship bottom structures subjected to grounding over seabed obstructions with large contact
surface is proposed in this paper. It has been recognized that the shape and size of the seabed obstruction is of crucial importance in
relation to the characteristics of bottom damage. Most studies of ship grounding are concerned with “rock” type sharp obstruction,
where plate tearing is the dominating failure mode. However, very few studies are found related to grounding over blunt obstructions
with large contact surface such as “shoal”. Denting rather than tearing is more likely for bottom plating as observed from actual
grounding incident. The sharp obstruction may cause earlier penetration, and result in very unfavorable consequences such as
compartment flooding. In contrast, the bottom plating may not fracture when moving over blunt type sea floor. But it may threaten the
global hull girder resistance and give rise to even worse consequences such as hull collapse. The proposed simple method is
established on the basis of a series of closed-form solutions for individual structural members developed from plastic mechanism
analysis. The primary deformation modes for the major bottom structural members are: sliding deformation of longitudinal girders,
denting and crushing of transverse members, indentation of bottom plating. The effect of friction is considered and estimated in a
simple manner. The vertical resistance which governs the vertical ship motion is derived. It is found that the vertical resistance is free
of friction. The proposed simple method for bottom strength is verified against large-scale nonlinear finite element analyses where
good correlation is obtained.

Introduction
In the last two decades, significant effort has been
put into understanding the response of ships subjected to
collision and grounding, due to the continuously
increasing public concern over several catastrophic
accidents. As a result, a large body of tools and analysis
procedures has been developed. Some novel ship
structures have been proposed, as summarized by, e.g.
NRC (1991), Paik (2003), which are capable of
mitigating
or
preventing
potential
accidental
consequences, such as oil spill. This has partly been
based on analysis of structural crashworthiness using
techniques widely applied by the automobile industry.
Recently, there is seen a clear trend to adopt more
rational design procedure for collision and grounding
rather than the prescriptive regulations. The following
four items are considered elementary in such a rational
design procedure, see, for example Amdahl et al (1995):
scenario definition, global and local structural
performance calculation, post-accident evaluation,
acceptance criteria. If such a design procedure is used,
especially in the preliminary design stage, it is essential
that the structural performance of various designs can be
checked and compared quickly for a large number of
potential accident scenarios. Also, in risk analysis, it is
required to predict the consequences related to various
scenarios. In this context, calculation tools with high
efficiency are required. Apparently, experiments or nonlinear finite element method (NLFEM) is not an option
in such situations. Full- or large-scale physical
experiments with ship structures on collision or
grounding are usually too expensive and risky to be
executed, though they have been conducted (Carlebur
1995, Rodd 1996). Small-scale tests may be difficult to
be interpreted to real scale events due to the intricate
scaling laws involved. The NLFEM is often considered
to be “numerical experiments”, but it implies intensive
effort on both modeling and calculation. On the other

hand, the results of numerical simulations depend
significantly on the skill and knowledge of the user,
which makes it difficult for application by ship
designers. Therefore, development of simple methods or
tools with reasonable accuracy is motivated and
precipitated because of their characteristic of fast
estimation. Compared to empirical methods, as
pioneered by Minorsky (1959) for assessment of highenergy collisions, it is advantageous to apply plastic
methods of analysis in developing simplified methods
(ISSC 1997, ISSC 2003), since mechanism analysis can
provide significant insight into the governing physical
processes. Many simplified analytical formulae have
been developed based on the construction of realistic
deformation mechanisms identified during either actual
ship accidents or model tests (Amdahl 1983, Wang 1995,
Simonsen 1997, Zhang 1999, Wierzbicki and co workers
1992-2000). For a ship bottom structure, beside the
structural arrangement, the characteristics of the
structural behavior are determined by the definition of
the accident scenario, among which loading condition
and seabed topology are of crucial importance. The
grounding action may be in the vertical direction,
longitudinal direction, or a combination. The mechanics
of vertical action is referred to as “stranding” (Amdahl
and Kavlie 1992). If the ship grounded with forward
speed, it is often referred to as “powered grounding”
(Simonsen and Friis-Hansen 2000). The mechanics
involved in the “powered grounding” varies due to the
“powered grounding” varies due to the variety of seabed
topologies.
Three major types of seabed topologies have been
defined in the grounding scenarios by Alsos and Amdahl
(2007), namely “rock”, “shoal” and “reef” (Figure 16).
The shape and size of the seabed is evaluated in relation
to the characteristic resistance of the double bottom.
Different deformation mechanisms may be triggered by
seabed obstructions with different shape and size.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 16: Seabeed topology with reference to botttom size: (a) rockk; (b)
reef; (c) shoal (A
Alsos and Amdahll, 2007).

Figure 3.: Hull collapse of a container shiip (Courtesy of
o
ww.shipspotting.coom)
ww

(b) raking daamage of Sea
Empress (Coourtesy of
www.archivve.officialdocuments.cco.uk)
Figure 2: Ship bottom
b
damage duue to grounding.
(a) sliding dam
mage (Courtesy
of Hagbart S. Alsos)

Most studies on ship groundiing to date are
subjected too the “rock”” type seabed obstructioons.
Consequentlyy, bottom platte cutting or tearing have been
b
investigated extensively. Various sim
mplified methhods
have been forrmulated for the
t plate teariing failure moode,
refer e.g. Vaugnan
V
(1980), Jones annd Jouri (1987),
Ohtsubo and Wang (19955), Simonsenn and Wierzbbicki
(1997), Simoonsen (1997), Paik and Wierzbicki
W
(19997)
and Zhang (22002). This tyype of groundding is commoonly
referred to ass “raking” (W
Wang et al 19997). The bottom
damage due to
t raking is demonstrated
d
b the groundding
by
of Sea Empreess (Figure b)). Indeed, thee sharp rock may
m
cause earlier penetration
p
off the bottom plating,
p
and reesult
in very unfavvorable consequences suchh as compartm
ment
flooding. In contrast,
c
the bottom plating may not fracture
when moving over “shoaal” type seabbed obstructiions
which have large contacct surfaces. In
I this situattion,
denting rather than tearingg is a more likkely deformattion
mode for boottom platingg, as witnesseed by an acctual
grounding inncident, see Figure 2a. Such type of
grounding maay be termed as “sliding”. During
D
slidingg, it
is more likelyy to damage a significant part of the ship
s
bottom and thereby threaaten the globbal hull bendding
resistance (Peedersen 1994, Alsos and Am
mdahl 2008b).
Figuree shows an exxample wheree the global hull
h
girder capacitty is exceededd after runninng aground. It has
been recogniized that relaatively flat seeabed and blunt
obstructions are
a by far the most commoon in practice, see
Amdahl et al (1995), Wangg et al (2000, 2002). However,
it has been overlooked.
o
Thhis necessitatees studies on the
response of shhip bottom strructure subjeccted to groundding
over seabed obstructions
o
w larger conntact surfaces.
with

It is a geeneral understtanding that the
t process of
o
shiip grounding can be dividded into exterrnal dynamics
and
d internal mechanics,
m
see e.g. Siimonsen andd
Wiierzbicki (19996). The preseent study is co
oncerned withh
thee internal mecchanics of ship grounding in relation too
slid
ding damage. A simple method is proposed
p
andd
dev
veloped, whicch can be useed to assess the force andd
eneergy dissipattion of ship bottom stru
ucture duringg
pow
wered groundding, when seaabed obstructiions with largee
con
ntact surfacess such as “shhoal” are considered. Thee
sim
mple method is constructeed by assem
mbling various
sim
mplified analyytical formulaae for individ
dual structuraal
meembers develooped by using plastic metho
ods of analysiss.
The primary defformation moddes identified
d in the slidingg
pro
ocess are: slidding deformattion of longitu
udinal girderss,
den
nting and crushing
c
of transverse members
m
andd
ind
dentation of boottom plating,, respectively. The effect of
o
fricction is considdered and estiimated in a siimple mannerr.
The proposed method
m
is appplied to a double
d
bottom
m
stru
ucture, and verified
v
by llarge-scale no
onlinear finitee
element analyses. The resultss are encourag
ging, howeverr,
furrther work iss still requireed to fully understand
u
thee
stru
uctural respoonse. Some ssignificant feeatures of thee
stru
uctural behavvior of the double bottom
m subjected too
slid
ding are obsserved and described. The
T
simplifiedd
meethod developped will conttribute substaantially to thee
establishment off efficient meethods for fasst and reliablee
asssessment of the outcomee of accidenttal groundingg
eveents. It is also essential for probabiliistically basedd
forrmal safety asssessment procedures or qu
uantitative riskk
anaalysis (Friis-H
Hansen and Sim
monsen 2002,, Bognaert andd
Boon 2007). Thhe method may in turn bee incorporatedd
o decision suppport tools (A
Amdahl and Heellan 2004) foor
into
crissis handling in
i emergencyy situations, e.g. for tankers
in disabled
d
condditions.
Stu
udies on ship grounding
During stranding shipp bottom stru
uctures behavee
sim
milarly to shipp side structurres subjected to right-anglee
colllisions. Puncching and peerforation of shell platingg,
den
nting of suppoorting memberrs, crushing of
o intersections
aree the main deeformation moodes involved
d in strandingg.
Am
mdahl and Kaavlie (1992) reported modeel experiments
forr double boottom strandiing. Wang et al (20000)
con
nducted a seeries of ninee tests to in
nvestigate thee
beh
havior of a doouble hull undder a wide range of collisionn
or stranding sceenarios. The penetration of
o the doublee
botttom was deesigned to staart at shell plating, mainn
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supporting members annd intersecttions of main
m
supporting members
m
respectively. Sim
mplified formuulae
for predictinng the resisstance of vaarious structuural
members are proposed andd verified. Allsos and Amddahl
(2008a) recenntly performeed a series off 1:3 scale paanel
penetration teests, representting the doubble hull strandding
actions, withh the aim of investigatinng the onsett of
fracture. Thiss is a key issuue regarding thhe strength off the
ship structuure and rem
mains as a challenge in
crashworthineess analysis (ISSC 20003, ISSC 20006,
Törnquist 20003, Törnquist and Simonseen 2004, Alsoos et
al 2008a, 20008b). Throughh a benchmarkk study, Elherrs et
al (2008) reveealed that the effect of messh size sensitivvity
might be morre important than
t
the failurre criterion itsself.
Considering “powered grrounding”, most
m
studies are
focused on thhe “raking” typpe damage. Inn early 1990s,, the
Carderock Division of Naaval Surface Warfare Cennter,
USA, conduccted a series of 1:5 scale grounding teests.
The results were partly reported byy Rodd (19996).
Kuroiwa et al
a (1992) repported static and
a dynamic 1:3
scale bottom raking tests coonducted in Jaapan. This is also
a
reported by Ohtsubo
O
et al (1994). ASIS
S (Associationn for
Structural Im
mprovement of
o Shipbuildiing Industry)) in
Japan sponsoored a series 1:4 scale botttom raking tests
t
conducted inn Netherlands,, see Vredeveldt and Wevvers
(1995). Thom
mas and Wiierzbicki (19992) proposedd a
grounding damage predicction model including plate
p
cutting, platee tearing and girder tearingg for double hull
h
tankers. Wangg et al (1997) proposed a siimple methodd for
damage preddiction of shhip raking over
o
a rock by
assembling foour primary faailure modes: stretching failure
for transversee members, denting,
d
tearinng and concerrtina
tearing for boottom plates. Simonsen (19997) conducteed a
comprehensivve study on thhe mechanics of double bottom
structures durring raking.
Apparently, most existing expeerimental studdies
and simplified methods arre concerned with “rock” type
t
sharp seabed obstacle. In stranding situuation, it is often
represented by
b conical tyype indenter characterizedd by
spreading anggle. While in raking
r
situatioon, the obstaclle is
often represeented by wedges characterized by seemiwedge angle and its breadtth, or cones exxpressed by apex
a
angle and tip radius.
Since the seabed toopology has been
b
regardedd as
one of the doominating facttors for the strructural respoonse
during grounnding, it is faar from sufficcient to consider
grounding with respect too rock type obstruction
o
only.
Consider, for example, the
t
structurall response of
o a
longitudinal web
w girder. If
I the bottom
m is subjectedd to
grounding ovver a rock, the girder or
o bulkhead will
w
normally be deformed
d
to thhe side of the rock due to shhear
straining corrresponding to the global deeformation mode
m
of the bottom
m plating (S
Simonsen 19997). Howeverr, if
grounding takkes place overr an obstructioon with large flat
contact surfaace, a repettitive wave-llike deformattion
pattern is obbserved (Middtun 2006; Samuelides
S
ett al
2007a, b). A theoretical model
m
has beenn established and
a simple forrmula has been derived for this slidding
deformation pattern
p
by Hong
H
and Am
mdahl (2008b). In
this context, the mechannics involvedd in the slidding

pro
ocess must be investigated. Subsequen
ntly, a simplee
meethod, such as that establishhed for raking by Wang et at
a
(19
997), shouldd be develooped. Concerning simplee
meethods for botttom sliding, iit is noticed that
t
Alsos andd
Am
mdahl (2008b)) found the sliiding resistance of a doublee
botttom in the steady
s
state pphase is abou
ut half of thee
resistance duringg stranding. A semi-analytical proceduree
hass been propoosed to find tthe steady sttate horizontaal
gro
ounding force..
A simple method for aassessment off the resistancee
of ship bottom structures
s
durring sliding ty
ype groundingg
acccident over laarge contact ssurfaces, is presented. It is
bassed on an assembly of vaarious simpliffied analyticaal
forrmulae for majjor structural members.
Priimary structu
ural deformaation modes
Figure 4.. shows a sim
mple model of the typicaal
dou
uble bottom structure. Forr simplicity, it is assumedd
thaat the ship undder considerattion moves in the horizontaal
plaane, disregardding pitch annd heave mo
ovement. Thee
response of the ship bottom can be consid
dered periodicc
beccause of thee repetitive arrangement of structuraal
meembers. Threee types of strructural comp
ponents are of
o
maajor concern inn the groundinng process:
1. longituddinal girder, inncluding long
gitudinal
bulkheaad;
2. transverrse member, iincluding botttom floor,
transverrse bulkhead;
3. bottom plating.
The tertiary stifffeners or cutoouts on the web
w girder andd
thee bottom floorr are not considered in thiis study. Theyy
maay be taken innto account bby the method
d of smearingg
wh
hich has been proved effective for cutting of
o
lon
ngitudinally stiffened
s
plattes by Paik (1994). Thee
seaabed obstacle is representeed by a rigid indenter withh
flatt contact surface and trappezoidal cross-section. Foor
sim
mplicity the middle web girder is asssumed to bee
imp
pacted at the center
c
of the inndenter.
Figure 5. shows thee deformatio
on of bottom
m
stru
uctures after grounding ovver obstructio
ons with largee
flatt surface. Thee deformation of bottom plaating is seen inn
Fig
gure 6.The prrimary deform
mation modes for individuaal
stru
uctural mem
mbers are: sliding defformation of
o
lon
ngitudinal girdders, denting and crushing
g of transversee
meembers, indeentation off bottom plating.
p
Thee
meechanisms intrroduced hereaafter are form
mulated in suchh
a way
w that they are mathemaatically tractab
ble, but at thee
sam
me time as realistic as ppossible. Som
me significannt
feaatures of the structural
s
behhavior of the double
d
bottom
m
sub
bjected to groounding overr seabed obsttructions withh
larg
ge flat contactt surface are aalso described
d.

v

Figure 4: A simple model
m
of ship groounding analysis.
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com
mplexity of the
t problem and the sim
mplicity of thee
theeoretical moddel, it is not possible to get analyticaal
sollutions for H and θ currenttly. Even so, such
s
approachh
stilll has been prroved to workk well in a larrge number of
sim
mplified analyyses, see forr example Wierzbicki
W
andd
Cu
ulbertson-Drisccoll (1995). IIn the first place, empiricaal
exp
pressions aree introduced to make th
he calculationn
posssible. H and θ are expresseed as
Figure 5: Deform
mation of the botttom structure afteer grounding.

Simplified method
m
for lon
ngitudinal girrder
A longgitudinal girdeer connects thee inner and ouuter
bottom platiing in a doouble bottom
m structure. The
longitudinal girder will be
b subjected to a continuuous
sliding proceess, in whicch it will be
b crushed both
b
vertically andd horizontallyy. Hong and Amdahl (20008b)
proposed a thheoretical moodel (Figure 6)
6 for the girrder
crushed by a flat indenter during horizoontal sliding. The
accuracy of the
t mechanism
m model has been verifiedd by
series of nuumerical simuulations in terms
t
of eneergy
absorption annd resistance force.
f

Figure 6: Deform
mation of the longgitudinal bottom girder after slidinng
(paper model).

The intersecction with thhe transversee floor can be
considered too form a plated cruciform.. In this conttext,
the theory foor axial crushhing of interrsections mayy be
applied. How
wever, this parrt of the longgitudinal girdeer is
very limitedd and exhibits similar deformations as
proposed forr steady-statee sliding. Forr simplicity, the
horizontal sliiding deformaation model is
i applied to the
whole longituudinal girderr. According to the propoosed
mechanism, the energy absorption
a
inn a half-wavee is
derived to be

) 1 −tantanθ θ .

(

2

Egirder = M 0π H 1 + 2 1 + tan 2 θ ⋅
+

4N0 H 2

(1)

1
+ tan 2 θ
4

3

The mean horrizontal crushing force is:

(

FmH , girder = M 0π 1 + 2 1 + taan 2 θ
+

tan θ
2
3 1 − tan θ

4N0 H

)

1
+ tan 2 θ
4

.

2H
H = 1.0836D + 0.0652 ,

(3)

2θ = 0.94α -0.00048α 2 ,

(44)

wh
here D is the indentation ddepth from th
he indenter, α
rep
presents the crushing anggle of the indenter.
i
Thee
dettailed descripttion and derivvation of the mechanism
m
for
thee longitudinal web girder ccan be found
d in Hong andd
Am
mdahl (2008b, 2008c).
Sim
mplified meth
hod for transvverse membeers
In the liteerature, sharpp wedges have been widelyy
useed to representt the groundinng condition. Ship
S
groundedd
oveer rocks has been the maajor subject over decadess.
Regarding the failure
fa
mode oof transverse members
m
by a
con
ncentrated loaad, Wang et al (1997) ap
pplied a beam
m
mo
odel dominateed by membraane force. Sim
monsen (1997)
mo
odified the deenting model of transversee members foor
app
plication to the bottom rakinng process.
A flat inndenter with ttrapezoidal crross-section is
em
mployed to reppresent the sshape of the seabed. As a
result, the respoonse of the ttransverse meember can bee
div
vided into twoo parts (Figuree 7). The centtral part of thee
tran
nsverse mem
mber of the inntersection, which
w
has thee
sam
me breadth as the contact ssurface from the indenter, is
pusshed horizonntally by the indenter. One
O
buckle is
forrmed. The cruushing behavvior is similarr to the axiaal
cru
ushing of a cruciform, but with a horizontaal
displacement. The
T
remaininng part of the
t
transversee
meember deform
ms simultaneously with thee central partt.
The deformationn mode is siimilar to the local dentingg
ode of a web girder subjeccted to a conccentrated loadd.
mo
Ho
owever, from the simulatioon, it is obseerved that thee
defformation zonne of the transsverse floor do
oes not extendd
to the
t boundary of the membeer, i.e. adjacen
nt longitudinaal
girders.

(2)

M0 representss the fully plaastic bending moment
m
capaacity
of a plate strrip, N0 is the plastic mem
mbrane force of
o a
plate strip. H and θ are half of the vertical
v
crushhing
distance and the crushing wave angle of
o the mechannism
respectively (Figure
(
6). According
A
to the upper boound
theory, it is postulated that the free paarameters shoould
adjust themseelves in the deformation
d
p
process
to obbtain
the least ennergy dissipaation. Howevver, due to the

Figure 7: Transverrse floor after hoorizontal crushin
ng (central part is
i
ored yellow withh the same breaadth as the contact surface withh
colo
indeenter).

Fro
om numericaal simulationss, the centrall part of thee
tran
nsverse floorr is observed to be crush
hed to form a
wriinkle or buckkle. This is esspecially appaarent from thee
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edge type view of the transverse
t
flooor after slidding
(Figure 8).

Figure 8: Transvverse floor after horizontal
h
crushinng (edge type figuure).

Another characterisstic feature of
o the horizoontal
crushing is thhat the crushiing distance cannot
c
be sim
mply
characterized by one parameter, suuch as crushhing
distance in axial
a
crushingg. The total crushing
c
depthh is
separated intoo a short and a long compoonent, i.e. ab and
bc, refer Figuure 9. The ennergy is dissippated through the
three plastic hinge lines and by the stretching
s
of the
vertical mateerial fibers beyond
b
the loower hinge line.
l
Once the eloongation of the
t material line
l
ab or bcc is
found, the ennergy dissipattion by the ceentral part off the
transverse flooor can be calcculated.

cru
ushing of platted structures,, for examplee, Kierkegaardd
(19
993), Paik andd Pedersen (19995). The central part of thee
tran
nsverse memb
mber with breaadth 2C, whiich equals thee
spaan of the contact
c
surfacce with the indenter, is
con
nsidered to bee two flanges of a cruciform
m. The energyy
dissipated by thee collapse of thhe two flangees is
2
⎛
⎞
H2 ⎛π ⎞
Etrans ,central = 4M 0 ⎜ 2.58
+ ⎜ ⎟ t +πC ⎟ .
⎜
⎟
t ⎝2⎠
⎠
⎝

(66)

This amount of
o energy iss dissipated over u0, thee
horrizontal displaacement of thhe web girder,, given by Eqq.
(5). Consequentlly, the mean hhorizontal cru
ushing force is
obttained by dividing Eq. (6) bby Eq. (5):

FmH
m , trans , central =

Etrans , central
u0

2M 0
=
H tan θ

2
⎛
⎞
H2 ⎛π ⎞
+ ⎜ ⎟ t +πC ⎟
⎜⎜ 2.58
⎟
t
⎝2⎠
⎠
⎝

.

(7)

u0
a

D
Horizonttal
crushingg

c

b

Figure 9: Crosss-section of the central part of the transverse floor
before and after horizontal
h
crushinng.

The hoorizontal displlacement of thhe top edge off the
central part of the transverse floor, u0, can be determiined
Hong
from the theooretical modell for longitudiinal girder (H
and Amdahl 2008b),
2
refer Figure
F
6,
u0 = 2 H tan θ .
(5)
Howevver, because of
o the sophistiicated interacttion
between trannsverse and longitudinal
l
m
members,
a new
n
mechanism foor the central part of the traansverse mem
mber
has not been developed
d
in the present stuudy. This mayy be
done in a future
f
study. Therefore, to simplify the
problem andd proceed wiith the estabblishment of the
simple assessment tool, the
t
existing theory for axial
a
crushing of intersections is applied to estimate the
response of the central part
p
of the transverse flooor.
Amdahl (1983) proposed a symmetric deformation
d
m
mode
for predictinng the averaage crushingg strength of a
cruciform. Thhe plastic ennergy is mainnly dissipatedd in
triangular reggions I and III by in-plane deformation and
plastic bendiing at inclinned and straiight hinge liines
(Figure 10). Assuming that the collapse patternn is
determined at
a an early sttage of crushhing and remaains
constant durring further crushing, Amdahl (19983)
calculated thee parameter to
t be k=0.5733. This has been
b
widely acceppted by otherr authors on the problem
m of

The response off the rest of tthe transverse member mayy
be calculated byy the dentingg mode. The local dentingg
mo
ode was propoosed for plates subjected to
o a load whichh
mo
oves in the plaane of the platte. This type of
o load is oftenn
seeen in strandinng or collisioon. In a horiizontal slidingg
pro
ocess, the indeenter moves iin the longitud
dinal directionn
perrpendicular too the plane of the plate. Despite thee
diffference, the denting
d
mode can be consisstently appliedd
to the analysis of the rakinng process, see
s Simonsenn
(19
997). Hong annd Amdahl (20008a) revieweed the existingg
theeoretical models for local denting, and
d proposed ann
imp
proved theoreetical model w
with two fold
ding elementss.
The model capptures more precisely thee deformationn
pro
ocess of a weeb girder undder concentraated load. Thee
sim
mplified formuula agrees saatisfactorily with
w small andd
larg
ge scale experiments. This will be appliied to evaluatee
thee strength off the transveerse memberr outside thee
inteersection regioon.

Figure 10: Basic follding element in a symmetric mod
de for a cruciform
m
mdahl 1983).
(Am

The enerrgy absorbed during the crrushing of thee
rem
maining part of
o the transverrse member is

Etrans , side =

N H3
14
π M 0 b + 29.668 0
,
b
3

(8)
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where b is thee half length of
o the deformaation extension in
transverse diirection, H is
i the charaacteristic verttical
crushing disttance. This energy is diissipated oveer a
distance u0, the horizonttal displacem
ment of the web
w
girder, i.e. Eq.
E (5). Conseequently, the mean horizoontal
crushing force is obtained by
b dividing Eqq. (8) by Eq. (5):
(

FmH ,trans , side =

Figure 12: Displaceement of the noddes on top of bo
ottom intersectionn.
F denotes the noddes from left to riight.)
(A-F

Etrans , side
u0

N H2
b
7
= π M0
+ 14.84 0
H tan θ
b tan θ
3

(9)

.

In this case, the
t vertical crrushing distannce is determiined
by the crushhing depth off the indenterr. The optimaality
condition shoould be appliedd to determinee the extensionn of
the deformation in the transsverse directioon:
∂FmH ,trans , side
(
(10)
=0,
∂b
which yields
H
.
(
(11)
b = 2.85 H
t
Up to now, no restrictioon has been imposed on the
deformation extension of
o the transverse mem
mber.
However, it is
i noted that b in any case should be larrger
than the shouulder breadth of
o the indenteer, B, refer Figgure
11. Since the deformation of the transveerse member will
w
be restrainedd by the neeighboring loongitudinal web
w
girders, the girder
g
spacing should connstitute an uppper
limit.

Figure 13: Displacement of the noodes inward from
m the top of thhe
botttom intersection. (A-H denotes thee nodes from left to right.)

Figure 14: Displacement of the nodees of the intersecttion. (A-F denotees
the nodes from the toop.)

D

β
2C

B

Figure 11: The transverse
t
sectionn of the indenter.

In ordder to have a better underrstanding, Figgure
12-15 give soome impressiion on how the
t nodes aroound
the bottom intersection displace.
d
It reeveals significcant
interaction beetween longituudinal and trannsverse membbers
of a ship boottom. The nodes
n
of the top edge of the
longitudinal girder
g
displacce horizontallly with the saame
magnitude (F
Figure 12). But
B the inwarrd nodes exhhibit
different phhenomena. The
T
node located
l
on the
intersection has
h the maxim
mum horizonttal displacem
ment.
In this speccific case, it is about 2.5 times the
displacement of the nodess in longitudiinal girder at the
same height (Figure
(
13).

i
(A-F
F
Figure 15: Displaceement of the noddes outside the intersection.
notes the nodes froom the top.)
den

The horizzontal displaccement of thee nodes of thee
inteersection linne increases from the top of thee
inteersection, afteer reaching a maximum diisplacement, it
i
starrts to decreasse to zero (F
Figure 14). Th
he points thaat
con
nstitute the second
s
hingee line have the
t
maximum
m
horrizontal displaacement. How
wever, this iss not the casee
elsewhere in thee longitudinaal girder. The displacemennt
deccreases from the
t top node in cross sectio
ons other thann
thee intersection line of the longitudinal girder
g
(Figuree
15)). It is thuss concluded that there is significannt
inteeraction betw
ween the longitudinal an
nd transversee
meembers.

Sim
mplified meth
hod for bottom plating
Plastic deformation
d
inn the form of membranee
straaining of shipp bottom platiing constitutes a significannt
parrt of energy dissipation dduring groun
nding processs.
Ratther than beeing torn opeen by a shaarp rock typee
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obstacle, the bottom
b
plate is
i indented hoorizontally byy the
blunt seabed with no teaaring as longg as the weldd is
capable of reesisting the hoorizontal grouunding force. The
widely develooped plate cuutting/tearing mode which has
been discusseed in sectionn 1 is not apppropriate in the
present situaation. Figure 16 illustratees the horizoontal
displacement of bottom plate. The botttom plate witthin
the breadth of
o the flat indenter has the same magnittude
of horizontal displacementt. The horizonntal displacem
ment
is determinedd from the model
m
developeed for horizoontal
crushing of loongitudinal boottom girder, given by Eq. (5).
Then the hoorizontal dispplacement vaanishes graduually
when it is conntacted with thhe shoulder off the indenter.

Eb , plating = 4 M 0 l ∆ ϕ .

(13)

As for the mem
mbrane energgy, it is assu
umed that alll
streetching takes place in the aarea which is in
i contact withh
thee side surface of the indentter (indicated by the shadedd
areea between thee longitudinal hinge lines in
n Figure 18).
The deformationn of the plate ccan be describ
bed by
y
u = u0 , u0 = D tan θ ,
(144)
b

y
, v0 = D2 + b2 − b .
(15)
b
u0 and v0 are thee horizontal aand transversee displacemennt
of the plate resppectively. Theen, the energy
y dissipated byy
meembrane stretcching can be dderived as
v = v0

Em , plating =

4
3

N 0 l u0 2 + v0 2 .

(166)

Figure 16: The deformation of bottom
b
plate afterr sliding (the redd line
highlights the hoorizontal deformattion of the plate)..

The energy is dissipated by
b bottom plaate through thhree
major modes::
1.
2.
3.

Plasttic bending at four longituddinal hinge linnes;
Mem
mbrane stretchhing of the maaterial betweenn
the longitudinal hiinge lines;
Plasttic rolling andd membrane stretching off the
platee in contact with
w
the fronnt surface of the
indennter.

∆ϕ

In reality, thhere is no cleear distinctionn between thhese
modes. They are presumeed to contribuute independenntly
to the total ennergy absorptiion. In this waay the theorettical
analysis is siggnificantly sim
mplified.
Figure 18: Damage model for bottom
m plate during slid
ding.

Figure 17: The displacement
d
of various
v
nodes of bottom
b
plate alonng
transverse directiion.

After being indented by
b the slidinng object, four
f
longitudinal hinge lines are
a formed with
w
the bendding
angle ∆ϕ
⎛D⎞
(
(12)
∆ϕ = arctan ⎜ ⎟ .
⎝b⎠
The transverrse extension of the botttom plate, b, is
assumed to be determineed from the crushing of the
transverse flooor.
The energy diissipated by plastic
p
bendingg of the four
longitudinal hinge
h
lines is

The platiing forward oof the tip of the
t indenter is
asssumed to confform to the frront surface of the indenterr.
The energy is dissipated thhrough plastic rolling andd
meembrane stretcching if frictiion force is accounted
a
forr.
Wh
hen the indenter travelss through th
he plating, a
currvature will be imposed onn the plate iniitially, and thee
currvature will be
b removed w
when the plaate leaves thee
rolling surface (figure 19). Inn addition, wh
hen the frictionn
forrce builds up during the rrolling process, membranee
streetching will taake place in thhe second rolliing surface.
plating
p
indenter
R
V
Figure 19: Plastic rolling
r
process att the contact surfa
face between platte
d indenter.
and
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The rate of the plastic energy dissipation of a
plate strip in contact with the front surface of the
indenter is established as
•

E tip , plastic

⎛ ⎛ N ⎞2 ⎞ 2
•
2
= M 0 V + M 0 ⎜1 − ⎜
⎟ ⎟ V +Nu.
⎜ ⎝ N0 ⎠ ⎟ R
R
⎝
⎠

(17)

R is the rolling radius, N denotes the axial force. The first
term of Eq. (17) comes from the bending at the first
roller, the second term is the bending at the second roller
in which the bending moment capacity is reduced
because of the presence of axial force due to the friction.
The last term represents the contribution of membrane
tension in the second roller. u is the rate of material
elongation in the second roller, and it will be decided
from the plastic interaction function
⋅

2

M ⎛ N ⎞
Γ=
+⎜
⎟ −1 ,
M 0 ⎝ N0 ⎠

(18)

and the normality criterion
⎧ ∂Γ ⎫
⎧•⎫ • ⎪
⎪θ ⎪
⎪ ∂M ⎪⎪
⎨•⎬ = λ⎨
⎬.
⎪⎩u ⎪⎭
⎪ ∂Γ ⎪
⎪⎩ ∂N ⎪⎭
⋅

(19)
⋅

Then, u can be related to θ as
•

u=

2M 0 N •
θ.
N0 N0

(20)

⋅

θ is the rate of rotation, and is expressed constantly as
•

θ=

V
R

.(21)

Substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (17), the second order term
of the axial force is eliminated due to the interaction
between bending and axial forces. The rate of the plastic
energy dissipation is reduced to a single term as
•
4
E tip , plastic = M 0 V .
(22)
R
This is independent of the friction force. Once the plastic
rolling radius is determined, the energy dissipation due
to rolling and stretching of the front contact surface can
be obtained. Normally, the rolling radius should adjust
itself to give the minimum energy dissipation.
Obviously, this could not be done at present. The
influence of the rolling radius on the total energy
absorption capacity will be investigated later.
Subsequently, the horizontal resistance from the tip
rolling and stretching is
4
FH ,tip = M 0 ( 2C ) .
(23)
R
Energy absorption due to the rolling and stretching,
when being crushed a distance, l, is
4
E p ,tip = M 0 l ( 2C ) .
(24)
R

The total energy absorbed by the bottom plating when
being crushed a distance, l, is obtained as

N
2M 0C ⎞
⎛
E plating = 4l ⎜ M 0 ∆ϕ + 0 u0 2 + v0 2 +
⎟.
R ⎠
3
⎝

(25)

Subsequently, combining Eqs. (2, 7, 9 and 25), the total
horizontal reaction force due to plastic deformation is
obtained as
(26)
FH , plasticity = FmH , girder + FmH ,trans,central + FmH ,trans,side + FmH , plating
Friction and vertical resistance
Generally, friction will play a significant role
during grounding. For example, in the plate tearing
model for bottom raking proposed by Ohtsubo and Wang
(1995), the factor representing the effect of friction on
the plate resistance is
µ
.
(27)
g ( µ ,θ ) = 1 +
tan ϕ
µ is the Coulomb friction coefficient, ϕ is semi-wedge
angle. Assuming θ=45o and µ=0.3, the resistance will
increase 30% due to friction. More increasing can be
obtained for wedges with smaller semi-wedge angle. In
the study of steady-state plate cutting by Simonsen and
Wierzbicki (1998), a more complicated expression for
the factor accounting for friction is derived. It was shown
that when µ=0.3 and wedge inclination angle 10o, the
friction factor is 2.8, 1.7 and 1.5 for semi-wedge angle
equal to 10o, 30o and 45o respectively. The contribution
of friction to total grounding resistance is of considerable
magnitude.
Consequently, the effect of friction shall be
considered and included in a consistent manner. As
general, it is postulated that the external work equals the
total internal work due to plasticity, friction, and fracture
if applicable
(28)
FH ⋅ V = FH , plasticity ⋅ V + FH , fracture ⋅ V + µV ' ∫ pdS .
S

FH is the total horizontal resistance of the structure, V is
relative velocity between ship and obstruction, FH,plasticity
and FH,fracture denotes the resistance due to plasticity and
fracture respectively, V’ the relative velocity between the
plating element dS and obstruction during contact, p the
pressure distribution on the contact surface, S the contact
surface. Last term of Eq. (28) represents the energy
dissipation by friction forces on the contact surface.
For calculating the friction force, it is assumed
that all the contact pressure is acting on the front plane
surface of the indenter for simplicity. The shoulders of
the indenter also transmit some force. However, it is
believed that the major part of the force is taken by the
front surface. Thus, the influence from the shoulders
maybe neglected. The irregularities of the sharp edges of
the indenter are also omitted due to their minor effect.
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N

V

µN

FH

plating
α

indenter

Figure 20: Relative motion of bottom plate and indenter for friction
factor calculation.

Considering the present problem, Eq. (28) can be
rewritten as

FH ⋅ V = FH , plasticity ⋅ V + µ NV ' .

(29)

N is the normal force on the contact surface, see Figure
20. The relative velocity V’=V/cosα. The equilibrium in
the horizontal direction referred to the indenter is
established as
FH = N sin α + µ N cos α .

(a) friction factor as a function of α and µ

(30)

Combining Eq. (30) and Eq. (29), eliminating N, an
expression for the total horizontal resistance FH in terms
of FH,plasticity is given as

FH = g ( µ , α ) ⋅ FH , plasticity ,

(31)

where g(µ,α) is the friction factor which is the ratio
between FH and FH,plasticity. It is derived as a function of
the friction coefficient µ and the inclination angle of the
flat indenter relative to the bottom plate α, expressed as
g ( µ,α ) =

FH
FH , plasticity

−1

⎛
⎞
µ
= ⎜⎜1 −
⎟⎟ (32)
⎝ ( sin α + µ cos α ) cos α ⎠

Subsequently, the vertical equilibrium
expression for vertical resistance

gives

FV = k ( µ , α ) ⋅ FH = k ( µ , α ) ⋅ g ( µ , α ) ⋅ FH , plasticity ,

Figure 21: Illustration of friction factor g and ratio of k=Fv/FH.

(33)

k(µ,α) is employed to represent the ratio of vertical
resistance FV to horizontal resistance FH
k ( µ ,α ) =

FV 1 − µ tan α
.
=
FH
tan α + µ

(b) ratio of FV and FH as a function of α and µ

the

(34)

It is interesting to find that the vertical resistance, FV, is
free of the friction coefficient µ with reference to
FH,plasticity. This is evident from the product of g(µ,α) and
k(µ,α), which determines the magnitude of FV
k ( µ , α ) ⋅ g ( µ , α ) = 1/ tan α .

(35)

This is also in accordance with the observations from
numerical simulations. Once the horizontal resistance
due to plastic deformation is obtained, the total
horizontal resistance which takes into account of the
effect of friction between contact surfaces can be
consistently derived. The same applies to vertical
resistance which governs the vertical motion and the
magnitude of penetration.
As illustrated in Figure 21(a) for friction factor, if
µ=0.3 is assumed, g will be 2.05, 1.84 and 1.94 for
α=20o, 30o and 50o respectively. This indicates a
prominent increasing for the total horizontal resistance
due to the effect of friction. Figure 21(b) shows k as a
function of α and µ. For large inclination angles, the
vertical component of the frictional force dominates over
the normal force. The total vertical force acting on the
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ship may become negative for very large inclination
angles.
Application examples
The major structural deformation modes for
longitudinal web girders, transverse members and
bottom plating have been identified. Subsequently,
simplified solutions have been derived in the previous
section. Simplified formulae for individual structural
components are assembled and applied to a simple ship
bottom structure as shown in Figure 4. Compared to the
bottom structure in Figure 4, only two transverse floors
are included in the calculation hereafter. The stiffeners
on the longitudinal web girders and bottom plating are
smeared into their parental members. The grounding
scenario is set up as in Figure 4. The major scantlings of

the bottom structure are listed in Table 1. The bottom
structure is subjected to four grounding processes with a
shallow indentation depth of 150mm, an intermediate
depth of 450mm and a relatively small sliding angle of
24.40 and an intermediate angle of 51.30.
Table 1: Major parameters of the simple bottom structure.

Material flow stress [MPa]
Spacing of transverse floors [mm]
Spacing of longitudinal web girders [mm]
Bottom height [mm]
Breadth of flat indenter [mm]
Plate thickness [mm]

2.50E+10

6.00E+10

simulation (without friction)

simulation (without friction)

simplified (without friction)

Internal energy [Nmm]

Internal energy [Nmm]

simplified (without friction)

5.00E+10

simulation (with friction)

2.00E+10

simplified (with friction)

1.50E+10

1.00E+10

5.00E+09

simulation (with friction)
simplified (with friction)
4.00E+10

3.00E+10

2.00E+10

1.00E+10

0.00E+00
0.00E+00

2.00E+03

4.00E+03

6.00E+03

8.00E+03

0.00E+00
0.00E+00

1.00E+04

2.00E+03

4.00E+03

6.00E+03

8.00E+03

1.00E+04

Crushing length [mm]

Crushing length [mm]

Case 2:α= 24.4o, D=450mm

Case 1:α=24.4o, D=150mm
9.00E+10

4.00E+10

simulation (without friction)

simulation (without friction)
3.50E+10

8.00E+10

simplified (without friction)
simulation (with friction)

3.00E+10

Internal energy [Nmm]

Internal energy [Nmm]

355
4200
3750
900
1500
16

simplified (with friction)
2.50E+10
2.00E+10
1.50E+10
1.00E+10

7.00E+10
6.00E+10

simplified (without friction)
simulation (with friction)
simplified (with friction)

5.00E+10
4.00E+10
3.00E+10
2.00E+10
1.00E+10

5.00E+09
0.00E+00
0.00E+00

2.00E+03

4.00E+03

6.00E+03

8.00E+03

1.00E+04

0.00E+00
0.00E+00

2.00E+03

Case 3:α=51.3o, D=150mm

4.00E+03

6.00E+03

8.00E+03

1.00E+04

Crushing length [mm]

Crushing length [mm]

Case 4:α=51.3o, D=450mm

Figure 22: Simplified method vs. numerical simulation in terms of total bottom energy absorption.

The grounding processes have been analyzed
numerically using the explicit non-linear finite element
software, LS-DYNA (Hallquist, 1998), which is suitable
of analyzing contact and transient impact problems. The
results of numerical simulations are compared to the
prediction by using simplified method proposed in this
study. Energy dissipation curves obtained from
numerical simulations and predicted from the present
simplified method when assuming R=1000mm are
compared in Figure 22.

The friction coefficient is assumed as 0.3 when
the effect of friction is taken into account. The simplified
method agrees satisfactorily with the results of numerical
simulations in case 3 and case 4 when α=51.3o. For
α=24.4o, the internal energy is overestimated
considerably especially in case 1.
The present method gives better results when
friction effect is not taken into account which implies
further improvement of the present model for
considering friction effect.
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The increased
i
strrength due to a transveerse
member, asssociated withh a hump in the eneergy
absorption cuurve, is reasonably captureed. However, the
strength preddicted by thee simplified method
m
tendss to
increase slighhtly slower. Thhis is mainly due
d to the negglect
of the interraction betweeen longituddinal girder and
transverse meember.
The longitudinal
l
girder near the intersecttion
deforms som
mewhat differeently compareed to its steaadystate mode. It
I consumes more energy than during the
steady-state. If this can bee treated sepaarately, the huump
of the energyy absorption curve may be
b predicted with
w
better accuraccy. A new moodel for the crrushing of cenntral
part of the trransverse flooor may also contribute too an
improved prediction.
This may
m be the subbject of futuree studies. Becaause
the rolling raadius R cannnot be determ
mined analyticcally
according to the present method, it is of interestt to
investigate how it affects the total ennergy dissipattion.
Figure 23shhows the coomparison of
o total eneergy
absorption forr the groundinng scenario “ccase 4” when R is
assumed to be
b 200mm, 5000mm, 1000m
mm, 1500mm and
2000mm resppectively.
It is observed
o
that the energy estimated
e
by the
present method for large rolling radiuss approaches the
result from nuumerical simuulation. Whenn R is larger than
t
500mm, the effect of rolliing radius onn the total eneergy
dissipation becomes stabilized. Therefore, an
experienced based value such as R=11000mm mayy be
assumed for the
t rolling raddius.

Figure 23: Total bottom energgy absorption whhen different roolling
radius is assumedd.

Despitte of the diiscrepancies, the results are
encouraging. However, fuurther studiess are requiredd to
fully undersstand the structural
s
ressponse of ship
s
grounding over
o
large flat
fl
contact surface. Further
improvement and more verrification exam
mples are neeeded
before the moodel is generallly accepted.
Conclusion
Compared to
t
groundinng over shharp underw
water
obstructions such as “rockk”, the ship bottom structture
behaves quuite differenntly when grounded over
o
obstructions with large flat contacct surface. The
mechanics inn connection with
w this typee of grounding is
termed as “sliiding” in the present
p
study.. In this situattion,
denting ratheer than tearinng is more liikely for botttom
plating. Also,, the longitudiinal girder behhaves in a slidding
deformation mode compared to its behavior durring
raking. A sim
mple method for
f assessing the resistancee of

shiip bottom struucture during ggrounding oveer obstructions
witth large flat contact surfacee has been preesented in this
stu
udy. The methhod is constituuted by assem
mbling primaryy
defformation/failuure modes of three major
m
bottom
m
stru
uctural mem
mbers, which are longitu
udinal bottom
m
girders, transverrse members and bottom
m plating. Thee
efffect of frictionn is includedd in a simple manner. Thee
verrtical resistancce is derived,, and is found
d to be free of
o
fricction. The prroposed methhod has been applied to a
sim
mple ship botttom structuree subjected to
o sliding. Thee
pro
oposed method is considereed to be a rattional analysis
too
ol, although it
i overestimaates the energ
gy absorptionn
cap
pacity to som
me extent in ssome cases. When
W
coupledd
witth a model foor external dyynamics, the present
p
theoryy
can
n be used to calculate
c
shipp motions and
d damage in a
giv
ven groundingg scenario. Suuch a coupled
d analysis has
beeen conductedd by, e.g. S
Simonsen an
nd Wierzbickki
(19
996).

.
Figure 24: Contribbution of bottom
m plating, longitu
udinal girder andd
nsverse member too the total energyy dissipation.
tran

The resuults are encoouraging, how
wever, furtheer
wo
ork is requiredd to increase tthe accuracy of the presennt
sim
mplified methood. Figure 24 shows the en
nergy partitionn
bettween the thhree major sstructural mem
mbers in thee
gro
ounding scennario “case 3” which is
i consideredd
rep
presentative for
f
the present method. The bottom
m
plaating absorbs the most siggnificant amou
unt of energyy
durring the sliiding processs. Whereas the energyy
con
nsumed by trransverse mem
mbers is mucch lower. This
ind
dicates that furrther improveement of the present
p
methodd
sho
ould be focuseed on the bottom plating an
nd longitudinaal
girders.
Blunt seaabed obstructiions with diffferent types of
o
con
ntact surfaces such as spheerical or cylin
ndrical surfacee
neeed to be consiidered for gennerality. Their influence onn
thee strength of the ship botttom shall bee investigatedd.
Mo
oreover, the global
g
hull ggirder resistan
nce should bee
cheecked along with
w the structtural damage during
d
slidingg.
The simplified method devveloped is considered
c
too
con
ntribute substaantially to thee establishmeent of efficiennt
meethods for fastt and reliable assessment of
o the outcomee
of accidental grrounding evennts. It is also
o essential foor
pro
obabilistically based foormal safety
y assessmennt
pro
ocedures or quuantitative riskk analysis.
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Identification of ship damage conditions during stranding
Tan-Hoi Nguyen, Jørgen Amdahl, Luca Garrè and Bernt J. Leira
Department of Marine Technology, NTNU Trondheim, Norway

Abstract:
This study outlines a new procedure for the estimation of stranding forces and their contact positions. The method is based on few onsite measurements, namely the draughts and the bending moments acting on the stranded ship. Additionally, also a procedure to
estimate penetrations into the ship bottom based on knowledge of the resistance of the ship bottom to penetration is presented. The
developed method can be a useful tool for quick decision making during critical situations. The ultimate goal of the analysis is to allow
near real time prediction of the risk of penetration into cargo tanks with oil spill as well as hull girder failure. The method is illustrated
by means of simulation of a realistic stranding scenario which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed model.

Introduction
Groundings and collisions are certainly
recognized as the most relevant accidents to ships.
According to the International Oil Pollution
Compensation Fund (IOPCF 2005), grounding
accidents are responsible for grossly 23% of the oil
release into sea waters worldwide. Following the
Maritime Accident Review (EMSA 2008), statistics
show that during the last five years the likelihood of a
ship being involved in a serious grounding, collision or
contact accident has doubled and the same increase can
be estimated also for the costs associated with these
accidents. This figure clearly urges to a better
understanding and modeling of the response of ships for
various grounding scenarios, both towards the
prevention of these events and the mitigation of the
possible consequences. In this respect, much effort has
been devoted in the last decades to the analysis of ship’s
performance during grounding, and nowadays the
literature available on the topic is rather comprehensive.
The main aim of the work made in this respect is to
provide the topology, position and extension of the
bottom damage under a certain set of parameters
defining the stranding scenario, i.e. type of ship, speed,
structural arrangements, characteristics of the sea floor
and so on. A complete and thoroughly review of this
family of procedures can be found in (Wang et al.
2002).
It is also noted that, in order to perform a
satisfactory assessment of the safety of a ship against
grounding, this set of procedures must be considered in
a wider framework considering the whole category of
possible consequences which are due to a specific
event. In this respect, Formal Safety Assessment (FSA)
introduced by the International Maritime Organization
(IMO 2002), requires a risk-based approach. Departing
from a risk-based assessment of the design of a ship, the
approach is aimed at evaluating, for a given accident
scenario, the cost-to-benefit impact of each Risk
Control Option (RCO) on the design. In line with this
scope, a first set of probabilistic and risk analyses have
been pursued and remarkable efforts in this respect can
be found (see for instance Hauke et al. 1999; FriisHansen et al. 2002; Sven et al. 2002; Ravn et al. 2008).
Within the wide extent of risk-based evaluation of
safety against grounding, also a proper assessment of
the post-grounding or stranding scenario, i.e. when the

grounded ship has come to a complete stop and rests at
a given position along the bottom, becomes important.
From analysis of past accidents, it is in fact observed
that this situation might become critical as
consequences can escalate if appropriate counteractions,
to be considered by all means as potential effective
RCOs, are not taken in due time. This would generally
imply the definition of standardized intervention
patterns tailored for each possible scenario, such as for
instance those envisaged within the Decision Support
System for Ships in Degraded Condition program
(DSS_DC, see Amdahl and Øyvind 2004). It is however
clear, as also outlined by (Amdahl et al. 1995), that in
this respect a reliable identification of the scenario, i.e.
definition of the main characteristics of the damage, is
of primary importance to build up a proper decision
model for intervention purposes. This becomes
important in the light of a scenario-based risk
assessment of groundings, possibly aimed at supporting
an emergency decision framework for immediate
accident recovery or, additionally, in the planning of
intentional grounding as envisaged by (Amdahl and
Øyvind 2004). Additionally, this identification must be
established on the basis of a limited number of
measurable quantities and be built upon fast and
efficient computational procedures, if practical use and
possible industrial implementation is foreseen.
According to this background, the present work
proposes a new and simple procedure for quick
identification of the number and longitudinal position of
the points of contact with the seabed, together with an
estimate of the stranding reaction forces. This set of
variables is in fact considered to be of outmost
importance in the evolution of the accident scenario, as
they play a primary role in both determining the local
penetration in the bottom structure and the
characteristics of longitudinal shear and bending
distributions acting on the hull girder. Moreover, an
estimate of the longitudinal position of contact can in
principle provide insights regarding the behavior of the
bottom features where the ship is resting. This
information could be useful with respect to safety
against penetration and prevailing margins before
fracture of the cargo tanks. The proposed procedure is
based on a limited set of on-site measurable quantities,
namely the aft and fore readings of draught, and
measurements of the bending moment acting on the
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stranded ship girder as provided by an onboard stress
monitoring system, if available. An illustrative example
of the possible extension of the proposed procedure to
estimate the local indentation at the stranded position,
provided the resistance versus penetration behavior of
the bottom is known, is also given.
Clearly, the complete determination of the actual
state of the ship during the considered stranding
scenario is associated with significant variability,
involving for instance the possible structural
arrangements of the bottom and the detailed topology of
the ground. Moreover, available measurements are
affected by uncertainties, mainly related to reading
errors or, for the present case, deflection of the hull
beam and its influence on measured draughts. While
these effects are not explicitly considered in the present
study, it is believed that the proposed procedure can be
further extended to account also for their influences.
The considered stranding scenario
As mentioned in the introduction, a new and
simple approach to the characterization of a stranding
scenario is proposed. The scenario considered is
depicted in Figure 1. After grounding, the ship has
come to a complete stop and strands at a given single
position X1 on the bottom. The characteristics of the
damage which occurred along the hull up to X1 are
related to the first dynamic development of the
grounding event and are not further considered here.
From this moment on, the scenario can be divided into
two distinct phases: in the first phase the ship floats
with a given trim, corresponding to rotation equilibrium
around X1, which can be thought of as a pivot point of
the ship. In thissituation, the main displacement of the
ship is rotation around this point. Assuming an ebb tide
at the time of grounding, the ship changes trim until she
eventually comes to rest when the clearance Z0 (refer to
Figure 1) is closed and the seabed is touched at a second
position X2. This situation corresponds to the second
phase. It must be remarked that the present study is
limited to contacts located on the keel line, with
reaction forces lying in the longitudinal plane of
symmetry of the ship. Accordingly, only longitudinal
rotation of the stranded ship is accounted for while roll
effects are not considered.
The prevailing stress regime in the girder and, in
turn, the intervention countermeasures to be undertaken,
strongly relies on which stranding phase is taking place.
In fact, the evolution of the global loads acting on the
girder as a function of ebb tide depends on the number
and position of the stranding point(s). As the
performance of the hull girder changes considerably
depending on the type of global loads, the stranding
scenario should be carefully assessed in an emergency
situation.
According to this outline, a procedure is sought to
assess the following items:
1) Determination of position X1 and ground
reaction F1 in the first phase of stranding;

2) Additional determination of X2 and ground
reaction F2 in the second phase of stranding;
3) Possible discrimination between the first and
the second phase, if unknown;
weight w(x)

z
Xf

Xa

'T
X2

X1

'z||

x
FP

Zo buoyancy bs(x)

AP
F2

F1

Figure 1. Analytical procedure for stranding scenario

Finally, the number of contacts with the seabed
could be higher than two, if considerable deflection of
the hull girder takes place. This case is however not
considered at the present stage of the analysis.
Outline of the proposed procedure
The proposed procedure requires knowledge of
the ship’s weight and buoyancy longitudinal
distributions acting on the stranded hull girder, w(x) and
bs(x) respectively, in which x denotes the longitudinal
axis in the body-fixed reference coordinate system. The
first distribution can be inferred from the voyage data
and the information contained in the loading master or,
in case of tankers, in the Ullage Reports. The second
distribution is directly obtained from measurements of
the aft and fore draughts of the ship in the stranded
condition, respectively Z(Xa) and Z(Xf), in which Xa and
identify the positions of the aft and fore
Xf
perpendiculars.
Let us consider the longitudinal load distribution
ls(x) = w(x) - bs(x). It is here noted that ls(x) does not
include the stranding reactions F1 and F2. For the
common case of a ship floating still in the sea (F1 = F2
= 0), ls(x) corresponds to the actual longitudinal load
distribution acting on the hull girder at equilibrium. In
the frame of a beam analysis of the hull girder, in this
situation ls(x) satisfies both the translational (vertical)
and rotational equilibrium of the ship. This means that
both the shear and bending moment distributions, Qs(x)
and Ms(x), computed respectively as single and double
integration of ls(x) along the girder axis:
Qs ( x ) =

∫

x

l

Xa s

( x )dx

M s ( x ) = ∫ Qs ( x )dx

(1)

x

Xa

(2)

are null in correspondence of the foremost section
of the girder, assumed in the present case corresponding
to the fore perpendicular (x = Xf ): Qs(Xf) = 0, Ms(Xf) = 0
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(a null value of these distributions at the aftmost
section, x = Xa, is given as no constant is provided in
Eqs. (1) and (2). However, since ls(x) does not include
F1 and F2 acting in the present stranding case, these
distributions for this case does not reflect the rigid body
translational and rotational equilibrium of the stranded
girder. As a consequence of this, Qs(Xf) and Ms(Xf)
computed according to Eqs. (1) and (2) are not null. On
the contrary, it is possible to show that these values are
respectively equal to (these relationships can be derived
reintroducing the translational and rotational
equilibrium accounting also for the contributions of F1
and F2):

Qs ( X f ) = F1 + F2
M s ( X f ) = F1 ( X f − X 1 ) + F2 ( X f − X 2 )

(3)

alternatively, the range of this variable is estimated by
expert judgment and a simplified analysis of the
previous dynamic grounding event. The third equation
needed is obtained accounting for the possibility to
measure the bending distribution with a hull stress
monitoring system. This technology is in fact becoming
more and more common for new vessels, especially for
large tankers, and usually returns readings of the
bending effects in correspondence of the ship’s quarter
lengths xj = j·L/4, j = 1, 2, 3. Further description and
examples of these applications can be found, for
instance with reference to existing systems (HMON,
HullMon+). For the present case, bending
measurements are used to define the following error
function:

Eˆ =
(4)

In words, the terms given by Eqs. (3) and (4) represent
the translational and rotational contributions of F1 and
F2 required to balance ls(x) and to realize the
equilibrium of the ship. The basic concept of the present
procedure takes advantage from this conclusion. More
specifically, with knowledge of w(x) and of the
distribution bs(x) derived from the measurements Z(Xa)
and Z(Xf) on the stranding site, ls(x) and the values
Qs(Xf) and Ms(Xf) are computed. From these values,
Eqs. (3) and (4) can be solved for the variables
characterizing the stranding scenario, i.e. X1, X2, F1 and
F2. As illustrated in the following, the way in which the
solution is achieved depends on the phase of stranding.
Finally, it should also be noted that w(x) and
bs(x) are, in a real case, perpendicular to the water line.
In the integrals, however, these distributions are
assumed to be perpendicular to the x-axis. This
assumption is reasonable for small angles θ, which,
however, are considered to be the most likely to occur
in stranding of long ships.
First phase
Computation of the stranding forces and their
positions simply requires solution of Eqs. (3) and (4)
with F2 set equal to zero. The solution is trivial, as the
two equations represent a linear system in two
unknowns which is immediately solved once Qs(Xf) and
Ms(Xf) are known.
Second phase
In the second phase the two unknowns F2 and X2
are added in the system of equations. In this case a
unique solution of the problem requires, in principle,
two new equations. It is not immediately clear which
additional parameters should be considered to supply
the missing equations, especially as the set of
measurable quantities in a real situation is rather
limited. As a first simplification, the number of
additional equations is reduced by assuming that X1 is
known. This could be either the result of a previous
determination of this variable during the first phase or,

⎡M R ( x j ) − MH ( x j , X 2 ) ⎤
∑
⎣
⎦
j =1
3

2

(5)

in which MR(xj) represents the “real” bending moment
distribution acting on the stranded ship as measured by
the monitoring system, and MH(x,X2) is a fictitious
bending distribution which corresponds to choosing the
position X2 arbitrarily. It is in fact noted that, once a
value of X2 is assumed, Eqs. (3) and (4) are uniquely
solved for F1 and F2 and MH(x,X2) can be determined,
including also the effect of the two ground reactions.
The correct position X2 is then found according to a
minimization of Eq. (5).
Minimization of this error requires an iterative scheme
of solution. However, thanks to the limited complexity
of the involved formulations, the resulting
computational burden of the problem is relatively low.
Given this, one can avoid the implementation of
solution schemes and simply adopt a screening of the
full range of possible X2.
Clearly, there are uncertainties related to
measurements. One of these regards the bending
moment distribution as returned by the monitoring
system, MR(x). In this respect, it is worth to mention that
readings of the monitoring system are calibrated upon
the design section modulus of the intact ship. This
means that, when the ship is damaged, the estimates of
the moment are biased by a quantity which is
proportional to the damage itself. This effect, which
introduces an additional uncertainty of the readings, has
been not accounted for at the present stage of the study.
Identification of phase
A third aspect regards the possibility to identify
which of the two phases is taking place. A possible
approach can be based on the previous development. It
is first assumed that the ship rests on only one stranding
point. Accordingly, Eqs. (3) and (4) are solved for X1
and F1 and the corresponding distribution MH(x,X1), i.e.
the fictitious bending distribution assuming only one
stranding position at X1, is computed. The hypothesis of
having one stranding point is then tested against the
error moment given by Eq. (5).
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Solution Scheme
The previous procedure can be summarized
according to the following step by step scheme:
1)
Determination of w(x) from available cargo
and ship data;
2)
Computation of bs(x) from on site
measurements of draughts;
3)
Determination of MR(xj) from the stress
monitoring system;
4)
Computation of Qs(Xf) and Ms(Xf) from Eqs.
(1) and (2);
5)
Hypothesis: one single contact point;
6)
Computation of X1 and F1 from Eqs. (3) and
(4);
7)

8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Computation of the error Ê from Eq. (5); Is
Ê within tolerable limits? Yes: X1 and F1 are
the solution; No: proceed to the following
steps;
Determination of X1 analysis of previous
stranding phase or expert judgments;
Tentative value for X2 – start of the iterative
scheme;
Solution of Eqs. (3) and (4) and computation
of F1 and F2;
Computation of Ê ;
Is Ê within tolerable limits? Yes: X2, F1 and
F2 are the solution. No: restart from step 9).

Case study
In order to illustrate the proposed procedure, a
given stranding scenario is first generated. A fully
loaded shuttle tanker is considered. The ship has a total
length of approximately 265 m, a molded breadth of
nearly 42.5 m, and a design draught of 15 m.
The tanker is initially stranded at X1 = 40 m. Ebb tide is
assumed to take place at the moment of stranding,
causing the ship to undergo the two phases previously
described. After the ship has covered a clearance Z0 of
approximately 0.6 m (refer to Figure 1), the ship is
assumed to rest upon the second stranding position, X2 =
-50 m. The origin of the reference system is located
amidship.
In a real situation, the development of the
stranding scenario is determined by the temporal
variation of the sea level due to tide. More specifically,
let the sequence z1, z2, , zi, , zn identify a given set of tide
levels. For each level, a corresponding pair of the aft
and fore draughts, Z(Xa)i and Z(Xf)i, is measured.
According to the proposed procedure, trim and
corresponding distributions ls(x)i, Qs(x)i and Ms(x)i are
identified by each pair Z(Xa)i and Z(Xf)i measured for
each variation of tide. As it will be detailed in the
following sections, these distributions are then used to
compute the magnitudes of the stranding forces F1i and
F2i at each i-th tide level and their locations X1 and X2.
It must be also noted that, in a real stranding case,
discrepancies will be observed between the variation of
the tide level, ∆tidei= zi – zi-1, and the measured
variations in draughts, ∆afti = Z(Xa)i - Z(Xa)i-1 and ∆fwdi =

Z(Xf)i - Z(Xf)i-1. Disregarding the influence of the
deflection of the hull girder, these discrepancies are due
to the local penetrations δ1 and δ2 of the obstructions
into the bottom of the ship, generated by the relative
increase of the stranding forces F1i and F2i as the tide
level decreases. Accounting for these penetrations, the
variation ∆tide will be higher than the measured ∆aft and
∆fwd.
For the present purpose of generating a scenario
to validate the identification procedure, the
measurements corresponding to a real stranding case
have been necessarily simulated according to a
backward approach which departs from assumed
sequences of the stranding forces F1i and F2i. The main
outcomes of this generation, which is detailed in
Appendix 1, are the histories of Z(Xa)i and Z(Xf)i and the
associated temporal change of tide ∆tide. In Table 1 these
values are reported as a function of time.
Table 4: Assumed measured draughts and corresponding tide
Time
Z(Xa)i
Z(Xf)i
Trim
∆tide
[hour]
[m]
[m]
[m]
[m]
0

14.21

13.94

0.27

0.37

14.23

13.62

0.61

0.76

14.25

13.30

0.94

1.58

14.01

12.92

1.08

2.47

13.77

12.55

1.21

3.55

13.26

12.44

0.82

6.00

12.90

12.20

0.69

0
0.26
0.53
1.07
1.61
2.14
2.67

Now, the simulated draughts are assumed to be
the ones measured at the stranding site. Departing from
them, the proposed procedure is applied in order to
derive the (known) values of the contact forces and their
(known) positions. The distributions ls(x)i, Qs(x)i and
Ms(x)i corresponding to a given pair Z(Xa)i and Z(Xf)i
have been computed using an in-house code for load
and hydrostatic computations of ships.
It is additionally recalled that, in case of two stranding
positions, the readings of the bending moment MR(x)i as
provided by the hull monitoring system are also
required. In the generation of the present scenario, these
readings have been simulated by simply assuming them
equal to the bending distribution computed by the code
at each i-th application of the forces.
Finally, in the last section of this paper, the
discrepancies occurring between the measurements in
draughts and the variation in tide have been used to
present a possible approach to establish the bottom
penetrations δ1 and δ2.
Validation of the proposed procedure
First phase of stranding
The first phase corresponds to the ship stranded
only at X1. For a pair of measured draughts Z(Xa)i and
Z(Xf)i, the distributions Qs(x)i and Ms(x)i are calculated
using Eqs. (1) and (2). These distributions, according to
the concepts previously outlined, must not be zero at the
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derived from the load distribution ls(x), which does not
include the reaction forces from the seabed. Therefore,
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These two distributions are shown in Figures 2 and
3. As expressed by Eq. (3), the unbalance in shear force
must be equal to the contact force. Hence, the resulting
contact force F1 for the first step is 15 MN, in the
second step is 30 MN and in the third step is 45 MN
(see Qs(Xf) in Figure 2. These values are equal to the
values simulated in the generation of the scenario and
reported in Appendix 1).
The stranding position, X1, is computed from the
unbalance in bending moment, Eq. (4):
M s ( X f )i
Qs ( X f ) i

The assumed monitored values MR(xj)i required
to compute Ê are shown in Figure 5. They correspond
to the magnitude of the distribution MR(x) at the three
vertical dashed lines. In a real case, only these three
values are likely to be known from readings of the
monitoring system, while the entire distribution as
plotted in Figure 5 can be computed only after solution
of X1 and F1.
Second phase of stranding
During the second phase the ship strands at X1
and X2. The distributions Qs(x)i and Ms(x)i
corresponding to the measurements of the draughts in
this phase (fourth to seventh row of Table 1) are plotted
in Figures 6 and 7.
200

(6)

150

i

The computed value X1 for each i-th observation is
plotted in Figure 4. It is seen that X1i coincides with the
correct value (40 m) for the first three observations, i.e.
i = 1, 2, 3 in Table 1. However, when computed from
the fourth observation on, this value changes. This is a
clear indication that ship has also made contact with the
seabed at a second location. Additionally, the very same
effect can be captured in terms of the error Ê , Eq. (5).
This error, plotted in Figure 4, departs from zero when
the hypothesis of having just one stranding position is
no longer valid, and is a useful metric to assess the
elapse of the stranding.
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In the second phase, there are three unknowns, X2, F2,
and F1, while X1 is known from solution of the previous
phase. The resultant of the contact forces, i.e F1+F2, is
equal to the non-zero shear value at the fore
perpendicular, Qs(Xf)i. The condition that the moment of
the two contact forces about the fore perpendicular shall
be equal to Ms(Xf)i, Eq. (4), provides the second
equation. The third equation to determine all the three
unknowns is provided, in principle, by the actual
bending moment distribution MR(x)i measured for each
i-th observation at any of the three monitoring locations
xj. However, as the solution will not be exact in a
practical application due to uncertainties in the readings,
and in order to make the procedure more general, the
error function Ê , introduced in Eq. (5), is computed
from the measurements at all the monitoring points. In
Figure 8, this function is plotted for each observation as
a function of the (assumed) location of the second
contact point. It is observed that it becomes zero at the
exact position of the second contact point, X2 = -50 m.
Of course, the error vanishes completely because the
process is calculated in a reverse way disregarding
possible uncertainties. In a real application,
measurements and calculation inaccuracies will not give
perfect results and the minimum error will be used.
After identification of X2, the problem reduces to
a system of two equations and two unknowns (F1 and
F2), which is immediately solved for the forces.
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Figure 9. MR(x) for each observation

The assumed monitored values MR(xj)i required
to compute Ê are shown in Figure 9. Again, in a
practical application only these values are known from
readings of the monitoring system and the entire
distribution can be computed only after solution of X2,
F1 and F2.
Computation of penetration and identification of
seabed topology
In the last section of this paper, a possible
extension of the present procedure to identify the main
characteristics of the stranding damage is illustrated. A
convenient way to characterize stranding damages is by
means of force versus penetration curves. In this
respect, (Alsos and Amdahl 2007) introduced a useful
categorization of the possible seabed topologies, namely
“rock”, “reef”, and "shoal”, based on possible different
structural responses of the bottom to penetration.
Following the same line of reasoning as in (Alsos and
Amdahl 2007), the identification of the proper force
versus penetration curve can in principle characterize
the topology of obstruction and, to a second extent, the
structural elements of the bottom involved in the
stranding.
As a first step of the proposed method,
penetrations into the bottom δ1 and δ2 at the stranding
positions X1 and X2 are computed. As previously
mentioned, these are responsible for discrepancies
between the tidal and the measured draught changes.
Owing to this, they can be assessed as the difference
between the known actual tide change, ∆tidei, and the
change in measured draughts ∆Z(Xj) at location Xj of
stranding, j =1,2:

1500

δ j i = ∆ i − ∆Z ( X j )

1000

tide

500
0
−120

−100

−80

−60

−40
X2 [m]

Figure 8. for each observation and different X2.

−20

0

20

i

(7)

This quantity can be directly measured at the
position of stranding or, alternatively, can be in
principle assessed from the changes at the fore and aft
perpendiculars, ∆fwdi and ∆afti. The value δji provided by
the above formula must be considered as the differential
increment occurring between an observed tide level zi
and zi-1. Therefore, the entire penetration up to a certain
level is returned by summing up the previous
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increments, and the whole sequences of penetrations
constitute the temporal evolution of these variables as
the stranding scenario develops. Together with this, also
the stranding forces F1i and F2i are estimated for each
measured pair of draughts Z(Xa)i and Z(Xf)i at each zi
tide level. This provides the temporal evolution of
forces. The histories of penetration and forces
considered jointly provide a “tracking” of the force
versus penetration curve at the given stranding position
Xj. Application of the procedure for the considered
scenario yields the force penetration curve given in
Figure 10. The so-found curve can then be compared
with a set of reference curves (obtained for instance
with Finite Element Analysis such as Alsos (Alsos and
Amdahl 2007), or Plastic Analysis such as Hong (Hong
and Amdahl 2008)), each representing a given different
stranding situation, identified in terms of the type of
obstruction and the bottom structure topology involved
in the stranding. From this, the stranding scenario under
monitoring can be characterized.
From the curves of the present example, it is
concluded that the shape of the sea floor characterizing
the first stranding location (in Figure 10a) corresponds
to reef. There is substantial deformation of the girders in
the bottom, but the outer shell is far from fracture. The
second contact point is obviously a rock type
obstruction, which penetrates easily into the ship bottom
and affects the hydrostatic conditions very little. For
this second case, rupture of the outer plate (identified by
the square point of Figure 10b) may be easily originated
if proper counteractions are not taken in due time. The
presented results are obtained with a simplified
simulation of the scenario (as outlined in Appendix 1)
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Figure 10. Contact force versus penetration δ: (a) at X1; (b) at X2

and must be considered as an illustration of the
proposed approach. Generally, in a real application the
reported curves will easily have mixed behavior
corresponding to a combination of possible shapes, thus

not clearly fitting any of the standard curves at hand.
For this general case, the proper identification needs to
be extended accounting also for these intermediate
situations. The potential of the present approach is
however noted, with special reference to identification
of stranding in real-time. This identification represents
an important element in the definition of
countermeasures and emergency intervention plans.
It is finally remarked that, since the present
approach concerns only with increments of penetration
during ebb tide (Eq. 7), uncertainties are related to the
first penetration already affecting the first
measurements (i = 1). This value determines the
placement of the curve (starting point) onto the plots in
Figure 10. In this respect, this initial value can be
tentatively assessed with a best fit of the obtained curve
onto the available ones.
Conclusions
A new and simple approach for the
characterization of a stranding scenario is proposed. The
procedure is aimed at the identification of relevant
parameters defining the scenario, namely the positions
of stranding along the ship bottom and the
corresponding stranding forces. The procedure is based
on on-site measurements of the draughts of the stranded
ship and on readings of the bending moment
distribution acting on the girder as provided by a hull
monitoring system.
With the aim to validate the proposed procedure,
a possible stranding scenario has been generated. The
scenario accounts also for ebb tide occurring at the
moment of grounding, responsible for the evolution of
the stranding scenario in terms of the number of
stranding points, here limited to a maximum of two. It is
seen that application of this procedure leads to a correct
estimation of the values characterizing the stranding.
Moreover, it is noted that detection of multiple
stranding points along the ship bottom is made possible.
A simplified approach to the estimation of the
penetrations into the ship bottom during stranding is
also presented. This is done monitoring the changes in
draughts as the tide level decreases, together with the
increasing stranding forces. From these measurements,
force versus penetration curves are obtained, which are
then used to characterize the on-going stranding in
terms of possible types of obstruction and involved
structural arrangements. Clearly, a number of
uncertainties affect the actual application of the present
procedure. These are mainly related to the accuracy of
the measurements and to effects neglected at the present
stage such as deflection of the girder.
Moreover, the wide number of possible
combinations of ground topologies and bottom
structural arrangements realizable in a real case further
complicates the analysis. It is however believed that
both the uncertainties and the variability of the scenario
can be consistently tackled in future developments,
accounting also for a probabilistic modeling of the
various variables involved.
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Appendix 1
As previously anticipated, two increasing
sequences of the reaction forces F1i and F2i, acting at X1
and X2, are first assumed. These two sequences,
reported in Table A-1, are meant to reproduce the
increase of reactions from the seabed at each decreasing
level of tide zi. For each application of the forces, the
equilibrium condition is computed (mean draught and
trim for each level) and identified in terms of Z(Xa)i and
Z(Xf)i.
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Table A-1: Assumed sequences for F1i and F2i
i

F1i
[MN]

F2i
[MN]

1

15

0

2

30

0

3

45

0

4

65

10

5

85

20

6

95

39

7

110

53

The tide change associated with each application of the
forces is generated with the following formula:

∆ itide = k

∆ iaft + ∆ ifwd

2
(8)
in which ∆tidei = zi – zi-1, ∆afti = Z(Xa)i - Z(Xa)i-1 and ∆fwdi
= Z(Xf)i - Z(Xf)i-1. Moreover, k is a factor higher than 1
whose magnitude determines the level of discrepancies
between these quantities. In turn, this value determines
the level of penetrations δ1 and δ2 into the bottom. It is
noted that, in principle, the value of k depends on the
actual response of the bottom structure in the considered
stranded scenario. This effect however requires
appropriate analysis of the local stranding conditions,
such as the identification of the components of the
bottom involved and the topology and geometry of the
seabed, (see Alsos and Amdahl 2007). In the present
case, this value is simply assumed equal to 1.75.
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Abstract:
The navigational risk assessment process plays a key role in a marine traffic management especially in congested and narrow
waterways. The Gulf of Finland is considered one of the most dense place in the world in terms of marine traffic, which increased
rapidly in the recent years, mostly due to growing oil export from Russia and import of other goods. Heavier traffic means that
potential dangerous situations are not uncommon; therefore the appropriate risk analysis is of great importance. This paper presents
two models of risk analysis for vessels grounding and colliding in the busy waterways with emphasis put on tankers. Two new
adaptations of pre-existent physical models are presented, the MDTC model for probability of collision assessment and field theory
based, gravity model for probability of grounding assessment. The consequences of an accident are expressed in the monetary terms.
They concern the costs due to an oil spill, and are based on a recent research carried out in Japan, and officially submitted by this
country to IMO Marine Environment Protection Committee. Neither loss of humans’ life nor structural damages were considered in
the risk model. The considered sea areas are: the waterways junction between Helsinki and Tallinn and the fairway leading to the
biggest Finnish oil terminal in Sköldvik.

Introduction
The Baltic Sea is a unique and extremely
sensitive ecosystem. Large number of islands, routes
that are difficult to navigate, slow water exchange and
lengthy annual periods of ice cover render this sea an
especially vulnerable sea area. The Gulf of Finland is
said to be one of the most dense operated sea areas in
the world, with dense passenger and cargo traffic of
which petroleum conveyances have a share of over 50
%. It is widely believed that the growth of maritime
transportation will continue also in the future (Kuronen
et al., 2008). The huge rise in traffic is far beyond what
experts had forecast. At the beginning of the decade, it
was estimated that by year 2010, an annual amount of
oil transported through these sea lanes would be like 75
million tones.
Last year more than 150 million tones were
shipped through the Gulf of Finland and the latest
estimate for 2010 is 250 million tones (Nikula &
Tynkkynen, 2007; Kuronen et al., 2008). As it may be
noticed, the traffic in the Baltic area has not only
increased, but the nature of the traffic has also changed
rapidly, the increase of oil transportation strongly
increases the risks for oil spills, and this is predicted to
continue as well (Mäkinen, 2003; Rytkönen, 2005).
Last but not least, which can not be neglected while
analyzing the risk of maritime traffic in the Gulf of
Finland are the harsh winter conditions, which
significantly influences the number and types of
accidents (Kujala et al., 2009).
In this paper authors took up the challenge of
marine traffic risk description in selected areas of the
Gulf of Finland, with emphasis put on accidents which
involve tankers. Therefore the following sea areas were
considered: the junction between Helsinki and Tallinn,
and a fairway to Sköldvik oil terminal. The risk
calculated in this study is given in the yearly
perspective for the whole analyzed areas and is
expressed as a product of an accident probability and its
consequences, where the latter are the product of an oil

spill probability given the accident and costs of the oil
spill. Innovative use of two models for accidents
probabilities assessment may be recognized in this
paper.
Traffic profiles in the analyzed area of the gulf of
finland
The sea area under consideration in this study is
the junction of two main waterways in the Gulf of
Finland; one leads N-S and the other E-W. The N-S
stream consists mainly of passenger vessels cruising
between Helsinki and Tallinn, whereas the E-W stream
consists of cargo vessels bound for and from harbours
located in the Gulf of Finland. The vessel traffic profiles
over the area under analysis are described using data
derived from the AIS transmissions recorded in March
and July 2006. To estimate the number of vessels that
arrive in and depart from the Gulf of Finland, counting
gate number 1 was established along meridian 023.5°E.
To compute the traffic volumes of the streams in the
junction, another two counting gates were established.
Gate number 2 was established along parallel 60°N to
count N-S traffic, and gate number 3 along the meridian
026°E to count E-W traffic (Figure 1). The marine
traffic in this area was assumed to consist of four main
flows: east, west, north, and south, while the north and
south flows are assumed to contain passenger vessels
only. Each flow was modelled with the following input
parameters: overall number of vessels, type of vessels,
number of vessels of a given type, size of vessel of a
given type, speed of vessels of a given type, course of
vessel, and position of vessel across the waterway. For
modelling purposes most of these values were
approximated by continuous distribution or by
histograms. The distribution of the features being
analysed was chosen according to the results of a chisquare test. Those which fitted best (obtained the
highest value of chi-square test) were selected as inputs
for the model. In some cases, if none of the available
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distributions fitted then reecorded discreete values weere
taken into thee model, by ranndom samplinng.

Figure 1: Waterrways junction thhat was analysed with counting gaates
(to left) and mainn traffic flows (too right) marked.

Ta
ankers trafficc profile
Tankers traffic in tthe Gulf of Finland waas
asssumed to connsist of two m
major types of vessels: crudee
oiil tankers (255%) and oil pproduct tankeers (70%), thee
reemaining 5% includes
i
chem
mical and gas tankers whichh
arre not consideered in the preesent analysis.. The numbers
off tankers recorrded in the Maarch and July 2006 differedd,
th
herefore the assumption waas made, thatt tanker trafficc
was season deependent, butt it hold truee in terms of
o
nu
umber of vesssels not their ddimensions. The dimensions
off vessels weree not affectedd by the seaso
on of the yearr.
Th
he distributionn of tanker tyypes and numb
bers accordingg
to
o season is preesented in Figuure 3.
Number of ships

The tyypes of vessells and their percentage
p
shaare
of the trafficc in the Gullf of Finlandd are presentted
graphically inn Figure 2. The diagram constitutes the
t
results of twoo months of AIS
A transmission recordings,
carried out inn March and July 2006 att counting gaates
numbers 1 (aall vessels) annd 2 (passengeer vessels onlly).
The traffic reccorded in Marrch was considered the winnter
profile of traffic, whereas the traffic reegistered in Juuly
was a summeer profile of marine trafficc in the Gulf of
Finland.

Although the number
n
of vessels passing gate 1 waas
sim
milar throughhout the year,, the spatial distribution
d
o
of
traaffic varied thhis depended mostly on iciing conditions
in
n the area. Thhe differencess in the distrributions weree
sig
gnificant andd could not bbe omitted in
n risk analysis
(M
Montewka et al.,
a 2009). Thhe above relattions hold truee
fo
or the other gates
g
as well. For the purposes of safetyy
asssessment andd traffic moodelling the traffic spatiaal
diistributions may
m be approxximated eitherr by statisticaal
diistribution, or by histogram
ms, if the recorrded traffic fits
an
ny common diistribution pooorly.

Monthly tanker traffic profiles
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Table 1: Numbeer of vessels passsing gate 1 (E-W
W traffic) and gatte 2
(N-S traffic), reggistered in Marchh (**) and July (*) 2006 (Montew
wka
et al., 2009).
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Figure 3: The seasonal tanker traffic profile in the Gulf
G of Finland.
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It was assumed,
a
for m
modelling purrposes that thee
main
m
dimensionns of tankerss (their length
h, breadth andd
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m
design draught) w
were estimateed with use of
o
triiangle distribuutions, and thhe minimum, maximum
m
andd
mean
m
values adopted
a
are ppresented in Figure
F
4. Thee
triiangle distribuutions were thhe ones that fitted best thee
ob
bserved discreete data.
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and 2 is presented in Tablle 1. There arre no significaant
differences inn the numbeer of vessels passing gatee 1
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the traffic com
mposition of which is pressented in Figuure
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Figure 2:Types of
o vessels operatiing in the Gulf off Finland in the year
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2006 (Montewkaa et al., 2009).
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Velocity of the
t tankers was
w modelledd by a Logisstic
distribution, which fittedd best the recorded
r
valuues
(Figure 5), annd follows the formula:
⎛ ⎛ x −α ⎞⎞
sec h 2 ⎜⎜ 0.5⎜⎜
⎟⎟ ⎟⎟
⎝ ⎝ β ⎠⎠ ,
v = f ( x) =
4β

(1)

where sech is
i a hyperbbolic secant function,
f
x iss a
random variaable (velocityy), α is a location parameeter
and equals 122.7, and β is a scale parametter which equuals
1.2. The courrses of the vesssels were moodelled by eithher
distributions or a sampling method froom the recordded
AIS data.

Figure 5: Histoggram of tankers’ velocities with Logistic
L
distributtion
as the probabilityy density functionn, which fitted best.

Probability of
o collision an
nd groundingg modelling
Probabbility of ship colliding andd grounding was
w
modelled by means
m
of twoo original moddels, which haave
been developed by the authhors. A modell which assessses
the probabilitty of collisionn is called thee MDTC moddel
and was descrribed in detaills in (Montew
wka et al., 2010).
Therefore this chapter contains only lim
mited descriptiion
of the model, and only thhe main ideas are mentioneed.
The MDTC model
m
defines the probabiliity of a collisiion
as follows:
(2)
P = N A PC ,
where NA is the geometriccal probabilityy of a collisiion
course and PC is the caussation probabiility, also callled
the probabilitty of failing too avoid a colllision when onn a
collision courrse. A ship onn a collision coourse is calledd a
collision canddidate, which may end up as a collision as
a result of technical faiilure or hum
man error. The
T
causation proobability quanntifies the propportion of casses
in which a collision
c
candidate ends upp as a collisioon.
The value off the causationn probability for
f this analyysis
is adopted frrom a state-oof-the-art moddel based onn a
Bayesian Bellief Network developed in earlier researrch
(Det Norske Veritas,
V
2003; Hanninen & Kujala, 20009).
The followingg values weree adopted for collision cases:
1.3E-04 for vessels
v
being on
o crossing coourses and 4.99E05 for head-oon and overtaake situationss (Kujala et al.,
a
2009). The MDTC
M
model used in this study estimaates
the geometriccal probabilityy of vessels colliding,
c
takiing
into considerration ships manoeuvrabil
m
ity, which iss a
novel approacch in the field.
A grounding model is a grravity model, which
w
considers
ship and suurrounding heer obstacles the imaginaary
masses whichh affect each other,
o
the detaailed descriptiion
was given in (Krata, 20077). The groundding probabillity
is considereed here a probability of
o a situatiion
occurrence inn which vessell breaches a “safety
“
contouur”.
A novelty of
o this methood is a proccess of “safe
fety

co
ontour” assesssment. In prevvious models a depth curvee
ass a boundary was commonnly used (Mon
ntewka, 2008)),
th
he “safety conntour” calculatted by means of the gravityy
model,
m
includees some elem
ments of hum
man factor likee
in
nfluence of seaa bathymetry (density and distribution of
o
ob
bstacles).
Gravity
G
mod
del for proobability off groundingg
modelling
m
A ship at
a a seaway annd navigationaal obstructions
may
m be perceivved as a system
m. The formal description of
o
a system notioon as a set of elements and relations
beetween them may have thhe form of an
n ordered paiir
(Jacyna, 2009):
(33)
S = A, R ,
where S is a system, A is a set of sysstem elements
A=
={as: s=1, 2, ...
. , n}, and R is a set of rellations R={Rr:
r=
=1, 2, ... , m}}, Rr⊂A×A, w
where n denottes number of
o
elements of thhe system, annd m numbeer of relations
beetween system elements. Instead of the discretee
fo
ormulation, loocally definedd continuous functions aree
ap
pplied in the proposed
p
moddel. The spatiaal distributions
off values of thee functions creeate the contin
nuous fields inn
th
he considered space. The fieeld concept is understood as
a feature of thhe consideredd space and the sufficiennt
deescriptor definning the field iis the possibillity to attributee
sp
pecific characcteristic to evvery selected point of thee
sp
pace, for insttance the drraught. The main
m
features
deescribing essential ships’ chharacteristics are:
a maximum
m
drraught (T), turrning circle raadius (R), coeefficient of thee
efffective distaance of obbstruction detecting
d
(d)),
co
oefficient desccribing a techhnical equipm
ment of a shipp
(ee), coefficient of ship’s mannoeuvrability (m). Thus, thee
fieeld of charactteristics of shiips location iss described byy
th
he formula:

S = S (T( j ,i ) , R, d ( R ,e.m ) ) ,

(44)

where S denotees a field of shhips’ characteeristics, T, R, d
arre the fields which
w
describee the ships, and
d (j, i) denotes
co
oordinates of ships. It is assumed thatt obstructionss’
feeatures describbing fair enouugh the source of their threaat
in
n the investigaated area are: w
water depth (H
H), coefficiennt
off soundings accuracy
a
(s), coefficient of
o ship’s hulll
deestruction whhen contacteed with the seabed (b)),
co
oefficient of soundings pposition accurracy (c). Thee
fu
unction descriibing the obsstructions’ feaatures field is
giiven by the forrmula:

P = P ( H ( j ',i ') , b( j ',i ') , s ( j ',i ') , c ( j ',i ') )

,

(55)

where P means a field of obsstructions charracteristics, H,
H
b, s, c denote fields
f
describiing obstructio
ons, and (j’, i’’)
he coordinatess of obstructioons. The funcctions (4) andd
th
(5
5) representinng the fields of ships and
d navigationaal
ob
bstructions inn a gravity type model of groundingg
th
hreat. The keyy foundation of gravity models
m
is thaat
elements of considered
c
syystem may be
b treated as
im
maginary maasses distribuuted in thee space andd
in
nteracting withh each other (R
Rosenberg, 20
009). The coree
no
otion regardinng obstructionns and ships distribution is
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the concept of the distannce between them (r). The
T
spatial aspectt of descriptionn of the distannce influence on
the relation ship-obstructtion may bee given by the
t
distance decaay curve (Roddrigue et al., 2009). The currve
applied in thhe model pressents a threatt impact of any
a
obstruction in
i inverse proportion
p
too the distance.
Considering the
t fields S and
a P of the system
s
effectiing
ships tracks and
a taking intto account thee distance deccay
function r-1, the vector fuunction of a grounding
g
threat
m given by the formula:
F is constructed in a form

[

]

F = F S (T( j ,i ) , R, d ( R,e,m) ), P( H ( j ',i ') , b( j ',i ') , s( j ',i ') , c( j ',i ') ), r( j ,i ) = M ⋅

T
,
⋅ er
H ⋅r

(
(6)

where M is a coefficient deefined as follows:
R ⋅b
(7)
d ⋅s ⋅c
The interactiions modelleed by the grrounding threat
function are deterrents
d
to ship
s
from navvigating in cloose
proximity off shallow. It is one-way relation
r
with no
feedback. Thhe postulate of includingg all importaant
system featurres and optim
mization criteria in the shhipobstruction syystem analysiis, which is equivalent
e
to the
t
requirement of
o multiobjective optimizaation, is fulfillled
in the paper by
b the use of multiattributiv
m
ve method bassed
on the Ameerican inspiraation and appplying a utillity
function (Jacyyna, 2009). Thhe method maay be also callled
the method of
o synthesis too the single crriterion omittiing
incomparabiliity and it consists in the agggregation of all
particular crriteria (pointss of view) to one utillity
function, which is the baase for optim
mization proceess
later on (Jacyyna, 2009). The utility funnction applied in
the model is based on the groundiing threat fieeld
described by the vector fuunction (6). Itt is transform
med
into the grounnding threat intensity field. The groundiing
threat intensiity field is a kind of field
fi
descriptiion
focused on navigational obstructions characteristiics.
The groundinng threat intennsity Ē is defiined similarlyy to
the classical intensity defiinition and may
m be presentted
in the followiing form (Oreaar, 1979):
F
E = lim
T
T →0
(8)
M =

g
threeat, and T meaans
where F is a vector of a grounding
a ship draugght. The vecttors of the grounding
g
threat
intensity mayy be superpossed, so the grounding
g
threat
intensity at any arbitraarily chosen point of the
t
researched sppace containinng any numberr of sources of
o a
threat can bee obtained as a vector sum
m of groundiing
threat intensitties coming from
f
every sinngle obstructiion
according to the
t formula:
E ( j, i) =

Figure 6: A fragmeent of a sea chartt presenting the considered fairwayy
to Sköldvik harbouur.

For the modelling
m
purrposes the botttom profile of
o
th
he area in quesstion was needded. Thereforre the sea charrt
haas been digittalized and tthe bathymettry data weree
deerived and connverted into a grid, which is
i presented inn
Fiigur 7.

Figure 7: A profilee of a bottom of thhe analyzed area..

The disttribution of thhe grounding threat
t
intensityy
veectors Ē on the modelled exxemplary areaa is determinedd
with regard to the formulass (8) and (9). The resultannt
sp
patial distribuution of valuees of the gro
ounding threaat
in
ntensity vectorrs (applied uttility function
n) is shown inn
Fiigure 8. A grey scale used in the Figure 8 expresses thee
magnitude
m
of the utility fu
function; the more intensee
co
olour the highher value of tthe utility fun
nction, and thee
hiigher groundiing threat to ship. Therefo
ore light greyy
arreas represent the safety arreas, whereas dense grey or
o
bllack areas coonsider no-go areas. Somee single whitee
sp
pots inside darrk grey areas may be noticced, they weree
co
onstructed arttificially, by truncating utility
u
vectorss,
which were exxtremely high at these poin
nts. Thereforee
th
hese areas shaall not be conssidered safety
y, despite theiir
“ssafety” colour.

np

∑E

k

,
(9)
where Ē(j,i) denotes a groounding threaat intensity fieeld
in the point (j,
(j i), Ē k grouunding threat intensity vector
generated byy k-numberedd obstructionn, and np is a
number of obbstructions loccated in considered area. For
F
the purpose of
o the model presentation thhe exemplary sea
s
area is depicted in Figure 6.
6 It comprisess some shallows
of different chharacteristics.
k =1

Figure 8:Spatial diistribution of valuues of utility funcction vector filed.

A shapee of a safety ccontour (light grey) dependds
on
n the assumption regardingg the acceptablle value of thee
grrounding threaat intensity veectors in the closest
c
point of
o
sh
hallow approaach. The crittical value ad
djustment was
peerformed on the basis of a minimum
m under keeel
clearance (UKC
C) requiremeent. The miniimum allowedd
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UKC = ∑ R S + ∑ R D ,

(2)

Where ΣRS iss a sum of staatic correctionns and ΣRD iss a
sum of dynaamic correctiions. The staatic correctioons
included an accuracy
a
of bathymetric
b
d
data
(0.52m), an
uncertainty of
o actual sea level
l
(0.2m), and an error of
draught estim
mation (0.1m
m) (Jurdzinskki, 1998). The
T
dynamic corrrections com
mprised a squuat (1.2m) and
a
changes in ship’s
s
draughht due to heeave and pittch
motions (0.44m) with preesence of 1m
m height waave
(Pettersson & Hammarklinnt, 2006). The maximum squuat
for analyzedd area, andd tankers considered
c
w
was
calculated with
w
the folllowing equattion (Millwaard,
1990):
(3)
δ MAX = 0.01v 2CB [m],
where CB is a block coeffficient, and v ship’s lineear
speed [kt]. It was assumedd, that tankers were laden too 9
meters draft, which was maximum allow
wed draft on thhis
fairway, andd they were proceeding with maximuum
allowed speed of 12 knotss, and their block
b
coefficieent
was equal to 0.8. The com
mputed value of the requirred
UKC was 2.44m, which rouughly correspoonded to the 2m
2
value set byy the port regulations (Fiinnish Maritim
me
Administratioon, 2007).
Modelling off accidental oil outflow froom tankers
The prrocess of moddelling an acccidental oil sppill
from tankers presented inn this paper consists
c
of foour
steps as follow
ws:
• on the
t
basis off AIS the fleet
fl
of tankers
operrating in the Gulf
G of Finlandd was describeed,
• on thhe basis of taanker sizes thhe probability of
oil outflow
o
in casee of accident was
w calculatedd,
• the probability
p
off no spill in case
c
of accideent
was estimated,
c
of spill were
w estimatedd.
• the costs
The deadweigght of a tankerr as a functionn of her lengthh is
presented in Figure
F
9 these data were derived
d
from the
t
AIS records carried out in March and
a
June 20006.
Therefore it was
w assumed, that the sizee of the tankers
was irrespectiive of a seasoon of the year.. A function thhat
fitted best thhe discrete recorded
r
dataa was a pow
wer
function, which form is as follows:
DWT = f (Lppp) = 0.0015Lppp3.3008 ,

(4)
where DWT is
i a tanker’s deadweight,
d
L is a tankeer’s
Lpp
length betweeen perpendicuulars.

Prrobability of oil
o outflow waas calculated for
f double hulll
tankers only and
a
it was asssumed that the
t lognormaal
diistribution proovided an adeequate represeentation of oiil
sp
pill volume data
d
(Maxim
m & Niebo, 2001). Whenn
peerforming thee calculations mean outflow
w consideringg
th
here is a spilll was compuuted by means of modifiedd
IM
MO methodoology (Smaillys & Česnaauskis, 20066;
Seeppälä, 2010)) and standardd deviation was
w calculatedd
baased on the assumption tthat one in 100
1
casualties
where a cargo tank is damaaged would lead to loss of
o
en
ntire cargo deeadweight. Thhe parameters of lognormaal
diistribution for certain typess of tankers arre presented inn
Taable 2 (Seppällä, 2010).
Ta
able 2. The param
meters of distributtion oil outflow for
f certain types
off tankers (Seppälää, 2010).
Tankers
DWT
(tons)
10000

Meann value for
side dam
mage (tons)

Standdard
deviattion

811

35000

Standard
deviation

2.944

Mean valuee for
bottom dam
mage
(tons)
539

3
3423

2.70

2093

3.37

50000

5
5231

2.644

2971

3.38

75000

8
8643

2.53

4345

3.42

115000

1
15143

2.36

6309

3.52

150000

2
21881

2.29

7791

3.61

3.52

The regrression formuulae used for the
t calculationn
off the mean value
v
of oil ooutflow volum
me in case of
o
co
ollision and grrounding are ppresented in Figure
F
10. Thee
diiscrete data foor five typical sizes of tankeer obtained byy
means
m
of the IMO
I
modifieed methodology in case of
o
co
ollision and grounding
g
waas plotted and
d the best fitts
were found. Inn both cases the polynomiials of secondd
orrder showed a good agreeement with caalculated dataa,
an
nd were used for
f further moodelling.
Oil spill [t]

value of UKC
C was obtaineed according to
t the followiing
formula (Jurddzinski, 1998):

25000
2

y = 4E
E-07x + 0.0865x - 94.378
R2 = 0.9997

20000
15000
10000
5000

y = -9E-08x2 + 0.0662x - 113.86
R2 = 0.999

0
20000

0

40000

60000

80000 100000 120000 140
0000 160000
Tan
nker's DWT [t]

OIL SPILL_COLLISION

OIL SPILL_GROUNDING

Figure 10:The vaalues of mean oil outflow from
m tanker due to
ollision or grounding, considering tthere is a spill
co

On the basis
b
of tabulated value of the standardd
deeviations for certain
c
types oof tanker presented in Tablee
2, the general formula
f
to callculate this vaalue in case of
o
co
ollision was deerived as folloows:

σ COLL = 6.99DW
WT −0.092

(55)

In
n case of groounding the following eq
quations weree
ap
pplied:
(14))
⎧9 ⋅10 DWT
T + 5 ⋅10 DWT + 3.34 forDWT > 10
0000
σ GRND
=⎨
G
⎩

Figure 9:Baltic Sea tankers DWT
D
as a functtion of the lenggth,
observed data wiith power functionn fitted.

−12

−7

2

3.52

forDWT < 100000

In
n the next sttep, on the bbasis of form
merly definedd
paarameters of thhe lognormal distributions as a functions
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of tanker’s deadweight,
d
thhe Monte Caarlo simulatioons
with 10000 itterations weree run. As a reesult the discrete
values were obtained
o
whichh described thhe probabilityy of
an oil spill off certain size,, taking into account
a
the siize
and frequencyy of tankers of
o given size navigating
n
in the
t
Gulf of Finlannd. The continnuous distribuutions that fittted
best these disscreet data weere Pareto2 disstributions, booth
for collision (summer
(
and winter traffic) and groundiing
cases, but with
w
different parameters. Henceforth the
t
probability deensity function of oil spill volume (POS) in
the Gulf of Fiinland is expreessed as follow
ws:
POS = f ( x ) =

qb q

(x + b )q +1

,

(6)

where q in caase of collisioon is 1.9 for summer,
s
8.4 for
f
winter and in
i case of grounding
g
1.55, b in case of
collision is 90009.1 for sum
mmer, 49459.00 for winter, and
a
3847.6 in casse of groundinng, x is a voluume of spill siize
in tons. The appropriate probability
p
deensity functioons
are depicted in
i Figure 11annd Figure 12.

•

for collision: 00.86 irrespectiive of tanker’s
fo
siize,
• foor grounding:
• foor tankers of 440000 DWT: 0.94,
0
• foor tankers of 150000 DWT: 0.73.
In
n the risk anallysis process, it is more useeful to use thee
co
onditional probability of spill given an acccident (POS|AA)
in
nstead of the probability
p
of no spill (PZERRO_OS), and it is
ex
xpressed as follows:

POS
O | A = 1 − PZERO
O _ OS

p
of an oil
o spill from the tankers operatingg in
Figure 12:The probability
the Gulf of Finnland in case of grounding, esttimated by Pareeto2
distribution for suummer traffic.

The probability of no spill (PZEERO_OS) refers to
the likelihoodd of no spill in all potentiial collision and
a
grounding sccenarios, and the followinng values weere
adopted (Marrine Board & Transport Research
R
Boaard,
2001):

(77)

In
n the last decaade many studdies have been
n carried out too
in
nvestigate the various factorrs that influen
nce the cost of
o
oiil spill. Most of these studdies point outt that oil typee,
sp
pill weight andd the locationn of an oil spilll are the mosst
sig
gnificant factoors influencinng the cost of an
a oil spill. Ann
ap
pproach utilizzed in this paper is based
d on a recennt
reesearch of oill spill costs ccomputation carried
c
out byy
Yamada and Kaneko,
K
and offficially subm
mitted by Japann
to
o IMO Marinne Environm
ment Protectio
on Committeee
(IM
MO, 2008) ass an alternativve method forr oil spill cosst
asssessment. Baased on historrical data of major
m
oil spilll
in
ncidents from tankers repoorted by Intternational Oiil
Po
ollution Comppensation Funnds the regreession analysis
beetween the coost of an oil sppills and the volume of thee
oiil spilled was carried out (Y
Yamada, 2009
9). A nonlineaar
reegression form
mula was estim
mated from thee data, and thee
fo
ollowing equaation for a m
mean level off oil spill cosst
esstimation was arrived at, w
which shows relatively goodd
ag
greement withh analyzed histtorical data:
C = 35951W 0.68

Figure 11: The probability of ann oil spill from thhe tankers operatting
in the Gulf of Finland in case of collision, esstimated by Pareeto2
distributions for summer (to left) and winter trafficc (to right).

,

(88)

where C denotees a total costt of an oil spilll in USD, andd
W a weight of
o the oil spiill in tons. This
T
approachh
do
ocuments the non-linearityy of oil spilll costs, whichh
seeemed to be neglected in prrevious researrches. It is alsoo
im
mportant to pooint out that ccosts that IOP
PCF reports too
th
he public are not
n real oil sppill costs. Theey refer to thee
am
mount of monney that wass paid for com
mpensation too
claimants (Konntovas & Psarrafitis, 2008). Although thee
IO
OPCF compennsation figurees are real and
a
cannot bee
diisputed, a queestion is if theese figures caan be taken too
reeasonably apprroximate real spill costs.
Risk
R assessmen
nt
Risk may be expressed in seveeral ways, byy
diistribution, exxpected valuess, or single probabilities
p
o
of
sp
pecific consequences, bbut probably
y the mosst
co
ommonly usedd is the expeccted values (V
Vinnem, 2007)).
Approach presented in this paper uses the latter thaat
deescribes the risk, which was considerred a random
m
vaariable. Expreessing the raandom variab
ble risk as a
diistribution is very usefuul, it takes into accounnt
un
ncertainties off input valuess, and seems mode
m
accuratee
th
han single vaalue. The riskk that tankerss colliding or
o
grrounding posed to the ennvironment was
w calculatedd
ussing the follow
wing formula:
(99)
R = PA ⋅ POS | A ⋅ POS ⋅ C
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where PA meeans a probability of accideent (collision or
grounding), and the otheers factor were
w
defined in
chapter 4. Thhe generic diaagram of the risk assessmeent
process impllemented in this study iss shown in the
t
Figure 13.

Monte
M
Carlo simulations were adoptted, and thee
co
ontinuous distributions thaat fitted best the obtainedd
daata and used for
fo further moddelling are tab
bulated below.
Th
he risk that was posed by tankers involved inn
co
ollisions in thee analyzed areea, in the yearlly perspectivee,
caalculated for summer
s
traffiic is presented
d in Figure 144
an
nd for winter traffic
t
in Figuure 15. The rissk is expressedd
in
n USD, and diistributions thhat fitted best the calculatedd
diiscrete data weere as followss:
• the LogNormal distribution for summeer
trafficc,
• the Gamma distribuution for winter traffic.
The
T
parameteers of thesse distributio
ons and thee
distributions
d
arre presented inn the graphs below.
b

Figure 13:Blockk diagram of risk
r
assessment process appliedd in
presented study.

Risk due to collision
c
The exxpected numbbers of collission candidattes,
collision proobability, annd a mean time betweeen
collisions aree shown in Taable 3. The estimated
e
yeaarly
mean volumees of oil acciddentally spilledd to the sea due
d
to collision are shown in
i Table 4. Presented daata
concerns the annual volum
me of traffic in the junctiion
between Helssinki and Tallinn only, and were computted
separately forr summer and winter traffic conditions. The
T
oil spill volum
me concerns double
d
hull tannkers.
Table 3. Estim
mates of collission candidates number, collission
probability and collision reoccuurrence for tankers in the crosssing
between Helsinki and Tallinn.
Area

Crossing
S-E
Crossing
S-W
Crossing
N-E
Crossing
N-W
Overtakin
gE
Overtakin
gW
Head-on
for Wbound
tankers
Head-on
for Ebound
tankers

Num
mber of
canddidates per
year

Causatiion
probability

Probability of
collisions per yeaar

Collision
reoccurrence in
years

Summ
mer

Winter

Wintter

Summer

92.3

1.3·100-4

Summer

111.0

0.014

0.012

76.6

90.33

79.00

65.8

1.3·100-4

0.010

0.010

112.2

131..8

88.55

79.2

1.3·100-4

0.012

0.010

101.0

110..0

1.3·100

-4

0.014

0.014

82.3

87.55

-5

111.3

106.2

Winteer

155.4

153.7

4.9·100

0.0077

0.0075

131.0

133..3

1977.5

199.5

4.9·100-5

0.010

0.010

105.0

103..5

265.0

251.3

4.9·100-5

0.011

0.011

106.0

91.00

195.5

219.8

4.9·100-5

0.011

0.011

95.0

92.00

Figure 14:Probabiility and cumulattive density funcctions of variablle
mmer traffic.
“riisk” in case of coollision in the Gullf of Finland, sum

Table 4. Estimatte of annual acciddental oil spill vollume for double hull
h
tankers in the croossing between Helsinki
H
and Tallinnn.
Meeting type
Crossing S-E
Crossing S-W
Crossing N-E
Crossing N-W
Overtaking E
Overtaking W
Head-on for W-bouund
tankers
Head-on for E-bounnd
tankers
Total

Accidentaal oil spill volume [t]
Summer traffic
t
W
Winter
traffic
15.8
122.3
10.7
8.7
12.1
100.9
15.5
144.5
7.0
6.7
9.1
8.9
4.5
4.4
4.2

4.3

78.8

700.8

The probability
p
off spills of giiven magnituude
were estimateed from distriibution describbed by equatiion
(15), and the obtained resuults are presennted in Table 5.
t
To estimate the costs of oil spill of certain size the

Figure 15:Probabiility and cumulattive density funcctions of variablle
“riisk” in case of coollision in the Gullf of Finland, win
nter traffic.
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Table 5.The parameters of distribution oil outflow in case of collision for certain types of tankers.
Oil spill size in tons

Probability of

Cost of oil spill of given size modelled

Probability of collision

Probability of

oil spill of

by following distribution:

PA

spill given

given size

Summer

Winter

Summer

accident

Winter

POS
0-500

POS|A

0.098

Beta Generalized

Beta Generalized

0.091

0.076

0.14

500-1000

0.084

Uniform

Uniform

0.091

0.076

0.14

1000-5000

0.388

Beta Generalized

Uniform

0.091

0.076

0.14

5000-10000

0.190

Beta Generalized

Beta Generalized

0.091

0.076

0.14

10000-30000

0.179

Triangle

Beta Generalized

0.091

0.076

0.14

30000-60000

0.061

LogNormal

Exponential

0.091

0.076

0.14

0.8
Winter:
Mean=0.14

0.6
0.4

Summer:
Mean=0.19

0.2
0
0

0.25
Winter

0.5

0.75

1

RISK [USD* Million]

Summer

Figure 16:Cumulative density functions of risk due to tankers
collisions in the Helsinki-Tallinn crossing for summer and winter
traffic.

analyzed leg of approach channel to Sköldvik are
presented in Figure 16. The safety contours depicted in
Figure 17 are a simplification of original safety areas
obtained by means of gravity model presented in Figure
8.
The lateral distribution of tankers across the leg of a
waterway was described by the normal and uniform
distributions mixture, but the distributions’ parameters
varied for southbound and northbound traffic, therefore
these two mixture distributions were overlaid as
depicted in Figure 17, and as such were used for
modelling.
Latitude [deg N]

Probability

Seasonal risk for tankers colliding
1

The risk of collision for tankers in case of
summer traffic (RS) was defined by Lognormal
distribution, which satisfies the following equations:
RS = f ( x) =

1
x 2πσ '

e

2
⎡ ln x − u ' ⎤
− 0 .5 ⎢
⎥
⎣ σ' ⎦

,

60.13

60.11

(10)

60.1
60.09

α −1

e

−

x

β

,

60.07
60.06
25.5 25.52 25.54 25.56 25.58 25.6

(11)

where µ equals 200662, and σ equals 222270. Whereas
the risk of collision in case of winter traffic (RW) was
described by Gamma distribution, which follows the
equation:
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

60.08

(12)

where β equals 81656, Γ(α) is the Gamma Function, and
α equals 1.72.
Risk due to grounding
Probability of grounding (PG) was obtained from
the formula:

25.62

Longitude [deg E]

Figure 17:The safety contours of the analyzed fairway to Sköldvik
(triangles and rectangles joint with lines) and the fairway centre line
(thin dotted line joining two circles).

Probability

⎡ ⎛ σ ⎞2 ⎤ ,
⎡
⎤ , and
µ2
u ' ≡ ln ⎢
σ
' ≡ ln ⎢1 + ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ ⎥
⎥
⎢⎣ σ 2 + µ 2 ⎥⎦
⎢⎣ ⎝ µ ⎠ ⎥⎦

1 ⎛x
⎜
β Γ (α ) ⎜⎝ β

60.14

60.12

where x is a random variable “risk” in case of collision,
µ’ and σ’ were defined as follows:

RW = f ( x ) =

60.15

Histograms of tankers' lateral distribution on fairway
leading to Sköldvig
0.0020
0.0015
0.0010
0.0005
0.0000
-750 -500 -250
S_bound

0

250 500 750 1000 1250

Distance from waterway center [m]
N_bound

(13)

Figure 18:The overlaid two histograms of tankers’ lateral distribution
on the fairway to Sköldvig, a black dotted line represents north bound
traffic whereas a solid black line is south bound traffic.

where d_max is a distance from a waterway centre to
the safety contour and f(y) is a probability density
function of ship lateral distribution across a waterway.
The waterway centre line and safety contours for the

The zero value on the x axis in Figure 18 represents the
centre of a fairway; negative values refer to port and
positive to starboard side of a fairway. The following
were assumed: ship location along the analyzed leg did

+∞

PG =

∫ f ( y)dy ,

d _ max
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not change, there
t
were noo other ships in the fairwaay,
and only suummer traffic for the year
y
2008 was
w
considered. The probabilities of grounding
g
weere
calculated for seven distinnctive locatioons to starboaard
and ten locatiions to port, as
a marked in Figure
F
19. In the
t
next step, a maximum
m
vaalue of groundding probabillity
for a distinctiive location was
w found, andd multiplied byy a
product of thhe probability of an oil spilll and the cossts.
Thus the maxximum value of risk that a tanker posedd to
the given legg was yielded.. The results are
a presented in
Table 6.
At the end Monte Carlo simulationns with 100000
iterations werre adopted to get
g the distribbution of randoom
variable “riskk”, the input was
w the maxiimum risk vallue
obtained form
merly.

Figure 19:Probabiility and cumulattive density funcctions of variablle
a
summeer
“riisk” in case of groounding in the Skköldvik harbour approach,
traaffic.
Table 6. The disccrete risk values due to tankers groounding in the Skköldvik harbour approach.
a

Starboard

Port

Location

Groundding

Probabbility of oil

probabiliity PG

spill
POS

spill given

Product

Rissk

grounding

PG POS POS|GG

[USD
D]

POS|G

1 – south

0,0E+
+00

0,0E+00

0

2

0,0E+
+00

0,0E+00

0

3

0,0E+
+00

0,0E+00

0

4

0,0E+
+00

0,0E+00

0

5

0,0E+
+00

0,0E+00

0

6

0,0E+
+00

0,0E+00

0

7

0,0E+
+00

1-0.94

0,0E+00

0

8

0,0E+
+00

DWT=40000t

0,0E+00

0

P
Pareto2

9

0,0E+
+00

10 - north

0,0E+
+00

1 – south

0,0E+
+00

2

0,0E+
+00

0,0E+00

0

3

6,0E--04

6,0E-04

208
8

4

5,9E--02

5,9E-02

2056
65

5

7,0E--02

7,0E-02

2442
22

6

4,4E--03

4,4E-03

152
29

7 - north

3,0E--02

3,0E-02

1024
48

disstribution

The maximum
m risk that maay be expected due to tankeers
grounding onn one leg of the fairway leadding to Sköldvvik
oil terminal was
w describedd by Lognorm
mal distributiion
that follows thhe equation:
⎡ ln x − µ ' ⎤ 2

− 0. 5 ⎢
⎥
1
e ⎣ σ' ⎦ ,
x 2πσ '
where x is a random variabble “risk” in caase of
grounding, µ’’ and σ’ were defined
d
in thee previous
chapter, µ equuals 123682, and
a σ equals 246804.
2

RG = f ( x ) =

Probability of

(114)

Conclusions
The paper presentss the risk models for mariine
traffic in geneeral and for oil transportatiion in particullar.
The risk is expressed
e
as a product off probability of
accident (colllision or grounding of tanker) and its
consequencess (costs of an oil
o spill given the accident).

0,0E+00

0

1-0.73

0,0E+00

0

DWT=
D
150000 t

0,0E+00

0

he probabilities of accidennts were assesssed by means
Th
off two innovatiive models, thhe MDTC mo
odel in case of
o
co
ollision and thhe gravity model in case of groundingg.
Th
he model thatt assesses thee probability of an oil spilll
sizze is based onn modified IM
MO methodology, which was
ad
djusted to the tankers fleett that operatess in the Balticc
Seea. The costs of an oil spilll are estimateed with use of
o
th
he state-of-the--art, statistic bbased model.
The riskk was calculated for two ch
hosen locations
in
n the Gulf off Finland. Onne was a bu
usy waterways
ju
unction in fronnt of Helsinkki harbour, wh
here east-wesst
waterways crosssed north-souuth lines, which comprisedd
mostly
m
of passsenger ferries.. The other lo
ocation was a
paart of a fairw
way to the oil terminal in Sköldvik.
S
Thee
rissk was assesssed for acciddents that invo
olved tankerss,
th
hus collisions in
i which at least one tankerr was involvedd
an
nd tankers runnning agroundd.
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The risk calculated in this study was given in the yearly
perspective separately for two analyzed areas.
The obtained risk values for tankers involved in
collision in the waterways junction were assessed for
summer and winter traffic profiles individually, and the
seasonal differences may be noticed. The risk was
expressed in a form of probability density functions,
obtained by means of Monte Carlo simulations, thus the
uncertainties of the input values were taken into
account.
The risk values obtained for tankers running aground in
the approach fairway to Sköldvik concerned summer
traffic. The analysis was carried out for one of two legs
of the outer fairway, which was able to accommodate
ships of maximum draft of 9 meters. The main factor
that influenced the probability of grounding was “the
safety contour” which was a value that determined the
allowed navigable width of a waterway for a certain
type of vessel and area, and was obtained by means of
the gravity model of grounding. The gravity model in
the form presented in this study is at its preliminary
stage, and is still being developed. It is to some extent
subjective in terms of the safety contour determination,
therefore further improvement works are carried out, to
make the model as much as possible objective.
The cost model applied did not take into consideration
the season of a year, thus the traffic composition was
the only factor that made a difference between winter
and summer risk values. Due to a significant difference
between summer and winter navigational conditions in
the Gulf of Finland it shall be investigated if the oil spill
costs are not season dependent, and if it is justified to
consider them equal for summer and winter conditions.
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Abstract:
A
Cohesive element based ice material
m
models have applications in realistic simulations off ice crushing aggainst offshore installations. Inn
this article wee propose an improvement
i
o the cohesivee element baseed ice model. The proposed improvement consists of the
of
introduction off a homogenizattion approach for
f the ice fractuure modeling off sub-element size cracks.
Finally a test of
o the improvedd method is maade by compariing simulated and
a measured force
f
levels froom an ice sheett crushing evennt
against the Norrströmsgrund lighthouse. The work
w
presentedd in here was co
onducted for Staatoil Research C
Centre.

Introduction
n
A genneral ice moodel that couuld be used in
transient largee deformationn finite elemennt simulationss to
calculate the forces from ice sheets and
a
icebergs on
structures andd ships would be a most useeful engineeriing
tool. In this article
a
we describe an impproved cohesiive
element basedd ice model. The model aiims at modeliing
ice undergoinng severe cruushing such as
a when driftiing
ice sheets are
a
crushed to rubble against
a
offshoore
installations. The forces on the struucture and ice
i
deformations in this type of
o event are coonsiderable. The
T
improvement consists of the introducction of a fiirst
approach to trreat the ice fraacturing and deformation
d
a a
as
homogenizatiion problem. The improvedd ice model iss a
result of a reecent researchh project for Statoil
S
Researrch
Centre on simulation of the action frrom drifting ice
i
sheets on offfshore structuures.The workk presented heere
builds upon thhe work by Konuk,
K
Gürtneer & Yu (20099a,
2009b), Konuuk (2009), annd Gürtner ett al. (2009). No
N
review is giveen here on thee use of the cohesive elemeent
method for icce modeling; instead
i
we reffer the readerr to
the review in Gürtner et al. (2009).
Outline
First an
a overview of the basiic ideas of the
t
cohesive elem
ment method for ice modeeling is given in
Section 2. Seection 3 descriibes the new homogenizatiion
approach. In Section 4 a short descripttion of the ussed
simulation toools is givenn. To test the new methood,
simulation reesults of an actual ice crushing eveent
together withh a comparisoon to measureed ice forces is
given in Secction 5. Thee final sectioon contains the
t
conclusions.
hesive elemen
nt ice model
The basic coh
A more in depth description of
o the Cohesiive
Element Methhod (CEM) foor ice modelinng can be fouund
in Konuk, Güürtner & Yu (2009a). Thee CEM is nott a
new method,, it is well known within the field of
fracture mechhanics for moodeling crackk propagation in
solids, such as metals annd concrete. There
T
are maany
publications on
o the use off the CEM foor finite elemeent
crack propaggation simulattions. However, its extendded
application too modeling icee fracture duriing complex iccestructure inteeraction is new
n
and wass pioneered by
Gürtner (20099). Usage of a cohesive zonne model for the
t

pu
ure study off ice fracturee was first described byy
Mulmule
M
& Dempsey (1998). The basicc ideas are as
a
fo
ollows for usinng CEM for iice modeling. It is assumedd
th
hat ice is essenntially an elasstic continuum
m. A perfectlyy
elastic ice how
wever cannott realistically
y model largee
deeformations. It follows thhat in order to
t be able too
model
m
large irrreversible processes such as
a ice crushingg
so
omething must be added. Inn the CEM, in its most basicc
fo
orm, the addiition is that one assumes that all nonnreeversible or non-elastic
n
behhavior is cau
used by crackks
fo
orming in the ice1 (For CEM
M the ice is actually always
modeled
m
as ann elasto plastiic material with
w hardeningg.
Here, for the sake
s
of not coomplicating the
t matter, wee
asssume the icee is elastic as the exclusion
n of plasticityy
do
oes not matter for tthe presentattion of thee
ho
omogenizationn approach whhich is the maain topic of thee
paaper.) As craccks are formedd the ice can slide
s
along thee
crrack-planes, deeveloping a frrictional ice mass.
m
In the CE
EM as describbed here, a fix
xed pattern of
o
po
otential crackks is assumeed. The impllementation is
ty
ypically as folllows: The ice block is discrretizised usingg
staandard solid finite
f
elementts, e.g. hexaheedral elementss.
Eaach individuaal element is attached to its neighbors
ussing so calledd cohesive eleements. A coh
hesive elemennt
is a zero thicknness element tthat when subj
bject to tensionn
orr shear responnds by deform
ming accordin
ng to a givenn
traaction-separattion curve. When the force or
o
deeformation reaaches a limit value the coh
hesive elemennt
is removed andd thus a cracck is formed and energy is
diissipated or released. A crack can grow by thee
deeformation and
a
failure of neighborring cohesivee
elements. Note that contact conditions aree added to thee
t friction caan occur if sliiding occurs inn
crrack faces so that
a closed crack. Figure 1 show
ws an illustrattion of a blockk
off ice built up by
b elastic hexxahedral elemeents connectedd
with cohesive elements.
e
Onee can say thaat the cohesivee
elements act as
a the glue that holds the
t
ice blockk
elements togethher.

Figure 1. A blockk of ice built up by elastic hexah
hedral elements is
i
T the right the coohesive elements that hold togetheer
shown to the left. To
ments in the blockk are shown.
thee hexahedral elem
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By setting a propeer traction-sepparation currve
one can have the cohesive elements releease a physicaally
correct amount of energy as the crack is
i formed eithher
due to a modde I or mode II deformation(Definition for
f
deformation modes
m
of cracck in a plate: Mode
M
I is an inplane openinng of the craack, mode II in-plane sheear
deformation, and mode III out of
o plane sheear
deformation.))
Typically thee energy release for ice cracks
c
is on the
t
order of 10 – 50 J/m2.
CEM with hoomogenizatioon
Derivation
Here we will derive thee CEM with
w
homogenizatiion, CEMH. Assume a sittuation wheree a
block of ice is
i crushed to rubble, i.e. veery small piecces
with a diameter D. An exaample would be the crushiing
of the point of
o a not too pointy
p
ice-conne against a haard
surface. Assuume CEM is used
u
to modell the ice blockk in
a simulation of the event with a side length
l
H of the
t
finite elemennts. Here we are
a interested in the situatiion
where H>>D
D. Under the latter assumpptions the baasic
CEM as desccribed in Secttion 2 might not be able to
model the evvent properly because the smallest
s
particcle
size possible is given by the
t element size
s
H, whichh is
much larger thhan D.
To rem
medy the lattter situation one can eithher
refine the mesh
m
so that H<D, or tryy to model the
t
macroscopic effect of the sub elementss size cracks by
modifying thhe material properties
p
of the ice on the
t
macroscopic level. Here thhe latter approoach is used. An
A
approach weere the effect of sub-ellement size or
microscopic phenomena are
a modeled through
t
materrial
models on thhe macroscopiic level involving observabble
macroscopic state variablles, i.e. stresss and strain, is
referred to as homogenizatiion.
The siimplistic apprroach propossed here can be
seen as a firstt test of the ussefulness of suuch an approaach
for ice modeling.
The fiirst step is too make the foollowing ad hoc
h
assumptions about
a
a repressentative voluume or ice finnite
element that is to be crushhed and thus contain internnal
cracks:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

Untiil the first crack
c
arises the element is
elasttic.
The volume of thee element is preserved
p
duriing
the deformation.
d
N
Note:
This is reasonable
r
if the
t
ice is
i subject to constraints
c
from surroundiing
elem
ments.
The cracks occurr on planes with maximuum
sheaar stress. Note: This correspponds to modee II
and III
I cracks.
The process is irrreversible, i.ee. cracks cannnot
disapppear or mendd.
The macroscopic effect of more cracks in the
t
elem
ment is that it softens.
s
Wheen the elementt is totally cruushed to rubblee it
behaaves as a viscoous incompresssible fluid.

It is reaasonable to aassume that the
t amount of
o
crracks is propoortional to thee amount of deformation
d
o
of
th
he element. Under
U
assumpttion 2 this im
mplies that thee
efffective shear strain can bee a reasonablle deformationn
measure,
m
as a shear
s
deformaation is volum
me preservingg.
Th
hus, here we will
w simply uuse the effectiv
ve shear strainn
ass the measure of the amountt of cracks or damage to thee
ice element.
A welll known m
material mod
del that fitts
asssumptions 1 to 6 and the choicee to measuree
deeformation using the effecttive shear straain is isotropicc
elasto plastic thheory with a Tresca yield condition. Too
im
mplement assuumptions 5 annd 6 a harden
ning curve likee
in
n Figure 2 shouuld be used.

Firrst cracks
Sooftening
phhase
Icee rubble

Figure 2. Schem
matic hardening curve for ice elements with a
omogenized crackk model.
ho

Su
ummary of CEMH
C
In summ
mary we have shown that, under suitablee
asssumptions, it is plausible tthat one can actually
a
modeel
th
he macroscopic effect of thee sub-elementt size cracks inn
th
he CEM mesh using a homoogenization ap
pproach. Whaat
is more, it tuurns out that a standard elasto plasticc
material
m
modell with a non-standard harrdening curvee,
seee Figure 2, could
c
be sufficcient as a firsst attempt. Wee
will refer too the CEM
M with th
he describedd
ho
omogenizationn as CEMH.
The poteential advantaages of CEMH
H compared too
CE
EM follows from
fr
that it is aimed at acco
ounting for thee
macroscopic
m
efffect from subb element size cracks. This
im
mplies the potential that larrger elements could be usedd
with CEMH compared too CEM, giv
ven the samee
reequirements on accuraccy, leading to reducedd
sim
mulation run times. Note: The Tresca yield
y
conditionn
caan be difficuult to handle numerically, thus in thee
sim
mulations wee approximate the Tresca yield
y
conditionn
with von Misess.
So
oftware tools
All simuulations weree performed using
u
the MP
PI
paarallel versionn of LS - DY
YNA 971, Halllquist (2007)).
Th
he simulationns were run on a clusterr (Intel Xeonn
CP
PUs) with a fast
f interconneect (Infiniband). To includee
th
he effect from
m the buoyancyy, i.e. that thee ice floats onn
th
he water, andd drag on thhe ice a speccial drag andd
bu
uoyancy subrooutine was im
mplemented in LS-DYNA as
a
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an UDF (Useer Defined Module).
M
The drag
d
model iss a
simple drag model
m
for fullly developedd turbulent floow
according to Reynolds,
R
seee e.g. Batcheloor (2000).
Test case Norströmsgrund ice force measurements
m
s
A test is needed to determine iff the CEMH has
h
the potential to
t mimic a phhysical event where the icee is
crushed to fairly small parrticles. Here we
w use the sam
me
test case as is used for a previous
p
CEM
M simulation by
Gürtner et al.. (2009). In tw
wo EU projectts, LOLEIF, see
s
Jochmann & Schwarz (22000), and ST
TRICE, seveeral
load measurements were made
m
on the Norströmsgrun
N
nds
lighthouse. Frrom the test data
d an event was
w chosen weere
a state of conntinuous crushhing of the icee sheet occurrred
as the sheet drifted
d
towardds the lighthoouse. In such an
event, the icee is crushed or milled to small particlles,
giving rise too high non-synnchronized annd stationary ice
i
forces aroundd the contactt surface andd involving loow
stationary strructural respoonse of the lighthouse. An
A
image of the simulation seet up showingg the Lighthouuse
and the ice shheet is shown in
i Figure 4.
Simulation seet up
An ouutline of the siimulation set up is a follow
ws.
Material paraameters according to Tablees 1 and 2 weere
used. The inccrease of the yield
y
curve, see
s Figure 3, for
f
strains above 0.5 is only to avoid excesssively distortted
elements andd would ideaally not be needed. In the
t
simulation the ice floats onn the water ussing a buoyanncy
model, see Seection 4.
The ice and lighthouuse have a relative velocityy of
0.15 m/s. Thhe ice has a thickness of
o 0.69 m. The
T
lighthouse is rigid. The finnite element siize for the icee is
about 0.13x0.2x0.2 m. An illustration of
o the simulatiion
model is giveen in Figure 4. To simulate the fact that the
t
ice sheet is inn fact much larger
l
than inn the simulatioon,
fixed boundaary conditions were added along the edgges
of the ice sheeet except on thhe side with thhe lighthouse..
Table 1. Materiaal parameters usedd for water and icce elements
Ice density
9 kg/m3
910
Ice elastic moddulus
5 GPa
Ice Poisson’s raatio
0
0.3
Ice element yieeld curve
S Figure 3.
See
Water density
1000 kg/m3
Coefficient of friction
f
ice to 10 % static, 5 % dynamic
d
ice
Coefficient of friction
f
ice to 20
2 % static, 10 % dynamic
steel
Table 2. Materiaal parameters usedd for the cohesivee elements
Parameter
Vertical cohesive
Horrizontal cohesive
elem
ments
elementss
Shear strength

1 MPa

1.1 MPa

Tensile strengthh

1 MPa

1.1 MPa

GIC

5200 J/m
m2

52000 J/m2

GIIC

5200 J/m
m2

52000 J/m2

Note: Artificially high
h
values are used for GIC
and GIIC. Thee motivation for
f this is nott presented heere,
but will be prresented in a coming
c
paper by
b Gürtner et al.
(2010).

0.01 MPa

Figure 3. Yield currve for the ice eleements.

Lighthouse – rigid.
Ice sheet flo
oating on
water

Figure 4. Simulaation model foor the continuo
ous ice crushing
mulation.
sim

Comparing sim
mulations witth measurements
Images from
f
the simuulations are giiven in figures
5 and 6. Figuree 7 shows thee calculated ice
i force from
m
th
he simulation of the contiinuous crushiing event. Ann
acchievement is the fact the C
CEMH simulaation reaches a
staationary proccess state witth a nearly constant
c
meann
fo
orce value likke in reality. The stationarry mean forcee
level from the test is aroundd 3.5 MN, which
w
is higheer
th
han the about 2.5 MN obtaained in the siimulation. Thee
mode
m
of deform
mation of the ice and the piling up of icee
ru
ubble around the tower is similar to what can bee
ob
bserved on thee video imagees from the meeasurements at
a
th
he lighthouse.

Figure 5. Deformaations from the icce crushing simulation – top view
w.
Icee rubble piles up around the lighthhouse.

Figure 6. Deform
mations from the ice crushing siimulation – crosss
secction. Ice rubble floating below thhe surface and pilling up around thhe
lig
ghthouse.
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Figure 7. Simulaated force on thee lighthouse. Meaan force is about 2.5
MN.

Conclusions
An improved ice
i
model including a
homogenizatiion approach, CEMH, is proposed. The
T
new model is able to mim
mic the behavvior of ice inn a
process wherre the ice is subject to severe
s
crushiing
(almost millling). It is evident thaat the preseent
homogenizatiion representss a first approoach to the veery
complex probblem and shoould be suppllemented withh a
deeper theoreetical analysis. Still we beliieve that usingg a
homogenizatiion approach is a promisingg addition to ice
i
material moddeling in com
mbination withh the CEM for
f
ice-structure interaction
i
sim
mulations.
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Abstract:
A
ds and ice robusst
The Arctic areaa has probably a huge amountt of oil and gass stored, and is attracting moree and more atteention. Ice load
design will beccome an imporrtant task in Arrctic engineerinng projects. As the ice is melting merchant ship traffic norrth of Siberia is
i
expected to inccrease radicallyy and accidentaal collisions wiith icebergs aree to be expecteed. In this conttext icebergs reefer to so-calledd
bergy bits or grrowlers with sm
mall area above sea surface, annd hence, hard to
o detect by radaars.
This study is diivided into exteernal mechanicss and internal mechanics.
m
Both
h issues are disccussed. First, thhe external mech
hanics, which is
i
based on the work
w
done by Peedersen and Zhaang (1997) andd Stronge (2000
0), is consideredd. An improvedd model is deriv
ved, which dealls
with the 12 DO
OF problems for ship and iceberg. Second, thhe internal mech
hanics which innvolves deformation and energ
gy dissipation inn
the ship structuure and icebergg is studied. In order to simulaate the correct behavior
b
of thee ice feature in a collision scen
nario, a new ice
material modell is proposed. It is shown too give adequatee pressure-area relationships when
w
simulatinng ice impact on
o a rigid bodyy.
Finally, integraated analysis of the iceberg and
a ship is desccribed. The anaalysis is carriedd out within thhe accidental lim
mit state (ALS
S)
framework; i.ee. the side shelll and frames may
m be severelyy damaged, but penetration off cargo tanks w
with subsequentt oil spill and/oor
global hull girdder failure shouuld not be acceepted. Differennt scenarios are considered inccluding variouss characteristic iceberg shapess.
The ice resistannt properties off various side shhells designs aree investigated.

n
Introduction
Due too the large am
mount of oil and
a gas reservves
in the Arcticc area, offshhore activities are going to
increase. It is quite necessaary for engineeers to undertaake
a first investiigation about the ice impacct loads prior to
the practical engineering projects. Thee present papper
gives a com
mprehensive description
d
of a project on
ship/iceberg collision
c
carrieed out at NTN
NU.
The draft
d
of ISO/C
CD 19906, e.g. ISO (20008),
categories icee actions as being
b
an Exttreme Level Ice
I
Event (ELIE)) or an Abnorrmal Level Ice Event (ALIE
E).
The ALIE coorresponds too the Accidenntal Limit Staate
(ALS) in moodern codes foor the offshorre structures. In
the ALIE cheeck, the ship shhould survivee with no spill of
cargo to the environment and associateed pollution etc.
e
The present study deals with ship/icceberg collisiion
within the AL
LIE (or ALS)) domain. As to the structuural
response, signnificant plastiic deformatioon is acceptabble.
Fracture of steel platinng should be
b taken innto
considerationn This has beeen studied by
b a number of
authors, e.g Peschmann
P
(22001), Tornqqvist (2003) and
a
Ehlers and Varsta
V
(2009)). This study is based uppon
work carried out by Alsos H. S. (2008a, 2008b). The inhouse experieence and fractture material model could be
seamless appplied to preseent integratedd analysis. The
T
challenging parts of thiis project arre the externnal
mechanics of
o the ship//iceberg colllision and the
t
development of an adequatte ice material model in ordder
to facilitate inntegrated analyysis.
Like ship/ship
s
colliision, it alwayys convenient to
split the colllision mechannics into exteernal mechannics
and internal mechanics, see Terndrupp Pedersen and
a
Zhang (19998). Externaal mechanics deals with
w
momentum and
a
energy balance whiile the internnal
mechanics deeals with largee deformationn of structuress in
local areas. Both
B
mechaniccs are conneccted through the
t
dissipated eneergy, see Zhennhui L. (20099a). The externnal
mechanics off ship/iceberg collision is more
m
complicatted
than that of shhip/ship collission, as it is a fully 3D

prroblem (totallly 12 DOF) based on ob
bservation, seee
Jo
ohnston, Timcco et al. (20088). It is believ
ved that in thee
ALIE state, a Pressure-Area
P
a relationship description of
o
ice actions is not
n sufficient, see Zhenhui L. (2009c). Inn
orrder to assesss accurately thhe iceberg im
mpact loads inn
th
he ALIE dom
main, both the offshore stru
ucture and thee
iceberg should be modeled “correctly”, and
a integratedd
an
nalysis is callled for. The integrated an
nalysis here is
co
orresponding to the Sharred-energy design methodd
acccording to thhe NORSOK code N-004 App.
A
A, if wee
treeat the iceberrg as the strikking object an
nd the ship as
th
he struck one, see Figure 1.

Figure 1 Strength, Ductility and shhared-energy desiign, NORSOK NN
04, App. A.
00

Most atttempts to annalyze iceberg
g impacts aree
within the dom
main of Ducttility design, in which thee
iceberg is simpplified as a rigid body and
a
all energyy
diissipation steems from ddeformation of the shipp
strructure, e.g. Han S. (22008), Bo Wang
W
(2008)).
However, ductiility design iss conservativee and often faar
way from the real
r
case. In ppresent study
y, the ship andd
iceberg are both
b
ductile and may undergo
u
largee
deeformations.
In
n the followinng sections deetails of the so
olutions to thee
ex
xternal and innternal mechhanics respecttively will bee
deescribed.
xternal Mech
hanics
Ex
The externnal mechanicss of ship/icebeerg collision is
a further devellopment of thhe work donee by Terndrupp
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Pedersen annd Zhang (11998) and Stronge
S
(20004).
Zhenhui L. (22009a) propossed a new forrmulation of the
t
impact mechanics to ship/ship annd ship/icebeerg
collision. In this method, a closed foorm solution is
obtained. In thhis paper, the main are pressented.

µ0 is

the actuaal friction facctor between two collisionn

ob
bjects, ship to ship or ship tto iceberg.
The relative velocitiies between two collisionn
ob
bjects are needded. Assumingg:

v3t = −ev
e 30

(0.9))

hen
th

dv3 = v3t − v30 = −(1 + e)v30
(0.100)
e(0 ≤ e ≤ 1) is the cooefficient of restitution.
r
Foor

where

Figure 2 Illustrattion of ship/icebeerg collision

It has to be pointed out that, all thhe equations are
a
derived in thee so called loccal frame, whhich is locatedd at
the impact pooint, the n1n2n3 in Figure 2.
2 Based on the
t
equation of motion, (for details, pleaase refer to the
t
original paperr), we finally have
h
followinng expression:

dvi = mij−1dpp j

(00.3)

where dvi is the
t incrementtal velocity onn each directiion

an
n entirely plasstic collision, e = 0 , and for
f a perfectlyy
elastic collisionn, e = 1 .
or the case where
w
two colllision objects stick togetheer
Fo
affter collision, we
w have:

the local fram
me.
Based on thee above equatiion, the dissippated energy on
each directionn can be explicitly obtainedd as follows:

1

t

Ei = ∫ fi dsi =
0

−1
ij

m

ddvi
(dvi + 2vi0 )
fj 2
fi

(0..4)

b.

f12 + f22 < µn f3

µn , µt ,

f 2 = µt f1
µn
f1 =

f2 =

where

t
1

t
2

v ,v

1 + µt
µt µ n
1 + µt

2

2

nd Eq. (0.3)caan be solved too obtain
an

∫

m 1−11 + m 1−21 µ t + m 1−31

n1, n2

∫

f 2 ds 2 =
−1
m 21

0

t
the impulse ratio in ordeer to determiine whether the
sticking or sliiding case appplies, see Eq.(00.8).
dp3
(00.8)
µ n = sign ( dp1 )
2
2
dp1 + dp2

µn

1

µt

∫ f ds
3

3

=

0

1 + µ t2

−1
m31

µn
1 + µ t2

−1
+ m32

( v 20 ) 2
2

µnµt
(0.16)

− (11 − e 2 )

t

E3 =

−1
+ m 2−21 + m 23

(v1t ) 2 + (v2t ) 2 > 0

if

µt µ n

1 + µ t2

−1
+ m33

( v30 ) 2
2

(0.17)

In
n this case

direction resppectively at thhe time t, whhen the collisiion

µn is calculated by

( v10 ) 2
2

−1

t

E2 =

c. Slidingg case,

are the veloocity componnents on

1+ µ

2
t

(0.15)

(0.7)

f3

finishes. The normal friction factor

−1

f 1 d s1 =

0

(0.6)

dpi and
a µn , then::

dp2
(0.14))
dp1
ubstituting (0..13) and (0.144) and using th
he relationshipp
Su
in
n Eqs. (0.5),(0.6),(0.7)- innto Eq.(0.4), the dissipatedd
en
nergy in each direction is obbtained:

respeectively.

f3

(0.13))

µt =

t

(v1t )2 + (v2t )2 = 0 f12 + f 2 2 = µ n f 3
(0.5)

if

(0.122)

dvi = −vi0 , i = 1,2

E1 =

In ordder to solve Eq.(0.4), the AmontonnsCoulomb theoory for frictioon, see e.g. Johhnson (1985),, is
considered. The
T theory is based
b
on the assumption thhat
the friction force is proportional
p
t the norm
to
mal
component of
o reaction. Two frictioon factors, are
a
introduced, namely
n
the normal friction factor and
a
tangential fricction factor,

dv2 = v2t − v20 = −v20

Stickinng case µn ≤ µ0
In thiss case,:

a.

of the local frrame, m is thhe inverse of equivalent maass

dp j is thhe incrementall impulse on each
e
directionn of

(0.11)

Fo
or the case where
w
the sliiding happenss, the relativee
veelocities will be
b discussed later.

−1
ij

and

dv1 = v1t − v10 = −v10

where

µ0 is

µ n > µ0

dv3 = −v30

(0.18)

µn = µ0

(0.19)

t
the
actual ffriction factor.

µt can

bee

esstimated by ussing Eq. (0.144) assuming tentatively thaat
th
he sticking caase applies. O
On this basis equation (0.3)
caan be solved too obtain dp3 , dvv1 , dv2 .
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Substituting (0.18) and (0.19) and using the relationship
in Eqs. (0.5),(0.6),(0.7) into Eq.(0.4), the following
relationships apply:
t

E1 = ∫ f1ds1 =
0

1
m11−1 + m12−1µt + m13−1

t

E2 = ∫ f 2 ds2 =
0

1

µt

µ0
(0.20)
dv2
(dv2 + 2v20 )
1 + µt2 2

1
−1
m21

dv1
(dv1 + 2v10 )
1+ µ 2
2
t

−1
−1
+ m22
+ m23

Ice is categorized as first-year ice and multi-year
ice. The first category means floating ice of no more
than one year’s growth, developing from young ice and
thickness from 0.3 to 2 meters, like level ice. The latter
category is normally defined to be ice which has
survived at least two summer seasons, like ice ridges
and icebergs. In order to understand the ice mechanical
properties, researchers have carried out series of
uniaxial and triaxial experiments. In ship/iceberg
collision, see Figure 3, crack and damage of ice are
happening depending on the stress state of ice particles.

µ 0 µt
(0.21)

−(1 − e )

t

E3 = ∫ f3ds3 =
0

2

−1
m31

µ0
1+ µ

2
t

+ m32−1

µt µ0

1 + µt2

(v30 )2
+ m33−1 2

(0.22)
Thus the total dissipate energy is calculated as
E = E1 + E2 + E3
Using the procedure described above, Zhenhui L.
(2009a) calculated the dissipated energy during the
foreship and iceberg collision. It was found that the
energy dissipation is sensitive to the shape of the hull of
the ship at the collision location as well as the iceberg
properties. Using “worst case” parameters, the
following formula was recommended for design
purposes;

rE = 0.3 − 0.027 rM + 9.0rM2 , rM ≤ 0.125
where rE is the energy ratio, rE = E E0 ≤ 1 , rM is the
mass ratio, rM = M iceberg M ship . Generally, 30% of
maximum collision energy E0 , where E0 corresponding
to the dissipated energy due to central and plastic
collision.
v
1 − ( ic e ) 2
v
1
s h ip
E0 =
M ic e b e r g v s2h ip
M ic e b e r g
2
1+
M s h ip

vship is

the velocity of ship,

v ice is

the velocity of

iceberg, M iceberg , M ship are the mass properties of iceberg
and ship respectively (the added mass should be
included).
Internal Mechanics
Ice model
As stated before, the challenging part of this
project is the ice model. This model should be able to
describe the ice behavior reasonably accurate when it is
applied to the integrated analysis. In a previous paper,
Zhenhui L. (2009b) has presented a promising user
defined ice material model. This model has been
successfully implemented into the commercial explicit
code, LS-DYNA, see Hallquist (2007). A general
description of the ice model is presented below.

Figure 3 Illustration of ship/iceberg collision scenarios

Due to the relative large contact area compared
to that of level ice, the ice in the contact area is in a
triaxial stress state. The neighboring ice provides
confinement and somehow increases the strength of the
ice. Another problem in ship/iceberg collision is the
strain rate influence because ice strength is quite
sensitive to the strain rate. It is likely that in the
ship/iceberg collision, the associated strain rate is larger
than 10−3 s −1 , Derradji-Aouat Ahmed (2005). Thus, the
ice will behave elastically with a brittle failure mode.
As discussed by Zhenhui L. (2009c), this property is
accounted for by adopting a quasi-brittle material ice
model. First, the constitutive relationship of stress and
strain is described by the yield surface and associated
flow rule, see Belytschko (2000). Second, a user
defined failure criterion based on accumulated plastic
strain is proposed, see Zhenhui L. (2009b). All the
parameters involved should be calibrated with respect to
experimental data. In order to the yield surface of the
ice, triaxial experiments should be carried out in first
place. Unfortunately, few experiments are available at
this moment. Nadreau and Michel (1986) analyzed the
triaxial experimental data by J.Jones (1982), see Figure
4. An elliptical shaped failure curve is derived.

Figure 4 The failure envelope by Nadreau (1986)

Derradji-Aouat (2000) investigated the experimental
data by J.Jones (1982) and Gagnon R.E. (1995) and
proposed a unified elliptical failure envelope both for
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the isotropic fresh ice and
a
iceberg ice,
i
see Figuure
5.Again, an elliptical shapeed failure curvve is obtained..

prresent ice maaterial model follows the Tsai-wu yieldd
su
urface and the user defined failure criterion is designedd
to
o let the elem
ments stay aliive if they arre in the highh
prressure stress state.

Figure 5:Ellipticcal failure enveloppe by Dhajaaji (22000)

As cooncerns numeerical simulattions, Sveinuung
Løset (1994) first used a similar
s
ellipticcal failure currve
based materiaal model to siimulate icebeerg impacts with
w
offshore struuctures. This failure curvee is termed the
t
Tsai-wu failuure criterion. This
T model is also adoptedd in
the present research.
r
The Tsai-wu faillure criterion is
calibrated witth the ellipticcal failure envvelope propossed
by Derradji-A
Aouat (2000) for iceberg. Plasticity
P
theoory
is applied to describe the constitutive behavior of ice
i
treating the faailure criterionn as a yield suurface.
The basic asssumption of thhe Tsai-wu sttrength criteriion
is that there exists
e
a failuree surface in thhe stress spacee in
the following scalar form, ( see S.Tsai (11971).
f ( σ k ) = F i σ i + F ij σ i σ

=1

j

If the ice material
m
is assumed isotroopic, the failuure
criterion is reduced, see Riska K. (1987)).
1
f (σ k ) = F1 I 1 + ( F1 1 + 2 F1 2 ) I 12 + 4 F3 3 J 2 = 1
3

Figure 7: Schemattic illustration off ice-structure intteraction (Jordaann
001).
(20

Th
he failure critterion is baseed on the equ
uivalent plasticc
strrain, which is defined as follows:
ε eqp =

2 p p
ε ij : ε ij
3

One of the proposed failure criterions is defined in thee
fo
ollowing format:
p
ε f = ε 0 + ( − 0.5) 2
p2
where ε 0 is a constant, to be deetermined byy
ex
xperiments, p2 is the rightt root of the yield surfacee,
seee Figure 8 foor example. Iff ε eqp > ε f , elem
ment erosion is

ε 0 and cuutoff pressurre should bee

where I 1 is the first invarriant of the sttress tensor, and
a

in
nitiated. Bothh

nt of deviatorric stress tenssor,
J 2 is the seccond invarian
1
1
J 2 = ( sij ) 2 , sij is the deviiatoric stress tensor.
2
write the abovee expression in the so callled
We may rew
J 2 − p space, see Figure 6.

caalibrated throuugh comparingg the experimental data.

We have:

f ( p, J 2 ) = J 2 − (a2 p 2 + a1 p + a0 )
where p is thee hydrostatic pressure, p = 1 σ ii = 1 I1 andd q
3
3
is the deviatooric stress, q = ( 3 s ) 12 ,a2,aa1,a0are constaant
2

ij

which shouldd be fitted throough experimeental data.
J2

p

p1 0

Figure 6:Tsai-W
Wu yield surface inn

p2

p − J2 space

One interesting point
p
of thhe ship/icebeerg
collision is the influencee of so callled HPZ (hiigh
pressure zonee) in ice mechhanics, see Joordaan (2001).. It
is reported thhat pressures as
a high as 700 MPa HPZs are
a
generated duuring the ice and
a structure interaction. The
T

Figure 8:Yield surface and failure ccurve example

In
ntegrated anaalysis
The inteegrated analysses are carried
d out with thee
co
ommercial coode LS-DYNA
A. The ice material
m
modeel
an
nd the steel fracture moodel develop
ped by Alsos
(2
2008b) are im
mplemented ass user defined
d subroutiness.
Th
he erosion tecchnique is usedd to delete failed elements.
Sccenarios of intterest include iceberg collissions with
• Ship side in the bow
w area
• Ship side in the midd ship area
• Bulbouus bows
Tw
wo of the scennarios are illusstrated in Figu
ure 9
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peenetrated. In previous
p
studdy of side sheell impact, e.gg.
Zh
henhui L. (20009c), it wass found that the energy too
caause the maxximum deflecction of innerr shell in thee
midship
m
area is 22 MJ. This figure is probablyy
co
onservative annd further invvestigations arre carried outt.
Th
his comprisess parametric vvariation of strructural layouut
an
nd scantlings,, so as to determine imp
proved impacct
reesistant designn.

Figure 9: Icebergg collision scenarrios

Figure 10 annd 11 illustrrate results of
o bulbous boow
impact. Withh the given choice of boow and icebeerg
the
bow
parameters,
w
undergoees
substanttial
deformations,, but is capablle of penetratiing significanntly
into the icebeerg

Figure 10:Screenn shot for the Casse a

Conclusions
A methood for assessm
ment of structu
ural damage inn
sh
hip ice berg coollision has beeen described.. It is based onn
dee-coupling the
t
external and interrnal collisionn
mechanics.
m
Thhe approach aadopted for calculation of
o
ex
xternal mechaanics takes all six degrees of freedom intoo
acccount. Analyyses show thatt typical shipss size and hulll
sh
hape show givves an energyy dissipation ratio of 30%
%45
5% with respeect to the maxximum possib
ble demand foor
en
nergy dissipaation if the collision haappens in thee
fo
oreship area, see Zhenhui L. (2009a).
Th
he internal mechanics
m
moddel is based upon Tsai-wuu
yiield model annd element eroosion. Despitee its simplicityy
th
he material moodel is capablee of simulatin
ng the crushingg
mechanics
m
off the ice fairly well. Preliminaryy
caalculations shoow the importtance of taking ice-structuree
in
nteraction intoo account. In the integrated
d analysis, thee
to
otal dissipated energy is inittially larger th
han that of thee
du
uctile analysiss because the energy is disssipated mostlyy
th
hrough crushiing of the iice at this stage.
s
As thee
reesistance of the
t ship struccture and thee contact areaa
in
ncrease, the shhip side is severely damaged and whereaas
th
he ice is compaaratively stiff.
f.
Fiinally, the dissipated eneergy from th
he quasi-staticc
an
nalysis is evaluated againsst the results obtained from
m
th
he external mechanics
m
annalysis. In th
his manner a
fraamework forr analyzing ship/iceberg collision is
esstablished. In further
f
work ffocus will be placed
p
on how
w
vaarious structurral lay-out annd side scantliings affect thee
reesistance of shhips side to pennetration for abnormal
a
leveel
ice impacts.
ment
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Experimental Investigations on Collision Behaviour of Bow
Structures
Ingo Tautz, Martin Schöttelndreyer, Wolfgang Fricke and Eike Lehmann
Hamburg University of Technology (TUHH), Germany

Abstract:
Dimensioning of bow-structures is mainly based on loads like slamming, ice load and hydrodynamic pressure. At present, steel
designers do not have any upper limits regarding the stiffness of bow-structures. That means bow-structures could have arbitrary
stiffness even if this would lead to disastrous consequences for optional collision partners.
The authors are currently engaged in a collaborative research project which - amongst others - deals with the comparison of different
structures of bulbous bows and corresponding effects on collision behaviour. This paper gives an account of the project background
and focuses on collision experiments with bulbous bows against rigid wall. The experiments were carried out on the test facility of the
Institute for Ship Structural Design and Analysis of TUHH in March 2010. Because the project is still ongoing more results will be
published in future.

Introduction
This paper reports on actual research work
carried out in the collaborative project ELKOS
(German acronym, meaning: „Improving collision
safety by integrating effects of structural arrangements
in damage stability calculations“). Superior research
objective is to develop a method, that allows adequate
consideration of structural arrangements that
significantly increase collision safety in damage
stability calculations. The project is funded by German
Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology
(BMWi). TUHH is engaged with its institutes „Ship
Structural Design and Analysis“ and „Ship Design and
Ship Safety“. Industrial partner is the German yard
Flensburger Schiffbau-Gesellschaft. The authors focus
on experimental investigations of inner mechanics
concerning several designs of ship side structures and
following numerical simulations. Further more,
stiffness of bulbous bows will be considered in a
realistic manner and corresponding effects on collision
mechanics with side structures will be investigated. In
addition to collision experiments with bulbous bow and
ship side structures, pre-tests will be carried out which
will take deformable bow structures against a rigid wall
into consideration. Experimental results will provide the
basis to validate simplified simulation approaches
needed to realize a reasonable coupling between
collision simulation and damage stability calculation.
Most of experimental investigations of the past focused
on the struck ship. There have been just a few
experiments that took also the behaviour of the striking
ship into consideration and fewest that were carried out
especially to investigate inner mechanics of bulbous
bows during collision.
Amdahl[1] simplified bulbous bow structures in several
tests as tubes with circular and elliptical cross-section.
The tubes have been stiffened in several different ways
and have been set under axial compression. Yamada[2]
tested models of bulbous bows under axial load as well
as under a collision angle of 72°. Because of shape and
size of his models very realistic behaviour could be
achieved. The experiments described within this paper
have been carried out against rigid wall. In this point

they indeed follow the above mentioned tests of
Yamada and Amdahl but additionally, tests that
consider the side structure of the struck ship as well,
will be carried out in the future. Influences of
deformable bulbous bow structures on the whole
collision procedure will then also be experimentally
verified.
Experimental Conditions
Collision tests are carried out on the existing test
plant of the institute of Ship Structural Design and
Analysis of TUHH that is adequately supplemented and
modified for this purpose. (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Test plant, configuration bow against rigid plate

Collision forces are applied by four hydraulic
cylinders. They are connected with the longitudinal
girders of the test plant and with a cross-beam. Thereby
a closed flow of forces is provided. The test model of
the bulbous bow is located underneath the cross-beam.
It is driven against a counter plate that can be assumed
as rigid. Collision forces are measured at the hydraulic
cylinders as well as at pressure load cells underneath
the rigid counter plate. The maximum loading capacity
is 4000 kN. Hydraulic cylinders are limited at 400 mm
regarding the maximum range of displacement. Thus
larger displacements will be realized by using
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appropriate interim pieces between the bulbous bow
and the cross-beam.
beam. This approach is permissible
because the whole test
est procedure is quasi-static
quasi
with
maximum speed of 0.5 mm/s. Therefore the interruption
of the test is feasible and permissible at any time.
Nevertheless it should be observed if the original load
path will be reached after re-loading.
The test plant offers
rs possibilities to integrate ship side
structures with moderate effort instead of using the rigid
plate. Side structures will be supported adequately to
measure collision forces as well as membrane forces
(Fig.2) Regarding dimensions, test models of side
structures will be comparable with those investigated in
a very realistic manner in the research project „Life
Cycle Design“[3] in 1998 in the Netherlands (scaling
ca. 1:3).
Regarding the steel design, the test model will be
comparable with side structures of RoRo-vessels.
RoRo
The
start of these experiments is scheduled for January
2011. Therefore this paper in the following focuses on
experiments with bulbous bow against rigid plate
according to Figure 1 only.

Figure 2. Test plant, configuration bow against side structure

Test Model
There will be a total of two bulbous bows tested
against rigid wall. The first one is designed in
conventional design, the second one will be set up with
collision friendly deformation behaviour. At present,
experimental results are just available for the first test
model. Therefore descriptions in this and the following
chapters concentrate on the first model (conventional
(conventio
design). Principle considerations
ations regarding the second
model are described in chapter 6.
The length of the test
est model amounts to 1800 mm. Its
assembly was carried out in two blocks. The block joint
lies between #4 and #5 in the middle of the length
(Figure 3).. The aft end of the test model is of cylindric

Figure 3. First test model

geometry with a diameter of 813 mm. The geometry of
the fore end is derived from the bulbous bow of an
actual newbuilding of a RoRo-vessel.
RoRo
This derivation is
done first by adjusting the section at center line to a
rotation symmetric contour, second by scaling the aft
diameter of the adjusted contour down to 813 mm (to be
compatible with the load transmission in the crosscross
beam). The stiffening of the test model can only
approximately be comparable with typical steel design
of bulbous bows. The reason for this are restrictions
regardingg manufacturing requirements resulting from
narrow geometric conditions. For the realization of the
stiffening system of the test model (Figure 3) a
longitudinal bulkhead, a stringer deck and a transversal
framing with a distance of 200 mm were taken. The
most important structural elements are considered with
this approach. The material to be used for
manufacturing was specified to be ordinary
shipbuilding steel with a thickness of 5 mm and a yield
stress of 235 N/mm².
Experimental Results
The collapse behaviour
aviour is a typical progressive
folding as described and examined e.g. in [4].
The history of the collision force shows a comparable
periodic appearance of peaks in a range between
2900 kN and 3200 kN about every 160 mm, which
amounts to approximately 80% of the framing distance.
After reaching a force-peak,
peak, folding occurs straight
behind the ring frame being next to get into contact with
the rigid plate. This typical folding mechanism is shown
in Figure 4.. The corresponding status in the loadload
displacement curve is marked.

Figure 4. Load-displacement curve of experiment with one
corresponding state of deformation

Figure 4 also shows unloading and reloading carried out
before, respectively after, mounting the next interim
piece. Complete unloading of the test
te model appears to
be unproblematic. The original load path was reached
with sufficient accuracy after reloading at any time.
Comparison with Numerical Analysis
For dimensioning purposes the FE-Model
FE
shown
in Figure 5 was built up. It was fixed at its aft
af end in all
degrees of freedom (#0 according to Figure 3). A rigid
wall was driven against the model in axial direction
with constant velocity and mass. Calculations are
performed with the finite element code LS-DYNA. In
contrast to Figure 3 which shows the
t real geometry of
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the test model, some simplifications have been made in
the FE-Model.
Model. In particular lightening holes as well as
constructional details in the area of the block joint are
neglected. Because tensile tests have not been
performed yet the material
terial model is based on a true
stress-strain
strain curve resulted from material tests carried
out in another context. No criterion of failure and no
strain rate effects are integrated.

Figure 5 FE-Model BB1

The comparison of experimental and numerical
results in Figure 6 shows that experimentally
determined reaction forces are generally on a level
above the results from the FE-calculation.
calculation. A spot check
of material thickness of the test model showed that
there is evidence to suggest that it was built with plate
thickness of about 5.5 mm which is 10% higher than
specified, respectively than calculated in the FE-model.
FE
Furthermore, it was found that the diameter of the test
model is about 10 mm greater than the numerical
model. Both of these effects are likely to be fundamentally responsible for the differences in reaction
forces between experiment and calculation.
The real geometry of the test model was captured by a
photogrammetric measurement and will be integrated in
ongoing corrections of the FE-model.
model. Furthermore,
Furthe
the
true stress-strain
strain relationship of the materials used for
manufacturing of the test model will be integrated but it
has not yet been available for this paper.
Apart from the above mentioned differences
according to the absolute value of forces, there is good
correlation in the course of reaction forces in principle.
Hence the calculation approach also will be used for the
dimensioning of the second test model.

possible shall be achieved in order to enlarge the
contact area. Former investigations [5] have shown that
the flattening of the bow tip leads to a less sharp
penetration of the bow in the side structure. Hence the
whole process will have an increased collision
friendliness.
Because geometry of the shell as well as the plate
thickness, will be identical for both test models,
changes of the collision behaviour can only be achieved
by changing the stiffening system. In particular the
longitudinal
dinal bulkhead of the FE-model
FE
BB1 is
characterized by a comparable high rate of absorbed
energy. Therefore it shall be examined if a design with
a corrugated longitudinal
tudinal bulkhead will have positive
effects on collision behaviour (Figure 7).
Furthermore a FE-model
model with no longitudinal stiffening
elements will be examined (Figure
Figure 8).
8

Figure 7 FE-Model BB2-corrugated
corrugated

Figure 8 FE-Modell BB2-no-longitudinals
longitudinals

Comparing the computed energy absorption
capacity of the three structural designs of bulbous bows
mentioned
entioned so far, it becomes obvious, that corrugating
the longitudinal bulkhead (BB2-corrugated)
(BB2
does not
lead to significant differences in the course of collision
energy compared with the geometry of the first test
model (BB1). Hence it can be assumed that
th corrugating
longitudinal elements do not have a significant positive
impact in order to increase collision friendliness.

Figure 6 Comparison of reaction force

Considerations Regarding Collision Friendly Test
T
Model
The second test model shall be designed with
collision friendly deformation behaviour. In particular
low energy level at small displacements, that means, at
the very beginning of the collision, shall be reached.
Flattening of the bow tip with the least resistance

Figure 9 Comparison of total absorbed energy

The energy absorption of model BB2-nolongitudinals is as expected considerably smaller than
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those of the other two calculations used for comparison.
A more differentiated impression can be achieved by
relating the absorbed energy of model BB2-noBB2
longitudinals to the absorbed energy of model BB1
(Figure 10).
). At the end of the process, the energy level
of the model without longitudinals is turning into
approximately 60% of the comparative calculation.
calcul
It is
of particular interest that this level is reduced to values
below 30%, especially at the very beginning of the
collision up to displacements
ments of about 200 mm.

longitudinals (Figure 12),, it can be observed that the
course of absorbed energy of model BB2-hybrid-type
BB2
is
identical to BB2-no-longitudinals.
longitudinals. This is the case up to
a displacement of about 500mm. This is approximately
the point when longitudinal elements are getting into
contact. Subsequently the absorbed energy passes into
the gradient of the curve belonging to BB1.

Figure 12 Comparison of total absorbed energy
Figure 10 Energy ratio

The steel design of real bulbous bows without
longitudinals of course has to be in line with applicable
classification rules and also has to consider typical
operational loads. It is possible, that realizing
realizin the above
mentioned proposal without longitudinals will lead to
unrealistic large plate thicknesses of the outer shell.[6]
shell.
e.g. showed that outer shell does absorb the largest
amount of collision energy, so this would relativize the
above described effect.
Longitudinal structural elements of course are of
particular importance to provide sufficient bending
stiffness of the bulbous bow structure. Therefore
longitudinal bulkheads and decks are well established
and reasonable.
The above mentioned results however
ever lead to the
recommendation to leave away these longitudinal
elements in the area of some few frames behind the tip
of the bulbous bow (Figure 11). In the foremost area the
required bending stiffness is comparably small in
general. With this approach, a collision friendly design
according to the proposal BB2-no-longitudinals
longitudinals will be
easier to realize because it just concentrates on the
foremost part of the bulbous bow.

Figure 11 FE-Model BB2-hybrid-type

Comparing the energy absorption capacity of model
mode
BB2-hybrid-type
type with model BB1 and model BB2-noBB2

The total level of absorbed energy of model BB2hybrid-type
type indeed is considerably higher than the one
of the model without any longitudinal element.
However this is acceptable because of the good
accordance of both models at small displacements.
Project Outlook
The described experiments with bulbous
bulb
bows against
rigid plate are pre-tests.
tests. Beside the investigations of the
tested models, they are used to prepare quasi-static
quasi
collision tests against scaled-down
scaled
ship side structures
of RoRo-vessels.
Actual planning is to carry out a total
to number of four
experiments beside the pre-tests.
pre
Objective of the
investigations will be two different designs of ship side
structures. A first series of experiments will be with
rigid bow as collision partner. A second series of
experiments with test models of the same
sa
kind
(regarding the side structure) will be tested with a
bulbous bow that will deform to a certain extend. This
will lead to a comparison of collision scenarios under
the established assumption „rigid bow” with scenarios
that consider the deformation behaviour
b
of bulbous
bows.
Conclusion
This paper described experimental and
numerical results of bulbous bow collisions with rigid
plate. Although exact model geometry and material
parameters of the test model are not yet included in
FEM-calculations, the simulation results are in
sufficient correlation with the experiment for further
considerations regarding a second test model. These
considerations have been described and led to a
preliminary solution of a test model with collisioncollision
friendly behaviour, especially
ecially at low levels of
displacements. Effects of such collision-friendly
collision
bow
structures on the whole collision scenario are going to
be investigated in the future. The principle project
planning of the corresponding experiments and
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calculations was described, some more information of
the project background was given.
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On the Derivation of CATSthr within the Framework of IMO
environmental FSA studies
Yasuhira Yamada and Fujio Kaneko
National Maritime Research Institute, 6-38-1, Shinkawa, Mitaka-shi, Tokyo, Japan

Abstract:
The purpose of this paper is to investigate reasonable cost benefit criteria within the framework of environmental formal safety
assessment (FSA). In this study a statistical analysis of oil spill data was carried out based on the report of International Oil Pollution
Compensation Funds (IOPCF, 2007). According to the statistical study of actual oil spill from tankers, it is found that collisions and
groundings are the most probable causes of the oil spills from tankers. Probability distributions of costs of oil spill and oil spill amount
are investigated, and a non-linear regression formula between costs of oil spills and oil spill volume are derived. Using the regression
formula, an oil spill volume dependent CATSthr is proposed. Moreover in order to apply the volume dependent CATSthr to cost benefit
analysis (CBA), a new cost-effective criterion is newly proposed with considering its concrete application to environmental.

Introduction
Collision and grounding are main causes of oil
spill accidents. In order to protect maritime
environment from disastrous oil spill accidents it is very
important to develop cost effective counter measures
against oil spill accidents. However, since resource of
shipping and shipbuilding are limited, the balance
between costs and effectiveness of risk reduction
counter measures is also important. For such purpose
“environmental risk evaluation criteria” (EREC) is
under discussion in IMO within the framework of
Environmental Formal Safety Assessment (FSA).
EREC to protect the maritime environment from oil
spills from ships is under development as a first step of
the environmental FSA. In order to establish the criteria
a concept of CATS (Cost to Avert Tonne of oil Spilt) is
proposed to judge cost-effectiveness of an arbitrary
Risk Control Option (RCO). In this study, the IOPCF
(International Oil Pollution Compensation Funds) data
(2007) is analyzed and causes of oil spills from tankers
are investigated. According to the statistics of actual oil
spill from tankers, it is found that collisions and
groundings are the most probable causes of the oil spills
from tankers. A regression formula between costs of oil
spills and oil spill volume is statistically derived by
carrying out regression analysis based on the IOPCF
data. Using the regression formula several possible
ways to establish reasonable CATS criteria are
proposed and these ways are discussed in detail
considering its application to environmental FSA. It is
noted that from its meaning it might be appropriate to
use “Formal Environmental Assessment (FEA)” instead
of “environmental FSA” with regards to formal risk
assessment of oil spill from tankers. However in this
paper latter wording is used since “FSA” is widely used
in many papers and IMO documents as well as is
widely recognized.
Statistical Analysis
In this section distribution of oil spill weight
(W) as well as oil spill costs (C) are investigated using
“oil spill database” created from the annual report of
IOPCF (2007), where oil spill incidents resulting from
spills of persistent oil from tankers are treated. Similar

analysis was carried out by Friis-Hansen & Ditlevsen
(2003) using 101 oil spill incidents which took place
from 1979 to 1999 based on the report of IOPCF
(2000). In this study, slightly updated database is used
including the disastrous oil spill incident of Prestige in
2002. Consequently the database includes 136 oil spill
incidents from tankers which took place between 1970
and 2007. Since W and/or C are unknown for some
incidents, 114 incidents are used for oil spill weight
(W), 129 incidents are used for oil spill costs (C) among
136 incidents. In the present study C denotes costs of
oil spill which have actually been paid by IOPCF. The
IOPCF report uses 9 categories for costs of oil spill
such as costs of cleaning up oil, fishery/tourism
compensation, loss of income, property damage
indemnification as shown in Table 1. Table 1also shows
subtotal costs [US$] of all accidents in each category as
well as its ratio, where average currency exchange rate
between 2002-2007 in IOPCF report is used. It is
interesting to note that ratio of cleaning up costs is
much higher than others, and that more than 90% of
total costs are occupied by top 3 categories (cleaning up
costs, fishery/tourism compensation) as far as IOPCF
data. It is also noted that present results are obtained by
limited amount of data, therefore in order to derive
general tendency more oil spill data is necessary. More
details about created database are also described in
Yamada (2009). Figure 1 shows cause of oil spill from
tankers derived from IOPCF (2007), where 136 major
oil spill accidents in all over the world treated by
IOPCF are included. It is seen in Figure 1 that collision
is the most probable cause of oil spill accidents from
tankers followed by grounding. It is interesting to note
that collision and grounding occupy more than 50% of
causes of oil spill accidents from tankers. Therefore it
can be said that it is important to reduce risk of
collisions and groundings of tankers in order to reduce
oil spill risk from tankers.
Friis-Hansen & Ditlevsen (2003) pointed out that
positive correlation can be seen between costs of oil
spills and oil spill amount in double logarithmic axis.
Yamada (2009) confirmed this correlation using
updated database of IOPCF (2007).
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Table 1 Subtotall costs and ratio for
f compensation category
Subtotal Costs
Categgory
Ratio [%]
[US$]
1,934,008,7700
Clean-up
71.88%
Fishery
393,065,0644
14.66%
Tourism
5.55%
147,391,3599
2.44%
63,450,3966
Environmental daamage
Indemnification
1.55%
39,577,9155
1.44%
Others
38,954,5077
35,664,3866
1.33%
Loss of income
0.99%
24,820,9577
PropertyDamage
Preventive Studies
0.66%
15,936,2900

Total

2,692,869,6455

100.00%

Figure 1:Cause of
o oil spills from tankers (IOPCF , 2007)
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r
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χ 2 < χ α 2 (k − s − 1)

(1)

where,
w
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ue, number of
o
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o parameters
reespectively. χ is a significannce level and,, in this studyy,
Ch
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a
k

( f i − np i )2

i =1

np i

χ2 = ∑

(2)

where
w
fi and pi are frequenccy of sampless in category i
an
nd probabilityy of assumedd distribution in category i
reespectively. n is a number of samples. It
I is noted thaat
nu
umber of cateegories (k) hass an effect on
n the results of
o
ch
hi-square test.. Therefore bbased on Miyaazawa (1954)),
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o
saamples is lesss than 5 unntil expected frequency of
o
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mes larger thhan 5 in caalculating 2.
Consequently number of categories (k)
(
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ch
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Fiigure 2:PDF of Log10(W)
L

Fiigure 3:CDF of Log10(W)
L
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sccatter plot of Ln(C)
L
and Lnn(W). Median and Expectedd
vaalue assumingg lognormal ddistribution is also describedd
in
n Figure 10. It can be seen iin Figure 10 th
hat Ln(W) andd
Ln
n(C) has a positive correlattion. It is interresting to notee
th
hat expected value
v
of lognoormal distribu
ution is locatedd
no
ot center of plots
p
(distributtion) but relatively at largee
vaalue while median
m
is loccated at alm
most center of
o
diistribution. Thhis is mainly due to that expected
e
valuee
off lognormal distribution
d
iss largely affeccted by a few
w
veery large datta. That is, as pointed out by manyy
statistics text book, median might bee suitable too
reepresent lognoormal distribuution although
h an expectedd
vaalue of lognorrmal distributiions also has its meaning.

Figure 4:PDF off LN(W)

Figure 5:CDF off LN(W)
Table 2: Parameeters for distributiions of W estimatted by IOPCF datta

mean
stddev.
median

Log10(W)
2.45
1.11
2.30

LN(W)
5.644
2.55
5.300

Fiigure 8:PDF of LN(C/W)
L

Fiigure 9:CDF of LN(C/W)
L

Figure 6:PDF off LN(C)

Fiigure 10:Relationn between costs oof oil spill and weeight of spilt oil

Figure 7:CDF off LN(C)

Figuree 8 and Figurre 9 show PD
DF and CDF of
Ln(C/W) resppectively, wheere samples (IOPCF data) and
a
normal distriibution are compared. It can be seen in
Figure 8 annd Figure 9 that samplees and norm
mal
distribution has
h a good correlation.
c
Fiigure 10 show
ws

CATS Criteriaa
Within the
t frameworrk of safety FSA in IMO, a
rissk control opption (RCO) is judged as cost-effectivee
(IMO, 2007; Vanem
V
et al, 22007; Vanem et al, 2008) if
i
ollowing form
mula is satisfiedd:
fo
CA
AF < CAFthr

(33)
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where CAF and CAFthr denote Cost of Averting a
Fatality and its threshold value respectively.
Following safety FSA criteria, a concept of CATS (Cost
of Averting a Ton of oil Spilt) is proposed for FSA for
oil pollution (Skjong et al, 2005; Vanem et al, 2008)
and CATS is defined as:
CATS =

S new − S org
∆S
=
∆W − (Wnew − Worg )

whose arrow is above tangent line of dC/dW is regarded
as cost-effective.

dC
dW

C [US$]

(4)

where
∆S=Snew-Sorg:(>0) Costs of introducing RCO (Risk
Control Option) [US$/ship].
∆W= Worg -Wnew:(>0) Reduction of oil spill risk by
RCO [ton/ship].
Sorg : Costs of building a ship before introducing RCO
[US$/ship]
Snew : Costs of building a ship after introducing RCO
[US$/ship]
Worg : Risk of oil spill before introducing RCO
[ton/ship]
Wnew : Risk of oil spill after introducing RCO
[ton/ship]
Usually it can be expected that ∆S>0 and ∆W>0 if
RCO is effective. According to Eq.(4), CATS means
how much cost increases is required in order to reduce
unit ton of oil spill by a RCO. If the following formula
is satisfied, a RCO is judged as cost-effective (Skjong et
al, 2005; Vanem et al, 2008).
CATS < CATSthr
(5)
where CATSthr is a threshold value to judge CATS for
arbitrary RCO. It is important to distinguish the term
“CATS” and the term “CATSthr” since CATSthr is a
kind of criteria (threshold value) to judge costeffectiveness of arbitral RCOs while CATS can be
estimated for various RCOs. CATS is specific for a
RCO under investigation and, different RCOs usually
have different CATS values. According to definition of
CATS, CATSthr can be expressed as
dC
CATS thr =
(6)
dW
where C and W denotes costs of oil spill [US$] and
weight of spilt oil [ton] respectively.
Substituting Eq.(4) and Eq.(6) into Eq.(5) , following
relation can be derived as:
∆S dC
<
(7)
∆W dW
Figure 11 illustrates the relation between CATS
and CATSthr as well as meaning of Eq.(7), where
Eq.(9) is assumed as a cost function of oil spill. It can
be seen in Figure 11 that a RCO is cost-effective if
slope of S/ W is smaller than slope of tangential line
(dC/dW).
Figure 12 illustrates relation between dC/dW and
RCOs, where three RCOs (RCO1, RCO2 and RCO3)
are shown. Usually several RCOs can be proposed to
reduce risk of oil spill. Each RCO has different W,
S and W/ S respectively. According to CATS
criteria of Eq.(7) a RCO which has smaller slope than
dC/dW is regarded as cost-effective. That is, RCO1

C =10b ⋅W a
∆S
∆W

∆S

∆W

Worg

Wnew

W [ton]

Figure 11:Illustration of oil spill risk reduction (∆W) and costs of
introducing RCO (∆S)

dC
dW

C
[US$]
∆S1

RCO1

∆S2
∆S3
RCO2

RCO3

W3 W2 W1

∆W

Worg

W [ton]

Figure 12:Illustration of dC/dW and various RCOs

CATSthr
Constant CATSthr
Skjong et al (2005) and Vanem et al (2008)
proposed CATSthr = 60,000US$/ton within the
framework of EU project “SAFEDOR”. This value was
estimated as:
CATS thr = Ave [C / W ] ⋅ Fe ⋅ Fa
(8)
where Ave [C/W] denotes average costs of oil spill per
unit ton. Fe denotes environmental factor and is used in
order to take into account oil spill costs other than
cleaning up oils, that is, costs of natural resource
damage, fishery/tourism compensations and so on. Fa
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denotes assurance factor, reflecting the fact that
spending resources on preventing oil spills is always
preferable to accepting similar costs related to an actual
spill (prevention better than cure). Ave[C/W] = 16,000
[US$ / ton], Fe= 2.5 and Fa = 1.5 were estimated, and
consequently 60,000 (=16,000 x 2.5 x 1.5) [US$/ton]
was estimated as CATSthr. See detail in Skjong et al
(2005) and Vanem et al (2008).
Volume dependent CATSthr (Function Type)
Yamada (2009) proposed a new regression
formula between costs of oil spills and oil spill weight
as:

C = 10b ⋅W a ≡ C0 ⋅W a
(9)
where, a and b are regression parameters and a=0.66,
b=4.59 were estimated from regression analysis of
IOPCF data (Yamada, 2009). C0 denotes 10b (=38,735).
This formula indicates that costs of oil spill do not
linearly increase as oil spill weight increases, but
nonlinearly increase mainly due to that initial costs
effects reduce as oil spill weight increases (See Etkin,
2000). Substituting these coefficients, Eq.(9) becomes
as:
C = 10 4 .59 ⋅ W 0 .66 = 35951 ⋅ W 0 .66

(10)

Yamada (2009) derived CATSthr by deviating Eq.(9) as:
CATSthr =

dC
= a ⋅ W a−1 ⋅10b
dW

(11)

Substituting a and b Eq.(11) becomes as:
CATS thr =

dC
= 25441 ⋅ W −0.34
dW

(12)

Equivalent CATSthr
It is one of the reasonable ways to directly use
Eq.(12) as a CATSthr in order to carry out an FSA for
oil spill pollution. However, in safety FSA, one single
value of CAFthr is widely used as a simple criterion.
Therefore in this study an attempt to derive one single
value of CATSthr is carried out corresponding to CAFthr
within the framework of IMO FSA methodology.
However it is noted that to use volume dependent
CATSthr (Eq.(10)) is supposed to be reasonable as well
as practical. Details are discussed in later section.
In order to derive a single value of CATSthr from
the nonlinear formula, an equivalent CATSthr value
(CATSthr,eq) can be proposed by the following formula
(see also Fig. 1).

CATS

thr , eq

⎛ W 2 dC
= ⎜ ∫
⎜ W dW
⎝ 1

=

W2

A
− W1

⎞
dW ⎟ / (W 2 − W 1 )
⎟
⎠

(13)

where A denotes an area under the regression curve. W1
and W2 are the lower and upper bounds of the integral
respectively. W2 is the maximum oil spill weight [ton]
which we are considering as a risk of oil spill. This

formula means that the area under the nonlinear curve,
divided by the range of weight of spilled oil is equal to
the value of CATSthr,eq. In other words, CATSthr,eq is
obtained by letting area1 = area2 in Figure 13.
CATSthr
Regression curve

CATSthr,eq

Area1
Area2
W
W2

W1

Figure 13:Regression curve and equivalent CATSthr

Eq.(13),CATthr,eq

Substituting Eq.(9) to
analytically obtained as:

CATS thr ,eq

(

C W − W1
= 0 2
W2 − W1
a

a

can

)

be
(14)

Considering that the minimum oil spill is nearly equal
to 0, W1 = 0 can be substituted to the equation.
Consequently, Eq.(14) becomes:
a
C0 ⋅ W2
C
a−1
CATSthr,eq W2 =
= C0 ⋅ W2
=
W2
W2 (15)

( )

Substituting a=0.66, C0=38,735 (based on the latest
IOPCF data,), Eq.(15) becomes:

( )

CATSthr ,eq W2 = C0 ⋅ W2

a−1

= 38735 ⋅ W2

−0.34

((16)

Therefore the CATSthr,eq becomes a function of
W2, the maximum possible spill weight. Figure 14
shows the relation between CATSthr,eq and W2. It is seen
in Figure 14 that CATSthr,eq becomes smaller as the W2
gets larger. Thus, if W2=10,000[ton] is assumed,
CATSthr,eq becomes 1,642 [US$/ton] as shown in Figure
14. If W2 = 300,000 [ton] is assumed as a maximum
size of spilled oil considering that the whole cargo of a
VLCC is spilled out, CATSthr,eq becomes 511
[US$/ton]. Moreover if W2 = 600,000 – 700,000[ton] is
assumed considering that a collision of two VLCC
tankers takes place, CATSthr,eq of 403 [US$/ton] can be
derived according to the present method. The black line
in Figure 14 shows the CATSthr,eq dependency on the
W2 value.
As is described, two kinds of scale factor Fe (=2.5)
and Fa (=1.5) are proposed by Skjong et al (2005).
Although reasonable values of these factor should be
more carefully discussed in the future, a kind of
resultant scale factor F (=Fe x Fa = 3.75) can be
considered. In order to investigate the effect of the scale
factor F on the CATSthr curve, a curve with taking into
account the effect of F (=3.75) is also plotted inFigure
14. It is noted that the scale factor F=3.75 is used as an
illustrative purpose only since the value of F has not yet
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been approveed in the IM
MO. A dot linne in Figure 14
shows the CATS
C
ultiplied by the
t
scale facttor
thr,eq mu
depending onn W2 value. Vaalues at the leeft end of curvves
in Figure 144 show the values
v
of CA
ATSthr,eq in caase
W2=10,000 [tton]. It can bee seen in Figuure 14 that evven
in the case of W2=10,0000 and consiidering F=3.775,
CATSthr,eq becomes 6,156 US$/ton, whiich is one ordder
of magnitude lower than thhe value of 60,000 US$/ton as
is described. It is also nooted that the CATS
C
thr,eq is an
averaged valuue of CATSthrr and we shouuld be careful in
j
judging
cost--effectiveness of the arbitrrary RCO usiing
the CATSthr,eqq. If the IMO is discussing mostly large oil
spills, CATSthr,eq
might cauuse an overesttimate of the oil
t
spill cost as shown inFiguure 13. On thhe other hand,, if
the IMO is discussing onnly small oil spills, such as
mishandling in the poort and opeerational spillls,
CATSthr,eq miight be an unnderestimate of the oil sppill
cost (Figure 13).
1
Therefore it is recomm
mended that the regressiion
formula (Eq.((12)) can be directly usedd in FSA for oil
spills. If the IMO is conssidering to prrevent relativeely
larger oil spiills by large crude
c
oil tankkers (such as in
MEPC58/17/22, MEPC58/IN
NF.2), it mighht be reasonabble
to use the CA
ATSthr,eq correesponding to the larger vallue
of W1 and W2.

Fiigure 16:Relationn between CATStthr and Oil spill weight
w
(W)

Several types of CA
ATSthr is considered and its
ap
pplicability too FSA is shoortly discussed
d. The authoor
th
hinks it is reassonable to direectly use volu
ume-dependennt
CA
ATSthr in funnction type ((Eq.(12)) sincce this wouldd
diirectly reflectt the characteeristics of oil spill costs inn
reelation to oil sppill weight. T
This function can
c be updatedd
with
w more oil spill
s
data. How
wever it is po
ointed out thaat
th
he scale factorr F which can be multiplied
d to Eq.(12) as
a kind of safetty factor is not discussed in the presennt
stu
udy since thiss is under inveestigation and
d discussion inn
IM
MO. Even connsidering the effect of the scale factor F,
F
th
he author beelieves that tto use volum
me dependennt
CA
ATSthr is reassonable as welll as effectivee, and does noot
lo
oose its charaacteristics. In the following
g chapter new
w
co
ost-effective criteria
c
to use volume depen
ndent CATSthhr
is proposed.
New
N cost-effecctive criteria
In this section a new
w cost-effecttive criteria is
prroposed to appply a volum
me dependent CATS to thee
FS
SA frameworkk.

Figure 14: Relaation between CA
ATSthr,eq and W2 (Fa=2.5x1.6=3.75)

CATSthr (=dC/dW) [US$ / ton]

Figure 15 andd Figure 16 shhow relation between
b
CATS
Sthr
and oil spill weight (W). It is interestiing to note thhat
ATSthr becom
mes
according to the present analysis CA
lower than 100,000 US$/ton if W > 20tton as shown in
Figure 15. Therefore
T
it might
m
be one solution to use
u
CATSthr =10,000US$/ton for
f oil spills laarger than 20tton
with considerring safety facctor for larger oil spills.
70,000
60,000
CATS
Sthr=60,000

50,000
40,000

Etkin (2000)

30,000
Presen
nt

20,000
10,000
0
0

50

100

150

Ton]
Oill spill weight [T

200

Application
A
off volume depeendent CATS
Sthr
Substituuting Eq.(4) into Eq.(5) the formulaa
beecomes as:

∆S
< CATSS thr
(17)
∆W
Considering thaat CATSthr is volume depeendent Eq.(17)
caan be further transformed
t
ass:
S new − Sorg
< CAT
TSthr (W )
(18)
Worg − Wnew
In appllying a voluume-dependen
nt CATSthr inn
Eq
q.(18), we com
me to the forkk that what kin
nd of W valuee
is appropriate to substitute in the right hand term of
Eq
q.(18). As a value
v
of W too use W1, W2 or average of
o
W1 and W2 cann be considerred. If W1 and
d W2 are bothh
reelatively largee, or W1 andd W2 are rellatively closee,
CA
ATSthr(W1) and CATStthr (W2) caan be closee
co
onsidering characteristics
c
of volum
me dependennt
CA
ATSthr (See Figure 16). C
Consequently the effect of
o
ussing W1 or W2 on the CAT
TSthr value caan be small or
neegligible. Thaat is, we couldd use either W1 or W2 andd
th
he results of cost-effectiven
c
ness can be saame regardless
off using W1 or W2.

Figure 15:Relatiion between CAT
TSthr and oil spilll weight (W)
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Howevver if W1 and W2 are both relatively smaall,
or difference of W1 and W2 is large, CATS
C
c
thr(W1) can
be quite diffeerent from CA
ATSthr(W2), consequently
c
t
the
effect of usiing W1 or W2 on the CA
ATSthr value is
significant. That
T
is, the results of coost-effectiveneess
might be diffeerent dependinng on the W value
v
substitutted
to a volume-ddependent CA
ATSthr.
As a third canndidate we cann use average of W1 and W2,
W
but it seems to be difficuult to find ouut a reasonabble
reason to adoppt this solutioon. In order to solve this issuue,
new cost-efffective criteriia is proposeed in the neext
section.
New cost-effeective criteriaa
if
A RC
CO can be regarded as cost-effective
c
following forrmula is satissfied (MEPC558/17, ANNE
EX,
p5).
(19)

∆B − ∆S > 0

where ∆B (>
>0) denotes a benefit byy implementiing
arbitrary RC
CO which caan be calculated as a riisk
reduction [US
S$]. ∆S denotes a cost of implementingg a
RCO. Eq.(199) indicates thhat the RCO is regarded as
cost-effectivee if benefit (∆
∆B= risk reduction [US$]) by
implementingg arbitrary RCO
R
is largerr than costs of
implementingg this RCO (∆C
(
[US$]). Eq.(19) can be
transformed as:
a

[ ]

[

∆S < ∆B = E Corg − E Cnew

]

(220)

where E[Corgg] and E[Cnew
w] denote an expected
e
cost of
oil spill [US$$] before RCO
O is introduceed and that affter
RCO is introdduced respectiively, where E [ ] indicates an
expected valuue. E[Corg] annd E[Cnew] can be calculatted

ussing an risk model
m
such as an “event treee” in the FSA
A
framework. Acccording to thhe definition of
o a risk, E[C
C]
caan be describeed as:
E[C ] = ∑ (Pi × Ci )
= ∑ (Pi × Wi × f cost (Wi ))
(21)
= ∑ (E[Wi ]× f cost (Wi ))
= ∑ (E[Wi ]× CATSthr (Wi ))
where
w
Pi , Ci and Wi denoote probabilitty of oil spilll,
co
osts of oil sppill [US$] andd weight of oil spilt for a
seequence i of an
a event tree. ffcost(W) [US$/ton] denotes
a kind of factoor or function to convert oil spill weighht
(W
Wi [ton]) to a correspondiing cost [US$
$] of oil spilll
deepending onn Wi (C [US$] = W[ton] x
fccost(W)[US$/tton] ). As a function of
o fcost (W)),
CA
ATSthr can be considereed. Howeverr in order too
prroduce costs of
o oil spill for oil spill weig
ght of W [ton]],
it might be reassonable to usee following fun
nction as fcosst
(W
W).
f cost (W ) =

C
W

= C0 ⋅ W

a −1

= 359951 ⋅ W

−0.33

(22))

Once an event
e
tree is eestablished in FSA study, Pi
an
nd Wi are knnown in eachh sequence, and thereforee
E[Wi] can be easily
e
calculaated for each sequence. Byy
su
umming up E[Ci]( = E[W
Wi] x fcost(W
Wi)) for eachh
seequence, E[C]] for all the seequences can be calculatedd.
It is noted thatt an event treee is usually established inn
Ex
xcel file andd E[Wi] has aalready been calculated as
sh
hown in MEP
PC58/INF.2 (described as “PLC” in thee
taable), and thatt E[Ci] can bee calculated effectively
e
andd
reelatively easilyy by copying the first cell to other cells
veertically (See Figure 17).

Pi

Wi
[ton]

E[Wi]
[ton]

Sequuence i

[ ]

(

( )) = E [Wi ] × CATS thr (Wi )

Risk i = E Ci = Pi × Wi × CATS thr Wi

Figure 17:Illustrration of applicaation of volume-ddependent CATS
S in relation to an
a event tree (Evvent tree is referrred from MEPC
C 58/INF.2, E[Cii]
denotes an expeccted costs[US$] for
fo sequence i. E[C
C] [US$] can be estimated by sum
mming up E[Ci] foor all sequences.))
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Applying Eq.(21) into Eq.(20), the formula can be
transformed as:

[

]

∆S < ∑ {E Worg ,i ⋅ CATS thr (Worg ,i )}
− ∑ {E [W new ,i ]⋅ CATS thr (W new ,i )}

(23)

where E[Worg,i] and E[Wnew,i] denote a expected weight
of oil spill [ton] for sequence i before RCO is
introduced and that after RCO is introduced
respectively, which are calculated from an event tree.
If i=1 is considered the formula can be simplified as:

[

]

∆S < E Worg ⋅ CATS thr (W org )

(24)

− E [Wnew ] ⋅ CATS thr (W new )

Eq.(23) can be a promising equation to judge costeffectiveness of a RCO to prevent oil pollution since
this equation is in more general form than the present
criteria (Eq.(29)) in the sense that Eq.(23) can be
applicable to not only volume dependent CATS but also
constant CATS. Moreover it is noted that we could
easily and practically calculate Eq. (23) using an event
tree which is usually used to carry out FSA studies.
Eq.(23) is one of reasonable and practical solutions to
use a volume dependent CATS within a framework of
FSA.
Equivalency of new criteria and present criteria
Present criteria (Eq.(17)) can be derived as a
special case of new criteria (Eq.(23)). In the special
case that CATSthr(W) is constant (=CATSthr ), following
formula can be derived.

(

CATS thr Worg ,i

) = CATS thr (Wnew ,i ) = CATS thr

Substituting Eq. (25) into Eq.(23) the formula can be
transformed as:

{[ ]
}
− ∑ {E [Wnew,i ] ⋅ CATSthr }

{[

] [

∆S < CATSthr ⋅ ∑ E Worg ,i − E Wnew,i

(26)

]}

(27)

Considering {E[Worg,i]-E[Wnew,i]}∆W Eq. becomes
as:

∆S < ∆W ⋅ CATSthr

(28)

where ∆W denotes oil spill risk reduction [ton].
Considering ∆W >0, Eq.(29) is derived and coincides
Eq.(17).
∆S
∆W

< CATS thr

Conclusion
Within the framework of IMO FSA studies, cost
of oil spill, cost of oil spill is investigated using IOPCF
data, and cost-effective criteria as well as CATSthr are
considered and following conclusion can be achieved.
Costs of oil spill from tankers are largely dependent on
weight of oil spill. Therefore it is reasonable to use a
volume-dependent CATSthr proposed based on IOPCF
data.In order to apply volume-dependent CATSthr a new
cost-effective criteria for FSA for oil pollution is newly
proposed.
It is expected that new criteria can be easily
applied to FSA studies of oil pollution although it has
not yet been carried out in the present study. The
applicability and practicability of new criteria to actual
FSA studies would be investigated in the future study.
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Incident reporting and continuous improvement:
utilisation of safety measures in maritime industry
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Abstract:
Human errors are considered the most important reason for maritime accidents. The international safety management code (the ISM
Code) has been established to clarify the responsibilities of safety on vessels and to cut down the occurrence of human errors by
creating a safety-oriented organizational culture for the maritime industry. According to the ISM Code shipping companies are
required to report adequately near-misses, hazardous occurrences and other incidents.
An intensive interview study was made within Finnish shipping companies followed by accident analysis. The study consists of two
literature studies, statistical analyses, and in-depth interviews which were carried out in 2008 and 2009. In this study, it was discovered
that near-misses are not perfectly reported. Mariners are still reluctant to report their mistakes. One of the most common deficiencies
in the safety management systems concerns the reporting of the nonconformities and occurrences of accidents.
The poor reporting practises cause further problems. The information about the non-conformities, accidents and hazardous occurrences
does not cumulate at any level of the maritime industry. The personnel of the other ships cannot learn from the experiences of the
other vessels. There are no possibilities to interchange information about incidents between the vessels. The company cannot utilize
the cumulative information when improving its safety performance. Companies do not have the opportunity to learn from other
companies’ mistakes. The national maritime administrations are powerless in their attempts to develop the maritime safety. The
fundamental philosophy of the ISM Code is the philosophy of continuous improvement. The procedures for reporting the incidents and
performing the corrective actions are the essential features of the continuous improvement. By developing these processes the
probability of maritime accident could be decreased.

Introduction
Background
Human errors are considered the most important
reason for maritime accidents. The international safety
management code (the ISM Code) has been established
to clarify the responsibilities of safety on vessels and to
cut down the occurrence of human errors by promoting
philosophy of continuous improvement in the maritime
industry.
The foundation of the ISM Code was laid in the late
1980s, when numerous fatal accidents had occurred.
Particularly the capsizing of the Herald of the Free
Enterprise in 1987 awoke broad concern in the maritime
community about maritime safety (Anderson 2003).
The Herald of Free Enterprise capsized because the bow
door was left open without anyone noticing the
imminent danger. This was not the first occasion on
which such an incident had occurred. Her sister vessel
the Pride of Free Enterprise had left the port with the
bow door open. Fortunately, the accident was avoided
in the case of the Pride of Free Enterprise.
The accident of the Estonia had similar features that the
accident of the Herald of Free Enterprise. The fact is
that other bow visor failures had occurred even before
the Estonia accident (Hänninen 2007). Hänninen
supposed that there might have been opportunities to
avoid the bow visor failure of the Estonia if an
industrial-level system for handling incidents such as
bow visor failures had existed. There was no
cumulative information about the other bow visor
incidents in the industrial level so shipping companies
could not learn from the other companies’ mistakes.
Even national maritime administrations were reported
inadequately by the shipping companies.
The lack of safety management system was seen as a
reason for the both accidents (Anderson 2003;

Hänninen 2007). According to Hänninen there is a lack
of risk handling measures and that the risk management
systems are underdeveloped in the maritime industry.
Due to these deficiencies in the risk management
systems, the maritime industry has poor procedures for
handling incidents and safety warnings.
The fundamental philosophy of the ISM Code is the
philosophy of continuous improvement. Investigating
incidents is an integral component the process of
continuous improvement in safety management
systems. Learning the lessons from incidents should
help to improve safety performance since incidents can
share the same underlying causes as losses. (IMO
2008b).
According to the ISM Code, the safety management
system should be based on the philosophy of continuous
improvement. The ISM Code requires that the company
should actively improve the skills of personnel and
enhance the preparedness for emergencies. In addition,
the ISM Code requires that the shipping companies
should establish procedures which ensure that nonconformities, accidents and hazardous occurrences are
reported to the company. Naturally, the companies
should ensure that corrective actions are implemented.
(IMO 2008a)
Furthermore, the IMO has emphasised the importance
of continuous improvement by providing guidance on
near-miss reporting (IMO 2008b). According to the
IMO, investigating near-misses is an integral
component of continuous improvement in the safety
management system.
Purpose and methodology of the study
The research questions of this paper are:
• Are there established and actively working
processes for continuous improvement in the
maritime industry?
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•

Can safety and the impact of ISM Code on
maritime safety, be measured?
In order to evaluate processes of continuous
improvement and whether these processes function
properly in Finnish shipping companies, an interview
study (Lappalainen and Salmi 2009) was made.
A semi-structured questionnaire was provided in order
to examine the research area. The purpose of the
questionnaire was to assist the interviewer and serve as
a reminder. The interview sessions were structured as
discussions. The interviewees were encouraged to
express themselves freely in order to find out the most
important issues from their point of view. In order to
focus on research theme, following type of questions
were posed: How are incidents and near-miss situations
reported and analysed in your company and how are
corrective actions performed? In addition, the
designated persons (DP; safety managers of shipping
companies required by the ISM Code) were asked about
the numbers of reported incidents per year and per
vessel. The designated persons were asked about the
existence of quantitative targets or indicators, or usage
of statistical methods for evaluating the safety
performance of the company.
Target group
A total of 94 people were interviewed in this
interview study. All those who were interviewed were
actively working in the Finnish shipping business.
Almost all had a maritime education and maritime
working experience. Every person interviewed had
worked with the ISM Code based safety management
system. Almost all were Finnish citizens.
The seven shipping companies involved in this study
comprehensively represent the Finnish maritime
industry. All important shipping business areas were
represented. 16 ships were visited during the project.
These were passenger ships, ROPAX ships and all
types of cargo ships. The combined fleet of the shipping
companies represents a large proportion of the total
Finnish fleet.
The other stakeholder organisations are involved in
safety management on a daily basis. They have a
comprehensive idea of the current safety culture of the
Finnish shipping business due to their close cooperation with Finnish shipping companies and their
personnel. Other interest groups that have participated
in the study are the Finnish Maritime Administration
(FMA), Finnpilot, and the Accident Investigation Board
Finland.
A total of 94 interviewees were involved in the
interview study (see Table 1. below). The main group
of interviewees were active seafarers: masters, deck
officers, engineering officers, deck hands and
engineering operators, and hotel and catering staff.
Whenever it was considered relevant to group the
responses of the interviewees, the results were
categorised into three groups. These groups were the
group of masters, that of officers including deck
officers and engineering officers, and that of other crew

Table 1. Table of interviewees
Active Seafarers
Officers
Masters
Deck officers
Engineering officers
Crew Members
Deck hands/eng. Operators
Hotel and catering staff

15
21
10
5
11
Subtotal

62

Management (DPA's and top management)
Maritime working experience
No maritime working experience

10
4
Subtotal

14

Subtotal

4
8
4
2
18

Total of Interviewees

94

Other interviewees
Pilots
FMA Maritime Inspectors
FMA* (other officers)
FAIB*

Note: * the semi-structured questionnaire was not applied

members, including deck hands, engineering operators,
and hotel and catering staff. The anonymity of the
maritime personnel could be secured by grouping the
results into larger categories. The total number of active
seafarers was 62.
The management group includes safety managers
(DPAs) and managing directors of the shipping
companies involved in the study. The management
group consisted of 14 interviewees, including both
people who have maritime working experience and
people who have no maritime working experience. The
group with no maritime working experience is small.
From that point of view, the overwhelming majority of
the interviewees have maritime working experience.
Almost all managers have worked at sea and applied the
ISM Code in practice. In order to ensure the anonymity
of the interviewees, the responses of the DPA’s were
processed
together
with
other
management
representatives.
The personnel of vessels under the Finnish flag were
mostly Finnish. The personnel of vessels under the
Dutch and Gibraltar flag represented various
nationalities, such as Russian, Latvian and Filipino. The
personnel members who were interviewed were mostly
Finnish, including one Estonian citizen.
Eight maritime inspectors of the FMA and four pilots
were interviewed. The maritime inspectors of the FMA
had conducted external ISM Audits in shipping
companies and on vessels. These inspectors were
responsible for carrying out the Port State Control
inspections of foreign ships visiting Finnish ports. All
of the pilots and maritime inspectors who were
interviewed had been active seafarers before their
engagement in Finnpilot or the FMA. The answers of
the pilots were included in the maritime personnel’s
results due to the small number of interviewees.
Four other officials of the Finnish Maritime
Administration and two maritime accident investigators
of the Accident Investigation Board were also
interviewed. The officials of the FMA provided useful
background information about issues relating to the
ISM Code. The officials of the FMA and the accident
investigators of the AIB were not interviewed using the
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semi-structured questionnaire (marked * in Table 1.).
These interviews were carried out as open
discussions.The results of the interviews with
representatives of public administration concern the
entire maritime sector, not only the shipping companies
involved in the research project.
Contents of the paper
This paper is composed of two different
approaches to evaluate the impacts of the ISM Code.
The state of the process of continuous improvement is
evaluated through the qualitative approach which uses
the results of interview study focused on the Finnish
maritime industry. The quantitative approach is used to
evaluate measurably the impact of the ISM-code to
Finnish maritime accident frequency and severity. In
chapter 2 the problems with incident reporting and
continuous improvement is explained in the light of
literature studies. The concept of risk is induced as a
method to describe safety and the choice of tools for
statistical approach is explained in the light of the
literature review. In Chapter 3, the subjective view,
acquired by the interview study, of seafarers and
maritime administration officials concerning incident
reporting and continuous improvement, is presented.
The state of actual use of statistical tools in Finnish
maritime is presented. After the qualitative approach,
the quantitative approach using accident statistics is
presented. Accident analysis is induced as one of the
tools for evaluating risk evolution. At the end the results
of both approaches, qualitative and quantitative, are
used for conclusions in Chapter 4.
Literature reviews
Impacts of the ISM Code on maritime safety and
problems with incident reporting
In order to evaluate the impacts of the ISM Code
on maritime safety a literature review of previous
studies concerning the ISM Code was made. The
literature review showed that the ISM Code has brought
a significant contribution to the progress of maritime
safety in recent years. Shipping companies and crews
are more environmentally friendly and more safetyoriented than 12 years ago. (Lappalainen 2008) Othman
(2003) states that most (80%) of Malaysian shipping
companies have implemented their safety management
systems effectively according to the requirements of the
ISM Code. The member states of the Paris MoU
conducted a Concentrated Inspection Campaign (CIC)
which focused on the effectiveness of the ISM Code.
The Paris MoU discovered that most of the shipping
companies and crews on vessels understand safety and
implement it (Paris MoU 2008). British Maritime and
Coastguard Agency (MCA) carried out an assessment
of the British fleet in the winter of 2007 - 2008. The
basic result of the MCA research was that the shipping
industry is a safer and a more environmentally friendly
industry than it was 12 years ago when the ISM Code
became mandatory. The study indicated that there is a
common consensus about the positive contribution of
the ISM Code to the maritime safety. (ReportISM

2008) Nevertheless, the direct effect and influence of
the ISM Code on maritime safety could not be very well
isolated. No quantitative measurement (statistics/hard
data) could be found in order to describe the impacts of
the ISM Code on maritime safety (Mejia
2001;
Anderson 2003; IMO 2005, ReportISM 2008). The
studies referred by Lappalainen (2008) show that one of
the most serious shortcomings concerns the process of
continuous improvement and incident reporting. Several
studies have concluded that incidents are not perfectly
reported. Mariners are still reluctant to expose their
mistakes. In the literature, reporting of non-compliance
and deficiencies by the ships’ personnel has been seen
as a significant indicator of a properly functioning
safety culture (Anderson 2003; IMO 2005; Mejia 2001).
According to Mejia, willingness to report is an
indication of whether the ISM Code is functioning as it
should. The main focus of the study by Anderson was
to investigate how the incidents, near-misses and other
hazardous occurrences were reported. According to
Anderson, a properly working reporting process
indicates the cycle of continuous improvement in an
outstanding manner. Unfortunately, the procedures for
incident reporting do not work properly. The Paris MoU
(2008a) reported that one of the most common ISMrelated deficiencies was the lack of reporting
nonconformities, accidents and hazardous occurrences.
Also Anderson (2003) discovered that the reporting of
incidents was quite insufficient within the seafarers.
Especially the minor incidents were not regularly
reported. Particularly, Anderson was surprised that most
of the seafarers were more or less reluctant to report the
incidents. Furthermore, Anderson discovered that in
certain cases, further analysis of and corrective actions
on the reported incidents were not properly carried out.
In this case, the no-blame culture did not prevail.
Withington considered the means of measuring the
progress of the improvement of the safety management
system (Withington 2006). According to Withington,
accurate reporting of incidents could provide the
fundamental basis for evaluating the effectiveness of
the ISM Code. Unfortunately, he recognized that in
practice severe insufficiencies in the reporting of the
shipping companies can be found, regardless of the
requirements of the ISM Code that necessitate
establishing a proper reporting system for incidents.
The level of the reporting varies significantly between
companies, flag States and port States. Withington
(2006) noticed that neglected reporting is due to the fear
of blame and criticism. Withington was seeking
possibilities to a global measurement of the safety
progress by utilising data provided by the safety
management systems based on the ISM Code.
Literature study on safety measuring
Safety is complicated and subjective matter and
thus its measuring is a challenge. To measure the
impact of ISM-code, the following statement (Kiuru
and Salmi 2009) has to be acknowledged: to do the
evaluation of impact of one factor, the whole field of
safety with its multiple factors has to be evaluated and
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for this, the set of approopriate indicattors have to be
developed.
To reply this demand a stattistical approaach was initiatted
with literaturee study (Jalonnen and Salmi 2009) in ordder
to find approopriate measuuring methodds. The Form
mal
Safety Assesssment (FSA) was
w considereed as appropriaate
frame to appproach safetty. In FSA, safety can be
measured trouugh evolution of risks.
To evaluate risks
r
all the faactors behind them
t
have to be
evaluated, this is to say that
t
to be abble to count the
t
risks; all the influencing faactors have too be measurabble.
To measure distributing factors of risk a set of
correspondingg indicators haave to be deveeloped.
By investigatting the use of
o indicators in several othher
industries andd traffic form
ms; such as aviation,
a
nucleear
power, off-shhore industry and road traffic; followiing
conclusions were
w made:
• The frree flow of coorrect incidennt informationn is
the keyy element of working
w
risk analysis.
a
• The basic
b
set of indicators caan be relativeely
generaal, thus some indicators alrready in use on
other industry brranches are adoptable to
maritim
me safety.
• The usse of LEADIN
NG indicatorss (such as trafffic
flows and speeds measured
m
with cameras, or the
t
quantity of drunken drivers stopped
s
by the
t
police)) should be adapted
a
from
m road traffic to
maritim
me traffic. Thhis would perrmit a proactiive
approaach.
The traditionnal approach to measure risks is to use
u
LAGGING indicators: indicators which
w
can be
developed annd used afteer realised acccidents. Theese
indicators telll what went wrong and where
w
the safeety
barriers failled. Presentaation of LEADING
L
a
and
LAGGING indicators, illuustrated to Reasons
R
“Swisscheese” acciddent model, inn Figure 1. (Jallonen and Sallmi
2009)

Figure 1: Leadinng and Lagging safety performannce indicators in the
context of the “Swiss-cheese” accident model of Reason (19990).
mi 2009)
(Jalonen and Salm

A model of safety
s
can bee produced byy using togethher
statistics, acqquired from leading and laggging indicatoors.
The model has
h to be moonitored also qualitatively to
eliminate anoomalies introduuced by uncerrtainties in theese
indicators. Thhese uncertainnties may occcur for exampple,
due subjectivvity if indicatoors are build on informatiion
acquired from
m human interface.

The interview
w study and
d the Use of statisticaal
methods
m
IN saafety measuring
The staate of the in
ncident repo
orting in thee
Fiinnish maritiime industry
In this section,
s
subjecctive views off seafarers andd
maritime
m
admiinistration off
fficials concerrning incidennt
reeporting andd continuouss improvemeent will bee
prresented.
In
n order to evaluate
e
the processes of
o continuous
im
mprovement, questions
q
werre posed: How
w are incidents
an
nd near-miss situations repported and anaalysed in youur
co
ompany, and how
h
are correective actions performed? Inn
ad
ddition, the safety
s
managgers were ask
ked about thee
qu
uantities of reeported incidennts per year and
a per vessell.
Th
he designatedd persons weree asked aboutt the existencee
off quantitative targets, indiccators or usage of statisticaal
methods
m
for evvaluating the safety perforrmance of thee
co
ompany.
Th
he safety maanagers (DP’ss) and the masters
m
of thee
veessels were asked about the numberr of reportedd
in
ncidents and near-misses
n
peer year. The av
verage numbeer
off reported incidents and near-misses varied
v
greatlyy
deepending on the vessel. Typically, th
he number of
o
written
w
reports was low; justt a few reportts per year andd
peer vessel. Onn some vessells, only 1 to 3 cases weree
reeported per vessel
v
per yeear. In somee vessels, thee
reeported numbeer was as mucch as 20 – 30
0 incidents peer
yeear per vessel..
Th
he interview
wees shared a common opinion thaat
in
ncidents are reported
r
defecctively. Regarrdless of how
w
many
m
incidentss were reporteed per year, th
he majority of
o
th
he intervieweees hold the viiew that comp
pliance shouldd
bee improved in reporting incidents.
So
ome interview
wees (8) considered that over-reportingg
occcurs. Accordding to the innterviewees, the
t reason foor
ov
ver-reporting was a systtem that rew
warded activee
reeporting. Thesse intervieweees said that th
here also havee
beeen cases wheere under-repoorting was app
parent.
Th
he public addministration also consid
dered incidennt
reeporting a prooblem. Four of the maritime inspectors
brrought up inccident reportting. They co
onsidered thaat
in
ncident reportting has beeen poorly ap
pplied by thee
maritime
m
perssonnel. Accoording to one
o
maritimee
in
nspector, the ISM Code hass not been succcessful in thaat
reespect. One maritime
m
inspector added that the oldeer
seeafarers havee often negleected to rep
port incidentss.
According
A
to thhe inspectors who were interviewed, thee
orrdinary crew members’
m
attittude to incideent reporting is
po
oor. The ratinngs and hotell and catering
g staff do noot
reeport incidentss at all.
When
W
executinng an ISM Auudit in a shipp
ping companyy,
th
he maritime inspectors go through th
he reports of
o
in
nternal auditss and records of non
n-conformitiess,
acccidents and hazardous siituations (inccidents). Theyy
co
onsidered thatt very few inncidents weree reported peer
veessel and perr year. One innspector addeed that it was
haard to believee that more sittuations which should havee
beeen reported have not occcurred. Acco
ording to onee
maritime
m
inspeector, alarm bbells should sttart ringing, if
i
no
o reports on incidents orr non-conform
mities can bee
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found onboard. The inspectors that were interviewed
consider that those ships that reported the largest
numbers of incident were the safest ones. The large
number of reported incident shows that these ships and
companies are interested and willing to learn from their
mistakes and to develop their operations towards a safer
course. The inspectors that were interviewed considered
that poor reporting practices were also a problem at the
international level. The interviewees said that this does
not depended on the nationality of the ship. Their
shared opinion of foreign ships was no better than that
of ships under the Finnish flag. The maritime inspectors
confessed that even the maritime administration itself
has been unwilling to report it if something went wrong.
Reasons for this unwillingness to report were
mentioned. Some (5 answers) interviewees thought that
people are ashamed if something goes wrong. One
interviewee told the researchers that some masters
discourage reporting because they think that nothing
should happen on their ship. Especially older seafarers
considered that minor incidents should not be reported,
as they felt this was bureaucratic. According to some
interviewees minor mistakes and all the technical
problems are reported (due these problems are wanted
to noticed by the management), but mistakes that cause
near-accident situations are not reported unless forced
by circumstances. Notwithstanding, some interviewees
thought that unreported incidents and near-miss
situations are discussed onboard. Improvements are
made, although written reports do not exist. One
maritime inspector also believed that corrective actions
have been executed onboard quietly without official
reporting. One interviewee added that when a close
shipmate makes a mistake, they usually fail to report it.
People are reluctant to put blame on their shipmates.
However, when a foreign ship has caused a near-miss
situation, the report of this incident is much easier to
compose. In a case where bonus salaries were based on
a safety target (for example target = zero defects of
occupational casualties), this could be an obstacle to
drawing up an incident report. If the casualty has been
minor, the report has often been neglected. Some
mariners felt that the concept of incident was not
specific. They suggested that the descriptions of nonconformities, accidents and hazardous situations should
be clarified and standardised in the maritime industry.
Some mariners supposed that the maritime personnel
have perceived the significance of incident reporting
poorly. In such a case, the negligent person has not
understood the positive consequences of reporting
incidents for safety.
The analysis of statistical methods of measuring
safety in Finnish shipping
The interview study was used to evaluate the
present state and methods used for measuring safety in
Finnish shipping. The use of quantitative analyses and
statistical methods in general for safety purposes greatly
varies between the companies studied. In some
companies, a highly detailed reporting system regularly
feeds information to a databank. This saved information

can then be used statistically to evaluate present and
future risks and the level of safety. At the other end of
the scale, in some companies the statistical approach is
seen as futile due to the small number of reports, or
statistical information was not found to give added
value when a statistical approach was tried. The
administration itself is not exploiting potential safety
measuring tools in its disposition. An example of this is
the incident/violation reporting made by Finnish
Maritime Administration VTS-operators, about vessels
in their observation areas. The statistical use of
information from ISM-audits made by maritime
inspectors is also completely neglected. Both of these
examples contain information that could produce a set
of leading indicators. The attitude towards continuous
improvement has developed and can be seen in the way
some companies are nowadays using their accident and
incident reports for developing safety. The continuous
improvement in reporting can be seen to progress in
steps, the first of which is the development of efficient
reporting methods and routines. The second phase is
when responding to reports changes from timeconsuming individual analyses to overall analyses of
incident types. The final step seen in some of the
companies that were interviewed is a statistical
approach, where trends are used to estimate risks in
advance, making preventive actions possible. Safety
managers considered that there is a lack of suitable
indicators and felt that such indicators should be
developed. According to the interviewees, some
quantitative or statistical measures should be developed.
The types and causes of non-conformities should be
recorded in some manner in order to analyse the
phenomenon/data more comprehensively. According to
the maritime inspectors, the use of statistical methods is
not common in Finnish shipping companies. The
inspectors could not name a single shipping company
that utilises statistical methods in order to evaluate the
progress of safety management. One representative of
the public administration considered that quantitative
measurement of safety progress is quite difficult.
Suitable statistical measures have not been established.
One should establish a practical indicator in order to
evaluate the progress of safety.Some interviewees
discussed the fundamental problems of quantitative
measurement. For example, the quantity of incident
reports is arguably an indicator. Which option should be
preferable: a low rate of reports or a high rate of
reports? A lower rate of reports could indicate that the
safety level has increased, but it could also indicate
poor attention to reporting. Likewise bonus systems
based on a quantitative indicator were discussed. On the
one hand, the maritime personnel have been rewarded
for active reporting of incidents. According to some
interviewees, this could cause over–reporting, where
insignificant defects are reported. On the other hand, the
personnel have been rewarded for zero defects, which
could counteract active reporting, especially that of
minor incidents or near misses.
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Accident an
nalysis as a tool for development
d
of
LAGGING indicators
i
Accideent analysis (Kiuru
(
and Saalmi 2009) was
w
performed using accident reports
r
made by the Accideent
Investigation Board of Finland. Inn this analyysis
accidents werre scrutinized and a set of accident
a
leadiing
factors was induced
i
alongg with the acccident severrity
factor. These factors were used
u
to evaluaate risk levels of
individual accident causess as well as thhe developmeent
of risk levels during the perriod of 1994 to
t 2008.
Accident leadding factors are
a developedd from differeent
causes for accidents. Thee causes for accidents weere
sorted to the table
t
of accideents. Then all the causes weere
weighted based on theirr impact in arising of the
t
accident. All the accidentss were also weighted
w
by thheir
severity. The Analytic Hieerarchy Processs (AHP) (Saaaty
1980) was useed for weightiing. List of caauses in Table 2.

“aaccident severrity factor” onn the vertical axe, are equaal
diistributors of the
t risk.

Fiigure 2:. Risk prresented by Acccident leading factor and Severityy
facctor

As
A result from the approachh presented in
n figure 2, thee
ev
volution of riisk by leadinng causes can
n be observedd
from Table 3 annd Figure 3.

Table 2:. Accideent causes
ACCIDENT CA
AUSES
Tiredness or otheer human related cause
Co-operation (cooncerns mainly brridge)
Technical failuree
Lack of education
Route planning
Actions and menntal resources
Layout / Devicess of bridge
Weather
i
etc.)
Other ISM relateed cause (organizaational, missing instructions
Other

The risk apprraisal is presennted in Figuree 2. where booth,
the “accidentt leading facctor” on horiizontal axe and
a

Fiigure 3:.Risk disttribution percentaage / period by Caause

Table 3: Risk byy accident leadingg cause
RISK BY ACCID
DENT LEADING
G CAUSE

NO
O ISM/SMS

Tirednness or
other human
relatedd cause
5.22

ISM
M/SMS
45.76
97-00
8.34
01-04
21.26
05-08
16.16
Percentage /period
NO
O ISM/SMS
9.67 %

Co-operaation
7.81

Technical
failure
3.23

Lack of
Education
0.38

Route planning
5.32

Actions and
mental
resources
2.42

Laay out/
devvices of
briidge
2

weathher
5.75

Other ISM
M
related caause
10.64

Other
11.23

26.18
8.01
11.71
6.45

32.83
13.03
13.91
5.89

6.65
1.83
4
0.82

10.44
5.78
2.79
1.88

15.34
3.73
7.31
4.3

17.99
5.112
9.66
3.227

31.89
13.9
12.14
5.85

39.45
14.83
16.69
7.92

33.46
13.43
13.59
6.45

14.46 %

5.98 %

0.69 %

9.85 %

4.49 %

3.770 %

10.66 %

19.71 %

20.79 %

ISM
M/SMS

17.60 %

10.07 %

12.63 %

2.56 %

4.02 %

5.90 %

6.992 %

12.27 %

15.17 %

12.87 %

97-00

9.48 %

9.11 %

14.80 %

2.08 %

6.57 %

4.23 %

5.882 %

15.79 %

16.85 %

15.26 %

01-04

18.81 %

10.37 %

12.31 %

3.54 %

2.47 %

6.47 %

8.550 %

10.75 %

14.77 %

12.02 %

05-08

27.39 %

10.94 %

9.99 %

1.39 %

3.18 %

7.29 %

5.555 %

9.92 %

13.42 %

10.93 %

h
The distributiion of realizeed risks by leaading cause has
evolved significantly durinng the last 15 years:
y
c
a “other IS
and
SM
• Routte planning, co-operation
relatted causes” haave decreased which could be
conssidered as, and contribbuted to, the
t
succcessful implem
mentation of IS
SM code.
• On the other haand the alarm
ming growth of
o
human related causees”
“Tireedness and other
could be seen as a failure of IS
SM, but it couuld
also be interpreteed in a more positive wayy: The safety culturre is improveed and thus the
t
acciddent investiggators are finally gettiing
correect informatiion about accident evennts.

•

(This is also supported by
b
literaturee
estimaations about hhuman factorr influence onn
accideent deriving)
Technnical failures and “layout / devices of
o
bridgee” have increased severely
y which couldd
be duue fast develoopment of technology thaat
have lead
l
to situatiion where eq
quipment is soo
compllicated, that ordinary seeafarer don’’t
undersstand how thhey function. This leads too
situations were mallfunctions of the
t equipmennt
are noot recognised or they are recognised
r
buut
their use
u is continueed due to the understandingg
is not adequate to ddevelop a repllacing methodd.
The new
n
equipmennt makes also
o the work of
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safety service personnel, such as the pilots,
more challenging. Sometimes pilots have to
learn to use new equipment within minutes of
boarding the ship: even though pilots job is to
“assist the ship crew” in many cases pilot is
forced to take the “control” (but not the
responsibility) of the vessel to assure its safety.
The evolution of accident leading causes can be used as
safety indicators, but when doing this, a broad view has
to be used. In this view the influence of change in safety
culture has to be taken into account.
The risk data combined with traffic quantities for
evaluating the evolution of severity of accidents in
Finnish maritime traffic, Figure 4.

Figure 4: Evolution of accident severity in Finnish maritime traffic

Following conclusions can be made from Figure 4:
• The accident frequency has decreased to one
third during the observed time period of 19972008.
• The total severity of yearly accident has
decreased to one third during the observed
time period of 1997-2008.
• The average severity of accidents has
increased by one third during the observed
time period of 1997-2008.
The lack of near accident reporting in comparison to
other incident reporting (information acquired from the
interview study) could explain the figure 4: While
accident frequency and severity versus quantity of
traffic is decreasing the average severity of accident is
increasing. This is also an indicator.
Conclusions
According to the IMO, the safety management
system should be based on the philosophy of continuous
improvement. The investigation of near-misses is an
integral component of continuous improvement in the
safety management system. (IMO, 2008b).
Several previous studies concerning the impacts
of the ISM Code found insufficiencies in the reporting
of incidents (Lappalainen, 2008). The findings of our
interview study were similar. The study showed that the
maritime personnel’s attitudes towards incident
reporting were unsatisfactory. The mariners who were
interviewed admitted that reporting is often neglected.
The low number of reported incidents supports this
conclusion. In spite of the fact that some interviewees

felt that apparent over reporting has sometimes
occurred, the under reporting of incidents is a much
more serious problem.
The poor reporting practises cause further
problems. Information about non-conformities,
accidents and hazardous incidents does not cumulate at
any level of the maritime industry. The personnel
cannot learn from the experiences of other vessels.
There are no possibilities of interchanging information
about incidents between the vessels. The company
cannot utilize cumulative information to improve its
safety performance. Companies do not have the
opportunity to learn from the mistakes of others. The
national maritime administrations are powerless in their
attempts to develop maritime safety.
Hence, there is still room for improvement in the
reporting of incidents in the maritime industry. Under
these circumstances, a successful cycle of continuous
improvement could not function.
The level and evolution of safety in maritime can
be measured by using the concept of RISK. The risk
can be measured by using multiple indicators and
combining the acquired results.
The administration should also present more
active approach to incident reporting. The use of
different tools such as VTS-operator reports, Port State
Control reports, ISM-audit information and accident
reports in a combined analysis should give
administration a set of indicators to use for safety
development. Results of this administrations analysis
should also be used by the whole maritime industry to
evaluate and develop the use of their own safety
indicators.
The accident analysis (Kiuru and Salmi 2009)
demonstrated that ISM have had positive impact on
accident frequency and accident causes related to ISM,
but it also highlighted the non functioning near accident
reporting as significant reason behind increasing
average severity of accidents.
To conclude measurable impact of ISM to safety
of Finnish maritime, the results of interview study and
the accident analysis have to be combined with results
of future statistical analysis of data gathered from
administration and private companies.
Certainly there are also other useful tools for the
implementation of continuous improvement. The ISM
Code also provides other tools for continuous
improvement. These tools include procedures for
internal audits and reviews. The functioning of the other
tools was not examined in our study. These tools have
also not been comprehensively examined in previous
studies concerning the IMS Code.
The fact that incident reporting producers have
not functioned properly in the maritime industry is a
good reason to investigate also other tools for
continuous improvement. The suitability and feasibility
of the other tools for the purposes of the maritime
industry should be investigated in the future.
Nevertheless, mutual activities of the entire
maritime community are needed in order to promote the
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incident reporting as crucial for successful continuous
improvement of the maritime safety - for the best of all
mariners.
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Damage tests of the single shell ship fuel tank with additional
elastic protective coating
Janusz Kozak
Gdansk University of Technology Faculty of Ocean Engineering and Ship Technology

Abstract:
Grounding or collision of medium size cargo ship like containership or ferry can lead to pollution of sea environment by fuel released
from failured fuel tanks usually single skinned and partially located in double bottom space. Amount of such fuel can be sufficient to
destroy sea ecosystem on large scale. In the paper, background of idea of reducing of risk of oil spill from ship fuel tanks is presented.
Such idea based upon introduction into tank space additional semi-elastic, polyurethane based fuel resistant layer, supported on passive
or active core made of light concrete, to form second barrier protected of fuel spill in case of failure of steel shell. In the paper natural
scale laboratory test of the penetration of the single skin as well as coated bottom structure are presented. Test stand, geometry of
models and measurements is described. Results of test of two variants of shell covering are discussed and compared.

Introduction
For increase of amount of cargo shipped by sea
and associated increase of number of cargo ships,
observed in the world fleet for several last years, many
sea regions of the world have become more busy and
hazardous for navigation. Small closed navigation
regions are specially endangered by possible sea
disasters. One of them is the Baltic Sea [1]. The high
traffic intensity, difficulty in navigation through the
straits leading from the North Sea, often occurring bad
weather conditions and other factors make that the
Baltic is a sea region where many ship accidents occur
year by year. The map of particular kinds of the
accidents together with indication of places of their
occurrence is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Type of sea accidents registered with indication of places of
their occurrences [2].

In the connection with the increasing risk of
ecological disasters associated with sea transport, in the
last years the European Union adopted some legal
instruments dealing with safety at sea. Only basic
design regulations concerning stability and floatability
of damaged ships or amount of spill of liquid load from
damaged hull are commonly adopted. However in 2004
Germanischer Lloyd (GL) introduced to its rules the
notation COLL which determines degree of ship hull
resistance (strength) against collisions [3]. The
resistance is measured by comparing the strength
against impact of strengthened ship side structure with
that not strengthened of single plating. The regulations
directly concerning collisions are the requirements for
ships intended for inland navigation on the Rhine
(Switzerland, Germany, the Netherlands), introduced in
2003. The ADNR regulations require to design
structural elements of gas tankers as to make them able
to absorb the energy of 22 MJ released during collision
against ship side structure [4]. The basic philosophy of
the approval procedure to compare the critical
deformation energy in case of side collision of a
strengthened design to that of a reference double hull
design complying with
the
damage
stability
calculations is presented in the chapter II-1 of SOLAS
[5]. Though for cargo tanks of oil cargo tankers the
legal requirements have been recently made much more
stringent, similar ones for fuel oil tanks are still
introduced, nevertheless amount of fuel oil contained in
them is often comparable with that of liquid cargo
carried by a small tanker. The hazard becomes greater
by the fact that most of such tanks are located in double
bottom, i.e. in the zone very susceptible to failure both
in the case of ship-to-ship collision and the taking of
ground or rock. This is also why part of ship hull new
regulations has been introduced [6]. One of possible
acceptable solution proposed is to minimise theoretical
spill of oil in case of accident.
Idea of the semi-elastic fuel tank barrier
For above mentioned reasons a research work
was undertaken aimed at elaboration of a way of
lowering the risk of releasing protection barrier. The
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idea of the prroject consistss in adding ann internal elasstic
oil-resisting coating
c
placedd inside of thee tank on a coore
material, in such a mannner, that in thhe case of taank
plating failurre occurring as a result of
o a collisionn tightness of the
t tank by means
m
of thee elastic coatiing
able to be diisplaced to soome distance is fulfilled and
a
thus to prevennt against oil spill
s
in emerggency, Fig. 2 and
a
Fig 3.

Fig. 2. Idea of thhe second elastic barrier
b
for fuel oiil bottom tank.

seelection of a material
m
for inntermediate fillling layer, thee
co
ombination off polyurethanee coating supp
ported by lighht
co
oncrete core was
w chosen. T
To raise adheesion betweenn
steel, concretee and polyuurethane layeers, a speciaal
su
urface treatmeent was elaborrated and tested also. In thee
saame time engineering pprocess of applying thee
co
omponents off the barrier inn industrial co
onditions withh
sp
pecial taking into accounnt difficult pllaces such as
co
orners, bends etc,
e was elaboorated.
Natural
N
scale collision
c
testss
For finaal verification of detail desig
gn introducedd,
th
he laboratory, natural scalee tests of behaaviour of new
w
deesign was plaanned. It wass assumed to compare tesst
reesults for “cclassical” (siingle-skinned) with new
w,
im
mproved struccture. As test ppart of bottom
m shell of fueel
taank of medium
m scale containnership was designated.
d
Foor
reeal modellingg of interaction of body of ship hulll,
reelatively large model was asssumed. Due to such reasonn
model
m
of three beams span was selected and clampingg
bo
oth of beams as well as sshell plating – as boundaryy
co
onditions – were
w
introducced. Geometrry of the tesst
model,
m
boundarry conditions applied as well
w as loadingg
po
oint is presentted in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Behaviouur of the second elastic barrier duriing shell penetrattion
for fuel oil bottom tank.

In order to elaborate such
s
novel solution maany
problems wass investigated including the following:
• elabooration of recipe for an oil resistant plasstic
mateerial, inexpensive and suitaable for coatiing
it inside closeed spaces in shipyardd’s
condditions.
• selecction of a maaterial for inteermediate filliing
layerr,
• elabooration of an
a engineerinng process of
applyying the com
mponents of the barrier in
induustrial conditioons with special taking innto
accoount difficult places
p
such ass corners, bennds
etc,
• selecction of the dimensions of the secoond
barriier componennts: depth of the
t filling layyer
and thickness
t
of thhe protection coating,
• influuence of the additional
a
coaating and filliing
mateerial on corrossion rate of steeel structure,
• elabooration of a method
m
for coontrol of state of
hiddden surfaces,
• making agreemennt with classiffication societies
as too principles of
o implementaation and use of
the novel
n
solutionn.
The mentioneed problems constitute
c
the subject of woork
carried out in the fram
me of the reesearch projeect
EUREKA E!3614
E
„COR
RET”: “Elaastic protectiion
coatings forr ship tankss to increasse environmeent
p
protection
levvel“.
As results of search of recipe for an oil resistant plasstic
material, inexxpensive and suitable for coating
c
it insiide
closed spacess in shipyardd’s conditionss as well as of

Fiig. 4. Model for test
t with boundarry conditions and
d load applicationn
deetails indicated

The sam
me structure w
was used for verification
v
o
of
ellaborated techhnology for appplication on in
ndustrial scalee
off the componnents of seconnd, semi-elasstic barrier. Inn
Fiig.5. process of applicatioon of the second barrier is
sh
hown.

Fiig. 5. Preparation of the tested moddel

To compaare effect of applying of the additionaal
prrotective barriier, two modells assumed to be tested: onee
without
w
any im
mprovements and second
d with secondd
laayer applied.
As
A model of penetrator ((“artificial rocck”) imitatingg
in
nteraction of the
t external bbody, steel baall diameter of
o
30
00mm was used. Duriing the tesst permanennt
reegistration off load versuss displacemen
nt of loadingg
po
oint was perfo
formed, and vvisual checkin
ng of presencee
off cracks in sheell plate was ddone. Addition
nally for givenn
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steps of loadded ball dispplacements, measurement
m
of
transverse deeformations of
o shell platee was made by
three methods: geodetic annd by electronnic displacemeent
transductors in
i given pointts as well as byy laser scanniing
techniques.
For test versaatile test stannd with hydraaulic actuator of
1000kN loadd and 250 mm
m displacemennt was used. In
Fig.6 test stannd with modeel ready for tesst is presentedd.

Fig. 6. Test standd with model reaady for test

m
faailure. Duringg the simulattion the interrnal algorithm
‘C
Contact_Autom
matic_Single__Surface‘
was appliedd.
Faailure criterioon applied asssumed, that mesh
m
elements
whose
w
strain exxceeded rupturre strain weree automaticallyy
reemoved from
m the modell, and calcu
ulations weree
co
ontinued with the eroded m
mesh [8].
Results of calculaation shows very goodd
ag
greement withh test resultss both if failu
ure picture is
an
nalysed – Fig.8, but also when load changes
ch
haracteristics during the ttest is compared – Fig.99.
However
H
maxim
mum load carrrying by stru
ucture prior too
ru
upture was 1,25
1
times hhigher when estimated byy
nu
umerical moddelling in relaation to as meeasured duringg
th
he experimentt. It shows, how importaant is correcct
deefinition of faailure criterionn during modeelling, what is
reelated with prooper obtainingg of the criticaal stress-strainn
reelationship.
(a))

During the test, penetrator was movved
perpendicularrly to shell plane
p
with coonstant speed of
0,1 m/sec, moved byy actuator controlled by
displacement.. After eacch step off displacemeent,
movement waas stopped and procedure of
o registration of
deformations was done. The
T visual insspection of booth
sides of shell plate was perrformed also. During the teest,
as failure critterion, momennt of loosing of
o leak tightneess
was assumedd. Reaching off such stage was
w obtained by
visual inspecttion.
Differences in qualitativee behaviour of two testted
model one cann observe in Fig.
F 7.
(a)

((b)

Fiig. 8. Comparisoon of the way of failure: a) tested model; b)
b
nu
umerical results.

(b)

Fig. 7. Way of destruction of testeed models: a) sinngle skinned, b) with
w
additional layer.

Fiig. 9. Relationsship between loaading force and
d displacement of
o
loaading point durinng failure processs: for tested mod
del and numericaal
ressults.

One can
c see here, that depth off penetration of
external bodyy to moment of
o loosing of leeak tightness for
f
both modelss differs siignificantly. Observed and
a
registered deppth of penetrration for thatt moment iss 7
times higher for
f model withh second, addditional layer.
Duringg the preparration of thhe test, precise
calculation with
w using num
merical model under LS-Dyyna
software was made [7]. Thhe numerical model reflectted
real model geeometry with some simpliffications. Due to
fact, that thee simulation was perform
med for a looad
applied to thhe plate midw
way between two stiffeneers,
geometrical details
d
of stiffeeners and girdders crossings as
well as weldss were not moodelled. The penetrating ball
b
with a diametter of 0.3m was
w modelled as a rigid boddy.
Boundary conditions
c
o
of
the num
merical moddel
correspondedd to the real model mounnting during the
t
experiment (F
Fig. 4). Finallly a model with
w
a mesh of
18,000 shell elements wass used. As a material, a 242
Piecewise Liinear Plasticitty model from
m the Ls-Dyyna
library was used,
u
which inncludes strainn rate effect and
a

Conclusions:
In the paper, backgroound of idea of
o reducing of
o
rissk of oil spill from ship fueel tanks is prresented. Suchh
id
dea based upon introductionn into tank sp
pace additionaal
seemi-elastic fueel barrier polyyurethane bassed, supportedd
on
n passive or active
a
core layyer made of light
l
concretee.
Th
his was the aim
a
of EU-suupported EUR
REKA projecct
CORET. Preesented paperr is based upon
u
researchh
caarried out withhin frame of thhe project.
As veriffication naturral scale labo
oratory test of
o
th
he penetrationn of the bottoom structure was
w designedd.
Teest stand, geoometry of moodels, boundaary conditions
an
nd measuremeents are descrribed. Results of test of twoo
vaariants of shelll geometry arre discussed and
a comparedd.
It was observedd during the ttest, that regisstered depth of
o
peenetration for moment of looosing of leak
k tightness is 7
tim
mes higher for
fo model witth second, ad
dditional layeer
co
ompared to puure metallic shhell one.
Due to fact, that results of the
t
numericaal
modeling
m
are strongly affeected by way
y of modelingg
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(model of material, material parameters, accuracy of
meshing, failure criterion etc.), natural scale laboratory
test seems to be most credible way for checking of the
structure behavior against failure. But preparation and
performing of such test is time-consuming and
expensive, such test should usually is performed on
single or small amount of tested models. From this
reason, numerical calculation is the best way for proper
preparation of such tests.
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Collision Analysis of Stiffened Plates
Amier AlAli, Yehia Abdel-Nasser and Aly Aliraqi
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Abstract:
Structural design of ships against collision requires prediction of the extent of damage to stiffened plates subjected to impact. In ship
structures, stiffened plates are furnished with vertical or horizontal stiffeners to sustain conventional loads such as shearing, bending
and local buckling. The consideration of collision in ship structural design is especially important for tankers where accidents may
cause serious environmental pollution. In predicting the extent of collision damage, FE modeling of stiffened plates using ABAQUS
software is applied to demonstrate collision scenario. Typical stiffened plates of tankers in service with different configurations of
stiffeners are used to examine absorbed energy for each one. The aim of this paper is to select the proper stiffener shape for absorbing
more deformation energy. These analyses of stiffened plates will guide ship designers to properly select effective stiffener absorbing
higher deformed energy when simulate full scale ship against collision.

Introduction
The serious consequences of ship grounding and
collision necessitate the development of structural
design and requirements for subdivision to reduce
damage and environmental pollution and improve
safety. The consideration of the crashworthiness in
design is necessary for tankers where accidents may
cause serious environmental damage. As Kuwait is a
major exporting member of OPEC, and Kuwait’s
economy depends on crude oil production and other oil
products which provide well over 80% of Kuwaiti’s
national revenues, the transportation of such products is
very important to the economy, and as Kuwait Oil
Tanker Company (KOTC) is the main carrier for such
shipments it is very important to keep the company’s
vessels in good working condition and reduce
probability of collision.
There are two ways in dealing with ship
collisions, the first one is to prevent the occurrence of
extreme loads and accidents. This can be achieved by
using onboard monitoring equipment and well-trained
crews. In addition, the surveillance of sea routes,
especially in high traffic areas near harbors, channels
and offshore structures contributes a lot in minimizing
accident occurrence. The second aspect is to increase
the absorbed energy of structural components. This is
done by developing stiffening systems that may bear
damage within the limits of a required safety of the
structure and environment.
The International Maritime Organization (IMO)
is responsible for regulating the design of oil tankers
and other ships to provide for ship safety and
environmental protection [1]. Collision analysis models
were first developed for analyzing the design of ships
transporting nuclear materials. The crashworthiness of
these ships under worst case conditions was the primary
concern. A totally inelastic, right angle collision with
the struck ship at rest was considered the “worst case”.
The most popular of these approaches is the one
proposed by Minorsky [2]. Hutchison generalized the
Minorsky method to include all horizontal degrees of
freedom (surge, sway, yaw) and hull membrane
resistance [3]. The virtual masses of both struck and
striking ships were developed in matrix form, including
the added mass terms. The computer program

DAMAGE can be used to predict structural damage in
the different accident scenarios [4]. Pedersen and Zhang
derive expressions for absorbed energy uncoupled from
internal mechanics [5].
They apply three local
coordinate systems to the striking ship, the struck ship
and the impact point separately. Since most deformation
in collisions is local, instead of modeling the whole
struck ship, they developed a collision model for
analyzing minor collisions, which are defined as
collisions without rupture of cargo boundaries. A
similar model is used by Crake and Brown [6]. A
simplified collision model (SIMCOL) performs a
collision scenario [7]. There are three major ship-toship collision classifications: puncture, raking and
penetrating. Servis et al and Naar [8] also provide some
excellent general guidance. They used LSDYNA to
model full-scale collision tests. Their work identifies
variable values that provide results consistent with their
test results. Paik provides many techniques for
modeling crushing of ships experimentally and
numerically [9]. Kitamoura O. et al [10], and Lee J.W.
et al [11] have developed very large FE element models
and compared results with experimental results. In the
field of material failure, the selection of material
behavior until fracture is important, where this behavior
influences the accuracy of non-linear finite element
simulation. Ehlers, S. [12] has introduced material
relation to assess the crashworthiness of ship structures.
In the framework of selecting an efficient FE code for
simulating ship collisions, several criteria should be
met. These criteria relate to the modeling capabilities
for both the internal and the external collision
mechanics. In this aspect, the code must be capable of
modeling ship motions during and after the collision
(external mechanics), as well as the deformation and
collapse of the structures (internal mechanics).
Finite Element Analysis
The paper addresses the numerical simulation of
impacts on ship structural components by applying
FEM. This research work is concerned with the internal
deformation of structural components. It aims to know
which stiffener arrangement absorbs higher internal
energy, when large-scale impact is modeled. The FE
simulation of a collision encompasses a number of
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individual problems, which should be given appropriate
attention. These problems are: The selection of a mesh
and type of element, which should be fine enough,
especially at the contact areas to acquire accurate results
and to represent real failure modes during impact.
Coarse mesh may apply for areas located far from
collision region to reduce CPU time. Other problem
such as modeling of the material damage criteria is
explained in Refs. [12 and13].
ABAQUS/Explicit Version 6.8-4 code is used to
simulate the stiffened panel of a struck ship with
different stiffening systems when subjected to
accidental load. The stiffened plates are modeled using
four nodes, thin shell double curved elements (S4R).
The accidental load from a striking ship is simulated by
assuming the ship' bow as a V-shape and modeled with
rigid elements. This assumption is chosen because we
are interested in comparing the effect of the collision on
the different stiffened plates with no reference to the
striking body. Different configurations of stiffening
systems of struck ship are considered. The absorbed
energy and contact force for each stiffening system are
calculated after damage.
Simulation of Impact on Ship Structural Components
Structural components such as stiffened plates of
ship side or bulkheads may be used to investigate the
effect of impact on structural behavior. In this work,
stiffened plates with vertical stiffeners and horizontal
stiffeners are examined. Various FE models for such
configurations have been developed. The purpose of
these models is to predict the extent of damage
observed in real collision and to investigate the effect of
the selection of stiffening system on the absorbed
internal energy due to collision.
The stiffened panel considered here consists of
3.4x4m plate, stiffened transversely or longitudinally
with L-shaped stiffener having scantling of
150x100x9.5mm as shown in Fig.1. and the plate
thickness is to be taken 15mm. The material is assumed
elastic-plastic of yield strength steel of 340 N/mm2 with
isotropic hardening to a strength of 347 N/mm2 at
plastic strain of 0.025. In this aspect, the damaged
response depends on element dimensions so fine mesh
is recommended at the region of contact.
Different boundary condition may be selected
around edges of stiffened panel and for each boundary
condition, result of simulation will change. In this work,
the stiffened panel is constrained from all movements
along its longitudinal edges (only one rotation in z
direction is allowed) while it is free on its ends. This
assumption of boundary condition is similar to a real
behavior of stiffened panels in ship sides during
collision. The striking bow is rigid and free to move in
right angle with a translational velocity along the -yaxis equal to 3.6 m/sec. This velocity is applied at the
reference point of the bow. Point masses are assumed to
model the mass of the ship and the added mass. Virtual
mass for the striking ship is acting at the reference point
of the striking bow.

a)Longitudinally stiffened plate

z
y

x
Fig.1b)Transversely stiffened plate

However, this mass is not representing real mass
of striking ship, real higher masses will be investigated.
The contact surface during collision, elements based
surface are applied to define contact region. Middle
region of both stiffened panel and rigid bow are
considered as surfaces contact. A dynamical explicit
analysis at a time 0.25 sec is running.
Collision Analyses of Transversely Stiffened Plates
In the first analysis three configurations of
transversely stiffened plates are modeled with L, flat and
box stiffeners, in addition to modeling of the smeared
plate (T=17.8 mm). Scantlings of stiffeners are
determined on the basis of keeping cross sectional area
and flexural rigidity for each stiffener are equal to those
of L-stiffeners. Four stiffeners with equal frame space are
furnished in the stiffened plate. Fig. 2 shows scantlings
configuration for the stiffeners.
L150x100x9.5mm

F174x13.4mm

B160x50x6.4m

Plate thickness,
T=15mm
Fig.2 Scantlings of stiffeners

Figure 3 shows deformed shape and internal energy for
the analyses of transversely stiffened plates for all
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configurationns. It is notticed that thee three stiffeened
panels absorbb small amouunt of the intternal energyy till
their failure. This is because
b
the stiffeners in the
transverse dirrection have negligible coontribution to the
Consequeently the panel absorbs sm
impact load.
mall
internal energgy. In contraast, the smearred plate absoorbs
higher internnal energy.
Stiffened plates
p
for thhree
configurationns are collapseed at a time about
a
0.15sec due
to plastic defformation. Thee failure is obbserved whenn the
stiffness of element
e
of thhe contact reggion has reacched
zero value. The
T displacem
ment of pointt at the centeer of
gravity of riggid bow is calculated for alll stiffened paanels
as shown in Fig.4.
F
Almosst same valuess of displacem
ment
are observedd for the threee stiffened plates.
p
Figurre 5
shows contacct force againnst time for all
a configurations.
The force-tim
me relationship has same behavior forr all
configurationns. However, the
t smeared plate shows higgher
contact force than other stifffened plates.

Collision Analyyses of Longiitudinally Stiiffened Platess
In the second
s
analyssis, the stiffen
ned plates aree
lo
ongitudinally stiffened
s
withh L, flat and box
b stiffenerss,
in
n addition to the modelingg of the smeaared plate. As
mentioned
m
befoore scantlings of stiffeners are
a determinedd
on
n the basis off keeping areea and flexural rigidity aree
eq
qual to those of
o L-stiffener. Also, fine meesh for contacct
elements in thee region of coollision is appllied. Figure 7
sh
hows absorbeed internal energy for longitudinallyy
stiiffened plates. Small diffference is noticed
n
in thee
ab
bsorbed internnal energy for all configurattions as shownn
in
n Fig.7.Howevver, Figure 8 shows higherr contact forcee
fo
or smeared plaate than otherr stiffened plaates. Stiffenedd
pllates furnisheed with Boxx or L stiffeeners attainedd
sim
milar behavioor of contact foorce.

Fig.7 Internal enerrgy –time relationnship of a longittudinally stiffenedd
paanel
Fig.3 Internal ennergy –time relaationship of a traansversally stiffenned
panel

Fig.8 Force-Time relationship
r
Fig.4 Displacement-Time relationnship

Figure 9 shows peneetration displaacement of thee
strriking bow innto the stiffened plates thro
ough period of
o
co
ollision time. Same penetraation depth off striking bow
w
is observed forr both stiffenned plates and
d the smearedd
pllate .

Fig.5 Force-Time relationship

Figure 6 shows effecct of mass of striking bow on
the internal energy.
e
It is noticed
n
when increasing maass
of striking boow; deformedd internal enerrgy will slighhtly
increase.
Fig.9 Displacementt-Time relationshhip

Fig. 6 Effect of mass
m of striking bow
b

Conclusions
The papper refers to the simulation of stiffenedd
pllates collisionns. The folloowing related
d aspects aree
co
onsidered to be essential forr such a researrch work:
• The selection off boundary condition too
i necessary too
simulaate real collisiion scenario is
investiigate failure modes obseerved in reaal
impactt.
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•
•

•

The striking mass is important to generate
kinetic energy required to generate deformed
energy on struck ship.
The longitudinally stiffened of the struck ship
using different stiffeners configurations shows
little difference in the absorbing energy.
However, the modeling with smeared plate
shows higher contact force.
The validation of this study have to be
executed onto real scale ship.
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Abstract:
This paper presents an initial comparison with experimental data on the resistance of stiffened panels to penetration damage. The
author’s use the finite element method and FEA software to predict the penetration damage and then extend this modelling simulation
to investigate the grounding damage to a double bottom structure investigating different grounding scenarios. The progressive failure
of the double bottom is investigated considering both, the effect of damage due to plastic deformation of the double bottom and also
damage evolution including material rupture. The double bottom structure was modelled using three different levels of complexity,
these were: modelling of inner and outer shell plating; modelling of shell plating including longitudinal stiffeners, and modelling of
structure including stiffening on longitudinal floors. The analysis was carried out in the ABAQUS explicit code.
The Results presented includes the crushing force as a function of time and also an investigation of the energies involved in plastic
deformation and rupture of the double bottom structure.

Introduction
In the past, most of the studies involving
collisions and grounding were carried out by a
combination of mathematical and experimental
approaches. Since the late 90’s (Kitamura 2002) the
rapid progress of computer technology has made largescale finite element analysis (FEA) practicable, while
further progress in analytical methods has been
relatively slow. In order to meet the increasing demands
from the shipbuilding industry for reliability and costefficiency, FEM approaches are being applied more in
the direct quantitative estimation of crashworthiness
and also for validation and verification of simplified
analytical methods. Although, previous studies have
been carried out using either theoretical, experimental
and numerical approaches, currently there are a range of
different approaches and codes available in the market
that are capable of predicting the damage to ships
structures during grounding. These approaches include
damage modelling such as Forming limit Diagram
(FLD) explained by (Keeler and Backofen 1964; Jie,
Cheng et al. 2009), Rice-Tracey, and Cockcroft-Latham
(RTCL) described in (Alsos and Amdahl 2007; Alsos,
Amdahl et al. 2009), Bressan, Williams and Hill (BWH)
explained by (Alsos, Hopperstad et al. 2008; Alsos,
Amdahl et al. 2009) and many other approaches. In this
analysis the forming limit diagram method will be used
as material failure model for dynamic loading using
properties as described in the material failure section.
The present analysis is divided into two parts:
firstly the comparison of numerical and experimental
results with (Alsos, Hopperstad et al. 2008; Alsos and
Amdahl 2009; Alsos, Amdahl et al. 2009) for
penetration of a double bottom structure, secondly
extending the analysis to a typical double bottom
application using the same material failure model and
looking at vertical penetration followed by longitudinal
movement along the compartment.
Material properties
The Materials used in this analysis are mild steel
(S235JR-EN10025) and high strength steel (S355NH-

EN10210) the material properties are describe in table 1
below;
Table 1: The properties of steel are taken from (Alsos and Amdahl
2009; Alsos, Amdahl et al. 2009) and were obtained experimentally.

(MPa)


(MPa)

0.35

285

416

0.015

0.35

340

442

0.01

0.28

390

495

Material types

K
(MPa)

n





S235JR-EN10025 (A)

740

0.24

-

S235JR-EN10025 (B)

760

0.225

S355NH-EN10210
(C)

830

0.18

The material is assumed to be isotropic and to
exhibit strain hardening properties as described by
Ludwik's strain hardening power law;




To describe the time dependence of the material
response, the following true stress-natural strain relation
was employed using deformation theory. Where K, m
and n are material parameters, where m lies between 0
and 0.05 from (Hutchinson and Neale 1978).


 

Hence, the true stress-strain relation is
approximated by the equation below assuming isotropic
material properties, where  is the plateau strain
proposed by (Alsos, Amdahl et al. 2009).

and
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Where a quasi-linear stress-strain relationship described
in (Jie, Cheng et al. 2009) can be approximately written
as:
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Where:
sσ, ε

and 

/0σ

ε1/2

3  where, 3 is tangent modulus

for plastic deformation and C is integration constant,
which can be determined from uniaxial testing at
various strain rates.

Material Failure
The material failure is based on forming limit
diagram (FLD) method which is a concept introduced
by (Keeler and Backofen 1964) to determine the
amount of deformation that a material can withstand
prior to the onset of necking instability. The maximum
strains that a sheet material can sustain prior to the
onset of necking are referred to as the forming limit
strains Abaqus documentation. Considering the forming
limit strains including rate-dependant effects in FLD,
details of which can be found in (Jie, Cheng et al. 2009)
the following relationships are used
"

7
5
5

m  n √3m  nsσ>? , ε>? 

1  rε
2A1  rε  rεB

 &  0

63r B  m  n2  r B
m  nsσ>? , ε>? 
ε
ε
5
E F2  rε G31  rε  rεB  HI $ 3rεB J  & K 0
D
5
B
22  rε 1  rε  rεB 
4 22  rε 1  rε  rε 



Where HI is the equivalent strain which, for the Von
Misses, criterion is HI
&M
&N

B
ε A1
√L "

is strain ratio, rε

 rε  rεB

0 for plain strain,

rε $0.5 for simple tension and rε 1 biaxial tension
which is the basis for localised necking failure.
This FLD material failure will be compared with
experimental results, RCTL and BWH failure models in
predicting the resistance of stiffened panels to
penetration damage.
Briefly, the RCTL damage criterion is a
combination of modified Rice Tracey and CockcroftLatham damage criterion. Both of these functions are
based on hydrostatic stress state, express by the stress
triaxiality:
*R
,
Q
where:rε

exhibits strain-softening and necking due strain
localization. Material failure is normally expressed in
terms of stress-strain relationships, see Figure 1a.
During loading the material will undergo a damage
processes which will follow a damage evolution law
where damage will start to initiate at point D=0 and full
damage degradation will occur when D reaches at
maximum where Dmax 1. The equivalent plastic stress
and strain at the onset of necking are denoted by  ,

U respectively where V is true stress curve in absence
of damage or fully plastic condition and  yield stress.
Finally, elements which fail are removed from the
model when they satisfy the maximum damage
evolution law as Dmax 1.

*ST

Where  is the hydrostatic stress and
is hydrostatic stress and HI is the equivalent stress

The value of Q lies between -1/3 < Q < 1/3, damage
ceases when Q < -1/3 which is referred to as the cut-off
value where fracture will not occur below this value.
The BWH criterion is based on the onset of local
necking as a failure mechanism. The model describes an
analytical forming limit curve in stress space and is
employed by several authors. Both of these failure
models are described in detail in (Alsos and Amdahl
2009; Alsos, Amdahl et al. 2009).
The element characteristic length
The accuracy of FEA analysis results depends
upon the mesh density which for material failure and
rupture energy dissipation will occur when the material

Figure 1: (a) Abaqus documentation-Stress-strain curve with
progressive damage degradation. (b) Stress-strain curve with
progressive damage degradation dependent on mesh density, (Jeong,
Yu et al. 2008).

The available literature comes to no real
conclusion about the characteristic element length
required for solution accuracy, hence the need for mesh
convergence studies e.g. (Wisniewski and Kolakowski
2003; Zhang and Suzuki 2005; Alsos, Amdahl et al.
2009). Abaqus Explicit tries to resolve the problem by
introducing an element characteristic length which is
related to the element size. Figure 1b shows the damage
evolution law embedded with mesh dependency where
W , is the fracture work conjugate of the yield stress
after the onset of damage (work per unit area of the


crack), W is damage initiation point, W is fully
degraded material where the elements will be removed
from the model and L is mesh element characteristic
length. For shell and 2D elements, X is the square root
of the integration area and for 3D elements, it is the

integration of volume, where U is determined from
uniaxial tension tests and assumed to be same as  in
table 1.
Mesh Convergence Studies
Mesh convergence studies were conducted in
order to find the most suitable mesh for using in
grounding damage studies for both stiffened panels and
double bottom structures. The chosen mesh is always a
compromise between accuracy of intended result,
computer resources and reasonable computational time.
The chosen meshes, as previously stated, were 35mm,
25mm and 15mm. The study found that the best results
for the FLD failure model, which give good correlation
with the experimental data from (Alsos and Amdahl
2009) which was achieved with a 15mm mesh size, see
figures 2a, 2b and 2c.
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(a) No Stiffener

(b) Single Stiffener

(c) Two Stiffeners

Figure 2: Mesh Convergence Studies

Although the results shown in figure 2a using a 35mm
element size is the best result when compared to the
experimental values, overall the 15mm element size is
the best when considering all of the simulation results
for the different structural models.
On the resistance of stiffened panels to penetration
damage
A series of experiment tests were carried out by
(Alsos and Amdahl 2009) under quasi-sstatic conditions,
which were compared with FEA simulations in
reference (Alsos, Amdahl et al. 2009),, using both RTCL
and BWH damage evolution criterions. The results of
(Alsos and Amdahl 2009; Alsos, Amdahl et al. 2009)
are shown in Figures 2a, 2b and 2c where they are
compared with current FEA analysis using FLD damage
failure model. The current FEA simulations
lations use 15mm
element mesh size and only require simple damage
input parameters, also the results produced are
consistent and reliable when compared to the actual
experiment results.
The FEA analysis was conducted without consideration
of strain rate effect
ffect ,which under quasi-static
quasi
loading
conditions, which mean m=0 and s=0 in the above FLD
equations expressed in (Jie, Cheng et al. 2009),
2009) the FLD
failure model then becomes;
"

n
7
5 1  rε 
B
B
6 3rε  2  rε  n
522  r 1  r  r B 
ε
ε
ε
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 & K 0

Stiffened Panel Analysis
The panels identified were manufactured and tested by
(Alsos and Amdahl 2009) in order to provide a
simulation and analysis of the grounding scenario (see
Figure 3a, 3b and 3c). The tests were carried out by
laterally forcing an "indenter" to a depth of about 0.25m
as shown in Figure 3d into the centre of a plate of size
of 720 x 1200 x 5mm made form material Type A from
Table1.

Figure 3: Flat panel, stiffened plate configurations and experimental
setup from (Alsos and Amdahl 2009).

The configurations of structure are as below;
a. Penetration of flat panel
b. Penetration on stiffener of single stiffened panel
c. Penetration of stiffened panel between two stiffeners.

Figure 4: The boundary condition for penetration of stiffened plate
and flat panel.

For the stiffened panel cases the plate stiffeners
(120 x 6mm flat bars) were made from material Type B
from Table 1 and were evenly space as shown in
Figures 3b and 3c. The 300 x 200 x 12.5mm hollow
square frame supporting the test panels was assumed to
bee fully fixed as shown in Figure 4. Figure 3d shows
the penetration of the "indenter" in the experiment taken
from (Alsos and Amdahl 2009).
2009) Both the experiment
and numerical simulations were carried out under quasiquasi
static conditions.
Finite Element Procedure
The FE analysis was performed using Abaqus
explicit with general surface contact and S4R elements.
Through thickness integration was carried out using
Simpson rule with 5 integrations point through the
thickness.
Forr this problem the load was applied in terms of the
lateral displacement of the indenter which is applied at a
uniform rate of 0.6m/s. When the speed of application
of the load was slower than 2m/s, (Yamada, Endo et al.
2005) or 10m/s, (Ehlers 2009) then there are no
significant inertia effects apparent. The penetration
depth was set at 0.234 meters and a friction coefficient
of 0.3 was used. The analysis didn't take into
int account
strain rate effects therefore the constants m and s in
material properties section will be zero. If required
these parameters could be obtain from material tensile
tests. The modelling of the material plastic behaviour
was carried out using a power
pow
law expression
previously discussed in material properties section. The
relationship between fracture strain and element size is
discussed by various authors. (Alsos, Amdahl et al.
2009) using a scaling law included results from
uniaxial tensile tests to establish expressions for a
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predicted value fracture strain of 0.71. (Lehmann and
Peschmann 2002) predicted fracture strains of up to
0.25 for 12-20mm thick steel and 0.18-0.30
0.30 for steel of
thickness 5mm. (Ehlers 2009) predicted fracture strains
in the region of 0.50-0.60. For the purposes of this study
the fracture strain listed in Table 1 have been adopted.
However to investigate the effect of failure strain versus
element size mesh convergence studies were run until
the FE results gave good agreement with the
experimental results.
sults. Additionally some further analysis
were run with larger values of rupture strain (0.704) in
the true stress/strain relationship modelled in ABAQUS.
The results for this analysis demonstrated little effect
on the local necking and fracture behaviour observed in
the analysis. The materials A, B and C were used for
flat panels, stiffeners, and frame respectively.

The results for the penetration of a single
stiffened panel are shown in Figures. 6a and 6b, where
the current simulation predicts rupture at about the same
level with both BWH and RTCL failure models.
Depending on mesh size, the rupture occurred at about
170mm for current FLD failure method using 15mm
mesh and similar results were obtained for BWH and
RTCL failure models using 10mm mesh. The
simulation using the current FLD method gives good
agreement
eement with the experiment leading to the
conclusion that a 15mm mesh size is likely to be the
most effective mesh size which can be used in this type
of simulation, using the progressive damage model
described previously. Figure 8b again shows the rupture
damage pattern predicted by the FE solution.
(c) Panel with two Stiffeners

Simulation Results
(a) Unstiffened Flat Panel

(b)
(a)
Figure 7: Penetration of stiffened panel between two stiffeners
(a)
Figure 5: Penetration of flat panel

(b)

The results for the penetration of the flat panel
using different damage criterion are shown in Figures
5a and 5b, the current method using the FLD damage
model coupled with the progressive failure model
previously discussed, predicts thee rupture at a vertical
displacement of the penetrator of 180mm which is
higher than that obtained using the BWH and most of
RTCL simulations. The BWH failure method predicts
the rupture at 175mm which is constant for most of
element mesh sizes; the RTCL failure
ailure method predicts a
scattered rupture at 120, 170 and 190mm for 18mm,
10mm and 5mm mesh size respectively. These
predictions compare with 200mm obtained in the
experiment. The numerical simulations would appear to
give a good prediction of rupture initiation
ini
when
compared to the experimental result. Figure 8a shows
the rupture damage predicted by the FE simulation
which compares well with the experimental damage
levels for this panel.
(b) Single Stiffened Panel

(a)
(b)
Figure 6:: Penetration on stiffener of single stiffened panel

Results are shown in Figures 7a and 7b, these
show for the case of penetration
tration of a stiffened panel
between two stiffeners, graphs of penetrator force vs.
displacement comparison for both RTCL and BWH
failure models are presented. The RTCL and BWH
models always give variable results depending on the
mesh size used in the simulations.
lations. The figures compare
numerical predictions with experiment for both BWH
and RTCL failure models using 5mm and 18mm
element mesh sizes respectively.

Figure 8:: The simulation picture of resistance of stiffened panels to
penetration damage: (a) no stiffener,
tiffener, (b) Single stiffener, (c) Two
stiffeners

The rupture predicted by the current FLD
method, using 15mm element size, occurs at about
162mm penetration which compares well with both the
BWH and RTCL for 18mm and 5mm element sizes,
respectively. In the
he current simulation as shown in
Figure 8c, the stiffeners seem to be tripping in the
opposite direction to that observed in the experiment,
this could be because the current simulations fail to
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consider the effects of welding and HAZ on stiffened
panel or it could be caused by slight offsets of in the
position that the impactor
strikes the plating
experimentally.
Discussion
As normal in FEA, accurate results depend on
the element type and mesh size, finer meshes normally
produce more accurate results. This is because the finer
mesh usually gives a better representation of the stress
concentrations and also gives a better prediction of the
onset of failure. In the current numerical simulations
this is not always the case. For the RTCL damage
criterion, in almost all the simulations carried out, the
finer mesh produces less accurate results than the
courser mesh when compared with experiment. The
current FLD failure criteria and the BWH criterion
produce consistently similar results where finer meshes
give better correlation with experimental results as
shown in Figures 2a, 2b and 2c. The comparison
between numerical simulation and experimental results
in this study are obviously valid for the mesh chosen
and the material and rupture model used. Much more
work needs to be carried out before any conclusion can
be made about the applicability to other types of
simulation. It is easy for researchers to produce accurate
results from numerical simulations when we know the
answer we are trying to achieve is known. The mesh
density can be varied as well as the modelling
parameters until reliable results are achieved. Overall
the current method demonstrates good convergence and
a good correlation when compared to experimental
results. Also, the FLD method requires less complexity
of input parameters than some other failure models
Grounding damage of double bottom
The use of FEA on crashworthiness analysis for
double bottom structure has been studied by various
authors e.g (Amdahl and Kavlie 1992; Naar, Kujala et
al. 2002; Zhang and Suzuki 2005) most of them using
both course and fine mesh densities to demonstrate
convergence of the results. Recently (Samuelidies,
Georgios et al. 2007; Zilakos, Toulios et al. 2009)
carried out an analysis of a similar structure but using
flat bar stiffeners instead angle bar stiffeners on the
outer and inner shell of double bottom as used in the
current model. The simulation by (Samuelidies,
Georgios et al. 2007; Zilakos, Toulios et al. 2009) used
von-mises stress failure criteria, which did not account
for the rupture failure of the model, instead only
looking at the extreme condition of the strength of the
structure using fully plastic deformation.
In the current simulation both, von-mises plastic
deformation and rupture damage models are considered
when investigating both vertical grounding and
longitudinal crushing along the compartment. In the
vertical grounding simulation all the complexity of the
structure and simulation of impact location as
mentioned in the previous numerical simulations are
considered. For longitudinal crushing only the structure

including all inner and outer stiffeners, is considered
during the analysis due to the very long simulation
times.
Structure geometry
The double bottom structure geometry which has
been modelled is an idealised version of a real ship. Its
particulars are as follows: LOA 265m, LBP 256m,
Beam 42.5m draught 15.65m, GT (ITC 69) 72.449T,
and DWT 126.355T. The midship compartment was
selected with a length of 32 metres and a beam of 42.5
meters. Nine transverse frames were included with a
frame spacing of 4.0 meters being assumed as constant
throughout the compartment. The height between outer
plating and inner plating is 2.97 metres and spacing
between vertical floors ranging from 4.65, 4.98, and
5.81 metres as shown in Figure 9. All structural
members are included in the numerical models
including: outer plating, inner plating, longitudinal
floors, transverses, outer plating stiffeners, inner plating
stiffeners and longitudinal floors stiffeners.

Figure 9: Simplified models of double bottom.

Three alternative FE models were used to carry out the
numerical simulations and are shown in Figure 6, these
were:
i. Model A: All longitudinal stiffeners
included in the model (ALLSI)
ii. Model B: All longitudinal stiffeners included
except stiffeners on longitudinal floors
(SI)
Model C: No longitudinal stiffeners included (ALLSNI)

Figure 10: Simplified rock with conical shape from (Zilakos, Toulios
et al. 2009)

The details of the model arrangement and thickness of
all plating and stiffeners are presented in Figures 9a, 9b
and 9c and table 2.The rock geometry model was taken
from (Zilakos, Toulios et al. 2009) and is shown in
Figure 10.
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Numerical approach
A mesh size of 15mm was chosen based on the
convergence study carried out in the previous
simulation. The structure arrangement and location of
crushing impact
Table 2:: The thickness of double bottom hull plating
Types of structure member

Material
erial

Thickness (mm)

Floor-1

C

15

Floor-2

C

15

Floor-3

C

15

Floor-4

C

16

Floor-5

C

15

Floor-6

C

15

Floor-7

C

15

A-Section Stiffeners-16 of 400x14mm

C

14

B-Section Stiffeners-44 of 430x15mm

C

15

C-Section Stiffeners-24 of 400x16mm

C

16

Floors stiffeners-21 of 300x14mm

C

14

9 of Transverses

C

17

(a) Midship compartment
(42.5 x32m)

Inner plate

A

17

Figure 12: Boundary condition set as ECANSTRE in red colour

Outer plate

A

18

are both taken into consideration during the numerical
simulations. The main impact locations considered
were: impact on main transverse frame (IoMG) and
(IbMG) impact between the main transverse frames as
shown in Figure 11.
For all the simulations the friction coefficient was set at
0.3 which is applicable for most cases of mild steel
surface contact, the analyses utilised a structured
quadrilateral dominated
inated mesh for fine as well as coarse
mesh regions and unstructured mesh for the transition
region. The speed of the vessel was taken as being a
typical ship in service speed of 10m/s or 19.4 knots, and
assumed to be constant during grounding simulation.
This speed has been used by other researchers,
(Samuelidies, Georgios et al. 2007; Zilakos, Toulios et
al. 2009) in similar studies.

Figure 11:: Impact location on Midship compartment (42.5m x 32m)

There are two different phases of impactor movement
during these analyses: phase 1 is vertical
vert
movement or
penetration of the double bottom of 0.5 metre depth in
Y-direction,
direction, this is followed by phase 2, which is
horizontal movement, travelling about 13 meters in Z
direction (-ve). Phase 1 will simulate the early stage of
rupture which happens during grounding of the double
bottom. Phase 2 will simulate the significant damage
and rupture which occurs in the structure as the ships
momentum moves it forwards.
forwards

(b) Internal Structure members

All the analysis was carried out using a strain
based failure criterion as described previously in the
material failure model. The boundary conditions were
set as ESCANTRE (fully fixed) for both ends of the
transverse frames see Figure 12. This was modelled in
this way due to the presence of transverse watertight
bulkheads at these positions. The analysis was run
without considering the strain rate effect due to the lack
of uniaxial tensile test data for the material, the effect of
this is estimated to be about 2-4%
2
compared to fully
static condition (Alsos and Amdahl 2009).
2009)
The analysis were carried out by two types of desktop
computers which are using single processor Intel Core
i7, 12 GB RAM, and dual Intel Xeon E5540, 24GB
RAM systems. Most of the analyses generated file sizes
ranging from 25-40
40 GB, running time between 300-360
300
hrs, and using range of elements between 154229 and
254790 for the complete simulation; this includes
vertical penetration and horizontal crushing during
grounding. The dual Intel Xeon processor was faster
during simulations compared to single processor when
the same analysis was run on both machines.
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Simulation Results
In this section, the progressive failure of the
double bottom will be discussed considering both, the
effect of damage due to plastic deformation of the
double bottom and also damage evolution including
material rupture. In phase 1, thee extreme grounding
simulation vertical penetration of the double bottom is
carried out by looking at force displacement and energy
displacement relationships for all models. In phase 2,
the main focus is mainly looking at fully plastic
deformation and material
terial degradation against time due
to grounding, only for model A (ALLSI).
The results for impact on the main floor are shown in
Figure 13. Figure 13a, shows that the structure for
model C is capable of resisting a higher force and
displacement before rupture,
ture, followed by model B and
then Model A. Material rupture takes place at 0.30m,
0.32m and 0.45m of penetration for models A, B and C
respectively. The figure also indicates the significant
effect of modelling stiffeners and their contribution to
the failure during impact.

(a) Force Penetrator
(b) Energy Penetrator Displacement
Displacement
Figure 13: Impact on Main Floor

This shows that the stiffness of the structure
plays an important part in the onset of rupture, a more
rigid structure will give less crashworthiness capability
compared to more flexible structure from the point of
view of hull rupture. Looking at Figure 13b, we can see
that the energy absorbed by the structure is of a similar
magnitude for all three models.. The model without any
longitudinal stiffeners, Model C, slightly deviates from
models A and B, but ends up at same point at 0.5m of
displacement and 2.2MJ crushing energy.

(a) Model A

(b) Model B

(c) Model C

occur on the
he bottom plating during grounding due to the
large local deformation and strain being generated by
the penetrator.

(a) Force - Penetrator Displacement

(b) Energy - Penetrator
Displacement

Figure 15:: Impact between Main Floors

The forces generated during phase 1 grounding
between the main transverse floors are shown in Figure
15a for model A and B, and are almost identical,
rupture occurring at 0.31m vertical displacement and
5.6MN
6MN maximum force. This indicates that stiffeners on
the main longitudinal floor do not appear to contribute
significantly to the strength to the structure for this
phase of grounding. But, when all the stiffeners on the
structure are removed the penetrator
penetrato is able to cause
greater deformation of the structure before rupture
initiates, rupture occurring at 0.44m vertical
displacement. Figure 15b shows a similar pattern,
where the energy for model A and B are the same
giving 1.78MJ at a vertical displacement
displacemen of 0.5m. The
energy for model C is a lower than for models A and B
giving 1.20 MJ at the same displacement.

(a) Model A
(b) Model B
(c) Model C
Figure 16: Phase 1-The
The simulation picture of vertical grounding
displacement
ement for model impact between main floors.

The behaviour of the structure during the
simulations are show in Figure 16a, 16b and 16c, where
model A and B again behave in the same manner and
show similar rupture propagation tendencies. For model
C the rupture
ure pattern displays similar patterns to that
shown in the simplified experiment carried out by
(Alsos and Amdahl 2009).The
.The depth of penetration and
subsequent grounding damage has been chosen is to
consistent with the result
esult of (Samuelidies, Georgios et
al. 2007; Zilakos, Toulios et al. 2009),
2009) since this is part
of the same study.

Figure 14: Phase 1-The
he simulation picture of vertical grounding
displacement for model impact on main floor.

The response of the models to vertical grounding
on the main transverse floor is shown in Figures 14a,
14b and 14c, these clearly show that damage starts to
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Phase 2: Horizontal Crushing during grounding

(a)

The grounding force in Y
and Z direction

(b) The resultant force.

Figure 17: Impact on Main Floor

The next stage in the simulation is to investigate
horizontal crushing of the double bottom after rupture
due to the forward momentum of the ship. Both Figures
17a and 17b show the grounding force on the double
bottom for the midship compartment. Both figures also
show, the fully
lly plastic (FP) force which would be
obtained if the simulation had been carried out without
modelling material failure, this demonstrates that higher
forces are produced for this simulation than when
material damage (rupture) (WD) modelling is included
inn the simulation. In Figure 17a we can see that, the
maximum grounding force during crushing of the
transverse floors are: RFY: 10.4MN, RFZ: -14.6MN,
for fully plastic, and RFY: 8.74MN, RFZ: -12MN and
when material failure properties are included.

Figure 18:: Impact on Main Floor (a) With damage (b) without
damage

When we look at the resultant crushing force on
the double bottom as shown in Figure 17b, the
grounding force when neglecting material failure
(rupture) (FP) is always higher than when we include
includ
material rupture (WD). The difference between them is
estimated at about 15-50%,
50%, the peak forces for phase 1
and phase 2 are 9.69MN, 17.96MN and 6.18MN,
15.01MN for FP and WD failure models respectively.
respectively
The performance of the structure, for both conditions,
conditi
can be seen clearly in Figures 18a and 18b. In Figure
18a, tearing of plate during grounding due to high stress
concentrations which occur at the joint of plate between
floor and bottom plate can be observed. In Figure 18b,
the elements display only stretching
tretching without showing
any tearing or rupture.

(a) The grounding force in Y and
Z direction
Figure 19:: Impact between Main Floors

(b) The resultant force.

Figure 19 shows the response of the structure when the
grounding occurs between the main transverse floors
followed by longitudinal tearing of the structure. The
same behaviour as before is shown in Figure 19a and
19b, where a larger force is generated without
modelling rupture of the structure (FP) than when
rupture ((WD) is modelled.
The
he different between FP and WD failure modelling
produces differences in the force in the range of 11-40%
11
for both. In Figure 19a, RFY and RFZ forces peak at
8.47MN and -10.84MN
10.84MN respectively for FP, and,
6.86MN, -10MN
10MN respectively for WD. The resultant
force for phase 1 and phase 2 maximums, shown in
Figure 17b, are 8.2MN, 13.76MN and 5.54MN,
12.22MN for FP and WD respectively.

Figure 20:: Impact between Main Floors, (a) With damage (b) without
damage

The failure mechanisms of the structure are clearly
shown
wn in Figures 20a and 20b. Figure 20a, shows the
failure of the structure during grounding and the plate
tearing close to longitudinal stiffeners. Figure 20b,
shows the bottom plate elements stretching in a middle
of span between longitudinal bottom plate stiffeners
without any rupture.
Discussion
In this analysis it has been demonstrated that
more rigid structure is less crashworthy than more
flexible structure when considering hull rupture. This
phenomena clearly shown in Phase 1 of the simulation,
where the penetration of the indenter shows higher
displacements before initiation of rupture when
comparing model C with models A and B. This
simulation also showed that not modelling rupture (FP)
always produces higher failure loads than when rupture
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is modelled (WD), where simulations demonstrate
higher results by about 30-50% for Phase 1 and 11-35%
for Phase 2.
The results in Phase 2 also show good
correlation when compared to (Zilakos, Toulios et al.
2009) where, the maximum force for RFY-FP and RFZFP during crushing of the transverse floors
demonstrates an almost constant level of force
throughout the simulation irrespective of the number of
transverse floors. The results obtained for RFY-FP and
RFZ-FP simulations are also higher than (Zilakos,
Toulios et al. 2009), which is reasonable due to higher
plastic material properties being used, (Zilakos, Toulios
et al. 2009) used 245MPa as the material yield stress
where the current model is using properties as defined
in Table1. The analysis also found that estimated onset
of material rupture in Phase 1 is very sensitive to the
material failure model adopted, compared to phase 2.
The differences between fully plastic and material
failure models in Phase 1 clearly show significant
differences as mention above. It has also been
demonstrated that the effect of grounding is very
localised in all simulations this can be seen by
observing the localisation of high stress contours which
only occur in the area close to the impact location.
Conclusion
The purpose of this analysis was to investigate
and understand the behaviour of the double bottom
structure during grounding. This is a very complex
process and computational calculations are dependent
on mesh size, types of loading, crushing location,
boundary conditions and the software that is being used
in the analysis. Although many papers have been
published on this topic, there still exists considerable
variability in the results that still require a significant
amount of discussion and explanation with regard to the
accuracy and reliability of results.
Nevertheless, FEA is an appropriate tool which can be
used to investigate the local and global behaviour of a
ship structure during grounding. Overall numerical
simulations are cheaper to run than experimental
studies, but there is still a significant requirement to
carry out good quality experimental studies. Results
from good quality experiments are necessary for
validating numerical simulation models for predicting
the structural response during collisions and grounding.
Comparisons between experiment and numerical
modelling studies will help establish suitable numerical
models for carrying out future assessments of collision
and grounding scenarios.
Overall the results obtained from the FEA simulations
of penetration are acceptable when compared to the
actual experiments. The grounding simulation also
showed good correlation with previous published
results (Samuelidies, Georgios et al. 2007; Zilakos,
Toulios et al. 2009) where the comparisons of the
penetration force gave very close correlation.
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The strength characteristics of different types of double hull
structures in collision
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Abstract
Metal sandwich panels have the advantage of weight-strength efficiency. The advanced fabrication technology is continuously under
developing. In this paper the strength characteristic of five different types of double hull structures and one conventional single hull
structure struck by conical body were examined. The buckling load and the crashworthiness between them were compared. Some
mechanical behaviors in the damage process during impact were discussed. Five different types of double hull structures investigated
here are (1) the honeycomb type, (2) the lattice-core type, (3) the flat plate core type, (4) The X-type core type and (5) The Y-type core
double hull. For comparison purpose the investigated structures are designed to keep about the same dimensions and overall stiffness
characteristics. The damaged states, buckling load, the reaction force and the energy dissipation of different types of structures struck
by a solid conical body were analyzed by non-linear FE-method.

Intrudction
Although the velocity of ship motion is not very
fast, the huge ship mass possesses enormous
momentum and kinetic energy. During the collision the
kinetic energy will redistributed in short time, portion of
kinetic energy of striking ship will be transferred to
struck vessel, and the velocity of striking ship will be
reduced very quickly and it also induces very high
impact loading between two colliding vessels, and may
cause serious damage on striking vessel and struck
structures. The catastrophe of oil pollutions on the sea
may take place consequently. In order to prevent the
calamity induced by ship collision and grounding the
double hull and mid-deck design concepts were
requested to avoid the oil escaping from tank while the
ship hull was struck since last 20 years. The impact
force of ship structures subjected to collision and
grounding became an important issue; and numerous
researches about the crashworthiness were carried out in
different approach, e.g. theoretical, experimental, and
numerical approaches (Jones and Jouri 1987; Pedersen
et al 1993; Pedersen and Zhang 2000; Wang 2000;
Kitamura 2002; Lehmann and Peschmann 2002). The
large scale experiments for ship collision and grounding
are very expensive, and it was performed only in some
special projects used as benchmarks for other researches
(Rodd 1996; Wevers and Vredevelt 1999, Ehler et al
2008).
The sandwich structure has superiority over the
traditional stiffened plates structures in uniformly
distributed stiffness, and have the advantage of light
weight (Wadely et al 2003), and anti-shock
performance (Fleck and Deshpande 2004). It has been
applied to ship and offshore structures, e.g. deck,
double shell, double bottom, and also applied to antishock or anti-blast structures (Xue and Hutchinson
2004; Rathbun et al 2006). The advanced fabrication
technology are continuously under developments
(Wadely et al 2003; Kolsters and Wennhage, 2009), and
different types of core structures have been examined,
e.g. honeycomb panel by Rathbun et al 2006, pyramid
core by Chiras et al 2002 and Zok et al 2004. The
research approaches to the strength problems for metal
sandwich structures can be categorized into theoretical

study, derivation of approximate method, and
experiments. Most of the theoretical study has specific
assumptions; its results were verified by experiments.
Due to the progress of laser welding technology
and the improvement of its investment advantage in
past years, the European ship industries attach great
importance to the application of advanced laser welded
steel sandwich structures.
The impact responses of marine structures
subjected to under water explosion or blast load
becomes an interesting topic in past years, the anti-blast
sandwich panel design concepts examined by different
field may be considered as possible application for
marine structures (Xue and Hutchinson 2004; McShane
et al 2006)
The damages of double hull structures during
collision can be classified into four fundamental
damage modes, which are the stretching mode, the
tearing mode and the penetration mode of plates, as
well as the denting mode for single girder and crossing
girders. The simplified formulae for approximation of
energy dissipation and impact force of four fundamental
damage modes were derived (Pedersen and Zhang
2000; Wang 2000; Hung and Chen 2007; Yamada and
Pedersen 2008). The overall energy dissipation and
impact force of a stuck double-hull structures can be
estimated by assembly of these fundamental failure
mechanisms (Hung and Chen 2007, Paik and Seo
2007). The damage states of double-hull structures
analyzed by nonlinear FEM become a principle
approach in past years.
This paper investigated the strength, deformation
and crashworthiness of five different types of double
hull structures subjected to low speed impact; for
comparison purpose the impact analysis of a stiffened
plate structures was performed. The different type of
structures shown in Figure 1 was examined in this
paper; comparison of strength and crashworthiness
between them were carried out. Figures 1(a) and 1(b)
have been used for light structures and figures 1(c) to
1(e) are possibly used for ship and offshore structures.
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Investigated model of different types of sandiwish
structures
Model
This paper investigated lattice core panel
examined by McShane (2005), the honeycomb core
panel examined by Paik(1999), the X-plate core, Yplate core and flat plate core double hull structures
examined by Klanac et al (2005) shown in figure 1.

(b) Loading for static and linear
buckling analysis

(a) Boundary condition

Figure 2 Boundary and loading conditions for FE-analysis.

The material constants of steel are listed in Table
2. The Belytschko-Tsay shell element is used for the
FE-model of the double hull and stiffened plate
structures; the element size in this paper was set as
50mm. The effect of stain rate on yield strength is
modeled using the Cowper and Symonds strain rate
model (1957).
(a) honeycomb double hull

(b) lattice core double hull

σ 0′
⎛ ε ⎞
= 1+ ⎜ ⎟
σ0
⎝D⎠

(c) flat core double hull

1/ n

where

ε = strain rate, σ 0′

= dynamical yield stress,

σ0

= static yield stress，D and n are the strain rate
parameters and taken as 40.4sec-1 and 5, respectively.
(d) X-type core double hull

(e) Y-type core double hull

(f) stiffened plate structure

Figure 1 Different type of structures (dimension in mm).

The plate thickness of each model is shown in the lower
part of each sub-figures and also listed in Table 1. The
analysis domain of each model is length x breadth = 6m
x 4m. The stiffened plate with girder structure was
selected as reference for comparison. About the same
global moment of inertia was set for each model, and
the mass and depth of each model has difference, shown
in table 1. The thickness of the top and bottom plate for
each double hull structures and stiffened plate is 5mm.
Table 1. Plate thickness of different type of structures
structure type
component
plate thickness(mm)
core plate
thickness(mm)
web thickness (mm)

Depth (mm)
overall I (mm4)

mass (kg)

double hull

girder + stiffened plate

honeyco
mb

latticecore

5

5

5

5

5

top plate

3.5

3.5

3.5

3

3

stiffener

-

-

4

4

4

girder web

5

girder
flange

9

520

520

flat-core x-core

540

4.53E+9 4.53E+9 4.53E+9

1606

1630

1402

540

540

4.53E+ 4.53E+
9
9
1451

Thickness
(mm)

y-core

1352

5
web: 5
flange: 10

720

4.54E+9

1770

The boundary conditions were specified as shown in
figure 2(a); two opposite sides are symmetrical
boundary conditions to represent the un-supported
sides, the another two are considered as one constrained
side to simulate the support of bulkheads, the other is
symmetrical condition.

Table 2.The material constants of steel
Young’s modulus

210 GPa

density

7860 kg/m3

yield stress

300 MPa

tangent modulus

355 MPa

rupture strain

0.34

ultimate strength

420 MPa

friction coefficient

0.2

Poisson’s ratio

0.3

Strain rate parameters

n=4, D=40.4

Analysis items
The following analyses were performed in this
paper.
1. Static analysis: 1kN/m2 uniformly distributed
load was applied on top plate of each model to
examine their global stiffness and relative stress
levels, and then their yield loading was
determined.
2. Linear buckling analysis: The buckling loads of
different structures under uniformly distributed
load applied on top plate were examined.
3. Impact analysis: The top plate was struck by a
steel conical body with 45o half conic angle and
with a sphere head of 200mm diameter. The
crashworthiness of each structure was evaluated.
Results of static analysis
The static analysis was performed with ANSYS
code. 1kN/m2 uniformly distributed load was applied on
the top plate of each model as shown in figure 2(a). The
distribution of equivalent stress on the top plate for
honeycomb, lattice core and flat core type double hull
structures are shown in figure 3.
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(a) honeycomb

(b) lattice core

(c) flat core

Figure 3 Distribution of equivalent stress on top plate of different
type of structures.

Distributions of equivalent stress on the top plate for
other three structures are similar to lattice core type.
The maximum stress of top plate for honeycomb and
lattice core type appeared at both longitudinal and
transverse core supports, for other four types structures
appeared at core supports. The maximum von Miese’s
stress at the connection of plate to core for different
types of structures is shown in Table 3.

honeycomb is a coupling deformed shape of plat and
core plate and has the highest buckling load. For other
four types of double hull structures the mode shape
appeared in web plate. The lattice core type has smaller
web panel and its buckling loading is higher than other
three types. The Y-type core has larger web panel, and
has lower buckling load. The mode shape of stiffened
plate structure appeared on the coupling deformation of
webplate and flange of girders.

(a) Honeycomb double hull

(b) lattice core double hull

(c) flat plat core double hull

Table 3 Results of static analysis for different structural types
uniformly distributed loading = 1kN/m2
structural type

max. displacement (mm)
top plate

lower plate

max. von
Mises stress
(MPa)

yield loading
(kN/m2)

honey comb

0.0699

0.0114

3.85

77.9

lattice core

0.0446

0.0112

2.75

109.1

Flat core

0.103

0.0358

4.49

66.8

X-type core

0.104

0.034

4.54

66.1

Y-type core

0.111

0.0323

4.55

65.9

stiffened plate

0.0936

0.0197

4.43

67.7

The honeycomb and lattice core type has the smaller
stress level due to uniformly distributed plate panels;
the other four types have about the same stress levels.
The yield stress of steel used in this investigation was
300MPa; and the uniformly distributed load applied on
top plate to cause the maximum stress to achieve yield
stress is termed as yield loading. The right column of
table 3 shows the yield loading of six different types of
structures. The maximum displacement at bottom plate
shows the global deformation of each structure, the
honeycomb and lattice core type double hulls have
relative smaller deflections, i.e. their global stiffness is
higher than others.
Results of linear buckling analysis
The linear buckling analysis was performed with
ANSYS code. The loading was applied on the top plate
as the static analysis shown in figure 2(b). The buckling
load of first four modes for different type of structures
is shown in Table 4.

(d) X-type core double hull

(e) Y-type core double hull

(f) stiffened plate structure

Figure 4 Deformed shape of first mode for different types of
structures.

Results of impact analysis
The top plate was struck by a conical body with
45o half conic angle. The conical body contains a
spherical impact head with 200mm diameter shown in
figure 5(a). The conical body was specified as a steel
solid body with very high density (1000 times of steel
density) to simulate a striking body with about 1000tons
mass, which dropped with initial velocity of 6m/s, i.e.
the initial kinetic energy is about 16MJ. The Impact
analysis was performed with LS/DYNA code, and the
analysis of impact duration was set for 0.3 second. Two
impact conditions were taken into consideration:
Case A: The conical body strikes on the center of top
plate panel shown in figure 7(b), the damage
started from plate stretch mode.
Case B: The conical body strikes on the top of girder
center shown in figure 7(c), the damage started
from dent mode of webs, the top plate and the
web were ruptured simultaneously.

Table 4. The buckling load for different type of structures
Buckling load (kN/m2)
structural type

(a)Thestrikingbody

mode 1

mode 2

mode 3

mode 4

honeycomb

300.25

304.84

313.86

328.92

lattice core

257.35

257.36

257.38

257.41

Flat core

101.99

101.99

101.99

112.42

X-type core

125.17

125.17

125.17

129.15

Y-type core

88.231

88.237

88.251

105.22

stiffened plate

201.46

201.57

201.66

253.99

Figure 4 shows the shape of first mode of each
structural model. The first buckling mode for

(b) CaseA:strikingonplate
center

(b) CaseB: strikingonweb
plate

Figure 5 The striking solid body and striking points for impact
analysis.

Figure 6 shows the damage states of honeycomb,
lattice-core, Y-type core double hull and the stiffened
plate structures under case A when top plate began to
rupture. In the lower four subfigures the top plate was
removed to display the damage states of core and web
plates as well as stiffeners. The damage modes of
honeycomb and lattice core plate are plate denting. The
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damage modes of Y-type core and stiffener plate are the
combined mode of core plate (or stiffener) denting and
webplate buckling.

plate and bottom plate began to ruptured are listed in
Table 5.
Table 5 Comparison of the results of impact analysis between
different types of structures
impac
t case

(a) honeycomb
Indent. =0.330m

(b) lattice-core
Indent. = 0.432m

(c) Y-type core
Indent. = 0.450m

(d) stiffened plate
Indent. = 0.486m

Figure 6 The damage states of different type of structures under Case
A when the top plate began to rupture.

The damage state of flat plate core and X-type
core structures are similar to Y-type core structure,
therefore they were not shown in this figure. Figure 7
represents the damaged states of core, web and bottom
plate of honeycomb, lattice-core, Y-type core and Xtype core double hull structures under case A when the
bottom plates started to rupture. The damage states of
lattice core double are similar to honeycombs.

Case A

Case B

struct
ural
type

top plate
ruptured
I
R
E

bottom plate
ruptured
I
R
E

top plate
ruptured
I
R
E

bottom plate
ruptured
I
R
E

honey
comb

0.
3
3
0

2
2
0
5

3
0
3

0.
9
0
6

4
4
7
4

1
3
3
5

0.
3
4
2

2
1
2
5

3
3
9

0.
8
1
6

4
1
6
0

1
1
4
7

lattice
core

0.
3
2
4

2
1
2
1

3
2
9

0.
9
1
8

4
9
5
0

1
4
9
0

0.
2
7
0

1
8
2
3

2
1
0

0.
8
2
2

3
8
7
7

1
0
8
1

flat
core

0.
4
3
2

1
7
1
5

3
4
5

0.
9
2
4

3
4
7
7

1
0
2
2

0.
2
9
4

1
4
6
0

2
1
0

0.
8
6
4

3
3
0
2

1
0
1
6

Xtype
core

0.
4
3
2

1
7
1
3

3
2
3

0.
9
1
8

3
4
5
4

1
0
1
7

0.
3
6
0

1
8
1
8

3
0
8

0.
8
4
6

3
3
8
2

9
9
2

Ytype
core

0.
4
5
0

1
5
3
2

3
5
8

1.
1
0
4

3
4
1
6

1
5
1
6

0.
3
9
0

1
6
4
4

3
3
9

1.
0
0
8

3
5
6
6

1
3
3
5

Stiffe
ned
plate

0.
4
8
6

3
2
8
9

8
0
1

--

--

--

0.
3
8
4

2
7
6
8

6
1
4

--

--

--

Note: I = Indentation (m), R = total reaction force (kN), E = energy
dissipation (kJ)

(a) honeycomb
Indent. =0.906m

(b) flat-core
Indent. =0.924m

(c) Y-type core
Indent. =1.104m

(d) X-type core
Indent. =0.918m

The reaction force and energy dissipation of
different type of structures versus displacement of
striking body (or indentation depth of structures) for
Case A and Case B are shown in figure 10 figure 11,
respectively.

Figure 7 The damage states of different type of structures under Case
A when the bottom plate began to rupture.

Similar damage states of different type of
structures under case B are shown in figure 8 and figure
9.

(a) Case A: striking point at plate center
(a) honeycomb
Indent. =0.342m

(b) flat-core
Indent. =0.294m

(c) Y-type core
Indent. =0.390m

(d) stiffened plate
Indent. =0.384m

Figure 8 The damage states of different type of structures under Case
B when the top plate began to rupture.

(a) honeycomb
Indent. =0.816m

(b) flat-core
Indent. =0.864m,

(c) Y-type core
Indent. =1.008m

(d) X-type core
Indent. =0.846m

Figure 9 The damage states of different type of structures under Case
B when the bottom plate began to rupture.

The calculated reaction force and energy
dissipation of different types of structures when the top

(b) Case B: striking point at top of webplate

Figure 10 Total reaction force of six different types of structures vs.
indentation depth.
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e. Crashworthiness of struck structures depends on
the arrangement of core structure and its correlated
damaged modes. Different damaged mode
possesses different level of reaction force and
energy dissipation.

(a) Case A: striking point at plate center

The results show that the variation of
indentation, the reaction force and the energy
dissipation for Case A and Case B differed between
different types of structures.
Although the stiffened plate structure has higher
reaction force and energy dissipation combined with
higher indentation when the top plate started to rupture,
the single hull ship will be flooded when the hull plate
is damaged. The double hull structure provides an
additional protection, and has higher reserved reaction
force and energy dissipation correlated with higher
indentation until bottom plate ruptured.
The honeycomb and lattice core type double
hulls have higher global stiffness and also higher
reaction force; The Y-type core double hull has relative
flexible in reaction force, and has higher energy
dissipation and higher indentation when bottom plate is
ruptured.

(b) Case B: striking point at top of webplate

Figure 11 Eenergy dissipation of six different types of structures vs.
indentation depth

From the results of figure 6 to figure 11 and
Table 5, following points can be summarized:
a. Top plate ruptured under Case A: The first rupture
of top plate appears at core support and the
support core plates were also buckled. The
honeycomb and lattice core type double hull have
higher stiffness and buckling load; they possess
higher total reaction forces and lower indentation
depth than other structures when the top plate
started to rupture. The damage mode of stiffened
plate structure is the denting stiffener combined
with buckling of girder, its indentation depth and
energy dissipation are higher than other structures.
b. Bottom plate ruptured under Case A: When the
bottom plate began to rupture, the core plates of
the honeycomb and lattice core type double hull
were broken before rupture of bottom plate; for
other three double hulls the core plate were
buckled without broken. The Y-type core double
hull had higher indentation depth and energy
dissipation than others.
c. Top plate ruptured under Case B: the first rupture
of top plate appear at core support and the support
core plates were dent simultaneously. The
honeycomb and lattice core type double hull have
no significant higher stiffness and buckling load
for crossed support plate. In stiffened plate, the
dent of girder top combines with its lower part
buckling; its total reaction force and energy
dissipation are higher than other structures.
d. Bottom plate ruptured under Case B: similar to
CASE A.

Conclusions
This study performed static and impact response
analysis for five different types of double hull and one
stiffened plate structures by nonlinear FE-analysis,
which were designed to have about the same global
stiffness. Based on the results, the following
conclusions are drawn:
1. For the same static loading, the honeycomb and
lattice core type double hulls have higher global
stiffness and also have smaller stress level and
displacement; the other four structures have almost
the same stress level. The flat-core, X-type core and
Y-type core structures are relative more flexible, and
have also higher displacement responses.
Comparison studies of the indentation depth, the
reaction force and the energy dissipation between
the stiffer and more flexible structures before
rupture of hull plate in ship collision will be the
important issues for design of ship hull to reduce the
damage of structures and its consequent catastrophe
of environmental pollutions.
2. The honeycomb and lattice core type double hulls
have higher buckling load; the X-type core and Ytype core double hull have relative larger web panel,
and have lower buckling load. The stiffened plate
structure has higher buckling load than flat core, Xtype core and Y-type core double hulls.
3. Before the top plate ruptured, the damage mode of
stiffened plate structure showed the web plate of
girder was dented combined buckling of lower part
of girder, its reaction force and energy dissipation
are higher than the double hulls, the double hull
structure provides an additional protection, and has
higher reserved reaction force and energy
dissipation correlated with higher indentation until
bottom plate ruptured.
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4. The Y-type core double hull is relative more flexible
during the collision, and has higher indentation
depth and energy dissipation before the bottom plate
began to rupture.
5. The double structure has superiority over the
traditional stiffened plate structures with deep girder
not only in uniformly distributed stiffness, smaller
depth, and lighter weight. Although the stiffened
plate structure has higher reaction force and energy
dissipation than double hull structures when top
plate damaged; nevertheless, the double hulls
provides an additional protection, and has higher
reserved reaction force and energy dissipation
correlated with higher indentation depth until the
bottom plate ruptured.
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Abstract:
A
One of the possible solutions to increase the ship structure crashworthinesss is to design itt in such a wayy to absorb the highest
h
possiblee
amount of eneergy during collision. One of the new ideas,, a subject of th
he CORET prooject (EUREKA
A E!3614), is to
t increase shipp
structure resisttance to rupture during collission and groundding by additio
on of an extra semi-elastic prrotective barrieer. The suitablee
design of shipp structure withh the use of thhe new solutionn, and its optim
mization requirres a number oof experiments and numericaal
simulations. The subject of this paper is a numerical sim
mulation of sh
hip grounding (double
(
bottom
m structure witthout additionaal
protective barrier). Data colleected during thee real scale expperiment alloweed for its verificcation. Additionnally, the influeence of selectedd
parameters of numerical
n
modeel on results waas analysed. Thhe verified num
merical model caan be the basis for future deveelopment of hulll
structure with additional
a
semi-elastic barrier..

Introduction
n
In shiipbuilding inndustry a steeadily growiing
interest in inccreasing ship structure safe
fety in the eveent
of collision and
a groundingg can be obseerved. The neeed
for increasedd safety appliies first of all
a to the shiips
carrying envirronmentally hazardous
h
carggo, but not onnly.
Numerous acctions (active and passive) are undertakken
to enhance thhis safety. Acctive methodss concentrate on
preventing acccidents (new traffic controol systems, earrly
warning systeems, etc.), passive mainly on reducing the
t
effects of collisions. Statistics presenting ship density
on restrictedd areas (Figuure 1) and the
t
number of
accidents cleaarly show thatt passive methhods of reduciing
the effects of
o accidents still
s
are, andd in future will
w
remain very im
mportant.

Figure 1 Ship deensity on the Balttic Sea and accideents until year 20006,
based on [21,22]

The most im
mportant step in increasingg passive safeety
was introduciing the requireements for douuble bottom and
a
double sides for oil tankeers. By about 2020 world oil
transportationn fleet is exppected to havve double hullls.
Much effort was
w also put into
i
creating new
n concepts of
solutions disttinguished by their ability to absorb moore
energy duringg collision. The
T most impportant ones are
a
innovative double
d
hull structures
s
[1,, 2], sandwiich
structures [3,, 4], and a special
s
type of
o bow bulb so
called Buffer bow [5, 6, 7]. One of the new innovatiive
solutions (thee topic of the EU
E founded CORET
C
projecct )
aiming at inccreasing envirronmental safe
fety in the eveent
of collision is
i introducingg an additionnal, semi-elasstic

prrotective barrrier to the cuurrently used
d single platee
strructure [11]. The
T solution aallows to redu
uce the risk of
fu
uel leak in thee event of coollision or gro
ounding, whenn
th
he fuel is carriied in the douuble bottom off the ship. Thee
prroblem of largge quantities oof fuel carried
d in the doublee
bo
ottom of a shhip was obseerved before, but only thee
neewly introduuced IMO directive (M
MEPC.141-54)
to
oughens the fuel tank capacity and
a
locationn
reequirements [220]. Dynamicc changes in ship
s
structuress
lead to increasse in marinee environmen
nt safety. Thee
CO
ORET projectt is based on the idea that watertightness
w
s
is ensured by elasticity of polymer layeer and energyy
ab
bsorption of lightweight concrete used
u
for thee
ad
dditional protective barrriers (sand
dwich: steellig
ghtweight concrete-polymeer). In the course
c
of thee
prroject it was proved
p
experiimentally thatt the structuree
with the elasticc polymer layeer (compared with classicaal
strructure) remaains watertightt even if peneetration duringg
co
ollision is 10 times
t
deeper. The most effiicient methodss
off designing new
n
types off structures are
a numericaal
sim
mulations. Inn those simullations the co
ontact area of
bo
ottom structurre is the most demanding fragment
f
to bee
modelled.
m
Elem
ments of struucture in the area becomee
heeavily distorteed, buckled, pllastic deformeed and torn.
The pressented model includes simu
ulations of thee
ex
xperiment of pressing
p
a hyypothetical rocck into a shipp
bo
ottom structuure. It simulaates ship gro
ounding. Thee
nu
umerical model is a fragmeent of a ship double
d
bottom
m
id
dentical to the one used duriing the experiiment (the onee
without additioonal semi-elaastic barrier). Experimentaal
reesults allowedd for verificcation of thee model. Byy
ch
hanging seleccted parameteers, mainly material
m
modeel
paarameters, the numerical model was calibrated too
sim
mulate real structure behhaviour accurrately. In thee
fu
uture the verified numericaal model of steel
s
structuree
caan be used foor further sim
mulations of structures withh
ad
dditional proteective layers.
Numerical Moodel
The sim
mulation of preessing a steel sphere into a
sh
hip double boottom structurre was condu
ucted with thee
usse of expliciit solver in LS-DYNA software.
s
Thee
nu
umerical moddel geometry iis similar to the
t real modeel
geeometry (Figuure 2) with minnor simplificaations.
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Figure 2 Numeriical and real moddel geometry

Geomeetrical detailss of stiffeneers and girdeers
crossings were
w
omittedd, since the
t
simulatiion
concentrates on a case whhen a load iss applied to the
t
plate halfwayy between tw
wo stiffeners.. For the sam
me
reasons also welds
w
were noot modelled. Applying
A
a looad
to the plate between
b
stiffenners is the moost adverse caase
when talkingg about the tearing ressistance of the
t
structure. Thee steel sphere with a diametter of 0.3 m was
w
modelled as a rigid body. Boundary coonditions of the
t
numerical model
m
correspponded to thhe real moddel
mounting durring the experiiment (Figure 3).

Figure 3 Numerical model bouundary conditionss and real structture
mounting

Duringg the experimeent, as well ass the simulatioon,
the load waas applied quuasi-staticallyy. However, to
accelerate calculations sphhere speed was
w increased to
0.8 m/s. It waas verified that at this speeed the influennce
of dynamic effects onn results iss insignificaant.
Simulation tiime was set for 5 s. Ow
wing to contaact
instability thee maximum tiime step was 0.18e-5 s. Affter
applying the mass scalingg technique calculation
c
tim
me
was reduce siignificantly. The
T influence of mass scaliing
ratio (scaled mass/physical
m
l mass) on resuults is discusssed
in paragraph 4. In the sim
mulation a moddel with a meesh
of 18,000 sheell elements was
w used. Messh refinement in
the contact arrea would havve been inefffective, since by
shortening thhe time step it would leaad to increasiing
calculation tim
me. The beneefit of reducinng total numbber
of elements inn the model would
w
have beeen counteractted
by shorteningg of the time step, which is
i dependent on
the smallest mesh
m
element side length.
Heavyy deformationns are expeccted during the
t
simulation including platinng tears. Therefore, a specific
minimal num
mber of finnite elementss per span of
structural elem
ment must bee used. The smallest elemeent
of the mesh is dimensionned by the stiffener.
s
Whhen
modelling deformations within elastiic range it is
sufficient to use
u one elemeent per stiffenner span. Takiing
buckling effects and ultimate strength innto
considerationn four elementts per stiffeneer span must be
used. The greeatest numberr of elements is required with
w

models
m
used to
t analyse laarge plastic deformationss,
esspecially in the area of a 'pllastic hinge’ — 16 elementss
peer span [8]. Another
A
impoortant aspect of
o a model iss
seelection of the
t
shell eleement type. The defaullt
Beelytschko-Tsaay (BT) eleement has a very highh
co
omputing efficciency, howevver relies on a perfectly flaat
geeometry. The BT elementt uses the loccal coordinatee
sy
ystem, which deforms alongg with the eleement and thaat
in
ncreases compputing efficienncy. When calcculating linearr
an
nd nonlinear deformations
d
the BT element accuratelyy
sim
mulates thin-w
walled structuures behaviou
ur in collisionn
sim
mulations [99, 10]. Annother elemeent used inn
caalculations waas type 16, foor the reason of potentiallyy
sm
maller numeriical errors (eespecially hou
urglassing). It
I
was checked thhat Hourglass energy of the
t calculatedd
model
m
was beelow 1% of the internal energy. Thee
in
nfluence of thhe choice of the element on results iss
diiscussed in paaragraph 4. U
Up to 16 integration pointss
th
hrough thickneess were usedd. Increasing the
t number of
in
ntegration poinnts above 4 did not changee the results inn
an
ny way. Ow
wing to the eeffect of plaating tare thee
in
nfluence of elements
e
shaape and theiir distributionn
sh
hould also be analysed (reegular or irreg
gular pattern)).
When
W
the moddel is covered with a reg
gular mesh of
qu
uadrilateral elements the nuumber of elem
ments is lowerr,
an
nd the elemennts are more favourable nu
umerically. Inn
th
he other hand regular meshhes have a preedefined nodee
lin
ne, which is a drawback sinnce it can disstort the actuaal
sh
hape of the struucture tear [8,,9].
During thhe simulation the occurren
nce of spheree
an
nd bottom strructure platingg contact is observed.
o
Thee
ap
pplied algorithhm ‘Contact_A
Automatic_Siingle_Surface‘
traacks the mutuual distances of nods in ev
very time stepp.
Th
he algorithm
m includes shell thickness, and itss
im
mplementationn is easy du
due to the lack
l
of shelll
orrientation. Inn calculationns the acceepted frictionn
co
oefficient wass steel to steeel (static 0.74 and dynamicc
0.57 accordinng LSDYNA
A user’s manual)
m
[19].
Depending on the
t author thee value of the static frictionn
co
oefficient is between
b
0.5 annd 0.8, and of
o dynamic —
most
m
often aboout 0.3 [18].T
The influence of static andd
dy
ynamic frictioon coefficientt values is no
ot analysed inn
th
his model. It iss assumed thaat for the analy
ysed load casee
(fo
force perpendiicular to the shell) the inffluence is not
sig
gnificant. In the
t event of tthe sphere slid
ding in one of
th
he horizontal directions the influence of
o the frictionn
co
oefficient valuues on resultss would havee been greaterr
(strong influennce of frictioon coefficientts on contact
fo
orces).
One extrem
mely importannt element of a model is thee
ch
hoice of mateerial model. For the sim
mulation a 24Piiecewise Lineear Plasticity model from
m the Ls-dynaa
lib
brary was useed, which includes strain rate
r
effect andd
faailure [19]. Maaterial data off the model arre presented inn
Taable 1.
Ta
able 1 Steel material data [12]
Yield
Y
Strength
[MPa]
[

Ultimate
Strength
[MPa]

R
Rupture
Sttrain
[--]

Young
g’s
Modulus
[MPa]]

Poisson
Ratio
[-]

282
2

400

0..35

2e5

0.3
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First calculations were carried out withoout
scaling yieldd stress. Addditionally, callculations weere
performed wiith strain ratee effect whichh was calculatted
using Cow
wper-Symonds model with
w
differeent
formulation for
f rate effectt: deviatoric strain
s
rate, yieeld
stress scalingg and viscopplastic formullation. CowpeerSymonds model
m
scales yield stresss with facttor
dependent of strain rate (eqquation 1).
^1/p
1
(1)

deeformation ennergy and w
work consumeed for plasticc
deeformations. The externnal work in
ncludes workk
peerformed by the
t applied foorces, pressurres, as well ass
work performeed by the ggiven boundaary conditionss
(d
displacement, speed, accelerration).
0
0
Ekin
k + Eint + Esi + Erw + Edamp + Ehg = Ekin + Eint + Wext

Total Ennergy

σd — dynamic yield stress
σy — materiaal static yield stress
s
εr — plastic strain
s
rate
C, p — materrial constraintss
The fuundamental asspect in the annalysed modell is
a tear criterioon. Then the plastic strain of any elemeent
of the modell reaches the value of ruppture strain it is
automaticallyy deleted from
m the mesh.
The value of rupture strain parrameter diffeers
considerably depending onn the reference (see Table 2).
At the same time, it can be proved thhat the value of
rupture strainn depends on the size of thhe element ussed
by each authhor. Generallly speaking, the larger the
t
model mesh elements, thee lower the value
v
of ruptuure
strain (Figuree 4).
Table 2 Rupture strain value by different
d
authors
Author

Wissniewski
[13]]

Naar
[14]

Simonsen,
Lauridsen
[15]

Kitamura
K
[16]

Serviss
[17]

Rupture
strain
[-]

0.177

0.18

0,19

0
0.3

0.46

Figure 4. Reportted failure strainss vs. element size [18]

Mesh elements whhose strain exxceeded ruptuure
strain were auutomatically removed
r
from
m the model, and
a
calculations were
w
continueed with the erooded mesh. The
T
influence of the
t critical vaalue of strain on the analysis
results is disccussed in paraggraph 4.
As cann be seen, a numerical
n
moddel that includdes
numerous nonn-linearities requires
r
a parrticular attentiion
in the aspectts outlined abbove. The inffluence of som
me
chosen modeel elements on results is
i presented in
paragraph 4.
Results
To ennsure correcttness of callculations, fiirst
energy equattion related results shoulld be analyssed
(equation 2). The internnal energy includes
i
elasstic

(2))

Etotal

Ekin — kinetic energgy
Eint — internal energgy
Esi — sliding energyy
Erw — rigidwall eneergy
Edamp — damping ennergy
Ehg — hourglassing energy
Ekin0 — kinetic enerrgy (t=0)
Eint0 — internal enerrgy (t=0)
Wext — external work
In
nternal energyy constitutes the greatest percentage of
to
otal energy (F
Figure 5). Upp to the mom
ment of shelll
tearing the eneergy grows veery rapidly. Before
B
tearingg
sliiding energy is an insignificant compo
onent of totaal
en
nergy. The groowth of kinettic energy of the
t rigid bodyy
caaused by inccreasing the sphere speeed (to reducee
caalculation timee) has no influuence on the results.
r
Quasistaatic conditionns of the real experiment were
w
modelledd
co
orrectly.

Figure 5 Changes in
i total energy annd its componentss

The dam
mage is local on account of the spheree
diimensions andd the place off force application betweenn
stiiffeners. Nonnetheless, bothh the stiffenerrs and girderss
were plastic deformed. Thee character of the damagee
ob
btained durinng the experriment and simulation iss
sim
milar (Figuree 6). The diifferences ressult from thee
ex
xperiment connditions in itts last stage. Probably thee
more
m
accurate plating
p
tear shhape can be achieved
a
whenn
ussing additionnally irregulaar mesh in the greatesst
deeformation area.
a
Shell ttearing in th
he simulationn
haappens after covering 2666 mm countting from thee
moment
m
of sphhere and platiing contact. The
T maximum
m
reeaction force in supports iin z-axis direection is 1.155
MN.
M
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Figure 6 Image of deformations and rupture in numerical simulattion
and real damage photograph

On thhe force-dispplacement chhart from the
t
experiment numerical
n
sim
mulation resultts were markked
(Figure 7). The
T chart illustrates resultss from both the
t
model withoout yield streess scaling and
a
the modeels
which includde strain efffect accordinng to CowperSymonds moodel (three diifferent formuulation for raate
effects optioons ). A great agreeement betweeen
experimental and numericcal results caan be observeed.
However, forr calculations without scalling yield streess
the curve obtaained from thhe simulation is
i less steep and
a
less tilted too the right with
w
the grow
wing number of
plastic deform
mations in thhe structure. For the moddel
which includees strain rate the
t simulationn represents reeal
structure beehaviour durring the exxperiment veery
accurately. The
T
influencee of the wayy of strain raate
inclusion onn results is discussed inn paragraph 4.
Additionally, between exxperimental and numericcal
results there is
i a differencee in points there tearing starrts.
The differencce results froom the way of loading the
t
model in thhe last stagee of the exxperiment. The
T
numerical model
m
can bee calibrated using the daata
registered duuring the real experiment. The analysis of
chosen param
meters influennce on resultts is helpful in
selection of optimal
o
values for those paraameters.

xperimental curve).
c
The m
most accuratee results weree
ex
ob
btained from the
t model maaterial with th
he viscoplasticc
fo
ormulation of rate
r effect. Thhe results from
m the model inn
which the yield stress was not scaled along with thee
element strain are the least accurate and underrate thee
vaalue of force.
All the sim
mulations werre carried by displacing thee
sp
phere by 4000 mm in the plating direection. At thee
beeginning the calculations
c
w
were carried with
w 10 mm/ss
sp
phere movemeent speed witth the use off mass scalingg
technique (attem
mpts, to shorteen the calculaations time). Inn
later simulationns the sphere movement sp
peed was 1000
mm/s,
m
thereforre the total sphere movem
ment time hass
deecreased ten times.
t
The innfluence of mass
m
scaling inn
caalculations forr the speed off 10 mm/s and
d the influencee
off increasing thhe sphere speeed to 100 mm//s is presentedd
in
n Figure 8. For
F consideredd speeds straain rate effecct
do
oes not influeence results. F
For higher strrain rates (noot
on
nly in high speed
s
impact cases) materrial strain ratee
seensitivity shouuld be analysed carefully
y [24]. Stressstrrain curves foor various straain rates diffeer significantlyy
(eespecially for higher
h
strengtths steels).
The calcuulations were carried out on
o a PC withh
In
ntel Core2 Quuad Q6600 2.44GHz processo
or and the usee
off mass scalingg technique hhas reduced th
he calculationss
tim
me significanntly (Figure 9). However, application of
an
ny ‘trick’ aimeed at altering ccalculations sp
peed has to bee
an
nalysed thorouughly with atttention to itss influence onn
th
he results. Addding nonphyysical mass to
o increase thee
tim
mestep in quuasi-static sim
mulations does not affecct
reesults since thhe velocity is low and the kinetic
k
energyy
is very small inn comparison with the interrnal energy. Inn
dy
ynamic simulaations inertia of mass playss an importannt
ro
ole therefore it is a common practice to increase masss
no
o more thann 5%. Everyy use of a mass scalingg
technique reqquires carefuul consideration of thee
in
nfluence on ressults.

Figure 7 Experiment and numeerical simulation force-displacem
ment
chart, influence of formulation for rate effects option for materrial
model

Parameters influence
i
on results
r
The inffluence of chhosen parameters changes is
presented witth the use of force-displaceement charts (in
(
z-axis directioon) against a background of experimenntal
results. Figurre 7 presents the
t influence of choosing the
t
formulation for
fo rate effectss option in maaterial model. As
A
can be seen, including sccaling of yielld stress in the
t
model and selecting the addequate Cowper-Symonds (C(
S) model hass a great influuence on resuults. In the fiirst
stage of the experiment deviatoric
d
strrain and simpple
yield stress scaling overrlap with em
mpirical resullts.
However, witth the increasee of plastic deeformations thhey
raise the valuue of the forrce (the curvees are over the
t

Figure 8 Influence of mass scalinng and increasing speed from 100
m/s to 100 mm/s
mm

Figure 9 Influence of mass scaling and changing sph
here motion speedd
forr calculations
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The analysis
a
incluuded also thhe influence of
potentially veery importantt parameter thhe critical vallue
of an elemennt strain. Sim
mulations weree conducted for
f
three values of critical strain:
s
0.25, 0.35 and 0.45
(Figure 10). On the chartt points wherre structure teear
occurred for a given criterrion are markked with arrow
ws.
As it was exppected the innfluence of this parameter on
results is veryy big. In the model
m
the elem
ment side lenggth
was 25 mm and
a the valuee of rupture sttrain equal 0.35
gave results correspondinng to values from real scaale
experiment.

Figure 10 Influeence of failure critterion value on reesults

There were also conducted
c
som
me calculatioons
with the use of
o finite elemeents which weere simpler thhan
the aforemenntioned type 16 element (fully
(
integratted
shell). The results for Belittsko-Tsay (BT
T) and BelytskkoWong-Chiangg (BWC) type elements arre presented on
Figure 11. The
T
influencce of the mentioned
m
finnite
element typee on resultss in this model
m
until the
t
appearance of plating tear is insignificaant. Calculatioons
time for the above
a
elemennts is given inn the legend. In
this case usage of simplerr elements instead of a fuully
integrated shhell makes it possible to
t shorten the
t
calculations time
t
for 50%
% without com
mpromising the
t
accuracy. In analyzed num
merical modeels 4 integratiion
points over thhe element thicckness were used.
u

Conclusions
Ship deensity on resstricted areas such as thee
Baaltic Sea incrreases the rissk of acciden
nt occurrencee.
Despite a numbber of actions aiming at miinimising theirr
nu
umber, collisiions and grooundings will still happenn.
Esspecially in the case of ships carrying hazardouss
materials
m
it is very importaant to reduce the effects of
su
uch accidents. Many actioons were alreeady taken too
in
ncrease safetty [5-10]. T
The introducction of thee
reequirements foor double botttom and doublle sides for oiil
tankers was thee greatest stepp towards incrreasing safetyy.
With
W the growtth of ship sizee the danger connected withh
caarrying large quantities
q
of ffuel in the dou
uble bottom of
a ship was alsoo spotted. In tthis case fuel was separatedd
fro
om the envirronment onlyy by single plating.
p
Sincee
reecently the dirrective IMO ((MEPC.141-5
54) is in effecct
an
nd restricts thhe amount annd location off carried fuell.
Th
he direction of
o all those chhanges dynam
mically leads too
more
m
and more safety soolutions. One of the new
w
prroposed solutiions (being toopic of EU fu
unded CORET
T
prroject) decreassing leakage rrisk was an ideea of applyingg
ad
dditional halff-elastic protecctive barriers. The processs
off designing such innovvative structu
ures includess
co
omplex num
merical simulaations. In this
t
paper a
nu
umerical moddel of pressing a sphere in
nto a standardd
sh
hip double boottom was presented (thee one withouut
ad
dditional sem
mi-elastic bbarrier). Th
he numericaal
caalculations weere conducted with the sam
me assumptionss
ass the real experiment siimulating shiip groundingg.
Numerical resuults corresponnded with thee experimentaal
on
nes. The influuence of choseen parameters on the resultss
was also analyssed. The resullts are most affected
a
by thee
ch
hoice of mateerial model, annd its key paarameter is thee
fo
ormulation foor rate effeects option. When usingg
Co
owper-Symonnds model witth yield stress scaling withh
viiscoplastic formulation
fo
tthe results were highlyy
co
orrelated withh the experimeental ones. Faailure criterionn
is the second very
v
importannt parameter of the modell.
Fo
or the elemennt size of 255 mm the corrrect value of
crritical strain iss 0.35. The usse of mesh with
w predefinedd
no
ode-lines corrrectly simulatees forces and deformationss,
ho
owever the paattern of tearinng differs from
m the real one.
The verrified numericcal model allow the most
efffective way of
o designing sstructures to in
ncrease safetyy
du
uring collisionn through num
merical simulattions.
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Abstract:
Ship collisions are marine accidents with potentially large impact on the safety of human lives, environment and ship structural
damage. Large- and model-scale experiments have revealed that the sloshing of fluid in partially filled tanks influences the collision
dynamics and lowers the energy available for structural deformations. This paper presents a numerical analysis of sloshing interaction
in collision. The model is based on the arbitrary Eulerian-Langrangian (ALE) finite element method with multi-material option. Freesurface elevation and motions evaluated numerically are compared to those from the model-scale experiments. Comparison reveals
that the free-surface elevation inside the partially filled tanks is well predicted with the numerical approach. The difference in the rigid
body velocity indicates however that the amount of energy in the sloshing fluid is somewhat overestimated.

Introduction
Ship collisions, as well as groundings, are
marine incidents with significant consequences on
structural integrity of the ships, environment and, in the
worst case, lives of the people involved. Collision
between ships or ship and other object are being
extensively studied due to, among other reasons,
advances in numerical analysis methods and awareness
on environmental issues. Crashworthiness of the ship
structure is being a matter of significant research effort
ranging from the better understanding of external ship
dynamics and internal damage mechanics to the
application of novel structural design involving
sandwich structures. The aim of the research in progress
is to minimize the collision consequences through
structural design that is able to absorb as much as
possible energy before rupture, see for example (Klanac
et al, 2005).
Particular attention is paid to the crashworthiness of
tankers carrying crude oil, LNG, LPG, chemicals and
other liquids worldwide. Several famous collisions and
groundings have shown to wide audience the enormous
impact on environment due to oil spills. So far the LNG
and LPG fleet has an excellent record with no
significant or disastrous incidents, but by constant
increase of the fleet and ship size the risk of incident
will inevitably rise. Due to a nature of its cargo, tankers
are prone to sloshing of liquid in the tanks when they
are partially filled. Sloshing may have significant effect
on the ship stability or structural integrity of the tank
itself. Due to the sudden change of ship velocity in
collision or grounding incident a violent sloshing in the
partially filled tanks may be expected.
Large-scale and model-scale experiments have
indicated that sloshing in partially filled tanks affects
collision dynamics in a way that deformation energy is
being reduced compared to a no-sloshing scenario. In
another words, less damage may be expected in the
cases where the amount of water in partially filled tanks
is significant compared to the ship's mass. Influence of
the sloshing on collision dynamics has been studied
analytically and experimentally by Tabri et al. (2009)
and numerically using the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian

(ALE) finite element method by Zhang and Suzuki
(2008). Experimentally validated numerical study has
not been presented yet.
This paper presents a numerical simulation model based
on a set of model-scale collision experiments presented
by Tabri et al (2009). The numerical model is based on
the ALE FE method and aims to evaluate both the water
elevation inside the partially filled tanks and the
sloshing interaction with collision dynamics. First, a
study on the mesh sensitivity is presented. Three models
with different mesh resolution are created and
experimentally measured ship motions are used as
moving boundary conditions. Water elevation inside the
tank is studied under these conditions and compared
with the experimental measurements. A sufficient mesh
resolution is determined and applied to create a
complete configuration of the striking ship model used
in the model-scale experiments. The collision is
simulated in a simplified manner, where the striking
ship is accelerated to the desired velocity and the
contact is modelled by applying the experimentally
measured contact force. Thus, the struck ship model is
excluded from the analysis and the investigation is
based on the striking ship alone. Ensuing ship motions
and the water elevation in the tanks is compared to
those measured experimentally. Comparison is
extended to ship motions occurring well after the
contact between the ships has vanished.
Sloshing interaction in ship collision
Colliding ships are subjected to the rapid change
in their motions due to the contact force. In turn, the
change. In ship motions excites fluid sloshing inside the
partially filled tanks. If the amount of sloshing fluid is
significant compared to the total mass of the ship, the
distribution of energy components in the collision is
changed significantly.
In a collision, the momentum of the striking ship is
transmitted to the struck ship through contact loading. If
there are no partially filled tanks, the change in
momentum is predominantly caused by the change in
ships’ velocities. If one of the ships, or both, has
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partially filleed liquid tankks the fluid inside the taank
starts to slosh during thhe collision, Figure 1, and
a
interacts withh the containning structuree over a longger
time span thaan would a rigidly
r
fixed mass.
m
Thus, the
t
participation of the sloshiing mass in the momentuum
transmission is delayed, thhe ship carryinng fluid appeaars
lighter and the
t
resulting collision daamage becom
mes
lower. This was presennted with thhe model-scaale
experiments in
i which the direct influeence of sloshiing
was evaluatedd by comparinng the results of
o tests with and
a
without wateer in tanks (Tabri et all, 2009). The
T
deformation energy in thhe tests with partially fillled
tanks was onlly about 80% of that in the equivalent teests
where fixed masses weere used insstead of fluuid.
Therefore, inn the presencee of partiallyy filled tanks,, a
collision anaalysis has too account foor the sloshiing
interaction.

Figure 1: Sloshinng of liquid in paartially filled tankk

Model-scale collision experiments
e
with sloshiing
interaction
An unnderstanding of the sloshiing physics has
h
been gained through a serries of model-scale collisiion
experiments, Figure 2. Thee experiments were conductted
both with onbboard tanks partially
p
filledd with fluid and
a
with the fluid replaced byy a rigidly connected
c
maass.
Hereafter, theese experimennts are referred to as wet or
dry tests. In all
a the tests thee striking shipp model collidded
at a right angle
a
to the amidships of
o the initiaally
motionless strruck ship moddel. An elaborrated descriptiion
of the ship models
m
and theeir scaling is given
g
in Tabrii et
al (2009).

Figure 2: Ship models
m
with slosshing tanks on board
b
of the strikking
ship (Tabri et al, 2009)

The model
m
tests weere designed to
t be physicaally
similar to thhe large-scalee experiments (Wevers and
a
Vredeveldt, 1995) with thee scaling factoor of = 35. The
T
ship models had
h the follow
wing main dim
mensions: lenggth
LA = LB = 2.229 m, depth DA = DB = 0.122 m, and breaddth
BA = 0.234 m and BB = 0.2271 m, with thhe superscriptt A
referring to thhe striking shipp and B to thee struck ship.

Fiigure 3: Test setuup with two sloshhing tanks

Two fluidd tanks were installed on board of thee
strriking ship model,
m
as show
wn in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
3
In
n the model teests the lengthh of each tank was about 1/44
off the total lenggth of the moddel. The strikiing ship modeel
was
w equipped with
w an axi-syymmetric rigiid bulb. In thee
strruck ship moodel a block of polyurethaane foam was
in
nstalled at thee location off the collision
n. The modellsccale force-pennetration curvee was built up
p on the basis
off this value annd the shape of the contacct surface. Thee
strriking model was connecteed to the carriage of the tesst
baasin and it was
w accelerateed smoothly to
t the desiredd
co
ollision veloccity

u0A

to prevent sloshin
ng before thee

co
ollision. The struck
s
model was fixed to the basin withh
lin
ne reels. Bothh models weere released ju
ust before thee
co
ontact. All sixx motion com
mponents of bo
oth ships weree
reecorded. The free surface elevation in
n the sloshingg
taanks was meaasured with ffour resistive wave probes
made
m
of steel wire.
w
Three pprobes were in
nstalled in thee
fo
ore tank and one in the aft ttank; see Figure 3. The rigidd
bu
ulb was connnected to thee striking ship
p via a forcee
traansducer. Thhe force waas measured only in thee
lo
ongitudinal dirrection with rrespect to thee striking shipp
model
m
as the other
o
componnents were ex
xpected to bee
neegligible in syymmetric colliisions.
Given
G
the shipp motions, thhe penetration
n time-historyy
was
w calculated based on thee relative possition betweenn
th
he ships, see Eq.
E 3 in (Tabrii et al 2008). Combining
C
thee
measured
m
conttact force annd the penettration historyy
reesults in a forcce–penetrationn curve, and the
t area undeer
th
hat curve givees the deformaation energy ED at the endd
off the collision process.
ALE
A
finite elem
ment method
d
Several methods
m
exisst for analyzzing sloshingg
prroblems and, in general, fluid-structu
ure interactionn
(F
FSI) problems. Finite elemeent method, fin
nite differencee
method
m
and smoothed pparticle meth
hod may bee
diistinguished, among
a
otherss. A comparattive review of
o
nu
umerical apprroaches to slooshing and FS
SI problems is
prresented in (Rebouillat,, 2010). The
T
Arbitraryy
Laangrangian-Euulerian (ALE
E) finite eleement methodd
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solves the transient equations of motion of the fluid and
structure using the explicit time integration method
(Zhang et al, 2007). A brief introduction to the method
is presented here.
A Lagrangian finite element formulation describes the
motion of the body using spatial coordinate system
fixed to the centre of the mass of the body. In addition,
material is fixed to finite elements of the body. As a
consequence, Lagrangian mesh moves with the material
making it easy to track changes and apply boundary
conditions. Mesh distortions correspond to material
distortions, and, if excessive, lead to reduction in
calculation time step and/or solution breakdown. Using
the Eulerian formulation, on the other hand, the mesh
remains fixed in space while material moves through it.
Mesh distortion is therefore not a problem but interfaces
and boundary conditions are difficult to be tracked
(Aquelet et al, 2003). An ALE formulation contains
both the Lagrangian and the Eulerian formulations and
have the capability of providing either Lagrangian or
Eulerian solution, or an arbitrary combination of both.
ALE method may be applied in two different ways. The
first one solves the fully coupled equations for
computational fluid mechanics and is able to handle
only a single material in an element. The second one
consists of two-step calculation in each time step. First
a Lagrangian step is performed. Mesh moves with
material and eventually becomes distorted. Changes in
the velocity and energy equilibrium are calculated in
this step. Mass is conserved as there is no material flow
between elements. Then a so-called advection step is
performed. Node positions are remapped to reduce
mesh distortions, and mass, velocity, internal energy
and momentum across cell boundaries are restored. A
pure Eulerian process is produced if the nodes are
remapped back to their initial positions. Multi-material
elements are easily formed in this way and elements
that are partially filled define the free surface.
Three different advection methods can be used in LSDyna code (LS-Dyna Keyword Manual, 2006):
1) donor cell + HIS (half-index-shift, first
order accurate,)
2) van Leer+ HIS (second order accurate,
conserving internal energy and momentum
over each advection step)
3) donor cell+HIS, (first order accurate,
conserving total energy over each
advection step instead on internal energy,
thus conserving total energy of the
system).
Several authors have successfully applied the
ALE finite element method in analysing sloshing and
FSI problems. Zhang et al (2007) presented a
comparative study of the numerical simulations for FSI
of liquid-filled tank during ship collision. ALE FE
model, Lagrangian FE model and linear/mechanical
model results were compared for a 95% filled tank in a
two global FEM ship models collision. Anghileri et al
(2003) used ALE finite element and three other
numerical models to validate crashworthiness of a water

filled tank during the impact with the ground. Nonlinear
FSI interaction in seismic analysis of anchored and
unanchored tanks was performed using ALE FE method
by (Ozdemir et al, 2010).
Numerical analysis
Recent advances in the finite element codes offer
a possibility to perform a numerical simulation of the
highly nonlinear phenomena as is the case of sloshing in
the partially filled tanks. A motivation for numerical
analysis presented here is to verify the capability of
commercial software to model a complex fluid
behaviour due to interaction with tank structure in a
collision event.
Sloshing analysis was performed using LS-Dyna FEM
software applying ALE finite element method with
multi-material option. Numerical model is made in a
way that its geometrical properties, water level heights
in both fore and aft tanks and overall mass distribution
resemble as much as possible to the experimental setup.
The experiment studied here is referred as S1_v7 in
Tabri et al, 2009. The main parameters defining the
collision scenario are presented in Table 1 and the
physical properties of the participating ships in Table 1.
First, the mesh sensitivity is studied by investigating the
water elevations in the cases of three different mesh
resolutions. There, the experimentally measured
velocity depicted in Figure 5 is used as a moving
boundary condition.
Table 1. Collision parameters
Water mass
Test

S1V7

u 0A

A
mLS

amount of
water

hW/lT

mA/mB*

ED
exp.

[m/s]

[kg]

fore
[kg]

aft
[kg]

fore
[-]

aft
[-]

[%]

[-]

[J]

0.7

22.1

5.0

8.0

0.0
8

0.1
3

37%

1.15

3.3

u0 -collision velocity;
A

calc

3.6

A
LS -lightship mass of the striking ship; hw -

m

water height inside the tank, lT -tank length, ED -deformation energy.
Table 2. Physical parameters of the ship models during the test
Model

Striking (wet)
Struck ship

Draft Total mass

KG

[cm]

[kg]

[cm] [cm] [cm] [cm]

6.75

35.0

7.5

6

30.5

7.3

LCOG kXX

-6.6
0

kYY=kzz

18

82

17

83

2

3

4

5

6

[%] [%] [%][%] [%]
28

195 6

21

238 14 128 12

99

15

KG -vertical height of the mass centre of gravity
measured from the base line of the model; LCOG longitudinal centre of gravity measured from the
amidships; kXX, kYY, kZZ the radii of inertia in relation to
the x- and y-axes,

µi hydrodynamic added masses (see

Tabri et al, 2009).
Sensitivity study
First, a single tank test models were generated to
study the influence of mesh sensitivity on the water
elevation under the prescribed tank motions. Test
models scantlings are 600x250x180mm (length x height
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x width). Three different test models were
w
generateed,
see Figure 4:
1. Meshh_50 model with
w 50 finite elements aloong
tank length, elemeent dimensionns 12x12mm
2. Meshh_100 model with 100 finite elemennts
alongg tank length,, element dimeensions 6x6m
mm
3. Meshh_150 model with 150 finite elemennts
alongg tank length,, element dimeensions 4x4m
mm.

t model was
alll the other figgures, occurs aat t=0s. The test
slowly accelerrated for 6 sseconds, so that
t
no initiaal
sloshing is preesent when thhe collision occcurs. At t=0s
an
nd onwards veelocity measuured during ex
xperiment was
seet to control thhe motion of thhe tank.

In all the moddels the elemeent width is equal
e
to the taank
width.
Tank rigid bounndaries

AIR

Senssor
locattion

Fiigure 5: Test moddel prescribed vellocity

WATER

AIR

Tank rig
gid

Seensor
location
WATER

AIR

Tank rigid boun
ndaries

Senssor
locattion
WATER

A test model anaalysis revealeed numericaal
in
nstabilities reqquiring certainn control measures. Singlee
prrecision solveer led to severre hourglassin
ng, which waas
significantly reduced
r
by uusing a dou
uble precisionn
so
olver.
Fiigure 6 presennts comparisoon of the exp
perimental andd
nu
umerical resullts for the messh_50 test mo
odel. Althoughh
nu
umerical resuults seem to be reasonablly accurate inn
co
omparison to the experiment, it was concluded
c
thaat
mesh_50
m
densiity was not ffine enough. Figure 7 andd
Fiigure 8 preseent comparisson of the mesh_100
m
andd
mesh_150
m
m
models
withh experimen
ntal resultss,
reespectively. Comparison
C
of the ALE
E FEM andd
ex
xperimental results
r
is veery good fo
or both meshh
reesolutions.

Figure 4: Mesh__50, Mesh_100 and
a Mesh_150 teest models (from
m up
down))

Test models
m
materiaals are presennted in Figuree 4.
Vertical line indicates watter level heighht sensor in the
t
experimental setup. At thee same locatiion free surfaace
height will bee evaluated in numerical anaalysis.
The water levvel height in thhe test modelss is 47.6mm and
a
is therefore 2.8%
2
higher than experim
ment water levvel
height, being 46.3mm. Coonsequently, thhe same applies
to the mass of
o water in thhe tank. The difference
d
arisses
due to uniform
m element disstribution alonng height of the
t
tank and is considered
c
to be insignificaant. The rest of
the tank is filled
f
with aiir. The tank boundaries are
a
modelled withh the rigid sollid elements with
w z translatiion
and rotation around
a
x- andd y-axis fixedd. In such a way
w
motion of thee model was reestricted to thee x-y plane. The
T
water and the
t
air propperties were described by
*EOS_LINEA
AR_POLYNO
OMIAL com
mmand. EO
OS
parameters ussed were 1.0E
E+05 and 2.22E+09 for waater
and 1.0E+05 and 1.42E+055 for air. Bothh materials weere
defined usingg a *MAT_N
NULL commannd with denssity
1000 kg/m3 for
f water and 1.29 kg/m3 for
fo air. A gravvity
acceleration of
o 9.81 m/s was
w applied. Donor
D
cell + HIS
H
advection method was usedd.
Motion of thhe model was set by presscribed veloccity
time-history depicted
d
in Fiigure 5. Collission on this, and
a

Fiigure 6: Test moddel Mesh_50 Com
mparison of results

Fiigure 7: Test moddel Mesh_100 Coomparison of resu
ults
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A FEM andd
Fiigures 11 and 12 present coomparison of ALE
ex
xperimental results. Watter elevation in time is
prresented for fore
fo tank in Fiigure 11 and for aft tank inn
Fiigure 12.

Figure 8:Test moodel Mesh_150 Comparison
C
of results

The calculation tim
me increased with the meesh
refinement. Since
S
no obbvious advanntages of usiing
mesh_150 were
w
noticed, the reference resolution of
mesh_100 moodel was usedd in the subseqquent analysis. It
should be notted that numerrical instabilitiies were noticced
using mesh__150 density in a form of non-realisstic
velocity peakks. This was controlled by setting
s
TSSFA
AC
parameter inn *CONTROL
L_TIMESTEP
P command to
0.67, as recom
mmended by LS-DYNA
L
suppport.
Numerical an
nalysis of slosshing interacction
By takking into accoount the test model
m
analysiss, a
complete S1__v7 model configuration
c
was generateed,
Figure 9. S1__V7 model consists
c
of thee aft tank fillled
with 8kg of water,
w
the foree tank filled with
w 5kg of waater
and the lighttship mass off 22.1kg locaated in the shhip
centre of gravvity. The rem
maining part of
o the tanks was
w
filled with airr. Material paarameters weree the same as in
the test model.

Figure 9:S1_V7 model Mass disttribution

The motion
m
of the model was restricted
r
to x-y
x
plane in the similar mannner as the test model. The
T
model was accelerated
a
firrst by prescribed velocity so
that at the mooment of colllision it had a velocity of 0.7
0
m/s.
At t=0s collission occurs annd the model is free to moove
in the x-y plane.
p
Sloshiing in tanks is not limitted
otherwise. Thhe contact witth the struck ship
s
is simulatted
by imposing the
t measured contact forcee to the centre of
gravity of thee ship. The tim
me-history of the
t contact forrce
is presented inn Figure 10.

Fiigure 11:S1_V7 model
m
Comparisoon of ALE FEM and experimentaal
ressults, fore tank

Fiigure 12: S1_V7 model Comparisson of ALE FEM and experimentaal
ressults, aft tank

A compparison of thee results show
ws very goodd
ag
greement of numerical
n
annd experimenttal results foor
bo
oth fore and aft
a tank. The underestimatiion of approxx.
15
5% may be noticed
n
in the case of forre tank wheree
in
nitial, and higghest, sloshingg height is lo
ower than thee
on
ne measured by
b experiment. The aft tank
k calculationss,
haaving more water
w
inside, m
match experim
mental results
allmost perfectlyy.
Th
he sloshing period
p
is well estimated nu
umerically andd
most
m
of the peaks coincidee in time. Differences
D
aree
so
omewhat highher in the ffore tank, while
w
aft tankk
beehaviour is in very goood correlatiion with thee
ex
xperimental reesults. As the sloshing prog
gresses in timee,
th
he numericallyy estimated slloshing period
d gets slightlyy
lo
onger compareed to the experrimental meassurements.
A comparison of the rigid body surg
ge velocity is
prresented on Figure
F
13. A certain underrestimation of
o
rig
gid body velocity
v
is ppresent in th
he numericaal
sim
mulation, indicating too higgh proportion
n of the kineticc
en
nergy in thhe sloshing motion. Ho
owever, bothh
nu
umerically evaluated and m
measured velo
ocities are welll
in
n phase.

Figure 10:S1_V7 model Prescribbed force
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Based on this findings future research may examine
sensitivity analysis regarding different water level
heights (i.e. water masses in tanks) and model speeds.
The observed underestimation of ALE FEM model
velocity and corresponding difference in sloshing
energy should be studied. Finally, a comparison of
energies for fluid and rigid mass models should be
evaluated.
References
Figure 13: S1_V7 model Velocity

The rigid body surge acceleration is presented in Figure
14. A small underestimation of the initial peak
deceleration can be noticed in the numerical result. This
again indicates that in the numerical simulation the
striking ship appears too light and there is too much
energy in the fluid motion.

Figure 14: S1_V7 model Acceleration

Calculation time was approx. 61 hours on a standard
dual core PC, using double precision LS-Dyna solver.
Conclusion
A numerical model to study the sloshing
interaction in ship collisions has been presented and
validated experimentally. Numerical simulations were
conducted exploiting multi-material ALE finite element
method.
A numerical model was found to be mesh sensitive so
proper mesh size needs to be determined considering
precision/cost ratio. Also, a numerical model needs to
be verified against numerical instabilities and controlled
in the case of unrealistic model behaviour.
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height was noticed in the case of fore tank (lower water
level height), while the overall liquid sloshing was
captured very well. For the aft tank (higher water level
height) a comparison of ALE FEM and experimental
results is excellent.
The rigid body motion of the ALE FEM model, i.e.
velocity and acceleration, resembles to the motion
measured during experiments. Motions are in phase
while some velocity underestimation of 20% in the
average is noticed for the ALE FEM model.
It may be concluded that the ALE finite element method
is able to capture sloshing in dynamic events such as
collision with very good precision.
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Comments on Geometrical Modeling of Ship Grounding
Arsham Mazaheri and Jutta Ylitalo
Aalto University, School of Science and Technology Department of Applied Mechanics, Marine Technology

Abstract:
More than 30 years have passed since Macduff and Fujii expressed their first ideas about the modeling of ship grounding. The
probability of ship grounding is usually calculated by multiplying two probabilities named geometrical and causation probabilities.
Geometrical probability gives the probability of a ship being a grounding candidate, which means a ship that will run aground if no
evasive action is performed. Consequently, the causation probability will give the probability of a grounding candidate not to do any
evasive action and then goes aground.Many geometrical models have been presented during these years for estimating the probability
of grounding. However, after all these years, there is still lack of a well-defined geometrical model for analyzing the probability of ship
grounding.This paper represents four of the most cited geometrical probability models (the models of T. Macduff, Y. Fujii, P.T.
Pedersen and B.C. Simonsen) and discusses about their weaknesses and strengths. In the third part of the paper, some improvement for
Macduff and Fujii’s models are suggested. In the fourth part of the paper, the capability and sensitivity of all four models are assessed
by calculating the probability of ship grounding with real traffic information from the AIS (Automatic Identification System) data of
the Gulf of Finland in 2008.

Introduction
Ship grounding accounts for about one-third of
commercial
ship
accidents
(Jebsen
and
Papakonstantinou 1997; Kite-Powell et al. 1999). To
give few examples, about 20% of all tanker losses
between 1987 and 1991 were due to grounding
(Amrozowicz et al. 1997). Zhu et al.( Zhu L., James P.,
Zhang S., 2002, Statistics and damage assessment of
ship grounding, Marine Structure, 15:115-530) [cited in
(Samuelides et al. 2009)] have reported that the total
losses of all ships during the period 1995-1998 were
674 in numbers and 3.26 M in Gross Tonnage (GT),
where 17% in number and 24% in GT were due to
grounding. Also more than half of all the accidents in
the Gulf of Finland are grounding accidents (Kujala et
al. 2009). Moreover, 47% of all accidents of the Greek
ships larger than 100 GT all over the world between
years 1992-2005 were reported as grounding
(Samuelides et al. 2009).
Nowadays most of the risk assessments on ship
grounding are done by the help of Macduff’s (Macduff
1974) and Fujii’s (Fujii et al. 1974) first ideas. They
both used the concept of multiplying the number of
ships being on a grounding course (grounding
candidate) and the probability of not making evasive
maneuvers (causation probability) to calculate the
number
or
the
probability
of
grounding
accidents.Grounding candidates are those ships that go
aground if nothing, internally or externally, changes; it
means that if nobody onboard does any evasive actions
or the environmental situation does not change( some
say that “if the ship navigates blindly”). Some models
give grounding candidate probability whereas some
others yield the number of grounding candidates. The
number of grounding candidates is the number of the
ships that are grounding candidates through the analysis
area; and if this number is multiplied by the causation
probability, it will yield the number of groundings.
Grounding candidate probability is the probability that
a ship is a grounding candidate during one passage
through the analysis area; and if this probability is

multiplied by the number of vessels in the traffic, it will
yield the number of grounding candidates.
Causation probability informs how probable it would
be that the situation (internally or externally) does not
change in favor of the ship, in different given scenarios.
Therefore, according to present knowledge, for finding
the probability of grounding in a given location or
scenario, it is needed to have both the number of
grounding candidates and causation probability. There
are different internal and external factors that affect
both probabilities. Internal factors are those that are
related to the ship, herself; and external factors are
those that will appear depending on the environmental
situation related to the location of the ship.
Different factors like human factors, vessel and route
characteristics, atmospheric and situational factors
should be statistically analyzed to get the clear
contribution of each specific factor affecting the
causation probability (Mazaheri 2009). However, the
grounding candidate probability can be obtained via socalled geometrical model. Although the contributing
factors in geometrical modeling and also the level of
models’ precision is still a matter of question (Mazaheri
2009), there are plenty of useful geometrical models
available in the literature.
This paper includes three main parts. In the first part the
most cited geometrical models in the area of grounding
probability (models of T. Macduff, Y. Fujii, P.T.
Pedersen and B.C. Simonsen) have been represented
and their strengths and weaknesses are discussed. In the
second part, some improvements are suggested for the
models of Macduff and Fujii. In the last part the
discussed models have been used for analyzing the
grounding probability in a real case in the Gulf of
Finland (near Sköldvik). At the end, the conclusion is
presented.
Dominant Models
The existing models in the literature can be
divided into two groups as analytical and statistical
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models (Mazaheri 2009).. Analytical models include
Fujii’s and Macduff’s models together with those who
have followed them in their modeling like (Fowler and
Sørgård 2000) and (Kristiansen 2005).. None of them
use ship traffic distribution,, which is the probability
density function
tion of the lateral position of ships on a
waterway (see Figure 3).
). On the other hand, the models
of Pedersen and his followers like (Simonsen 1997),
1997)
(Karlsson et al. 1998), (Otto et al. 2002),
2002) (Gucma 2006)
and (Quy et al. 2007) can be called statistical, as the
ship traffic distribution has been used in the models. On
the other hand, the existing models deal with two
different major scenarios as stranding and grounding.
(Kristiansen 2005; Mazaheri 2009) “Stranding is the
event that a ship impacts the shore line and strands on
the beach or coast. It happens when the track of the ship
intersectss the shoreline by either navigational error or
drifting. However grounding is the event that the
bottom of a ship hits the seabed. It happens when a ship
is navigated through an individual shoal in a fairway
while her draft exceeds the depth.” (Mazaheri 2009).
2009)
Analytical Models
(Macduff 1974)
Macduff argued that the real probability of
grounding (PRG) would be the product of geometrical
probability (PG) and causation probability (P
( C):
P  P  P

(1)

Then, by the help of Buffon’s needle problem, he
calculated the geometrical probability of random
grounding (assuming random navigation through the
channel) as:
4
(2)
 

where:
s
is the track length of the ship or stopping
distance
C
is the width of the channel or waterway

Figure 1: Probability of hitting the wall of the channel according to
(Macduff 1974).

Macduff’s model does not consider any shoal in
the middle of the channel, so it just yields the
probability of stranding. A matter for consideration in
Macduff’s model is that the width of the channel
chan
should
be assumed not to change significantly when moving
along the channel. Since the number of natural channels
that meet this criterion is, if not say zero, very few, the
scope of the formula will be limited to just some
manmade channels. In additionn Macduff’s model does
not take into consideration the length of the studied
waterway, which is questionable as logically ships have

more possibilities to run aground in a longer channel
than in a shorter one.
Another considerable point about Macduff’s model is
that he has used Buffon’s needle problem, which is a
2D model, to find a geometrical probability of stranding
(hitting walls of a channel). In his model, the ship has
been considered as a needle or a line,
line which is one
dimensional. When applying this approach, two matters
need to be considered. First, vessels (unlike needles) are
not dropped into the channel from the sky, so their
positions and headings do not fit into the uniform
distribution (Kunkel 2009).. Also one may argue that the
path of the ship (unlike the needle) is not straight either.
However it should be noticed that a straight line from
the starting point
nt to the end point of the path is enough
as a criterion. The second matter is that since needles
(as line), contrary to ships, have one dimension, it could
be understood that the breadth and the draft of the
vessel and the depth of the channel have not been
b
taken
into the attention. However, it can be argued that hitting
the wall of a channel, itself, means the draft has
exceeded the depth of the channel; and therefore it can
be understood that the draft and the depth has been
taken into account.
(Fujii et al. 1974)
Fujii’s model together with Macduff’s was one
of the earliest geometrical models designed for
grounding risk modeling, and most of the researches in
this area have been done based on their works.
Fujii has argued that the approximate number of ships
going aground in a waterway would be:
(3)
    
where:
V
is the average speed of the traffic flow
ρ
is the average density of the traffic flow
D
is the linear cross-section
cross
of the obstacle
shallower than the [average]
[
draft
B
is the [average]] ship width
D+B
is the effective width of the obstacle or shoal
PC
is the probability of mismaneuvering or
causation probability
Fujii brought into attention that since D is usually much
larger than B, B can be ignored.
(4)
  

Also he has mentioned that when D is much larger than
W, width of the route, the formula
rmula can be rewritten as:
(5)
  
where:
Q
is the traffic volume and is equal to ρWV
W
is the width of the channel
However, the question is how possibly D could be
larger than W?? The only possibility is when the ship
omits a turn in vicinity of a shoal and grounds on the
shoal; otherwise D could be maximally equal to W and
in this case all ships would be grounding
candidates.Although Fujii has showed that he has taken
the draft into
nto consideration by mentioning that “…
“
obstacle shallower than the draft”,
draft like Macduff’s
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model, the channel’s depth and the vessels’ drafts have
not been considered directly for calculating the
grounding candidates. In addition, Fujii’s grounding
model iss similar to his model on collision with fixed
object (Fujii 1983).. Therefore, contrary to Macduff, he
has not considered the probability of hitting the wall of
the waterway, and his model just yields the probability
of grounding and not stranding. On the other hand,
Fujii, like Macduff, did not take the length of the
waterway into account.
Statistical Models
(Pedersen 1995; Simonsen 1997)
Pedersen’s model is the most used geometrical
grounding model in recent years. Simonsen’s model is
actually a revised version of Pedersen’s work. Their
models have been used in two recent risk analysis
analysi
software [GRACAT (Hansen et al. 2000; Hansen and
Simonsen 2001) and GRISK (Ravn et al. 2008),
2008)
currently called as IWRAP Mk2 (2009)]
(2009) for analyzing
grounding and collision probabilities.
Pedersen has defined an imaginary route
oute with a bend in
the navigation route around an area where ships with a
draft above a certain level may ground (Figure 2).
Again, does it mean that he has considered the ship’s
draft and the depth of the channel in his model? Like
what has been posed, doo we really need to think about
how these factors (draft and depth) can affect the
model; or going aground, by its own, means that those
factors have been considered into the model?
Pedersen and Simonsen have categorized the grounding
scenarios into 4 different categories (Pedersen 1995;
Simonsen 1997),, and the estimated frequencies of
grounding on the shoal can be obtained as a sum of the
four different accident categories. The third
thir and forth
categories are about grounding due to evasive
maneuvers and drifting ships; and they are not
represented here in this paper.
In category I, ships follow the ordinary and direct route
at normal speed. The accidents are due to human error
and unexpected
nexpected problems with the propulsion/steering
system which occur in the vicinity of a shoal. The
simplified expression of this category, according to
Pedersen is:
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where:
FCat
is expected number of groundings per year
i
is the index for ship class, categorized by
vessel type and dead weight or length
Pci
is the causation probability, i.e. ratio between
[actual]] ship groundings and ships on a
grounding course
Qi
is the number of movements per year of vessel
class (i)) in the considered lane
L
is the total width of the considered area
perpendicular to the ship traffic
Bi
is the collision indication function, which is
one when the ship strikes the structure or shoal
and zero when the candidate colliding ship
does not hit the obstacle, that is, passes safely
or grounds prior to collision or grounding on
the considered shoal.
P0
is the probability of omission to check the
position of the ship
d
is the distance from obstacle to the bend in the
navigation route,
te, varying with the lateral
position of the ship
ai
is the average length between position checks
by the navigator
z
is the coordinate in the direction perpendicular
to the route
(zmin,zmax) are the transverse coordinates for an obstacle
fi or fi(z) is ship track distribution

Figure 2: Distribution of ship traffic on a navigation route [source
(Pedersen 1995)].

As is seen, Simonsen has replaced the Pedersen’s B
factor by integration boundaries ZMax and ZMin. Either B
factor or integration boundaries let us to consider those
ships that are in grounding or collision courses only
(Figure 3).

(7)

The simplified expression for the category of ships
which fail to change course at a given turning point near
the obstacle (category II), according to Pedersen is:
.1 
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Figure 3: Grounding candidates for ships on straight route [adapted
(Rambøll 2006)].

Pedersen’s and Simonsen’s models include the
parameter ai, average distance between position checks
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by the navigator. The parameter depends on
navigational environment and ship characteristics as
type and size. It should be estimated separately for
every location and ship group. To get indicative results,
some global values can be used. Nonetheless, the
mentions of numerical values of ai are very rare in the
literature.
Simonsen has assumed the event
vent of checking the
position of the ship is a Poisson process; thus he
replaced P0 in Pedersen’s equation Eq.(8) by an
exponential function Eq.(9) This has made Simonsen’s
model less sensitive to the values of ai, which will be
shown later. Simonsen has mentioned that the
theoretical result achieved by the model is quite
sensitive to both the causation probability, PC, and the
distance between each position checking, ai.
The most important advantage of their models
model is that
instead of traffic volume and traffic densities, which
have still some vagueness in their definitions, Pedersen
and Simonsen used traffic distribution. Since the traffic
distribution also shows the location of the vessels in the
waterway, it is more
ore precise than traffic volume or
density for estimating the grounding candidates. In
addition, it has made their models suitable for analyzing
both grounding and stranding accidents. However, the
main issue in using the traffic distribution is that in
practice
actice it needs a complete AIS database about the
traffic to be precise; otherwise it is just traffic
estimation, which decreases the accuracy of the method.
Improvements
Suggested Improvements for Macduff’s Model
The probability should always be less than
tha or
equal to 1, and it is so for geometrical probability of
grounding (PG). Therefore it is obtained from Eq.(2)
Eq.
of
"
:
Macduff’s model that 9 ; which is not always the

;
case.
By reconsidering the Macduff’s first idea about using
Buffon’s problem and also
lso by applying the Buffon’s
needle problem’s criteria differently, the authors
suggest the geometrical probability of hitting the wall of
a channel (stranding) to be estimated by Eq.(10).
Eq.
The
equations are inspired from the presented solution for
Buffon’s problem by Wolfram MathWorld. The angle
should be presented in Radian.:
?
=
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(10)

The Buffon’s problem is defined and solved for a
needle laying down on just one line, while for
grounding it should be solved for two parallel lines.
Also it is not important if the needle intersects the line
with its tail or head, while the direction of the
t hitting is
another important matter for grounding event.
Nevertheless, by assuming that ships always move
forward (hitting with bow) and also in a channel (two
parallel lines), the Buffon’s equations Eq.(10)
Eq.
still can
be applied for grounding event without
out any changes.

According to Figure 4,, which is based on Eq.(10), PG is
"
almost equal to 1 for
O 30. Since Macduff has

mentioned that “it
it is estimated that ships are capable of
stopping within a distance equal to 20 times their
length”, s is equal to 20L,, where L is the length of the
ship. Therefore by accepting Macduff’s definition, ships
are certainly grounding candidates for cases that
S O 1.5 .

Figure 4: Probability of Grounding v.s.

W

X

As has been mentioned, the geometrical model
should present the candidate ships for grounding. In
other words, it should present the probability of ships
running aground while they are navigating in blind
situation. Blind situation or blind navigation means not
to do any action to avoid grounding; or in other
oth words,
not to adjust the course and speed over ground during
the voyage in the channel. If it is so, does the stopping
distance (s)) has any meaning in blind navigation? The
ship is supposed not to do any evasive action to avoid
grounding; while stopping distance means that
somebody on board has did some efforts to stop the ship
before going aground. Moreover, the grounding can be
avoided not only by stopping but also by changing the
course. For instance, in high speed (usually more than
12 knots) the accident
ident can be avoided more readily by
turning than by stopping (Mandel 1967).
1967)
On the other hand, navigating under blind situation
cannot be well defined; always there would be the risk
of going aground in blind navigation, even in safe
routes. For instance in Figure 5,
5 there would always be
risk of grounding for a ship navigating under blind
situation, even for ships navigating between two region
1s (safe transit channel). However, in reality those ships
that have entered the region 1 are those who are
candidates for going aground; if they do evasive action,
they will survive. Still for some reasons with different
probabilities, all of them will not be able to avoid
entering region 2. Most probably those ships that have
entered region 2 will run aground, because the
maneuvering ability of the
he ship to avoid grounding will
be decreased (Amrozowicz et al. 1997).
1997) The widths of
the regions 1 and 2 are dependent on different
parameters such as vessel’s characteristics and
environmental conditions.
Macduff’s model can be modified by the help of Figure
5. If C is considered as the width of the safe transit
channel (Figure 5),
), then Macduff’s PG would be the
probability of being a grounding candidate. In this case
a new definition for s is needed, which with the help of
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Simonsen idea (assuming as a Poisson process) can be
defines as:
4

 S  8 KYL

(11)

1993) and is developed by (Pietrzykowski and Uriasz
2009) for ship-ship
ship collision; however it has never been
used for ship grounding.

where:
is the (average) speed of the ship(s)
V
a
is the (average) time between each position
checking by the navigator(s)
L
is the (average) length of the ship(s)
C
is the (average) width of the channel
Figure 7: An example of fuzzy ship domain for grounding.

Figure 5: Hypothetical waterway [adapted (Amrozowicz et al.
1997)].

Since the probability in Macduff’s improved model is
"
"
very sensitive to the changes of
where 0 Z Z 5


(Figure 4),
), it is very sensitive to any changes of s. This
shows the need of having a reasonable definition for s.
A question still remains whether s should be the
stopping distance or something else like Eq.(11)?
Eq.
A better method for describing the situation (for both
grounding and stranding accidents) could be ship
domain, as demonstrated in Figure 6. If the vessel does
not turn before the region 1 of the domain hits the
channel’s wall or a shoal, the vessel will be a grounding
candidate. However, she still can survive if an evasive
action takes place. If the evasive action is not performed
and the region 2 of the domain hits the wall or shoal,
most probably the ship will go aground.

Figure 6: An example of hypothetical ship domain for grounding.

According to (Zhu et al. 2001) the ship domain
should be defined according to the navigator’s sense of
safety. The fact is that in the case of grounding, the safe
area cannot be separated from the dangerous area by a
simple line; so that passing the line would mean the ship
is in danger, and not passing would mean she is safe.
Thus, to improve the above idea, an interesting tool
could be fuzzy theory by Zadeh ( Zadeh L. A., Fuzzy
sets (1965), Information and control, No. 8, 338). By
applying fuzzyy logic method on different affecting
factors, the above theory can be modified in order to
give a better estimation of grounding probability. This
method can be applied for every single factor affecting
the size and the shape of the ship domain. The resulted
resul
domain is fuzzy ship domain (Figure 7).
7) Using fuzzy
boundary for ship domain is proposed by (Zhao et al.

The main issue here is to define and calculate the
shape and the size of the domain’s regions. They are
related to many factors such as size and the speed of the
vessel and topography of the sea bed. Also a suitable
ship domain for grounding is a 3D domain; and a 2D
domain does not work properly for grounding.
The fuzzy ship domain is suitable for both geometrical
probability modeling and also for real time grounding
probability analysis of an individual ship, which could
be useful for Decision Support Systems (DSS) on board
the ships or at VTS (Vessel Traffic Service) centers
[Cited in (Pietrzykowski 2002)].
2002)
However, the
geometrical models are just practical for analyzing the
whole traffic in a specific area, which is useful for
predicting future risks and precautionary plans.
Comments on Fujii’s Model
Referring to Eq.(3)
(3), since the number of
grounding (N) has an inherent time factor1, its
[\]^_` ab $_ "$
$%"
dimension is
. By this definition, the
c
dimension of the density of the traffic flow according to
(Fujii et al. 1974) would be gained as:
fgh8B A( kl8 lmn
(12)
de 
S 1
S
if2:
[N] = Number of the ships / T
[D] and [B] = L
[V] = L / T
[PC] = Dimensionless
If it is so, referring to Eq.(5)
(5), the dimension of traffic
volume (Q)) would be gained as:

fgh8B A( kl8 lmn
(13)
o
Fujii has mentioned that “the
“
traffic flow density is
equal to the traffic volume per unit width of waterway”
waterway
(Fujii et al. 1974),, which makes the authors to
t reach to
the conclusion that the traffic volume (Q)
(
should be
equal to the product of the traffic flow density (ρ)
( and
width of the waterway (W):
fgh8B A( kl8 lmn
(14)
    i j de 
S
de  dediede 

1
The number of groundings or grounding candidates should
always be accompanied by the term of “per
“
time unit”; otherwise it
would be confusing.
2
Square brackets are used to show the dimension of an element
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On the other hand, Fujii has mentioned another
definition for traffic volume in his paper as “the product
of the traffic density and the average speed” (Fujii et al.
1974). Therefore:
fgh8B A( kl8 lmn
(15)
     j de 
So
As is showed, three different dimensions for traffic
volume could been extracted from his paper, while he
has actually mentioned the dimension for traffic volume
as “the number of the ships per km2” (Fujii et al. 1974)
or
fgh8B A( kl8 lmn
(16)
de 
S1
which does not match none of them above, and also is
similar to what is extracted for traffic density. As is
seen, there is no clear definition neither for traffic
volume nor for traffic density according to (Fujii et al.
1974).
Suggested Improvements for Fujii’s Model
In authors’ opinion, the traffic density should be
defined as the number of ships per unit area of the
waterway. However, there are two points that should be
considered:
1.
Since the traffic is compressible and is not
stationary, the time is an inherent factor for traffic
density. Thus the time window has to always be
considered when defining the traffic density. To
overcome this barrier, the length of the area, within
which the traffic density is going to be defined, will be
connected to the desired time window. It means that the
length of the studied area is equal to the distance that
the traffic (ships) travels within the desired time
window.
2.
Since traffic of, for instance two small boats
differs from traffic of two VLCCs (Very Large Crude
Carrier), the dimensions of the vessels also should be
considered in traffic density definition. Therefore a
dimensionless parameter, size factor, should affect the
traffic density.
Thus the authors recommend defining the traffic density
as:
#{_ | a`

wxxxxxyxxxxxz
∑S  Y_""_!"
fgh8B A( kl8 lmn

t
v
p
i  S q_`rs
i  Sp q_`rs

(17)

where
L* is the distance that traffic travels within desired time
window
As a result the dimension of the traffic density would be
the same as what is extracted from (Fujii et al. 1974)
and then, with the help of mass flow rate concept in
fluid dynamic, the traffic flow rate could be defined as:

(18)
  i
where V and W are the average velocity of the vessels
and the width of the waterway, respectively.
If it is so, the dimension for the traffic flow rate would
be gained as:

de  dediede 

fgh8B A( kl8 lmn
o

(19)

(Kristiansen 2005) named this traffic flow rate (Q) as
the “arrival frequency of meeting ships”, when he was
analyzing the expected number of head-on collisions in
his book. General believe about the traffic volume is the
number of the vehicles passing an imaginary line during
a specific period of time (Jacobson 2007). Therefore,
regarding to Eq.(19) the traffic flow rate cannot be
taken as traffic volume. However, can traffic volume be
compared with a fluid dynamic concept so-called flux?
If it is so, traffic volume (or traffic flux) could be
defined as the number of vessels navigating through a
unit line per unit time; or the product of the traffic
density and the average speed Eq.(20), which is similar
to one of the Fujii’s definitions for traffic volume.
fgh8B A( kl8 lmn
(20)
}   j d}e 
So

Since the used density in this formula has been
redefined by Eq.(17), the size of the vessels also affects
the traffic volume.

In this regard, the traffic flow of ships towards a shoal
with the effective width of D+B and average speed of V
can be defined as:
~'

c &c

c &2

  6k  }  o

(21)

where:
T
is the time window in which the traffic flow is
desired to be calculated
Thus, the number of grounding candidates per time unit
would be calculated as:





~
 }    
o



 }

(22)

As a result, the number of groundings (N) per time unit
could be calculated by using the probability of
mismaneuvering (causation probability):
 }  

(23)

As is seen, the result is similar to what Fujii presented
in his paper, but with changes in the definitions of
traffic density and traffic volume. Without those
changes, the yielded annual number of groundings
would be different if different time windows were used.
It should be borne in mind that the traffic density has
been considered constant during the time window for
calculating the traffic flow. If the average traffic density
is not used, or the time window is not small enough so
that the traffic density could be considered constant in
it, then traffic density (ρ) should be defined as a
function of time:
c

~  ' k  6k
c

(24)

The question is that how easily the traffic density can be
defined as a function of time? There are many factors
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that should be considered, like the season, day time,
weather condition, economic situation, and some of
them are hard to predict. However, even if the traffic
density can be defined as a function of time, still using
traffic density in geometrical modeling of grounding
means that the traffic has been considered uniformly
distributed. Thus, it may unnecessarily decrease the
accuracy off the yielded results. This could be
considered as the main disadvantage of using traffic
density (analytical models) instead of actual ship traffic
distribution (statistical models) in geometrical modeling
of grounding.
Application of Dominant Models
For calculation of grounding frequency, a
waterway on the way to Sköldvik (Figure
Figure 8)
8 has been
chosen. Two locations have been indicated from the
area for two different types of calculations. First type of
calculation is about Pedersen’s category I of
groundings;
s; and the chosen location for this purpose is
the waterway between islands on the way to Sköldvik
(Location 1 inFigure 8,Figure 9).
). For this type of
calculation, the models of Macduff, Fujii and Pedersen
are used. It should be noted that for type I calculation
calcul
the models of Pedersen and Simonsen do not differ. The
second type is about Pedersen’s category II of
groundings (Location 2 in Figure 8,Figure
Figure 12).
12 For the
second type of calculation, just the models of Pedersen
and Simonsen are used, as other modelss do not consider
the scenario of omitting a turn in vicinity of a shoal.

Figure 8: Waterway on the way to Sköldvik.

Majority of vessels navigating to Sköldvik port
are tankers, so only tankers are taken into account in the
calculations. AIS data of year 2008 is used to get traffic
characteristics as tanker length and draft.
All the calculations yield either the number of
grounding candidates or the grounding candidate
probability. It means that the causation probability does
not affect the calculations or in other words, PC has
been considered as equal to 1.
Type I Calculations
The number of tankers that navigated northward
nor
along the waterway, for the location 1, was 1176 in
2008. The longest tankers on the waterway were 277 m
long. The average length of tankers was approximately
147 m and the average breadth was 22.9 m. The studied
channel was approximately 900 m wide and 2000 m
long. The ship distribution on the waterway was
combined normal (66 %) and uniform (34 %)
distribution.

Figure 9: Location 1 (see Figure 8)) between islands on the waterway
to Sköldvik.

Macduff’s Model
As it is mentioned before, to apply Macduff’s
model a waterway has to be approximated as a channel
of which width is assumed not to change significantly
when moving along the channel. No such channels exist
in the Gulf of Finland. However, Macduff himself used
his model for the Dover strait that is a natural channel
as well; so its width is not constant either.
The modified
ed equation of Macduff’s model Eq(10) with
C=900m, L=147m and s=20
=20L gives the geometrical
grounding probability of PG=0.9018 or 1061 annual
grounding candidates, which is a quite high probability.
However, if the definition of s is replaced by the new
definition Eq.(11) and V=11.78
=11.78 kn and a=180s, the
probability would be PG = 0.0456 or 54 annual
grounding candidates. The original equation of
Macduff’s model Eq.(2) gives the geometrical
grounding probability of PG = 4.16, which is not
acceptable.
As is seen, the probability in Macduff’s model is very
sensitive to definition of s, which requests further
attention to be rational.
onal. However, since there were no
registered grounding accidents for the mentioned area
during the past 12 years (1996-2008)
(1996
in the database of
Accident Investigation Board of Finland the new
definition for s seems more reasonable.
Fujii’s Model
To apply Fujii’s model, it needs to be considered
that the channel has shoals in the middle of it. For that
reason, the islands on the western side of the channel
are considered to be part of the channel. Thus the new
width of the channel is 1960 m (D=850 m).
According
rding to the new definition Eq.(17), traffic density
#$%"
(ρ)) for the mentioned location is 3.32  104
,
]
when the time window is set to one year. Then,
according to Eq.(20),, the traffic volume (Ф)
(
is 1.42 
4 #$%"
10
. Thus, by the help of Eq.(22), 0.0055 annual
]$
grounding candidates are obtained for the studied
location; which would mean one grounding candidate
every 182 years.
Pedersen’s and Simonsen’s Models
It is said that the model of Pedersen is
implemented to the program called IWRAP Mk2.
M
However for the event of checking position of the ships,
it seems that the theory of Simonsen is used in the
program. Nevertheless, the following calculations are
made with IWRAP Mk2.
Depth curves of 10 m, 6 m, 3 m and 0 m of the area
were inserted to the program. Figure 10 presents the
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waterway in question as it was defined for calculations
in IWRAP Mk2, and Figure 11 presents the riskiest
locations in the area. For the area in question, IWRAP
Mk2 gave of 0.00544 grounding candidates annually
when a blackout frequency of 1.75 was assumed and
0.00233 candidates if the blackout frequency of 0.75
was assumed. All grounding candidates are drift
grounding candidates. Drift speed was assumed to be 1
knot. Interestingly, the first mentioned result is similar
to what comes out from Fujii’s improved model.
However, it should be borne in mind that Fujii’s
presents just the annual grounding candidates, while
IWRAP Mk2 presents both the annual grounding and
stranding candidates together.

Table 1 presents the number of annual grounding
candidates in the studied waterway according to
Pedersen’s and Simonsen’s models for different mean
times between position checking, which results different
values of ai. From Table 1, it is obvious that Pedersen’s
model is very sensitive to the value of ai. Simonsen has
assumed the event of checking the position of the ship
to be a Poisson process, and this made his model less
sensitive to ai compared to Pedersen’s model. Still,
Simonsen has claimed that his model is also sensitive to
the value of ai. However, the sensitivity of Simonsen’s
model will decrease when the larger values are used for
ai; which was predictable as he uses Poisson process.
As a conclusion, it should be noted that hardly even
professional navigators can estimate ai so exactly that it
would not give a large uncertainty to the results.
(Ylitalo et al. 2008)
Table 1:Number of type II grounding candidates with different time
interval of checking the position.

Figure 10: Location 1 as defined in IWRAP Mk2: grounds in black,
10 m depth curve in light gray, 6 m depth in medium gray, and 3 m
depth curve in dark gray.

Figure 11. Results of grounding frequency calculation of IWRAP
Mk2. The depth curves are shown white here for more clarity. A scale
from light gray to dark gray is used to illustrate the grounding
probability for different locations: dark gray signifies the highest
number of grounding candidates in the analyzed area.

Type II Calculations
For type II calculations, an example location on
the way to Sköldvik was chosen (Location 2 in Figure
8,Figure 12). Ships have to turn or they will run
aground on an island about 1000 m after they have
omitted to turn. On this waterway, 893 tankers
navigated northwards in 2008. The largest tankers
heading to Sköldvik cannot use the waterway in
question and thus the length of all tankers is less than
175 m and the most common length group of tankers is
125-150 m. The average speed of the tankers
approaching the island is 19.2 knots.

Figure 12: Location 2 on the waterway to Sköldvik (grounding
scenario is marked with black ellipse).

Meantimebetweenposition
checking
Annual groundingcandidates
accordingtoPedersen's model
Annual groundingcandidates
accordingtoSimonsen'smodel

30s
0.02
30.57

60s

90s

120s

150s

180s

210s

37.68 502.38 1834.37 3989.88 6697.94 9697.12
165.21 289.94 384.10

454.7

508.84

551.41

Conclusion and Further Research
Calculations of type I have showed that four
used models give different results for the number of
annual grounding candidates. Since, for the studied
area, there are no available databases about the nearmissed cases and no registered actual groundings in the
database of Accident Investigation Board of Finland for
years 1996-2008, it is hard to say which model gives
more accurate results than the others. In general, it
seems that the chosen location is not a high risk area for
grounding accident. Thus low probability for grounding
candidates seems more sensible.
Calculations of type II show Pedersen’s approach gives
more grounding candidates than the actual traffic (893
tankers) for mean times between position-checking
longer than 100 s. Although it is hard to define an exact
value for mean time between position-checking, using
larger values than 100 s is not rare; for instance IWRAP
Mk2 uses 180 s as its default value. In addition,
Simonsen’s model is less sensitive to the values of ai.
Thus Simonsen’s approach is more rational than
Pedersen’s.
The main issue in analyzing the risk of grounding is that
by today’s knowledge, a holistic and precise model
which could describe the reality, if not say impossible,
is at least a really hard goal to achieve. Although
Macduff and Fujii were the pioneers in the geometrical
analysis of the grounding probability, it is shown in this
paper that their methods have some weaknesses. So far,
it can be said that Simonsen’s model, which is based on
Pedersen’s first idea, is a more rational and completed
geometrical model than other mentioned models.
Simonsen considers (like Pedersen) not only the class,
dimensions and velocity of the vessels, but also the
distance between position-checking, which is more or
less a human factor in navigation. One another
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important issue is that geometrical probability and
causation probability are closely linked to each other
when calculating the grounding probability. When
estimating causation probability, the used geometrical
model has to be taken into consideration. The simplest
way to calculate the causation probability is to divide
the number of actual groundings by the number of
grounding candidates, like what (Macduff 1974) and
(Fujii et al. 1974) did. Thus, the causation probability
includes a close link to the used geometrical model.
Therefore, the causation probability cannot be directly
used with other geometrical models. Nor can it be
compared with other causation probabilities without
paying attention to the geometrical models they are
made to be used with.
It seems there is no place for more improvement in
Macduff’s and Fujii’s models, based on their first
theories. Thus, in order to find a better model for
estimating the ship grounding probability, either
Simonsen’s model should be improved or another
method, for instance using fuzzy ship domain, should be
introduced. Introducing a 3D fuzzy ship domain, with
proper shape and size, for ship grounding probability
analysis is the idea that authors consider as their next
step in their researches.
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SAFGOF a cross-disciplinary modelling approach to minimizing
the ecological risks of maritime oil transportation in the Gulf of
Finland
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Abstract:
The maritime traffic in the Gulf of Finland (GoF) is predicted to rapidly grow in the near future, which increases environmental risks
through both direct environmental effects and by increasing the accident risk. This paper describes a multidisciplinary oil accident risk
modeling approach which is under development in the EU funded project SAFGOF. Based on varying growth predictions, three
alternative scenarios concerning maritime traffic of the GoF in year 2015 have been produced by the project and the probability for a
major oil accident and its likely effects on the ecosystem in the light of spatial biodiversity are under modeling. In the future, this
model can be conditioned to selected management actions which provides for comparing their effects on the accident probabilities and
total ecosystem risk. In the modeling work, Bayesian belief networks (BBNs) are applied. The approach will produce unique
information on the environmental oil accident risks separately for most accident-prone areas in the GoF, which would enable efficient
local risk control actions to be analyzed by the decision makers e.g. to decrease the probability of accidents.

Introduction
Environmental
issues
are
typically
multidisciplinary by nature, dealing with natural
interactions as well as societal and economic issues
(Burgman, 2005). Thus, when evaluating the
environmental risks aroused by human society, we
operate with very complex and multidimensional
system. Cause-effect chains beginning from the human
needs (“drivers”) to business that harms or has a
potential to harm the ecosystem (“pressures”) and
further on, to their actual impacts on the ecosystem
“state”, is long and complicated. Each part of the chain
is related to either stochasticity (aleatory uncertainty) or
knowledge-based (epistemic) uncertainty in many cases
both of them. Decision-makers should still be able to
manage and evaluate these huge entities and make
justifiable decisions despite the uncertainty. They
should also assess the cost-effectiveness of different
management actions (“responses”) as well as the costs
(“impacts”) for the kind of ecosystem elements that are
somewhat impossible to put a price on. A common
problem in environmental management is that decisions
should be made based on fragmented data sets and
models, or possibly competing expert opinions
(Burgman, 2005). Decision-makers are typically faced
with a flood of information, in which the comparability
of results is poor and uncertainties high. An optimal
solution based on point estimates of the state of nature
may not be the safest one when compared with an
optimal solution based on the best expected utility,
taking the total uncertainty into account. The expected
utilities of various options are uncertain; thus, choosing
the “best” action is not self-evident (Burgman 2005).
Often, a “one-answer” scenario is not enough, and a
conclusion based on “many answers” derived from a
series of decision support models is more realistic
(Power and McCarty 2000).
Decision analyses and decision support systems
are terms for methods that provide a quantitative means
to study alternative decisions in the presence of multiple
aims (e.g. Clemen, 1996). They ease the work of

decision-makers by helping them to make consistent
and justifiable choices. As more and more complicated
and multifaceted evaluation problems arise in the field
of environmental issues, it is essential to develop
operational decision support tools that can readily
support and evaluate “what-if” scenarios by altering
parameters used in different decision support methods
(Power & McCarty, 2000). The evaluation of the nature
and extent of uncertainty should always be included in
these tools to make the process transparent and to give
the decision-makers a realistic picture of the uncertainty
and the range of the possible outcomes of the
management actions (Burgman, 2005; Power and
McCarty, 2006). Modeling aims at finding out optimal
decisions; when and where these investments on the
future state of our environment are most effective?
The purpose of this paper is to present a risk
assessment and decision support tool that is under
construction in the EU funded project (2008-2010)
“SAFGOF Evaluation of the traffic increase in the Gulf
of Finland during the years 2007-2015 and the effect of
the increase on the environment and traffic chain
activities”. From the viewpoint of maritime accident
research, the point of this presentation is to describe an
idea how ship accident modeling can - and should - be
exploited when evaluating the environmental risks
towards marine ecosystems caused by human activities.
It also describes an idea how probabilistic Bayesian
networks can be used as helpful tools when integrating
different types of models and multidisciplinary
knowledge.
Problem description: environmental risks arising
from the oil transportations in the Gulf of Finland
(GoF)
The Gulf of Finland (GoF), a large basin of the
brackish Baltic Sea, is one of the world’s most stressed
sea areas with substantial nutrient loading and intensive
maritime traffic that is predicted to strongly increase in
the near future (see Klemola et al., 2009; Kuronen et al.
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2008). The increasing amount of oil transport in
addition to the increase of ships navigating in the GoF,
will inevitably lead to a raised probability of a large
scale oil accident. The International Maritime
Organization (IMO) has designated the Baltic Sea,
including the Gulf of Finland, as a Particular Sensitive
Sea Area (PSSA) needing special protection (IMO,
2005). Since many organisms and communities are
negatively affected by other anthropogenic activities,
the ecosystem effects of an oil tanker accident and a
resulting oil spill would most probably be serious,
especially on rare and endangered species (Ihaksi et al.;
2007; Juntunen et al., 2005; Kokkonen et al., 2010).
The need for comprehensive, sub-regional risk
assessment tools and evaluation methodology targeting
the minimization of the oil accident probability and the
negative effects of them in the Baltic Sea is commonly
recognized (e.g. HELCOM, 2007; Steiner, 2004). Such
tools would be of great aid in trying to reach
international consensus of the best ways to manage the
risks. So far, the oil spill risk management work in the
Baltic Sea and GoF has focused mainly on the
minimization of the negative impacts through efficient
oil recovery organization. In addition, it is still essential
to assess alternative precautionary strategies. The
unfinished modeling approach described here is
designed to help in investigation of the overall
probability for an oil accident and its ecosystem-level
consequences as well as the efficiency of different
management policies under alternative (uncertain)
future scenarios. Commercial software Hugin Expert ®
(Madsen et al., 2005) is used to build a probabilistic
meta-model structure that integrates latest maritime
traffic statistics, predictions based on alternative growth
scenarios, modern accident modelling techniques,
ecosystem models and a spatial map-based valuation
interface. This paper focuses on describing the
methodology and techniques used for the integration of
this kind of multidisciplinary information and the
information flow between multiple sub-models. As the
work is still going on, the actual end results gained with
the model are not reported here.
Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN) and Influence
Diagrams (BID)
Bayesian belief networks (BBN) are models for
reasoning under uncertainty through computing our
updated beliefs about (unobserved) events given
observations on other events (Kjærulff and Madsen,
2005). They were originally developed as a formal
means of choosing optimal decision strategies under
uncertainty (Pearl, 1986). Since then, BBNs have been
successfully exploited in modeling complex
environmental questions and interactions containing
significant uncertainties (Borsuk et al., 2004; Marcot et
al., 2001; Reckhow, 1999) as well as in decision
analysis under uncertainty (e.g. Kuikka and Varis,
1997; Uusitalo et al., 2005; Varis et al., 1990).
A BBN is a probabilistic model in which each
variable has a particular number of mutually

exclusionary states of outcome and where its relation to
the other variables is defined with links (Jensen, 2001;
Kjærulff and Madsen, 2005). Each random variable
having incoming links has a conditional probability
table (CPT). A CPT contains the information on
conditional probability distributions specifying a
probability of a variable being in a certain state
depending on the configuration of its parents.
Unconditional variables (without parents), in turn, have
only one prior distribution describing the relative
credibilities of the states. Divergent ways to produce
these probability distributions can be used, from
simulations and data analyses (e.g. Gilks et al., 1994;
Mäntyniemi, 2006) to interviews of one or more experts
(e.g. O’Hagan et al., 2006; Uusitalo et al. 2005).
BBNs enable the combination of data sets of
different forms and with different precision to a single
analysis, and the assessment of the origin, type and
magnitude of the uncertainties related to the causeeffect relationships and decisions. They provide a
possibility to integrate qualitative knowledge with
quantitative data, which makes them extremely useful
in multidisciplinary questions. BBNs enable the
incorporation of social values, expert assessments, and
scientific data or statistics into the same analysis
(Bromley et al., 2005; Klemola et al. 2009; Marcot et
al., 2001). Afterwards, the BBN can be used to evaluate
the functioning of the system by manipulating the state
of some variables and calculating the effects on others.
The inference within a BBN follows the rules of
probability calculus. When one or more of the variables
are observed, the marginal probability distributions of
other variables are updated according to the Bayes’ rule
P(Θ|X)=P(X|Θ)P(Θ)/P(X)
(1)
where P(Θ) is the prior distribution of unobserved
variables, P(X|Θ) is the CPT of observed variable X
conditional on unobserved variables Θ, P(X) is the
probability of the observed evidence, and P(Θ|X) is the
result of learning: the conditional distribution of
unobserved variables given the observed evidence.
BBNs augmented with decision variables including
alternative actions to take, and utility functions
specifying our preferences concerning the output, are
called Bayesian Influence Diagrams (BID) (Kjærulff &
Madsen 2005). The objective of a BID is to identify the
action di of the decision node D that produces the
highest expected utility (EU), being calculated as

EU ( d i ) = ∑ U ( d i , h j ) P ( h j | X )

(2)

j

where hj is a state of the (outcome) variable H, U(di ,hj)
is the value or utility gained if hj comes true (when
action di has been taken), and X represents our data or
evidence. A BID can compute the EUs of all
combinations of decision options given the state of
uncertainty at the time of the decision, thus they are
found to be flexible tools in the construction of different
kinds of DSS’s (e.g. Borsuk et al., 2004; Marcot et al.
2001;Varis, 1997). Because of their understandability
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and clarity, BBNs
B
and BID
Ds are found to be accessibble
also to deccision-makers without eaarlier modeliing
experience (C
Cain et al., 20003).
Risk assessm
ment and decision analysis model
(SAFGOF)
Plentyy of studies have
h
been coonducted on the
t
short and lonng term impaacts of oil on marine species
and communities around the
t world (e.gg. Brown et al.,
a
1996; Petersoon et al., 20033), some of whhich particulaarly
on the organiisms and ecossystem of the Baltic Sea (ee.g.
Carr and Linddén, 1984; Teedengren and Kautsky, 1987).
Juntunen et al.
a (2005) havve earlier connstructed a BB
BN
model, whichh was developped for combiining the resuults
of these studiies and prediccting biologicaal consequencces
of a random oil accident in
i the Gulf of
o Finland givven
different enviironmental annd interventioon scenarios. Its
main purposee is to study thhe effects of the
t interventioons
(managementt of maximum
m tanker size and
a oil recoveery
capacity) on biological im
mpacts given the
t details of an
accident (acccident type, taanker capacityy and oil typpe),
location (coaastal area or open
o
sea) andd environmenntal
conditions (sseason and wave
w
height). The biologiccal
consequencess are evaluatted in terms of disturbannce
caused by thhe oil on diffferent groupps of organism
ms
(aquatic and terrestrial plants,
p
aquatic invertebrattes,
fish, birds annd seals livingg in the Gulf of Finland) and
a
the recovery of the disturrbed populatiions afterwards.
The iterative nature of Baayes’ theorem
m (Ellison, 20004)
allows us to use certain parts of this exxisting BBN by
linking them to new variaables and upddating their staate
accordingly. The currentt approach is
i a BID thhat
describes how
w different futture oil transpportation grow
wth
scenarios affeect the biologgical risks, i.e. the probabillity
and severity of an accidennt in the Gulff of Finland and
a
how well thhe risks can be controlleed by differeent
management actions, givenn the growth scenario
s
(Fig. 1).
The model inntegrates severral, uncertain future scenariios
on maritime traffic with advanced
a
accident models for
f
spatial collission and groounding probaabilities, all of
which can be
b manipulatted through a selection of
management actions. The biological
b
riskk is evaluated by
linking the BBN
B
to nature value softtware OILEC
CO,
developed foor the purposses of coastall oil combatiing
prioritization (Kokkonen ett al. 2010).

Fig. 1: Principle of the SAFGOF risk and decisionn analysis metamodel.

The BID
B
structure includes deccision variables
defining the future maritiime traffic sccenario for yeear

20
015, alternative accident probability managemennt
acctions (prevenntative risk m
management) and
a alternativee
oiil recovery design soolutions (seccondary riskk
management)
m
(F
Fig. 2). In adddition, the useer will be ablee
seelect one of thhe five accideent prone “hott spots” on thee
map,
m
for whichh the model ccan be run seeparately. Thee
deecision variabbles are provviding input both
b
to trafficc
paattern variablles and direcctly to the sub-models
s
o
of
diifferent acciddent types annd factors. Accident
A
types
modeled
m
are coollisions and groundings. Separate subbmodels
m
for geeometric and causation (h
human factorr)
prrobabilities will be includeed (Hänninen,, 2008; Kujalaa
ett al., 2009; Maazaheri, 2009;; Ylitalo et al.,, 2008).
Three probabilistic
p
fu
future growth scenarios foor
th
he maritime traaffic in the GoF have been
n created basedd
on
n earlier forrecasts, currrent statisticss and experrt
in
nterviews (Kuuronen et al. 2008). The main factors
beehind these scenarios
s
are economic, industrial
i
andd
traansportation trends
t
in the GoF’s coastaal countries as
well as on Eurropean Unionn and global level. In thee
cu
urrent model, the probabillity distributiions of trafficc
am
mounts in diffferent locationns, ship types and sizes andd
also the amouunt and type of the oil trransported aree
co
onditioned scenario-speci
s
ifically. Theese all aree
afffecting thee oil acciident probaabilities andd
co
onsequences and
a providingg input for thee collision andd
grrounding moddels (Fig. 2).
Preventaative managgement actio
ons aim foor
prreventing the oil accidents and damag
ges caused byy
th
hem beforehannd. They cann be grouped to regulatoryy,
ecconomic and information
i
gguidance policcy instruments
(K
Kuronen & Taapaninen, 2009). In the currrent study, thee
acctions will be selected so thhat they affect different parts
off the BBN: eiither the traffi
fic parameters related to thee
geeometric accident probabillities or the human
h
factors
afffecting the causation
c
probbabilities giveen the growthh
sccenario and loocation (Fig. 22). Despite th
he preventativee
acctions, whenevver the oil is transported, the possibilityy
fo
or an oil acciddent still exissts. If a tankeer collision or
o
grrounding happpens, the spiill occurrencee and size aree
deependent on variety
v
of facttors, e.g. the size
s and speedd
off the tanker ass well as the m
magnitude of damage to thee
hu
ull, arrangemeent of the tankks, height of the
t oil columnn
in
n the tanks, oil
o type etc. ((see e.g. Dev
vanney, 2006)).
Leeak size modeeling is a fieldd so far quite poorly
p
studiedd.
In
n the current work, probaability distribu
utions for thee
lik
kely spill sizee is modeled basing on th
he approach of
o
Maxim
M
& Niebbo (2001) giveen the tanker size (dwt) andd
ty
ype of the acccident (grounnding or collision) (Tapioo
Seeppälä & Yakkub Montewkka, unpubl.). However, thee
co
ontents and structure
s
of B
BBN are eassily updatablee
whenever moree sophisticatedd leak models - that are alsoo
un
nder constructtion for the GooF - will be av
vailable.
In the caase of a realizeed oil acciden
nt, effective oiil
co
ombating plaays a major role in miinimizing thee
neegative impacct of oil on thhe vulnerable ecosystem of
th
he GoF. Currrent oil combbating is maiinly based onn
mechanical
m
reccovery as reecommended by Helsinkki
Co
ommission (H
HELCOM, 22001), thus the
t
efficiencyy
deepends not only
o
on the arrangement,, amount andd
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capacity of existing
e
recovery vessels inn relation to the
t
accident locattion but also environmenta
e
al conditions and
a
oil type (Hellle, 2009). In the
t ongoing project,
p
differeent
oil recovery design
d
and caapacity alternaatives are testted
and the mechhanical open sea
s recovery efficiency,
e
givven
the accident location,
l
evalluated. This BBN
B
model will
w
be linked to the
t main BID as a sub-moddel as well (F
Fig.
2).
The fiinal product of
o the leak sizze and recoveery
efficiency subb-models (givven the acciddent scenario) is
variable (finaal amount of) “Oil in waterr” producing the
t
probability diistribution for the amount of
o oil that will be
washed ashorre (Fig. 2). Foor simplificatiion, the offshoore
oil combatingg is not includded into this study so far. The
T
oil drifting model
m
SpillMood (Ovsienkoo, 2002) is ussed
for producinng scenario-sppecific probaability maps to
evaluate the magnitude annd spatial disstribution of the
t
Finnish coastal areas that are
a in greatest risk to be oileed.
It models trajjectory and fate
f
of oil in different hydrrometeorologicaal conditionss sampled from historiccal
weather statisstics. SpillMood produces probability
p
maaps
with the gridd resolution off 2 x 2 km, inn which a pooint
estimate for percentual contamination
c
n probability of
each cell is modeled.
m
In the current studdy, the SpillM
Mod
maps are prodduced given the
t states of raandom variables
location of accident
a
area (five locatioons), type of oil
spilled (three alternative viiscosities: heavy, medium and
a
light oil), seaason (weather statistics duriing last 10 yeaars
– three alternnative states: spring, summ
mer and autum
mn;
winter and icce conditions are so far exxcluded) and oil
amount in waater (six alternnative intervalls). Duration of
the spill (8 hours) and drifting time (10 days) are
a
standardized. Total amountt of possible accident
a
locatiion
- scenario com
mbinations - i.e. also the SpillMod
S
moddel
runs to be prooduced – is thuus 270.
The cooncept of risk contains bothh the probabillity
of a certain evvent and the magnitude
m
of harm
h
caused if it
becomes truee. The magnnitude of harrm or utility is
always someewhat subjecttive a questiion, thus beiing
problematic to be defined unambiguoously (Burgm
man
GOF aims for
f
2005). The current appproach SAFG
producing risk
r
assessm
ments that are
a
commonnly
acceptable and
a
follow the current concerns and
a
decisions off the societyy. The Gulf of Finland is
geographicallly and ecollogically uniique area and
a
hundreds of local – eveen unique – occurrences of
threatened sppecies living in the vicinnity of Finniish
shoreline havve been detecteed. Leaked oiil washing to the
t
beaches migght have irrretrievable effects
e
on the
t
biodiversity if
i these uniquue populations are destroyeed.
Protection off the biodiverssity and threaatened speciess is
an internationnal objective regulated annd supported by
several lawss, acts and conventions (e.g. Counncil
directive 92//43/EEC; Couuncil directivve 79/409/EE
EC;
Rassi et al., 2001).
2
Evaluaation of the haarm caused byy a
random oil acccident in thee GoF is thuss based on theese
commonly accepted
a
rulees and valuees also in the
t
SAFGOF riskk model.
Kokkoonen et al. (20010) have devveloped decisiion
of
support softw
ware OILECO for the prioritization
p

co
oastal oil com
mbating in the GoF. It is bassed on mappedd
kn
nowledge cooncerning sppatial distribu
ution of thee
deetected threateened species occurrences on
o the Finnishh
co
oastline. For each
e
occurrennce, indexes of conservationn
vaalue and recoovery potentiial (resulting from severaal
su
ub-factors, succh as exposuure and mortaality indexes)),
raanging betweeen 0 -1, are deefined. In SA
AFGOF modell,
th
he “harm-valuue” of eachh SpillMod -map cell is
deetermined by summing upp the product of these twoo
in
ndexes for eaach of the occcurrences inccluded in thaat
arrea. The higheer the value inn a cell, the greater the harm
m
caaused in the case that thiis particular cell
c would bee
co
ontaminated by
b oil.
Finally, when both thhe integrative BBN model in
ncluding the traffic scenarrios, accidentt and leakagee
models
m
- and the
t SpillMod maps have been producedd,
th
hey will be inttegrated by a GIS-softwaree to run as onee
rissk model (Figg. 2). Each of tthe cells on map
m will have a
CP
PT includinng the ccontamination probabilityy
diistribution resuulting from thhe SpillMod run
r for each of
th
he 270 combiinations of sccenario compo
onents in thaat
paarticular cell.. As the innformation co
oncerning thee
sccenarios is served in tthe form of
o probabilityy
diistributions, thhe contaminaation probabiility of a celll
will in practicee have a correesponding sceenario-specificc
diistribution as well.
w
The exppected risk (ER
R) in each celll
(ccj) can thus bee calculated aaccording to the
t formula of
o
th
he expected utility (eq. 2) byy giving negative values foor
th
he states of thhe utility paraameter U(di ,hj). We couldd
also present thee formula of E
ER as:

ER (c j ) = ∑ R (c j , si , j ) P ( si , j | Sc )
i

(3)

where si,j is a state i of the (outco
ome) variablee
“ccontaminationn probabilityy” in cell j (i.e. thee
prrobability of a cell to be oilled), R(cj ,si,j) is the “harm””
caaused if state si,j comes truee (in this partiicular cell cj ).
)
Scc, in turn, reprresents our daata or “knowleedge” – in this
caase the selectted scenario oor settings in
n the decisionn
vaariables. As ER
E values of aall the cells will be summedd
up
p we end up too a single totaal risk –value (Fig.
(
2).

Fig. 2: Simplified model structure of SAFGOF risk assessment andd
deecision support model.
m
Pink squuares illustrate decision variabless,
rou
und cornered booxes are sub-moddels and green ro
ound nodes inpuut
infformation transfoormed from BBN to GIS.
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Discussion and conclusions
The assessment of the total risk provides for
summarizing the probabilistic information from
multiple models and spatial distribution of both oil
contamination probability and harm into one value. As
such this value does not tell us much, but it is rather
meant to be compared with the end results of the other
scenarios. By comparing the total risks of alternative
scenarios, it is possible to evaluate the effectiveness of
different preventative management actions and oil
recovery design solutions against each other. This can
be done e.g. by choosing certain future growth scenario
and / or accident location as starting points for the
analysis or in the light of overall uncertainty concerning
the future development and the place where the accident
happens. This also enables assessing the robustness of
the ranking order of management actions when the
uncertainty in certain part of the model is manipulated
something which can also be utilized for directing the
further research work most cost-effectively.
Remarkable uncertainties are related to each of
the model components: the future development of
maritime transportations, the effect of the management
actions, the severity of a possible accident and the
biological consequences as well as the response of the
ecosystem. A probabilistic approach enables providing
a realistic picture of the accuracy of the current
knowledge. In addition, with BBNs it is possible to
integrate the best available knowledge of different
forms. Results can be given in a graphic form that is
relatively easy to understand. This provides an excellent
base for planning of future actions, although careful
orientation to the underlying ideology and discussion on
the acceptable risk levels are first demanded to avoid
gratuitous misconceptions.
As this type of a decision model covers such
scenarios and states of the system that have never been
observed but which are possible (and of high interest in
the future) it cannot be validated with data in a
traditional sense. Alternative ways to assess the
goodness of BBN models still exist, e.g. learning from
additional data, model testing against adaptive
management, asking third party expert opinion or
performing sensitivity analyses (see e.g. Barton et al.,
2008).
The maritime traffic in the Gulf of Finland is
expected to greatly increase in the future. At the same
time, the indirect environmental effects of the traffic
will increase. At the current phase of this ongoing study
it seems that this kind of cross-disciplinary,
probabilistic approach could help in creating more
holistic view of the process and the related risks.
Efficient risk management actions are in the first place
typically dependent on the political will prevailing in
the society. By compiling the existing multi-disciplinary
knowledge and clearly and realistically showing the
risks and our potential influence over them as well as
the possible consequences of passivism, we can not
only help the decision-makers in their demanding work,
but also to rise public awareness and discussion on the

situation. The magnitude of increasing knowledge and
more holistic understanding on the system should not be
undervalued either. By integrating accident probability
modeling and ecological risk assessment and updating
them with the latest statistics and forecasts, this model
while fnalized will enable the evaluation of e.g.
alternative shipping route plans and logistic reorganization as well as new legislation from the
environmental point of view.
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Abstract:
In this paper the overall ship-ship collision probabilities for the Gulf of Finland over open water season are estimated. The estimates
are obtained as a product of the so-called number of collision candidates in head-on, crossing, merging, bending, and overtaking
encounters on the waterways and causation probabilities describing the probabilities of not making an evasive maneuver in various
meeting situations. The numbers of collision candidates are estimated based on Automatic Identification System data from the Gulf of
Finland in the year 2008. Causation probability is modeled with a Bayesian Network. The modelling results in 0.3 ship-ship collisions
per year, which is well comparable with recent accident statistics from the area. The estimated causation probability values for
crossing and head-on encounters are of the same order as the probabilities presented in the literature. Most of the collision candidates
are ships about to collide after omitting a turn in a bending waterway section and ships in an overtaking situation. The most accidentprone waterway is the main route from the entrance to the Gulf of Finland to St. Petersburg through the whole gulf. Collision
probability is high especially in the eastern part of the route.

Introduction
The Gulf of Finland is one of the most heavily
trafficked sea areas in the world. Marine traffic has
been continuously increasing in the Gulf of Finland and
especially the increasing number of oil tankers is raising
concern in the coastal countries. Moreover, the growth
of marine traffic is expected to continue within the near
future (Kuronen et al. 2008). Unfortunately, the
increasing ship traffic increases the probabilities of
accidents, which could lead to oil spills. An oil disaster
would most probably have serious effects on the Gulf of
Finland ecosystem (Ihaksi et al. 2007), and the Baltic
Sea, including the Gulf of Finland, has been categorized
as a Particularly Sensitive Sea Area (PSSA) by the
International Maritime Organization (IMO 2005).
18 major and several smaller ports are located on the
shores of the Gulf of Finland (Kuronen 2008). Figure 1
presents the marine traffic in the Gulf of Finland on 1st
and 2nd of July 2008 based on recordings of Automatic
Information System (AIS) sent by the ships. From
Figure 1 it can be seen that the busiest route is the
waterway from the entrance to the Gulf of Finland to
the eastern ports and back, and that intersecting traffic
is especially high where the traffic between Helsinki
and Tallinn crosses the main waterway.
The approach most commonly applied in mathematical
estimation of the probability of ship-ship collisions in
certain location is to calculate the accident frequency as
a product of a so-called number of collision candidates
and a causation probability (e.g., Fujii et al. 1971, 1974;
Macduff 1974, Pedersen 1995). The number of collision
candidates describes the number of ships that would
collide, if no evasive manoeuvres are made, i.e., “blind
navigation” is assumed. The number of collision
candidates depends on the properties of ship traffic such
as the lateral traffic distribution over the studied
waterways, meeting angle, ship sizes and speeds. The
causation probability denotes the probability of not
making evasive manoeuvres while the ships are on a
collision course, and it is conditional on the blind
navigation assumption. The causation probability value
has been estimated based on the difference between
accident frequencies according to accident statistics and

the estimated number of collision candidates (Fujii
1971, 1974; Macduff 1974), or by applying risk
analysis tools such as fault tree analysis (Pedersen 1995,
Rosqvist et al. 2002). In 2006, a document submitted by
the Japanese agency for maritime safety to the IMO
Maritime Safety Committee (2006) suggested the
utilization of Bayesian networks in Step 3 of the Formal
Safety Assessment, definition of risk control measures.
Bayesian networks are directed acyclic graphs which
consist of nodes representing variables and arcs
representing the dependencies between variables (e.g.
Jensen 2007). Each variable has a finite set of mutually
exclusive states. For each variable A with parent nodes
B1, Bn, there exist a conditional probability table P(A |
B1, Bn). If variable A has no parents, it is linked to
unconditional probability P(A). More recently,
Bayesian networks have also been applied in causation
probability estimation (Friis-Hansen and Simonsen
2002, Det Norske Veritas 2003, Det Norske Veritas
2006, Rambøll 2006, Hänninen and Kujala 2009).
Regardless of the estimation method, causation
probability values for crossing encounters in the
literature have varied within 6.83 · 10-5 6.00 ·10-4
(Macduff 1974, Fujii 1983, Pedersen 1995, Fowler and
Sørgård 2000, Otto et al. 2002, Rosqvist et al. 2002)
and for meeting ships within 2.70 · 10-5 6.00 · 10-4
(Macduff 1974, Fujii 1983, Pedersen 1995, Karlsson et
al. 1998, Fowler and Sørgård 2000, Rosqvist et al.
2002).
According to marine traffic accident statistics,
groundings and collisions are the dominant accident
types in the Gulf of Finland. Based on DAMA accident
database and HELCOM’s accident registrations in the
Gulf of Finland within 1997-1999 and 2001-2006, there
had been approximately 12 groundings and 5 ship-ship
collisions per year (Kujala et al. 2009). Several studies
on estimating the collision or grounding risks in the
Gulf of Finland have been published (Hänninen et al.
2002, Rosqvist et al. 2002, Nikula and Tynkkynen
2007, Hänninen and Kujala 2009, Kujala et al. 2009),
but none of these has been examining the overall shipship collision probability based on combining the
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accident probabilities of all the major waterways in the
Gulf of Finland. In this study the focus is on collisions,
but the grounding risk estimation for the Gulf of
Finland has also begun (Mazaheri and Ylitalo 2010).
The purpose is to estimate the overall ship-ship
collision probabilities for the Gulf of Finland during
open water season. The calculated collision candidates
for head-on, crossing, merging, bending, and overtaking
encounters on the waterways are combined with a
causation probability model describing the probability
of not making an evasive maneuver in various meeting
situations. The resulting accident-prone areas are
described, and accident databases are examined in order
to compare the results of the models to the accident
statistics.
The study is a part of a cross-disciplinary approach for
minimising the risks of maritime transport in the Gulf of
Finland (Klemola et al. 2009). The aim is to model the
maritime traffic in the Gulf of Finland in the year 2015,
and evaluate the resulting accident risk, the direct
environmental effects and the risk of environmental
accidents. The final aim is to model and compare the
effects of legislation and other management actions on
reducing marine traffic risks.

traffic volume of July. At the entrance to the Gulf of
Finland, the corresponding percentage was 77.
The ice season 2007-2008 was exceptional in the Gulf
of Finland as it was the mildest winter since 1720 – the
beginning of ice winter statistics gathering (Baltic Sea
Portal 2008). Ice breaking was not needed at all. Thus,
the AIS data of the year 2008 does not provide
information concerning navigating in ice and does not
help in estimating how winter affects traffic and
accident probability. Therefore, in this study the winter
time 2008 was treated as if it was a prolonged autumn.
Example Data of One Analyzed Waterway
As an example of the data applied in the
analysis, the data of one waterway is presented here.
The chosen waterway is located at the east side of
Gogland and it is part of the route through the Gulf of
Finland. Figure 2 presents histograms of lateral
positions of ships on the waterway in question during
the year 2008 (2a), and the applied fitted distributions
(2b). The numbers and types of ships on the waterway
are presented in Table 1. For the analysis, the ship type
groups were divided further into size groups by ship
length.
(a)

Figure 1. Marine traffic in the Gulf of Finland during on the 1st and
2nd of July 2008 based on AIS recordings.

Data and models
Automatic Identification System data 1
The main data source for estimating the number
of collision candidates was Automatic Identification
System (AIS) recordings collected from the studied area
for the year 2008. According to the studied AIS data,
39 511 ships had entered or exited the Gulf of Finland
in 2008 and the most heavily trafficked internal
waterway in the gulf was located between Helsinki and
Tallinn. In 2008, 15 965 ships had navigated south or
north between Helsinki and Tallinn. Seasonal variation
of traffic volume is significant in the Gulf of Finland.
The most heavily trafficked month had been July, both
at the entrance to the Gulf of Finland as well as between
Helsinki and Tallinn. In both locations, February had
been the month with the least traffic. On the other hand,
seasonal variation is more important between Helsinki
and Tallinn than at the entrance to the Gulf of Finland:
in February, the traffic volume was only 37 % of the

1
Note: the chapters 2.1-2.3 and the results acquired with the IWRAP
software are based on a Master’s thesis submitted by the second
author (Ylitalo 2010).

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Histograms of the lateral position of ships on the
waterway at east side of Gogland; dark beams represent traffic to
northeast and light beams traffic to southwest. (b) Distributions fitted
to lateral position of ships on the waterway at east side of Gogland.
Table 1:Ship types and volumes in the waterway at east side of
Gogland in 2008.
Ship type
General cargo ship
Container ship
Oil products tanker
Crude oil tanker
Ro-Ro cargo ship
Bulk carrier
Passenger ship
Support ship
Chemical tanker
Pleasure boat
Fishing ship
Fast ferry
Gas tanker
Other ship
Total

Northeastbound
3127
2480
1005
704
622
533
426
131
26
23
19
6
0
265
9367

Southwestbound
3108
2455
1008
709
622
541
390
135
25
24
20
1
0
296
9334

Total
6235
4935
2013
1413
1244
1074
816
266
51
47
39
7
0
561
18701

Collision candidates
The number of geometrical collision candidates
was estimated with IWRAP Mk II software, which is
recommended for evaluating grounding and collision
probabilities by International Association of Marine
Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities (IALA)
(IALA 2009). IWRAP utilizes collision probability
model presented by Pedersen (1995) (Friis-Hansen
2008). The most important waterways in the Gulf of
Finland were modelled into IWRAP based on a density
plot of traffic as presented in Figure 4. Areas within the
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vicinity of ports were not included in this study.
Similarly to the example waterway presented in chapter
2.2, traffic volume and lateral traffic distributions as
well as traffic characteristics such as ship types and
lengths were analysed for each waterway segment. The
number of ships continuing to different directions was
considered for each waypoint.
In IWRAP the collision frequencies are provided
separately for head-on, overtaking, merging, crossing,
and bend collisions. Head-on and overtaking collisions
occur at waterway segments, whereas merging,
crossing, and bend collisions occur near waypoints. The
relative risk of each waterway and waypoint is marked
on the result map (Figure 4). The scale is from light to
dark where dark represents the areas of the highest
probability of a collision. It is also possible to examine
collision frequencies at certain waterway or waypoint.
Although IWRAP includes default values for causation
probabilities of various collision types, more detailed
evaluation of suitable causation probabilities is left to
the software user. In this study the causation
probabilities were modelled separately, and the
causation probability estimates for the various collision
types were then inserted into IWRAP in order to obtain
the final collision frequency estimates. Causation
probability modelling is described in the following
subchapter.
Causation probability
For acquiring the collision frequency estimates,
the number of collision candidates was multiplied with
causation probability, i.e. the probability of not making
evasive maneuvers. The causation probability for the
Gulf of Finland was estimated with a Bayesian network
model. The model was based on fragments of a
collision model network in the Formal Safety
Assessment of large passenger ships (Det Norske
Veritas 2003) and a grounding model in the FSA of
ECDIS chart system (Det Norske Veritas 2006).
Network variables were related to navigational aids,
conditions, safety culture, personnel factors,
management factors, other vigilance, and technical
reliability. The network structure can be seen in Figure
3.
In the model a collision occurs, if the ships are on a
collision course, at least one of them has lost control
due to human or technical failure, and none of the ships
makes evasive maneuvers. The loss of control resulting
because of OOW’s wrong action in a meeting situation
depends on the correctness of OOW’s situation
assessment, his/her performance level, and possible
danger detection by others such as the 2nd officer, pilot
or VTS operator. Variables “time of year”, and
“collision type” were added to the network in order to
be able to examine certain season or collision type
alone. Because the network applied to the analysis
included multiple ship types, “Own ship type” node was
added. “Location” was added because of technical
reasons: it was impossible to obtain ship type
distributions based on all AIS recordings in the Gulf of

Finland. Because the majority of ship traffic not exiting
the Gulf of Finland consisted of the passenger vessels
and high speed crafts navigating between Helsinki and
Tallinn, ship type distributions were constructed for the
ships entering and exiting the Gulf of Finland as well as
for a location between Helsinki and Tallinn, and weight
factors of 0.8 and 0.2 were assigned to these
distributions, respectively.
The majority of the probability values of the Bayesian
network node states were derived from the original
DNV models (2003, 2006). They had mainly been
based on expert judgment. Ship type and length
distributions were obtained from AIS-data described in
chapter 2.1. The probabilities of “Weather” states were
based on Finnish Meteorological Institute’s statistics on
the average number fog days at Isosaari in 1961-2000,
the average number of storm days at Finnish sea areas
in 1990-2008 thinned by the average portion of storm
observations from the Gulf of Finland in 2006-2007,
and the average number of strong wind days at Isosaari
in 1961-2000 (Finnish Meteorological Institute 2008).
The daylight distributions describing the probabilities of
a ship navigating in the dark for the times of year were
based on AIS information and sunrise and sunset times
outside Helsinki at 15.1.2008, 15.4.2008, 15.7.2008,
and 15.10.2008. The probability of state “yes” of the
node “VTS” was set to 1.0 because it was assumed that
all the waterways belong to Vessel Traffic Service
monitoring areas or to the Mandatory Ship Reporting
System in the Gulf of Finland (GOFREP) area. The
distribution of collision types (head-on, crossing and
merging, overtaking) in the node “Collision type” was
based on the number of collision candidates calculated
with IWRAP as mentioned in chapter 2.3 but using
causation probability value of 1.0. It should be noted
that the collisions caused by omitting a turn in a
bending waterway segment were not considered in the
network.
The overall causation probability for the Gulf of
Finland was derived when there was no other evidence
on collision type except the distribution of collision
candidate types estimated with IWRAP in the node
“Collision type”. The separate causation probabilities
for crossing, head-on, and overtaking encounter types
were achieved by instantiating “Collision type”, i.e.,
setting the probability of the state describing the
encounter type in question to 1.0. The network was built
and the probability calculations were performed with
Bayesian network software Hugin Researcher.
Accident statistics
Accident statistics were studied for validating the
modeling results. As in the analysis, the focus was to
consider the number of collisions in the Gulf of Finland
not been caused by ice conditions or otherwise not
related to navigating in ice channels and which had not
been occurred in the vicinity of ports. The ship-ship
collision registrations from DAMA accident database
and accident registrations acquired from the Baltic
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Figure 3. The applied Bayesian network model for causation probability estimation.

Marine Environment Protection Commission HELCOM
(Helsinki Commission) in the Gulf of Finland within
1997-1999 and 2001-2006 were examined. DAMA
database consists of marine casualty reports given to the
Finnish Maritime Administration (FMA), and
HELCOM registrations also include the accidents
occurred in Russian and Estonian waters. Additionally,
accident descriptions (Heiskanen 2001, Laiho 2007)
were studied for those accidents for which DAMA
database or HELCOM data did not include enough
information on the causes and/or location.
Results of the analysis
In total, the number of collision candidates in the
Gulf of Finland was estimated to be 1890. The applied
causation probability model did not include collisions
occurring because omitting a turn in a bending
waterway location. If this collision type was omitted, an
overall causation probability value of 6.12 · 10-5 was
obtained for the Gulf of Finland. However, if bend
collision candidates were included in the causation
probability model as additional crossing candidates, the
overall value was 1.39 · 10-4. This difference describes
how the distribution of collision types weights the
overall causation probability.
Separate causation probabilities, collision candidates,
and the estimated number of collisions for the various
encounter types are presented in Table 2. From Table 2
it can be seen that the models estimated approximately
0.26 collisions per year. Figure 4 presents the relative
number of collisions of each waterway as well as of
each bend, merging and crossing point. According to

the accident statistics and descriptions, there had been
two collisions within the eight years i.e., 0.25 collisions
per year which were not caused by ice conditions or
otherwise related to navigating in ice channels or which
had not occurred in the vicinity of ports. Both of the
collisions had occurred in the eastern part of the gulf.
According to the analysis, the most collision-prone
waterway was the waterway at east side of Gogland
(number 2 in Figure 4). The second probable waterway
for collisions was the waterway to St. Petersburg
(number 5 in Figure 4). The most collision-prone
waypoint was where the waterway from Primorsk
merges to the main route through the Gulf of Finland
(point 4 in Figure 4). The collision probability per year
of that waypoint was 15.5 % of the collision probability
of the analyzed area in the Gulf of Finland. The
collision probability of the most collision-prone
waterway was 1.6 % of the overall collision probability.
Collision probability values of the waterways and
waypoints with the highest collision probabilities are
presented in Tables 3 and 4.
Table 2. The estimated values of causation probability, the number of
collision candidates, and the number of collisions per year for the
studied encounter types in the Gulf of Finland. *For merging and
bend encounters, the causation probability of crossing encounters was
applied.
Encounter type
Bend*
Overtaking
Crossing
Merging*
Head-on

Causation
probability
2,56E-04
5,62E-05
2,56E-04
2,56E-04
1,01E-05

Collision
candidates
757,76
629,79
72,95
43,61
385,93
Total

Collisions
1,94E-01
3,54E-02
1,87E-02
1,12E-02
3,89E-03
2,63E-01
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Table 3. The collision probabilities of the two most risky waterways.
Waterway location
East side of Gogland
To St. Petersburg

Number
in Figure
4
2
5

Overtaking
collision
probability
4.73E-03
3.54E-03

Head-on
collision
probability
2.41E-09
1.10E-06

Overall
collision
probability
4.73E-03
3.54E-03

Table 4. The collision probabilities of the three most collision-prone
bending, merging and crossing points
Number
Bend
in Figure collision
4
probability
1
3.74E-02
3
3.78E-02
4
4.33E-02

Merging
collision
probability
0
0
3.40E-03

Crossing
collision
probability
0
0
1.26E-04

Overall
collision
probability
3.74E-02
3.78E-02
4.68E-02

Figure 4. Indication of more and less collision-prone waterways and
bend, merging and crossing points based on modeling results. The
legs and points with the darkest colour are areas of the highest
collision probability.

Conclusions
The collision probability estimated with IWRAP
and the Bayesian network model was 0.26 collisions per
year, which is reasonable when compared to the 0.25
collisions per year derived from the accident statistics.
However, it should be noted that it is difficult to
compare the results to statistics since analyzed time
interval should be long but the traffic would have to
remain constant. Traffic in the Gulf of Finland has
increased significantly after the beginning of the studied
accident statistics period. Thus, it is reasonable that the
modeling estimates higher collision probability than
what is obtained from statistics. Further, the studied
area in the Gulf of Finland did not cover the whole gulf,
which suggests the actual number of collision
candidates in the gulf being larger than the number
obtained from this analysis. However, area limitations
were taken into account when studying accident
statistics.
As can be seen from Table 4, bend collision probability
is 75 % of the overall collision probability. However,
the bend collision model used in IWRAP assumes that 1
% of ships arriving to a bend of a waterway do not turn
as they should and thus become collision candidates
(Friis-Hansen 2008). The authors have not found any
reasoning for the assumption of 1 % of the ships
omitting a turn at a bend. The probability of not to turn
is, for example, considerably larger than causation
probability although its reasons seem to be similar.
Overall, the route from the entrance to the Gulf of
Finland to St. Petersburg through the whole gulf seems
the most risky waterway. This route gets narrower
towards east, which can be easily seen from Figure 1.

Ships navigate closer to each other and thus the route
segments are more dangerous in the eastern part of the
gulf than in the western part even though the traffic
volume is higher in western part. Likewise, the
registered non-ice related collisions had also occurred in
the eastern part. Surprisingly, the crossing area between
Helsinki and Tallinn does not seem to be particularly
prone to accidents. It is one limited area, whereas the
route through the gulf is long and its importance results
from its length and from the number of ships navigating
all the way along it. However, if the most important
consequences are considered to be lost human lives,
then the relative risk is higher in the crossing area
between Helsinki and Tallinn. A large number of
passenger vessels and high speed crafts with many
passengers is navigating in the area, as opposed to only
a few passenger vessels navigating in the eastern Gulf
of Finland.
In 2009, IWRAP is the best available tool for the
analysis of collision candidates or collision frequency in
the Gulf of Finland, but it still has weaknesses: Daytime
and time of year are assumed not to influence traffic
volumes, which is not realistic for the Gulf of Finland.
IWRAP also uses lateral traffic distributions without
distinguishing individual ships for estimating the
number of collision candidates, which can produce
situations in where a ship colliding with herself will be
interpreted as a collision candidate. This is relevant
especially for passenger ships making frequent passages
in a waterway. Additionally, in IWRAP ice season can
be included in the calculations only through causation
probability.
The estimates of the causation probability derived with
the Bayesian network were reasonable when compared
to the values presented in the literature. However, it
should be noted that the model depends heavily on the
network parameters. In an ongoing research project the
network model will be developed further and validated
with expert judgment. This way the special
characteristics of the traffic in the Gulf of Finland can
be taken into account. It should also be noted that this
study included only open water season. According to
accident statistics, many of the ship-ship collisions
occur in winter navigation, and wintertime traffic
should be included in the modeling in the future.
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The effectiveness of maritime safety policy system in prevention of
groundings, collisions and other maritime incidents
Jenni Kuronen and Ulla Tapaninen
University of Turku - Centre for Maritime Studies/Kotka office, Finland

Abstract:
The topic of the paper is policy instruments, which are or could be used to prevent groundings and collisions. Various international,
regional and national policy instruments aim at minimizing the risks of accidents.
This paper presents the current situation and future sights of maritime policy. The maritime policy instruments include administrative
(e.g. regulation on the structure and operation of ships, supervision of ship conditions, ship reporting systems and routeing), economic
(e.g. waterway dues, marine insurances, liability and compensation issues) and information guidance instruments (e.g. voluntary
training). The maritime safety regulation is to great extend international, the most important actor being International Maritime
Organisation (IMO). However, the European Union has shown increasing interests to regulate maritime safety, and there are also other
international actors in the field such as HELCOM. In addition, some of maritime safety related matters belong to the sphere of national
regulation, for example piloting.
This paper addresses the following questions: what are the criteria for effective policy, what are the strengths and weaknesses of the
maritime safety policy system, how effective is the maritime safety policy system,what could be the alternatives for the current
system.

Introduction
Accidents at sea and increasing amount of
maritime traffic, especially the transportation of
dangerous cargoes, have awakened the growing
awareness about the safety of maritime traffic.
International and national maritime safety regulation
has a long history and regulation is revised and
developed further continuously in numerous maritime
safety related issues by numerous actors. Instead of
looking at the single policies it is sometimes important
to think about the system as a whole. Does it achieve
the goals it is meant to achieve, is it effective, should it
be changed?
This paper presents criteria for effective policy
instruments and it evaluates the current maritime safety
policy system as a whole in the light of those criteria.
The paper includes the review of the maritime safety
policy system and the critique of it. The paper is based
on literary sources, largely on the articles published in
the academic journals. The structure of the paper is as
follows. First, the criteria for effective policy
instruments are presented. Second, the regulatory
bodies of maritime safety and maritime safety policy
instruments are reviewed. After that, the critique and
the weak points of the system are looked through. In the
end, the maritime safety policy system is evaluated
against the criteria for effective policy and the findings
of the study are discussed. Also an alternative for the
current system is presented.1
Effectiveness of policy instruments
Policy instruments can be grouped to three
groups: regulatory control (jurisdiction and law based
decrees, restrictions, licences etc.), economic control
(taxes, subsidies, fees etc.) and information guidance
1
This research has been done as part of the cross-disciplinary research
project “SAFGOF - Evaluation of the traffic increase in the Gulf of Finland
during the years 2007-2015 and the effect of the increase on the environment
and traffic chain activities” of Kotka Maritime Research Centre
(http://www.merikotka.fi/uk/SAFGOF.php).

(information, voluntary education, certification, awards
etc.). Policy instruments can be also viewed from the
viewpoint of what interests are to be protected: private
goods (the competitiveness of companies) or public
goods, which the market would otherwise neglect (the
maintenance of safety and security in the shipping and
protection of the environment from the harmful effects
of shipping). Policy instruments can be either
preventive measures or sanctions and consequences.
Both preventive measures and consequences can be
either private (e.g. insurances) or administrative
measures (e.g. prohibitions) (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Policy instruments

Government, financial, administrative and
community resources are limited and must be deployed
where they are most likely to have the greatest positive
impact. It is important to assess the strengths and
weaknesses of the range of instruments in terms of the
stated objectives and to identify the circumstances in
which they are most likely to make a positive
contribution to the outcome sought. (Greiner et al.
2000)
Vieira et al. (2007) have developed a system to
assess transport policy instruments where the set of
policies are evaluated against certain criteria and in
relation to each other. Also Greiner et al. (2000) has
had very similar criteria for transport policy evaluation.
These criteria are presented below.
• Effectiveness refers to the potential
improvement in the thing that is trying to be
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change. It relates to whether an instrument is
technically suitable for achieving a goal.
(Greiner et al. 2000; Vieira et al. 2007)
• Economic efficiency relates the effectiveness
to the implementation costs of an instrument
and to the economic efficiency of an
instrument in a collective sense, assessing the
total benefits of the associated change in risk
minimizing against its total costs. (Greiner et
al. 2000; Vieira et al. 2007)
• Acceptability refers to the stakeholders’ level
of agreement on a new policy instrument, and
to the political and community acceptability of
an instrument. Acceptability is a necessary
condition for the durability of the policy.
(Greiner et al. 2000; Vieira et al. 2007)
• Enforcement indicates how effectively a
policy instrument can be implemented. Some
instruments can be difficult to implement even
though they would be probably effective.
Vieira et al. (2007) presents the following
types of barriers for implementation: legal and
institutional (legal or regulatory conflicts, legal
powers are spread through various institutions
or organizations), resource or financial (lack of
financial or physical resources to implement
an instrument), political and cultural (some
groups oppose policy) and technological (e.g.
lack of suitable technology). (Greiner et al.
2000; Vieira et al. 2007)
• Lateral effects refer to possible spill over
effects of an instrument for other sectors (e.g.
reduce of air emissions can improve the health
of people, which decreases health care
expenses). (Vieira et al. 2007)
• Incentive and innovation effects relate to the
question whether an instrument encourages
experimentation and change and provides an
ongoing incentive for improvement. (Greiner
et al. 2000)
In comparison with regulatory and economic
instruments, regulatory instruments are very effective
and easy to enforce, because they are, by their nature,
compulsory. The weaknesses of regulatory instruments
can be their economic efficiency and public acceptance,
and their enactment and implementation can be
expensive, difficult or practically impossible. (Vieira et
al. 2007) Regulatory policy instruments may not
promote changes or innovations because there is no
economic incentive (Klemmensen et al. 2007).
Economic instruments can reach environmental
targets with good economic efficiency from the point of
view of more social-efficient allocation of resources.
However, economic instruments often face acceptance
difficulties because they tend to increase prices. If they
have lateral effects or in the combination of other
policies they can be more acceptable if the price
increase in the first is compensated by the price
decrease of the other. Recently the popularity of
economic regulation has been decreasing because it is

seen to distort market competition and to reduce overall
economic efficiency. (Vieira et al. 2007) Effective
policy instruments should be coherent with overall
policy orientations. Policies should not be evaluated
separately. Some set of policies can together be more
effective than any single policy would be. In their study
on transport policy instruments, Vieira et al. 2007 found
that most of the studied policy instruments had positive
synergy effects, i.e. the effectiveness of instruments
implemented together is potentially bigger than the
effectiveness of each instrument separately. It is also
important to look at which current policies might
provide conflicting incentives and which should be
removed. Policy instruments should also be reviewed if
the context of maritime shipping system changes.
(Greiner et al. 2000; Vieira et al. 2007; Walker 2000)
One aspect of the effectiveness of jurisdiction based
policy instruments is what happens in the case of noncompliance. Non-compliance should result in penalties
or economic consequences severe enough to minimise
the temptation of an actor to break the rules. (Greiner et
al. 2000)
Regulatory bodies of maritime safety
Because ships can move around the world
between different states, it is appropriate to have
worldwide regulations on maritime safety matters in
order to avoid the situation where each coastal state
would have its own rules on issues like ship structure,
manning etc. (Stopford 2009). Besides international
level (UN, International Maritime Organisation IMO,
International Labour Organisation ILO) maritime safety
regulation is done also in supra-national (EU), in
national (Finland, Estonia, Russia), and in regional (the
Gulf of Finland) level (Figure 2). In principle these
levels work in the so-called nested hierarchy, which
means that the international level is the outmost circle
and other levels are within each other in the circle, and
inner circles should always be consistent with the outer
levels of the circle. Otherwise the implementation of
regulation is likely to be ineffectual. (Roe 2008)
Besides regulatory bodies there are institutions which
do not have legislative power but which are somehow
affecting the maritime safety regulation, for example
environmental organisations like WWF, classification
societies and marine insurance companies. There are
also cases where the United States have legislated
maritime safety nationally and it has had an effect on
the entire shipping industry, for example the Oil
Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA 90) (Luoma 2009).

Figure 2. Example of main regulatory bodies of maritime safety the
Gulf of Finland
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United Nations has delegated maritime issues
mainly to two UN agencies: International Maritime
Organisation (IMO) and International Labour
Organisation (ILO). IMO is responsible agency for ship
safety, pollution and security, and ILO for the laws
governing maritime personnel. The main instrument of
both agencies is conventions, which become law when
they are enacted by each member state. IMO and ILO
also give codes, guidelines or recommended practices
on important matters not considered suitable for
regulation by formal treaty instruments.
The United Nations Convention on the Law of
the Sea (UNCLOS) establishes the most fundamental
rules governing all uses of the oceans and their
resources including the movements of ships. UNCLOS,
for example, defines the boundaries between sea zones
and areas in which coastal state legislation is permitted.
The rights of the port state are defined by dividing the
sea into maritime zones: the territorial sea zone, the
contiguous zone, the exclusive economic zone and high
sea zones. (Stopford 2009)
In the past decades it was perceived in IMO that
there was a need for a system which would take into the
consideration also the local circumstances. As an
answer to the problem, IMO developed the concept of
Particularly Sensitive Sea Area (PSSA) in order to
protect ecologically sensitive sea areas from the hazards
of shipping Designation of PSSA is not a regulation in
its own right, but it serves as a basis for the proposal for
additional protective measures (APMs). (Roberts 2007)
APMs given on the basis of PSSA status can include
routeing systems of ships (traffic separation schemes,
areas to be avoided, no anchoring areas, inshore traffic
zones, deep water routes, precautionary areas,
recommended routes), ship reporting systems, and
discharge and emission control restrictions. (Mäkinen
2008)
In the past, the starting point in the European
Union was that maritime safety matters should be
negotiated at an international level and EU did not
engage itself into this policy area. Neverthless, after
maritime accidents in European waters, for example the
capsizing of Herald of Free Enterprise, maritime safety
issues became into the agenda of the EU. (Pallis 2006)
At the moment there are over 40 Community
regulations on maritime safety. National authority has
shifted to the European Union in maritime issues where
Community legislation exists. (Ministry of Transport
and Communications 2009). European Union has been
making attempts to gain full membership in IMO and to
present all EU countries with one voice which is
thought to be more effective than individual state
representations in IMO. (Roe 2009)
Helsinki Commission’s (HELCOM) aim is to
protect the marine environment in the Baltic Sea and it
deals also with pollution from maritime traffic.
HELCOM gives recommendations to member states,
which member states can implement although in legal
sense they are not obliged to do so. In practise member
states usually follow the recommendations (Karvonen

et al. 2006). HELCOM has paid attention for example
to the following shipping issues: proposals for
additional safety measures (PSSA), decreasing of
emissions and discharges from shipping, treatment of
ballast waters, realisation of systematic hydrographical
surveying in the main waterways, the development of
electric
navigation
charts
(ENC;
Electronic
Navigational Charts) and the harmonization of accident
investigation procedures. (HELCOM 2009; Ministry of
Transport and Communications 2009)
National policy level focuses on the
implementation of the policies agreed at international
and/or supra-national level (Roe 2008). Piloting, vessel
traffic services, maintenance of waterways and safety
devices, nautical charting and weather, water level, ice
services, waterway maintenance related dues and port
dues are issues that are usually governed nationally
(Ministry of Transport and Communications 2009).
Maritime safety policy instruments
Regulatory instruments
Regulatory instruments include jurisdiction,
restrictions, licences, permissions and standards (Vieira
et al. 2007). Also planning systems can be included in
regulatory instruments (Ekroos et al. 2002). Regulatory
instruments are the most widely used policy
instruments, also in the maritime world. Table 1
presents how maritime safety is regulated with
regulatory instruments.
Table 1. Maritime safety regulatory instruments
Regulated
sector
Ship
construction
and
equipment

Surveillance
of ship
conditions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mariners

Navigation

•
•
•
•
•
•

construction and
subdivision
stability
equipment
stowage
navigation
handling of the cargo
flag state control
port state control
host state control
classification
societies
vetting inspections

working conditions
employment
conditions
manning of ship
safety management
VTS
ship reporting

•

traffic separation
scheme and routing

•

traffic
recommendations
and restrictions
piloting
waterway safety
nautical charts
information supply
about weather, water
level, ice situation
etc.
towage services

•
•
•
•

•

Main
legislator/actors
→ IMO

→ IMO
→ IMO, PARIS
MOU
→ EU
→ private
companies
→ private
companies
→ IMO, ILO

→ IMO
→ IMO, regional
co-operation
→ IMO, regional
co-operation
→ IMO, regional
co-operation and
nations
→ nations
→ IMO, IALA
→ IMO
→ IMO

→ nations, private
companies
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Economic instruments
The rationale behind economic instruments is to
make unwanted behaviour more expensive or wanted
behaviour cheaper so that companies will have
economic incentive to change their activities in order to
avoid extra costs. Economic instruments are used in
society also to cover the costs of providing
infrastructure, such as waterways, and to prevent the
exploitation of common resources. Economic
instruments can be charges, taxes, subsidies or marketbased mechanisms such as emission trading.
(Klemmensen et al. 2007) It is typical for maritime
safety related economic instruments that they are set on
the national level or they are used between private
actors (Table 2).
Table 2. Maritime safety economic instruments
Regulated sector

Main legislator/actors

Dues related to
maintenance of waterways

→ nations

Port dues

→ nations, private companies

Marine insurance

→ private companies, IMO
(obligatory insurances)

P&I Clubs

→ private companies

Liability and
compensation (oil
pollution)

→ IMO

Incentives

→ private companies, e.g.
GreenAward Certification System,
nations

Information guidance
Information guidance is premised on the idea
that justified information makes people, communities or
companies to change their behaviour patterns.
Information guidance includes, for example,
information, standardisation, certification or awards. It
is characteristic of information guidance that it is based
on voluntary actions. When regulatory or economic
instruments are in most cases based on legislation and
there are consequences in the case of non-conformity,
the effect of information guidance is totally depended
on the voluntary interests of an actor. Information
guidance instruments are in use also in maritime safety
issues, for example besides legally binding conventions
IMO gives codes, guidelines or recommended practices
on important matters.
Future sights
New policies are developed both at many levels
and in many issues to improve maritime safety further.
Especially the development of navigational aids and
decreasing the effect of the human factor in accident
causation are issues where changes can be expected.
Also the wider use of economic instruments to promote
maritime safety, such as compensation or green port

dues, seems to be in the interests of legislators. At the
same time, existing regulation is also developed to be
more effective and to be more up to date. In regard to
existing regulation and to what is under development it
can be concluded that maritime safety risks are at least
at the political level taken seriously.
Critique of the current system
Problems of international maritime safety regulation
Although maritime safety regulation can be
proven to have improved maritime safety when for
example looking at the number of casualties and their
seriousness, there are still unwanted phenomena in the
shipping industry from the point of view of maritime
safety. Shipping causes harmful effects, such as
environmental pollution or accident caused deaths. Substandard or otherwise obscurely managed ships are able
to sail in the world seas. Inability of international
regulation to take into consideration local
circumstances and special needs has lead to different
kinds of regional arrangements, which erode the
international legislation system.
According to Roe (2008, 2009) current policymaking fails in many ways on many fronts: it fails to
have desired effect, it is generated by inappropriate
bodies (national governments rather than international
authorities), it is diffuse and partial (Port State Control
and the failure to eliminate sub-standard ships), and
many times it is unclear where it emerges, what are the
motives behind it or what is the methodology for its
application.
International regulation process is not easy. It is
often slow and the result can become a compromise of
compromises (Stopford 2009). At the regional level
there would often be preparedness to react more quickly
to the deficiencies in the maritime safety system. IMO
does not support regional decision-making and regional
systems are problematic from the point of view of
global shipping industry. An example of such occasion
where national or supra-national legislation has
conflicted with the international level is the case of
double-hull tankers, which were first required by the
United States and the US Oil Pollution Act. Later in the
EU the number of member states introduced legislation
to enforce the use of double-hull oil tankers before it
was agreed on the EU level and well before the date
recommended by IMO. (Roe 2008; Roe 2009) The
contradiction in the current maritime legislation system
is manifested also in the PSSA system, where the
principle of freedom of the high seas and uniform
international legislation is challenged. The designation
of PSSA area can be seen as an attempt to extend
national and regional authority in the sea area (Uggla
2007). In fact, such regional arrangements can be
regarded as a failure of the international system to make
effective regulation in maritime industry (Goss 2008;
Kaps 2004).
IMO legislation can be considered mostly as
reactive regulation is revised or tightened after major
sea accidents and preventive actions are still
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uncommon. This kind of “post accident” policy is often
unsuccessful. Policy-making is not very comprehensive
and one particular risk gets too much attention
(Goulielmos 2001; Karvonen et al. 2006; Knapp &
Franses 2009).
At international level national representatives
make up the IMO, constructing maritime policies for
globalized industry from a national perspective.
Problems arise when national interests conflict with
supra-national ideas. Failures of shipping policies
derive from the development of internationalised
ownership of industrial and capital operation resulting
from national protectionist regulations. (Roe 2008; Roe
2009)
The role of third parties in promotion of maritime
safety
Regulation depends also on the enrolment of the
third parties, both public and private (financial firms,
insurers, government agencies, auditors, consultants,
etc.). The third parties have the power to influence the
behaviour of the companies. They can implement
incentives or sanctions on other parties, from the
making or breaking of social and economic relationship
to concrete financial penalties formalised in legally
binding contracts. Still, the third parties are still rarely
exploited in promotion of the public interests. In
maritime regulation such third party actors such as
associations of shipowners, cargo owners, insurers,
classification societies and banks have potential to exert
an influence over ship safety and environmental
standards. (Bennett 2000)
The third parties could be enrolled to assist the
public policy for instance by holding them liable for
environmental damage caused by their clients, making
it a legal requirement that the targets of regulators use
the machinery of third parties (such as auditors or
insurers). Governments can also create rights such as
tradable permits and incentives like the less scrutiny by
regulatory authors. It should also be discussed what is
the liability of the cargo owner and the shipper in the
cases of accidents. (Bennett 2000)
Hänninen (2007) has observed that the marine
system is lacking egalitarian stakeholder groups which
would monitor risks and risk taking behaviour in
maritime transportation. In other industries, such as in
the nuclear power production and in the forest industry,
egalitarian watch and interest groups are common and
they provide fresh and unconventional views on matters
of safety thus creating pressures on other groups to pay
attention and upgrade safety related risk classification
and regulatory practises.
All the companies in the shipping industry are
not the same. There are companies, which buy cheap
second-hand ships, operate them as cheaply as possibly,
do not mind on safety measures and when repairs
become too expensive they abandon the ships and their
crews in some obscure port. There are also companies,
which are very active in promoting safe shipping: they
are willing to test new technologies, act as good

employers and achieve a high reputation among the
public. The problem is that good and bad companies are
competing in the same markets. (Goss 2008) The
shipper plays a crucial role in the maritime safety. For
example, in the case of Erika accident, it turned out that
the ship was chartered because of the affordability of
offered transportation and the shipper did not have
much interest on the condition of the ship (Karvonen et
al. 2006). If a shipper requires from a transporter high
safety level instead of looking solely at a price of
transportation, obscure firms are not able to operate in
the markets and distort fair market competition.
Human factor and safety culture problem
recognised, but not solved
Human factor has been identified as the most
important cause to the maritime accidents (e.g.
Hänninen 2008; Karvonen et al. 2006; Trucco et al.
2008) and in all shipping accidents human factor plays
some role. The development of technology has lead to
the reduction of failures in technology, which in turn
has revealed the underlying level of influence of human
error in accident causation (Hetherington et al. 2006).
Also the influence of economic pressure in a strongly
competitive industry may have added to the human
factor causing shipping accidents (Trucco et al. 2008).
If the human factor is seen to be the major cause for the
accidents, effective policies should take into
consideration how the effect of the human factor in
accident causes could be diminished. It seems that in
the shipping industry there is growing awareness about
the role of human factor in maritime safety, but it
appears to be difficult to find good policies, which
would tackle the human factor. Safety management,
including inspection and training, are commonly
thought to be the key means of tackling the human
factor contribution to the accidents (Trucco et al. 2008).
Also working conditions, safety culture on board, and
proper use of technological and other tools have a role
in preventing the human factor caused accidents
(Karvonen et al. 2006).
The human factor related errors can be of two
kinds: active and latent errors. The active errors are the
ones made by pilot, control room crew, ship officers or
other operators. But, the biggest threat to a safety comes
from latent errors, which are caused by poor design,
incorrect installation, faulty maintenance, poor
management decisions etc. The active error made by the
operator is just a finish touch in human factor based
error leading to the casualty (Hänninen 2008). In other
words, the human factor based error can be said to be
the final act of a long and complex chain of
organisational and systemic errors. According to
Hetherington et al. (2006), the fundamental error
inducing character in shipping lies in the social
organization, economic pressure and in the structure of
industry.
Maritime safety is by its nature very complex
issue and it is as much related to culture as is anything
else. Such issues as language, authority and
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communication are all complex and are determined by
individual and institutional relationships that may or
may not be affected by jurisdiction and other policy
instruments. Successful policies need to reflect the
complexity of inter-relationships and the multiplicity of
centres of authority that influence safety and
environmental standards and the implementation of
penalties in the shipping industry. (Roe 2009)
Effectiveness of maritime safety policy system
In chapter 2 the criteria for the effective
maritime safety policy system were presented. In this
chapter, each criterion is looked at in the light of the
current maritime safety policy system in general – does
it as a whole fulfil the criteria. Naturally there are
differences between single policies but here the purpose
is solely to look at the system as a whole.
Effectiveness - policy instrument must be
suitable for achieving a desired goal
Most of the maritime safety policy instruments can be
considered suitable for their purposes. They address the
things which are straight connected to the operational
circumstances of a ship and improvement of them is
likely to have an impact on the safety of shipping. One
of the problems is that the international legislation
seems to lack the capability to take into consideration
local circumstances and to make fast responses when
needed. PSSA status system and the activity of the
European Union to legislate maritime safety are signs
of this problem. Another problem is that it seems
difficult to find effective policies which would tackle
the human factor when the human factor is the main
cause to the most of the accidents at sea.
Economic efficiency - the benefits versus the
costs of implementing the policy instrument should be
at balance
Economic efficiency varies between different policies
and it is difficult to estimate as a whole. For sure, some
people say that safety regulation costs too much for the
industry, because it is so extensive. Nevertheless, in
principle the costs of implementing international
regulation should not be the problem for the industry
because all actors bear the same costs. However, we
know that this is not the case in the real world.
Implementation level varies and regional regulation and
arrangements like PSSA can alter the costs. Still,
economic efficiency is very important criteria.
Resources should be allocated so that maximum benefit
is obtained. There is no point to make regulation which
costs a great deal to the industry and which has only a
little impact. The problem is that costs and benefits are
in many cases hard to calculate and it seems where is no
comprehensive information about the cost-effectiveness
of the maritime safety policy system. This is the area
which needs further development.

Acceptability - policy instrument must be
accepted by stakeholders and community
In a way, the slowness of the international regulation
process reflects that such policy instruments which are
not accepted by stakeholders cannot be legislated,
because the slow process is a sign that the stakeholders
have differing opinions on the matter and it takes long
to negotiate the result which can be accepted by the
sufficient number of the stakeholders. When looking at
the broader community, it seems that it would be
willing and ready to make tighter policies for maritime
safety but which are not accepted by the industry or
they are against the principles of maritime law. For
example, in many instances it has been proposed that
VTS system should be reached to the whole Baltic Sea
area, but at the moment it is not possible due to the
international legislation, which does not allow a coastal
state to oblige VTS system in high sea zones. (e.g.
Karvonen et al. 2006)
Enforcement - policy instrument can be
implemented effectively
This seems to be the core problem of the current
system. International regulation which is based on the
nation-state implementation is not functioning properly.
In the global scale, there are too large differences in the
way of implementation of maritime safety regulation.
The existence of the flags of convenience is the most
visible sign of it.
Lateral - effects positive spill over effects of the
policy instrument to other sectors
At its best, maritime safety policy has many positive
spill over effects. Safer shipping means less human
misery and less polluted seas. These achievements
affect the further society positively in many ways.
People are healthier, live and work long. Ecosystems of
seas are protected which improves the possibilities to
use sea both for commercial and recreational activities
although these things depend on many other issues as
well. Safe transportation also decreases transport
damages and cargo losses.
Incentive and innovation – good policy
instrument encourages experimentation and gives
incentives for improvement
Maritime safety policy is in many aspects very detailed,
for example with regard to ship construction and
equipment. The more detailed is the legislation, the less
there is room for experimentation and innovations.
Often economic instruments are thought to be better in
promoting innovations and they are not much used in
maritime safety policy (e.g. Mickwitz et al. 2008).
However, regulatory instruments can encourage
innovation as well and economic instruments do not
necessarily do that. For example, ISM Code includes
the requirement for continuous improvement, but as it
has been perceived in the study of Lappalainen (2008)
that the shipping industry often lacks that kind of
culture which would aim at the continuous
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improvement of safety culture. In sum, how well
maritime safety policy instruments encourage
experimentation and innovation varies from policy to
policy, but it looks like that more attention has recently
been paid to make policies to be more innovative and
encouraging for continuous improvement.
The current maritime safety policy system is
effective in many respects but the greatest weaknesses
are the implementation and cost-effectiveness of
policies and the failure of the system to diminish the
role of human factor in accident causation.
Implementation, which is based on the nation-state
authorities, has not succeeded in the global scale and
the problem with cost-effectiveness is that there is not
reliable and comprehensive data about the costs of
policies both of single policies and of policies in
comparison with each other. The system allows
substandard shipping in many respects: the
implementation of international legislation has not
succeeded, other companies and actors agree to cooperate with obscure shipping companies and
consequences of substandard shipping for the shipping
company are not severe enough.
Multi-level or polycentric governance system
Roe suggests that the problem of making
effective policies lies in the failure to understand the
relationships between jurisdictions operating at
international, supra-national and national levels, which
makes it possible for uncaring shipowners to take
advantage of the failings of current regulation systems,
and in the failure to incorporate the stakeholder
interests into the jurisdiction process. (Roe 2008; Roe
2009)
New approaches to shipping policy at the
international level have been proposed, such as multilevel governance or polycentric governance system.
Multi-level governance means that central government
authority is dispersed both vertically to locate at other
territorial levels and horizontally to non-state actors.
Multi-level governance is thus characterised by
overlapping and multiple jurisdictions in contrast to the
simple hierarchical approach, and it allows the
integration of state and non-state actors and the
dispersion of state activity to supra-national, regional
and local authorities in a way that reflects the shipping
industry itself. Polycentric governance systems go one
step further: it is a more complex policy-making
framework encompassing a variety of policy-generating
origins across all types of institutions, both private and
public (governments, interest groups, political parties,
commercial companies etc.) International jurisdiction
gives levels but the concrete measures can be decided
locally in co-operation with different actors. These
governance systems may offer a mechanism to reflect
the actual activities within the maritime sector and the
priorities of stakeholders involved. (Roe 2008; Roe
2009) However, such change in international legislation
seems to be remote.

Summary and conclusions
Various international, regional and national
policy instruments aim at minimizing the risks of
accidents and other harmful effects of maritime traffic.
This paper has presented a short summary on the
maritime safety policy and the criteria for effective
policies. Then, the effectiveness of the maritime safety
policy system has been evaluated.
Policy instruments can be grouped to regulatory,
economic and information guidance instruments.
Maritime safety is enhanced with all these instrument
types although most prominently with regulatory
instruments. Due to the international character of
shipping industry, the regulation of maritime safety is
aimed to be done mostly at international level but there
are also regional and national bodies involved.
According to literature, effective maritime
policy instruments should fulfil at least following
criteria: 1) effectiveness policy instrument must be
suitable for achieving a desired goal, 2) economic
efficiency the benefits versus the costs of implementing
the policy instrument should be in balance, 3)
acceptability policy instrument must be accepted by
stakeholders and community, 4) enforcement policy
instrument can be implemented effectively, 5) lateral
effects the positive spill over effects of the policy
instrument for other sectors, and 6) incentive and
innovation good policy instrument encourages
experimentation and gives incentives for improvement.
There is increasing amount of maritime safety
regulation, and in overall, the number of maritime
accidents has decreased during past decades. Most of
the regulation has been effective in preventing accidents
and incidents. Still accidents and incidents happen at
sea and the current regulation system can be criticised
for several points. Making international regulation is
not easy: regulation processes in IMO tend to be slow
and the result can become the compromise of
compromises. Regulation is mostly reactive instead of
preventive and regulation is revised after accidents.
Work of IMO is based on the participation of nationstates and on the implementation of regulation by flag
states and all flag states do not have the same
implementation standards. This has lead to the situation
that there are several inspection systems which aim at
the eliminating operation of sub-standard ships and still
sub-standard ships are able to sail in the world seas. The
failure of IMO to provide fast responses and to take into
consideration local circumstances in regulation has lead
to the situation where for example European Union
gives its own maritime safety legislation and there are
such arrangements as Particularly Sensitive Sea Areas.
When comparing the current maritime safety policy
system as whole with the criteria of effective policies, it
can be concluded that in many respects the current
system is effective but the greatest problems are in
implementation and in cost-effectiveness. The nationstate based implementation system is not functioning
properly and the existence of the flags of convenience is
the clearest sign of that. Cost-effectiveness of policies is
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hard to calculate, both of single policies and of the
policies in comparison with each other. This is the area
which needs further research and better methods.
Maritime safety regulation is mostly regulatory and
probably economic instruments could be used more.
Also third parties, for example shippers, insurers or
auditors, are an unused resource in the promotion of
maritime safety. However, there are some inherent
problems in the system: flag state based
implementation, the difficulty of making truly global
and effective regulation which can react fast to needs of
change, and the problems of safety culture in the
shipping industry. Before these problems are solved, the
major improvements of maritime safety cannot be
expected to happen and ultimately single policies will
only be band-aid solutions to the problem not
interfering in the actual causes of bleeding.
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